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PREFACE

These transcripts owe a great deal to many people.

The idea of recording the experiences and views of senior Canadian public servants,
cliplomats and military officers involved in NATO and NATO-related affairs was developed by
Geoffrey Pearson, the first Executive Director of the Canadian Institute for International Peace and
Security. The work continued under his successor, Bernard Wood, the Institute's present Chief
Executive Officer.

David Cox was helpful in launching the study. As the Institute's Director of Research from
1984 to 1987, he also participated in a number of the interviews.

Professors Jack Granatstein of York University and Robert Bothwell of Toronto University
provided helpful advice on interview techniques and transcript preparation.

David Karsgaard of the Department of External Affairs assisted in providing access to the
NATO files, for some of the preparatory background work. John Hilliker and Dacre Cole of the
Historical Section were also very helpful.

The interviews themselves were conducted under contract in the summer of 1987. Nancy
Pawelek, Editor, and Eleanor Fielding, Secretary, both of the Parliamentary Centre for Foreign
Affairs and Foreign trade, actively assisted with preparatory work and interviews.

The heavy task of transcribing the interview tapes and preparing the first drafts of the
transcripts was carried out by A.S.A.P. word processing service. Ibis was done under a small
additional contract, and the Institute is grateful to Lynne Anderson, President, and ail her staff, for
the great effort that went in to that phase of the work.

Thereafter, Doina Cioiu, Institute Research Administrator, took on the major responsibility
of shepherding the transcripts through the following drafts, and in-putting most of the corrections.
Her hard work and commitment to the project were invaluable. Her efforts are greatly appreciated.

Mary Taylor, Institute Editor, also contributed greatly by editing and reviewing one draft
of the texts.

Other Institute staff who helped with various parts of the work include Cecile Sicard,
Secretary, and John McLeod, Research Assistant.

The Contributors also participated actively in the review and revision process, by examining
ail texts and recommending necessary changes.

A special word of thanks is owed to, Escott Reid, former Deputy Under-Secretary of State
for Externat Affairs, for a conversation about Canadian efforts to promnote world peace and order
in the Post-War Period and, later, to establish the North Atlantic Treaty. Published works by Mr.
Reid that have provided very helpful insights include: On Duty, describing the work of establishing
the United Nations, particularly in 1945 and 1946; Time of Hope and Fear: The Making of the



North Atlantic Treaty, 1947-49; and ttStrengthening the North Atlantic Alliance," International

Perspectives, November/December issue, 1985.

Thanks are also due to Charles Ritchie, former Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External

Affairs, for some helpful comments on his experiences of NATO.

T'he process was an arduous and complex one, interspersed by other work on substantive

issues and administrative matters. However, the material itself contains a wealth of information and

insights, which hopefully will appeal to the interested public as well as to the dedicated student of

Canadian foreign policy, of NATO, and of international affairs in general.

Roger Hill
Senior Research Fellow
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INTRODUCTION

World order is a critical issue on today's international agenda. Once again Canadian and

other public figures and diplomats are facing a rapidly changing world and contemplating how best

to manage it. They are watching the upheaval in the Soviet Union, trying to come to grips with

major developments in the remainder of Europe, discussing modifications in Western defence

arrangements, and considering greater reliance on the United Nations for the promotion of global

stability. Many UN members sent military forces recently to the Persian Gulf to turn back Iraq's
invasion and occupation of Kuwait, and so participated in a major effort to uphold and strengthen
the international system by firm resistance to aggression.

This is a time to consider what Canada and other UN members can now do to uphold world

order and promote international peace and security. We need to take stock of Canada's position and

standing in the world, and to reflect on the possibilities that lie before this country for influencing
the march of events. Canada has a long-standing interest in international peace and security and
well-established connections through such bodies as NATO and the United Nations. This country
will surely want to play its full part in the important international endeavours that now lie ahead.

In doing so, we should not forget that Canada has been actively involved in the quest for world

stability, peace and order for a good fifty years. The work on current international structures began
in the thick of the Second World War in an exercise known as Post Hostilities Planning; and

continued over the next few years as discussions focussed on a new United Nations system. Canada

was a founding member and active supporter of the new global organization, and looked to it in the

immediate Post-War period as the keystone of a new international security system.

The more ambitious hopes for the United Nations were soon disappointed owing to the

rapidly growing rift between the Soviet Union and the Western world. This paralyzed the Security

Council. The UN action in Korea in the early 1950s was an exception to the rule occasioned by

Soviet withdrawal for a brief time from Security Council decision-making. Henceforth - until the

Persian Gulf crisis of 1990-91 - United Nations military action in attempts to uphold order or contain

regional disputes was largely focussed on the new device of peacekeeping. Canada has played a full

role in that endeavour, serving with the great majority of UN and similar peacekeeping missions.

With the dissipation of the original hopes for the United Nations, Canada's attention turned

to alternative arrangements. Together with the United States and several West European countries,
Canada participated in the establishment, in the late-1940s, of the North Atlantic Treaty and the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Set up in 1949, this new system was designed to

reassure Western Europe about its security; guarantee the defence of the North Atlantic area;

reaffirm democratic ideals among the member states; and promote well-being and a sense of

community.

The North Korean invasion of the South in June 1950, prompted fears that the Soviet Union

and international Communism were becoming militantly expansionist. This not only triggered a

collective military response in Korea; it also raised concerns about the security of other regions

including Western Europe. Collective defence arrangements in Europe were accordingly

strengthened, and over the next year a Canadian infantry brigade and twelve squadrons of aircraft

were sent to Europe to join other allied forces there.



Since those early days, Canada has actively participated in the work of NATO, especially
at the military and political levels. Canada has maintained forces in Germany, and also contributed
other naval, land and air units to the defence of the North Atlantic and North America. This country
has also played a very active role in the management of inter-allied relationships, and in the
collective work of expanding diplomatic contacts with the East. In addition, in pursuit of its interest
in Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty - which advocates enhanced co-operation among the
members at the non-military level - Canada has played its full part in NATO's work on economic
issues, environmental concerns, and scientific and technological exchanges.

This forty years of work in NATO constitutes a major Canadian contribution to international
peace and security. It has promoted the stability and prosperity of Western Europe, and helped to
bring about the political changes in Central and Eastern Europe which now promise an entirely new
future of East-West co-operation.

At the same time, participating in NATO has been beneficial for Canada. It has assured
Canada's own defence - across the Atlantic and also directly for our own territory - and it has
provided Canada with a pole of inter-relationships which help this country to reaffirm its own
distinctness. In NATO, Canada has maintained linkages with the West European countries which
have helped to counter-balance, to some degree, its very close and intense relationship with the
United States.

So when we look at the future of Atlantic affairs, East-West relations, and world order, we
need to recall that there is already in existence this whole body of experience and knowledge built
up over almost half a century. It is important to examine the record, as well as staring into the
future.

We also need to recall that this history of Canadian involvement in NATO and NATO-
related issues is, above all, a human enterprise. Canadian people pursued Canadian policies - hacked
out collective positions with other allied diplomats in NATO Headquarters, negotiated with their
Warsaw Pact counterparts, or flew planes off aircraft carriers in the mid-Atlantic. The story of
Canada's contribution to NATO is a record of great endeavour by government ministers and many
dedicated and hard-working public servants, diplomats, military officers and service personnel.

Little of this story is publicly known.Some public figures and a few former ambassadors
write autobiographies or comments on their work, but the vast majority of public servants and
military personnel do not. They do their work and then hand over to their successors, leaving no
formal record even after half a lifetime of activity.

The present transcripts aim at capturing a small part of this experience. They set out the
recollections and perceptions of more than a dozen Canadians about the major events in NATO's
history, and about Canada's efforts in such related fields as defence policy, East-West relations, and
the pursuit of world order.

The group are all former public servants, diplomats or senior military officers. They do not
include former ministers, although there were plans to do so at one stage if the work had proceeded
into a second round of interviews. A second round would also have included, hopefully, a senior
air force officer, the current Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council, and additional senior
officials involved in Canadian defence planning.



All who did participate had immensely rich and varied careers, including periods of NATO
or NATO-related work where they played key roles in consultations on such issues as the
modernization of intermediate-range nuclear weapons, the control of conventional armed forces in
Europe, events in Poland, or defence spending in Canada.

The interviews were all conducted in the summer of 1987. They were done as a set of
biographies, following each person's career from one location and issue to another, and focussing
most heavily on the periods of NATO or NATO-related activity. The questions were carefully
prepared in advance so that the discussions focussed on critical issues as much as possible.
However, the approach was not a rigid or dry one; the aim was to encourage spontaneous comment
as well as careful reflection, and to bring out a true sense of affairs rather than a point-by-point
debate over this or that particular document.

The transcripts are contained in the main body of this study, entitled: "The Record". They
are divided into three parts, according to the main focus of each person's career in NATO and
NATO-related affairs. Thus John Holmes, George Ignatieff, Geoffrey Pearson, Robert Cameron and
George Grande are grouped in Part 1, because their main involvement in NATO and NATO-related
affairs was with the establishment of the Treaty, the years in Paris, East-West relations, or arms
control negotiations. Group Il were all involved directly in Canada's defence effort; and Group III
were all Canadian ambassadors to the North Atlantic Council (NATO) in Brussels.

However, this division into groups should not be taken too literally. People's careers
overlapped from one phase of NATO acivity to another, as they advanced through various stages
and changed functions from one area of activity to another. For example, James Taylor saw NATO
from a range of perspectives -
as a delegation member in Paris in the early-1960s, as a diplomat in Moscow, as Ambassador to the
North Atlantic Council (NATO) in Brussels, and as Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
in Ottawa. The other participants all had similar, broad-ranging careers.

On a personal note, the interviews were at all times a great pleasure to conduct. The
participants were invariably outward-looking and forthcoming, as devoted to a truthful recounting
of the record as they had been earlier to the effective performance of their duties. They represent
Canadian public policy at its best - committed, skillful and imaginative, and without stridency or
an absorbtion with panaceas. These practicioners were never simplistic or hawkish - they were,
instead, dedicated and thoughtful.

Two participants who stood out among their generation have passed away since the interviews
took place. All who knew them regret profoundly the loss of John Holmes and George Ignatieff,
two great Canadians who contributed so much to the reputation of this country and to the pursuit
of stability, harmony and peace in the world. This study is one further way of remembering them.
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JOHN HOLMES

[HILL]' Good morning. Our guest this morning is Professor John Holmes. We are very pleased
indeed that you could join us today Professor Holmes and we are delighted with your readiness to
participate in this project. Professor Holmes, as you know, what we are engaging in here is an oral
history of Canadian policy in NATO. We are trying to examine the development of Canadian
interest in NATO over time and also some of the detailed work inside the NATO organization.
However, our approach is not a narrow one focusing on the drafting of this or that particular
document at NATO headquarters, but rather a broader effort to look at the development of Canada's
foreign policy interests, in both the immediate and long-term senses, for example as a means of
pursuing the goal of general international peace and security. So we were very keen to have you
with us, owing to your involvement in Canadian foreign policy and international affairs, both as a
member of the Department of External Affairs and as a researcher, writer and teacher. The way
we will approach this interview is to take the main phases in your career, more or less in
chronological order, and to ask some questions about the principal issues which arose in each
period, as you saw them at the time or as you have described or assessed them since then. We are
interested not only in information and explanation, of course, but also in your reflections about the
specific issues or general themes of foreign policy or world affairs.

First of all, we normally start with a little bit of biography for the sake of the reader. I note
that you began your working life as English Master at Pickering College from 1933 to '38, served
as Information Secretary to the Canadian Institute of International Affairs 1940 to 1941, and as
National Secretary of the CIIA from 1941 to 1943. You joined External Affairs in 1943 and served
first as secretary of the Working Committee on Post Hostilities Problems. There you worked on
the question of post war international structures and related issues, if I am not mistaken. From
1944 to 1947 your were at the Canadian High Commission in London, from 1947 to '48 the Chargé
d'Affaires at the Canadian Embassy in Moscow, and in 1949-51 head of the United Nations Division
of External Affairs. In 1950 you went to the United Nations as Canada's acting permanent
representative. Subsequently you served two years on the directing staff of Canada's Nation
Defense College and then served as Assistant Under-Secretary of state for External Affairs in Ottawa
from 1953 to 1960. Then came more than a decade as Research Director and Director General of
the Canadian Institute of International Affairs. In 1967 you were also appointed professor of
international relations at the University of Toronto, and in 1971 to a professorship of international
relations at Glendon College in York University. If I may say so, this is quite a career, and I
haven't even said yet what you did in any of those periods.

[HOLMES] Survived...

[HILL] I should also like to mention at the outset that I will refer on a number of occasions
during the interview to one of your recent contributions to the study of international affairs, that is
to say Volumes One and Two of: "The Shaping of Peace - Canada and the Search for World
Order, 1943-1957." Perhaps later on, in the second interview, we will also mention other more
recent pieces dealing with Canada's relations with NATO and so on. On "The Shaping of Peace,"
it had, if I may say so, a lot of illuminating things to say about Canadian policy, particularly in the
1940s and 1950s, especially with respect to the establishment of the United Nations and NATO.

1 Interviewers: Hill, Cox, Pawelek. Interview dates: 24/3/87 and 26/4/87.



Part 1 - The Eariv Years. to 1943

[HILL] If we couid turn now to the first part of the interview, which is Part One, this deals with
your early years and career, which is up to 1943. Professor Holmes, you were born in London,
Ontario and I believe grew up in Ontario.

[HOLMES] Yes.

[HIILL] You attended the University of Western Ontario and graduated with a BA in 1932. You
took an MA at the University of Toronto and then went on to teach at Pickering Coliege in 1933,
remaining there until 1938. I wonder if you couid tell us a littie bit about those eariy years and
particulariy how they affected your outiook on the worid and on international affairs especialiy.

[HOLMIES] I suppose perhaps the most reveaiing thing was, I think, when I was an undergnaduate
at Western. I was president, I think founder, of die League of Nations Society, and I was very
much caught up in that movement. When I look back on it, I realize how incredibiy naive we were,
but nevertheiess, like I think most young peopie of that period, there was this enormous worry about
the way the worid was hurtling. I can nememben holding a speciai assembly at the University to
celebrate the Kellogg-Briand Pact. We tried to hoid a mock disarmamnent conference. We were
groping around. I was very much in that tradition of iooking for worid orden. The influence of
spending 5 years at a Quaker Coilege too, strengthened that very great interest in international
relations. Then I was at the University of London in the year before the war, and when it broke
out, which was nathen a strong experience. I arrived in Glasgow the day after the Munich
agreement. What I necali is sitting up late at night ceiebrating. 1 had the usuai ambivalence; I
didn't think appeasement was a very good idea but I was exceedingly giad there wasn't going to be
a war tomorrow. And we ail swarmed up in the finst ciass. One of the things 1 had to do that night
I remember was heip get a rathen drunken Sir Frederick Banting to bed. He was celebnating too
much. That was very much the mood, but a lot of it was simpiy related to dhe fact that we had had
a rather scary trip, and we were going to land and the Sun was shining and that sort of thing. That
year we went through the hope and then the graduai despair.

[HILL] That was very common, was it not? People were very conscious at that time of
international affairs. That sounds very trite now, but I believe there was very much a sense that
things wene going wrong.

[HOLMES] Yes. I think one of the errons iooking back, so it seems to me, is the idea that the
appeasers were aul a bunch of anti-semnitic pro-Nazi people, sponsored by the Cliveden set; most of
the appeasers were appeasers because it was oniy 20 years after Passchendaele, it was really a
hatred and fear of war; you'd do aimost anything to put it off. That has been lost now. That isn't
an argument that appeasement was the right poiicy. It's just an attempt to straighten out the
motivation.

[HILL] In youn own background you mentioned teaching at Pickering. Are you a Quaker
yourself?

[HOLMES] No, I amn not.

[HILL] At that time I believe there was a deep intenest in, and awareness of, the worid around,
and in doing things about it.



[HOLMES] 0f course, in that period too, the Spanish Civil War was very much for our generation
like Vietnam for a later generation. You took rather strong sides and rather simple views on it.
You were for or against evil. 1 don't think I ever was a pacifist, but anti-war and pretty mixed Up.
1 think the best comment on that period was when Frank Underhill said, the truth was that we were
ail wrong. It's very difficuit to pick up the people in the '30s who had a very clear idea of the
future and without contradictions.
[HILL] Yes, 1 think you mentioned that in your book, that quote by Underhill. 1 was struck by
it at the time. 1 have the impression also that the Depression was something which affected
everyone, and yourself no less than everybody else.

[HOLMES] Yes. Sometimes, young people now that I talk to - one of the problems is a loss of
faith in anything. I'm not sure that is an anarchical attitude, but looking back to the '30s, there was
a simple solution to everything and that was Socialism. And if only we could get to that. That
wasn't only people on the left, it was just s0 logical, so simple a solution to the problems of
unemployment; if we could plan everything. And so you had that feeling that there was a way to
stop wars and to stop poverty and unemployment, things like that. And the difference now is that
the young people now are so much more sophisticated, because socialism has been tried in so many
different forms and it isn't the answer and neither, 1 would hasten to say, is something called
Capitalism, if that exists. So it was a simplistic time - and 1'm happy that the kinds of experiences
1 had, particularly in the Post Hostilities Planning Group in the Department helped complicate life -
complicated one's attitudes.

[HILL] What about the two years you spent in London? Did you travel? 0f course, then, the war
broke out, but prior to that, did you go to the Continent at ail?

[Holmes] I was in rural France, the Loire Valley, I remember, when they started mobilizing. It
reminded me of movies of 1914; people coming into the villages bringing their horses and whatnot
and posters going up, and the first night that the lights went down in Paris, so it was a frightening
time. But then of course we got back to London and everything was closed down and the
University had moved to Aberystwyth and the period of the phony war was on. So eventually
after a couple of months I camne back to Canada. Nobody seemed to be doing anything and then
1 started working at the CIIA at that time; I just started the public education programme. I stayed
there until I was taken on as a wartime temporary in External. At the time they were taking
anybody who had fiat feet or poor eyesight. They couldn't take people who were eligible for
military service but 1 had poor eyesight and a little knowledge of international relations. 1 was
recruited as a wartime temporary.

Part II - External Affairs. 1943-44

[HILL] Did you have any further comment on the period at the CIIA? What was your main
function and what was the mood of the membership?

[HOLMES] Within the CIIA there has always been what one might caîl a nationalist group, - 1
don't like the word imperialist - although some of them probably were rather old-fashioned,
imperialists. Most of them were somewhat internationalist. The war had reconciled people very
much. I think there weren't very many people who opposed the war effort. The nationalists, who
had been opposed in principle to Canada's partly getting involved in a British war, as they pictured
it, went along, pretty well. It was partly the realisation the war was on and that we were in it, so
there was not much point in arguing. But also, I think, it was a move away from the naive
expectation that Canada could remain outside a war. And if we are going to be in it, why we had



better do our best. It was 1941 - 1943 when I was there. Also, there were people there who were
already saying that we had to have a better world afterwards, who talked about it and showed
interest in it. And then there were the ones who said we've got a war to win, we can't take time
off to plan the future unless we win the war. But one felt a littie out of things at home and the
prospect of getting involved a littie more and getting abroad was interesting, especially because at
that point in Ottawa they had decided that we were going to win the war. It was going to take quite
a long while, but now with the Aniericans and Soviets and everybody in, the war would be won,
and it was legitimate. The first thing 1 was assigned to do by Hume Wrong, who was my master
and mentor, was to work a month or more on a long memorandum pulling together views from
parliament, views throughout Canada, on the future of world order and Canadian attitudes towards
what we were to do and that kind of thing. And then we set up this Post Hostilities Planning
Committee. That was really inspired by the British, who had set up a Post Hostility Planning
Committee, and sent a memorandum to Commnonwealth countries and wanted some of our
responses. So we had to organize to get some responses. Ibis was a departmental committee
with the armed services involved and others; and that was when we really started post-war planning.
First of ail we were more concemned with the peace setulement, organization for occupation, for a
peace treaty and that kind of thing. Then, when the great powers started designing a new United
Nations, we began to give our attention to that. I think one of the interesting things here is that,
in spite of the fact that everybody kept talking of the "failure" of the League, that was their favorite
phrase, 1 don't think that at any time anybody doubted that we would try that again. There were
ail sorts of arguments about the shape of it - particularly as far as we were concerned about the role
of the great powers - but that there would be one was just taken for granted. 1 neyer rememiber
having to argue it. And 1 don't remember people opposing it. Mackenzie King was neyer alI that
keen on the League or the UN, but I think he always realized that the public wanted it, that what's
more the great powers were going to have a UN and that we would either be in it or out of it.

[HILLI 1 was struck by that in your book. You mentioned that there was a general sentiment of
that kind. But it wasn't naïve, a "going in with your eyes closed" approach: it was an expectation
that one would set up structures and then they would have to be adjusted to fit situations as they
developed. So it was a relatively realistic policy.

[HOLMESJ I can remember that. It's something 1 arn trying to reconstruct, my own thinking.
I was so much influenced by Hume Wrong, 1 neyer know what I thought and what 1 just got from
him. You know I was showing some of my students the other day who were doing something on
the Commonwealth, a record of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' meeting in 1944. It was a
time when the Australians were putting forth proposais for a Commonwealth Secretariat and there
was talk of a more united Commonwealth foreign policy. Mackenzie King didn't like that at all.
He mrade the kind of definitive statement on this in the Prime Ministers' meeting, to argue for a new
kind of Commonwealth. And as 1 recali it, Norman Robertson came back to the Dorchester one
day at lunch and said to me: "We've got to have a statement; write W'". And 1 scrawled it out in
pencil, with Norman's brilliant changes in pen. I still have kt, along with Mackenzie King's, with
the text as he gave it, and 1 was showing this to my students. A couple who were working on it
were quite interested in this. And 1 looked at it and 1 said, you know, it's a very good speech, but
that was spirit-writing on my part, 1 was so indoctrinated by Hume Wrong that 1 was using his
phrases. 1 really don't claim credit for a rather good speech. He, intellectually, had a tremendous
hold over me, and I think that mixture of realism and idealism that he had, I see even today.
Memoranda in External seem to come out of that spirit. This is probably a diversion.

[HILL] In fact 1 wanted to ask you a bit about personalities. It seems to me that ini that period,
from about 1941 on, people were already assuming that the war was already going to be won, and



of course by 1942, although there were obvious set-backs, things like Singapore and one thing and
another, the very bad years, but nonetheless the planning for the post-war period went ahead. The
establishment of the United Nations becamne a key focus of Canadian foreign poiicy in that period.
And this was something that came partly from the senior officiais. I think you mentioned that
Mackenzie King was, in a way, supportive of it, but in some degree his support was rhetoric
designed for public consumption, whereas the reai impulse in policy came from some of the senior
officiais. I wonder if you couid just tell us a littie bit more about people like Hume Wrong and
Escott Reid.

[HOLMESl] Thbere was one point I set out before to make and then I side tracked myseif, which
1 think was relevant. You know we were ail for the UN and collective security. Universai
collective security was a very logical goal, if you iooked at 1914 and 1939. What we thought we
had to do was what we didn't do over Abyssinia and Manchuria. I was saying this to the Japanese
yesterday, and I left out Manchuria. At any rate, collective security was a nice idea but you
weren't all that sure of it. And there was a feeling that war was a very tough business, war was
not something to be run by a board of directors in Geneva, something we found out later, very
clearly, in Korea. The United Nations, after ail, began in 1942 as a union of the aliied powers,
long before San Francisco. This was an attempt to perpetuate an alliance against aggression. I
don't think we were naive about the prospects for holding it together, but of course you didn't give
up in advance, you tried to keep the Soviets and the Western powers together. In many ways we
conceived it more as a perpetuation of alliance against aggression than just the kind of repetition of
the League, which had been incapable. 0f course, with the Americans on board, this would make
ail the difference. So this was a more realistic approach. 1 think that strain of thinking which is
more Wrong than Reid--I was going to caîl my book, at one time, "Reid and Wrong in Foreign
Policy", after Jim Eayrs' book. This strain comes out again in the support of NATO. There was
this feeling that you had to have an alliance of war-capabie countries.

[HILLI Could you describe the différences between Wrong's far-sighted realism as opposed to the
tempered idealism of Escott Reid?

[HOLMES] I think Wrong was essentially a functionalist; he's the man who composed the
functionalist theory; Mackenzie King read the speech. That was very much bis approach to things.
Escott Reid, was more utopian. Although I tend to be more of a Wrongian than a Reidian, I think
I have said, and 1 would stili say, that they were both essential and that this dialogue between them
was extraordinarily profitable and constructive. The danger of a functionaiist is he gets complacent
and that's my trouble. 1 stili need those phone cails from Escott to shape me up. So 1 think it was
highly profitable. During that period Escott was in Washington and so was Mike Pearson, during
the latter part of the war. So what was coming out of Ottawa was much more Wrong, and
Robertson and Wrong were both rather pragmatists. Escott in some ways was a compulsive and
superb drafter and he liked institutions and hie liked frameworks. The dedication to the concept of
universal collective security was pretty strong there. It was also with Mike Pearson. Mike on the
working level, was a great pragmatist, but on the other hand hie was dedicated to collective security.
Even to the end, I could neyer persuade him to stop calling NATO a collective security organisation
or distinguishing between the concept of universal collective security and collective defence. Ail
the things we were doing and the memoranda we were writing would go to Washington and London,
and come back with comments. 1 think 1 mentioned the marvellous time when Escott, bless bis
heart, on 24 December, sent an entire redraft of the UN Charter back to Norman Robertson to look
at during Christmas. We aIl loved Escott. There was something about him that was exciting, but
he was much more a believer in international government, and of course this comes out with an
essential difference of approach, to NATO. Escott really wanted to create something like a



structured North Atlantic Community. It was partly because Hume was on the spot in Washington
knowing that that wasn't on. But also it was bis fuinctionalist approach - you build the institution
to suit the requirements rather than starting witb the philosopher's dream.

[HILL] In a sense Hume Wrong and Escott Reid were two of the main thinkers, 1 believe.
Pearson was more of an operator, I mean in the sense of being a diplomatie practitioner, perhaps?

[HOLMESI I think also you will notice some difference. Robertson and Wrong were very
definitely in charge up to the end of the war, that whole period. Then of course Wrong went to
Washington. Robertson went to London, Pearson and Reid took over in Ottawa. I don't want to
overempliasize that as if it was a coup. There was neyer any kind of feeling that they were flot
workmng in collusion, but you will find that the material coming out of Ottawa after that period was
somnewhat more utopian.

[COXJ Could I just take you back to your comment about the attempt to hold the alliance together,
the Soviets and Western states, but with a certain, perhaps flot pessimism, but realistic sense that
it was against the odds. Could you talk about that a littie bit more, and what were the perceptions
of the Soviet Union that made people feel the odds were against a co-operative relationship.

[HOLMES] This is awfully interesting stuff coming out with this new life of Churchill. I haven't
yet read it but 1 have read the reviews and I've been having long discussions over the years with
my friend David Dilks (of the University of Leeds) who bas been delving into the papers. You see,
one day Churchill thinks it is going to work with the Soviets, the next day lie despairs. Roosevelt
was somnewbat the same, except Roosevelt was more confident and a little arrogant too. 1 think lie
feit he was the key to it ail. And he'd be the moderator between the wicked imperial powers, the
Soviets and the British, and the Frenchi, this sort of thing, but I cite that because it seemns to me that
that was very much the feeling. 1 think the revisionist scholars in the States have it ail wrong with
the assumption that there was this deep seated antagonismn and that we were really spoiling for a
fight witb the Soviets. It completely fails to understand the mood of people who have been invovled
in a god awful war for, in our case, six years; and for Americans - four years; but 1 think this is
the way we went up and down. And given this feeling about the UN, as a perpetuation of the war
timne alliance against aggression, if that could just hold together, nobody expected it to be perfect -

we mustn't split apart. Again you see the lessons of 1939 are so strong. At the end of the war
it seemed like an era since the beginning of the war, but in fact it was only six years, and we still
had that feeling that everything had gone wrong because we hadn't held together against aggression.
So you had to hope, 1 don't think I am atypical, but one always looked for good news, for signs
that the Soviets would be co-operative afterwards. 1 don't know enough about it myseif, but I
suspect that the Soviets tbemselves didn't lcnow in advance, that they were fùmbling about. 1 arn
sceptical of this idea that they had a clear-cut plan right tbrough. And of course their paranoia was
so great. It was a hope you clung to more than anything else. Now there's a tendency to go back
and say, well, these were the wise guys who realized ail along, and these were the naive people.
I tbink everybody had bis wise days and bis naive days. If it was naive, I mean I still think the
wise thing was to try to get what we could. After all, we still have the United Nations.

[HILL]It hbas worked in a sort of way, not in the way everyone expected, but affer ail it la still
tbere.

[HOLMES] Think wbat it would be like now if we didn't bave one body li wbicb we could al
corne together. Cynics, and tbe Heritage Foundation, may think that if you disbanded the United
Nations you'd do away with problems, but we'd bave them in spades.



[HILL] So, really, in that period, at the end of 1943-44, as far as Canada and Canadians were
concerned, the United Nations, hopefully based on the continuance of the war time alliance, was
the natural focus of Canada's foreign policy.

[HOLMES] Yes. 1 think so. As 1 was in London during that period, 1 didn't have a feel for
Canadian opinion, but I arn pretty sure of that. One thing was that Mackenzie King might well flot
have liked this, particularly the continuing cornmitmnent. It was just that he had no alternative. The
public, I think, would have thrown him out of office.

[MILL] He did support it.

[IIOLMES] Oh yes, he did. I don't mean to be cynical about that, I just think he still had his
doubts about the League. Some of the things he wrote about the League make sense now. He was
dead right about collective security, in many ways. He said that it wouldn't work. I think also that
the old Canadian concern about being commîtted by somebody else really hadn't died, even though
we were talking about the need for the surrender of sovereignty. That was one of the themes;
sovereignty was radier a bad thing. We would surrender sovereignty to a world body but
nevertheless when you corne to the negotiations about the role of the Security Council, you find that
we were hanging back again. We were flot going to have a Security Council commit our troops.
We demanded a right to be heard. 0f course, we thought of ourselves as defending ail the middle
powers flot just Canada. You get the samne concern with NATO. In spite of our commitment to
the Alliance, there was very great care about Article Five.

Part Ill - London. 1944-47

[HILL] I wonder if we could go on to the next part, Part Three, London 1944-47. 1 want to raise
some points about world issues in that time as well as your own duties. I wondered if we could
start out with the San Francisco conference. As you mentioned, functionalism was an issue. I
wonder if you could describe what that was, as Canada saw it, and what did Canada look for in
the San Francisco conference.

[HOLMES] We had, of course, spent a lot of our time combatting the great powers - in alliance
with the Australians and the New Zealanders and, as they began to emerge on the scene, the
Brazilians and some others in South America. The European countries, the small European
countries, had barely begun to re-establish themselves and were flot in a very strong position. But
they were quite sympathetic. 'Me Dutch, I remember, were very much interested in the
functionalist concept. So a lot of our thinking about the brave new world was directed towards
assuring a position for ourselves and for the smaller powers. During the war, somewhat reluctantly,
we had accepted a degree of great power domination of war time policy that we were determined
flot to do in peace time. To win a war, and when a war's at a last effort stage, you are flot going
to break things. We didn't like the failure to get on to allied Boards. We thought the British and
Arnericans neglected our interests and that kind of thing, but you put up with it, to get the war won.
But it made you all the more determined that they weren't going to do it afterwards. We were very
fortunate, of course, i the fact that the British ini those days used to share practically ail their
telegrams and things with us. When I was in London, a regular Foreign Office box came around
and I had a key and I read most of their telegrammes. I mention this particularly because they let
us in on what was going on in the Three Power Discussions - Roosevelt-Churchill-Stalin. Which
meant that we were able to put our word in in advance while the whole thing was being congealed,
and if one looks back at the very considerable différence in the nature of the UN as designed in San



Francisco, from what Roosevelt and some of the rest were proposing, it's quite clear that the
smaller powers had considerable influence. And 1 think the British were more amenable than the
Aniericans or the Soviets. The Soviets of course were the biggest problem. They just did flot want
us. They wanted equal status with the United States ini particular, with Britain too, and they didn't
want any small powers. They particularly didn't want the Poles, who at that time weren't nice
docile Poles. So they were the big enemy of any attempt to share power. The British had been so
battered and brow beaten over the years by the Australians and Canadians they were somewhat more
understanding, especially in the Foreign Office. I found the Foreign Office very helpful on this.
We were somewhat preoccupied by the strugg les against great powers and getting things changed.
The big issue came over UNRRA, the UN Relief and Rehabilitation Agency, which was the first
of the post-war agencies; and there we said: "This is nonsense, we are going to be the second
biggest contributor to UNRRA (not because we were the second most generous but because we were
ini the position to be so), and you've got to make a place for us on the directing board". We fought
that one very hard, and it was in this context that Wrong worked out the functionalist idea. You
see, originally Roosevelt had the idea of the UN run by a "World Council". That was the phrase
he used. It was quite clear that it would be run by the United States. Some co-operation with the
Soviet Union and some co-operation with the British perhaps, but hie was already downgrading themn
somewhat; and we fought this very, very hard.

I often quote a remark that King reports Roosevelt made to him. 1 think it's very significant.
Roosevelt was actually defending the UN. And hie quoted Seeley's The Expansion of England,
which is of course the great explanation of England's imperial expansion, and the great things it has
done for the world. Quoting that, hie said: "And now the United States has become the United
Nations." The great 1776 Messiah was now goîng to run the world. A little impatient with us,
because of the sort of feeling, that you smali countries have nothing to worry about now because
we are involved, we will look after your interests. That didn't appeal to us very much, especially
when the Americans would say: "You know we can't really find a place for you because we also
have to find a place for Brazil." We would say: "Have a look at the Brazilian and the Canadian
contributions to winning this war." We were hyped on that. 1 think this is where we got our
perspectives somewhat wrong. We based ail our dlaims on the past, particularly when we were
trying to get almost a semi-permanent position on the Security Council. We were a great military
power because of what we did in the war, but we hadn't have the faintest intention of continuing
to be a great military power. We demobilized very quickly and you couldn't go on justifying a
position of that kind on the basis of a war that was over and you hoped was damn well over. 1
bometimes asic the question, if somehow or other we had Lot a kind of semi-permanent position on
the Security Council, what that would have meant to the Canadian defence budget. We would
have had to maintain an enormous armed force. We were mistaken on some of those things.
Functionalism, I stili thinlc, is a logical theory and a workable theory. We said we wiIl strongly
oppose a United Nations which is run by a cabinet of you guys. The "Council", of course, then
started to have a different flinction, to be the Security Council and we had a lot to do with that.
When 1 say we, 1 mean as much the Australians and those who worked with us. If it's a Security
Council on functional grounds the great military powers have a right to a special position, which
we neyer described as a veto. A veto is looking at it upside down. It was that, given our kind of
concept of an alliance managing peace, you had to have the teami in agreement. So you had to have
agreement from the five ini order to do things. We thought of this as a special responsibility, not
a privilege. The great military powers could have a special place on a Security Council on sccurity
grounds, but not on an economic and social council. I think we did pretty well i San Francisco.
At Dumbarton Oaks you had the great powers drawing up the Charter. Even there we had a
chance; we knew what was going on in the discussions ail the time and we kept telling the Brits and



the Americans what we did or didn't like. But once we got to San Francisco it was a different
gaine. There were -ail the great and small powers there and it was rather difficuit to ignore them.

[HILL] I think you made the point at one stage that the Latin Americans had considerable voting
power at that time, and tended to vote as a bloc. So that shifted things really.

[HOLMES] That's right. We liked their support on middle powers issues, but we were getting
nervous about this bloc voting, particularly when we didn't make it on the vote for the first Security
Council.

[COXJ How did the Soviets respond to the middle power issue?

[HOLMES] Negatively. 0f course they had no middle power allies at that time. They were
putting forward in earlier stages this idea that the various Soviet republics would be members.
What irritated us most about that was that they compared it with memnbership of the British Empire.
The idea that Byelorussia was comparable to Canada was not very good. It might have gone down
in Minsk but not in Ottawa.

[COX] You said earlier that you thought they had emerged from the war perhaps stumbling along
just like anybody else. But in the discussions about the Security Council and the structure of the
UN, did a clearer picture emerge of what they wanted?

[HOLMES] I think that they wanted to be part of the management teain and they didn't want
interference from others. I don't think they had any illusions that they could mun the world without
the Aniericans or even the Brits at that turne. They were rather slower to downgrade the British
than other people were. No, I think that is very much. what they wanted, and they wanted a
centraily controlled UN. They were so conscious of the fact that they weren't going to have any
allies. In the early days of the UN, they had, aside from the Ukraine and Byelorussia, which didn't
matter very much, only Poland and Czechoslovakia. It was ten years before Hungary, Romania and
others, former enemy states, camne into the UN. So this is why, given their paranoia, they were
clinging to the veto. We accepted the veto in the Security Council as inevitable. We knew you
couldn't have the UN taking on one of the great powers. And after Hiroshima, that became ail the
clearer. People tend to forget that practically nobody in San Francisco knew anything about the
atomn bomnb. The few Canadians who did weren't there. 1 think Norman Robertson must have
known somethîng about it, but he neyer said anything. In any case he couldn't acknowledge it.
Whether the Soviets knew about it, we're still speculating. There's kind of a grim logic to what
they wanted (i. e., the veto). 1 think we could see their position. We wanted to limit the veto,
particularly on other questions such as getting items on the agenda. linm talking a lot about the UN
but it was dominant at the time.

[HILL] 1 have another question which relates to the UN, but it aiso relates as well to NATO.
It's the question of Canada's relations with the United States. When you were in London, there was
stili the phrase the Atlantic Triangle; it was still alive then. I think it was buried some time
afterwards. As I see it, one of the main aims at the end of the war was to keep the United States
involved in world affairs, firstly in the United Nations, and then of course subsequently in NATO
and the North Atlantic Treaty. Cou Id you tell us sornething about Canada's policy in that respect
at that time and how you see it as having evolved since.

[HOLMES] You're quite right, and I find it so hard to get students to understand that in that
period, it wasn't a question of worrying about the United States dominating the world like a



colossus; it was trying to bang on to them. If NATO was a conspiracy it sure wasn't an American
conspiracy. It was a conspiracy on our part to book the US Senate; that's really what it looked like
at the time, to get themn committed against ail their prejudices. This was dominant. For a hundred
years, our policy was, well at least since 1870, to maintain the Anglo-American entente. This was

the basis of our security. We were secure in a kind of Anglo-American world. One of the major
reasons in our view that the Second World War had broken out, was that the Americans flot only
didn't stay in the League but went into isolation. During the period before the war and during the
early stages of the war, the important thing, as far as we were concerned, was to draw the
Americans into the war, in one way or another. Another, mistaken interpretation of history for
Canadians, I think, is when they see Ogdensburg and Hyde Park as deliberate Canadian moves
towards continentalismn, away from the old imperialism. Ogdensburg and Hyde Park were efforts
on our part (mind you, Ogdensburg was much more Roosevelt's idea, with which we agreed) to
hook the Americans into our war. Because Roosevelt was really in agreement with our war, they
were helpful, but it sure wasn't the Americans dragging us into their war. It was the other way
around. Well, I just cite that in a sense to answer your question. There was an enormous
preoccupation on our part to keep the Americans in.

We also used this argument (and I think this bas something to do with NATO) to cope with
ideas of a new Commonwealth defence policy that were floating around in Britain. I noticed, in
going back over my dispatches from London during that period, that I spent an awful lot of time
trying to calm their nerves in Ottawa. These ideas about a Commonwealth defence policy and
Commonwealth foreign policy were more aberrations of the editor of the Sun-day Times, and some
guys in the War Office. The British were in a terribly difficult position. Wbether the Empire was
a good thing or flot in 1945, tbey were stuck with it. You couldn't suddenly tell ail these islands
and what flot to go on their own. Attlee was constantly putting it to us: "We are in a terrible
state«. The Americans certainly were flot going to help retain colonialism. But they were flot at
ail enamoured of the idea that the British should get rid of the outposts at this point, especially in
the East, because they were already seeing themn as strategically important to the United States. We
kept saying to the Brits that no Commonwealth defence scheme really made much strategic sense,
given the kind of resources available, unless the United States was involved. Tbe United States was
the key to any kind of world-wide system, and I do not think we had to work very bard to convince
Attlee and Bevin of that. They saw that point.

When considering the weakness of Britain, it bas to be realized that the British had to act ini '44
and '45 without any real assurance that tbe Americans were going to stay involved in Europe. I

have some quotations from 1944 and '45 that David Dilks bas given me, letters from Church ill to
Roosevelt saying: "Don't think we are going to help you with the French, they are your problem.
We are flot gomng to keep people in France. We are flot going to keep any occupation forces, and
don't count on us."

That is what the Britisb felt, with the terrible problems facing them, flot only in Europe but
around the world. So they were rather desperate, but our view was again that the only hope was
to keep the Americans involved. And that also in a sense leads to NATO, because I think that Our
arguments with the Britisb, if they really were arguments, were that purely Commonwealth defence
schemes do flot make much sense. We know you have to do something about it, but NATO la the

answer. That is why Attlee approached St. Laurent about NATO and how we got involved from
the beginning.

[ILL] Concerning the immediate post war period, it seems to me that there is a popular picture
a bit along these lines: there was a war-time alliance. The United Nations was buiît on top of this.



The alliance split apart. The UN did flot function very well any more, and then people got very
disillusioned with the UN, and then they went and looked for other things, and eventually NATO
appeared. It seems to me that that is very much an over simplification, and ini fact, it really was
flot very like that at ail. First of there had been difficulties with the Soviets all along. It got more
difficuit later on but relations did not break down entirely even at the height of the Cold War.
There was flot the utopianism generally about the UN which some people have seen in the period,
and perhaps the disillusionmient afterwards with the UN was flot really that massive.

(HOLMES] Yes, 1 think this is so. I frequentty blame our rhetoric to some extent. So much was
the rhetoric of world goverfiment. You know, UN police force agalflst aggression and ail that sort
of thing, got people thinking more simplistically than 1 think the people involved, the officiaIs and
otiiers involved, really thought about it. You did have this slow realization that the Security Couficil
was flot going to work as easily, 1 will flot say as we expected, but as we had hoped. There was
a tendency in that period, of course, to, feel that the Security Council was what really mattered at
the UN. 1 think in some ways what is significant about that is the fact that when we went on the
Security Council in 1948 and 1949, for our first term, General McNaughton had been down there,
in New York, ini our job on the Atomic Energy Commission, and established such a reputation, and
prestige, that he was asked to stay on as Ambassador to the Security Council, where he did a superb
job. We really almost single handedly settled the problems between the Dutch and the Indonesians,
and things like that. He was awfully good. But when we went off the Security Council in '49, in
Ottawa, there were even questions as to whether we would need more than a secretary and a
typewriter in New York ini the mission, although we had been one of the first people to establish
a mission to the League in Geneva.

So when they were trying to figure what would be required in the mission, when we were flot
on the Security Council, they sent me down as I was head of the UN division. They said, "Well,
you go down and hold the fort until we figure it out. There is flot much happening." Little did
they know what was going to happen one June day when the North Koreans mnvaded dhe South
Koreans.

Well, I jumped a little ahead there. You were asking about a period when I was flot in
Ottawa. I was abroad; and, especîally in Moscow, one was pretty well isolated. You did flot have
visitors going through. So here I am depending more on my research. When the time came for
us to try for the Security Counicil in '47 questions were raised in Ottawa as whether the Council was
worth while. That was the session of the General Assembly when Mr. St. Laurent made his famous
statement, which goes down even in the NATO histories as the beginning of the Alliance, when hie
said that the situation is such that maybe those countries which are prepared to do something for
their own common defence will have to do something. That was the beginning, the first signal.

I can remember getting a caîl fromn General Bedeil Smith, who was the American
Ambassador to Moscow. 1 did flot get a telephone catI, he came around; one didn't telephone
about such things. He asked if I had a copy of this speech, which he had heard a lot about. They
were very excited about it i Washington, very much interested.

1 had flot realized the extent of the disillusionment in Ottawa until I did my research much
later. You sec it's interesting that Bscott, who was one of the strongest of the UN people, became
one of the flrst to begin advocating something like NATO. Hume Wrong also. I found a rather
surprising memorandum i which he raised the question whether it was worth our while going on
the Security Council when it did flot seem to be able to do the kinds of things we had hoped for.
I suspected in his case it was the sort of thlng he tended to do. He put up an argument like that



and really hoped people would shoot it down. But there was a debate, and then I think it was won
really by those people who said that if we did flot take over from the Australians, this would be
regarded as a vote against the UN and at a time when there were questions being asked about it.
There was then a Commonwealth seat, flot officially designated, but by gentleman's agreement.

So we went on the Council, and what happened was that we had a really spectacular time,
thanks to McNaughton and the staff he had, like George Ignatieff, John Starnes and the others.
That is really where Canada's mediatory role began to blossom.

So, at the same time that we were joining NATO, we were also having a renewed faith in the
UN. By the time 1 got there, I think we had really accepted the fact that universal collective
security was flot going to work, but nevertheless the Security Council would be extremely valuable
in doing what it did in Indonesia, doing what it was trying to do in Kashmir and Greece, various
things. Then, just having shifted gears, along came Korea, posing the question of collective
security. Well, 1 must not jump to that.

[HILLI You were in London, of course, in the immediate post-war period. It seems to me that
that was a very strange period, in 1945-1946, and then up to about '48, where the world was in a
very odd state. Hopes had been invested in the UN, but it clearly was not working out as originally
intended. There were all kinds of problems, of course. Europe in particular was devastated, and
there must have been a great sense of flot knowing where the whole world was going.

[IIOLMES] Very much so. 0f course people in Britain were preoccupied by change in India.
The imperial structures were breaking down. The Americans were beginning to realize, of course,
that although it was nice to be anticolonial, the world was going to be rather different suddenly if
the British Empire collapsed.

[HILL] 1 just want to finish up on that one. Would you say that, when NATO was set up, it
provided almost a kind of psychological focus, a sense of coming home to something surer again,
which people could attach theinselves to.

[HOLMES] Oh, yes. It was ini so many ways the answer to our problems. There had been long
tensions in Canada between those who did flot want Canada to be dragged in to European wars, and
those who either for imperial or internationalist reasons thought we should be more involved in the
war. Mmnd you that strong prejudice, flot only among French Canadians but among other what are
now called "ethnic Canadians", the strong fear that we would be drawn into British wars for
sentimental reasons, had diminished. It was pretty hard to sustain that after the Americans for the
second time had got drawn into the war, flot exactly to save the mother country or help King
George. So that at the end of the war, particularly in '45, it was awfully hard to see this as just
a British war, as Gywnne Dyer still insists.

[HILL] Yes, but do you feel that there was the same sentiment in Europe towards the establishmenlt
of NATO? 1 mean that, by and large, here was something that they could cling onto?

[HOLMES] There is an assumption that NATO was set up for fear that the Soviets were going
to march to the North Sea. It was not really that. It was the great fear for the morale of Western
Europe. Countries which had been occupied, worried about being occupied again. Was
Communisin the wave of the future? Comniunist parties were very strong in Italy and France. We
forget also that Germany was stili in a state of almost total devastation, and one of the things that
worried us the most was just the simple sort of belief that anarchy and poverty and starvation breed



Communism. Therefore the Germans themselves might opt for it and flot just because the Soviets
were forcing them. .It's a littie hard now to reconstruct that idea of Germany, but it was one of
those things that worried us.

Then, of course, it was Prague '48 that really did it. So what you had to do was to restore
faith, so that the West Europeans would feel that the wave from the East was flot necessarily the
wave of the future. You got this feeling particularly in France. You would get people to say, "Oh
well, what the hell. We might as well give into it. We don't want to have another occupation."
1 amrnfot saying that was necessarily a shrewd judgment of France, but that wa...

[HILL] A sentiment..

[HOLMES] Yes. Widespread.

[HILL] David, I think you had a question.

[COX] I think in a way it was almost the other side of the question you asked. 1 was going to ask
if - you described the sense of foreboding in 1938, perhaps even earlier - was there a sense of
foreboding in 1947 or '48?

[HOLMES] Comparable with '38? Weil, there sure was in Moscow. It was partly isolation but
1 can remember that the Berlin Blockade was a pretty chilling experience. It was the uncertainty.
Well, I have been through my own dispatches from Moscow. T'hey are ail out now, and they do
confirm my recollection. I do flot remember at any time saying that I saw any evidence that the
Soviets were about to mobilize and march to the sea. I just kept saying that there was no evidence,
but as you could flot move very far away, you could flot tell. It was this uncertainty.

You know we were again alternating between the optimists and the pessimidsts in our
interpretations of what they were doing. Well, Prague was a blow, and then the Berlin Blockade
because I know 1 had been rather of the school of thought that the Soviets were canny and cautious,
that, in spite of everything, they would flot do anything very reckless. 'The Berlin Blockade was
pretty reckless.

,[HLL]IbTe other thing you had in that period was the economic situation, I mean, in 1947,
throughout Western Europe, there was an appalling winter. Having an appalling winter in those
days was a different thing from having it now. There was lack of coal. There was lack of heating.
There was lack of food in many instances, I think. It was a pretty ramshackle kind of place in those
days, wasn't it?

[HOLMES] I was in England for the spring of '47, the late, late winter. There wa. flot much,
heat. In Britain the glow of peace wa. fading. There was still rationing. What was the value of
victory? Mind you, it was flot a time when one could say the Germans and the Japanese were doing
better than we were. That had to wait a long time.

At any rate, there was a lot of disillusionment, certainly in Western Europe. One of the things
that worried us, and if we get onto Article Il at some point I would like to talk about it, is that the
Americans and to some extent Canadians were getting worried that Europe was going to be a
permanent basket case. This was well before the German miracle. The Germany 1 was in, when
1 went with Mr. Howe in 1947 visiting DP camps, was awful. Frankfurt was just awful; bodies
in the street, people fainting from hunger and things like that. With the German miracle a littie



later, we seem to have forgotten mhat. And therefore we had this feeling that we were going to haveto provide aid to the Europeans indefinitely. They would neyer get on their feet again. That wasone of the basic reasons for Article II, and it's one of die basic reasons why mhe Americans opposed
Article II because they did flot want any reference to economics.

I will flot jump ahead to ail mat, but mhere was some worry in Ottawa as to how long we couldgo on. Wartime spirit was beginning to fade a littie. When are mhese guys going to look after
themselves? Are we going to have to keep sending food? 0f course, the great forgotten event of
mhat period was the enormous Canadian loan.

[1H11] Yes, you mentioned that. I had neyer really realized the extent of mhat. In fact, Canada
virtually bankrupted itself in mhat period.

[HOLMES] Almost.

[MILL] Camne close to it. Yes.

[HOLMES] Thbe only man in Britain who knows about that and keeps talking about it is David
Dilks. He keeps emphasizing to mhe British mhey should remember.

[MILL] Well, it is almost a forgotten event. I didn't realize its extent.

[HOLMES] It was very much appreciated in the State Department because mhey feit mhat our boanwas keeping mhings going until Congress could pass Marshall Aid.

[HILL] I thik we will now go on to the last part for mhis morning.

[HOLMES] There is just one mhing I should have mentioned earlier and 1 forgot about it, was mhati the '45, '46, '47 period, when 1 was in London, our principal preoccupation was mhe peace
treaties. This had a lot to do with the Canadian mood. We were very angry at the way we weretreated over mhe German settlement. That was a case where we, better than on mhe Security Council,
could say, "Dammit ail, we played a major part in the defeat of Germany."; and we would say tomhe Americans, "We were in it from the beginning. We had to wait quite a while for you guys."Also, we kept arguing mhat France should be accepted as a great power, but once mhey had been
accepted, they were not the least bit interested in our position.

I remember our preoccupations at that time. You know, I was the one officer i Canada HouseWho was dealing wimh ail these mhings. Doug Le Pan did Economics and I did mhese things. Thatis the stage we were at. Part of mhe time we did not have a High Commissioner. So I was in andout of mhe Foreign Office ail the time, and mhe Foreign Office were quite sympamhetic on this. They
were quite helpful. 0f course, mhey ail had to put up with Dr. Evatt of Australia, Who was notreally as polite as we were, but we fought very hard with the Council of Foreign Ministers. Wehad to realize that it was primarily mhe Soviets who opposed us. But even mhe Americans did flotsupport our cause very enthusiastically. The only people we really could make representations towere the British, and mhey did their best but there was flot much to be donc.

The Americans kept saying, "Well, we can't leave out the Brazilians. " The Council humiliated
us in mhe end. We smaller powers could flot even make spoken representations to the Council ofForeign Ministers. We could only make written representations to the deputies of mhe Council on
Foreign Ministers.



[HILL] The Council of Foreign Ministers being a control agency in Germany.

[HOLMES] They were the countries which were running Germany. Yes. This is important in
another way too. We had a sort of chicken and eggish dilemma. When the proposais camne before
the war ended, 1 was stili on the Post Hostilities Planning Committee. 1 mean the proposais for
some kind of occupation structure in Germany at the end of the war. 0f course, we were stili in
our mood of fighting for a place. We did flot get much of a place. Then came the pressure on us
to keep troops. The British particularly needed some help, and they would have liked us to share
the occupation duties. We had, of course, to keep the troops until we could get them home; so
a lot of them were around in HolIand and elsewhere for most of the year. That was simply a matter
of transport. But we rejected an occupation role, and we had a pretty good excuse. If you are flot
going to give us a spot on the occupation structure, we are flot going to provide troops.

This remained a kind of running sore. It keeps cropping up. You can tell it again when we
made the rather extraordinary refusaI to take part in the Berlin airlift. That was still part of this,
"Thbe bell with it, you guys want to run this place, you go ahead and do it. « Even the South
Africans and the New Zealanders helped out in the airlift, and we stayed out of it.

That dominated a lot of thinking, but fortunately it died out because there was no German
peace treaty. After a white, they gave up. If there had been a peace conference as at Versailles
and Paris, this would have been a much more difficult issue. We did much better on Japan but
cared less. There the Americans were in control. The Soviets neyer had much to say about it.
I just wanted to pick that up because I think it explains a lot of the Canadian mood.

Mind you, at the sanie time, 1 have said how lucky we were flot to get involved in the
occupation. If we'd had no reai rote in occupation policy, we would have just spent al our time
spluttering and complaining about our position. We would have kept Canadian troops in some little
corner of Germany. So I think we were very well out of it.

Part IV - Moscow. 1947-48

[HILL] We will go on now to Part IV, which was your time in Moscow, '47-'48. That must have
been a fascinating period, because there were flot many Westerners who got to Moscow in that time.
I wonder if you could just tell us a bit about the atmosphere of the Soviet Union as you saw it,
especiaily when deaiing with the Soviet governmnent. What was ail that like at that time?

LIIOLMES] I was sent there after the Gouzenko affair. We finally withdrew Wilgress. I think
it's important to note that we neyer broke relations over the Gouzenko affair. We did flot even
withdraw our Ambassador. One reason was it would have been stupid to withdraw Wilgress who
was such a highly respected observer. But the Soviets kept their Ambassador at home. Finaily
Wilgress was needed in Havana for a conference, because he was one of our leading men working
on the International Trade Organization, setting up GATT.

So I had rather expected I would get frosty treatment but alI diplomats got frost y treatment in
those days, there was flot any way reaily to distinguish. I did flot have the destinction of being the
most ill treated of ai. They clamnied up oni diplomats. Our closest friends in Moscow were the
Indians. Mns. Pandit was ambassador. They did flot get better treatment than we did. The Soviets
were just being arbitrary and difficult, and you could flot have any conversation with them. You
could flot talk to them, talk about policy. Al you could do was guess what was going on. You



did flot dare invite Russians. I neyer was told I must flot have dealings with Soviet people anything
like that. It was just too difficuit to invite people to dinner and know that the next morning there
would probably be a knock on their door. I neyer had any feeling of harassment. They were polite
and aIl that sort of thing. The Soviets you did deal with could be friendly and pleasant, but the
freeze was very much on. 1 blame their secrecy for the outbreak of the Cold War. They did
everything possible to inspire our suspicions.

[HILL] Presumably you were more or less kept in Moscow? Were you allowed to go and travel
around?

[HOLMES] You could drive as far as your gas tank would take you. That meant you could have
nice picnics in the woods, things like hat, and go skiing on the grounds of a castle that Catherine
the Great had hall' finished. You rounded the corner and suddenly there were nice terraces, and a
stone nymph right in front ol' you. It was hard to ski wherever it was. Especially as you had any
old skis that had been left around and were barely tied on your feet. It was a wonder I didn't get
killed.

The whole diplomatic corps was an extraordinarily interesting one, so that life was intensely
interesting but you took in each other's washing and were very much inhibited.

(COX] So were your views based mainly on, shahl we say, very restricted conversations with
Soviet diplomnats?

[HOLMESI] Very restricted; and trying to, read signs. I found that the most interesting sources
of information were some of the good press correspondents who had been around during the war
and stili had contacts. Alec Werth, ol' The Guardian was a very good l'riend; and there was a
marvelous Scottish woman, Marjorie Shaw, who managed to be the correspondent of both the Ntw
Statesman and the Daily Express.

[HILLI Under the same name?

[HOLMES] Yes. Marjorie was great f'un. She used to keep me informned about people. I met
her on the boat going out but she had a lot of friends, like Prokofev's wife and people like that.
She would tell me a littie about what was being said. This was the way you picked it Up, onl
hunches. The idea that the press is controlled, it's of nlo value,, is quite wrong. When you have
disciplined and controlled press, you read it for deviation. What does that mean? One day I
,remember early in 1948, I think it was April (we had a Commonwealth Press Reading Series so we
used to get digests of the Soviet press in English each morning); I was reading along, and 1
suddenly noticed "Belgrade: Yesterday was celebrated the fourth anniversary of' the Soviet-Yugoslav
Friendship Treaty". Fuît stop. That is funny. Usually they say on such occasion that the following
speech was made, and roses were thrown and God knows what. Nothing. So we were going
around saying, "Isn't that peculiar?" We watched and did flot find any news of Yugoslavia for quite
a while. We got quite suspicious that there was something funny, but we were flot real
Kremlinologists. 1 was flot an expert on the Soviet Union. 1 was thrown into the breech, and 1 had
to learn the language on the spot. We did flot pretend, so we went to the real experts in the British
and Ainerican Embassies, and they said, "Tut, tut, nothing". That's just typical of experts.

1 remember it during the war. Anything that looks like good news, anything that looks lilce a
weakness on the part of the enemy is to be disparaged - naive people indulging in wishl'ul thinlcing.
You are new people, you have only been here a short time. So they kept saying, "Tut, tut."



So, it took me a littie while to report this to Ottawa. But finally 1 said, "Look, people do
flot agree, but 1 really think there is something funny going on in Yugoslavia. " Then our people
in Belgrade picked this up. They took it seriously. Ihis was the break with Yugoslavia in June
1948.

[HILL] What were the Soviets up to? What sort of objectives did they have? Did they really have
any very clear cut objectives in respect to Western Europe, Yugoslavia and so on?

[HOLMESl] It seems to me looking back now, one of the points that the revisionist scholars
particularly make is that the Soviet Union was so weak; it was absurd for us to fear them, they
couldn't march to the sea and so on. The kind of evidence we have now is that they were pretty
weak, but you had no way of knowing. You could flot go into the countryside. You could flot see.
The streets were full of soldiers. It seems to me that the Soviets in their paranoîa really believed
we were waiting to pounce, so they had to pretend to be strong for defensive reasons. By
pretending to be strong, they raised our suspicions. Secrecy is a terrible thing in a way. It arouses
suspicions.

I can remember during the Berlin Blockade we were pretty nervous about what was happening.
There were no signs around Moscow of mobilization. Another way you learned was from servant
gossip: "My cousin in some place says that such and such kînd of thing is happening". There
again also you had to be careful of plants but I think our servants were too undisciplined. You did
flot get any idea of mobilization. But what did they do suddenly? I remember one Sunday night,
the Americans always had a movie. People tended to gather for the movie at the American
Embassy, and this day the military attachés came and said that they had ail been barred from certain
routes where they had previously gone. When you are in a nervous mood, this does flot exactly
help.

Ihis I cannot exactly blamne the Soviets for, but just to indicate our problem we only had a hand
decypher, which meant that cyphering a telegramn could take the entire staff a whole day. I used
to keep sending messages to Escott Reid, "For God sake don't send those long telegranimes, and
don't send a telegramme asking me to draft a speech for Mr. St. Laurent on the dangers of Soviet
Communismn because it would take us an entire week to send it.

One day at the height of the anxiety over the Blockade, in came this littie message, and as we
sat there undoing it, two secretaries and a couple of us, it said that the women and children in the
Soviet Embassy in Ottawa had just asked for visas to return home. Had we any idea what this was
ail about? We kept saying to ourselves, if they have got something up their sleeve, then we are flot
going to give it away that way. But stili it was pretty nerve-racking when we found this had been
happening elsewhere in Washington and other places. Then, of course, somebody discovered that
the Soviet Foreign Office had just decided that ahl children over a certain age must be educated, in
the Soviet Union, and they were ail coming back with their mothers.

[COX] I think they still do that.

[HOLMES] Yes. This was a change of some sort. That was of no consequence. 1 cannot blame
the Soviets for frightening us that way, although here again if you had had an easy relationship with
the Foreign Office, somebody would have told you, or it would have been explained why the people
were asking for the visas.



[H'MILL] Were you able to detect what their attitude was towards the movement to establish NATO
in this period? They must have been aware of it, of the fact that the Western countries were
beginning to talk about it. The West rnust have been quite far along with its planning by then, 1
imagine.

[HOLMES] Well, 1 left in September, 1948. The meetings were already going on in Washington.

[HIILL] Donald Maclean must have been reporting to Moscow?

[HOLMES] Yes, I have often thought that it was a very good thing he was, because if he was
reporting accurately, as I presurne he was, the Soviets would realize that this was very much done
in a defensive mood, and it was flot organizing an aggressive attack on Brest-Litovsk.

I arn trying to figure out what their attitude was. 1 would neyer have got anything fromn
officiais, and ail you had really was the Soviet press, which was always so extravagant. Mind
you, we did flot get very much information in Moscow, and we were flot kept posted on the
negotiations.

[HILL] As to what was happening here?

[HOLMES] We did flot have anything like the facilities for safe storage that one has now. It was

pretty ramshackle in a way. I did flot know an awful lot about the NATO negotiations.

One period that was pretty important was September-December in Paris that year, at the UN
on the Security Council. There was an exercise there that might be worth mentioning. The
Security Council was meetings when the Berlin Blockade was on, and we wanted to bring this up
in the Security Council. The Soviets, of course, would veto the discussion of it. We were trying
to get it discussed. We were trying to mobilize a lot of opinion on the subject. There was an
interesting exercise of the Argentinian Foreign Minister - Argentina was on the Security Council,
and the Argentinian Foreign Minister was there, I have forgotten his narne -and he organized the
non-permanent members i a group of six, as we were then, to see if we could find sorte kind of
solution. It was quite an interesting exercise. We did flot find the solution, but we tried. The
Soviets were making a lot of the currency problem. We brought in an economist to see if we could
get a solution to the currency problern. Looking back on it 1 have a feeling that the exercise was
flot entirely wasted, because it helped us to stail until the effects of the Berlin air lift were being
seen, and then eventually the Soviets gave in; but it was an interesting exercise in lesser power
mediation. The Americans and the British, particularly the Arnericans, were a little suspicious of
the whole thing. They were afraid we would corne up with some compromise on the Blockade, and
they kept stiffening us because they figured that we were the only ones who would resist a
compromise. Well, the Belgians were part of it too at tliat trne. At the end of it, the Argentine
Foreign Minister had a celebratory lunch, mind you we had flot succeeded but we had a great
celebratory lunch in the Georges V, a champagne lunch, at the end of which we were each
presented with gold medals from Cartier - the Palais de Chaillot in a shower of stars. 1 have still
got it. It was the first tirne 1 was ever lcissed by a foreign minister. He kissed General
McNaughton on both cheeks. Charles Ritchie was there too.



Part V - Ottawa and New York. 1949-51

[HILL] Professor Holmes, from 1949 to 1951, you served as head of the United Nations Division
of the Department of Extemnal Affairs in Ottawa. In the second of these two years you were also
Canada's acting permanent representative at the UN in New York. I would like to ask one or two
questions relating to your duties at that time, but also to raise some points suggested by Volume
Two of The Shapins! 0f Peace; especially in those chapters dealing with the establishment of the
Atlantic Alliance, the creation of the NATO machinery, and other NATO related issues. So,
perhaps first of ail, we should look at the period relating to the establishment of the North Atlantic
Treaty, which was signed in April of 1949, and which Canada ratified shortly afterwards (on 29
April 1949). In fact I think that Canada was the first to ratify the treaty, which came into force on
24 August 1949. The first question is: what part did Canada play in the establishment of the North
Atlantic Treaty? It is often said that Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Pearson and others played a strong
role in allied councils during the establishment of the treaty. How do you see Canada's
contribution ini that period?

[HOLMIES] One of the things that occurs to me in looking at this period is how totally divorced
1 was from the NATO activities in the Department. That itself may be of some significance. 1 was
involved mostly in United Nations' affairs. I don't want to give the impression that that kind of
hostility between the UN and NATO that some people perceive is responsible. 1 think the reason
really was, it was such a busy period for the UN, I was totally preoccupied. I had spent the autumn
of 1948 in Paris at the General Assembly and I got back and 1 had to take over the UN and 1 had
been away a long time. I knew that these negotiations were going on about the North Atlantic
Treaty, but ail I can recaîl is that I knew that this was going on. What I have to be careful of here
is recalling things that I don't really recail but found out about when I was writing the book. For
that period we were on the Security Council in '49 and General McNaughton was there and so was
George Ignatieff and that meant almost total preoccupation with what was going on there. I'm
trying to, remember through 1949, the only time I was in Ottawa really during that period, 1 really
have almost no recollection of NATO as I said, except that 1 knew it was going on. I know that
we wer-e conccrnied and vcry anxious to see that NATO was justified under Article 51 of the
Charter. I recall the fact that we didn't want it under Article 52, the regional one. We didn't want
that. It was particularly the NATO people who didn't want that. I think we had the normal
dialogue in the Department; those of us who feit a kind of responsibility for the strcngth of the UN,
and those who feit particularly responsible for NATO. 1 think that was a kind of healthy dialogue
that goes on i the Department. People stressing different things, radier than controversy. 1 was
responsible i those days to Escott Reid, tic Associate Undcr-Secretary, he was also very much
ivolvcd in NATO. So up through Escott, you had the two considerations, and of course, he was

a strong UN man. I think that he had a great deal to do with it. 0f course whcrever he was he
had a lot to do with policy, because he was s0 vîgorous. It was a time when he and Hume Wrong
had radier différent approaches, particularly to NATO. 'Men in January 1950, we went off thc
Sccurity Council, Gencral McNaughton came home, and 1 wcnt down to hold the fort at tic UN,
just briefly until thcy appointed an Ambassador, but I was there until August. There was £0 much
cmphasis on the significance of the Security Council that there was a kind of feeling that when we
weren't on thc Security Council there wouldn't be very much to do. So I could hold thc fort. WelI
it was pretty difficult with a staff of just thrce of us coping with committccs and things like that.
But I was 80 preoccupicd that NATO hardly impingcd at ail there, and then thc Korcan war started
in June. There was nothing cisc to think about but that. In August Gerry Riddcll came down to
take over as Ambassador and I wcnt back for a little whilc and then was back ail autumn at Uic
Asscmbly and then Gerry died suddcnly and 1 was back again. Then 1 wcnt from there to Uic
National Defence College. If 1 was not much involvcd in NATO during Uiat period, it was bec-ause



of a total preoccupation with other things. 1 wouldn't want it to imply that between the UN side
of the Department and the NATO side there was a great split.

[HILL] No, simply occupied with different files. If I might speak to you in your capacity as a
writer and a historian, drawing on subsequent reading and analysis, how would you rate Canada's
contribution to the establishment of NATO?

[HOLME.S] I think we have a tendency to exaggerate somnewhat, but I think it was critical, very
important. I've frequently quoted, l'in quoting over and over again, the famous comment of Scotty
Reston's: 'It was the participation of Canada that turned into a community what would have
otherwise been just another American scheme for aid to Europe". I think it very important,
especially for Canadians, to realize that this was to a large extent our idea; flot uniquely, by any
means, but we had a great deal to do with formulating it. Escott says, and I think he's quite right,
that the real author of NATO was Ernie Bevin. Certainly the basic authors were flot Americans.
I tend a littie in retrospect to relate this also to the kind of debate mhat was going on about British
defence policy, imperial defence. I was there in London up close; I saw it, and mhe British position
was desperate. It's ail very well to say mhat Empire is a bad mhing and colonies should be liberated,
but what do you do in 1945? The Americans were being extremely anti-colonial but would have
been exceedingly unhappy if Britain had chosen mhat moment to move out. So you had mhese
responsibilities, you had mhis worldwide thing, you had mhe terrible sterling crisis and Attlee didn't
know what to do. There were people still clamnouring for a new imperial defence policy. 1 mhink
in Ottawa, they took mhat too seriously; Mackenzie King loved to frighten himself wimh plots,
imperial plots. I noticed, in going mhrough my dispatches from London, spending a lot of time
telling Ottawa flot to get so, upset about ideas mhat were really just being spewed out by mhe editor
of the Sunday Times. The Foreign Office in particular wasn't taking mhis very seriously. But still
there was a kind of debate. Mackenzie King was very rigid; I rememiber him i one Commonwealth
conférence. He did not want defence on mhe agenda at ail. 0f course the Australians and the New
Zealanders did. Not because mhey wanted to support old Churchillian ideas but because mhey were
feeling ramher isolated. We took mhe kind of, hear no evil, see no evil attitude, pretty silly I find;
it was ramher embarrassing on mhis. Therefore I miînk mhe sensible people in Ottawa, Pearson,
etcetera, weren't attacking this idea of imperial defence as a plot, mhey were just saying mhat it
doesn't really make much sense to have any kind of defence scheme mhat doesn't include mhe
Americans. This shouldn't be regarded as a Canadian shift of any kind. There was no doubt that
Attlee and Bevin agreed with that and I mhink mhis was of some significance in leading both British
and Canadians towards NATO. The British in particular were very anxious to get the Americans
involved, but naturally no-one would suggest to mhe Americans that they should be involved i a
Commonwealth defence plan. This suited us; we didn't want to be unconstructive, we didn't want
to be unhelpful; we knew mhat mhe British had a pretty tough position but we wanted to shift more
toward somemhing realistic. The Anglo-American entente had been deeply embedded in Canadian
intuitive foreign and defence policy for a century. That's why it came together. First of ail, mhe
basic reason was mhat we, like everybody else, were worried about what mhe Soviets were going to
do. We didn't know. Then it was just so opportune, it satisfied ail our needs. Britain, France,
the USA in an alliance; mhe old tensions we had had between mhe imperialists and continentalists
in Canada would be solved, and of course the very wide acceptance of NATO i parliament and
elsewhere was pretty impressive, even mhe French Canadians. There is no doubt also mhat there was
mhis agonizig reappraisal i a sense. We put a lot of our emotions into the UN, into collective
security through the UN, and there was a feeling mhat moving to collective defence could be
interpreted as desertion of the UN. This is an area where I think we had a good deal to do. In
none of these thinga would we have been decisive on our own, but we had allies ini most of mhese
mhings. Where we were very important was in rejectig mhe views of somne mhat the thing to do was



to kick the Soviets out of the UN, or let them resign, and let the UN become a Free World agency.
And we said: "No, we've got this universal body, we managed to get it through while the war was
on, so, for God's sake, hang on to it because it can be useful! ". There was this feeling that NATO
was a regrettable necessity and we hoped it wouldn't be necessary indefinitely. 1 think this is very
clear. Have you talked to Arnold Smith?

[HILL] No, we haven't.

[HOLNMS] The reason I mention him is that Arnold was the one person in External Affairs - he
was at the National Defence College at thîs time - who wrote a memorandum favouring the idea
of getting the Soviets out of the UN. And 1 think his was the only voice. Arnold had been rather
the hard liner out of Moscow. When Willgress went away Arnold started writing much more hard
line assessments of Soviet intentions, but the interesting thing is that on the whole you would put
Arnold left of centre, primarily because of his concern with the Third World and things like that;
he certainly isn't a conventional right winger. That's why it was interesting, he was preoccupied
with the importance of the United Nations economic job. He saw earlier than most people the role
of the UN in the world economy and development. He wanted to get the Soviets out of the UN
because they were obstructing that purpose; so in a sense what you have is somebody who wants
to kick the Soviets out for left wing purposes. It is interesting in that way but he didn't get much
of a hearing on that. So I don't think it was a major element, but it would be worthwhile hearing
him.

[HILLI Yes, 1 think so, if we have a second round. This leads to another question. How
conscious were people, during the negotiations, of Congress. Some of the Europeans had got
involved in the Brussels Pact and the Western Union and they were anxious to get the Americans
involved also, and to keep them involved, in Europe. Canada saw this also as a good opportunity
to push its own interests. I'm just wondering what Canada did see as its own interests. There
seems to be a différence between Escott Reid being interested in an Atlantic Community, and some
of the others were flot thinking quite in those terms. That was one question, and another one was
how conscious were people of Congress in this period of the negotiation of the treaty.

[HOLME.S] It is probably important to realize that that was the time when we were facing a pretty
difficuit economic situation. We had nearly bankrupted ourself with this enormous loan to Britain,
and were really very worried about this, and that gave a certain impetus to the desire to create what
mîght turfi into a Northi Atlantic economy, flot specifically for free trade, but designed to encourage
trade and commerce. The great worry that we had through that time was that the differing
economic predicaments of the North American countries and the Europeans would lead to a great
guif. This is the primary reason for Article Two, to say: 'Tou can't have a solid alliance and have
a trade war." I think in looking at our perspectives at that time this economic dimension was
important. Basically 1 think the difference was philosophical in a way. Escott was a compulsive
constitution builder and a brilliant one. 1 remember arguments I've had with him, on which he
would agree that world federation wasn't an immediate possibility. 1 said that it was an immediate
possibility but 1 had great doubts whether it was the ultimate answer. Wrong was in Washington.
Wrong was very much a pragmatist; what's more Wrong saw that any idea that the United States
would take part in any kind of wider community as an ordinary member, that the US Senate would
resign it's sovereignty over certain issues to some North Atlantic federation, was just out of the
question. Escott was much too wise and sensible to think that we cou Id create in 1949 a federation
of the North Atlantic, but for most federalists it was sometliing to aim at. So there was a différence
in direction there. Escott also was very much concerned with the moral issue, On Article Two he
stressed just as much those words that spoke of our aIl being demnocratie. He was very concerned



that it flot be just regarded as a military alliance of the old powers; this was a crusade for

demnocracy. That's why he was very upset about Portugal. Portugal became a bit of an issue. Italy

wasn't quite so much that, it was the feeling that once you strayed away from the Atlantic coast you
were into trouble. Prom Italy, where would you go? They look less democratic as you move

farther away. Greece and Turkey were knocking at the door. This we were quite reluctant about.
Here it was flot only the Reidians but the Wrongians too who wanted to keep it pretty much our

crowd; the Americans, the French, the Belgians, the Dutch, and countries in our democratic
tradition, fairly limited. We had to give in over Portugal. I think many people in Washington
would have agreed with us, but they just said: "The importance of the Azores is such that you just
have to accept itw. I'm flot sure that that wasn't even more important for Escott than the economic
aspect. If you look at bis early memoranda, the moral Issue is very important. Escott was flot a
right wing anti-Communist. I think what's very Important on the whole is that the attitude in
External Affairs towards the Soviet Union was based, not on anti-Communism, it was based on

liberalism. I don't think anybody seriously thought that Communism as an economic philosophy
was much of a threat. There were people who got excited about it in Canada, but flot seriously.
There was very much the feeling that if the Soviets want to run their country that way, that's up
to them. It was the Soviet threat; what the Soviets were doing in Eastern Europe, flot what they
were doing in the Soviet Union. Mike was being very much a liberal in standing up to the Soviets

and resistîng them. I think that was true with everybody. We were very careful flot to be
anti-Communist.

Acheson's Present at the Creation, when it came out, sounded a littie arrogant, but I must

say, looking back, we ail felt that this whole period was the creation of a new world and there were
the UN and NATO fltting into it. My working titie for my book until I found one was Also Pre

At 'MeCreation. I almost used it, but it was too much an in-joke. We did have that same feeling
and regarded Pearson, Wrong, Robertson, Escott Reid as part of the central construction teamn. We
weren't just Canadians pursuing Canadian ends. We were architects jointly worlcing together. I
argue some times that this is what we've lost with NATO; we no longer really feel we are part of

that. Partly because we've been pushed to the sidelines. This feeling of being present at the

creation accounts for the fact that 1, as a UN man, don't recall strong hostility to the creation of

NATO, just these concernis within the group about accommodating both.

[IULLI I was wondering if this also reflected quite strongly Canadian public opinion because you
mentioned that there was very little opposition, in fact there was no actual outright opposition I

parliament at ail. One or two people were a littie dubious perhaps about it, but there was no
outright opposition to it.

(HOLMES] One of the reasons, I think, was this illusion - the government, MacKenizie King and

the Cabinet at any rate had - about universal collective security ini the UN, that the formula was
enough. They didn't realize that collective security meant what it said and that we had to contribute
forces. So we talked a lot about collective security, and the Canadian Armed Forces became almoat

nothing; they really were whittled down. I remember this question coming up some years ago at

a conférence on NATO at Carleton entitled: "Did our joining NATO make us feel that we should
increase our defence budget?". And Escott said "Quite the reverse:" It goes back, in a way, to
1914-1939-'45; if only the Americans had been pledged in advance there wouldn't have been a

war. Juat the pledge was enough to frighten aggressors. So there was no sort of disposition to

increase our forces, and of course in 1949 we had no intention of having Canadian troops in
Europe. It was the shock of Korea that did it. I remember my own feelings over Korea. I thiiik
I had been arguing, and by no means alone, and this was even after the Chinese Communists took

over, that we ought not to regard Communism as a monolith stretching from Vladivostock to the



Elbe. It was partly caused by the Yugoslav defection. We oughtn't to do anything to make them
work more closely together. We were looking at ail the signs of differences between the Chinese
and the Soviets, and of course the Yugoslavs. Then this thing happened in June in Korean, and I
can't pretend for a moment 1 expected it, and we just had to face this question: "Maybe they are
ail working together, maybe this is a monolithic". We knew so littie about North Korea. It seemed
incredible that the North Koreans would have acted without both Soviet and Chinese agreement and
assistance. I think that's stili one of the mysteries for historians - I don't know whether you have
found very much on it -but they're stili not certain. At any rate, we can be pretty sure that it
wasn't the lcind of monolithic agreement that we suspected at the time. So here you had this really
frightening situation. Mike Pearson's first reaction over Korea was nervousness about a UN
operation. For tactical reasons, he just thought it wouldn't work. What would be even worse than
the UN failing, as the Lecague had failed, would be to try a military operation and be defeated.
There was a strong feeling in Ottawa and in the European countries, and I think less so in
Washington, that what we had was the communist bloc doing a feint in Asia, getting our forces to
Asia and then doing a strike in Berlin. That basically accounts for the fact that it was the Korean
war that caused us to send forces to Europe. We really got caught, in 1950. Here you have to
remnember that I have the recollections of somebody who was sitting in the UN. The UN had
started a crusade, so you're caught up in it. You can see way back to the famous incident with Dr.
Riddell in the mid '30s over Ethiopia. And 1 was under considerable pressure from the Secretariat,
and the Secretary General. Canada was always proclaiming itself as the strongest supporter of the
UN. Where are the Canadian Forces? When it was agreed, to set up a UN force we were in a very
embarrassing position, because we didn't have any to send, especially because Wrong was being
told (I know because he used to phone me quite a bit in New York) to go down to the State
Departmnent daily to say: "No, we want this to be a real UN operation not just one run by the
Americans; and we don't want it turned against the Chinese. " To which Acheson, would say, icily:
"One of the best ways of course to make sure this is a UN operation would be for countries like
Canada to have their forces on the ground". But we didn't have any! 1 think some of Acheson's
displeasure with Canada dates from this period.

[HILL] I think it started off with three ships initially.

[HOLMESI Yes, somnebody said it was a token and somebody in the American Embassy said,
weIl, we'll cali it three tokens. There we were stuck and the cabinet was clearly divided, the old
timers against the younger - King, of course, was dying. Then Pearson had this brilliant idea. In
a sense it was picking up some of the ideas we had had about collective security in the UN,
whereby each country would agree to contribute so many forces. WeIl, that whole scheme neyer
worked out, but that was a kind of patterni. So we would raise a special brigade for service. I
think it does reflect attitudes in Ottawa that this would be for the UN and for NATO. It did flot
niean that we had very much to spare. Then, just after the Americans decided to send forces to
Europe, apart from their occupation forces, we, acting in embarrassment, followed the Americans.
What Canadians tend to forge when they talk about this history is that we were about the last of
the major Western partners to get troops into Korea and they did flot arrive until the fighting was
nearly over. No disrespect to the men who went, but we were not a major factor in repelling the
North Koreans.

[HILL] That is interesting also, what you mentioned about the move of Canadian troops to Europe,
that that actually camne after. The Americans had decided to transform their troops there from
occupation to alliance forces and presumably to send some more.



[HOLMES] I think it was in any case being considered and being urged by some in Ottawa. My

recollection should be checked with the documents, but 1 arn pretty sure that it came a littie later.

We had been acutely embarrassed, we 1 mean me, sitting on the hot seat in New York having to

rush out to Lake Success from time to time to say we were stepping up our contribution, we were

going to take over so many Canadian Pacific flights to Tokyo. And there was one time when I had

to say we were doing something, we were stepping up production of the ORENDA engine. Trygve

Lie was flot terribly impressed, he didn't know what an ORENUA engine was. Maybe it's of some

interest too that the embarrassment in Ottawa during that summer was attributable to pressure of

Canadian public opinion. The Americans were getting pretty exasperated. Their boys were being

killed again. There were desperate batties, and there was a lot of anti-UN sentiment in the States.

"What is the UN doing, nobody is helping us, we are ail alone," and Canada was especially

vulnerable; although 1 can rememiber one theme that I heard at that time in Ottawa from the older

ones: "We waited two years in the last couple of wars for them, they can wait for us this time".

On a kind of a popular emotional level there was a bit of that. Again you had that deeply held

Canadian worry about conscription. The idea that you had to have conscription for the Korean
Force seems pretty absurd, but the fear was there.

[HILL] Did that relate to the thinking about NATO also? Presumably it did.

[HOLMES] Yes, it did. Originally that was another reason why people had to be reassured that

this was not going to mean Canadian forces conscripted to serve in Europe. The people in power

then had been through flot only 1944 but they had been through 1917. Mr. St. Laurent was much

less traumatized by that than most French Canadians, but nevertheless knew it was a political factor,

so that it had to be made pretty clear that there was no question of conscription. We did not have

much trouble raising a special force, because of the particular circumstance that it was only 5 or

6 years after demobilization. There were quite a few people who by that time were thinking that

life in Kapuskasing was pretty boring and nothing like those great years in the war. I think, if I am

flot mistaken, we had to weed out somne of the quick recruits, not exactly the right types, but at any

rate we did get them on the spot sooner than untrained recruits. Pearson was very good at devising

this concept, which he finally sold, about raising the brigade. There was also some nervousness -

(it came out over NATO also) - 1 mean the old worries that go back before the first war and

afterwards about Canada being committed by somebody else. We certainly went into Korea because
it was a UN war flot because it was a U.S. war.

[HILL] This links us up to a couple of other interesting questions. If I understand correctly what

you are saying, Canada's interest in setting up the North Atlantic Treaty, initially, was partly for

its own sake, because of the liberalism of Pearson which you mentioned and so on, but also partly

to make sure that the United States was involved, as a means of persuading the U.S. to continue

being involved in Europe. Having done that, then Canada was quite content with that situation

wbereas the Americans, having got involved, sort of went fuirther. Certainly they sent troops

immediately to Korea and then other troops to Europe and s0 onl.

[HOLME.S] The decision on Korea, and I remember this acutely as I was ini New York, was

made because we thought it was clear that the UN was being challenged as the League had been

challenged, and as the League had failed over Manchuria, over Ethiopia. Looking back now, I

think that was a pretty simplistic argument, but at any rate that was very much the feeling: if the

UN did nothing, it would go the way of the League. It was such a blatant, a classical aggression.

It was lilce Belgium and Poland in the previous two wars. Here it was. You had to meet it. But

in a cr1,11 ail the beautiful ideas of a UN Force in blue and white uniforms suddenly disappear.

Here is a tough invading force with tanks heading fast to the South and you do flot turn them back



with a UN resolution. What do you do? The only people who, could resist, aside from the South
Koreans, were the Americans, because they had forces in Japan. So here we are, it is awfiully
difficuit for Canadians, if we have any self-respect, to get up and to say that we, the UN, must
resist them with tanks; because we do flot have any. Only the Americans really could make that
decision. The rest of us probably could have argued against intervention, but we could flot argue
for intervention, even if we believed that it was a good idea, because it would put us in a difficuit
moral position. Nevertheless it was because it was a UN affair, out of this feeling that the UN
would stand or fait, that we eventually participated. The British and the French and the Turks got
somne forces in there pretty quickly. Contrary to a lot of Canadian opinion that the Americans put
pressure on us, the Amnericans were rather discreet about it. It was when the Australians, New
Zealanders and others, even the South Africans, were sending forces to Korea, that we feit pretty
embarrassed, but we had to confront the military fact that we had no troops to spare. We only had
this small group that was supposed to be defending the continent. We could not send everybody.
The delay was partly a kind of resistance to getting involved again but to a considerable extent it
was having to accept the fact that we could decide to send them but there was nobody to send. So
you got ail this tokenism throughout that summer, and it was flot really until we had firmly said we
were sending troops that we had a firm moral position in arguing what the UN campaign should be
like. But fortunately we had troops there by the time we started taking a leading part in trying to
get an armistice.

[HILL] I wanted to ask one other question that links into this. It seems to me that there was
some discussion, at the time of the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty, and at the tîme of
the consultations on the steering group that was set up in the year after, about geographic
responsibilities. My impression is that France and one or two others were thinking of the North
Atlantic Alliance having some sort of global responsibility. There would be some group there that
would look at Western strategy on a worldwide basis. But Canada always firmly resisted that and
thought in terms of a purely North Atlantic focus for NATO activities.

[HOLMES]IbTis is an interesting question and 1 do not have an answer, because 1 recali being
rather puzzled during that period by the different noises coming fromi Ottawa, really quite
contradictory in a way. There is no doubt when thinga got under way we wanted to have this treaty
commitmnent limited, but if you look at the earlier statements - when we were feeling our way - and
1 think if you look at St. L.aurent's famnous speech in the General Assembly in 1947, (which
incidentally you will find even in those official little pamphlets of the history of NATO), this sense
of global responsibility assumes considerable importance. But it is put in these terms: given the
fact that the UN is paralyzed in collective security, those countries which are willing and prepared
to do something should band together. You get a littie note of its not necessarily being regional but
the good guys everywhere. I suspect, for instance, we had our eye on Australia and New Zealand;
so that note is struck. Some of those more apocalyptic notes came more easily to Escott and to
Mike Pearson who tended to talk that way. Mike was very much influenced by Escott and found
his approach emotionally appealing. Nevertheless, he appreciated Wrong's caution intellectually.
1 have a feeling he was somewhere in between, but I think that the broader idea in the beginning
appealed to him. Here 1 am recollecting impressions I got in my research, not recollections of the
time.

[HILL] I was very struck, when going through the history of these discussions about the Steering
Group or Standing Group, that there was a lot of debate about what Canada's role should be.
Initially there was some thought that Canada should be one of the four or five members of the
directorate. Subsequently that idea was dropped, partly because the Italians made it clear that they
would want to b. in too, and then the Dutch and so on. Then Canada accepted the idea that Canada



should be involved whenever there were things of keen interest to Canada. But that seemed to me

a retrograde step. ,I mean the thrust of Canadian policy during the war had been to increase

Canada's status i allied councils, and here, subsequently, was the relatively easy acceptance of what

was a relatively weak position. But maybe it is more explained by this functionalism approach
which you spoke of last time.

[HOLMESl] 1 think so. It seems to me, certainly when looking at the record, that the illusions

of grandeur persisted about ourselves as a military power, based on our performance during the
war. We had been so insistently arguing that we were the third Western military power and we had

a right to a place on this and that. We made a great deal out of it over the peace treaties with
Germany. We almost took for granted that we would be a semi-permanent member of the Security
Council. 1 think, as I may have said the last time, it was a curious illusion, because it was based

on thinking of ourseives as a great niiitary power - because of the past - while we were in fact
disarming and demobilizing and clearly had no intention of remaining an important military power.
I have often asked what the devil we wouid have done if we had got some kind of semi-permanent
position on the Security Council, what it would have done to our defence budget. We would have

had to keep it up. So you get this kind of illusion of our importance, and it carnies over into

NATO. 0 f course it was reinforced, in NATO by the fact that we really were in at the ground
floor. Those secret tripartite discussions in Washington confirmed a view that we were pretty
important, and you could see the illusion again. We knew we were flot a great power, but we

weren't Luxembourg. I suppose there were again those who wanted to press our position and those

who were nervous of the commitments in which we would be involved. It was the oid dichotomy
i Canadian policy. If there had been a scheme for a lcind of controlling group of five or

somnething, we miight weli have argued on functionalist grounds that we belonged there, but it
became clear that if we were going to have a directorate it would be tripartite.

[HIILL] It neyer seemed to function anyway, this famous Standing Group or Steering Group. It
seemed to be more or lesa a dead letter, as far as 1 can make out.

Professor Holmes, I think you would like to make one comment following on Our previous
discussions about the question of Canadian forces.

[HOLMES] Yes. It is this continuing theme, deeply embedded in our history - a misinterpretation,
I think, of 1914, 1939 by many people - that we were committed by somebody else to send forces;

it is not true. We were technically committed, maybe i 1914, but the decision in fact to deploy

forces i strength was entirely our own. However, this is a deep rooted worry. It was for

MacKenzie King even though he really was disposed to commit forces in 1939. As a political factor

everybody was wornied about it; and it comes out i our debate on the roI. of the Security Council.

There is a contradictory approach, ail the. way through to Article 5 of NATO. On the. one hand,
we feel strongiy that the importance of either collective security or collective defence s i the

assurance that aggression will b. met by a united front agaist it, which really means that that

assurance bas to be almost an automatic commitment. But, on the other hand, when we got to the

details of the. Security Council, we insisted on getting something i there to the effeot that Canadian
forces would not b. committed unless Canada had a right to be heard in the. Security Council. Ibis

nervousness was there. For us the great thing about NATO was the. com-mitment of the. Amenican
Senate. But to do exactiy what? When you get to the verbs you have trouble. It was a guarantee
in a way, but a guarantee to do what? So you get ai of this rather difficuit philosophical arguing

about what the. commitmnent is. Then they ut upon the. Rio Treaty formula, which was to regard
an attack on one as an attack on ail, a way of getting around the. question of saying that the. minute
the. Soviet Union sets one foot on West German or Norwegian soil we wiil aIl immediately declare



war. Most of the worry in NATO was over a comrnitmnent of the U.S. Senate. But Canadians were
flot any more disposed to a clear comrnitment in the Article 5 debate. We would love to have the
Americans corne in because what would really deter the Soviets would be for the Arnericans to say
instantly we are at war; but as we were flot prepared to do that ourselves, it was a littie hard to
press the Arnericans. So 1 think (here I arn talking from recollection of my research), 1 think one
could only recognize this as a persistent arnbiguity.

[HILL] 0f course de Gaulle made a great deal of the question of flot having French forces
committed without France having a say in the matter. But ini reality that was always anticipated,
under Article 5. None of the Allies are automatically comrnitted, really, are they?

[HOLMES] No, none of them is, and of course in recent years when you've had these doubts
on the part of Europeans of the Arnerican comrnitmnent in extremis to get itself involved in the
exchange of atomic weapons, it becomes quite real again. That is one of those things to which there
are many answers.

[HILL] Although I suppose tie fact of having forces on the ground does make them hostages,
and that's another element in the equation, 1 think. If some of your people get shot by invading
troops then that gives you ail the more likelihood that you will be involved.

[HOLNM] There is that classical French statement about the First World War, about the British
guarantee. It was essential to the British comrnitmnent, to have one British soldier in France, but
hie must be killed on the first day.

[HILL] Well, I think that was said by the French Ambassador in London at the outset of the First
World War. The British asked himn how many troops did he think would be enough, and hie said
one, and we will make sure he gets shot. Well, I wondered also if you could tell us something
more about Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty. You already mentioned the fact that Canada was
strongly committed to it, and I found this very interesting. But I was flot quite sure wbx Canada
was so committed to Article 2, when others were flot. So I wonder if you could discuss that?

[HOLMES] The French were quite supportive of Article 2. It was flot so much Canada against
everybody else. There has been a lot of simplified history to the effect that in order to seli a peace-
time military alliance to the Canadian public, we had to pretend that it was something more than
a miflitary alliance, and for that reason we wanted to make it an economic alliance. There is
certainly some truth ini the feeling that we wanted to make it something more than a military
alliance. I say "we" again. Who arn I talking about? I guess the powerful figures in the
Government and in External Affairs who were creating policy to a large extent. But it was flot just
for show; Pearson and Reid and company did flot simply want to pretend that NATO was more than
a military alliance in order to fool the public. They really believed it, tliey really wanted it to be
something more. I think I quoted in my book somewhere that Mr. St. Laurent found that he could
sell Article 2 to President Truman a little more easily by saying that it was necessary for Canadian
politics. This is something Truman understood, being a politician. But St. Laurent was just being
the diplomat. I think there was considerable ambiguity about what we wanted to make of the North
Atlantic Comrnunity. However, there was no real doubt that everybody, Wrong as well as Reid,
did want to build this idea of a Community. Article 2 was prirnarily intended to say: "We caimot
have a strong military alliance unless we have diplomatic consultation, unless we are more or less
agreed about going to war when we have to go to war". But we also said that it was equally
important for a strong alliance that we flot be conducting trade wars against each other. And this
in a sense is a pledge flot to do that. It is an old Canadian fear. I recaîl this particularly because



1 was working for Norman Robertson in London at this critical period. He always was very far

sighted and for him the great nightmare was that the North American countries and the Europeans

would drift apart economically because their interests were becoming different. North Aniericans

were anxious for freer trade and removing barriers, but the Europeans had to put this off tili they

got on their feet. Recognizing the fact that there were two different streains of thought, it is bard

to say what Canadian policy actually was; but on the other hand I do think (I did flot realize this

until I traced some of the later correspondence when 1 was doing my research), that within that littie

time those actually involved in the NATO set-up came to realize that Canadian insistence on Article

2 was only annoying and irritating others, who regarded it as a kind of obsession. Escott, who

could be terribly insistent, kept pressing Wrong and others to do something about it. There were

some who wanted to help us out on this issue and asked what we proposed to do; in Ottawa some

of the people ini Finance and Trade and Commerce and others got together and asked what we were

proposing. However, it was very hard to corne up with any specific ideas, as to what NATO should

do in this period on economic issues, and it became less and less popular in Ottawa as an idea.

Then there were somne memoranda and dispatches from Washington, rather impatient ones from

Wrong, on the subject of Article 2. 1 think in Ottawa they had got themselves into the position that

they were over-selling Article 2 to the Canadian public; and if they did flot keep hammering at it

there would be criticism.

[HILL] Which period is this you are referring to?

[HOLMES] Particularly in 1950, 1951, after NATO was in fact set up and we were stili making

the Article 2 speeches. There is a splendid memorandumn somewhere in which Ed Ritchie (I think

Jake Warren had drafted it), suggested that the OEEC provided the way out. OEEC would be the

economic body we needed and with a slightly different membership on functional grounds. Pearson

accepted that, and we stopped flogging Article 2, contrary to the traditional view that we went on

hammering at Article 2, and that it was a failure. 1 do flot think it was a failure at ail if it is viewed

as 1 have been viewing it. If you look at the history, particularly in the earlier period, you did

have, particularly on the part of the Americans and others, a feeling that the economic interests of

their allies were of interest to them and you did get restraint. It is true that there were economic

differences and trade différences, but if you look at the overaîl picture, particularly in the light of

the kind of nightmare feeling we had of a real trade war, it was flot bad. And this is true to the

present moment; one has a feeling that Article 2 applies even now when they actually get together.

There is a kind of feeling that we cannot afford to have a break over trade.

[HILL] That fear of a trade war, was that harking back to the Depression and so on, to what

happened in the pre-war period? The other thing is that in the actual negotiations on the North

Atlantic Treaty in Washington, Canada at one stage put forward an even tougher Article 2. What

actually came out as Article 2 was only a boiled-down version. I was wondering how tough was

Canada ini pushing for that? It is very hard to tell fromn the record. My impression is that there

was a lot of telephoning behind the scenes, a lot of armn twisting and so on.

[HOLMESI I cannot remember the specifles of it. It is, incidentally, ail in that Soward

manuscript which I will be happy to show you. Take a look at his boiled-down version. I seem

to recail a telegram to Wrong to go and impress the Americans again on Article 2, to which he

replied that Acheson and company, and aIl the State Department, were strong allies i the whole

business of selling it to the Senate. They were trying very hard. They were the pro- NATO people

and didn't themselves have any real objections to Article 2. Their's was a great concern about

anything that might turn off the Senate. Wrong reported that he had, despite his doubta, impressed

on them our views, but they would not even listen. The Senators seemed to get very frightened if



there was any suggestion of continuing economic help to Europe. There were those in DEA who
worked themselves into a certain fanaticism over Article 2, but increasingly in External, and with
the advice coming from Wrong, we realized we were just making ourselves rather unpopular. So
OEEC was a wonderful way out, it was our functionalist approach. NATO is a military alliance,
the members of which are countries prepared to belong to a military alliance, but when we get to
economics, we want to have Sweden and other neutral countries like Switzerland involved whether
they want to belong to NATO or not. So here you get OEEC with a different membership that stili
has that essential NATO core in it. So it was a very good way out. 1 seem to recail a
memorandum that said, let's flot drop Article 2, just lay off.

[HILL] It is interesting that France provided some backing for Canada on this question. Was there
flot a bit of conflict with the European movement on Article 2?

[HOLMES] First of all on the French thing I think some of that is attributable to General Vanier
who, as, the Ambassador, had been close to de Gaulle and had considerable influence in Paris at that
time. It couldn't have been entirely that, but 1 seem to recail that he did quite a good job of selling
them on this. A littie earlier I was going to say that in our campaign for NATO, there were in a
sense two problems. One was the U.S. Senate, it had to be drawn along. 'The other was the
Europeanists. I think Spaak was in Ottawa at one point, and Pearson tried to sell him on NATO,
but he was dubious because he was s0 keen on European unity. This was a problem because the
Americans were keen on it also. Their's was, as we used to say, a 1776 syndrome, but they forget
the 1861 syndrome.

[HILL] 1861, that was....

[HOLMES] The Civil War. The idea is that if you ail federate together there won't be any wars.
That was disproved in 1861. But at any rate there was considerable interest in this and Spaak and
company were really, and quite rightly, worried that a North Atlantic association would cut across
the effort to get Western European union going. Their economic prospects were pretty dim at that
time. Western Europe was in a bad state, so that the kind of conventional arguments for ail getting
together in unity and strength sounded fairly good, especially with a man like Spaak who was a
philosophically dedicated European. So, we had to be careful with them, because I think there was
some feeling ini Ottawa that what they wanted to do was perfectly respectable. It was a little hard
to complain about it or to tell them flot to, but still that was the one thing that would hold them back
from NATO. We already had some ambivalence about European union.

MHILL] I think Lester Pearson and others made speeches supporting the idea of European unity,
but there were doubts ini the back of people's minds about where Canada would fit in.

[HOLMES] 1 do not want to make too much of this, but I remember that an element of the British
opposition to European union, to British involvement, was the argument that it would be contrary
to the Commonwealth association and that Commonwealth countries were urging them flot to
becomne involved in it. There was a little resentment of this in Ottawa. We had neyer told the
British flot to join Europe, they had Dominion status like the rest of us. I can remember 1951 or
'52, 1 was on a National Defence trip to Brussels, and I remember this came up at a meeting in the
Belgian Foreign Office. We did flot want to appear publicly as opposed to European union, but of
course what we were keenest on was NATO. flhere is one other thing there too that's of some
interest. The Americans wanted to push the Swedes into NATO. We said no, we must respect the
Swedish view. 1 think also there was a feeling that maybe it was flot such a bad thing strategically
to have neutral Sweden in between the Soviet Union, as we were very worried about Finland. If



I ar nfot mistaken Mike actually went wo Stockholm; he went on a trip to Europe and taiked to
varlous people and was very anxious to maintain good relations with the Swedes and to show
understanding. I remember being at a dinner party in New York, this would be in 1950, and there
was an American, a State Departmnent character there, who was getting angry with the Swedes, free
ride and ail that sort of thing, and denouncing neutraiity as immoral. 1 found him. extremely
offensive. 1 ar nfot sure that we did flot have a Swedish host. At any rate, I flnally could flot take
it any longer and I proceeded wo point out that the Arnericans were quite recent converts against
neutrality; and I recalled the lectures that we had had, in 1939 and 1941, when we were fighting
"lyour war" and being told piously that neutrality was virtuous. It did flot help the dinner party. But
we very much wanted the Norwegians and the Danes aithough we understood that persistent fellow-
feeling of Scandinavians.

[RILLI Right, 1 notice, in looking through the records, that there seemed to be quite a lot of
concern in Externat about the attitudes of the Scandinavians in this whole period; perhaps more so
than with the case of Turkey and Greece.

[HOLMES] This strong Canadian prejudice for the Northern Europeans over the Southern
Europeans cornes out here. Nobody said it. The sanie sort of thing you got in immigration policy.

[HILL] Yes, that is interesting. Strange, in a way.

[HOLME.SlIbTere was a very interesting rernark Ian Smart made here a couple of years ago, that
the division in Europe is as much North-South as East-West.

[HILL] On a couple of other questions, first of ail, I think one branch of the revisionist view of
the foundation of NATO is that the United States seized upon this opportunity to convert its forces
i Europe from occupation forces wo alliance forces, and that what you really have is a kind of

Americanization of Europe. This is the kind of thing that De Gaulle feared. But how were things
seen at the time, in 1949 and 1950? After the treaty was signed, there were some moves to increase
military arrangements. I mean, for example, pipelines were eventually opened up, arrangements
for transit routes from Bordeaux to Germany and things like that, which of course, ail came to an
end after '58 when De Gaulle came back. But in the early period, these things were set up. What
was the attitude, as far as you could judge, of the Europeans at that time? Did they feel they were
being pressured, or that the U.S. was coming as a saviour or something like that?

[HOLME-S] A point I just made in a paper I arn going to give at CMR next week is that one must
distinguish the origins of NATO from what happened later. In other words, it is important to
remember that we dragged the Americans into, NATO, rather than the other way around if you want
to use those terms. That is quite apart from arguments as to whether, once the Americans were in
NATO, they excessively dominated policy. They did, to some extent inevitably, because of the size
of their contribution. 1 seem to recaîl, up unil then (maybe NATO was a turning point), we neyer
got over the nervousness that the Americans were going to walk out, as they had before. By the
time they were involved, and certainly by the time they got into the Korean War, one did flot have
to worry about that. And, gradually, we were beginning to realize that we had a permanent
problem in American dominance, which we began to get a little more worried about. I think that
in Ottawa there was always an understanding that you couldn't really have equality with the
Americans, that they had to have a special position in NATO; but they started practising it without
very great sensitivity. It happened in s0 many ways. I can remember in the '50s, proposals came
from the Soviets, or the East Europeans, feelers towards some kind of detente arrangement in
Europe, zones of disarmament and things like that, the Rapacki Plan and what not. The minute that



these were proposed, they were instantly rejected, on behaif of NATO, by a spokesman in the White
House. This would get us very angry. Atready, of course, it was a nasty time in Washington.
McCarthy hysteria started fairly soon afterwards. We were parting company in outlook. We did
over China; we did over an armistice with Korea. We were already beginning to drift apart from
them on Indo-China. Not for a moment did we doubt tiiat we were on the same side ultimately.
Our differences were over tactics, ways of dealing with the Soviets. 1 think that a classical case,
which 1 cite frequently to explain the difference, was the debate we had with the Americans over
the unification of Korea. Ibis particularly came to a head at the Geneva Conference in 1954. But
we had it earlier, when the Americans wanted to declare the Chinese aggressors, and we said okay,
maybe they are, but at this moment, what we are trying to do is to get an armistice in Korea and
that wouldn't be helpful. The fighting had gone back and forth and we were really stalled, and we
said that there was no use in trying to pursue this any further. We weren't alone in that by any
means. We've got to get an armistice. The Americans said yes, but we have to declare sin is sin
and has to be castigated as such. We rather lost that argument in the UN, largely because our
European friends were not prepared to stand up against the Americans, although they agreed with
us. At the Geneva Conference on the unification of Korea, of course, ail we had to talk about was
a plebiscite or free elections, which were about as absurd to think of as they were in Vietnam, but
at any rate, we had to have that. The Americans insisted that they must be free elections conducted
by the United Nations. We said okay we agree, but the trouble is in this particular situation the
United Nations has become a belligerent. The North Koreans would not accept, nor would the
Soviets or Chinese, that role from the UN in a situation where it was a belligerent. The Americans
had to stand on principle. And we said okay, we'll stand on principle but you won't get anywhere.
It was very much a difference because of our functionalist approach. What we were trying to press
was a formula by which the United Nations would be involved in the plebiscite but wouldn't
necessarily be in charge of it. Now this is just a form, of words, and in any case, we didn't get
anywhere with either approach, but I cite this as an example of the difference between our kind of
approach to so many of these things. For example, we didn't recognize the Peking Governiment but
we maintained contacts with them. We had trade relations. Later we did the same with Cuba.
The Americans were a littie more for "sin is sin" and flot having anything to do with the wicked,
even though they kept their embassy in Bulgaria.

[HILLI What about military arrangements in this period? 1 mean, what were the Amnericans doing
at that time?

[HOLMES] Throwing their weight around, I presume is really the answer. I am flot disposed
to look very sympathetically upon revisionists' arguments, because they are pressed too far, but I
just don't know enough about that period and the military arrangements. And again, during the mid
'50s, I was up to my ears in UN activities. Even more particularly, Indo-China preoccupied us.
1 know that I would listen at staff meetings to what was going on. I did attend a couple of NATO
Council meetings, flot because I was really involved. But on our way to the Geneva Conference
i 1954, there was a NATO Counicil meeting in Paris, and I was with Mr. Pearson. I remnember

going to that. The chief thing that 1 remember was the French Foreign Minister M. Bidault. Ibis
was shortly before Dien Bien Phu. He was chairman. Whether he was doped, or drunk, I don't
really know, but he sat in the chair, and he was obviously under terrible, heavy pressure. Every
once in a while, he would sway far over on one side. A very distinguished Brit, a real F0 type
who was a sort of Under-Secretary, would give him a little tilt before he feul over onto his side.
We ail watched ini horror at poor Bidault, and we felt sad for him. Then 1 can recali the session
of the conference in Geneva, the day of the news of the fail of Dien Bien Phu. He was muttering
out Ioud and behaving like a drunk, although 1 suspect it was drugs as much. It was a shattering
experience. Everyone was watching this sad performance and he was flaying out against his staff,



and throwing papers. This does flot tell you much about NATO. I arn trying to remember if it was
at that or the other session that 1 went to. Dulles got up. We could sec that he had a point to
make. He was reconstructing history to strengthen his moral position; he had discovered that the
Chinese Revolution had been much more blood thirsty than thc Bolshcvik Revolution and one kncw
that this was his way of justifying a tougher attitude towards Pcking. It was the Red Chinese who
were thc principal encmy. They weren't exactly cozying Up to the Red Russians, but stili he had
convinccd himself of this version of history, and you knew perfcctly well what it meant. He wanted
allied unity against the Red Chinese. It was so charactcristic of Dulles.

[IIILLI Could I just ask one last question on this period? You mentioncd the fact that Canada sent
troops to Europe in 1951, really after thc U.S. had taken thc decision to upgradc its troops or keep
its troops there. Could you tell us a bit more of that decision In Canada? Who was involved and
how was the decision taken to send troops to Europe?

[HOLMES] I'm trying to remember, 1 think that I was in New York.

[HILL] It would have been 1950.

[HOLMES] I was at thc UN, and then 1 went to Kingston. My dear mother was reportcd as
having said to various people who askcd where John was, "Oh, he is in Kingston now, but hc is
just going to bc Uicrc for two years."

No, I rcally can't recali Uiat at ail. It must have been 1951, because Uic Korean invasion

was June, 1950. 1 was in New York; stili I should have known.

Part VI - The National Defence College. 1951-53

[HILLI We are going to move on to Uic next part, concerning your period at Uic National Defence

College. First, did you travel widely in those days, I mean virtually around Uic world?

[IIOLMES] No, we neyer wcnt round Uic world, just to Uic Middle East, some of Africa and

Europe, Uiat was about it.

[HILLI But at least it gave you a chance to Uiink about Uic role of NATO in world affairs and in
Uic broader schcmne of Uiings, about where Uic whole world was going and so on. 0f course, Uiis
was Uic period also of Uie Korcan War. We have talked already about Communist China. What
was Uie sense of wherc Uic world was going at Uiat time and where did NATO fit in, where did
Canada fit Ini?

[HOLMES]I h was a pretty orthodox sort of NATO period, in Uic sense Uiat Uic nccd to be strong,
Uic necd to beef up our defences, were obvious. 0f course it was a tîme when wc wcre increasing
our defence expenditure quite rapidly and recruiting and Uiat sort of Uiing. I Uiink of Uic speakers
who used to corne and tallc to us at NDC; I Uiink of the discussions on our European tour in
Brussels, and Paris and Rome and oUier places; it was very conventional. The Alliance was prctty
strong. You still had Uic debates on Soviet intentions. Then, of course, I Uiink it was towards the
end of my stay at NDC, Stalin died. That raised all sorts of questions. We had a period; a couple
of ycars, of freer Uiinking. I can remember at Uiat time getting exasperated with Uic fact Uiat every
memorandum that came out of the Department of National Defence began with Uie same phrase,
«Although we know that Uie Soviet long range intentions have not changed, and will flot change,

nevertheless..." It reminded me so much of Uic letters or articles 1 uscd to read in Uie Soviet press



which would begin with acknowledgements of Stalin as "our leader, guide in medicine, philosophy
and god knows what else", and then would go on and write something fairly sensible scientifically.
ihis was pretty conventional thinking about the Soviet threat. Not many peopte argued that there
was flot a Soviet threat, but was it immutable, was there any change? Perhaps the biggest
arguments were over the question of whether die Communist worid was monolithic. I was rather
anti-monolith and 1 think it had to do with my experience in Moscow, having predicted the break
with Yugoslavia, when the speciaiists would flot hear of it.

[HILL] The predominant feature of international relationships at this time was the East-West
cleavage. 0f course, it was also the period when India had become independent, the Bandung
Conference, and so on. I think there must have been some feeling that the world was on its way
to new kinds of relationships.

[HOLMES] Oh yes, and 1 think you had within Externat Affairs hard liners and soft liners, or
middle liners. We had some who were tough in their analysis of the intentions of the Soviets, now
and forever more, as they were elsewhere. But, the predominant mood, and this was certainly true
of the Minister, Pearson, was to look for a change, to look for opportunities, to welcome change.
Then, of course, when Stalin died and there was Krushchev's speech to the Party Congress, and
things like that, it certainly strengthened the argument of those people who said: "Let's watch for
change, hope for change, maybe they will change." That was very much the mood in which we
went to Moscow. I went with Pearson in 1955. He was the sort of person who was duly sceptical
of Soviet policy, but more anxious to be pleased than displeased. There is a certain mentality on
this. You can see it right now. Any signs that the Soviets might be changing for the better are
rejected instantly because they rather upset right thinking.

[IILL] We have the same thing now, of course. It wasn't until six months ago that some people
started to accept that Gorbachev just might conceivably make some changes. In fact, a fair number
of peopte have argued that things have got worse since he got into power, without any thought that
maybe there is a requirement to foltow a process there. It was ail taken as being as black as ever
and maybe a bit blacker still. That sort of thing.

[HOLMES] Welt, that's been a kind of persistent one. 1 think in Externat Affairs, there was
more disposition to welcome change. I think Pearson's attitude in Moscow was that he wanted to
hear what they had to say. He was very disappointed in Moscow, where we had to talk to Molotov,
out of whom we got nothing. Pearson really wanted a frank talk. Molotov would just put us off
and make speeches about how we were neighbours over the Pote, and that kind of thing. One of
the reasons was that he was really on his way out. 1 remember the day we went for an across-
the-tabte session with the Soviets at the Kremlin, an article appeared criticizing him in the Soviet
press and the specialists said: "That's it; so he was flot in a strong position". But theri the
difference was great with Khrushchev. Khrushchev and Bulganin were in the Caucasus and they
invited Mike to, come and visit them there. Unfortunately, 1 had to stay in Moscow, because we
were having some difficutties over the communiqué, and 1 had to stay on and negotiate with the
Soviets on the communiqué. George Ignatieff witl tell you more about this. They were hardly off
the plane when Khrushchev said: «Why don't you get out of NATO?" Mike said: «Wett, I11 tell
you why we don't get out of NATO." They had a good discussion. George can tell you about
Khrushchev's very interesting comments on Eisenhower. He tatked about the suffering of the
Soviets and about the war - he had tost his son - and said what they were worried about was that
the Americans hadn't had war on their own soit for a long tîne and they didn't reatty understand
what it was like. But there was one American who did, and that was Eisenhower.



[HILL] Why did he say that? Because of bis breadth of understanding?

[HOLMES] 1 thin k be probably met Eisenbower and Eisenhower was flot a bard liner. H1e did
hate war, there was no doubt about tbat. He had seen too mucb of it. At any rate, 1 illustrate this
as Pearson's difficulty. He did want to talk witb tbem, and witb some of the others. It was a
reasonable discussion, but flot much dialogue. Nevertheless, at that time, we didn't know how
tbings were sbifting in Moscow. Witb ail this debate about who was going to take over, and it
wasn't entirely clear that Khrusbchev would, so there were ail sorts of reasons for speculation. I
think that we had hoped for some détente developing; we were hoping always for détente. I'm
trying to remember wbat the Soviets did shortly afterwards which spoiled the wbole tbing. There
was a summit meeting shortly aftcr that too.

[HILL] 0f course, there was the Hungarian business, too.

[HOLMES] 0f course, the Hungarian business, shortiy afterwards, tbe next year.

Part VII - Assistant Under-Secretar of State for External Affairs

[HILLI To wrap up tbe interview, I would like to lead on from where you were taiking about the
Soviet Union, and to discuss briefly that whoie period from 1953 to 1960 when you were Assistant
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. Tben, perhaps we could also put in witb that your
period subsequently as Executive Director of tbe CIIA, because I tbink that I would like to just ask
one basic question. Being involved in the making of foreign policy and its implementation at
Externat, and since tben tbinking and writing about foreign policy and Canada's role in tbe world,
bow weil do you tbink membersbip in NATO bas served Canada in tbat time. How welI do you
tbink it is Iikely to serve Canada in tbe future? And do you see big changes coming ahead for
NATO as well, as tbe world evolves? It is a very broad question.

[HOLME.Sl I have just written a long essay on this subject. I haven't bad any doubt myseif tbat
we were better off in NATO than out, and tbat NATO, on the wbole, was a good tbing. The way
I sec it now is that we bave to sec NATO and the Warsaw Pact as somebow part of the structure
of détente. Ibis is what I argue witb my friends wbo want to pull us out of NATO, in the interests
of peace. Wbat we've got is an enormous change from wbat we bad twenty years ago. The
concepts of détente and deterrence, even the concept of second strike, are revolutionary as compared
to the old idea of one-up-mansbip, tbat you bad to be superior, you bad to be able to defeat the
enemy. We may bave overdone tbe extent to wbicb a multilateral alliance is for us casier, because
it reduces some of the tension in a bilateral alliance. But I tbink psycbologically, it's valuable. It
would seem to me that, on the wbole, if we are trying to influence American grand strategy, we
are more effective in NATO than just by saying, please, we are your continental allies, will you
bear wbat we say. I don't think bilaterally you get very far unleas it is specifically about the Arctie,
about our own zone. Then clearly we bave some clout. For tbe people wbo are worried about Our
being dragged along in the military alliance, I think we can argue that, we were one of the countries
that presscd NATO to move towards détente. We bave bad, particularly witb the Belgians, the
Dutch, the Danes, the Norwegians, a chance for coalition diplomacy. It seems to me that our
influence in NATO bas more to do witb our intellectual than our military contribution. Those wbo
want us to increase our military contribution tend to argue that, unless we increase our military
contribution, people won't pay any attention to wbat we say. I tbink that it would be better to argue
we sbould increase our military contribution because we sbould increase our iliitary contribution.
I doubt it would make mucb différence in influence. I think if we decreased it, that would be
another story.
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[HILL] I would like to see a copy of that paper. One other point: I have been thinking about
references to the Alliance supposedly "falling apart", which 1 think you mentioned at one point.
Going through the files, I was struck to find that, already in 1950, people were talking about the
Alliance falling apart.

[IIOLMES] That's what it's for. If agreement among that group was autornatic, taken for granted,
then you probably wouldn't need much of an alliance.

[HILL] WeIl, I think that we have corne to the end of our tirne. Thank you for participating in
this study.

[IIOLMES] It has been a pleasure.
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GEORGE IGNATIEFF

IiHILLI2 Good afternoon. We are pleased to have with us today Ambassador George
Ignatieff, formerly Canada's Permanent Representative to NATO, to the United Nations and to the
Geneva Disarmament Conference also previously Provost of Trinity College, University of Toronto
and now an active participant in the public debate on international peace and security issues.
Ambassador Ignatieff, we are certainly delighted that you are ready to participate in this project,
an oral history of Canadian policy in NATO, and we very much look forward to hearing what you
have to say.

[IGNATIEFFJ I am looking forward to participating in this project, which I think is very
worthwhile. In teaching international relations at the University of Toronto, I found that there were
very different perspectives in approaching just what Canada's role had been. On the whole the
current ýgeneration, I think, underestimates the importance of Canada's contribution not only in
NATO but in the United Nations and the whole system of international institutions.

[HILL] Ambassador Ignatieff, as you know, what we are trying to do in this project is to obtain
the views of those Canadians who have been most active over the years in dealing with NATO.
We are trying to, examine the importance of NATO membership to Canada and how well NATO
has served Canada's immediate and long term foreign policy interests over the years. We are trying
to look at the main policy developments and issues in our field over the past 40 years in a fairly
systematic fashion and to learn what happened and how Canada and the Alliance were affected by
various developments. So the focus of our discussions will be on those periods of your career when
you were directly involved in NATO
affairs or NATO-related issues: for example when you were Canada's representative on the
working group that set up the consultative and defence planning structure for the new North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and when you were Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council more than a
decade later. However, we would also like to get the real flavour of your own personal views and
reflections on the world scene and on Canada's foreign policy. So we will also touch on some of
the other periods of your extensive, and if I may say so, very interesting career.

[IGNATIEFF As far as NATO is concerned, I think that I should explain that I had really four
different stages of intervention. One was working with Escott Reid in the negotiations of the North
Atlantic Treaty itself, which was signed on 4 April 1949; I was then sent to Washington to replace
Tommny Stone on the international committee which was meeting, representative of alI the members
that had signed the Treaty, to set up the consultative machinery provided for under the Treaty and
particularly under articles 4 and 2, and then as defense liaison officer both in Washington in dealing
with the Korean War, and then later as head of defense liaison in External Affaîrs. I was involved
in developing the military aspects really related more to the Korean War. One of the factors that
is sometimes overlooked is that nobody was extremely keen when we signed the Treaty to go into
immediate military dispositions, deployments, and commitmnents. We were aIl in the process of
demobilizing, which was one of the reasons why it seemed that there was a very direct imbalance
of security in Europe, because the Soviets had not demobilized the way the Western powers had,
but I should stress that back in '48 and '49 there was no great enthusiasm on'the part of any of the
allies to, go into military commitments. It was ail sparked by Korea, and then the fourth stage was
when I was Ambassador to NATO, between '62 and '66, where I got involved in things such as the
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Cuban Missile Crisis, the Berlin Crisis, the Greek-Turkish crisis and ail the other things that went
on, and then of course the whole question of nuclear weapons.

[HILL] We will look at those various periods. These interviews are built in terms of your own
career, s0 they are done in certain phases. And we have had the pleasure of reading your
autobiography, The Making of a Peacemonger. Not only was it very revealing about international
affairs, but I greatly enjoyed many of your anecdotes. 1 think it ail helps to bring international
affairs alive.

Part 1 - Early Years. to 1939

[HILL] If I might start very briefly with what we could cali part 1, which would be the early
years up to 1939, in your memoirs you referred to your experiences of the Russian Civil War, your
years at school in England, and then findîng a new home in Canada. You lived in Montreal and
Toronto, worked ini the interior of B.C., studied at Jervis Collegiate and then at the University of
Toronto and then subsequently won a Rhodes scholarship to Oxford. I wonder if you could just tell
us a littie bit about those early years and the main impressions made on you by them, 1 think
particularly as they affected your later approaches to your diplomatic life and your thinking about
international peace and security.

[IGNATIEMF Yes, I think that the main effect on my career and my ongoing interest in peace
and security really is the fact that I was in a sense a war child of World War I. That was that.
My first recollections at the age of four, when one begins to have, not a very rational, but at least
somne impressionistic view of what is going on, was of the March revolution in 1917, and then
through to the Civil War, which we encountered when the family moved down to the Caucasus -

to Kislovodsk - to get away from the tensions and the whole upheaval in the capital city of
Petrograd, as it was then. We were in the middle of the Civil War. My father was arrested and
brought before a revolutionary tribunal. He was rescued by a student who recognized him as the
former Minister of Education who had brought forth a lot of reforms, and we narrowly escaped
death. We were on an execution list as hostages after an attempt on the life of Lenin in Moscow,
when a whole lot of the Russian aristocracy were put to death in one way or another with or without
trial. Father was arrested as a hostage, charged with counter revolutionary activities - which he
could not have been very active in, because he was in bed, a sick man with heart trouble, at the
time - but as I say he was rescued by a student from Moscow University, recognizing him he was
a member of the tribunal. He said that if father was shot he would raise hell with the teachers and
the students ini the town where this tribunal was sitting, and as the Bolsheviks were then at that dime
relying on a good many of the students and teachers, that sort of thing in the social democratic
ranks rather than the Bolshevilc ranks, they let him go. We then were able to get through with the
help of the White Russian movement to the sea coast of the Black Sea, and were taken off the
beaches of Novorossiysk by a British war ship.

So my very first recollection was of civil war, of death. And what was worse, was that I
saw the end of, flot only of war but the breakup of a society as a result of defeat ini war, which of
course many saw at the end of World War II in Germany and Austria and Japan. In Russia, what
isn't perhaps generally reaîized, was that the terrible losses and the failure to provide for munitions
and supplies to the Soviet army led to terrible defeats in which whole armies were surrounded and
defeated and taken prisoner. Then that led'gradually to mutiny. It was the mutiny in the Imnperial
army that led to the breakdown of Tzarism andi that was my first experience with a breakdown in
society. Trains stopped running, water wasn't safe, electricity or gai wasn't available and then foodi
became scarcer andi scarcer until you were lucky to get a crust of breati; that sort of breakdown in



society as a resuit of war. Ihis was the end of a war which in the west had been celebrated as a
victory. In Russia it was celebrated. by terrible bloodshed and the breakdown of society. This was
ail between the years of four to seven and those were impressionable years. Then of course we had
a time in England as refugees. I started my schooling there and found myseif in the equivocal
position that most children of course would regard anybody from Russia as Boishie, although my
father was persecuted by the Bolsheviks; and we tried farming - father tried farming. It was a
financial disaster, and littie by little my eider brothers, of which 1 had four, found that they had a
better chance of employment in Canada. One came over as a harvester, another one camne over as
an engineer and another one came over as a mining engineer. I was 15 when we camne to Canada
with my mother, and since I was brought in on a CPR colonization scheme which was bringing in
labour flot intellectuals, but labourers, I was sent to a railroad construction crew, actually on the
Crows Nest Pass, joining the Crows Nest Line with the Trail Smelter. I worked there as an
axeman, so I did get a certain amount of initiation in Canadian life as it was lived by the bohunk
as well as an intellectual; this experience and other jobs, enabled me to get to university and win
several scholarships, which culminated with the Rhodes Scholarship in 1930 for Ontario, which got
me to Oxford. I think the significance of that was that these were the Depression Years.
Everybody in Canada, except very few formuates, were in one way or another ini financial straits.
I was living, in order to take the financiai burden off my parents, in a littie boarding house here and
trying to get whatever jobs I could in hotels, on farms and that sort of thing. But it did lead up to
entering the competition for the Rhodes Scholarships and brought me to Europe in the immediate
pre-war years. In fact, I remember my father who had, when he recovered his health after the
Revolution, become President of the Red Cross, looking after the emigrés and dhe refugees and
setting up clinics and that sort of thing. He was quite upset that 1 should be going back to Europe.
He felt that we were very lucky to get away from that sort of background. The thought it was flot
good for me to be returning so soon to the continent which had brought so much distress to our
family. But, he accepted that this was an honour and so on, although in a strange way I was
plunged into the replay of the German threat, the German threat against Eastern Europe. I was in
fact working on a Ph.D. in Eastern Europe in Bulgaria when the war broke out. I was working on
some historical material relating to my grandfather's activities when he was dealing with the Eastern
crisis in 1877/78 and here I found myself, in a way, looking back on the origins of the sanie sort
of Eastern crisis enlarging and engulfing the whole of Europe and North America. 1 remember the
time when 1 was at Oxford, I met Mike Pearson who was then Counsellor at Canada House and he
brought a number of the Canadian students together, and 1 remember participating in a discussion
which was very interesting, amnong the Canadian students on scholarships in Britain. Just what
should Canada do? We were very divided during this period of 1939, just after the Munich crisis.
1 think that the majority of Canadian students felt that Canada should stay out of European wars,
and I found myseif in the minority arguing that even at that late stage it was not perhaps too late
to try and do something to resurrect the collective security provisions of the League of Nations.
Ibis discussion I may say was before the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact. 1 said that there was, it seemed
to me, a chance of getting the Soviet Union, Britain and France to work together under the
collective security provisions of the League Covenant to stop Czechoslovakia being consmed! by
the Germans, but if we did flot do that, there was every likelihood that Germany would just move
forward int Eastern Europe East as they had done before. And we would be faced with a much
bigger threat in the end and Canada would have to come in.

MHILL] Iust as a matter of curiosity, wasn't the alignment of Bulgaria and Romania pro-German
at that tim? Yugosiavia was more independent, 1 believe.

[IGNATIEFFI What I discovered, of course, was that the prejudices of the then King of Bulgaria,
Boris, who was a German, had a great deal to do with the German orientation of the Bulgaria



sovereign? Bulgarians were fundamentally pro-Russian and would have taken whatever side the
Soviets would have taken, and were very unwilling victims of the German occupation. The
Hungarians, less so, because they had belonged to the Austro-Hungarian empire; but with the
Yugoslavs, you're quite right, popular opinion was definitely against the Germans. And that's what
Tito was able to build on. But to return to the effects of going back to Europe, as I say and, to
Eastern European politics in my Ph.D. project, which I neyer completed, because 1 was warned by
British Intelligence that I would be among those candidates for early internient because of the
German penetration into the Bulgarian governinent and military circles. My grandfather had signed
the Treaty which gave Bulgaria its independence as a resuit of the war with Russia, so I was hardly
inconspicuous. I neyer returned, but one of the main streets in Sofia is stili named after my
grandfather and he is regarded as one of their patron saints.

Part II - England. 1939-43

[IGNATIEFF So, I got back to England at the outbreak of World War I, and decided to go to
Oxford to join up. I joined up With the local regiment which was the "Oxford and Bucks". It was
a curious system, you went to the regimental headquarters at the Oxford and Bucks and were met
by a recruiting sergeant and doctor and the preliminaries of joining the Armed Forces were quickly
over. The regimental sergeant major said: "You got a queer naine here"f. I said: "It comes from
Russia". "Oh," he said: "I was in Murmansk in the First World War". H1e said: «We used to
fish with mills bombs. We threw the milîs bombs up streain and the fish came up and took
everything you had". Well, that was my introduction into the Armed Forces but then you were
brought before a Board which was to decide your fate as to which branch of the Armed Forces you
were to serve in. And, there was an Admirai, there was a General and an Air Force Group Captain
and the head of Balliol and they looked through my university record you see, and were wondering
which service I was best fitted for. Somebody suggested that 1 might go into the cavalry. I was
not a particularly keen horseman - but the head of Balliol said: "Look, you have ail these
languages, you're a natural for the intelligence course." So they wrote out that I was to be made
a cadet, training as an officer in the Intelligence Corps and that was that and I was sent to an
extraordinary place, which is quite historic and now a notorious tourist spot. That was Woburn
Abbey - seat of the Duke of Bedford. At the outbreak of war in addition to the regular intelligence,
M15 and M16 and so on, with the War Office, Sir Campbell Stuart, who was incidentially a
Canadian, was asked by the Prime Minister, Mr. Chamberlain, to set up a headquarters at Woburn
Abbey which would combine economic and political warfare with spying in one fori or another
against the Germans, in neutral countries. I was assigned to that part of the operation which had
to deal with the interruption of supplies to Germany from Russia and the Balkans.

But, this was in 1940. Before the war when I had come back from Bulgaria, in 1939, there
were exains for admission to External Affairs and Mike Pearson urged me to write.them in London.
I had written and forgotten ail about it and apparently I was top of the list of eligible candidates for
the Third Secretary competition of those who had written in London. Doctor Skelton, who was dien
Under-Secretary, had sent a message to Vincent Massey who was Head of the Mission in London
begging for reinforcements, because they were very short staffed with ail the things that had to be
done with the Canadian Armed Forces coming over, the agreements that had to be negotiated, and
dealing widh the evacuation of Canadian women and children from the war zones. Getting womfefl
and children out of the war zone and a whole lot of English people, I mean children, being sent to
Canada. That was my first job. The staff of Canada House were an extraordinary group of people:
Vincent Massey, there was Mike Pearson, there was Hume Wrong, Charles Ritchie and Léon
Mayrard, and that was ai there was to deal with ail these war problems. So Skelton said in reply
to this appeal for help, he said: "Well, George Ignatieff passed the exain and we understand that



he is somewhere in England, why don't you get him". So I was asked. 1 thought that that would
be one way 1 could get into active service with the Canadian Armed Forces, instead of being in the
strange menagerie at Woburn Abbey, where we were doing intelligence appreciations, and were also
preparing propaganda leaflets that were thrown at the Germans about making peace, as well as
conducting intelligence activities in Switzerland and in Portugal. But my reply to Mr. Pearson, who
approached me, was, that if you can get me out and transfer me 1 arn willing to corne, and so that
was done. I arrived at Canada House just at the time of the collapse of the Western Allies in
Europe, just after Dunkirk and then without any training or preparation I pitched right into this
whole business of how to get these Canadian refugees from Europe back to Canada, women and
children. And then the immediate threat of invasion of Britain made the question of getting
Canadians, non-combatants out of England more acute. So I was shoved right into this job alone,
to organize this and put these people onto the troop ships that were going westward to bring the
First Division over and that was quite an initiation into diplomacy. Particularly as the bombing
started during the days as well as the nights, and became rather a complicated operation. In
addition 1 was given the job of dealing with internment of prisoners of war and that was quite a
handflul, because the British saddled Canada with an unsorted collection of people they had arrested
under the Alien Legisiation. The Home Office and the War Office had just arrested people whether
they were refugees or not; they were declared to be a threat in the event of invasion and they were
shipped out to Canada and Australia. Some of them were torpedoed on the way, but we got this
unsorted collection of people which included ail kinds of refugees from Nazismn as well as from
Fascism in Italy. It took months to discover this and to set up a commission to inquire into them.
We did not have their C.V. 's, we did not have any papers, nor did the British. They had simply
given us lists of naines. It turned out that people like Gregory Baum, the famous Catholic
theologian, was among these people interned as an "enemy alien". He was of Jewish origin and
had taken refuge in England and he was just shipped out with other people; lots of people were just
refugees. But that took some time to sort out. But it gave me, that together with the Blitz, gave
me again the impression that the civilians are increasingly the victîms of war, in one way or
another: When war breaks out the military take over with their priorities and everything else has
to give way and that includes justice. Then there was the Blitz in England and air raid precautions.
We ail had to take turns, not only in duties during the day, being on the roof and watching.
During the Battie of Britain period, the air raids took place during the days. If we took shelter, we
neyer got any work done, so it was agreed that we would take turns to be on the roof and ring a
bell if we saw dhe flag on the Air Ministry, which was within sight of Canada House, hoisted for
danger. We would ring the bell and everybody would just fly down to the shelter in CMHQ which
was next door. In addition to that I had to do the coding and encoding along with a couple of
English staff of ail the messages coming in. Some of them were top secret dealings with military
operations and others were not, but there again the military had strange ideas. I remember being
woken up. I had to sleep at Canada House to be available for these duties, or next door in the
CMHQ bunker, and I remember once getting very annoyed at being woken up to decipher an
immediate top secret telegramn for operations, and this was an amendmnent to a telegram dealing with
naval operations that I had previously deciphered. But it said: "Instead of pillows, read pillows
and pillow cases"

Well then, we had of course the diplomatic and political aspects of our mission as well. One
of the things that I remember well was the first war conférence attended by Mr. King in 1940, and
the British officiai who was in charge of public relations had succumbed as a result of the bombing.
We had several people break down under the strain of war. I was young, so I could take it, but
we had a person, who was actually the janitor of the place, who committed suicide. We had the
man who was looking after the coding and encoding, he had a breakdown and the man who was in
charge of our public relations had a breakdown. This happened while Mr. King arrived and as the



youngest and most junior 1 was sort of "pinch-hitting« ini ail these directions. 1 found myseif flot
only attendant on Mr. Massey and briefing the Prime Minister but also bcing the public relations
liaison. In trying to do ail these jobs 1 remember failing to provide a photographer at the first
meeting between Mr. King and Mr. Churchili. That was providential because I did satisfy Mr.
Massey that I really could flot be in threc places at once. Somebody was borrowed from Canadian
Military Headquarters, Campbell Moodie, to take on this job fuIl-time and I was relieved of it. But
even then, we had to look aftcr Mr. King in his various capacities. He was made Freeman of the
City of London because Canada was the main alIy undefeated and with troops and supplies availabte
to support the war effort based in Britain (before the USA and the USSR came into the war). The
meetings between Mr. King and Mr. Churchill were extremely intcresting, and very important in
the sense that the priorities at that time were the supply of aircraft and tanks which Canada was
given top priority to do and of course Lord Beaverbrook was another Canadian, who was put in
charge of the production end in Britain and C.D. Howe was in charge of turning on the heat and
producing aircraft and tanks in Canada, with American help. "Chubby' Power, the Minister of
Defence for Air, was in charge of the Commonwealth Air Training Plan in Canada. The other
thing was to get as much American help as possible and Canada was regarded at that time as the
point of liaison. Aftcr Ogdensburg that made things much casier. And that was the beginning of
our special relationship in defence. It aIl happened at that time when the European aillies were
defeated and indecd therc was serious discussion as to whether the headquarters of the war effort
would be moved from, London to Ottawa, including the question of possibly moving the Bank and
the reserves and that sort of thing.

[HMML I think it was John Holmes who made the saine point about Ogdensburg - that it was flot
really a strictly North American thing. It was really a device to get the United States involved,
from thc beginning.

[IGNATIEFF It is difficult to see Canada and it's defencc rclationships unless you go back to this
peculiar situation which some of us witnessed in 1940, which present day Canadians would hardly
believe. When I say this sometimes I find it even difficult to believe myseif. There was the
situation where ail thc allies had bcen defeated. The British Army had been, the remnants of it had
been rescued by every kind of boat and volunteer device at Dunkirk, but it was out of action, and
into that situation the Canadian First Division arrived with Andy McNaughton. And Andy
McNaughton was grccted literally as a saviour and the Canadian First Division was on duty to
prevent the invasion, to defend Britain. Canadian airmen were in dic Battie of Britain, and thc
Canadian Navy was fighting thc Battie of the Atlantic, keeping Britain supplied with food as well
as munitions of war.

[HILLI The Canadian Army were the only ones Uiat had any arms in Britain at Uiat time in any
quantity.

[IGNATIEFFI They were the only ones, and some of them wcre of course flot very adequate.
T'here were Ross rifles and we shippcd Ross rifles, we shipped Ross rifles aIl we could to am Uic
Home Guard in Britain. But we were Uiinking in terms of an immediate invasion at that time, and
evcrybody was trained in some kind of defence and we ail had to do air raid precautions as well
as flrst aid and ail the rest of it. So it was an incredible period to be in. You worked ail day and
you worked ail night, and took snatches of slcep. It took Uic character of people like Charles
Ritchie to make it sound funny, but it was not. The joke that Charles has in his memoirs you
know, about bis sleeping somewhere eIse when a bomb hit Uic place Uiat he was supposed to be
sleeping in and he came back the ncxt momning to find nothing but one suit hanging above the ruins.
I remember going with him to seS this site, this was one of the ways in which we kept alive, we



kept dodging the bombs by going to different places at night when we could sleep. Sometimes in

bunkers, sometimes in Canada House, sometimes at home. But the crux of it was that Canada at

that moment was the only undefeated ally and Churchill, in spite of all of his brave words, could

flot see any way in which we could prevail over the Nazis and Italy, unless the United States came

in. H1e was flot reckoning on Hitler invading the Soviet Union, although interestingly enough,

Churchill anticipated that possibility. It was that very immediate reaction on the part of Churchill,
when Germany attacked the Soviet Union, who had absolutely no hesitation in saying that we were

allies. And, indeed one of the things that affected our work at Canada House was that we were

engaged through Ambassador Maisky in not only supplying Britain, but Canada began to supply

food and varlous munitions to the Soviet Union, and Canadian ships were among the escorts of the

munition supply and food which went up the northern route to Murmansk. I remember one of the

things that we used to do with Mr. Massey was greet our naval heroes when they came back,

because it was a dickens of a mun, the way they were attacked by German Stukas as well as

submarines. But anyway the crux of the strategy at that time was that with the help of Canada, the

United States would somehow be brought into the war or at least be brought into the war effort.

It was a success of course, there were the loans of the destroyers and the provision of supplies to

Canada to help the production of aircraft, and the tanks, and munitions, and of course the

tremendous undertaking of the Commonwealth Air Training Plan which was done also with

American help and some American volunteers. But, it was through that threat to British survival,

in the war effort, in 1940, that we first became really engaged in the whole business of the

Canada/U.S. special relationship in defence, in Ogdensburg. And Mr. King regarded this as his

most important achievement. There was no doubt in his mind, and in Churchill's mi. The two

characters were very unlike. Mr. King was one of the most un-martial characters I have ever met.

1 remember when 1 greeted him on arrivai in Prestwick, he got out of a Liberator bomber, backside

foremost onto the parade ground, and did not quite know what to do. When he went around

inspecting the troops he was much more interested in such essentials as how they were fed and what

the postal service was and so on, which was appreciated. But they booed him; and he became

increasingly unpopular when he refused to introduce conscription towards the end of the war, when

we were short of troops in the line, but that is another story. McNaughton and Mackenzie King

had in those early meetings with Churchill, had been told that the Canadian Army's prîmary duty

would be to stand on guard in Britain while the British Army was reorganized. There was no

discussion in those early meetings about use of the Canadian Army in Europe or being under British

command. The trouble that later developed over the question of reinforcements and conscription

had been anticipated by McNaughton. H1e had been in the First World War and had noted that

Canadians had been thrust by British commanders into situations such as Vimy and the Somme and

s0 on, where the casualties were likely to be highest, and he vowed that he would not commit

Canadian troops in any situation which he had not personally reconnoitred. H1e went to Dunkirk

to see if there were any use of the Canadian forces going in. H1e also went to Calais and to

Norway. H1e was also prepared to go to'Russia before there would be any commitment of Canadian

Forces, of which there was talk for a while. But, an argument developed, and it was largely

because the Canadian Armed Forces had flot been in action while British Forces were in action in

the Middle East, that increasingly McNaughton lost out in my opinion.

[HILLI H1e also did not want them to be used piecemeal, if I understand well.

[IGNATIEFFI H1e did not want them to be used piecemeal, they had to remain under Canadian

command in McNaughton's view and concentrate on the liberation of Europe in the main attack.

H1e did flot want them down in Italy, and when they were sent to Italy and he wanted to go and

inspect them and see for himself what was happening, General Montgomery said "That he would

have him arrestcd". I think an unprecedented relationship between generals. No, McNaughton was



a great national, I think nationalist, and it was at that time that I got to know him and it was

because of that kind of background, that he asked for me when hie was appointed by Mr. King in

1946 to represent Canada, first of all, in the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission and then

at the United Nations on the Security Council, and he asked me to be his diplomatic advisor. There

were various other candidates but we liadt got to know one another during the war, he used to corne

and see Mr. Massey. We were flot very close friends; we were ail rather frightened of the General,
I might say, he was a very formidable looking character. In 1944, partly by the fact that I had

shown signs of ex.haustion, three people were sent from Ottawa to replace me and I was moved to

Washington, D.C. to take over the work with John Holmes in Post Hostilities Planning. I was

sorry to go in some ways, but I was thoroughly exhausted by this whole business of flot being able

to get any rest at night and working during the day, day after day.

[HILL] Weil, it was a sort of theory that grew up afterwards, that the Blitz had ail been great

fun, but in fact when you look at it it had been pretty devastating.

[IGNATIEFFI It was devastating, as 1 rnentioned that scene one Sunday when 1 was on duty and

Pearson came into Canada House and we both climbed on the roof, there was no water, the

electricity was broken off, the mains had been broken and the Treasury building was on ire. The

files of the Treasury were being blown about White Hall. Pearson said "Well, just how much can

a civilization stand of this kind of thing". As I say, he was not talking about giving in, or anything

of that sort. It crossed our minds that if you just keep escalating aerial warfare, it does flot break

morale but it breaks down society. The military reckon that this is the way to intimidate the other

side into giving in. You did not think of giving up, you got s0 numbed, you did flot want to give

up. You wanted to get at those bastards. What isn't sufficiently taken into account is that you

gradually reduce society to a standstill, ail civilized life gradually cornes to an end and under nuclear

bombardment of course, this is escalated to an unacceptable degree. We were well within the

margin of acceptability but even then, it just occurred to us, just how much can a city stand of the

break-down of essential services. It is now comning out, people are writing the same thing about

the effects of the bombing of Berlin, Dresden and Tokyo. Just how much can a city take?

Part III - Ottawa and New York.-1944-rid-1950s

[MILLI I wonder if we can go on to the neit part, which is Part III, that is fromn 1944 to the mid

1950s. You were partly in Ottawa at that time and partly in New York, mainly working on UN
affairs. 1 wonder if you could say a few things about what you did in that time and also what part
the UN played in Canadian foreign policy.

[IGNATIEFFI Here again one goes back to the preoccupation of Mr. King. What are the

circumstances which brings Canada into war? He started on that sirnple proposition. We found

ourselves at war because Britain was at war, but Mr. King insisted on waiting for a week and

having the House of Commons decide to make a separate declaration of war. But as the war camne

to an end, or was coming to an end, and discussions began on the question of a collective systein

of security, Mr. King was very much pre-occupied with preventing any kind of automatic

commitment fromn ever happening again, certainly in his lifetime. And the other thing was that the

British, through the Commonwealth Secretary, actually sent a questionnaire to Mr. King, to the

Canadian Governiment, asking a whole lot of questions but in effect saying "In the event that Britain

is at war would Canada consider itscif at war«. And this was in the context of considering whether

there could be such a thing as an imperial defense systern such as Church ill dreamed of. There had
been talk of an imperial defense systern. Mr. R.B. Bennett had flot approved of Canadian

commitments to the imperial defense systern, although he spoke very eloquently about the British



Empire, and certainly Mr. King had flot and it goes back to Mr. Meighen who had decided that

Canada would flot automatically be at war in the instance of the Carnak incident following World

War I. So this was sort of the point of departure and I remember I was given the task to write an

answer to these Cranbourne proposais in conjunction with National Defence. I describe in my book,
how we could flot corne to any agreement because National Defence believed that it was

inconceivable that officers, of the Crown who took their commiîssion and oath to the Crown could
be at peace in Canada while other officers with regiments which were intertwined, would be at war.
That one should be at peace and one should be at war was unconceivable to some brought up in the

British tradition. They argued that the answer should be yes, Canada is at war, if Britain is at war.
And I pointed out that Mr. King had been very careful to hold up the declaration, especially to

break that continuity and that he was looking for some solution in terms of collective security
through the new institution of the United Nations Security Council. WelI we neyer did give any
reply to the British, 1 think it could be found in the archives that there was no reply. There was

a very definite reply as far as Canada's relations in defence to the USA was concerned. We worked

on this to follow-up Mr. King's exchange with President Roosevelt at Ogdensburg. What would
be the nature of co-operation in peacetime between the United States and Canada? We prepared a

paper on this in the Post Hostilities Planning Committee, which was accepted. It was of course
revised to some extent by Hume Wrong and Norman Robertson, but we proposed setting up a

Permanent Joint Board on Defence. The word was permanent. The idea was that without
commitment to governments, the joint staffs of one side or the other would meet and consider plans

for the defence of North America, but it would flot be a treaty, it was very far from NORAD. It

was a continuing consultation on defence problems, and the first area that the P.J.B.D. addressed
was the closing down of US bases in Canada. That was because of McNaughton's Canadian
national prejudices - he was a Mel Hurtig of his day. I think he wanted to wind them up as quickly

as possible. He wanted to wind up these war-time commitments with the USA. As long as he had
Fiorello La Guardia as his opposite number, things went very smoothly because he was a politician,
and he quite realized what kind of sensitivities Canada had on that issue. But anyway the

framnework of the P.J.B.D., based on Ogdensburg, was accepted, but then we turned to the series

of papers that came to us, mainly through London. That is why it was agreed soon after I came

back in 1944 that John Holmes would go to London. The Foreign Office were keeping us much

more closely informed of the thinking in the big power circuit, that is, U.S., U.K. and to some

extent France, about the preparations for the United Nations and s0 on. And John Holmes was sent

to London to be the point of contact, and 1 was made Officiai Secretary and at the same time I was

also made Secretary of the Nuclear Energy Advisory Committee and the Secretary of the Tripartite
Nuclear Agreement, under the Quebec Conference arrangements of 1943, whereby Canada agreed

to supply the uranium and participate in the research on the nuclear reactions (flot directly, though,
involved ini decision-making concerning the bomb). However, Mr. King, as usual in bis cautious

way, agreed that we would provide the materials, we would continue the research with the help

incidentally of the British and the French, who had been evacuated to Canada, and those who were
flot taking part in the actual bomb project or the Manhattan project or in Montreal were then ini
Chalk River working on our reactor project. I was Secretary of that, a tripartite arrangement as
wel...

[HILL] That was when you were in Ottawa, was it?

[IGNATIEFF Yes, it was partly because of that that afrer the dropping of the bomb on Nagasai
and Hiroshima, Mackenzie King joined Attlee, the Prime Minister then who succeeded Churchill,
and Truman, in making the declaration that the object of the three governents who had worked
on this bomb project, was to develop atomic energy for peaceful purposes only and to, find ways

of developing safeguards to ensure this. And, this was a declaration which was made by the three



goverrnents and the very first decision at the United Nations, after San Francisco, was to set up
the UN Atomic Encrgy Commission to, work on this projcct. flhc point 1 think to stress is that
although 1 was Secretary of the Advisory Committcc on Atomic Energy, as weii as Secretary of the
Post-Hostilities Planning Comrnittee and Secretary of the Tripartite Committee on Uranium Supplies
for Canada to the USA, I did flot know a thing about the existence or the preparation of an atomic
bomb. It was so secret, 1 would emphasize this, I have been asked just what did we know. 1 arn
sure C. D. Howe knew, and I arn sure that Mr. King knew, but it was absolutely top secret and
none of us knew at the officiai level, cxccpt Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, President of N.R.C. That had
a great deal of relevance to the planning which took place, we planned without knowledgc that the
whole world technologicaliy would be s0 tremcndously affected by this new method of warfare.

[HILL] ActualIy, that is a point which John Holmes makes very strongly in the The Shapinil of
Pece There is a whole section about that period and the fact that some people simply did not
know about the atomic programme. Most of thc people in Ottawa sirnpiy did not know what was
happening in the US.

[IGNATIEFF Weil, this was, I thinlc, iooking back on it, quite deliberate on thc part of Mr.
King. Mr. Churchill insisted on being a partner of Roosevelt in ail strategic decisions. It was
neyer quite to his satisfaction, but you know from ail the correspondence one has between Churchill
and Roosevelt, one realizes that he couid neyer have enough influence on strategic issues. And he
insisted at Quebec that Britain would be consuited before thc bomb was used. Whcther that
agreement was made bctween thc two of them out of thc presence of Mr. King, and Mr. King just
did flot know that Uicy made a decision, I do flot know, I was flot there. That was 1943; 1 was
not ini Qucbec and thc whoie procccdings in Qucbec wcre flot committed to paper. The only papers
Uiat I saw had to do wiUi thc supply of uranium and how it wouid be partitioned and what purpose
and ail Uiat. But the fact was Uiat Mr. King, I do flot think wanted to be consultcd, I Uiink C.D.
Howe was told both of Uie tests at Los Alamos and when Uic bomb was dropped, but 1 was
absolutely in Uic dark about Uic bomb, I did flot know anything about it at ail. Although, as I say,
I was conccrned wiUi Uic supply of uranium, I did know what uranium was bcing supplied and aiso
Uic safeguards which werc deveioped for it. As I understood Uic situation, it was for hcalth safety,
Uiat is radiation hazards and ail Uic rest of it. flic first Atomic Energy Act rclated principaiiy to
Uic handling of uranium for purposes of healtiî hazards, and was flot related to miiitary uses. And
when wc came to New York, we were confrontcd of course by Uic Baruch Plan and Uic vcry first
question Uiat arose, Mr. Baruch raised it, was (and I was present in Uic conversations), what would
Uic Uiree governmcnts who were parties to certain sharcd icnowiedgc about Uic atomic bomb do
about sharing it wiUi Uic checr members of Uic commission and particularly Uic Soviet Union. I
rememiber saying to, Mr. Baruch: "Weil we have been procecding on Uic basis of 'nccd to know'
and Uiis has been interprcted prctty narrowiy as far as you are concerned. Canadians have
apparently flot needcd to know vcry much. 1 do not know a damn Uiing. Why don't you appiy Uic
same Uiing if Uic question is askcd, why do you nccd to know. If you want to, know how to, make
a bomb, why do you nced to, know. Wc are gaUicred here to, stop making bombs, to abolish Uic
arsmais and so on". But Uiis was Uic approach Uiat was adopted, and there was a scientific
committee set up of scientists who cxchanged information, Uiat was necessary realiy to explain and
to understand Uic Baruch Plan. 1 only learnt later Uiat Uic Americans only had about five bombs
in their arsenal and couid have easiiy disposcd of Uiem instcad of Uic 25,000 Uiey have to dispose
of now. But, Uie important dcvclopment Uiat I Uiink relates to Uiat UN Atomic Energy Commission
was Uiat on Uie whole, I supported Uic view Uiat Mr. King and C.D. Howe - and at Uiat time Mr.
King was stili Secretary of State as wcli as Prime Minister and then Mr. St. Laurent came in, I've
forgotten which year, 1947, I Uiink, - anyway, Uiey ail had Uic view Uiat wc should support Uic
Baruch Plan ini principle, so Uiat wc shouid flot in any way strain our relations wiUi Uic United



States. Strangeiy enough, witii more prescience than myseif, Escott Reid felt that the Baruch Plan
was flot put forward in good faith, particularly the kind of additions and amendments that Baruch
added himseif, nameiy that any breach of the agreement would flot be subject to the veto which had
just been agreed at Yalta as one of the basic agreements for post-war co-operation. And, we had
quite a row, which was characteristic of Escott, both in his good aspects and his bad aspects. He
was a midssionary in spirit. He insisted that we stand up to Baruch, when he saw that the Soviets
were insisting on their proposai which was that we outlaw these weapons first and then decide how
to control atomic energy for peacefùl purposes, dhe Americans were insisting the other way, that
we should set up this monopoiy of international agencies with control of ail the nuclear activities
in ail countries that had nuclear capability, and this proposai was flot even ail that acceptable to the
British. I was asked by Mr. St. Laurent to try and explain this to Ernie Bevin, and Ernie Bevin,
after I finished explaîing that the dual use of reactors in uranium reactions couid be for military
and for peaceful purposes, and you had to have control and inspection of ail stages of the process
if you were to prevent diversion to miiitary use, he said: "What would have happened if, when
Faraday discovered electricity in England, he had corne along and said to the goverfiment of the
day: "Look here, this here source of energy is so dangerous it's got to be put under international
control. Where do you think that electrification in the homes of Britain would be, where would
Britain stand? The ordinary homes of the working classes in Britain would stili be waiting for some
international inspector. " And he said: "I do flot buy this at ail". So it was, - but they went aiong
in the vote on principie like we did, and Escott Reid urged that we get up and say that we insist on
a proper examination of ail the options for international control and flot just the Baruch Plan; that
we insist on examining the possibilities of international inspection without ail the ready made
provisions of the Baruch Treaty. We argued this, and McNaughton finally appealed to Pearson, and
Pearson said on the telephone: "Weii, take Ignatieff' s advice, " advice that happened to coincide
with what Ottawa instructed anyway. And we voted for the Baruch Plan in principle. I've always
regretted that we did not take Escott Reid's advice more seriously, because in fact we neyer really
recovered the ground that could have been made before proliferation of weapons began. The
Tripartite Agreement broke down in 1947. We had a meeting in Washington in which the British,
pleading for retention of the Quebec Agreement, said that they would flot make nuclear weapons,
provided there was consultation as to use. Truman, however, under pressure from Senators like
Vanderberg and Hickenlooper, said they would flot go along with it. The British decided then to
make their own bomb. Ail kinds of ideas were put forward privateiy by Kennan and Lorry
Norstad, the Air Force general, but they did flot meet the British requirements; and proliferation
started. And, of course, the Soviet counter-bomb followed in 1949; whether they had the bomb
before, I do flot know. Then of course the Gouzenko spy business broke in 1946, so that poisoned
the atmosphere. Plus the'rejection by the Soviets of the Baruch Plan and the Soviet advance into,
or threatened advance into Iran, and Turkey, and the Communist pressure on Greece, ail led to the
Truman Doctrine and the begining of the Cold War. Now, whether that coincided with independent
Canadian appreciation of the events leading up to the Cold War, I do flot know. There were two
members of the Department who had rather strong or developed views on Soviet policy. They were
Arnold Smith and Escott Reid. Arnold Smith wrote me a series of letters from Moscow - they are
i the archives - he started these letters because I was working on Post Hostilities Planning, and the
first letter says: "It's tremendously important what you are doing, George, and I thoroughly support
what you are doing and your ideas would be very interesting to me."« And then, before 1946, corne
these letters: "Are you so sure that we can count on Soviet co-operation. I'see no signs of it frorn
Stalin. He is not carrying out even the undertakings he made i Yalta about elections in Poland;
he is flot going to get out of Hungary, Romania; ail these counitries are going to be satellites." And
it was the non-co-operation that he stressed. Escott went further. Escott went in the direction of
George Kenuian and of "containmnent" -I wrote an article I think for PAFSO on this subject. I knew
George Kennan well at the time. George Kennan did flot stress so much the idea of military



measures against Stalin, as the need to drop illusions which were very rife in certain parts of the
political machine in Washington, based on the concept of the Soviet Union as an ally and Stalin as
"Uncle Joe", some sort of benevoient kind of dictator who really was not a danger in any way.
Kennan and Harriman were working against the kind of optimidstic appreciations of the Soviet
attitude that were being put forward by Vice-President Wallace, who was quite openly sympathetic
to the Soviet Union and continued to be. Truman was not, but it took quite a bit of effort on the
part of people like Forrestal and Kennan, to make Truman take a tougher attitude on the subject,
and the Truman Doctrine was the first sort of step in the direction of NATO. But the thing which
really made ail the difference, from the Canadian standpoint, was first of ail the seriousness with
which Mr. St. Laurent took the whole Gouzenko spy business.

Mr. St. Laurent, who had a very keen sense of justice and decency, was horrified when he was
realiy confronted with the full evidence of tie espionage that was going on, not only in the Soviet
Military Attaché's Office but through the various links that were revealed in the Gouzenko trial, the
links to the British nuclear scientists who were working with us, and some penetration of the Civil
Service. The Canadian Civil Service was comparatively less penetrated, it turned out, than the
British, but we were working very closely at that time. People like Fuchs and Nunn May this put
the whole joint effort into peril and St. Laurent, anyway as a Catholic, took a strong view. He was
very amenable to the kind of argument that Escott Reid advanced; that we were faced with an
ideological, cultural, economic, politicai threat to the kind of values that Western civilization stands
for. And throughout, it was argued by Escott that this couid not be deait with by a military threat.
To begin with we'd gone through a war and nobody's prepared for another war, but as Escott used
to say you cannot kili ideas with cannons or nuclear weapons. You have to work against them by
combining the influence of nations who think alike, and out of that came this idea that Canada was
the sort of linch pin of the Atlantic triangle; the United States, Britain, France. Escott Reid, who
was the chief advisor to Mr. St. Laurent at the time, was not keen about having Spain, Portugal,
Greece, Turkey in the Alliance which he thought of in terms of the "Atlantic Community". Yes,
Italy, because they belong to the Atlantic area, but not Greece and Turkey, no. Greece he rnight
have tolerated, but flot Turkey.

[HILLJ When you say "He", are you referring to St. Laurent?

[IGNATIEFF No, Escott. He was thinking in terms of the Atlantic community right from the
start and a community of interest, community of policies and £0 on. And the various versions
which Article Two went through, this is a very, very boiled down version which was finlly
accepted grudgingly by people like Dean Acheson. There were those in die State Department who
perhaps shared Escott's ideas, but Escott would have had -us unite around an almost religious
mystique in defence of Christian values. There were those who were willing to take this approach
seriously, but others like Hume Wrong, our ambassador in Washington, who would have none of
it. What we ended up with was "strengthening free institutions", bringing about a better
understanding of the principles on which these institutions were founded. There was no mention
of «Judeo/Christian civilization" - but he retainded the idea of promoting conditions of stability and
welI-being in the North Atlantic area. Escott had a great deai of influence on the thinking of Mr.
St. Laurent. Pearson was pragmatic, I do flot think he was persuaded, Pearson was always
pragmatic. He did flot believe in ail this. Hume Wrong was positively skeptical about ail this high
flown oratory, after ail it is a regional arrangement for scîf-defense in view of the proven inability
of the UN Security Council to work because of the attitude of the Soviet Union on issues such as
Greece, Turkey and Iran and the use of the veto. He kept, in ail the correspondence saying: "Let's
get away from ail this oratory, it 1£ not going down at ail weii in Washington. Even Dean Acheson,
the son of an Episcopalian Bishop, cannot buy this stuff, he wants something that he can sell to



Congress. T'hey are flot going to buy this kind of messianic language". But anyway, looking back
on this, what I feel is that Escott was basically right in saying that what was required was a
solidarity to prevent Soviet aggression and expansion, a solidarity among allies around policies
strengthened through effective and constant consultation as against unilateral action. What's really
weakened the Alliance was lack of consultation, and it started, 1 arn afraid, in Europe, and was
quickly followed by breakdown in consultation on the US side. One can neyer forget the fact that
the most crass example of the breakdown in consultations was over the Suez. This led to the report
of the Three Wise Men. 1 worked with Pearson on the Three Wise Men's report in 1955, in Paris.
He, as one of the authors who worked with the foreign ministers of Italy and Norway, realized how
tremendously important it was for Canada, that if NATO was to be the triangle which helped to
resolve the continentalist pulls to which Canada was exposed, there had to be regular consultations
and resolving the intra-Alliance differences and trying to unite policies. It was important this should
flot just be about military affairs but should be about economic policies as well. 0f course the
whole movement towards the European economic community ran right across it; and likewise the
British and French unilateral action on Suez, and while the Wise Men's Report said everything that
could be said about strengthening the consultative procedure, the fact is that it has been too often
been ignored -by the USA as well as other major powers. But it should be considered that it was
the non-military cooperative provisions which really made the North Atlantic Treaty acceptable to
Parlianient, as a departure from peace time comrnitments for Canada.

[IILLI You mean primarily on the economic side or the political side too?

[IGNATIEFFJ Well, it started by being ignored on the economic side, then began being ignored
on the political side. 1 mean this last - in recent times, on the Reagan business, the attack on Libya,
the trade disagreements about how to deal with the Soviet Union and Poland and all the rest of it.
Those are the sort of things which Canada realized was of the essence, if the Soviet Union was to
face a united front. The idea that was behind the Treaty, was that the Soviets should know if they
moved against anybody in Western Europe or North Anierica that they would have to contemplate
a world war. There was flot going to be any chipping away as there had been by the Nazis. There
was that looking back in experience. In that sense, the idea was that there should be a community
which would act together and confront any adversary. This is what had been weakened. This is
where the failure in 1947 on the control of the atom and the Cold War together combined, and the
Korean War combined to produce a new emphasis on the one weapon which seemed to give the
West superiority over the Soviet Union, and China. It started during the Korean War. My
functions as Senior Counsellor of the Embassy in Washington were threefold. One was to represent
Canada on the international comrnittee working out the various bodies and institutions which would
be established under the North Atlantic Treaty, the Council, the Military Defense Committees, and
so on.

The only question on which there was any real, I would flot say difference of opinion, the only
matter of any difficulty, was whether Canada should or should flot be a member of the Standing
Group in NATO. We did flot want to be members of the Standing Group. But what happened, was
that Italy, very early in the proceedings, claimed a seat on the Standing Group which was to be
reserved to the United States, Britain and France - (the idea was that they would act as the main
strategists of the Alliance, working out the strategic plans). 1 was simply told to say in the
international comrnittee that if Italy claimed a seat there was no way in which Canada would stand
down, 80 there would have to be five members instead of three. But, 1 was told at the sanie time
that we were quite happy if we weren't on it. We held to the policy of stressing the functional
principle as viewed by Mr. King. Mr. St. Laurent continued the sanie, especially in ternis of
Canada's economic power; it was flot in any way the assertion of Canada's military power. It was



on the basis of the functional principle that we sought the seat on the Security Council of the UN,
following Australia. Mr. King let Australia have it on the grounds that he was very leery about any
military commitmnent. The functional principle, as far as hie was concerned, was that we were being
asked to supply food through UNRRA, and that sort of thing. 1 remember being Canada's
representative on the Far Eastern Economic Commission in 1947. 1 was given absolutely no
instructions whatsoever, and we were sitting around discussing what we would do and I said "I must
say, speaking for Canada, 1 amrnfot entirely clear why Canada is on this commission because we
are flot an Asian country". Somebody said there was "no use in having a dairy without a cow and
Canada is a cow. In fact, we will elect you as chairman of this commission". But we were being
sought ail over the place for our economic resources, what we could put forward, particularly in
terms of food and supplies in one form or another: minerais that the United States wanted, food
and materials for Europe and Asia. When 1 went to Washington there had been a report on the
problem of strategic supplies, supplies of strategic material in time of war, the Paley Report, and
the Americans were very alive to the dangers in the event of war; they would be cut off from
supplies of certain strategic materials and they wanted to get them from Canada on some assured
basis, and they offered a deal on free trade in fact. Mr. King and Mr. St. Laurent turned that
down, but in terms of the functionai principle, Canada was interested in its economic contribution,
through the United Nations. We were interested for instance, at the beginning, in our rote on the
Economic and Sociai Council of the UN. This turned out to be rather a disappointment, because
the Council neyer fulfilled its functions as expected, especially coordinating ail these agencies that
were set up. But Canada was an influential member of each one of the functional agencies, being
the host to ICAO, but also in founding and establishing the Food and Agricultural Organization.
The ILO, in Geneva, and the World Health Organization, under Dr. Chisholm, were also important.
We were right in the forefront as the exponents of the new multi-laterai, co-operative, approach to
international affairs. What we realized gradually was the fact that when we thought we would be
setting up a new framework of internationalismn, built around the United Nations, with a diminution
of nationai sovereignty, the Soviet Union, quickly followed by the other big powers, each insisted
on the right to unilateral action. It was anything but the cooperative approach we had hoped for.
We began to feel that already, and in the fifties, over the Korean War. On the one hand, North
Korea invaded South Korea with, apparently, the connivance or assistance or support of the Soviet
Union. Then Commnunist China intervened. At the time when 1 was in Washington, I amrnfot sure
which Communist power was regarded as the more dangerous to security. I think, on the whole,
if one looks back to the fifties, one finds that the United States feit that it was China that was the
greatest threat. The fact that it was an American command or who had decided to go against the
advice of India and other countries and cross the 49th parallel, that was not sufficiently taken into
account. It was the war ini Korea, and later the threat to the offshore islands of Matsu and Quemoy,
that brought Canada into discussions about the possible use of nuclear weapons for the flrst time,
and the deployment of nuclear weapons over Canada. Ibis was what 1 was involved in, very much,
ini the defense-liaison field in Washington. That and the termination of the war with Japan, the
Japanese Peace Agreement. That proceeded quite well, without any great friction with the United
States, but we ran into immediate difficulties over the question of the fact that the United States was
persuaded that China represented the main military threat and they began to deploy nuclear weapons
into Alaska and at sea, and we were involvect in over-flights. Our flrst reaction was that there had
to be requests for each individual over-flight, wit an indication of exact timing and direction of
flight and ail the rest of that. We had to have a flight plan, in addition; and that was the rirst
agreement, 1 think. The first agreement indicated aiso that if we were to be involved in over-
flights of Canadian territory we would need to be consulted about the possible use of nuclear
weapons against China, because we pointed out, if nuclear weapons were used against China, there
was the Sino-Soviet military treaty at the time, in effect and we could flot be sure that it would flot
be Soviet as well as Chinese retaliation, and at least Canada would be involved in nuclear alerts.



And it was agreed that there would be periodic meetings with officiais in which 1 was involved; and
Bob Bryce, then Secretary of the Cabinet, was to discuss under the conditions of strict secrecy the
kind of conditions, the kind of circumstances, which might give rise to the declaration of a nuclear
alert or a state of alert in Canada. We did recognize that it was unlikely that there could be a threat
of retaliation against the United States that did not affect a state of an alert in Canada. In addition,
there would be meetings with ministers, at the ministerial level at least once a year, in which the
Foreign Minister, the Secretary of State in the United States, would meet with Pearson; and other
senior people and the Minister of Defence would go to similar consultations about possible
circumstances in which there might be a use of nuclear weapons. And that was the state in which
the discussions relevant to the joint defense in North America under NORAD stood when I was sent
to Yugoslavia. In other words it was Korea that first of ail raised the initial question of continental
defence and over-flights and depioyments, but the initiai agreement was on the strict basis of
meention of sovereignty, in the sense that it was to be an on-going consultation about flot only the

clearance of each flight or deployment but also consultation about the possible consequences of these
things in terms of possible use. There was one occasion when I remember that senior officiais came
up from Washington and met in my presence with the Prime Minister and Mr. Pearson. It was
under President Eisenhower, and the question had been put to him by the Pentagon, of the possible
uses of nuclear weapons over the Matsu and Quemoy crisis, and St. Laurent and Mr. Pearson were
adaniant that this was quite out of the question. We would neyer agree to the use of nuclear
weapons in the defence of the offshore islands, as this wouid invoive a risk of escalating into a
nuclear war. It was right out of the question. We did have several meetings and the thing which
I emphasized was that there was no automaticity, there was no blank cheque given about a
deciaration of alerts or deployment of nuclear weapons or anything of the sort that now exists under
NORAD. We agreed to a programme of over-flights and deployments subject to consultation, 50

that we would flot be woken up at ail hours of the night. There would flot be processing of every
flight plan, but they would give us a schedule of flights over a period of, let us say, a month; which
was the way we were operating when I was sent to Yugoslavia. Now that happened between 1956
and 1958.

[HILL] Could I just interrupt at that point. There is one point I would like to check first, that is,
you were somehow involved in the work on the treaty itself, and then there was aiso the working
group in Washington on the mechanisms that were set up afterwards. Could you distinguish
between those two?

This situation has been unclear to me. Was the work on the treaty flot also, done in
Washington?

[IGNATIEFF It was done in Washington but at that time Tommy Stone was the representative
on the international committee, which was dealing with details; but in fact the Treaty was negotiated
at the Ambassadoriai level, Hume Wrong really was dealing directiy with that and the Assistant
Secretary Hickerson. Now the international committee met to discuss various drafts of specific
articles, but the main substantive of proposais were dealt with at the ambassador to foreign minister
level. Escott Reid, who was Assistant Under-Secretary, was the officiai responsible under Pearson,
who was then Under-Secretary, to prepare the various proposais and reactions and so on.

Now 1 was involved in the actuai treaty negotiations distinct from, the institutionai arrangements,
later, oniy because 1 was temporariiy brought from New York to be head of the UN Division. This
was in 1948. The meetings of the UN had been moved to Paris, and it had been decided that Gerry
Riddeii who was normaiiy the head of the UN Division, wouid go to Paris, and 1 wouid take his
place, and while 1 was in Ottawa, it was only for the three months, 1 think it was, Escott who,



knowing that I had been involved in defense matters in London, in Post Hostilities and ail the rest

of it, brought me into the small group that worked within, sending instructions on these North

Atlantic Treaty issues. In other words I was involved in the actual negotiations in the sense of

dealing with the exchange of various views, particularly on Article 2 and Article 4, whereby "the

parties would consuit together whenever, in the opinion of any of them, the territorial independence

or political security of the parties is threatened". That was one of the articles which we really

thrashed out there.

[HILLI You were also in Ottawa in this period?

[IGNATIEFF] 1 was under Escott.

[HILL] Working with him? Because there was the time you were at the UN just prior to that, in

New York; and then you were back here; then you went to Washington after that, presumably.

[IGNATIEFFIbTen after that I was moved to Washington in 1948, 1 went there in time for the

signature in 1949. Tommy Stone was moved and I took his place with the rank of Counsellor on

the International Committee to work out the details of what the permanent Council would be, the

Defense Committee and the various bodies and so on. And there was the question of the standing

group and ail the rest of it.

[HILL] 1 think that you mentioned earlier, that the only really controversial issue in that period,

is really that of the standing committee, and its responsibilities and s0 on.

[IGNATIEFF There was some controversy about the question of the permanent Council. We did

not move to an immnediate permanent Council. Dana Wilgress was our Amnbassador and at the time

they used to meet as required but flot regularly. But we favoured an idea of a regular meeting, but

it was not until 1955 and the Report of the Three, that the full machinery for regular consultation

was adopted. This provided that, first of ail, the permanent Council would meet at least once a

week, but before they met, the Counsellors of the Ambassadors would meet the previous day. We

met, I think, on Thursdays and they met on Wednesdays, or maybe on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

But they met the previous day and went over the agenda and discussed what the difficulties were.

If Canada feit very strongly on something and disagreed with something, the counsellors would

report to the Ambassador that, you know, you are going to have trouble over this item on the

agenda tomorrow and the position is as foliows. It enabled us, also, of course, to, get instructions

or guidance or consuit other delegations to see if others could be persuaded to change their views.

But the whole consultative machinery really was comparatively modest. While we worked out the

main framework, it was not until the 1955 report from the Conînittee of Three that the consultative

machinery really came into action. Also, the thing that strucc me about the consultative machinery

is that while it did not include economie questions for the reason that the European Common Markoet

was being set up in Europe, you could raise any question of concern to the solidarity of the

Alliance. Particularly, there was always a dialogue about arms control and the relationship betweeii

defence and arma control. That is one of the reasons why I still maintain that we should remain

ini the Alliance. My experience in the North Atlantic Council consultations is that the kind of

discussions that take place are the very kind of discussions which those who advocate relating

foreign policy to defence policy actually achieved in the North Atlantic Council. This is precisely

what has happened. The smaller powers raise political issues and the political implications of

military planning. My reservation and objection is that because NORAD was established in effect

by agreement between the Pentagon and National Defence, in the transition from the St. Laurent

to the Diefenbaker regime. There was no similar provision made for the discussion of contingency



plans under NORAD of the saine kind that went on in regard to the other commnands reporting to
the North Atlantic Council. The military would have to corne to the Council with their contingency
plans and we discussed them for their political. implications. How would governments react to this?
But in the case of the North Atlantic Planning Group, as it was called, there was no report and no
discussion. NORAI) did flot report to NATO and the fact is that they can declare an alert as
President Kennedy did for NORAD at the time of the Cuban Missile Crisis, without prior
consultation.

Part IV - Ottawa and Yu2zoslavia. in the 1950s

[HILLI That brings us up to around the end of the fifties, when you were at Defence Liaison and
then Ambassador to Yugoslavia. We spoke a little of your involvement in the Report On Non-
Military Co-operation, but also there was the famous visit to the Soviet Union.

[IGNATIEFFI I left Washington in 1953. I had a year at what was then called the Imperial
Defence College in London, on defence planning, and then I came back to be head of Defence
Liaison in 1955. Now the most important issue that came up, apart from the visit to the Soviet
Union, was somethîng which I alluded to only in passing, in my book, but it has profoundly affected
my attitude to CanadalU. S. defence relations, and that was that Pearson, very much concerned about
the increasing pressures on Canada from the United States, following the deployment of nuclear
weapons and over-flights, wanted a statement to be prepared by the equivalent of your institution
in the present days, the Parliamentary Centre, (but there was flot a Parliamentary Centre in those
days) for the information of parliament. What he had in mînd was that the elected responsible body
should be given a paper to be jointly prepared by the departmnents of Defence and External Affairs,
and the titie of it as I recollect was: "Implications For Canadian Foreign and Defence Policies 0f
The Advent 0f Nuclear Weapons and Inter-continental Missiles". And the essence of it was that
he wanted a short paper which would informi the representatives in parliament and the Canadian
public of the new - consequences both on defence and foreign policy - of the new strategic
geographic position of Canada, on the shortest route for missiles and long range bombers between
the two superpowers who were by then in a state of confrontation. This is something that had to
be, he thought, at least considered, by the House of Commons. And Mr. St. Laurent was of course
in total agreement and I was told to prepare such a paper with General Fouikes, who was then Chief
of the General Staff, and I said: "Well I cannot of course do so on my own authority, but if the
Prime Minister writes to the Minister of National Defence, Ralph Campney, I will then contact
General Foulkes and follow this up and certainly I will do as you wish. I entirely agree that is what
should be done". Five letters were written as I recollect, at least two by the Prime Minister and
three by Mr. Pearson to National Defence on the minister level and were flot answered, on such an
absolutely basic issue! And the reply given by Foulkes to, me was that the information which would
have to be included in such a paper for an effective discussion in parliament would compromise the
special relationships which he had with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs in Washington and General
Bradley, the head of the US Army. National Defence's reaction was simply flot to reply to the
Prime Minister. 0f course to press the issue would have created a cabinet crisis on an extremely
important issue. The final act in this strange play which I would hardly believe ever happened if
I had not been one of the players, was that I think in 1955, - it was Easter 1955 - it was agreed that
Bob Bryce, as Secretary to the Cabinet, would caîl a meeting at which Fouikes would corne and I
would attend. Anyway, in the meantime I had corne to Toronto for Easter to, visit my mother-in-law
and had had a terrible automobile accident, nearly got kille. I came to this meeting on crutches
and feeling extrernely weak and vulnerable. I still rernember that Fouikes bluntly said that there
would be no joint paper. It was Foulkes who got us into NORAD under false pretences in addition
to stone-walling the established elected representatives of Canada. The public would not believe it.



And that is why Mr. Diefenbaker was so unreasonable, if you like, about National Defence and its
demand for nuclear war-heads. He was in a rage about the way that they had misrepresented things
and brought him into this impossible position which finally ended up with the fail of his
govemnment. The trouble Mr. Diefenbaker found himself in was - if you like - a delayed reaction
from the St. Laurent/Pearson failure to get National Defence under Carnpney to move on a report
to Parliarnent. In this situation, as 1 say, when 1 came from hospital and I said "General Fouikes,
do you flot understand that we cannot in External Affairs plan rationally our relationships with the
United States or the Soviet Union or with Europe, unless we have the guidance of Parliament on
these crucial issues, especially on what are the consequences of our new strategic position between
the two super powers ini the nuclear age. What are the consequences? That we must know, and
we must set them out, flot necessarily in any detail about exactly who does what, but what are the
essential factors and consequences of the situation". He said: "First of ail, that I repeat that I wilI
flot do anything to prejudice the information that I get and which 1 pass on in my own way to the
Prime Minister. Secondly, 1 do flot need any "eggheads" from External Affairs to tell me how to
mun defence policy in Canada, and this is the final answer you get George". And that was it. WelI,
when I reported this to Pearson, Pearson first of ail decided to tell St. Laurent, that hie would flot
press this to a crisis in the cabinet, which was a typical Pearsonian reaction. He decided that hie
would pick up an invitation which hie received from Molotov in a general sort of way - why don't
you come and visit me in Moscow - to go and see for himself what was the danger of war. I mean,
was there a danger of war from the Soviet Union in the new strategic position to which we in
Canada were exposed?

[HIIbTis was in some way related to the NORAD issue?

[IGNATIEEM It was part and parcel of the failure to get from, National Defence a joint
appreciation of what were the consequences. So, hie said: *Well, if they will flot tell me, 1 will
go and find out from Moscow and see if they are preparing to, flght a war with United States, start
a nuclear war". You could flot say that in public. Again, it would show that there was a crisis in
the cabinet. I did flot say that in my book, but this was flot a joy ride in any way as far as 1 was
concerned. And why should I have been, as Defence Liaison, brought into this journey to, the
Soviet Union, which I certainly did flot want as an ex-Russian. I knew there was going to be
trouble. I said to my wife when I left: "I arn faced with an impossible situation. If I refuse, I amn
a coward. If I go I know there is going to be trouble, they will find some way of compromilsing
mie". So, I did flot go with any blithe spirit. I kept a diary and the diary, actually from day to day,
is also in the Trinity College archives. I used most of it in my book, The Makins! of a
Peacemonger. The basic thing here was that the Soviets were themselves engaged in an argument
as to whether or flot they could risk: a nuclear war to pursue a policy of mulitary expansion. The
successor named by Stalin, Malenkov who had been his private secretary, was dead against the use
of nuclear weapons and indeed against war as a means of promoting Soviet policy. Now the
importance was that hie came out quite definitely in a statement at lunch at the Canadian Embassy
in Moscow. There were Molotov and Kaganovitch, and Voroshilov and severai others who seemed
to disagree with Malenkov. They argued that, particularly if they were threatened, if their interests
were basically threatened, they would flot hesitate to go to war. It was in those circunistances that
Pearson was quite anxious to sec Khrushchev, who was obviously on the risc, and about to take
power as General Secretary. Khrushchev took die sanie view that Malenkov did; that war and
nuclear war were out of the question as a means of settling international disputes. But hie said,
"You must understand that we do flot go back in any way on our concept of competition with the
capitalist world. Wc will do so by political and cconomic methods. So far as security is concerned,
if you insist, as you have donc just a fcw months before, on bringing West Gcrmany into NATO
and re-arming Gcrmany, wc will do the sanie with East Germany. The only circunistances in which



we will reconsider the security policies of Europe is under conditions of neutralization of tbe two
Germanies. And tbat was the essence of what was said, but it is important to tde this to why
Pearson went to tbe USSR in 1955. H1e was tbe first North Atlantic Minister to go, and he spoke
a great deal about tbis, but nobody bas related it to tbis stalemate in tbe cabinet and with National
Defence. No sooner had we got back with tbe report, tban I was sent off to Yugoslavia, as I
related. I was sent off witb direct instructions from Mr. St. Laurent, in effect to test out exactly
what Khrusbchev bad said to us in bis policies towards Eastern Europe. That is, were tbe Soviets,
by invading Hungary, on the way to moving westward into Yugoslavia and possibly threatening the
West?

[HILL] When you went to Yugoslavia was tbat actually after the Hungarian uprising?

[IGNATIEFI3 Yes, just after.

[HILL] Because, there again, I bad not reaiized tbat was tbe reason wby you were sent to

Yugoslavia.

[IGNATIEFFI Yes, 1 do flot like to say tbat in tbe book, I say simply tbat this is tbe one occasion
wben I was sent on a mission and bad the opportunity of being told directly by tbe Prime Minister
and tbe Foreign Minister wbat 1 bad been sent to do.

[HILL] Ibat was a cbange.

[IGNATIEFE] Whicb was not the usual experience. But, in fact, wben I arrived, Tito bad
followed up bis breacb witb Stalin by getting aid from tbe United States, military aid from tbe
United States. And wbile he called bimself a Communist, be was already finding ways in wbicb
to complete the breacb witb the Communist bloc, militarily anyway. So, I bad a very interesting
time in Yugoslavia but as I say, the purpose of my being sent was really a follow-up on tbe mission
to the Soviet Union and the concerns to know just wbere we stood in regard to the tbreat of nuclear
war. Because wbat of course, Fouikes was getting, was a «worst case scenario", from the
Pentagon, as one could imagine. Tbe Soviets were said to be massing bere and massing there and
doing tbis and that witb the massive capability they enjoyed.

[HILL] What were tbe conclusions you camne to about Soviet foreign policy at tbat time, while you
were in Yugoslavia? 1 re 'member in your book you mentioned you bad at least some meetings witb
President Tito and at one stage you actually briefed the NATO Council on Tito's foreign policy
tbinking. You must bave bad bis views on wbat tbe Soviets were up to as well.

[IGNATIEF19 Weil, wbat I was convinced of was, tbat first of ail the Communist threat should
not 1be thought of in monolithic terms. Tbere was flot one great Communist threat or a combination
of the Soviet Union, Comnmunist China and tbe wbole of tbe satellite world. Tbey ail bad internai
problemns. The Soviets were still suffering very severely from the effects of World War II, and tbey
were flot In the least bit anxious for another war. They were very mucb obsessed about wbat to
do about Germany and they were flot inclined to push tbings to the point of nuclear war, but would
obviously use every method sbort of war to expand, their influence, as they eventually did in Egypt
and Cuba.

[HILL] I read somewbere recently that, during the Hungarian uprising, the Soviets at some point
became convinced that Czechoslovakia was about to revoîtas weIl. Tbat really worried them.



[IGNATIIEFF That it might spread, yes. That is so. I go into that in the 1967-1968 period
because I was representing Canada on dhe Security Council in the Czech crisis. It was obvious to
me that what the Soviets feared, was the revival of that natural economic orbit of central Europe,
and that would include Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Austria and Hungary as well as Romania to
some extent, aIl these countries had been within the Austrian/Hungarian/German imperial economic
orbit. They prospered mightily in providing certain raw materials, having assured markets for al
kinds of high quality goods instead of making Kalashnikov rifles to export to Africa which they get
very hitle for, aspirins and such. That, 1 believe, is the real reason for turfing out Dubcek.
Because Dubcek, as I understand, was on the point of arriving at something like a free trade
agreement with West Germany. They had corne very close to it and the Soviets put their foot
down.

[HILLI Just before we finish off this afternoon, just one final question on Yugoslavia. 1 have
the impression that your period there was one that you enjoyed particuiarly. I have the impression
that you enjoyed the bilateral diplomacy. 0f course you were head of an embassy for the first time
yourself, and the political situation must have been very interesting.

[IGNATIEFF Yes, it was an extremely interesting time, to begin with because, as I say, Tito was
playing a very, very sophisticated garne. On the one hand, he claimed that he was stili a
Communist; as he said to me "Once a Communist I will die a Communist". On the other hand
having broken completely from the Warsaw Pact and from the COMECOW, he would not accept
what he regarded as Soviet monopolistic dlaims over the Balkan economies, especially shipping.
He would not accept that COMECOW should decide on what kind of industry would be developed
in Yugoslavia. What he and Dimitrov of Bulgaria wanted was some general autonomy for the
Balkans, as a minimum condition for remaining in the Communist bloc. It would be outside the
direct control of central planning from Moscow, which he did not like at aIl. And the other thing
was that he was an extremely sophisticated and astute politician. I mean of ail the dictators I have
ever corne across, Tito had a much keener sense of keeping in touch with public opinion; and he
kept away from the sort of daily routine of Belgrade by living in Brioni. But if he heard that there
was some strike, or if there was even unrest in the university, he would suddenly descend on the
situation and resolve it. He decided, and always in favour of the popular side, - I used to say to
him: "You are the only dictator I have corne across who I would really th"n would win an
election". He would say: "I know that". I would say to him: "Why don't you go to the next step
and allow an opposition". He said: "That is contrary to Communist doctrine, you cannot have an
opposition, it affects our whole planning, our whole rationing system and so on, you cannot have
an opposition".

But he allowed a certain tacit opposition and as I say he managed to resolve individual disputes
in favour of the popular sentiment. I mean, the University of Belgrade, when they were having
university trouble because they were expelling professors who were flot Communists and the
students were in a state of uprising and the police arrived with machine guns and aIl the rest of it
to subdue the students, Tito cornes and says, "Since when have you ever thought that you educate
students with machine guns, whoever thought of such a thing, get out, ail of you". So of course
the students ail cheered Tito, danced around him, as "our friend, our protector". He did flot resolve
anything, he did flot put the professors back, who had been fired. He simply resolved the particular
confrontation in favour of the students, and left. And likewise if there were a strike, he would
corne along and make some Solomon judgment and buzz off. He would not stay around and
negotiate. He would say: "That is the way it is going to be, half and hall". He was a very astute
politician and 1 got into a fairly favourable position with Tito because of the Hungarian refugees.
He, of course, was caught in this situation that he had broken with Stalin but was still a Cornrunist,



and when the fighting was concluding in Budapest, the Austrians had closed the frontier and some
of the Iast freedom. fighters had absolutely nowhere to go but to Yugoslavia. And the Yugoslav
police and military rounded them up and put them into concentration camps. I heard about this and
asked the Foreign Affairs Minister whether this was true and was told at first that they had neyer
heard about it. I let slip that 1 was flot just being curious but that Canada might be able to help.
Sure enough, 1 get a cali from thern - flot frorn the Foreign Ministry because they did flot like to
eat their words, - but from the Ministry of the Interior, none other than the secret police - and they
said: "We understand you are interested ini this subject. In what way"? 1 said, "Well you know
Canada accepted a good many refùgees from Hungary, through Austria, and it occurred to me that,
as I understand you have refugees, we might be able to help you."« (I was a friend of Jack
Pickersgill at the time, then Minister of Citizenship and Immigration). And they said: "Well if that
is the case, would you like to go and see the camp". And I said: "Yes". I went there the next day
and there were hundreds of them and I sent a cable to Jack Pickersgill and asked for an immediate
mission to corne to Yugoslavia. He sent a mission right away and we got some of the best, because
the people who went to Yugoslavia were people who fought to the last. They were the most
convinced freedom flghters and I have run into some of them in Toronto, I have forgotten how
many we took but I would say 500 or 600, it was quite a lot. Once we took them and of course
it becamne known that they were there, then other governents like Sweden and Norway, Britain
and France took some. The whole thing was wound up in a matter of months and Tito was very
grateful because if he had sent them back to Hungary they would have been shot and he would have
lost American aid and if he kept them he was afraid they were really anti-communist, really tough
people. There were actors, there were professors and professionals and some students and 50 we
shipped them out. They were very grateful.

Part V - The Diefenbaker years. 1959-62

[HILL] Ambassador Ignatieff, from 1959 to 1962, you were to be Deputy High Commissioner for
one year in London and then you became Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
with responsibility, I believe, to serve as Mr. Diefenbaker's personal advisor on national defence
issues and nuclear affairs. I wonder if you could tell us something about those three years. This
seems to, me to have been a period in which there was this whole question of acceptance or flot of
nuclear weapons for the Canadian armed forces. And then of course this was die period of Howard
Green, the begînning of his period. I wonder if you could just tell us something about how you saw
the crucial issues of that period, including the relationship of Canada's policies towards NATO?

[IGNATIEFF Well a' word, perhaps on how I was catapulted fromn being Ambassador in
Yugoslavia, appointed by Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Pearson, into the high ranks of the Civil Service
under the Conservative Administration. That in itself, I think, needs some explanation, because
I was associated with Mr. Pearson and it was known that Mr. Diefenbaker regarded those who had
been associated too closely with Mr. Pearson as "Pearsonalities" and was flot too, keen about them.
Nor was Mr. Drew. It was interesting, one of those happenstances, that the first Secretary of State
for External Affairs that Diefenbaker appointed was Sidney Smith, who had been the President of
the University of Toronto. It £0, happened that my brother, to whom I was very closely attached,
Nicholas, was appointed Warden of Hart House. He had been overseas and, came back as a veteran
-to help the university cope with the influx of veterans under the policy the government financedl
for post- secondary education. He found himself in frequent friction and disagreement with the
President who did flot quite see things from the eyes of veterans who expected to, be treated as
aduits, to say the lenst, and flot as undergraduate children. Without going into, too many deuails,
their disagreements grew and my brother had a massive stroke and died at Hart House ail of a
sudden. The President was, apparently, tremendously affected by this. He sensed somehow this



midght have been related to the state of tension that had developed between the two, and 1 did flot
know this as I was in Washington. However, I attended the funeral, but did flot know at the time,
I found out from correspondence, through mutual friends, what happened. But to my great surprise,
I was summnoned from Belgrade by Sidney Smith to the meeting of heads of Canadian missions in
Europe, to Paris, in the presence of John Diefenbaker, in 1958, when there was a meeting of
ministers at heads of goverrnent level at NATO. And I was even more surprised when we'd
assembled and I liad taken a very meek place at the back, expecting to be regarded witli intense
suspicion as a Liberal appointment, wlien the Minister said: "And we would like to start witli an
outlook on NATO which is flot from within NATO. I think the first person best qualified to start
the discussion would be Mr. Ignatieff*. And I was totally unprepared for this and 1 explained that
the outlook from Yugosîavia was that of a non-aligned nation which regarded botli the Warsaw
Pact and NATO as responsible for the militarization of Europe. Tliey considered that the
militarization on one side provoked militarization on the other and acted like a reciprocal pump,
escalating the situation. The outlook fromn Yugoslavia therefore was one of extreme criticism of the
policies of both sides. Moreover, both sides were provoking a nuclear confrontation and - instead
of working out a kind of mutual accommodation or strategy of defence, - tliey were botli
subordinating strategy to nuclear weapons and this presented a very serious problem which, from
the point of view of the non-aligned, was flot being properly addressed, either between tlie alliances
or iii arrns control negotiations. Well, again, 1 tliought 1 would be knocked down for this kind of
neutralist talk, but that was tlie attitude of Tito and Yugoslavia. George Drew intervened to say tliat
he had flot corne to listen to such neutralist talk. He thought that tlie Conservative goverrnent was
pledged to support the Alliance, and that lie had expected a ringing assertion of Canadian support
for NATO and what was ail this business of Iistening to what the Yugoslavs tliouglit. Wliat did that
matter? To my great surprise Sidney Smith intervened to say that the new governent intended to
look at aIl the options in relation to the Alliance, that we would possibly consider for instance
adopting a position similar to that of Mexico or Sweden: that the goverfiment was flot bound by
the commitments necessarily of the Liberal goverfiment and that therefore it was very appropriate
to listen to, wliat Mr. Ignatieff had to say.

Well, then I was introduced to tlie Prime Minister, which I found very surprising, and the
Prime Minister asked me to introduce the various heads of Canadian missions. Nothing more was
said, and I returned to Belgrade and almost immediately received a telegram from Sidney Smitli,
tlien Secretary of State for External Affairs, saying that tliey wanted me to return to Ottawa. Wlien
I went to see the Minister lie said tliat tliey were very anxious that 1 should accept tlie post of
Deputy High Commissioner in London. 1 said to Mr. Smith "You saw how Mr. Drew reacted to
my intervention over NATO in Paris, at tlie head of missions meeting, and it was flot likely that lie
would take kindly to this appointmentu. So, Mr. Smithi said «Well let's try it, and let it be for the
Prime Minister to decide and he lias decided you will go". I said "Well, it is putting me into, a very
difficult position, 1 really can't see how I can be of any use in London and, I amn happy ini
Yugoslavia". Then the Minister looked, at me and clutclied me by both liands and said "Do this for
Nick's saice", whicli was my brother wlio died.

I could flot very well refuse on those grounds, and ail 1 asked, was to be given the chance to
go across Canada which I did to pick up as mucli information as I could about current Canadian
internai problems, because I knew Mr. Drew was extremely conscious of the need for diplomats to
know more about Canada than about the country to which they were accredited. And after a brief
trans-Canada visit including one to where I had worked on railroad construction in the Kootenay
Valley, I arrived in London, and found my fears at first were more than justified. Mr. Drew
regarded me with suspicion, both on the grounds that the Prime Minister had chosen to send me and
because I was a "Pearsonality" as far as lie was concerned. Indeed jokes went on with Prince



Philip. Prince Philip was reported to have asked Drew "How are you getting along with your
Pearsonality"? Because 1 often filled in for Mr. Drew at functions at Buckingham Palace. There
was a certain amount of leg pulling, and at first Mr. Drew announced that I was to only do those
things which he specifically assigned me, that it was flot to be assumed that as his deputy, 1 could
act ini his place, or make decisions in any degree. I must say that the improvement really grew
from two sources. One was that my wife and Firenza Drew became great friends. She had a great
influence on George Drew. She was a very remarkable woman. She was the daughter of Edward
Johnson, the great Metropolitan Opera singer, and head of the Metropolitan Opera, a man of great
talent, and so was she too, being brought up in Italy and so, on. The other thing that happened was
that the Prime Minister came over, and whether it was because I had this "bohunk" background,
but he showed Mr. Drew very clearly that I was in his favour. As this was so much the exception
as far as the bureaucracy was concerned, he had to take that into account. I was asked by the
Prime Minister to be his sort of liaison while he visited London and this was his first visit after he
had won the election, I mean the second election, and he wanted to meet ail the good and the great.
As I had been in London with the Masseys, I knew some of these people and arranged meetings,
and took the Prime Minister around. Then he made a great speech in the Albert Hall on the Empire
sponsored by Lord Beaverbrooke. He stood out a great and perhaps the last spokesman for the
Empire at the time when the British were retreating fromn the Empire and Commonwealth in favour
of the European Comrmunity.

[HILL], Actually, I attended that meeting.

[IGNATIEFF It was an extraordinary experience. But anyway, my stay in London coincided with
the effort of Diefenbaker to divert, as you probably remember, 15 percent I think it was, of trade
from the United States to Britain and the drive for promotion of trade. It was a busy time, you had
to go around making speeches and marketing Canadian products, and it was not too easy because
Mr. Drew is a person who is intensely personal in his relations. He either liked or disliked you,
and as I say he started by disliking me. Then we became fast friends and I found myself having
to do more than I thought was my share particularly in social functions. Mr. Drew was a good deal
of the time in Canada, and I had to fit in representing him in ail kinds of functions which meant
making speeches, and going to Buckingham Palace. I was there to represent Canada at the famous
dinner given by the Queen for De Gaulle, in his only official visit to England, and that was the last
time I saw Churchill incidentally. He was in a wheelchair and was thought to be asleep and
Macmillan came up to him and said: "Did you see any change in the General"? And he looked
up and said: "Yes, before he was like a boule of hock; now he is like a boule of burgundy".
Stroke or not, he was still very much on the bail. It was also Mr. Drew's plan to move the High
Commission's office fromn Canada House in Trafalgar Square to Grosvenot House in Grosvenor
Square and by the old Amierican Embassy, and we had to negotiate this purchase and plan to move.
It was a busy time and so I was somiewhat surprised that after less than two years I was asked to
come back to become Assistant Under-Secretary and in the meantime of course Sidney Smith had
died. So, I had rather taken for granted that perhaps my sudden elevation would stop, but nothing
of the kind. His successor was Howard Green. Howard Green arrived in London and I will neyer
forget my first meeting with him. He came into my office and exchanged a few civilities and then
he sid: "I would like to borrow your office tomorrow". I thought to myself, here we go, I am
going to be put out, but he said «Only for tea you understand, and it will be two old ladies. Do
you think you could provide just tea and biscuits, and you can come toow. What happened was, this
was the first officiai visit of the new Foreign Minister of Canada to England and instead of going
to see immediately Selwyn Lloyd, the Foreign Secretary or the high people in Whitehall, his flrst
thought was that he would meet with the two nurses who had looked after him when he was first
wounded in 1917 in the Pirst World War. He invited these two old ladies who had been his nurses



and looked after hlm in hospital. 1 thought well my goodness, what a new and sincere approach.
And we started to talk and then of course it turned out that while Howard Green had been educated
in the University of Toronto he had been born and brought up in the Arrow Lakes which is close
to the Kootenay District. He had served in the Kootenay Regiment in World War 1. 1 knew exactly
where his home was, where his mother lived and we chatted about ail these things and the old
paddle wheelers on Kootenay lake and the whole life in that part of the world. We became friends.
Again, it was a question that he felt that 1 was part of, somehow or other related to, his
background. I wasnfot some smart alec bureaucrat that didnfot understaid him. The resuit was that
when 1 came to Ottawa 1 found myself as Assistant to Norman Robertson, who was Under-
Secretary and had been appointed Under-Secretary by Sidney Smith. But the difficult situation was
that while Diefenbaker could flot refuse Sidney Smith's appointmnent of Norman Robertson, he would
flot warmi to Norman Robertson; he found himi too intellectual. He was obviously the outstanding
figure in the whole of the Foreign Service. He had figured as advisor to Mackenzie King whom,
incidentally, Diefenbaker admired. He patterned a great deal of his politics and strategies on
Mackenzie King but he did flot get on too well with Norman. The result was that, when 1 arrived,
again to my great surprise 1 was summoned by the Prime Minister, and hie said: "You are to feel
that you can came to my office any time and I would like you to come everyday". Tbis put me
in an extremely difficult position. I could flot say no to dhe Prime Minister, I could flot. 1 went
to see Howard Green and Norman Robertson, and told them die strange development and I said "I
will do whatever you say, I do flot believe in this leap-frogging system. " And they said: "I think
for ail our sakes you'd better do what the Prime Minister wants, I think he particularly wants advice
on the question of NORAD and these riuclear problems. « And that did turn out to be the problem
uppermost ini the Prime Minister's mind. What happened was, as 1 described briefly in my
memoirs, that the NORAD Agreement had been drawn up during the Iast months of the St. Laurent,
Pearson regime, and came ta Cabinet just before the election, and Prime Minister St. Laurent said
that this was flot ta be decided until after the election: there were too many political issues. It was
known, as Pearson reflects ini his mnemoirs, that Pearson did flot want a bilateral deferice command,
that he had argued with Dulles and with the State Department that he did flot see why one of the
commands of the Alliance should be bilateral and confined to North America, while ail the others
were subject to the North Atlantic Council and the consultative machinery which was involved. And
of course he was faced with the adamant position that the Americans hadt that they would flot allow
any other ally to have a finger on the nuclear trigger. That was the key issue, and they were
insistent that this should be therefore a separate command structure and that it would be related to
NATO only nominally, being described for NATO purposes as the "North American Regional
Planning Group«. But in fact they did flot report to NATO and did flot submit any of their plans
and sa, on. And the question of consultation with allies over the rise of nuclear weapons was
therefore unresolved. 1 wiIl corne to that. But, the key problemn fromn the Canadian standpoint was,
that Mr. Diefenbaker in the early days of his Prime Ministership, when he was still alsa Secretary
of State for External Affairs (before he had appointed Sidney Smith) was confronted by National
Defence with making a decision. 1 mention that because 1 think Sidney Smith would have seen what
was up. He was an intelligent man and would have seen the fish hook in this particular fish sticking
out and would have warned the Prime Minister. But, the Prime Minister, as 1 said, before Smith's
appointment, was flot only Secretary of State but was in a very self-confident mood and General
Pearkes, under the urging of General Foulkes, (they were old pals in the army), went to hlm and
said: "This has been to Cabinet"; which you know, literally was one of these half truths. It had
in fact been ta Cabinet and had flot been approved. But, Pearkes said: "It had been ta Cabinet and
it is just waiting for signature, the Americans have signed it, it is simply a joint defence
arrangement for North America, you know the kind we have been working on for some time. It
cornes under NATO and the Liberals have been working on this for years and it just was flot signed
before the election". And so the Prime Minister signed it, without looking into the background and



without getting the implications and ail the rest of it. And then he discovered, later, that this
subordinated Canadian defence to Anierican strategy, the nuclear strategy, and that having signed
the NORAD Agreement, which was what the Aniericans wanted, Le. for purposes of defence, the
Canada-US frontier was down. That was one of the reasons why, when I was in Washington, we
insisted that there should be detailed consultations and permission to deploy and overfly Canada in
each case. I was under instruction very definitely to say that the Canadian Government would flot
agree that the border did flot exist for the purposes of defence. We realized then that this would
be the end of Canadian sovereignty, for purposes of defence. This, together with the presence of
trans-nationais in the economic field, very seriously affected us. NORAD therefore represented a
very major political decision regarding our sovereignty. This was flot explained in any way to Mr.
Diefenbaker, whose one great, I think sincere, belief was in Canadian integrity, unity and
nationaliim.

[HLL] If I mîght interject, I stili think you get that sort of situation now, where there are people
who would like to have a sort of "straight alliance", mainly anti-Soviet. They would brush aside
the whole sovereignty business.

[IGNATIEFFJ This was exactly it, and Fouikes was in on the Pentagon view, that the enemy was
the Soviet Union, that they were a direct threat to North America and that for purposes of defending
North America there could be no separation of authority or sovereignty. But this was flot explained
to Mr. Diefenbaker, and then he was told that the Arrow aircraft, which was under a British-
Canadian consortium to build an all weather interceptor specially for Canadian purposes, in other
words it was one case of a weapon which was constructed, planned, designed to fit Canadian needs
- he was told by National Defence after he had signed NORAD, there was no need for such an
aircraft, because the United States would take care of ail that and they would not buy the Arrow
in any shape or form; they had ail kinds of aircraft and missiles and we were going into the missile
age anyway. And in his fury, I think, Diefenbaker not only made the decision to scrap the Arrow,
but he said that every Arrow plane, even the few models that had been made, had to be destroyed.

[HILL] They were burnt, werent they?

[IGNATIEFFI Apart from the mounting cost of the Arrow, which was given as the explanation
for scrapping it, he was horrified when he found himself committed under the joint plan to the
Bomarcs to be installed in Canada to defend, if you please, the heartland of the industrial empire
of the United States. We were told that in NATO we had also to accept nuclear capable weapons,
the 104 Starfighter converted to nuclear strike aircraft, and the Honest Johns for the Army.
Suddeniy Mr. Diefenbaker found himself, instead of considering a Canadian defence policy, was
tied to a defence policy subordinated to a certain type of weapons, that is a nuclear weapons
programme. There was no question of 'any Canadian defence policy. It went absolutely against al
his concepts of what Canadian unity and Canadian sovereignty were ail about. I was witness,
because I was asked by the Prime Minister to attend some cabinet defence meetings, which was
unusuai for a civil servant. But Bryce and I were asked to attend, I saw the fury with which
Diefenbaker attacked the representatives of National Defence. On one occasion he was s0 outspoken
to Hugh Camipbell, who was Chief of the Air Staff, he said "You have misled me, deliberately
misled me, time and time again, you taik about a bomber threat then you say it is a missile threat,
and that the Americans have to decide, and you face me with a fait accompi."0 Harkness, the
Defence Minister, had to intervene to say that he could flot accept such attacks, personal attacks on
the chiefs of staff, when he was the minister responsible. It is difficuit to understand the buiid-up
of this crisis in the cabinet, which ended of course with the breakup of the cabinet and the defeat
of the Diefenbaker government, except in the terms that Diefenbaker feit that he had been misled



by National Defence, he had been tricked into accepting, as 1 say, a defence policy for Canada
which was subordinated to a certain type of weapons programme and also to the interest of a foreign
governent. It affected his whole attitude in relation to the United States. I mean a lot has been
said about his personal antipathy to a young President such as Kennedy. But it had this background
in the defence issues, where he feit lie had been cornered into a subordinate position and contrary
to ail his convictions. The only solution that he could see was twofold, one was to try to strengthen
the ties with Britain and the Commonwealth and there he ran into, the fact that the tide was going
out as far as he was concerned. The British were about to enter the Common Market. The other
was to gain time by encouraging Howard Greene and his varlous initiatives on arms control and
disarmament negotiations.

[HLLJ That was the period of the European free trade area.

[IGNATIEFF It was beginning, but he did turn on this tremendous effort to divert trade and it
became almost a matter of faith, that you know you could do it and it was amazing what was in fact
accomplished. I do not know if the actual diversion amounted to 15 percent or not, the Department
of Finance and Trade experts always questioned Diefenbaker, that was one of the things that
annoyed him and George Drew. But the fact was, that there was an extraordinary amount of things
sold in England. Things 1 didn't expect to be sold. Furniture, costume jewelry, clothes, ail kinds
of things. It was a real drive, but the other tiiing was that he wanted to use NATO in some way
or another to extract himself from this, what he feit was an isolated position, and it was when it
became clear, as 1 had to report to him, that there was no way in which the Americans would agree
to re-open NORAD or review it. In fact, the attitude of Air Marshal Miller, who succeeded
Fouikes, was rather similar - there was nothing to discuss as far as 1 was concerned.' We met
several times with Bob Bryce and tried various possible options but there was nothing that they were
willing to re-open. And so, on that front he chose, not through 1 think any great conviction, to
follow the path that Howard Green accepted with conviction. Howard Green having been a veteran
in the First World War and wounded, and seen in his early age what a heul of a thing world war
is, was a convinced pacifist and was absolutely against the nuclear conimitment in any formn. He
was for the elimination of nuclear weapons. He would have been a leader in the peace movement
if he had been given the chance. In fact, his closest friend and colleague in the House of Commons
was the member for Kootenay, Mr. Herridge, who also had been a veteran and lost his arm. He
was a member of the CCP. Anyway, it was the Prime Minister who, decided. 1 advised him. And,
I said: "The only sort of way that you can hold some kind of position ini principle against nuclear
weapons is to say: 'We are negotiating on thie reduction and control of these weapons in the
multilateral fora, and pending that we do not accept nuclear warheads even though we have the
Bomarks and the Honest Johns and ail the rest of it«. This was the position that he held, and
Howard Green rushed around starting with a very fertile area, which had a good deal of public
support namely to stop nuclear testing in the atmosphere. Because the fallout, problem was
particularly serious ini Western Canada when testing was being conducted in the atmosphere. There
was fallout, radioactivity, as far as east as Calgary and the Prairies. But it was quite noticeable in
British Columbia, coming in from the Marshall Islands and also fromn the Soviet tests and the
Chinese tests too. So, he joined up with the Foreign Minister 0f Ireland, Aiken, to lead the attack
on nuclear testing at the UN. He organized the monitoring of radioactivity and our Air Force, did
the monitoring, at a very considerabie risk 1 may say, because they were flying through radioactive
clouds and quite a number of them suffered as a resuit. This was the time of the Sputnik and the
race for the moon with ail these missiles with a greater and greater thrust, and lnterestingly enough,
Mr. Green anticipated the danger of an arins race extending into outer space. In 1962 when we
both attended a meeting of the disarmament committee in Geneva at ministerial level, without
consulting the Americans and to their great annoyance, Howard Green launched his campaign for



a treaty excluding military uses of outer space. It came as a surprise both to the Soviet Union and
to the United States, and the United States objected very strenuously, and said that "This has really
gone beyond any tolerance that Canada should have done a thing like this, without even consulting
its closest ally in NATO or anybody«.

It did resuit in the United States and the Soviet Union, at least, having to ban the orbiting
of nuclear weapons in space, because it was taken up by other Governments of the United Nations
and at that time the United Nations was still more influential than it is today - the two nuclear super
powers were pressured into at least signing a treaty, which excluded the orbiting of nuclear weapons
into outer space and that stili remains as a memorial to Howard Green's initiative. As I say, in
monitoring, in the partial test ban, and in dhe question of peaceful uses of outer space, Canada did
show somne, flot only initiative, but some resuits. We got support fromn other countries, and
therefore Diefenbaker was able to, say - it did not persuade National Defence or those who believed
in the nuclear deterrent as the answer to Canadian/American security - that the jury was stili out,
that there was a possibility that some agreement would be reached affecting nuclear weapons which
would enable Canada flot to accept nuclear weapons. In addition, the NATO forum was used in
addition to the UN. Mr. Diefenbaker sent me to NATO when Jules Leger had his first heart attack,
to try and do whatever I could in conjunction with non-nuclear-weapon countries like Norway and
Denmark to limit the proliferation of nuclear weapons: particularly Norway and Denmark, which
would flot even allow nuclear weapons on their soit. And he said that that is the position we want
to occupy, flot the NORAD position. The situation gave somne ground for discussion because the
Europeans had raised, themselves, the question of just how you consuit and control the nuclear
weapons within the Alliance. There had been an agreement in 1958 that there would be stock-
piles of nuclear weapons established by the Americans for the use of the Alliance. But it was
clearly understood, the Americans made it very clear, that this required specific agreements with
govemnments, both on sharing nuclear information and having access to the two-key basis to the
stock piles. I mention this because that was the last fling fromn the Diefenbaker side to try and avoid
the crisis in the cabinet, to use that particular formula. When 1 was in NATO we were discussing
the possibility of a multilateral nuclear force based on merchant vessels being equipped with nuclear
warheads, and the crews of these weapons would be drawn from ail countries willing to participate.

[HILL] 1 wonder if we could go on to that one in the next phase, that was when you were actually
Ambassador to NATO. I just wanted to ask one last question if I could, on the Diefenbaker period,
which is: fromn what 1 know I have an impression that Diefenbaker and his goverfiment remnained
committed to, and saw NATO as, a fùndamental part of Canadian policies. As you mentioned,
there were ail these problems with NORAD and so on - but nonetheless my imnpression is that they
stili wanted to work through NATO. And in fact didn't they launch some sort of declaration, the
Canadian Government, which was agreed by the rest of the allies in this period?

[IGNATIEFfl Yes, Diefenbaker looked to NATO rather in the same way as the Liberals had
previously, namnely that the other allies, especially as far as Mr. Diefenbaker was concerned, would
counter-balance thc United States, through the consultative machinery of NATO. He attendcd
NATO ministerial meetings with satisfaction and was imprcsscd by the fact that NATO had this kind
of provision for consultation at varlous levels. He thought he could sec some way of getting
through NATO what he was flot able to get bilatcrally, that is what indced Pearson had thought,
namnely that the NORAD arrangement, whatever the nuclear command and control arrangements,
should be subordinate to the North Atlantic Council, like ocher military commands. On that basis,
1 was sent to sec what I could do. We had at that time of course flot weakencd the Canadian
contribution; we had an air division and we had a fuît brigade and we had a commitmnent to build
Up to a division and we had at that time a more effective naval component. So, we wcre allies in



reasonably good standing. What was, of course, a growing defect was that while we had an
excellent quality of personnel training, we won in ail these various contests in terms of discipline
and performance in maneouvres and that sort of thing, but here we had an air division equipped
with nuclear-capable weapons but no agreement to have the warheads, and we had to see the 104s
for instance go on alert as a symbol without any capability of actually doing anything; and our air
force personnel, naturally, they were very unhappy about going through the motions of going to
alert without being able to actually have access wo these weapons, and likewise the army was in a
similar situation that there were to be these Honest Johns, heavy howitzers, equipped with nuclear
warheads, there they were. They could go through the motions for training but there were not any
warheads and so that becamne an increasingly acute problem. Things came to a head, I arn now
talking about NATO. First of ail, the Europeans themselves had raised the question just what was
to be the answer to participation in planning and control over nuclear weapons and the Americans
had tried, as 1 say, this multilateral force idea, which Canada did not take any part in. Diefenbaker
did not want us to be in this, what he called "The Pirates of Penzance", and it was a very strange
idea that this motley crew would be in a vessel armed with nuclear weapons which was supposed
to be plying the oceans as a ordinary merchant vessel, and it was something that was tried in Worid
War I, certain merchant vessels were disguised to fight the German submarine menace. But with
modern methods of detection the Soviets would have quickly nailed any of these ships by the
presence of the missiles on deck. And, I did not take part in these discussions, but they were
seriously pursued, the key to that problem was really the relations between France and Germany.
Germany had been required under the Western European Union Treaty, and under the Paris
Agreements that brought Germany into NATO, to foreswear, of course, access, 1 mean to having
their own nuclear weapons or to having direct access to nuclear weapons. They could have
American nuclear weapons on their territory or allied, and the French were particularly concerned
about the Germans having nuclear weapons. 1 have neyer been quite sure whether the independent
deterrent set up by De Gaulle was really intended against the Germans, as much as against the
Soviets. But anyway, they were very nervous about the whole idea of the Gernians, and part of the
MLF scheme was, if you please, to have Germans in these crews and therefore the Germans were
a little more initerested than somne of the others to get on board these "Pirate" ships. In the end, as
far as we were concemned, things came rather to a head over the Cuban Missile Crisis. Here was
a state of affairs where Khrushchev attempted forcibly to bring wo the attention of the Americans
the threat he feit the Soviet Union was exposed to by the positioning of American missiles in Turkey
right on its, border, and as well as in Italy. For such reasons, 1 gather, Khrushchev decided to move
warheads and nuclear missiles into Cuba, and these were detected by reconnaissance aircraft.
Livingston Merchant, who had been the American Ambassador to Canada and was on reasonably
gooci terms with Mr. Diefenbaker, camne to see him and showed him the photographs just at the
samne time that Dean Acheson, the former Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs ini the United
States, came to NATO equipped with ail kinds of photographs. And the Council met at night and
we went over these photographs. I reported that the Council had accepted the evidence of these
photographs as sufficient proof that indeed Soviet vessels were on the way to Cuba with nuclear
missiles.

[HILL] Can 1 just ask a question here. You at this time were Ambassador to NATO, 1 believe?

[IGNATIEFF Yes, 1 was already, I had gone in the summer, this was in the falI of '62. And Mr.
Diefenbaker in his memoirs acknowledges the fact that he did receive my report. But Livingston
Merchant having shown him the photographs, which he did, received the following reply from
Diefenbaker: "Well, that is fine, but 1 do not accept ini a matter of such seriousness - you say this
is a direct nuclear threat to North America - that this should be decided unilaterally by the United
States. I think that this should be put before the United Nations as a threat wo the peace, and there



should be an international commission established to establish exactly what are the facts. Is there
a threat or is there flot a threat and that should go to the Security Council". This, in effect, was
what he said. He was of course horrified when he discovered that President Kennedy had
authorized the declaration of a nuclear alert under NORAD. We were stili discussing in NATO
what the allied response to the Soviet action should be, and what degree of alert was appropriate.
The NORAD alert, declared by President Kennedy, was of the highest degree and affected North
America only. The situation was that Diefenbaker, having taken the position that this had to go to
the United Nations, and should be deait with by an international commission, certainly was flot in
any mood to accept the implication that Canada was in a state of war readiness by the say-so of
the US President. And this was done...

[HILL] Without any consultation between ..

[IGNATIEFFJ Yes, and for that reason Diefenbaker said that he did flot accept the NORAD
declaration of readiness because the President had failed to consuit him. And you see that
provision, the power of the USA to make a declaration of a nuclear alert by NORAD without
consultation, is stili the most objectionable feature of NORAD, because the reaction time now of
missiles and computerized controls of these weapons has been reduced to a matter of minutes, so
in any case now I should imagine it is questionable whether there can be a consultative process to
declare an alert in NORAD. Anyway NATO consultations proceeded daily on exactly what the
degree of danger and threat was, and one ally after another, begmnning with France, declared
solidarity with the USA. I was without any instructions. I think it started on Sunday, I think it was
Wednesday or Thursday before Diefenbaker finally accepted a state of alert, as he says in his
memofirs, based on the advice he was getting from NATO, not from NORAD. An interesting
historical fact was that on Tuesday, at least two days, or a day and a haîf, before the final decision
by the Cabinet and the Prime Minister, Harkness, concerned that there might be a state of mutiny,
declared that Canadian Armed Forces were officially, as far as NORAD was concerned, in a state
of alert. But this had flot been authorized by the Governiment, until the Cabinet made the decision
a day later. And this had been preceded by the fact that Canadian ships of Maritime Command in
Halifax (since the threat was a maritime one and SACLANT, the commander of the naval forces
of the Atlantic, was taking up precautionary battle stations), had slipped anchor and left immediately
without even waiting for Harlcness. Our forces in Europe did flot know what to do and kept on
getting in touch with me and asking me what the helI was happening, what was going on? 1 did
flot know, I got absolutely no instructions until Thursday, when the Prime Minister made his
statemient in the House to the effect that of course Canada could flot stand idly by, as it were, in
the face of a threat against the Western hemisphere, and we must declare a state of alert. But, this
focused attention on just how unready, in a state of war alert, the Canadian Forces were. After the
criais had been resolved - in the way that is well known, through direct contacts between President
Kennedy and Khrushchev, using both the UN and the Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin in Washington
as well as direct communications with Khrushchev -Kennedy, as a gesture towards the allies for
showing solidarity (we were flot excluded), invited the whole North Atlantic Council to Washington.
I still haveý the little tray which he gave each one of us with our names on it. He received us in the
Oval Office, thanked us for the solidarity that we had shown, and invited us to visit ail the nuclear
installations in the United States. This was in 1962, and so I Iearned what aet the installations were,
the silos, the Strategic Air Command, the headquarters, the various military command units, and
the submarine bases. 1 was actually on board a nuclear submarmne. Now, while 1 was in
Washington being thanked by the President, on my own initiative, I worried about this business,
particularly the rote of the 104s (modified for a nuclear-strike capability because, the Air Division
had been welt equipped for an interception rote). The Air Division was regarded as one of the
realty important units of the Alliance, and there was no doubt about the quality of our airmen. Air



Marshal Dunlop was in command, and 1 used to constantly meet him. But here we faced a situation
where our Air Division was equiped with nuclear-capacity aircraft, without the communication in
a crisis. They were subject to possible missile attacks, because they were targeted as a nuclear-
capable unit, but with no warheads. So, ail they could do was to take off and get out of the way.
So I went to see Robert McNamara, the Secretary of Defense, on my own, in Washington DC, and
asked him what was his advice. He was supposed to be the Chief of the Pentagon. The curious
thing about it was, that he took down one of his black books, he had a whole lot of black reference
books behind his desk, and looked up the 104 and said, "Yes, this is a high level interceptor,
planned and built for the Korean War for the interception of the then advanced MIG types that the
North Koreans had use of from the Soviets air force". Their main characteristic was
manoeuvrability at high levels; they were speedy and manoeuvrable at high levels of interdiction.
And I said: "How does this relate to their conversion into nuclear strike aircraft"? He said: "That
should neyer have happened, they are totally useless. To begin with, they are not reliable at low
levels, and they have to be for the role of nuclear strike aircraft, they have to fly under radar or
at low levels to avoid radar and that is why there are a lot of accidents. I believe your division
is luckier than the Germans, perhaps they're better fliers, they are not supposed to be flown at low
levels. The other thing is that we have no need for them as carriers of nuclear weapons. We are
moving into the missile era, and we will be deploying missiles to take care of that particular thing".
1 said: "What do we do with the 104?" He looked at me and said: "WelI, if you want to keep the
104, try photography". I said: "Are you serious". He said: "Yes, it has a possible role in
photography". I said: "How do we tell the Soviets that the aircraft they knew to be nuclear-
capable are only good to take photographs." Well, he said "That is your business, that is for
diplomats, I do not know. I would scrap them". WeIl, it was against that kind of background,
which I reported to a meeting of NATO parliamentarians in 1965, that the 104 issue continued
unresolved. I reported they really had to make a decision, either to take out and substitute another
aircraft, which we could, or use them for a different role, even photography or interception. It was
a deadlock in Ottawa over this. I suspect that National Defence did not want to admit they made
a mistake, that it cost a very considerable sum to convert: these aircraft into this role. This deadlock
continued until 1965 when Hellyer came over with a delegation for the meeting of NATO
parliamentarians. He went directly to the SACEUR, got from him what he could have got from
me, but did not get it from me. I felt that 1 had to tell the opposition what my own views were on
the subject. My only contribution to Canada's role in NATO, was that 1 did stress to Diefenbaker,
and this was accepted, that if we were looking for a defence policy, moving towards a Canadian
defence policy, the first responsibility and obligation of every country under the Alliance was
self-defence. And I said what was striking was that most of our Forces were either doing peace-
keeping funcions, which 1 thoroughly supported, or were situated in the central area in NATO and
that we had really no plans and no forces trained and committed to Canadian or northern defence
and what we should look at was to train at least some of our forces for northern defence; re-open
Church ill and train at least part of our forces in Arctic weather; and work out an arrangement with
Norway and possibly the British, the Germans and some others of reciprocal defence commitments
with our European allies to undertake a share of North American defence, as it was intended under
NATO. Our European partners would share in the responsibilities of the defence of the deterrent,
and we would in our turn take part in defence of Northern Norway which was mostly exposed to
the nuclear concentrations of the Soviets in the Kola Peninsula. And this was tried out, indeed 1
went on the flrst manoeuvres in the Northern Arctic, and it was a success in the sense that we were
better equipped and trained, even with our limited resources, than any other. There vias one
occasion when Canadians stood out in such matters as the least frost bitten, the most mobile, vie
had the ski-doos, we had ail kinds of things, skiis, and impressed the Norwegians even with our
mobility; and we had helicopters. This vias the direction which I stili feel is desirable under an
alliance, that you need to have a division of labour based on specialization. The other big defect



i NATO which I worked to change, but it is flot changed, is the lack of standardization of
equipment, this is really a scandalous state of affairs. It is that partly sheltering under the American
nuclear guarantee, but also increasingly using defence as a means of developing high tech industry,
each country developed it's own weapons (I may say that, except for Canada, which, as you know,
merely assumed a subsidiary rote to American defence industry under the defence sharing
agreement). The resuit was that in maneuvers and exercises in NATO, each country virtually had
a motley selection of equipment even for such basic things as ammunition for quick-firing weapons.
The ammunition was flot standardized and therefore you were flot sure if the fines of supply would
even provide the basic amount required for a matter of days with the kind of rapid-firing weapons
used in modern warfare. Tanks were flot standardized, the carriers for troops, trucks were flot
standardized and this has been serious because what has happefled has been that governmnents have
sought to make deals with industries. And various firms bid for contracts, and therefore, in a way
again, our strategy ini NATO has been subordinated to commercialized trade ini equipmeflt.

Part VI - Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council. mid-1960s

[HILL] Can I ask you another poinit? In 1963 there was a change in Goverfiment. The Liberal
Govemrmefit under Lester Pearson came in, and I believe right at the outset hie took decisions on
the questioni of nuclear equipment for the forces which resolved that irritant. Then ini 1964 there
was the Defence White Paper, which really looked in some other directions, 1 mean flot outside
NATO but at some degree of pull back. One could already see at that time that Canada was flot
perhaps going to play quite s0 prominent a rote in the future as it had in the past. For exaznple,
Germany was already becoming very strong, France was under De Gaulle and coming up agaifi.
This was also the period of the McNamara strategy in the US, and the move towards forward
defence and flexible response. Could you tell us something about the changes in allied strategy in
that period, and how Canada fitted i? What part did Canada play in thinking about both the
conventional side and the nuclear side?

[IGNATIEFF Well, of course Pearson won the election by saying that "The goverfimefit had flot
lived up, to it's commitmneft, it had gone nuclear capable without getting the warheads". He would
get the warheads and then negotiate Canada out of the nuclear role. But, 1 think it would be honest
to say that the allies regarded this whole business as somnething that was peculiarly Canadian and
flot anything for them to iterfere with. We were questioned very severely about what we were
going to do i the matter of the Air Division because the 104s were taken out and the CF-5 began,
but 1 felt that commercial considerations prevailed over defence interests. I may say that Mr.
Hellyer came over and I attended the briefings about the aircraft needs but he bought an aircraft off
the sheif which did flot fit any of the needs which were described by the military. Again, our
Armed Forces were made the victims of defence irîdustry contracting, and again our strategies were
subordinate to equipment, rather than equipment made related to stated, defined functions. It has
been our main problem in defence, 1 have always said, it is flot so much weakness of our defence
expenditures in terms of GNP. 1 went over ail this sort of thing many times i our examiation
every year i NATO and 1 was given all kinds of igenious arguments both by Liberals and
Conservatives, that we had to count in the CNR deficit and the cost of the Trans-Canada Highway
and Air Canada and aIl kinds of things in view of the transportation needs of a big country. And
they used to look at me and say, "You see we are big boys flow and do flot try that kind of stuff,
ail we want to know is what is your commitmnent to European defence«. The only constructive new
element that happened afYer the change of goverfiment was really this; the effort to bring some
degree of specialization in Northern and Arctic defence. That did corne out, I raised it under
Diefenbakcer, but it was approved under the Liberals and we did take part, and it did raise the
morale of the Armied Forces, as 1 say they were shown to be tops in their defence operations in the



Arctic environment. Unfortunately, the Europeans neyer did accept this idea that there should be
reciprocity. There -is training of course here, there is some use of Canadian air space for training
of aircraft and gunnery and ail that sort of thing, but no idea that certain countries, particularly
those which have interests and contacts in the Arctic, should accept specific commitments for the
defence of the Canadian North as we have accepted in support of Norway.

I would flot say that by the time 1 left in 1965, 1966, that, - apart from the fact that in dealing
with Mr. Pearson and Mr. Hellyer, NATO found that, you know, they were at least willing to put
up reasonable arguments, and they had decided on certain equipment in the direction of conventional
weapons, - but there was no marked shift in increasing Canada's commitment and we were, in fact,
in my experience, subject to more severe questioning. Because I think it was true to say that under
Mr. Diefenbaker the NATO people realized that there was flot much use going after the
representative of Canada in NATO because he was immobilized, but they did expect a littie more
from the Pearson administration. Although the brigade remained, the air division was definitely
weakened in my opinion by having this CF5, which was an army support rote aircraft which was
not regarded as a very big contribution to strengthening the NATO alliance. As 1 say the only
significant new element was this business of accepting the commitment to support Norway.

[HILL] In this period, while you were there, a good deal of NATO's attention was devoted to
relations with France. You must have been kept very busy in that time. There was a lot of work
done, in the group of 14 1 think, working out the arrangements for negotiating with France. Did
Canada play a particular rote in this area, in helping to keep the French in the Alliance?

[IGNATIEFF Yes, I was pretty active in this operation because, flrst of ail, I had succeeded Jules
Leger, and by this time Jules Leger was Ambassador and we were very close friends and worked
very closely with the French Goverrnent, and I was also friends with a series of French
Ambassadors to NATO, but particularly with Ambassador de Leusse, the representative at the time
when ail this came to a head. I was also chairman of the committee in NATO dealing with early
warning, and this was something which even the French feit could flot be easily destroyed. Ibis
system gave of course protection to France as well as to the others. Distances were aIl so small.
My recollection was that the actuai decision of France to leave the integrated command came as a
great surprise. De Gaulle had his reservations about ail international institutions, he called them alt
"machins", NATO, the UN, all the organizations, were ail "machins". He really did live in the
l8th Century, and thought in terms of restoring the monarchy, and one lcnew his prejudices and
peculiarities. He hardly ever received the Secretary Generai of NATO, Dr. Stilcker. Once when
he did, I remember Stilcker telling me about it. 1 said: "Well, how did it go"? He said: «Well,
he asked me two questions, one was 'Est-ce-que'il y aura une guerre (in French)'?" Stikker said:
*No, because of the Alliance. 1 do flot think there will be a war, because of the nuclear deterrent
and the United States; as long as it stays with the United States there will not be a war". Then de
Gaulle said: "(In French) Est-ce-que le Président des Etats- Unis est-ce-que c'est un homme
responsable"? And Stikker said: «I do not discuss heads of state, I do not think I am competent
to respond to that". TMen the conversation ended. But the strange thing was that, as 1 say with a11
these eccentricities, it really did come as a shock. His moves often came as a surprise even to his
officiais, the Quai d'Orsay and to die commanders. Like the Cuban Missile affair: what happened
was that he declared solidarity with Kennedy over the Cuban Missile Crisis. Then afterwards, the
US naval commander, SACLANT, came over to Paris expecting to be thanked by General De
Gaulle, because - de Gaulle had given Lorry Norstad, SACEUR, one of the highest orders of the
Légion d'Honneur. 1 think that was largely because Lorry Norstad was in disagreement with
President Kennedy about missiles. So Admirai Dennison, when he came over, also expected to get
the Légion d'Honneur. But, to his great surprise, when he thanked thc President, the President



said: "What do you mean the French fleet was under your command". Dennison said: "Well, you
know it's an integrated naval command. There were the French, the British, the Canadians, some
Germans, and our own". de Gaulle said: "I neyer heard of it'. And he was very agitated; and
this I heard fromn Robert Schuman, and he said that Dennison got no Legion d'Honneur. The
General summoned the Admirai of a French Navy and said: "Was it true that the Navy was under
command of an American Admirai during the Cuban Missile Crisis"? He said: "But, do you
realize that France could have been plunged into nuclear war by a decision of the United States
under this integrated command, nobody ever told me". This is very interesting because this is a
parallel to Diefenbaker. 1 always feel that there is a certain paralleiism, which is flot sufficiently
realized in Canadian reading that de Gaulle feit that he had been misled by President Kennedy by
flot being told that NATO Commands were integrated. He had flot been briefed on the implications
of an integrated command, nor had Diefenbaker, and their reaction was remarkably similar. de
Gaulle flew into a rage and said, «Absoiutely, we will leave as of today ail integrated commands,
army, navy, air force and you will leamn that you will receive orders only from the President of
France, he alone has the authority to deciare war, and that rule wiIi be observed from now on and
I want this carried out immediately". Weli, as I say, this came as a sort of a tantrum if you like,
flot unlike Diefenbaker's reaction, but it took some time to filter down to the French. It was flot
a decision in any way favoured by the Quai d'Orsay or by the French Department of Defence.
They found themselves in a very difficuit position because, you know, there were ail the pipelines
based on France, the headquarters were in France, ail the military machinery was in France and this
is what the French establishment favoured. And here the General said, immediately, everything had
to go. And so it was that our talks with the Quai d'Orsay and with De Leusse and s0 on were flot
in the form of so-calied confrontation, it was sort of hand-holding, and particuiariy as I had gone
through something of the sort with Diefenbaker on a parallel situation of the implications of
integrated command flot being explained, I was able to expiain or make suggestions. Anyway, we
were in constant consultation, and by this time of course the Secretary of State for Extemnal Affairs
was Paul Martin and he camne over and had talks with Couve de Murville, and Couve explained that
there was no way whatsoever that the President's mind would be changed. This was final, the only
question was how to disentangle these arrangements and to what extent the French would be in
support of the military integrated commands. And of course the other thing that was negotiable,
and this was worked out flot just between Canada and France but between ail of us, was that France
would remain in the North Atlantic Council; that in leaving the integrated commands, the President
had flot specifically mentioned leaving the Alliance, and he was persuaded that it was in his interest,
particularly in relation to Germany, to remain in the Alliance.

[HILL] So, in effect, the other allies did not react in a confrontational fashion really towards the
French. It was radier a matter of ..

[IGNATIEFFJ 0f trying to hold their hands. They were practicaily in hysterics and they did flot
know what to do. I was in sympathy too, and 1 remember Admirai Dennison coming to see me and
because 1 had got this direct from a French Minister, he wanted to have it explained, he was
absolutely non-plussed and thunderstruck at what had happened. And 1 explained to himn in terms
of my experience with the reaction of Mr. Diefenbaker, that dhis was irreversible and is one of the
things that we have to watch, this business of decision-making under an integrated command. How
exactly you take care of political sovereignty.

[HILL] I wonder if I might ask two more questions about NATO and then one final wrap-up
question. Your period in NATO was aiso a period of detente in Europe, and NATO was working
on questions to do with, "T'he Future Tasks of the Alliance", which eventually, I think, turned into



the Harmel Exercise. How do you see that phase? I think Canada was already keen on moving
NATO in that direction. Was that the case?

[IGNATIEFF Yes, Canada's rote in this, of course, is directly tied to Pearson's rote in non-
military or political co-operation in the Three Wise Men exercise, contained in the Report of the
Committee of Three of 1956. 1 had been his political advisor in that exercise, and knew what was
behind it. That had also been tied to his visit with Khrushchev which 1 had also been associated
with, and since 1 had reported to NATO I was very much in the discussions, even during the
Diefenbaker years, because Howard Green was very much for detente. There was no opposition
to detente. Both Sidney Smith and Howard Green were thorough detentists and so in the political
consultations about detente, one can truly say that Canada played a leading rote in feeding views
in, and reports about our appreciation of what was going on in Moscow in the Khrushchev period,
and the other leading figures. This is something which is stili important in NATO, that Canada can
have special relationships with certain allies to stress the non-military obligations of the Alliance.
For instance, the Dean of the North Atlantic Council was De Staercke, the Ambassador of Belgium,
who, has served longest on the Council and has influence. He was also a close friend of Mr. Spaak
the former Prime Minister of Belgium, later Secretary General. We were in a very strong position
in urging the discussion of detente. In other words, while the United States may have not been
as keen about detente as the European allies at the time, we had more than our opportunity to, press
this in relation to dealing with the German question. I mentioned in my book that when the military
came up with the business of shooting a nuclear weapon across the Soviet bows to frighten them,
the Ambassadors of Norway, Belgium and myseif shot that idea down so quickly that it was not
raised again. The other thing, 1 may say, is that the quality of the representation on the North
Atlantic Council had a great deal to do with it. TMe representative of the United States had been
Secretary of Defence under Truman and I had known him in Washington and hie was Tom Finletter
and our relationship was very close. If I had an embarrassing situation, as I did over the Cuban
Missile Crisis, I simply used to go privately to, Tom and tell him what the situation was, and he
neyer sort of put me on the spot throughout the Cuban Missile Crisis, knowing that I had, no
instructions and knowing that indeed our two chiefs of goverrnents were at loggerheads. But there
was neyer an attempt to isolate me or to make me uncomfortable, and that had a great deal of
importance in the North Atlantic Council. And I urged that NORAD somehow or other be like ail
other commnands be put under the North Atlantic Council, because the North Atlantic Council
representatives are of that caliber of people, they are not just passive, they ask questions, they
discuss things in political, diplomatic terms, they are not just militarists and the particular trio in
my days, as 1 say, that sort of led the detente discussions was De Staercke, the Belgian
representative, Halvard Lange of Norway, and myself. And Spaak also, of course, was very keen
on detente. He himself had been several times to the Soviet Union and the only difficulty that really
arose ini my recollection, during the Diefenbaker period over political consultations, was over the
UN and its rote in the Congo. Howard Green was a passionate supporter of tie UN and while
Spaak was ail for detente with the Soviet Union, he could not help but, as a former Foreign
Minister of Belgium's, take a very direct interest in trying to salvage whatever of Belgium's very
considerable interests remained i the Congo, particularly the Union Minière, the supply of uranium
and the whole uranium industry. He therefore wanted NATO to regard it similarly, since this was
still claimed by Belgium at the time of the Congo crisis. He wanted support from the Allies, in
support of Belgium. And Howard Green would not have any of this kind of militarism. He was
supporting Hammarskjôld over the Congo crisis, and insisted that Belgium had to get out lot, stock
and barrel; and there was to be no NATO fiddling with "volunteers". There was some talk of
sending parachute troops to save the European population and that sort of thing. Well, this did
really create trouble with Spaak, who, as NATO's Secretary General, threatened to resign over
Howard Green's position in support of the UN exercise. ibis was something that I did inherit,



because most of that Congo crisis took place more under Leger, and for that reason Leger was
uncompromnisingly hostile to Howard Green. He said he was quite mad; he did flot know what was
possible and flot possible because he created great friction and distress in the North Atlantic Council.
By the time 1 arrived the Congo business had simmered down considerably, but Spaak was stili
agitated whenever Howard Green's naine was mentioned. But, as I say, Howard Green neyer did
anything but support the policy of detente, and the effort flot only to deal with the Berlin Wall
crisis, without resort to military action, but also to try and understand exactly what was possible and
flot possible in relation to the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. That was very fully exaniined and
discussed in my time.

[HILL] In fact that was what led on eventually to the Harmel Report ..

[IGNATIEFF To the Harmel Report, and also to the Ostpolitik of Germany, which was
encouraged by NATO.

[HILL] There was a lot of discussion about it, and a lot of work done on it while you were there.

[IGNATIEFF Yes, I would only emphasize, as 1 say, that the Harmel and ail those developments
hinged on the Report on Political Co-operation, of the Three, that Pearson issued in 1955.

[HILL] The second question on NATO is this: NATO's way of dealing with the nuclear issue was
flot in the end to set up a Multilateral Nuclear Force (the MLF) or Harold Wilson's Atlantic Nuclear
Force (ANF) - which always seemed to me to be a magnificent smokescreen - or even De Gaulle's
Three Power Directorate. In the end what NATO came out with was two committees, which were
the Nuclear Defence Affairs Commnittee and the Nuclear Planning Group. What was the Canadian
position on this question, and what role did Canada play in finding this eventual solution?

[IGNATIEFF I would flot say that the Canadian role was very active, because we had hang-ups
both in the Conservative Governinent and the Liberal Governiment. 1 was under instruction to have
no part whatsoever in MLF or ANF. I did flot attend any of the meetings. 1 was kept informed
through the friendships 1 had with the British representative at the time, but we were of course in
support of the nuclear planning device, the committee, as a means of hopefully trying to get some
kind of agreement and consensus again on strategy. There was die shift fromn the massive retaliation
schemes of Foster Dulles to the strategy of flexible response under McNamnara, but we were neyer
happy then, nor happy now, with really what the basic strategy of NATO is, namely the forward
strategy to have a thin red uine which would trigger a nuclear response. The fact that the Canadian
brigade, while I was there, quite often covered the forward positions of several British divisions,
which were flot there, did flot help. We felt attached in a way to the British Army of the Rhine,
and we were substituting as I say, for, several British divisions which were either one time or
another somnewhere else whether it was Suez, or wherever in Ireland, and we did flot feel that it was
a viable consensus. Also at the time that 1 was there, Mountbatten was the head of defence and
Lord Zuckerman was his scientific advisor. One of the interesting things was that, while the
Americans talked about flexible response and forward defence and triggering this kind of nuclear
response, Zuckerman, both in NATO and in visits to Ottawa, was saying that it was totally
unrealistic, that the use of nuclear weapons on a tactical level would create such havoc i the
battlefield as well as resulting in massive casualties in the civil population in the areas in which the
fighting took place, that it would flot be feasible to conduct a "limited" nuclear battie. That had a
very considerable effect I think. It certainly did, because in the nuclear exercises which took place
from turne to time, 1 remember 1 took part in themn when I was at the defence college in London,
Zuckerman's theories were pretty well confirmed.



Part VII - Ambassador to the United Nations and the ENDC - late 1960s and early 1970s

MHILL] Well, if I might move on to the very last question, which I will make sort of a very
comprehensive, overview one. After you left NATO, you went to be Ambassador to the United
Nations, and then you were Ambassador ini Geneva, where amongst other things you had
responsibility for Canada's role in the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee (ENDC). Looking
back on that period, and linking to that tie fact that while you were at NATO that was the time in
which the Cyprus crisis arose and Canada sent troops to Cyprus, could you say what value do you
think NATO has to Canada, as a mechanism for promoting international peace and security, relative
to the role of the United Nations, amongst other things, and the roles of groups like the
disarmament conference?

[IGNATIIEMF Well, my view is that one of the mistaken assumptions is that somehow or other
Canada's role in NATO is measured only in ternis of the quantity or the extent of its military
contribution. Because of the extraordinary lack of consensus about strategy, about the nature of the
milîtary contribution, it was my experience, that I was sort of urmarked" on the number of troops
that we could muster up on a certain day. What is overlooked is the fact that the quality of the
volunteer forces that Canada sends to Europe is much higher than that of most of the conscript
armies that the others produced, and the fact that we are there in Europe has political significance.
I was told that many, many times what is important is that the representation of Canada on the
North Atlantic Council should be taken very seriously. I was, I think, the first person to go to the
Council that had not been Under-Secretary. I do flot think that that was particularly a good
precedent, I think the very highest officials in the Canadian Government should be sent to the North
Atlantic Council, because you do have an opportunity to consuit and be consulted, and the
representation that Canada has had has been of a very high.order, and I found that in dealing with
the kind of crisis that you mentioned, the Cyprus one. It happened, as I said before, that my
relations with both Tom Finletter and his successor were very close. I do not know what they are
now, under Reagan's representation, but in those days we worked very closely with the US.
Finletter would say: "George, look, do you mind taking the lead in the discussions on the
Greek-Turkish crisis, you know we are committed directly to, both sides and whatever I say I arn
going to be in terrible trouble with the others". And indeed I found that there was quite a pressure
to take the lead because in fact, at one point, I remember the issue in the discussion in the Council,
was that Greece had secretly sent many more troops in support of the Greek-Cypriot side than they
admitted. Since Tom would flot bell the cat, I had to do that in the Council and say that the
information given by my friend Ambassador Palamas, who later becamne Foreign Minister of Greece,
did flot coincide with the intelligence information available to our governiment. 0f course the
intelligence information made available to our Govertnent was given to me by Tom Finletter and
the CIA. Palamas flew into a fury, and walked out of the Council chamber, and then I had to go
and see hlm privately and urge him to check with his own government. I said: "AIl right, I amn
prepared to say that this is allied information, but you may flot have had the latest information from
your government. I ofien finid myseif without having the latest information from my goverfiment.
Don't let's say that I' saying you are a liar. I amn simply saying that the latest information is of
reinforcements and that this has to be taken account of if we are to try and resolve what is
threatening, because the Turks wiIi react to the figures which the alliance has." And we had to
work on this and in the end we managed to get both sides to reduce. That was of course before
they went to war, but they did flot actually go to war while I was in NATO. But there was an
irony, that I got involved as I say, very directly, in the Cyprus issue in NATO because of the
circumstances which I mentioned, that is the United States was supporting both and did flot want



to take the leading part and asked us to do so. But 1 found that this was on our plate when I camne
to be Canada's representative on the Security Coundil.

The three most serious crises ini which 1 got directly invoived were the Six Day War Crisis in
the Middle East and working out resolution 242; the Cyprus crisis; and the crisis over North Korea
and the Pueblo incident. But in each case, Canada took a very active part. In the Cyprus crisis,
of course, Mr. Martin came down himself and took the initiative to set up a peace-keeping force
by making personai appeals to heads of governments and prime ministers to contribute. We had
to pay the money required to produce these peace-keeping forces and have had to ever since. But
the fact was that, initiaily, it did keep the two sides from going to war, and whiie NATO can put
pressure on both sides not to go to the point of war, the state of excitement domestically that is
aroused by Greek or Turkish passions is such that it reaily requires both intervention. in the United
Nations and in NATO to keep such situations under control. One is not contraictory to the other,
and the Canadian peace-keeping force, though it has been expensive and very difficuit, has played
a very important part in keeping the two communities from going at each other's throats. I had not
realized the degree of passion which goes back to the memory of Turkish persecutions. 1 mean the
Greeks feel about the Turks like the Armenians, they think in terms of what happened in the l9th
Century and massacres and ail this sort of thing, and their liberation fight and ail the rest of it.
So, ail these historical, almost tribal, ideological passions, and religious, Christian against Moslem,
are reiated to historical rivalries and things which now have to be deait with on the basis of the
inter-dependence of world communfities, and through the United Nations and through NATO. The
most serious thing that happened while 1 was on the Security Council of course, was the Middle
East crisis, because it involved the direct confrontation between the United States supporting Israei,
and the Soviet Union supporting both Egypt and Syria, which were in a state of federation at the
time. And the climax came when the Israeii forces, having defeated Jordan and the Egyptians, were
on the point of defeating the Syrians and that would have brought them to Damascus where the
Soviet Middle East headquarters was, and ail the alarm belis began to ring and immediate cease fires
were negotiated and Kosygin came rushing over to see President Johnson, and most of the Soviet
delegation was fired for having given poor advice about the possibilities of Egypt and Syria's
scoring a diplomatic triumph over Israei, in the way they thought they might, by getting rid of
UNEF. Then we got involved in negotiations, with Soviet participation, for about four months, to
work out this resolution 242, which was unanimously adopted in the Council as the basis for
agreement. Ibis provided for withdrawal of Israeli forces virtuaiiy from ail occupied territories,
i exchange for the recognition of Israeli territory by its Arab neigbours. Ibis would have to be

negotiated by diplomacy, but apart from the peace agreement with Egypt, there have been no other
agreements. We are stili talking about an international peace conference based on 242, which wouid
have to have the participation of the displaced Palestinians, which is the thing which is very difficuit
to accept for the Israelis. The Pueblo business was an instance where I was invoived again at the
request of the Amnericans, in personai dipiomnacy, quiet diplomacy. What happened there was of
course, the Pueblo was an American spy ship lceeping an eye on North Korean activities and was
caught i North Korean waters, boarded, captured, and this was brought to the Security Council,
each accusing the other of breaking territorial water rights or coastal water rights and the rest of
it. We were flot getting anywhere, and the Americans then asked me to see what I could do quietly
to find out whether the North Koreans would negotiate the release of the crew, that was what they
reaily worried about. ibe North Koreans obviously had captured the equipment. 1 managed to gtet
hold (through a Hungarian contact) of the North Koreans, and establish the negotiations that took
place in Panmunjom. ibe crew of the Pueblo was in fact released, and that particular crisis
resolved. 1 was also asked to lead the western group in the debate over the Soviet seizure of
Czechoslovakia and the expulsion of the Dubcek Governent, and that was my last and only
leadership role in the Security Council. That was because the Americans were changing their



representative, after Goldberg, whom I worked very closely with. He was being replaced, and his
replacement had flot arrived, so they asked me to. This underlines the fact that while the United
States can be, and is in some ways, a threat to Canadian sovereignty, we cannot in international
affairs do other than work very closely with them, sharing the intelligence information and working
on diplomacy. It is a state of relationshîp which is flot unlike a marriage, and I do flot see that we
will ever quite get out of it. My only lesson that I learned was that, as in the case of a marriage
you have to be absolutely frank and very firm. If one partner just gives in to the other, and allows
itself to get into a sort of stooge relationship, the partnership does flot really work. My experience
was, that if I disagreed with my American partners, I said 50 very firmly and suggested some
alternative, or some other way of doing it, or simply said no.

[HILL] So you would in effect say that continuing to participate in some kind of NATO
organization is a good idea, although the form of the organization might change significantly?

[IGNATIIEFF I think so, and as I said, in NATO, what is still important is the provisions of the
North Atlantic Treaty, which are stili there, and particularly Article 4, where it says "parties will
consult whenever in the opinion of any of them the territorial integrity, political independence or
security of any of the parties is threatened". There is an obligation to consuit, and there is the
machinery to consuit and Canada does flot have to find itself, or assume that it will be, isolated with
the United States, and particularly I advocate participation in the Alliance for the following reasons,
that the alternative seems to me that we will simply, through NORAD, drift into a fortreas -
America situation, in which in fact ail the positions will be taken without consultation, by the
Pentagon. Or, the alternative is to try neutrality, which would cost Canada infinitely more, indeed
be beyond our ability, because we have to assure both the Soviet Union and the United States that
our territory, our air and our sea would flot be used in threats or aggression against the other. So
I do not sec any feasible alternative; and the other factor, as I say, is that we can form our own
groups within the alliance around, common interests, but the interests are flot always ail uniform.
And the other is that out of the dialogue between East and West, particularly in view of the new
leadership ini the Soviet Union that is seeking some kind of accommodation for internaI reasons, it
is only through the dialogue between the Alliance and the Warsaw Pact that I sec some possible
new more comprehensive security arrangements being worked out, with guarantees, such as was
arrived at at the Stockholm Conference on European Security, with confidence building measures,
inspection and ail the rest of it, and reductions of nuclear weapons. I do flot sec it being completely
devoid of nuclear weapons, because nuclear weapons can always be re-created after they are
destroyed. But they can be reduced, to a minimum deterrent, and we still need to have a strategy
,which is flot subordinated to any one weapon system, but related to some agreed function between
the allies.

[HILL] Can I ask you a couple more short questions, then we are finished.

When you were Ambassador in Geneva to the Disarmament Conference there, you sometimes
had to make reports to the NATOCouncil. In fact I attended one NATO Council myself where you
were the Ambassador from Geneva. What do you think is the utility of that exercise?

[IGNATIEFIJ There were two defeets in it. One was that the standard of security was one thing
for NATO and quite a différent one for the Geneva delegation. It was a ridiculous state of affairs,
that we did flot in Geneva have accesa to information about the SALT negotiations, in any shape
or form, while we were negotiating paraliel things about biological weapons, ehemical weapons,
restraints on nuclear testing, but we did flot have any information about what was happening in
SALT. We had to go down to NATO to get that information.



[HILL] So, it was useful in that sense?

[IGNATIEFFJ Well, it was useful in one sense but it was NATO policy to say that the standard

of security governing the bilateral talks must be set on NATO's standards, and if a mission did flot

fûlfili the standards and therefore it meant that ail personnel had to be up to top secret or whatever

it was, and the safes had to be this way, the safe houses and ail the rest. And yet, as I pointed out,

the Soviet military knew where the Americans were, the state of their nuclear balance, and s0 on.

Who was kidding who, why should these people who were negotiating parallel things be excluded?

I went down to NATO, I remember, in connection with the Seabed Treaty. The NATO Council

was flot tuned in to what was going on in Geneva, any more than the Geneva Conference was clued

up to what was going on in NATO, because of the security situation, and therefore when you went
down to report to the North Atlantic Council, as was the case in the seabed, ail it required was that

the American representative said we do flot favour the Canadian position on this, and that was that.

[HILL] End of discussion.

[IGNATIEFF End of discussion. You did flot persuade anybody. In the case of the seabed, 1

pointed out that there were submarmnes doing the saine job and how first of ail did submarines relate

to these things being prohibited, if at ail, and how was inspection to be carried out without

interfering with the rights of the coastal state to continental shelf minerai and oil resources, and 50

on. The Aniericans simply said they did flot want to discuss that question, either question. I

learned later, from an admirai in the Pentagon, that they thought that 1 was questioning something

which is now under current discussion, namnely the American access by submarmnes to our northwest

passage - to the Arctic and coastal waters of Canada. I did flot directly raise that question, but 1

said that here we were prohibiting something, creepy crawlies, which nobody seemed to think was

practical, but we were flot tackling in any way the restrictions of submarine operations, which were

the real way of conducting underwater nuclear operations.

[HILLI So, in effect, that reporting to NATO sounds like a fairly loose liaison; and that is about
as far as it got.

[IGNATIEFFI It was a loose liaison, and it was a very definite restriction, as I say, because

neither side was clued in on what the others were doing.

[HILLI One last question, and it is in the period while you were at NATO and at the United

Nations. This was also the period of the Vietnam War. 1 know that in NATO there were some

consultations on this question, although for NATO this was an "out of area" problemn or it was if

you look at NATO in geographic terms. What was the nature of those discussions? I believe

George Bail came on a number of occasions to high level meetings in NATO, and one report I

heard on themn was that the Americans would present their case and this was met by "embarrassed
silences" for the most part. I wonder if that was how you saw it?

[IGNATIEFF Yes, that was the case. And I may say there was an embarrassed silence when
Vietnam was discussed in NATO, there were questions about the diplomacy related to trying to find
a peaceful seulement, in which Canada participated to some extent, but there was no discussion
about the Vietnam War as such. When I was on the Security Council, Arthur Goldberg wanted -

indeed he was very keen - to bring Vietnami before the UN, to try and stop the war and bring about
some multilateral intervention to that end, but he was prohibited from doing so by President
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Johnson, and that was one of the reasons why he nearly came to resign, he was very upset, he told
me that himself. No, there was no multilateral intervention allowed over the Vietnam War. It was
the classic example of unilateral action, and of course the whole background of our involvement
included the fact that our advice was ignored at tie time of the withdrawal of the French from Indo
China. When we were asked to take part as the Western representatives on the commission, we
strongly advised against military advisors and military intervention on the part of the United States
to replace the French. We said, you know, that would make it almost impossible to get any kind
of seulement in Indo China, as provided for under the Geneva Agreement. China and the Soviet
Union both were against it. The Chinese were willing, as we discovered, when 1 accompanied
Howard Green to meetings in Geneva on Vietnam and Laos and so on, to seutle for neutralization
ini their area. The United States thought in terms of driving out both die North Koreans and the
Chinese.

[HILL] Well, I think we have taken up a lot of your time, and I think we will close at this point.
I would just like to say that I am very grateful to you for having participated in this project.



GEOFFREY PEARSON

[HILL]' Good afternoon. Our guest this afternoon is Mr. Geoffrey Pearson, former Ambassador

Pearson, the Executive Director of the Canadian Institute for International Peace and Security, which

is sponsoring the present project. We are very pleased that you have agreed to participate in this

work, Mr. Pearson, and to provide us with your own perspective on Canadian policy in NATO.

[PEARSON] I'm pleased also, because I don't think we've done enough work in Canada on

Canadian defence and foreign policy froni the point of view of the practitioners. We've done a lot

on the basis of history, but we've done very littie which is based on the memories of those who

participated, unlike the Americans who have done a great deal. I think we need this in Canada if

we're going to know our own history better. So the Institute was pleased to be able to help with

this work, and we look forward to the additional work that wiIl be done on the basis of grants we've

made to York University and to others. Thank you.

[HILL] Mr. Pearson, as you know, what we're engaged in here is an oral history. We're trying

to trace the development of Canadian interest in NATO over tume. We are taking a look at the

development of Canadian foreign and defence policies since 1945, and trying to see how NATO

fitted into this framework. For example, we are trying to see how has Canada contributed to

NATO. We are looking at the ways in which Canada's national interests have been served by

membership in NATO and we're trying to determine how effective NATO has been as a mechanism

for pursuing Canada's long terni goals of international peace and security. These are the types of

things we're trying to, examine, as we look at the various stages of world development in the last

40 years, through the eyes of those Canadian ainbassadors and senior officers and officiais, some

retired and some still serving, who played key roles in the formulation of Canadian foreign policy

or in Canada's efforts inside the NATO organization. Mr. Pearson, the reason we're keen to have

you involved in this project, is flot only because of your present position as Executive Director of

the Institute, but also because of your previous career in the Department of External Affairs, notably

as a meniber of the NATO Secretariat fromn 1958 to 1961, then in various positions in Ottawa

between 1973 and 1980, as Ambassador to the Soviet Union in 1980 to 1983, as Emissary of the

Prime Minister during Mr. Trudeau's peace initiative of 1983-84, and in those various other phases

of your career which we will touch on as we go along. As I may have mentioned, the way we are

approaching these interviews is to look at the various phases of people's careers in more or less

chronological order, posing one or two questions about their reflections on Canadian foreign policy,
and the wider international scene, before focusing more closely on their periods of directly NATO-

related activity. I think I should remark here that the way we will be proceeding in these two

interviews, is that we will deal first with the earlier years of your own life and your career at the

Departmnent, and then we wiIl go on to some of the later years and then subsequently return to focus

more on the NATO period. I think in fact most of the NATO period will be dealt with in the

second interview. I should also say that we are aiming, in these tapes, to be reasonably structured

and disciplined in our approach, but without discouraging the spontenaîty which 1 believe is essential

to a good oral history. We are looking at Canadian policy in NATO in ternis of political and

defence issues which arose in the various phases, but we are also looking at things as a very human

endeavour, which was experienced by those diplomats, officers and others who were actually
carrying out Canada's policies in NATO over time.

'Interviewers: Hill, Pawelek. Interview dates: 23/4/87 and 13/5/87.



Part I - Earlv years. to 1952

If we could turn now to part 1 of the interview, this I describe as "the early years up to 1952".
Mr. Pearson, you were born in Toronto, and educated ini Canada and in England, I betieve,
completing your school career at Trinity College in Port Hope, Ontario. Subsequently, you went
to the University of Toronto and graduated with a B.A. in 1950. Then you obtained a B.A. from
Oxford mn 1952. I wonder if you could tell us a littie about those early years and how they have
coloured your outlook on life and on the international scene. I should remark, as a preface, of
course, that your famnily as we ail know is a diplomatic one, and I suppose you must have spent
some time in Ottawa and with Canadian missions abroad, where international affaîrs and Canada's
rote in the world would have been very much part of everyday life. So I really wanted to ask how
your earlier experiences have affected your perception of the world scene and especially your views
on international peace and security.

[PEARSON] Well, my early life was not typical of Canadians, because I did grow up in a
diplomatic family and was educated partly in England, when I was young, between the ages of about
9 and 13, quite a formative age, and I grew up as an English school boy playing cricket and
suffering in the cold, in the way English school boys used to do, probably stili do, and trying to
adapt from being a Canadian, to being an Englishman. So I learned early some of the first rules
of diplomacy, which are to do with imitating our surroundings, anyway to the point that you can
understand them. At the saine time of course, as a diplomat, you have to retain your own sense
of identity, or else you won't be able to express your own government's or country's views. But
I quickly learned how to adapt to foreign surroundings, and they were very foreign. Anyone who
has lived in England and especially gone to school in England, would know that just because they
speak the samne language doesn't mean that they understand you or you them. I was the only
foreigner, I think, foreigner, certainly in the boarding school I went to, and I quickly learned how
to speak and flot quite think but speak the way they did with an English accent and learned how to
play their games. I won a reading prize I remember, and that was a great triumph for a Canadian;
we weren't supposed to be able to speak English. But also at home, of course, I was very
conscious then and afterwards of my father's work, and the fact that he was in touch with various
people, and one read about them in the press and so on, like the Secretary to the Queen and the
various politicians. He was not the High Commissioner, but he saw a lot of English officialdom
and I came to know some of those people. I was at the Coronation of the King in 1938. That
was a tremendous sort of occasion; the English were really stili "top nation" and the Coronation
was a tremendous celebration. I remember that vividly. And the coming of the war, we were in
England then, ail of that struck home to somebody living there rather than here, and Munich, I was
old enough to be aware of that and be interested in it. I came home before the war, s0 that I spent
the war years here, and my father went back to London. But that kind of background gave me an
interest in, certainly in European affairs, and an interest in what happened in the war, that one
wouldn't have had growing up here. Then I went back to Oxford in 1950, for two years. That was
much the samne, in some ways, because, although there were, of course, more overseas students than
there were at school, they were a small minority and most undergraduates were English. They
continued to ignore, mostly, their fellow students from other countries, especially the colonies, and
thought of them mainly as good for rowing and some other sports, but flot as scholars.

[HILLI Presumably by that time you'd more or less forgotten how to play cricket.

[PEARSON] I hadn't, really, because I had schooling in Ontario where I played cricket and I was
good at cricket, so, I quite liked going to at least watch it. My years at Toronto, where I was before
I went to Oxford, were more satisfying for me. I preferred the Canadian environment and enjoyed



the usual sort of undergraduate experiences. I lived in residence at Trinity, wbicb was a tremendous
experience, much better tban living in some dreary rooming bouse wbich most students seem to do
now. I madle a lot of friends. There was a very good bistory department at Toronto, then the best
ini the country, one of the best in the world probably, witb Creighton, Underbili, and Martin. Frank
Underhill in particular influenced me because of bis views on the relations pertaining between
London and Canada, which 1 knew about at first band. I guess I was a bit of a radical then,
because I didn't feel at ail sympatbetic to English causes.

[HILL] Wbat about the consciousness of NATO and its emergence in this period. You must have
been aware of that; it had been a fairly sizeable feature on the international scene.

[PEARSON] Well, I think tbe post war period largely passed me by. I was an undergraduate,
and I realty didn't think mucb about, for exaniple, atomic weapons, althougb tbey were the great
new tbing. I suppose undergraduates probably accepted the war as over for good in a sense. Most
peopleassumed that the war would not be repeated and tbat there couldn't be a third war to end
war. So the undergraduates, more or less, accepted that this was finisbed and foreign affairs,
therefore, was interesting but flot vital. 1 went to Europe one summer to the World University
Service Seminar in Holland. That revived my interest, I guess, in European questions, because of
tbe German students wbo were there, and the Dutcb students and tbe others wbo had been tbrougb
the European war. Young Canadians really had so mucb to learn; we knew almost nothing about
tbat; that experience belped me to sharpen my interest in foreign policy again. Wben I went to
Oxford in 1950, NATO had just been born; again, I don't think it was a great subject for anxiety.
We didn't talk very mucb about war. The Korean war began in 1950, but it didn't seem at tbe time
as tbougb it would aniount to anything affecting England or Europeans. I suppose tbere were tumes
wben it migbt bave expanded, but I don't remember it being anything which influenced me very
mucb. Nor did NATO in that sense, because although Canadian troops came back to Europe in
1950, tbey went to Germany. Tbere weren't any in England and we didn't have any sense of
Canadians baving to fight again. I badn't decided then to join External Affairs. I was taking
Englisb literature and I was more interested in Shakespeare than in foreign policy. But I got
married and so needed a job, and flot having a doctorate, it would bave been bard to find a job
teacbing Englisb. So, I joined External Affairs after coing my exanis in London in 1952. So tbat
sort of decided tbings. I couldn't really change and go back to some other career after that. I bave
often wondered wbat 1 would have clone if I bad gone back to University to teach Englisb literature.
My fatber's career was a bit like that; he started by teaching history. Anyway, I think my real
interest in diplomacy began witb my posting to Paris in 1953, to the Canadian Embassy.

Part II - The Embassy in Paris. 1953-57

[HILL] I'd like to ask you about that later, in part 2 of the interview. As 1 understand it, you
spent a year or s0 in Ottawa after joining the Departmnent, and then were posted to Paris, to the
Embassy.

[PEARSON] Yes. I started in Ottawa witb the usual round of assignments for tbree to six montbs
in various Divisions. Work in Defence Liaison Division was of interest, especially vis-à-vis the
United States. We were then beginning to negotiate tbe bilateral agreements witb the United States
wbicb have since developed into the whole panoply of North American defence co-operation. But
I wasn't bigb enough up to develop any great knowledge of themn until later. Then I went to paris.

[HILLI You were in Paris from '53 to '57.



[lPEARSON] '53 to '57; at the time, France was stili a very divided country. Having had the
awful experience of occupation with people from amongst the samne families who had supported
either Pétain or De Gaulle. It was a very sour rnood, a difficuit, impatient and hurniliating mood.
There was a very live Communist party to take advantage of it.

[HILL] It was the year also of Dien Bien Phu.

[PEARSON] And Algeria. '54 was a key year for the French, because they were defeated in
Indochina, and the opening shots were fired in Algeria. These were taken to be simply the work
of a few bandits who had caused trouble in somne small town in Algeria. There was nothing to
worry about. The "few bandits" increased to become the FLN which in turn became the
goverfiment of Algeria i 1962. 1 was in Paris for most of that period. That was a time when
NATO was truly divided. Disputes between NATO countries now are over minor questions mostly,
although Greece and Turkey have major differences of opinion and conflicts of interest. But then,
French policy in Indochina and in North Africa split the Alliance.

[HILLJ Plus, of course, Suez.

[PEARSON] And Suez later, added to that. We forge when we talk about NATO solidarity, and
so on, that there were times when there was no question of any solidarity. That had nothing to do
with the Russians; it was a matter of decolonization and different views about what the right policies
were, and it divided the allies at the UN on these questions. I think Canada tried to, vote with
France as long as we could, certainly on the Algeria question. But that was a time when the Soviet
threat, as we have corne to caîl it, was of less concern than these internaI allied problems.

[HILLI So you arrived there in the year of Stalin's death and there was the whole period of de-
Stalinization.

[PEARSON] That's right, and 1 took little interest i that, because of the greater problems the
French were having just running their own country. Their governments lasted about a year on
average, and the Communist party was the largest French party, with 27 or 28 percent of the vote.
The Christian Democrats also got about that.

[HILLI They got to almost 30 percent, the Communists.

[PEARSON]IbTey were very close to that, and the whole problem was how to keep them out of
government. The Communist party was thought to be linked to the Soviet Union, and it was flot
the Soviet military threat, therefore, that people were concerned about; it was the political threat
that if you had the Commnunist party in power in France or Italy, the Alliance would be undermined
fromn below, so to speak That was the main concern. The question of a Soviet invasion or Soviet
use of force was Iess acute anyway because there was hope then for a change in Soviet policy.
France was still a relatively poor country--we could only get meat about once a week in Paris. That
was in '53, seven years or eight years after the War. It was still a country suffering fromn the
effects of war, and trying, simply, to sort itself out, both politically and economidcally; France was
then the sick man of Europe.

[HILLI What were your duties at that time?

[PEARSON] 1 worked on internal French politics and the domestic political scene, and went to the
political party conférences.



[HILL] It must have been fascinating.

[PEARSON] I reported solemnly on ail these goings on in France, but I don't think they were of
much interest in Ottawa. We'd rather given up on France, as an unreliable country which didn't
know how to run itself, whereas we Canadians had been electing Liberal governments for years and
knew how to run t.hings. Canadians had a double standard in regard to the world; there was no
bilingualism in Ottawa to speak of (we weren't made to learn French) and France was rather on the
perîphery of our foreign policy, even though it was one of the two mother countries. Quebec was
flot active at the time in foreign policy and Ottawa paid llttle attention to Quebec views. It wasn't
until De Gaulle came into office at the end of the decade that we sat up and began to take notice
again. At the same time, of course, Lesage in Quebec was beginning to make a difference there.
So the early years in Paris were strange, in retrospect, because aside from Indochina, where after
1954 we sent peacekeeping troops, we did flot have any common political/military interests outside
Europe. We had the air division in the north of France in Metz, and I don't recali any major
problems over that at aIl. The only problems came when we had our differences with the French
on these colonial questions.

[HILL] What about the interest in the European movement and so on? Was there much interest
in Ottawa in that?

[PEARSON] Yes, there was, in the sense that German re-armament was an issue. Efforts to
bring Germany into a European Defence Community were very much favoured in Ottawa, but
were rejected by France in 1954. So, the whole European movement, which the French had begun
to lead earlier, was set back, and Germany took its place in the Alliance under different
circumstances.

[HILL] The negotiations and protocols to the treaty allowing German accession to the Western
European Union were when?

[PEARSON] In '54; '54 was an important year. But on the whole defence questions were flot
the major ones in our relations with France at the time. It may well have been different in NATO.

[HILL] Did you have any personal connections with other Canadian diplomats serving with
NATO? But then one does tend to live in rather different worlds, I think. Was that the case?

[PEARSON] Yes, we had lots of connections, but did live in quite different worlds; the people in
NATO thought the embassy was unimportant. They quickly developed that superior mystique about
international organizations compared to bilateral relations. We at the embassy thought what
mattered was the bilateral relationship, although Ottawa showed little interest in it. Ottawa looked
to international organizations as the leading edge of foreign policy, both in NATO and the UN, and
in the Commonwealth. Bilateral relations suffered for that reason. OfficiaIs in External Affairs had
become thoroughly multilateralized. That was the vision of the future. The embassy in Paris was
neyer talcen very seriously, because in Ottawa they preferred to do things through NATO, through
the UN or some other way.

[HILL] 'That's a fascinating comment, because at that time I was living in England and 1 know
everyone there, 1 think, took a close interest in things like Dien Bien Phu and ail French politics.
1 remember very clearly the night the French Assembly rejected the EDC, which was a big shock
to everybody. Not that the British themselves were ready to join in it. I remember the election of



M. Poujade. At that time France had seemed to become, as you said, virtually ungovernable in one
way or another. Then the Algerian war broke out of course...

[PEARSON] Yes, poor France, and of course France was outvoted in the UN after the newly
independent countries were admitted, the first in '58 1 think--it was a very real problem for France
at the time, especially over Algeria. The Algerian war was a priority for France, and it had almost
nothing left for the defence of Europe. So it's helpful to keep a sense of perspective when we think
today about whether we have enough troops to face this Soviet advantage ini conventional weapons.
Ini the '50s, there was nothing there, virtually nothing. The German arniy hadn't started yet, the
French were i Algeria, the British were flot doing very much; NATO thought
they had no alternative but to turn to nuclear weapons.

[MILL] That was also a period of some very significant changes in East-West relations, in terms
of the developments in Poland, and the Hungarian uprising, and s0 forth. It was a period of
forward movement in a sense, but also remained touchy in other ways.

[PEARSON] Very sensitive, and difficuit, especially after Suez in '56, which was the nadir in
inter-alliance relations. 1 was in France then and our relations very rapidly deteriorated after Suez.
Mr. St. Laurent was outraged by what happened and said so, and while most of the problems or
the after-effects were with the British, the French were also part of the process of dispute. In fact,
they were the main cause of the problem, because the Israelis had been negotiating with the French
before the British. We knew that in the Embassy, partly because of rumours, partly because of
evidence we had been able to discover through contacts. We knew the Israeli Defence Minister had
been in France and that sort of thing, and reported that. We didn't know they were going to attack
Egypt, but we knew something was going to happen. Our relations with France recovered, but as
they weren't very close any way, it didn't matter ail that much. It didn't affect our forces in
Europe.

[HILL] 0f aIl the crises which have faced NATO since the beginning, that one probably came
closest to tearing the Alliance apart.

[PEARSONJ I think it did, because of the American reactions at the same time. The telegrams
addressed to Eden by St. Laurent were very tough telegrams and so were the replies. So, that was
a ver)' interesting time to be there, although I spent more time on Indochina because of our
involvement from '54 onwards with that. The main source of knowledge about Indochina was
Paris, and Canada had to learn everything about Indochina from the French. One 0f the first
telegrams 1 got after the agreement to go into the control commissions was : «Do the French have
a good map of Vietnam?" Our people bail to go out there, but they didn't know where they were
going. 1 remember going down to the Ministère de la Guerre, to ask for a map, a good detailed
map.

[IILL]Inlj this period, also, your father was involved in writing the report on improving NATO?

[PEARSON] Yes.

[HILLI Did you have much contact with him then?

[PEARSON] Yes 1 did, because he came to Paris to write most of it, and spent time there ini a
hotel trying to put it together. I saw him a fair amount. That report was written mostly by
Canadians and a lot of it by him personally. His main help came from Lange, the Norwegian, who



was a good personal friend of bis, and also tbought much like he did. The Italian, Martino, was
a medical doctor, who was less interested in some of these political questions but was easy to
cooperate with. But it was Lange and my father who wrote the report. Canadians had a vital
interest in the wbole process of consultation in NATO, and had thought mucb about it. It was just
like writing out a script, one that you learned years before, so I don't think the report itself was ail
that original, at least for Canadians. It seemed to be new for Americans, and maybe some of the
Europeans, but for us it was just a normal way to go about the conduct of an alliance. We put great
emphasis on Article 2 again, on what NATO potentiaiiy couid become. The empbasis on the non-
military side of the Alliance was a helpful reminder, especially to the Americans and tbe British and
the French, that the Alliance could break up if the smalier allies weren't treated more as equals.
It is a document that is still relevant. But the problem always bas been how to translate those
principles into practice; and you know they haven't realiy settled such questions as whetber you
should have politicians around the NATO table, or civil servants, or wbetber these people shouid
bave special access to their governments at home.

[HILL] I think it smacks to me very mucb of good sound Canadian common sense, wben you read
the report. For exampie, the section empbasizing tbat the macbinery may need a few adjustments
but basicalîy is satisfactory and that wbat realiy was required was proper implementation of
consultative practices.

[PEARSON] Perhaps that was Canadian common sense, but we weren't prepared realiy, any
more than anyone else, to give to the NATO Council decision-making authority about questions that
we thougbt were vital to us. We weren't going to consuit them on these bilateral arrangements with
the Americans, for exampie, on defence questions. It looks sometimes as tbougb Canadians are
preacbing without realiy being prepared to live up to the sermon. We bave to be careful about that.
But nevertheless, I think my father was realistic about these matters. He bad been the Foreign
Minister for eigbt years so he stopped short of laying down the iaw about consultation--the report
was written in terms which were not offensive to the others. But whether you can ever expect the
United States, in particular, to consuit its allies about questions which it considers of vital national
interest is a moot point. The Americans say: "Ail right, if we put these questions on the table you
don't say anytbing, because you're afraid to commit yourselves. If we don't put tbem on the table,
you complain to us because we're not consuiting". And often that was true, Mr. Dulles would
consuit the Allies, and tbe Allies would be afraid to say anything - eitber tbey'd bave to oppose it,
wbich they didn't like to do, or if they said yes, tbey'd be in trouble at home. It was ail very weil
to say, "please consuit us", but then, tbey migbt have to do something.

Part 111 - Advisor on Arms Control and Disarmament. 1978-80

[HILLI Part III, advisor on arms control and disarmanient, 1978 to 1980. We are now moving
over the NATO period and some other phases in your career, and we'll return to those on the
second tape. From 1978 to 1980 you were advisor to the governiment on arms control and
disarmament: what about the reaction of the Canadian public to arms control and disarmament - how
interested were they in that issue at that time?

[PEARSON] The trigger for public interest was the Speciai Session on Disarmament in 1978,
which i fact led to my appointment. The Special Session was widely covered in the press, and was
the subject of an address by Mr. Trudeau, that caught everybody's attention, when be elaborated
bis strategy of suffocation of the arms race. It was one of the more innovative proposais put to
the Special Session, and I tbink was widely supported in Canada amongst the public, altbough flot
by ail officiais ini Ottawa, some of whom tbougbt it was too radical and utopian. I was left with



the task of following up onl that speech. I was appointed right after the special session as the Çjrst
advisor on arms control and disarmament since General Burns. General Burns had been given
greater authority, in that he was able to report directly to the Minister, whereas 1 was asked to
report through the departmnental process. Nevertheless, it was an indication of the Government's
intention to try to implement some of the ideas that had been put forward in the Special Session.
There was a good deal of public support for these. We formed a consultative group with
non-governental organizations, in order to have a continuing dialogue with the public, and we
created the disarmament fund which was small, in the beginning, about fifty thousand dollars, but
which grew over Urne to dloser to a million dollars. So, we had the instruments in place for
consultation and for help to research and to public participation. And these, I think, were the bases
for subsequent Canadian policy in ternis of initiatives and work on disarmament, especially in the
realm of verification, which we have done now for ten years. So, that was an important beginning
after somne years of inattention after General Burns left, almost ten years. Apart from being
members of the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva, we hadn't contributed ail that much. The
Governent's attention was on other things. So this was a return to the period of initiative of the
'60s. It wasn't easy, though, to follow up on Mr. Trudeau's ideas. They were difficuit to
implemnent anyway, and there was resistance inside the government. The Americans were not
prepared to accept his proposais. The tragedy was, in a way, that the Carter presidency became
embroiled in domestic problems over SALT, and Reagan, of course, rejected thie whole outlook of
Carter on relations with the Soviet Union. And our proposals therefore feli into a kind of vacuum
ini Washington. As a result there was decreasing interest in Ottawa. When 1 left in 1980, therefore,
we hadn't been able to get the Allies to agree on any part of the strategy, which was a pity.

[HILLJ Did you attempt to promote this through NATO consultation as well?

[P>EARSON] Yes, we did. We promoted it through NATO consultations, especially the cut-off
of production of fissionable materials, which was one of the four points of the strategy. We
introduced resolutions in the Assembly on that subject whîch we asked our NATO allies to support.
Some did, but the major allies abstained-the British, the French and the Americans--which meant
that tliey weren't prepared to support it in a meaningful sense, and the idea of a cut-off gradually
died. It would have meant ail kinds of inspection and they weren't ready for that. The Soviets
supported it i principle but nobody really believed that they were genuine about it. The
Comprehensive Test Ban, which was another part of the strategy, was kept alive, but the Reagan
Administration quickly abandoned that goa too. Other parts of the strategy involved a freeze on
the testing of new strategic weapons and was bitterly opposed by the United States. So we didn't
really stand much of a chance, and our disarmament efforts after the Second Special Session in 1982
fizled out. We continued to work on verification of agreements but we test the momentum that
we had before. It wasn't really our fault; 1 think the whole climate changed.

[HILL]IbTis was the time of the famous NATO two-track decision. Were you involved in any
of that work?

[PEARSON] No, not directly. 1 was working more on the armns control side than on the NATO
side. I was mildly opposed to the idea of introducing new weapons into Europe, new intermediate-
range weapons, but, as you know, the Europeans were in favour of it, and the Americans went
along. We didn't take any lead role in that; neither, at first, did the United States. So that was
actually a European show, and when it cornes to weapons in Europe, Canada doesn't have much
reason to stand out. So 1 think that was a bit of a non-event for Canadians, who paid very little
attention to it. We were thon more interested in other subjects, questions of continental defence in
particular. But 1 did go down te the UN every year for my two years as advisor, and apart from



our resolution on fissionable materials, we took an interest in verification questions, and in the

question of military budgets. We were interested in more transparency and more publicity about

what was happening in arms control, and because of our initiatives in '78, we pushed for more

studies of these questions, more public involvement, on the basis that if the public knew what was

happening governments would find it more difficuit to increase military spending. Perhaps that was

an illusion. But we did help the UN to give much more attention to these questions. The UN

Disarmament Yearbook was one resuit of that period, and a great many UN studies which have

smnce been done were partly a resuit of interest from countries like Canada. Aside from that, we

generally followed the Alliance view on atomic weapons. We voted with our allies on almost ail

the major nuclear weapons questions. I think there were almost none that we stood out against.

There were very few dissidents from the majority alliance view then, except occasionally the Danes

or the Greeks. There was always tremendous pressure to vote together on major questions of

security, and you had to have a good reason not to do so.

[HILLI 1 think that I'd like to close off this part of the interview by asking one or two further

questions. It seems to me that in the mid '70s there was relatively little interest in Canada in

disarmament, but then subsequently there was a great growth of interest in peace and so on. 110w

do you rate the constancy of the Canadian public's interest in disarmament or arms control?

[PEARSON] Well, 1 do believe that the more information available, the more the public is going

to take an interest, especially if the information is from Canadian sources. And over the last few

years there has been more such information available, more money available for research, and this

inevitably leads to greater public interest and a more informed, educated public. We still have a

long way to go. 1 think we're still under-developed when it comes to knowledge of these kinds of

questions, compared to the Germans, the French, dhe British, who have major newspapers that have

full-time defence correspondents, and editorial writers who are experts in these areas. We have no

Canadian correspondents still in New York, which is remarkable when you think of it. And we

have only recently sent correspondents to Moscow. There is greater knowledge now than there was

ten years ago, and there will be greater knowledge ten years from, now. I thinc die long-tenu trend

will be towards asking difficult questions about nuclear weapons, the kind of questions that

McNamnara and others have been asking since they retired. That's another possible stream of advice

and information, the retired officials; although retired Canadian officiais mostly disappear from the

scene and they cultivate their gardens. But we are a lot more involved than we used to be in terms

of public înterest. The peace movement cannot be, and should not be, evaluated on the basis of

demonstrations in the streets. That's not the point. The point is what are they learning, and

writing about. Their publications are far better than they used to be. And you can see it in

parliamentary committee reports, although the members of Parliament don't have the staff to do the

research that they need. Senator Kennedy has more people on his staff than one-third of our M.P.s

put together. We don't have to be like Senator Kennedy, but we do need to have parliamentary

staffs which can feed questions into the media and into the House of Commons. We have been

living off the capital of American strategic analysis now for 30 years, and it's only i the last few

years that we've started to question this, and to ask whether the Canadian situation is somehow

different from that of the United States or from that of Britain or Germany. Tbis is a good sign,
and should lead to more independent Canadian policies.

[HIILL] Could you explain further? Is there change under way?

[PEARSON] Well, 1 think the public is beginning to influence policy in ways that they didn't
before; but we stili have quite a long way to go; you don't see in the current defence debate enough
analysis, for example, of the need for thinga like new submarines and so on. The British Press



would have chewed that over for months or years if that had been the issue. We haven't really
corne to that point yet.

[HILL] Here's another question linked to your experience in the 1978-80 period: how valuable,
in your view, is NATO as an instrument for the promotion of international peace and security, for
example through arms control and disarmament?

[PEARSON] I still think it's very valuable. It is the only instrument available to us to promote
goals of peace and security in a forum where we have shared values. (There were two original
impulses for NATO. One was.to shore up Western Europe which everybody thought was about to
collapse, flot because of a Soviet military threat, but because of the state of its morale and economic
life and the power of the Communist parties; and the other was to get a hold of the United States,
to keep it involved in Europe, and somehow be able to influence and change American policies).
The first reason is obviously no longer valid, Western Europe no longer needs to be saved from
Communism. It is now a matter of deterring any military threat from the Soviet Union. But the
second motive- of maintaining influence on United States policy--has become even more important.
One can say that NATO had no influence on US policy in Vietnam for example, but in fact things
would have been different if the Alliance hadn't existed. So in that sense, I think it remains
extremely important. It's like any other instrument, you have to use it to keep it effective. The
public, there too, tends to be left out, and 1 don't think knows enough about how the Alliance works
or what actually happens. We don't have enough analysts, correspondents, academics and so, on
writing on the subject.

MHILL] We don't at this point have a correspondent in Brussels. Thanks, 1 think we wiIl adjourn
at this point.

Part IV - The NATO Secretariat. Paris. 1958-61

[MILL] Mr. Pearson, there are two parts of your career I'd like to cover now. The first one is
when you were a member of the NATO Secretariat, from 1958 to 1961, and thon the other period
I'd liko to touch on would bo your time as Ambassador to the Soviet Union, from 1980 to 1983.
If we might examine the first period, your time with the NATO Secretariat, betweon 1958 and 1961,
that was of course in Paris, where you had just previously served with the Embassy. I wonder if
you could, tell us somiething about the main responsibilities that you had in that time and also about
some of the key issues that arose as you saw them.

[PEARSON) I went there partly bocause I had a French friend whom 1 had known while I was
at the Embassy who was serving on the NATO Secretariat as the Chef de Cabinet of Mr. Paul Henri
Spaak, who had just assumed bis duties as NATO Secretary Goneral, and ho asked me if I would
be interested in working in the Political Section. So this was arranged, and I went there shortly
afier Mr. Spaak became Secretary General. My time there was spent working with Spaak on the
political side of NATO. In fact, Spaak only stayed three years; he went back to Belgium in 1961.
But bis three years were a very interesting time for NATO, and indeed Spaak brought to NATO
the same qualities that ho brought to the construction of the European Common Market. That is,
ho was a strong supporter of federal institutions or common institutions for both Europe and the
West, and the most interesting feature of my time there was Mr. Spaak's attempt to persuade the
United States and Canada to co-operate with the Europeans on aIl matters of common interest, flot
just matters involving the Soviet threat, but also economic questions and colonial questions and
indeed global questions. A factor which prompted him to resign was bis disappointment at bis
inability to persuade the allies to dedicate themselves to a co-operativo pursuit of these objectives.



There were two main reasons for that. One was the opposition of the United States, in particular,
but also of others, to widening NATO political consultations to include the so-called colonial
territories. This was particularly true, of course, of Algeria, where the French refused to consult
anybody; Algeria was part of France; although during my time there, of course, De Gaulle was able
to solve that question. The same French view applied wo consultations about Tunisia and Morocco.
The Belgians were also reluctant to accept any NATO interference, as they might see it, in the
Congo.

The Americans, of course, took a quite different view of colonial problems than the Europeans.
The Americans, especially under President Kennedy, had their eyes fixed on the global issues and
were keen to disassociate themselves fromn the policies of their allies. They rejected Spaak's wish
to have a NATO position on these questions. 'The same was true of Canada. Because of our
relations with the new Commonwealth, and just beginning with francophone Africa, we would have
nothing wo do with any so-called NATO position on these matters. We knew that such a position
would be dloser to that of the Europeans than to our own views. Spaak himself, 1 think, preferred
the European views. H1e wanted NATO to take a strong line against Communist penetration in
Africa, especially in respect of the Congo, which was of course a Belgian problem. He wanted to
enlist NATO's support for resistance wo Lumumba, who as you know was the first Congo Prime
Minister, and was thought to be a Soviet protégé to somne extent. Spaak was a social-democrat but
like many European social democrats, strongly anti-Soviet. H1e ran into difficulties with President
Kennedy and with Howard Green, the Canadian Foreign Minister, who would have nothing to do
with that kind of policy.

[HILLI So then the colonial issue was felt very much inside NATO headquarters?

[PEARSON] Spaak felt that the NATO allies should take a global view of security and therefore
of the implications of the end of colonialism in Africa. It was of concern to NATO, in Spaak's
view, because of a potential Soviet threat to Africa. He lectured NATO foreign ministers on the
need to, work: together to prevent any Soviet penetration of Africa. And he failed; that was not the
view of the Americans at the time, although it may be now. That doctrine appalled the Canadians,
especially, as 1 say, Mr. Green, who was busy cultivating new friends at the UN. The UN was
where Mr. Green felt most at home, and he went so far as to vote at the UN in ways which he
justified on the grounds that we needed the support of the new countries, and if that meant a split
with our Allies in Europe, too bad. Spaak couldn't understand this attitude; they couldn't have been
more différent, those two men, in the way they approached the value or significance of NATO.

[HILLI 1 believe there was a fair amount of disappointment with the progress of decolonization
by '58 and by '60. But still there were differences of viewpoint as to how to proceed in this area.

[PEARSON] Yes, and there still are, as you know. The question of how NATO allies should
vote at the UN on some of those issues is still a difficult one, whether it's Nicaragua or Angola or
other places. In those days it was Mr. Spaak's views, and the views of somne of the other
Europeans, which the Americans rejected.

[HIILL]I k seems to me that the Aniericans and many others in the West were looking for rapid
disentanglement fromn colonial empire in that period. Once that had been done, it was fekt, the
Allies would be able wo concentrate much more on security in Europe.

[PEARSON] Yes.



[HxI'LL] That was feit particulary about the French. Could you comment on that?

[PEARSON] One of the major issues in NATO then was the whole question of French policies
in North Africa. 0f course, the French refused to discuss Algeria, although it was voted upon at
the UN. These votes at the UN caused major problems for the NATO allies, Canada in particular
being strongly anti-colonial. Denmark and Norway more or less shared our views. The rest of the
Europeans, pretty well agreed, if flot to stand by dhe French at least flot to vote against them. At
NATO these issues were always under the surface. They weren't discussed openly unless the
country involved wanted them discussed. Belgium wanted the question of the future of the Congo
discussed after the failure of Belgium's efforts to bring about a peaceful transition of power. But
Spaak pressed the Allies to agree to comnion policies and that proved to be impossible.

The other major issue at the time was the question of nuclear strategy, after short-range
nuclear weapons were introduced into Europe in the late '50s. The NATO Council took that
decision in December, 1956. Thereafter the whole question of the control of these weapons was
a central policy issue, and it was neyer settled. The United States insisted on retaining control ofany decision to use such weapons. They were Ainerican weapons. But the other allies wanted a
say in their use. The military objective was obviously to have a decision-making process which was
as effective and as rapid as possible, but the political issue was that there should be more than one
finger on the trigger. These were contradictory requirements. The issue was of particular interest
to Canada at the time because of the introduction into Canada of nuclear weapons such as the
Bomarc missile. (Canada was also involved in placing nuclear weapons in Europe, such as the
Lacrosse and Honest John). What should Canada do? Should Canada have a veto on their use, or
should they be brought under NATO? The Canadian goverrnent agreed more or less with the
other allies that there should be some form of shared control, but the United States really neyer
could accept that. The NATO commander, General Norstad at the time, also wanted some form
of shared or NATO control. The issue remnains alive today. In December 1956, the Council agreed
that any attack by the Soviet Union on NATO forces in Europe should be met by the use of nuclear
weapons from the beginning. That meant that the question of who took the decision was vital. But
it was neyer spelled out.

(HILL] Because this was the time when de Gaulle also called for the Three-Power Directorate.

[PEARSON] That was the third issue which emerged from the other one, because the French
solution was to say, "We'll forget the rest of them and we three will decide what to do in an
emergency or indeed ini matters of high policies generally". But that was neyer feasible, and I
don't think the United States was prepared to accept it. It created a lot of tension. It was neyer
formally proposed, s0 it didn't lead to a NATO decision of any kind.

[HILLJ Where did the discussions on these issues take place inside NATO?

[PEARSON] There were private sessions of the Council with no staff present. There was also an
arrangement under which the Standing Group could discuss some of these matters, but that was in
the military net and we weren't privy to any of that. We were civilians working in the political
section, so we were more concerned with political consultations about these colonial questions and
about any other questions that arose in Council at the time, especially Soviet policies. Khrushchev
was a relatively new leader and inspired a certain amount 0f hope for progress. He camne to Paris
ini 1960 for the Summit, which broke down because of the U2. 1 remember writing a letter to my
father at the time saying what a good thing it was that it broke down because, for us, in NATO,Summits were dangerous. We couldn't be sure what would happen, or how much we would be



told. But that was the sort of thing we did - analysis of Soviet policies in Europe and elsewhere.
Cuba was an issue then too, of course, after Castro took power in '59, and that was discussed.

[HILL] Was this discussed in various comm~ittees?

[PEARSON] Well, the Group of Three Report in '57 led to the establishment of the Political
Committee and the Economic Committee. The Political Committee was where we discussed ail of
these issues and then recommended action to the Council. Political consultation was greatly
increased after '56, as a resuit of that report, and because Spaak was very keen that it should take
place. But it ran into real obstacles over colonial questions and questions of global politics. The
Americans under Kennedy were flot prepared to submit their global interests to Alliance scrutiny.
Apart from that, 1 helped to write speeches and to brief the Secretary General. I was working for
an Englishman who had been the head of the political section in the foreign office; we had a
(Jerman who was the Deputy Head, two Frenchmen and an Italian - we were quite an international
group. We worked mainly in French and English. We were in Paris then of course... beginning
at the Palais de Chaillot and then at the Porte Dauphine, just outside Paris.

[HILL] So, it was a group of about ten, was it?

[PEARSON] Yes, about eight to ten people in the Political Section, of about five or six
nationalities. Canada usually had a job or two on the secretariat. When I left, D'Iberville Fortier
became the Canadian representative on the Secretariat. He dealt mainly with press and information.
There was a lot of competition for jobs on the Secretariat, and on the whole Canadians were not
conspicuous by their presence. We were very few. They were mostly Europeans, as I remember.
The Aniericans didn't have many people there, but dominated the military structure.

[HILL] I think when I was there the Americans had only seconded people, s0 they were still a
rather limited group, whereas, say, the British and some others, were directly hired by the
Secretariat.

[PEARSON] That's right, I was seconded for three years. I must say 1 enjoyed it, because I
learned a great deal about Alliance politics. And I became somewhat of a critic of Canadian
policy, because we on the whole tended to, attach more importance to the Commonwealth and to
the UN, or at least so, it seemed to me, than we did to Europe or NATO, and I objected to that.
Mr. Green was very strong on disarmament and on the UN, and he tended to lecture his colleagues
at NATO on the importance of the UN and so, on, and they didn't like that. The UN then was just
becoming the greatest citic of British policies, French policies, Belgian policies and especially of
Portugal. Portugal was the black sheep. His views (Green's) about the importance of the UN were
flot reciprocated, except possibly by the Scandinavians.

[HILL] What would you say about the'quality of consultation in NATO and the quality of analysis,
for example on Soviet issues?

[PEARSON] We had one or two good people on Soviet issues. I'm flot sure that the quality was
high, though, bec-ause our bread and butter was to be anti-Soviet. That was the reason that we
thought NATO existed, to act as a shield against Soviet aggression. We tended to interpret Soviet
policies in a very cautious - flot to say aggressive manner, we were flot willing on the whole to
accept evidence of Soviet good will, and Spaak certainly wasn't.



(HILLI What about analysis of Third World issues. I mean flot necessarily directly related to the
decolonization issue, but shall we say the state of affairs ini southeast Asia. I'm just looking for
some area which is other than of direct interest to NATO.

[PEARSON] We were flot good at that. We had no experts on regional affairs on the Secretariat.
Most of us had served in Europe, and we were flot familiar with Africa or Asia. I don't remember
writing a single piece on anything outside Europe; although, 1 did try at one time to explain to Mr.
Spaak why Canada was so attached to matters of Commonwealth importance-- like our relations with
India and our relations with the emerging countries of Africa. I did my best to give him some sense
of the Canadian view. But I'm flot sure he ever understood it, and he always thought of us as being
slightly disloyal in some way; as he once said to me, a kind of North American "Yugoslavia". His
successor, Stikker from Holland, was more understanding of these questions, although flot much
more. I think, generally speaking, NATO's Secretaries General have flot being very understanding
of Canadian issues and views of the world; Luns certainly wasn't.

[HILL] Were there, at this time, meetings of experts on, for example, South East Asia or Soviet
pohicy?

[PEARSON] On Soviet policy, there were occasional meetings but they were not organized in the
way they've since become as an annual matter. We'd just established a Political Committee and it
deait with ail questions of this kind. The Political Committee was made up, usually, of counsellors
from each NATO delegation, "the number twos", and there were only rarely visits from Ottawa or
from other capitals. They'd certainly come for the meetings of the ministers, but otherwise we
were pretty well on our own. So it was only afterwards that consultation developed into
consultation between the officiais from capitals. The Canadian delegation got their instructions
from Ottawa, on each issue.

[HILLI The reason 1 asked that was because it does seem to me that there is very littie research
capability inside NATO headquarters, I mean on political issues. That's stili the case. But of
course one could say that to some extent there's a vehicle for that in the meetings of experts, where
NATO can draw on expertise from ail the allied capitals. But one really wonders how effective
that is.

[PEARSON] Well, 1 think it helps to be able to speak directly to the experts, especially on issues
of Soviet policy. You have an immense analyticai establishment in Washington, for example, and
somewhat less but still significant resources in London, Paris and Bonn. And when these people
come, the other allies can leamn a good deal. But at that time that kind of expertise wasn't
available, with some exceptions e. g., Jean Laloy of France. 1 don't remember the Americans
producing the kind of people they have since. There was no one in particular that stood out.
George Kennan, 1 suppose, had left the State Departmnent by then. They were more interested in
the rest of the world then; Kennedy was very much a man to problem-solve, as a global statesman.
And of course they were deeply anti-colonial.

[HILL] What about the Canadian contributions to NATO consultations. I mean, we are looking
at it a little from the viewpoint of the Secretariat. How would you see the value of Canada's
contribution? And also what did Canada get out of it?

[PEARSON] I think you have to think 0f that period, in particular, in terms of Howard Green;
he was the Minister who dominated foreign policy after the death of Sidney Smith. And he was,
as you remember, critical of die previous governmient's role in the Suez crisis, for deserting Britain



i its hour of need. Which was strange, because after he became Minister, Mr. Green did flot take
that view; he was very critical of some aspects of British policy. But, he really wa Cariadian
policy, as far as NATO was concerned, and his over-riding goal was to make progress on
disarmamnent, and that's where we got into trouble in the UN, for example. We voted in the UN
to abolish ail nuclear tests. We were one of the few countries i the Alliance who did. That was
Green's priority. And the other preoccupation of Canadians, aside fromn the colonial issues, was
North American defence--NORAD--and the whole question of introducing nuclear weapons into
Canada, and that was flot an issue of great interest to the other allies at the time.

[HILL] Except that it was a bit linked to the question of equipping the Canadian forces in Europe?
Hadn't Canada acquired the CF104 by this time?

[PEARSON] That's true. That was flot a great issue in NATO or in Canada. We were prepared
to accept a nuclear role in NATO, but flot i North America. At least Mr. Diefenbaker was flot
prepared to take the last step of stock-piling the warheads.

[HILL] Even in Europe the aircraft was flot equipped with nuclear weapons, if 'mn flot mistaken?
There was some strange arrangement whereby, to actually serve in that role, they had to go and
pick up the weapons at the last minute, or something like that.

[PEARSON] I do flot recaîl that being a big issue in NATO. 1 don't know why. I can't
remember why.

[HILL] Canada's reluctance to follow through on equipping itself with nuclear weapons didn't
poison the relationship with the other allies then, presumably?

[PEARSON] Only with the Unlited States; and, then, of course, Norstad, the Commander, jumped
into that argument with a press conference in Ottawa which was regarded as interfering in Canadian
affairs. H1e said, «There is no point in Canada accepting nuclear missiles, if they are flot prepared
to accept the warheads". It's a pretty logical statement, but, that was the only direct incident 1
recall, in NATO's role in our nuclear troubles. But then 1 left NATO in '61, and that came later.

[HILL] Ini the aftermath of the Cuban Missile Crisis, I thirik.

[PEARSON] Yes. I wasn't there during the Cuban Missile Crisis, which, 1 thînk, was regarded
by our allies as some kind of Canadian abdication of responsibility. We refused to go on alert, and
s0 on. I don't remember if the Europeans ever went on any alert, but we were bound by the
NORAD agreement. The Canadian defence debate in the earty '60s was part of the NATO debate
over the control of nuclear weapons. But that developed after I left. So my main impression is,
Canada was regarded as a kind of free rider, ini some respects. Our military contribution was flot
very high, and we were flot prepared to discuss any of the subjects that Spaak and others wanted
discussed, and so on. It was a low period for Canada's reputation ini NATO.

[HILL] At the saine time, as you mentioned earlier, there was flot very much comprehension of
Canadian points of view on the part of the Europeans.

[PEARSON] No, there wasn 't, except for the Scandinavians. We always had good relations with
Norway, and those continued. 'The Norwegians had refused to accept nuclear weapons or, indeed,
any foreign troops on their soit. We weren't comptetely atone, but it was flot a time of Canadian
leadership, certainly flot in NATO. That recovered to some extent, later, ini the sixties. And then,



of course, Mr. Trudeau pulled us back again with his decision to reduce our forces, go there has
been, over timne, a fairly constant Canadian withdrawal and retumn, and withdrawal and return, to
NATO, as a centre for our foreign policy. If you looked at the history of our NATO policies, you
would be struck by the way that the graph goes up and down. Clearly there is a tension in Canada
whatever government is in power, between our NATO obligations and our sense of ourselves as
having global interests, including our relations with the Commonwealth and with other countries
outside NATO. Ini that sense, we are unique.

[HILL] 0f course, it is also the fact that, in the mid-50s, Canada was still in the position of being
a major military power, since Europe had not recovered yet. Whereas by the 1960s, particularly
with the cancellation of the Avro Arrow, the indecision about nuclear weapons, and the change in
the whole strategic equation, the situation was already changing.

[PEARSON] In the early '60s we were spending more on defence, a higher percentage of our
budget and GNP than we are now. In the '50s, a good deal more. So our reputation as a
contributor to NATO's military role declined after about the mid '60s and into the '70s. Before
then, we were making quite a respectable contribution. And we weren't criticized for that.

[HILL] We were not criticized for the size of the military?

[PEARSON] We were thought to be making a respectable contribution. We had a division there.
There was no great quarrel about that. NORAD accentuated the process of splitting our interests
between Europe and North America, and the Europeans did not take much interest in North
America.

[HIILL] So, it's more a question of attitude, really, than of policy thrust?

[PEARSON] I think it was more a matter of attitude and a reluctance to be involved in European
colonial policies, which we did not like. That was the essential différence between Canada and the
rest, with, as I said, the exception of Norway and Denmark; all the others supported, more or less,
European polices - Greece, Turkey, and so on. Portugal was the black sheep. Only a little blacker
as far as we were concerned.

[HILL] And yet, when the Conservative governmnent and Mr. Diefenbaker came to office i '57
or '58, they did devote some effort inside NATO to drawing up a.declaration, or something of that
kmnd, to reiterate allied solidarity and Canadian interest in NATO. But, as Mr. Green took charge
of Canadian foreigni policy, that impulse declined. Or is that an incorrect reading?

[PEARSON] Well, as I say, I think Canada's reputation and interests have varied over time in
NATO. Mr. Trudeau took a view of NATO that was not very different from that of Mr. Green.
In addition, Mr. Trudeau thought that our military contribution was redundant. Mr. Green neyer
challenged the millitary contribution. What hie challenged was the political interest i maintainig
solidarity with many of our NATO allies. He was not the only one. There were many in the
Department that agreed with him. Norman Robertson was a strong believer i disarmament, for
example. So this is a Canadian phenomenon, if you like, that we back away from NATO every ten
years or se, and then show new iterest, as we are now. But we find it hard to maintain the kind
of selidarity that the Alliance expects. So perhaps this is a pattern in Canadian policies, which is
not surprisig when you think about it. We are on the other side of the Atlantic. The United States
is aise, but has global commitments we don't have. We have global interests, but we don't have
global commitments. We have te divide our tîme and resources between many différent kinds of



interests. NATO has always been only one of the several strands involved in policy. Whereas for
a country like Belgium, or Holland, or Spain, to a lesser extent Italy and maybe Turkey, it's their
major concern.

[HILLI 1 suppose if the Europeans, in general, expect Canada to behave like the Netherlands,
they are always going to be rather disappointed.

[PEARSON] I think they've given that up. We had a quid pro quo. We could say "Ail right, we
will assist in the defence of France, but we have a large country and we have some of our own
defence priorities. We would also appreciate it if you would help us from time to time"; and of
course, nothing ever camne of that. We are the only country in the Alliance which has a separate
arrangement with the United States for air defence, for example, and this kind of continental
engagement. And this is going to continue to affect policy... the current, in my view, is now
running away again fromn Europe, even though we are reinforcing our forces there. The medium
and longer term outlook is for a gradual decrease in our contribution, because of our increasing
responsibilities for our own defense.

[IILL] In a way, there is neyer going to be any return to a sort of golden age like the early
1950s.

[PEARSON] Yes, I think if you look back, probably, it will be seen to be more of a continuity
than it seemns, because even in the '50s, we were stili pre-occupied with our relations outside
NATO. Our relations with India, for example, were more important in the '50s in some ways than
our relations with France, which is extraordinary when you think of it. When I was in the Paris
Embassy, our telegramns were not of nearly the same significance as the telegrams from New Delhi.
So we have always had this tension, 1 think, between: on.the one hand, our Commonwealth and
NATO commitmnents; and, on the other hand, our aid programns and our sense of ourselves being
a new country and one that is sympat.hetic to the problems of new countries, to problems of identity,
to problemns of colonialism. There are real differences between the countries of Europe and of

North America, so 1 don't see any great break between 1956 and 1986. It was just that in the early
days we were more important as a military power, and more important as a centre for political
consultation. Our views were highly respected and we had a very good diplomatic service.

[HILL] What about the whole question of Article 2 and the non-military side of NATO. What did
Canadians feel about the state of that issue in the period you were at NATO?

[PEARSON] We were proud of our contribution to the non-military side of NATO and to political
consultations. Even though we dragged out feet on colonial issues, we otherwise contributed fully.
We were one of the leaders ini trying to bring the Americans to, consult more often about their
policies, and under Eisenhower and, Kennedy we succeeded to some extent. Dulles hadn't
consulted much, but later there was greater dialogue in NATO on political questions. So we were
leaders in that respect, and that was ail we could really do with Article 2. The only other aspect
of Article 2 that made good progress was consultation on Soviet economic policies and what we
could do about them. Ini what way should we pool our knowledge of military exports to the Soviet
Union, what kind of trade relations should we have with them? But we pretty well gave up trying
to convince the others that NATO should act itself as an organization for economic consultation on
matters of trade and payments and so on between western countries. The Organizaion for
European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) played that rote and then the Common Market, so in that
respect, we were neyer able to accomplish what we had hoped to, do in dhe beginning, that was to
make the treaty into a basis for collaboration on aIl aspects of western policies.



["IILLLI The whole idea of an Atlantic Community had run down somnewhat, in comparison with
the hopes of an earlier time.

[PEARSON] It ran out of steamn because the Europeans did flot want it. They had their own
interests.

[HILL] What about the Twin Pillars concept. It seems to me that when President Kennedy came
in, or maybe slightly afterwards, he issued a cail for a new effort to re-organize the Alliance,
basically on a Twin Pillars basis. And of course, that had serious implications for Canada.

[PEARSON] Well, we thought it did, and naturally we were opposed to any arrangement which
would imprison us in North America as one pillar, with the Europeans being the other pillar. We
resisted any political directorate. This was partly a matter of Canada's history and experience.
During the Second World War we were treated as a minor partner, even though we had a million
men in the armned forces. So none of that would we accept. In a way, we were contradicting
ourselves. We wanted a strong alliance which involved both economnics and politics but we wouldn't
agree to any arrangement which might lead in that direction, either a directorate or strong pillar.
1 think, to, some extent, we showed ourselves to be ambivalent about the future of the Atlantic
Community. The Atlantic Community was always our concept as long as we had a major role in
its construction, but if somebody else, like the French or Americans, left us out, we did flot want
it.

[HILL] 1 have just a couple of other questions on this period. One point 1 have in mind is this:
ini doing these interviews and preparing for them, 1 have been struck by the fact that in the
immediate post-war period, there seemned to be a group of people in Externat Affairs and some other
government departments, who had a very strong sense of wanting to do something about the state
of the world. They were flot unified in their objectives, exactly; but they had a very strong sense
of a need to do something. They seemed to be intellectually pretty capable people and very astute
as diplomats. Did you feel, white you were at NATO, that people in Externat, especially the senior
people there, had a strong sense of a need to do something and that they were very capable people,
or how would you assess that?

[PEARSON] It's difficult for me to comment, because of my father's role ini the early period,
but when I was at NATO, he was out of office. I remember telling him, at the time, that he had
the opportunity, now that he wasn't in office, and as an eIder statesman or a former statesman,
drawing on his experience, to put forward initiatives and proposais. He did to some extent. But
the sense of excitement of the early '50s was lost later, and with the minority governiments of the
'60s, we were more concerned about our own affairs, especially with Quebec and the whole
question of the future of the federation and bilingualism. Leadership in the Department changed
and there was a kind of withdrawal. T'here wasn't in the civil service, at that time, the same spark
that we had had before.

[HILL] One could categorize it as a sort of intellectual ferment, and a high level of commitment.

[PEARSON] There was. In the early period of construction of the UN and of NATO, the
Commonwealth, these pieces of the post-War World were put in place. Now we are beginning to
wonder whether they have served their purpose, and you could argue that now we are facing another
time of reconstruction and new thinking. Canada could, once again, contribute, but flot in the same
way. Our relative weight has changed compared to other countries: Brazil, India, China. But now



that we have our constitution in place, we should be able to devote more time to these matters, and
as one of the Summit Seven we stili have influence.

[HILL] I think, also, somnetimes, there is a role for intellectual input. You mentioned Brazil and
China and so on. While it is true that they are very major powers these days, each in their own
way, on the other hand they don't necessarily always seemn to have the impact on the rest of the
world that they might have. 1 was struck by something that Arthur Menzies said about China-
and of course, he knows China very well--that part of the problem with China is simply to keep
themn in contact with the rest of world. They have a tendency to be off in a world of their own,
and they find the rest of the world very clifficuit to understand.

[PEARSON] 1 didn't mention Japan and Germany as two of the powers of the future who can be
expected to show this kind of leadership. The role is there if Canadian governments, want to take

it, but, until recently, we have been so concerned with our own affairs that we haven't wanted it.
Now we are moving out of that phase, and 1 expect we might find a new generation of officiais who
will step into those shoes again, provided there is political leadership.

[HILL] Before we leave the NATO period, are there any thoughts, or recollections, that you would
like to mention at this point?

[PEARSON] Well, later on in life, I became a member of the Atlantic Policy Advisory Group
which was made up of the policy/planning units of each country. We met once a year and looked
at the -longer terrn. Our reports didn't have much influence, but it was a very useful way of

thinking with our allies about common problems of the future. NATO does have this familiarity,
and informai capacity for the Allies to meet, in various différent guises, whetlier it is
policy/planning or regional conflicts or relations with the Soviets, which gives it a continuing
vitality. We don't have that in the Commonwealth, we don't have that at the Summit meetings.
There are ways of talking to each other which are hidden fromn the public view, but which are vital
to the continuing life of the Alliance, and which are, I think, probably its most important attribute.
We can exchange views at almost every level and build up contacts 50 that in a crisis, consultations

can be held very quickly. I think one of the interesting studies which could be made is how,
through, this process of consultation, crises have been avoided. We tend to think about the crises
that have taken place, but it would be useful to study the crises that have 1121 taken place, because

of NATO consultations and the role of the Alliance in finding compromises amongst différent views.
One could take the potential crises that have been dealt with, the potential crisis in the Gulf, for
instance-there must have been hundreds of hours of consultations in NATO on that subject and who
knows what will happen But the point is that the Alliance provides the vehicle for undertaking this
kind of consultation, and there is no substitute for it. So I think that NATO will remain essential,
even if its original purposes are lost, and there is a kind of continuing détente with the Soviet
Union. 1 imagine that these functionsof consultation and cooperation will continue. There is no
other way of doing that.

Part V - Amýbassador to the Soviet Union. 1980

[HLLI I wonder if we could go on to your period as Ambassador to the Soviet Union, which was
from 1980-1983. 1 have one question initially which is: looked at from Moscow, what sort of role
do you thinlc Canada should play within NATO in order to deal with the Soviet Union in the best
kind of way?



[DIEARSON] Well, I think that we should use the NATO forum as an opportunity to put forward
our own views on what is happening in the Soviet Union, partly to balance the views of others,
particularly the United States, and in an attempt to corne to some consensus on the future of the
Soviet Union. That means that we have to have views, and we have to be willing to express them.
We need to strengthen our capacity to understand the Soviet Union. We have tended to neglect that
in Canada. We don't have dhe kind of expertise that some of our allies do. We are now beginning
to develop that, but until we do, it will be hard for us to have real influence on the policy questions
of how to deal with the Soviet Union. I hope that in five to ten years we wiIl have enough people
who have served there two or three times to be able to contribute ini a major way to this process
of analysis. It's not something that you can learn overnight. It means speaking the language, it
means keeping up with the Soviet press and with the speeches of the leaders, etc. So that 1 think
we have (a) to improve our capacity for analysis and (b) have the political will to express views
which may be contrary to those of others, or at least those of our neighbour. If you confront the
United States on questions of Soviet policy, you are touching a sensitive nerve, and this is
particularly true over questions involving the rest of the Communist world: relations with Cuba,
relations with Nicaragua, relations with Vietnam and others. Those are the questions that are most
troubling and difficuit, where some understanding of the relations inside the Communist world are
important. At one point, we tended to assume that it was a bloc which included China, but the
Chinese defection exploded that myth. But we stili tend to think in terms of a kind of monolith with
orders coming fromn Moscow, and we've got to overcome that image in order to understand what
goes on. In addition, we have to understand what happens inside the Soviet empire, the land mass
of the Soviet Union, and what that means for the future. And that requires understanding of Soviet
Asia, the Baltic Republics, Trans-Caucasia, and the rest. The major allies: the Americans, the
British, the French and the Germans, are ahead of us in terms of this analysis. Part of the reason
is that our universities have not yet produced enough scholars.

[HILLI Looking at your own period in the Soviet Union, during the Brezhnev period, how would
you see the long-terni development of the Soviet Union, and how would you situate the years that
you were there?

[PEARSON] I was there at the beginning of the end of the Brezhnev era. It was a time, therefore,
of speculation about the future. People tend to think that Gorbachev is a new phenomenon, but
there were signs of change when I was there as well. A key figure in that period was Andropov.
He initiated the period of change but died before he could implement much of what he wanted to
do. Almost any leader after Brezhnev would have had to initiate change, because, Jike any leader
long in power, he was reluctant to face the facts of change in Soviet society- the decline in the rate
of economic growth, the stagnation in agriculture, the corruption amongst the senior officiais, some
of whom who had been for thirty years in one place. Gromyko had been made Foreign Minister
ini 1957, and he was still there in '84, and he wasn't alone. There were many who had been in
office almost as long. So there was almost bound to be change. It was not a sudden transition;
there were signs of change even then, there had to be. So I think we tend to, exaggerate the
Gorbachev phenomenon. On the other hand, he has surprised everyone by the speed with which
he is acting and that couldn~t have been predicted.

[HILL] I think one thing I have been struck by over the last few years, has been a series of
articles talking about the fact that it is not just the senior leaders who have to be replaced in the
Soviet Union, it is the entire middle management throughout the whole Society, because it's simply
the fact that many of them have been in their present positions for nearly thirty years. So there was
bound to be a generational change there. And one wonders if Gorbachev is obliged to run fust
simply because otherwise the thing can get out of hand.



[PEARSON] He did flot have any choice. One forgets that the people who were then in power
came to office in the '50s and even in the '40s. Stalin had killed off ail the older people. Gromyko
became Ambassador to Washington when he was thirty-four, and other people of that generation
assumed high office very young. That generation is now disappearing. There is a new cycle of
younger people, but they are flot as young as their predecessors were. They are in their Mifies now,
the new men, and in the 1940s the leadership tended to be a decade younger. What is important
now is that for the first time, the leaders are able to embark on a new course. These new men owe
nothing to Stalin, and have no particular loyalties to Stalin's system.

[HILL] You sec quite a difference between the current situation, then, and that at the time of
Khrushchev.

[PEARSON] Indeed, a completely different situation, because Khrushchev and Kosygin, and ail
those people, were trained by Stalin and grew up in positions of responsibility under Stalin and there
was nio way they could renege or disclaim responsibility--they were there. What these people now
can do, and they are doing, is to de-Stalinize the system, which is a real change. Somebody has
cailed it the Third Revolution. There was Lenin's, then Stalin's and now there is the third one.
So in that sense, one can hope for permanent change. I don't see how they can go back. They are
an educated élite, ail of whom have been to trade schools or universities. Khrushchev neyer got
past grade 10, if that, and Brezhnev had certainly neyer been to university. Now they have a
generation that will flot be willing and could flot be brought to accept a returfi to, the past. The only
alternative is a military take-over and I don't think that is in the cards. The military are loyal party
members, and are probably incapable of becoming political leaders. It is simply flot in their genes.
So I don't see any alternative to continuing change in the way Gorbachev is proceding, except that
if he goes too fast, the others may turn against him and look for a more cautious leader. But they
won't change direction. It is radier a matter of the pace of change, 1 think. They can't stop the
young from wanting western life styles, and they can't stop communication with the outside world.
So I guess it is a question of the kind of regime, whether-it is flot going to be democratic in our
sense--whether it will continue to tolerate opposition or not, and whether it will be prepared to make
the changes in economic organization which lead to greater productivity. 1 think the Soviet people
will support any leader who will be able to give them the kinds of things they expect, which is a
standard of living that is in some sense comparable to ours. Right now, it is about haîf our standard
of living and, given the high standards of education they have-they will flot tolerate or accept the
continuing lack of the most basic resources. You can't buy a decent pair of shoes in Moscow. You
can't eat meat more than three or four times a week. Unless they can get their economic system
to work, who knows, they might go ail the way for some kind of free enterprise.

[HILLI Even if it was done in a limited degree, there is plenty of room for change there. How
do you think that NATO should respond to whatever ia going on in the Soviet Union?

[PEARSON] Well, I've said that we should follow a policy of constructive engagement, a term
first used by the Reagan administration about South Africa. If we show ourselves willing to trade
with them and to communicate and to exchange people and so on, their borders may begin to open,
they will allow more innovation and they won't put people in prison for political views. Gradually,
we may be able to affect the pace of change inside the Soviet Union by the policies that we follow.
That means first of ail turning back the arms race in some way. They have offeèred ideas and are
certainly willing to compromise. We have to accept that they are not the enemy in the old sense,
just as we've accepted this about China; to deal with them as people. New weapons systems and
evcrything which leads to greater military competition between us and the Soviet Union will tend
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to block that. 1 put arms control and arins agreements at the top of the list of the process of
engaging them on ail fronts. They are also talking about converting the ruble; they want to join the
NMF, and once they convert the rubie there is no reason why they can't. We shouid pursue
common enterprises of ail kinds: space, the oceans, the Arctic, and so on. 1 think there is a chance
of constructive co-operation in ail these kinds of ways. Gorbachev says that he wants the USSR
to become an exporter of wheat again. In that case, there are other kinds of things we could do in
common. But ail these possibilities could be blocked by political deveiopments in Eastern Europe:
if Poland or East Germany, etc. reject the systemn imposed on them, the opportunities for détente
would disappear. There is no way, no matter what Gorbachev does or whatever the leadership is,
that they will allow, in the foreseeabie future, the countries of Eastern Europe to become allies of
the West.

[HILL] It puts a particular onus on the West, also, to make sure that the situation in Europe as
a whole is managed as weil as possible. Ini the past, when there were explosions, the ones who
suffered the most were the peoples of Eastern Europe.

[PEARSON] Weli, 1 think they continue to fear that Eastern Europe will try to go its own way.

[HILL] I wonder if you'd like to say a brief word about Soviet policy towards Eastern Europe and
towards Germany.

[PEARSON] One of the keys to change in Soviet policy is their capacity or ability to overcome
their fear of a united Germany, ailied to the West. I don't think there's any way they wil accept
that now. They have to aiiow a certain amount of creative freedom in Eastern Europe simply to
prevent further revoit, and on our part we have to be careful flot to encourage Eastern Europeans
and particularly East Germans to believe that they can, in a sense, join the Western alliance,
whatever form it bas. The Soviet Union would then, I think, abandon aIl co-operation with the
West, and re-arm, and we would be back where we were in 1950. The management of the process
of change in Eastern Europe is the key to the future of East/West relations. We must avoid the
mistake of appearing to want Eastern Europe wo become part of the West, and encourage, rather a
process of non-alignent, of Finlandization, that is internai freedom but external constraints. That
would serve our purposes and serve their purposes. They have accepted Finiand; there is no
pressure on Finland in regard to its internai policies. Indeed the Communist party in Finiand is
losing ground rapidly. They have accepted Austria, and 1 see no reason why, in the long mun, they
couldn't accept a quite différent system in Eastern Europe.

[HILLI What about the attitude of the Soviet military? Jonathan Dean, a former US ambassador
to the MBFR negotiations, remarked in an article two or three years ago that an MBFR agreement
could be completed in a matter of months, provided that the Russians could be reassured about the
situation in Poland, or reassure themselves perhaps, and also provided that the Soviet military was
wiiling to accept some reductions; he clearly saw the Soviet miiitary being a major probiem here.
But do you think that is the case? Wiil Gorbachev and people like him be able to persuade the
Soviet military to accept arma control deals in Eastern Europe?

[PEARSON] 1 think the party is willing to compromise, and the military will have to go aiong.
They will draw the line at deep reductions in the Soviet armed forces, say a 50 percent reduction.
I don't think they will accept that (I'm talking of troops, flot of nuclear weapons). But anything
other than that I thinlc they could accept, provided they believe that the West was flot a threat to
their security, and they would have to be convinced of that. For example, if the United States
withdrew its forces from Europe, and the German army was under some form of constraint in terms



of numbers, I see no reason why the Soviet military would flot withdraw from Eastern Europe.
'They have no particular reason to be there, except in the sense that they fear attack, and would
prefer to defend their country outside their borders. The big nightmare is that they would have
again to defend their country inside their borders. But if they could be convinced that there was
no great threat to their security--then 1 see no reason why they shouldn't agree to disarm up to a
point.

[HILL] So, for example, just to take one instance, that of East Germany, where the Soviets have

20 divisions, if you get something comparable in the west, would the Soviets be prepared to cut
their forces there, do you think?

[PEARSON] People have argued that they keep those forces in Eastern Europe to control the
Eastern Europeans, but I personally think that is flot the primary reason for them being there.

The priinary reason is for defence against attack, or forward defence. They want to prevent any
attack on their homeland by defending themselves as far west as they can. And if they were
satisfied that this was no longer a threat, then they would withdraw.

[HILL] How would they then control Eastern Europe?

[PEARSON] I think they are prepared to accept the Findlandization of Eastern Europe over time.

Now that may be optimistic, but I think it is worth exploring.

Part VI - General

[HILL] One last question: is there any last comment you would like to make about Canadian
policy in NATO, and on the role of NATO in Canadian policy?

[PEARSON] Originally, I think, our objectives were to bring the United States into an alliance

with Europe so as to share up Western Europe which everybody thought was about to collapse.
Obviously that has been accomplished. NATO did flot develop then into an Atlantic Conimunity,
but it has developed habits of political consultation. It could become a puely political alliance, for

purposes of consultation and co-operation, provided that relations with the Soviet Union remain

relatively stable. Whether it could survive as such, 1 don't know. But 1 think we could live with

that, and it would enable us to do other things, such as help the UN in its peace-making tasks, do
our share of the defences of the continent, etc..

In the long run that would be our best posture. Certainly, from a military point of view,
it makes little sense in my view for Canada to have forces stationed permanently in Europe; they

contribute very littie, they are expensive; and they distort our defence priorities. So I think we

could live with a non-military NATO,, though whether that is a feasible concept 1 don't know. I
think it's somiething we might work towards, and if relations with the Soviet Union continue to
improve, then I think it's something that might become feusible.

(HILLI Well, thank you very much indeed.
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ROBERT CAMERON

[HILL]' Good morning. Our guest today is Ambassador Robert Cameron, former Assistant Under-
Secretary of State, and Canada's representative to, Poland and a number of other East European
countries. Ambassador Cameron, we are very pleased that you can be with us this morning and
that you have agreed to participate in this project.

[CAMERON] For rny part I amn very glad to participate. I have always been a strong supporter
of NATO and I feel that it stili has a very valuable role to play in terms of Canadian foreign policy.

[HILL] Ambassador Cameron, as you know, what we are engaged in at the present is an oral
history of Canadian Policy ini NATO. We are examining the development of Canadian foreign
policy since 1945, and trying to obtain some insights into Canadian approaches to international peace
and se curity, especially in the field of East-West relations. We are focussing on NATO and on
NATO-related issues.

[CAMERON] I understand.

[HILL] Ambassador Cameron, just to, make some further comments about the main thrust of this
project, it is of course aimed at examining the role of NATO in Canadian foreign policy and in
Canada's efforts to pursue its foreign policy goal of international peace and security. So we will
be very interested in your views on issues which arose when you were working directly on NATO
affairs, for example when you were head of the NATO and North American Division of the
Department of External Affairs in 1969. But we are also, keen to have your views on developments,
in areas which might be described as NATO-related. By this I mean when you were working on
questions dealing with relations with Eastern Europe, for example, during the 1970's when you held
a series of ambassadorial posts there. Ambassador Cameron, the way we would like to approach
these two interviews is to examine your career in a series of phases. Part I will deal with the early
phase up to 1947, Part Il will briefly consider your early service with the Department of External
Affairs from 1947-1958, Part III will deal with the years from 1958-1968 when you were serving
in Ottawa, Washington and Bonn. Part IV wilI consider your work in the years from 1969-1974
when you were firstly head of the North American Division of tie Department, and then Director
General of the Bureau of Defence and Arms Control Affaira; and I believe in that samne position you
were the External Affairs Representative on the Permanent Joint Board of Defence.

[CAM[ERONI On two occasions in fact, two separate occasions.

[HILLI Part V will deal with the years when you served as Ambassador to Yugoslavia, Romania
and Bulgaria which was in 1974-1977. In Part VI we will deal with the years from 1978-1980
when you were Ambassador to Poland and the German Democratic Republic and in Part VII we will
examine your service during the years 1981-1983 when you were Assistant Under-Secretary of State
with responsibility for the Bureau of International Security Policy and Arms Control Affairs. 0f
course I am aware of one or two other aspects of your career: for example, when you were
Diplomat in Residence at the University of British Columbia from 1977-1978 and I think afterwards
you had a similar posting to the University of Toronto. We will try to, work some reflections fom

4Interviewers: Hill, Pawelek. Interview dates: 4/5/87 and 6/5/87.
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those periods into the discussion as we work through the different issues in a more or less
chronological order.

[CAMERONI That is fine.

Pant I - Early Yeats. to 1947

MHILL] Ambassador Cameron, the purpose of this particular section is to give some idea of your
own background.

[CAMERON] I studied law at the University of Toronto, at the School of Law which was under
the direction of Professor W.P.M. Kennedy who was a noted authority on constitutional law.
Durmng the summers, to assist with the cost which my widowed mother could ili afford, 1 worked
at a variety of jobs, deck hand on a lake boat, bell boy at a hotel, etc.. Like many of my
colleagues at the time, 1 received my law degree on Active Service. Having served in the Officers
Training Corps, I was eligible to compete for a commission as a junior officer in Her Majesty's
Canadian Forces. I trained at Gordon Head, B.C. and from there 1 went to a number of other
training camps, and for a number of reasons 1 ended up probably training in more branches of the
Canadian Armed Forces than any other officer at the time. Eventually I ended up in the infantry
and when I went overseas, I trained again at a battie drill school in Southern England, and I arrived
on the continent just at the end of the war, and was posted to a regiment calied the Essex Scottish
which had had a very bad time at Dieppe, lost most of their men. I was with the Essex Scottish
in Germany for about four months for the most part looking after surrendered German troops.
Faced with the prospect of staying longer in Germany with the armny of occupation, I chose the
option of volunteering to join the Canadian troops being sent to fight the Japanese. We were sent
back to Canada, had al our innoculations to fight in the jungle, including malaria shots and
everything, and then something happened in Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the war was over. I went
back to University and I decided that I would flot go into law. Having been abroad and having
travelled a lot, I decided that law, sitting in one place in Toronto i the lawyer's office, was not my
cup of tea, so enrolled as a M.A. student in Political Economy, under Professor Dawson. He was
an exceptionally stimulating professor and I enjoyed very much working under his guidance as an
instructor with one of his graduate seminars. I continued these studies until the early spring of
1947, when having passed the External Affairs entrance examination, I accepted their offer of
employmient at the huge sum of $2,700 pet annum!

Part Il - 1947-58

[HILLI So that really Ieads us then to Part 11, which is your early career in the Departmnent.
You joined the Department in 1947 and you served first ini Ottawa like everybody else, 1 suppose,
who joins the Department; and then you were in Havana from 1948 to 1950.

[CAMERON] There is something i there that is flot mentioned ini my CV and that is that my flrst
appoitment i the Department, having been there, I guess, a total of six months or maybe a year,
1 was sent to New York to the United Nations to be Secretary, which is a demanding job, of the
Canadian delegation to the Economic and Social Council. My knowledge of the subject matter was
not very great, 1 can assure you, but it was an introduction to the conférence. 1 was there for three
months i the summer and i those days there were no facilities like we have now. The meetings
were outside the city at Lake Success, in a factory that was built during the war, with
air-conditioning which was designed to cool the building when they had machines going. To
survive, all the women translators wore fur couts. Paul Martin was the Minister of Health and
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Welfare and Head of the Delegation; George Davidson, his Deputy, was number two, and Arnold
Smith was number three. We had traveiled ail the way out to Lake Success every day in a taxi
and then sat ail day in this freezing temperature. At night we went back into New York and
sweltered in the hotel where there was no air conditioning. Juiy and August, I guess it was nearly
two and one-haif months. That in effect was my introduction to an international conference.

[HILL] That was after you joined the Departmnent?

[CAMERON] Yes, 1 had been in oniy four months. In those days you were trained on the job;
you were given a desk and a pile of things to do ail of which required action and you had to get
busy. Or if you went to a conference, you knew nothing about the background at ail, virtually
nothing. You had to read it up when you were there and then you had to write a report.

[JULLI Well, you went from there to Havana?

[CAMERON] I learned about Havana from a guy calied Mr. Mike Pearson who in addition to
being our Under-Secretary piayed first base on our departmentai soft bail teamn. I was one of the
pitchers. 1 was just married and luckiiy had found a nice iittie apartment in Sandy Hill. 1 was
going the to the East Block one morning and Mr. Pearson was on the streetcar with me. In the
course of the conversation, he said "I hear you are going to Cuba". 1 coughed a few times and said
"No sir, 1 really have not heard anything about that", and he said "There must be some mistake,
you know there have been so many postings iately that I must be mixed up«. He was the Under-
Secretary. And when 1 got off the streetcar I immediately went to my boss Gerry Riddeli and I toid
him about my conversation with Mr. Pearson and he said "Yes, Bob, I amn sorry to, tell you that that
is true. We did flot like to tell you because, you know, there have been so many cases of postings
been announced then, at the last minute they had to change it". "So", he said, "but if you want to
confirmn it you can phone up the head of Personnel." So 1 phoned up oid Terry McDermitt, who
was covered with embarrassment but confirmed the decision which meant giving Up our apartment
and leaving for Cuba in about six weeks. Tlhat is just the way things worked in those days.

[HILL] It was a much smalier Department.

[CAMERON] It was a smaller Departmnent and everybociy knew each other I suppose, but on the
other hand Administration was not its strong point and it neyer has been.

[CAMERON] Havana in those days was, how shall I say, a very agreeable first post. It was like
very many Latin American countries, there are the haves and the have-nots, and the haves were the
minority and the have-nots were the majority. But we neyer had the feeling that the have-nots were
suffering very greatly because of the n ature of the climate, and the very fertile nature of the
country. It was a country which was then going through, the second so-called demnocratic regime
of President Prio Socarras, who was the second elected President after the World War Il. During
World War II the man in charge was Fuigencio Batista, who was the real authoritarian strong man
i traditional Latin Arnerican fashion. During the time we were there it was Prio. We had good

relations with the Cubans. It was a period, 1 wouid flot cail it of turmoil in the political sense, but
there was a certain amount of unrest among the workers, particuiariy the sugar workers. There was
a Communist party, flot a very strong one. Most of our problems were in a sense reporting general
conditions in the country, bilateral relations. There was a large contingent of Canadians in Havana
which was an important centre in the Caribbean for Canadian banks, insurance companies and
businesses. Canadians had a very good reputation. The Cubans did flot trust their own government
and they did flot lie to put their money with the Americans s0 they put their money in Canadian



banks and insurance companies which did very well. There was a big Canadian colony there,
bigger than the British. There also was a very large Anierican contingent but Canadians were very
well regarded. And of course the Canadian Trade Commission had been there long before we had
opened the Legation. There had been trade relations with Cuba going way back before the
Department of Externat Affairs was established. As a first post, Havana was very agreeable. It
was interesting, and involved a new language. At first we used to speak what we called "Spench",
which was, Quebecois French with a Spanish ending. And the Cuban's used to say, "muy bien".
TaIk about language training, one week ini Havana was worth three months in some language school.
You really had to communicate i Spanish, you could not use English. And you had to read the
papers; tiiere was no translation. We had a translator but it was a hopeless kind of translation as
he did not know how to write English.

[MILL] It had nothing to do with East-West relations at tliat Urne?

[CAMERON] It was more bilateral, and in ternis of the work, there was quite a bit of consular
stuff. For example, somte of the consular work involved looking after seamen, visiting them in j ail,
etc.. There was a fair amount of that. But you had to do, as you did in those days, practically
everything. If the officer from Trade and Commerce was away we had to do the trade work, or
if I was away he would do our work.

[ILLI From there you came back to Ottawa and you went into the European and Economnic
Divisions. Was any of that involved with work with NATO?

[CAMERON] Yes. The most mnteresting period at that time involved the question of German
entry into NATO. 1 remnemrber John Halstead was my equivalent in the NATO Division, and I was
on the German desk, of aIl things, having just come from Cuba. I remember, we had to work on
the resolution presented to parliament where there was a debate on German entry into NATO. We
also had to prepare reports on the situation for Parliament, for commîttes and for the Minister's
statements; there was a long process which led up to the eventual resolution endorsing the
admission of Germany to NATO. Each country, including Canada, had to go through this process.
There was quite a debate in the House on the issue. I was involved on the European side, but a
lot of the work was done by the people in the NATO Division. We had to prepare a lot of
memoranda on the German attitudes and look after aIl the telegramns and the documents that came
in from our Embassy in Bonn.

[HILLI Well, that is a sort of very exciting period in.

[CAMERONI It was very, very interesting. For example, there was the related, politically
sensitive question of German rearmamrent. I did have a little bit of knowledge of the background
as I had been i Gerniany for four months at the end of the war and I'd read a good deal about
those issues. It was a very active period, with long, long hours devoted among other things to the
preparation of reports for Parliament and its committees. They had more debates on foreign policy
i those days than they do now ini the House.

[HILL] That was the whole period of the French assembly rejecting the European Defence
Community, the negotiation of the London and paris agreements, etc..

It is interesting that you mention the parliamentary aspect of this, because my impression
is that there was very littie dissension i Parliament about the modification of the treaties that
brought Germany ini. Isn't that so?
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[CAMIERON] Weil, 1 think that's probably true. My recollection is flot very clear, but I think
that probably there was littie dissension, but there was a lot of looking at it from a bureaucratic
point of view and briefing the Minister. But I do not recail, having not always gone regularly to
the House, how much opposition there was. I think a lot of the Members probably did not
understand the issue. The document before the House was very complex and to study it carefully
took a lot of time. I do not think the average Member probably had the time, and probably few
of them were aware of ail its implications.

[IILLI It was not very long after the war really, so the average Canadian, many of them....

[CAMERON] The CCF, as I recali, was very strongly opposecl to the rearmament of Germany;
but I just do flot remember how much full discussion there was. We prepared a lot of material for
the debate which, I think, lasted at least a day.

[HILL] Would you say that NATO served the interests of Canadian foreign policy well in that
period, 1 mean as regards bringing Germany in and so on?

[CAMERONI To the extent that Canadian foreign policy is served by the maintenance of
international stability and especially East-West stability, 1 think that this action was very much
required at the time. Certainly the perception on this side of the Atlantic, and 1 think in Europe,
was that the Soviet Union had flot done anything in the way of reducing its huge forces which had
been mobilized during the war, had done nothing to alleviate any concern about their expansionist
aims; and the events of 1948 in Czechoslovakia served to, reinforce these fears. I think if you look
at it in retrospect, I do flot think there was really any other option open to the allies. I think that
the reconstruction of Germany was a remarkable event if you compare it with what happened to
Germany after World War 1. To my mi, it was a sign of real statesmanship that the United States
was prepared to take the lead i allowing the Germans to build Up their economy, and not to impose
upon them the kind of sanctions that were imposed after the First World War. And the German
attempt to introduce democracy, 1 mean in West Germany, has been successful. I do flot think that
would have been possible had they flot been required to have their own forces. I think that the
Germans were a bit ambivalent about this; I was i Bonn later and I do flot think - certainly the
young people were not happy about it. Your impression is probably the samne Roger, they were flot
happy about being in the forces, you know, it is flot something they look forward to at all. It was
a real pain. And there is always the worry in the back of many people's minds that they might
sometimes become aggressive again. My own view was that it was a positive development. There
were a lot of worries at the time, 1 grant you that.

[HILL] But you do flot think there was any prospect of pushing, for German reunification, as a
neutralized country?

[CAMERON] Yes, there were, and there were a number of proposais. 1 remember in 1955 there
was a conférence in Geneva, a couple of conferences in Geneva, for German reunification on the
basis of free elections and this became almost a subject that got kind of boring, because they put
it forward so many times. But the Communist system does flot work on the basis of free elections,
and there was no way that the Soviets were going to accept a freely eiected government in
Germany. The experience in Poland showed that their idea of freedom, and free elections, was
quite different from ours. And there were a number of proposais; 1 can remember preparing
various proposais. Canada was flot shy about putting forward proposais about Berlin and a unified
Germany; there were ail kinds of ideas floating around.
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[IILL] And they were put forward inside NATO?

[CAMERON] Yes, inside. 1 arn getting ahead of myseif a bit but there were some put forward
later on i the 50's, and 1 think if you talked to another person that was involved in this, Professor
Peyton Lyon at Carleton University, he was doing the German desk later when I was on the NATO
side. He was very active in many of these areas and there were ail kinds of ideas floating around,
some of them having Germany as a sort of a neutral along the lines of Austria. It would be
guaranteed by the four powers, the big boys, and there would be an elected govemnment on the basis
of free elections. It seemed clear that the Soviets would neyer go for that but at one point they
actually camne very close.

[HILLI It was flot from want of trying, then?

[CAMERON] No, no.

[MILL] It was flot that the West approached this thing in a fossilized way?

[CAMERON] No, that was flot my impression. No 1 think there were a lot of people that
probably were kind of cynical about the proposition of a unified Germany on the basis of free
elections. The problem is that the kind of system they have in Eastern Europe just does flot allow
for any dissent. To introduce plurality into such a system just would flot work.

[MILL] It is interesting. Thinlcing back on that period, I remember the night that word came
through that the French Assembly had rejected the European Defence Community. It was a big
event.

[CAMERON] And those French fears are still alive today you know, I think.

[HILLJ About the whole question of .. ?

[CAMERON] WeIl, you have heard the old French joke about Germany. They loved the Germnans
so much they would like to continue to have two Germanies. And it is true. Now that may be
disappearing as the young French people meet the young Germans, they travel more, and stili it is
way down deep inside, it ia part of the French psyche, how tJ"e feel.

[HILL] A lot of things seemed to happen in that 1945-55 period, but nonetheless already by 1955
one was into a différent kind of a world, somiehow, from the immediate post war period. To many
people in Canada, this was a kind of golden age of Canadian foreign policy and security policy.
Canada was a strong member of NATO and pursued some very effective diplomacy, I think. Then
i 1956 there was the Suez cnisis, and Lester Pearson inventing peace-keeping. One keeps coming

acnoss this phrase: The "Golden Age of Canadian Diplomacy. « How would you sec it? Would
you sec it ini those termns?

[CAMERON] Well, 1 would put it somewhat dïffenently. 1 think to me it was a time when Canada
played a very active role commensurate with our position as one of the langer, one of the bigger,
participants i World War Il. I mean I think it flowed from the fact that we had a very large part
i it, bigger than we ever had, after World War 1. We had a big part to play in things, a fainly big

part for a smaller country, i the post-war setulemnent; and combined with that we had a number of
people, Escott Reid, Lester Pearson, and Gerry Riddell was another one that you do not even hear
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about anymore because he died prematurely from. overwork, and St. Laurent, before this period you
are talking about, who were very active. And Canada played a big role in bringing NATO into
existence, a big role, and this is what makes me so mad when I hear someone like Gwynne Dyer
talking about how Canada was dragged in by the Americans. The Americans were the ones who
did flot want to get involved in a lot of this. Anyway, no 1 think that there was a combination of
circumstances plus a ver)' active and able group of people who were dedicated and, flot only
dedicated but very competent at negotiation, at reporting a whole series of things. We were able
to play at that timne a much greater role than the size of our country would normally warrant.
Whether you cail it the Golden Age of Diplomacy, I do flot know, but I think it began right at the
end of the War with the people like George Ignatieff and Escott Reid and Lester Pearson. 1
remember Norman Robertson was another unusual person, very unusual; he had a remarkable mind.
He could apply the experience on GATT, the rules of GATT, to the disarmament negotiations-
this kind of thing. Unbelievable, and he would corne up with these ideas which were incredible.
But he had heavy responsibilities as Under-Secretary with enormous piles of things to deal with,
piled, up i baskets on his desk. But he also had, we found out later, a technique for dealing with
problems when he could flot make up his mind. In those days they had those swivel chairs with
a little pad on the seat. The story I recaîl about him. was that he would stack the papers relating
to those problems under the pad on his seat. Later, when he moved out of his office in the East
Block, they found a pile of memoranda, a thick wad of really complicated problems whose
importance appeared to have diminished with the passage of time. Another key player was our
former Ambassador in Washington, Arnold Heeney, who was there when 1 was posted to that cit)'.
All these were exceptional people and very influential. At that time there was an unusually strong
group of civil servants who have written about by Professor Granatstein in his book "The
Mandarins." 1 do flot think he coloured bis account of what was going on.

[HILLI Perhaps one of the most important things that Canada did in this period was to help to keep
the United States involved with the world, and flot go back to isolation as in the previous periods.
It is flot just the bilateral relationship between Canada and US that is important.

[CAMERON] No, I agree.

[CAMERON] Thbe rôle we played in Washington in that period was much greater than most people
are aware of, I think, because of the influence of individuals. 0f course, it was a smaller world
i those days.

[MMLLI Te influence that Canada exerted on the United States at that time was flot so much
related toi the bilateral relationship? [CAMERON] No.

[HILL] It was more in world affairs..

[CAMERON]IlTat is right, and 1 think that was because it was reinforced. by the fact that we
were more of a player on the global scene than we are now in the security sense. Sure we play a
lot of roles i other things, but proportionately we had a greater role to play then by virtue of our
war time operations.

[HILL] One point that John Holmes brought out, which I had neyer really been aware of, is the
fact that on the economic side, particularly in the immediate post-war period, it was Canada that
helped maintain the British economy with a major loan. 'That has been almost forgotten diese
days.



[CAMERON] That is coming out in the documents which they are going through right now.

[HIILL] It was Canada's help that was critical. Britain was in state of near-bankruptcy.

[CAMERON] The British economy was in great difficulty, that is right. There was a lot of help
given to Britain then.

[HILL] So, that sort of thing meant that Canada had a major role in international affairs.

[CAMERON] On these kinds of issues, which are flot issues that touched the headlines often, but
have a lot of influence with people in charge, in positions of authority.

[HILL] Do you have any fuirther comments on that period?

[CAMERON] 1 remember Robert Ford. He was the another key player. He played a very key
role in those days.

[HIILL] But in terins of Canada's relations with NATO in that period, are there any other
comments?

[CAMERONJ Well, I cannot think of anything else. I guess the event that comes to mind so
sharply is the admission of Germany to NATO, and the problems involved in the German
re-armament. The question of Berlin was the key question and stili is, and the attitude of the allies
to Germany, the admidssion of Germany to NATO. Those problems preoccupied us - almost every
day - and the Canadian attitude towards them. There was a certain amount of opposition, and 1
think it was mostly in the CCP. But there were also SPD people in the German parlianient, who
in those days were somewhat ambivalent about German re-armament. But I think Adenauer did
command substantial support even outside his own party and was able to get the proposition
through, and that was by no means a simple matter, getting it through the Bundestag.

We also had in those days something that we do not have now. We used to have a daily
briefing group preparing intelligence for the Chiefs of Staff in the Departmnent of National Defence.
1 was the External Affairs guy on the group. There were three people from the Services, a fellow
froin the Joint Intelligence Board (JIB), and myseif from External; we would do a short report every
day on the main issues of interest. We would get into the greatest arguments with the guys in DND
and they of course would have their own perspective about the world and what was happening in
the world. So we got what you might caîl a world view from an intelligence standpoint in that job.
It was interesting and I did that for about a year and one-half before I joined the European Division
and became immnersed in German problems.

[HILLI When you were doing intelligence work, did I understand you to say that US estimates
were generally much exaggerated, or some of thein were?

[CAMERON] Well, I think a lot of them were, particularly those dealing with China. The
Americans used to argue that Red China was part of the Communist bloc. Like the British empire
in the old days, the bloc was coloured in red and covered most of the world. We argued that China
could flot be regarded in those simplistic terms. China had its own aims, although clearly there was
a close association wîth the Soviets. But they had basic problems which were a source 0f division.
In hindsight, our position really was borne out by events. I guess we went to Washington a couple
of times and used to have what they called joint estimates. We used to have long arguments on that



issue. We neyer got agreement. And of course I think they did flot want to get agreement. 'Me
Americans regarded Communist China as being one of the bad boys like Nicaragua today. I mean,
they have blinkers on and they do flot want to look at them; there are no greys often, it is black or
white. Reagan is a good example of that. It is nothing new with the Americans.

[IILL] Well, I know that when we did the parlianientary report on security and disarmament, one
of the crucial issues there was to put in two different sets of estimates of the world military
situation, because you could flot simply get agreement in the committee on one set.

[CAMERON] That is right, we had two different estimates.

[HILL] And the information you take is basic, it tends to govern a lot of the rest of your thinking.

[CAMERON] And then later we had the saine kind of problem on the bomber gap. You
remember that.

[HILL] Yes, that is right.

[CAMERON] So it is flot a new phenomenon. I just thought that would be relevant.

[HILL] 1 would just like to finish up with the period when, from 1955 to 1958, you were in
Stockholm. That was a period when East - West relations were undergoing a great deal of change,
in the sense that de-Stalinization was going further and further ahead; it had started in 1953. Then
of course there were the Polish troubles, which brought Gomulka to power, and then the Hungarian
crisis. And there was a continuing problem with Germany and Berlin I think, plus then there was
the Suez Crisis. That of course was ail somewhat to the south of where you were in Stockholm.
But what was the state of the security situation in Scandinavia while you were there. Were the
Scandinavians involved in thinking about NATO at that time?

[CAMERON] Not very much. Well, first of all, most Scandinavians were isolationists during
World War I. Norway was not involved, they were neutral, the Swedes were out. The Swedes
were not mnvolved in the hast war; the Norwegians were directly involved, but the Swedes were
involved to the extent that they hooked after their own interests, you know. 'The feeling between
the Norwegians and the Swedes when we were there was very strong. Norway would flot forgive
the Swedes for allowing the Germans to go through their country and up into the North. There was
a lot of antipathy between the two; at least that was my impression in those days and I think it still
exists to this day. The feeling persists that Norwegians fought during the war and the Swedes made
money and allowed the Germans to go through their country into Norway, and they sohd iron ore
to feed Hither's war machines. The Swedish factories prospered. My impression of Sweden is that
Sweden looks on itsehf and is regarded by a lot of the Norwegians in the saine way as the United
States is regarded by people in this part of the world. They are regarded as the wealthiest, the most
prosperous, and so on. Although Stockhohm is flot exactly the centre of the worhd, the Swedes tend
to look on it as such. In a way, Scandinavia is kind of a world apart. And the Swedes like to
run things; and they tend to hook on Finland as their protectorate. The Swedes are very proud of
their history. Apparently the word "Russia" came from the Swedish word '*Rus". Back in the late
middhe ages, the Swedes conquered most of die territory which is now the Russian Republie of the
USSR. The Swedish museuma are full of things that they brought back from that part of the world.
So, they sort of look on themsehves as the big guys in Scandinavia. As for the Soviets, they do flot
like tbemn. They stilh look upon thein as their traditional enemy. Sweden has its own little defence
force which is quite remarkable for the size of the country. The whole population is about 7



million. They have prosperous and efficient industries. They build their own airpianes, and in

addition to Volvos .they are now selling cars ini Canada that are built by the Swedish aircraft

company, "SAAB". They are a remarkable people but I neyer got the impression that Sweden was

a world player in the sense of being involved in a lot of these East - West issues. They were

mnvolved in the UN. Their big player was the Secretary General of the United Nations. That kind

of role when Hammarskjôld was around in those days, was their focus. The UN was their focus.

The role that they played in the humanitarian side, the role that they played through Hammarskjôld

was their international focus. T'hey were interested in, but marginally involved in, the other East-

West issues. What they really liked to talk to you about was what they were doing on the UN

Commission in Korea. We were on the Commission in Korea at that time so they were interested

in talking about that. They would be interested, they would tell you a bit about their problems with

the Soviets, you know they did not have submarines in those days, but they had problems of that

kind. They had the perennial question of the Swedish diplomat that disappeared during the war -

Wallenberg. They had a number of issues like that. They had a few bilateral questions with

Canada that were quite important. There were a lot of Swedish investmnents in Canada, a lot of

money in shipping and investments in pulp and paper on the West coast; that whole bilateral

relationship has grown enormously since those days. There are a number of areas where we have

a very considerable common interest with Sweden.

[HILLI So that was the focus of your work, you were flot really working on NATO-related issues.

[CAMERONI No, flot really, no. Although it was useful for me to have this background. We

had as our Minister, Jean Chapdelaine, you may have known him.

[IILLI No.

[CAMERONI This was his first position as Head of Mission. His predecessor was a man called

Matthews, and hie left just after we arrived and I was in charge for about three or four months, and

then Chapdelaine took over. He was also accredited to Finland. And the other thing about the

Swedes is that they are very pre-occupied with what the Soviets do vis-à-vis Finland. Finland is

part, they considered it as almost like a protectorate, and the Finns get very annoyed with this

paternalistic attitude of the Swedes. Finland is a bilingual country and the traditional ruling classes

in Finland are Swedes, who are a minority.

[HILL] Stili about 10 per cent of the population.

[CAMERONI They used to compare it to Montreal with the French Canadians and the English,

there is a similarity. But, no, 1 would not say that East-West relations loomed very large. We were

fairly busy. Because the Minister would tootle off to Finland, 1 would be in charge and have to run

everything, including the information program. There was one other officer who was a Commercial

Secretary and 1 would do his work when he was away and he would do my work when 1 was on

holidays. You had a very full platter of stuff to do, apart from being Chargé; and the Swedes, as

1 say, were very good to deal with in the sense that when you went down they would ask you

"What do you want to talk about?*. And they would give you more than what you wanted to know,

more than you had trne to write down. You did not send telegrams in those days. You hW to

write it ail down, you know, and complote it witb the formal ending: «I have the honour to be, Sir,

your obedient servant."
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I do flot know if that is very relevant, but it is kind of another world in Scandinavia. They are
northemn people, they have a number of problems similar to Canada, but they are very, in a sense,
distant; related to US politically mostly through the UN.

Part III - Ottawa. Washinaton and Bonn, 1958-68

[HILL] Ambassador Canieron, in 1958 you joined the Defence Liaison Division in Ottawa and then
you went to the Embassy in Washington as Counsellor for Political Affairs for a further four year
period. This was a very important period in Canadian-Anierican defence relations and also in
Alliance relations, for example in respect of the problem of the control of nuclear weapons. 1
wonder if you could tell us something about the development of Canadian-American defence
relations in this period, especially relating to NORAD and also to the question of equipping the
Canadian Armed Forces with nuclear weapons. I arn wondering what kind of impact did Canada's
policies on the nuclear weapons issue have on its standing and influence in NATO for example.
This is in the period after 1958; 1 think it was to about 1962.

[CAMERONJ Would you like me to mention the Canada-USA side first.

MIILL] Yes, if you would like to. Ibis period after 1958 was the period that NORAD was
established, wasn't it?

[CAMERONJ Yes. I arn just trying to get the events in sequence. These are as they come to my
mind but they may not be accurate in ternis of 'the precise dates. 1 can mention a bit about th'e
relationship between the Department of Defence and the Department of Externat Affairs, which 1
think was very germane to this whole business because, there was in 1958 as Chairman of the
Chiefs of Staff a man called General Charles Foulkes, who was a very, very shall we say,
intelligent, influential, unusual member of the Services, very conservative in his outlook, as many
members of the Forces tend to be, but also very much, as we say 'he played his cards close to his
chest'. I think without doing him an injustice my recollection is that he tended to give Ministers
what he thought Ministers should have, and thought that the members of the Forces, who were
conscious of the security aspects, security in the sense of military aspects of various weapon
systems, they should deal with that and the Ministers would have less interest in some of the
different types of equipment. The actual decision on NORAD, 1 think, was taken just before 1
joined the Division. The officer who was dealing with dhis, if 1 remember, was Jim McCardle.
1 did the NATO side, that is the things that were going on in NATO, and 1 was only indirectly
involved at that particular, period in the arrangements concerned witii North American defence. So,
there was a whole series of things, there was the question of the NORAD Agreement, the question
of the over-flights by SAC aircraft, the Bases Agreement, Argentia, ail tiiese issues where 1 think
your best source would be .Jim McCardle. On the NATO side, I think the issue that stands out in
my mind was the equipment of the air division with the CF 104s, which was in 1959. There was
very little said in any of the papers we got from National Defence about the role the aircraft would
have or the kind of weapons it would use. I remember doing a memorandum for the Minister in
which 1 brought out the fact that the aircraft was expected to have a nuclear-strike role which
would have a number of important implications. White we were flot involved in the Cabinet
meeting I had the impression that the equipment issue was flot considered very carefully or that the
Ministers were aware that the aircraft would be carrying nuclear weapons. My recollection is that
this aspect of the decision did flot appear to weigh heavily in the minds of the people who had to
make the decision and it was flot widely advertised by DND. It was typical of the way the
government operated in those days. The Department of National Defence ran their shop, they
tended to keep alI these things to themselves. They would say: "We are the airmen, and we know



best what is required. « They did flot provide any more information than they thought was necessary
without actually hiding it.

[HILL] When the Diefenbaker goverrument came in, I think it was initially in 1957, and then in
1958, the government was more or less presented with the NORAD Agreement and asked to sign
on the dotted line, which it more or less did. And it relates a bit to the CF 104 as well, and to the
Honest John in Europe. What happened then, as far as I understand it, what happened is that the
government at that time took these decisions which were presented to it by DND. It did flot go
through a careful analysis, and what Canada wound Up With was a NORAD Agreement which was
flot related to NATO, or at least it was in a vague sort of way but certainly without the kind of
consultative procedures there are in NATO. Plus, then, Canada acquired the CF-104 with the
nuclear role and also the Honest John but in fact without nuclear warheads. The Avro Arrow was
scrapped in this time, and Canada got the Bomarc, but it did flot acquire the warheads.

[CAMERON] Yes, there were separate agreements necessary for the warheads.

[MILL] Some people argue that this was just another case of the govemnment's indecision.

[CAMERON] I know that there are lot of people who say NORAD should be dloser to NATO
and that consultations should be more in tune with the NATO side. I amn aware of tiiat, but I think
you also have to accept the fact there has been too much written into the NORAD Agreement. The
NORAD Agreement essentially was an attempt to integrate the North American air defence forces
as a practical arrangement. The political side of it was not, in those days certainly, ever given a
great deal of prominence or importance. There was at that time, the Canada-US Defence Commîittee
which involved the Minister of Defence, the Minister of External Affairs and their counterparts in
the United States. The Minister of Defence Production was also included because the defence
production was an important part of our bîlateral relationship. On the US side 1 think that was
handled by the Secretary of Defense, because they did flot have a Cabinet Minister responsible for
defense production. Now this committee gradually, with the lack of, shail we say, rapport between
the Diefenbaker crowd and the people in Washington, feil into disuse. But for a while, there were
meetings held in this committee and I think that the tendency was to look on that--this is my
recollection, it may be faulty--but 1 think there was a tendency to look on that as a kind of political
consultative relationship, and NORAD was not. It was considered to be more of an integration of
the air forces for the air defence of North America, which made sense, given the perception that
the Soviet Union was developing a considerable bomber force which would have the capacity to
attack SAC bases and other strategic points in North America, and that consequently, in fairiness
to the people who were there at the time, it seemed to me there was flot much thought given to the
need for consultation in NORAD. But I think my own perception is, that the difficulties arose
largely out of the separate worlds in which National Defence and External lived and because of the
dissimilar attitudes of the officials and ministers involved. As I recali there was flot much rapport
or consultation between the departments. My experience in Washington was similar; the Pentagon
was suspicious of the State Departmnt-- "a bunch of cookie pushers, those diplomats, what do they
know about these problems. We are the guys who are on the front line."m A little bit of that existed
and still does today. Our defence people and senior officers are only beginning now to talk about
arms control. The Americans are a long way ahead, of us in this regard. A similar situation existed
in the late flfties in Canada. On the ministerial side in DND you had George Pearkes who was a
World War 1 hero who won the Victoria Cross. He was a very good soldier. Ho was the Minister
of Defence and our Minister was Howard Green, 1 believe.

[HULL] It was Sidney Smith originally.
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[CAMERON] Well, I can tell you something about Sidney. My recollection of Sidney Smith goes
back to my time when I was in DLI division. The late Bruce Keith and I used to have to prepare
papers for him because he was appearing before the House of Commons Committee on External
Affairs which was discussing Berlin and Gerrnany. Sidney Smith had been President of the
University of Toronto and a prominent Rotarian and a very good speaker. We prepared for him
a briefing paper which attempted to explain the Four-Power Agreements on Germany and Berlin.
Have you ever read those documents?

[HILL] No.

[CAMERON] Well, the GATT Agreement is probably easy to comprehend compared to those
very complex agreements. Ini any event, he went to the Committee in the buse of Commons and
he got absolutely hopelessly mixed up; instead of admitting his confusion to the Committee
Chairman and turning the matter over to his officiais, he went on and on and he got worse and
worse. After the Committee was finished I remember Bruce Keith and I spent a couple of nights
going over the manuscript of bis remarks trying to correct it to make some sense out it. I also went
to a meeting with Sidney Smith in NATO. It was my first experience at a NATO meeting and it
was in Paris in the faîl of 1958. Geoffrey Pearson was in the NATO Secretariat and Bill Barton
was the head of our division in those days. That autumn there was a Berlin crisis, and you may
recail the Soviets were threatening to prevent the American forces from having access to Berlin.
John Foster Dulles was the Secretary of State and a very powerful, impressive guy. We sat up ail
one night practically until about three in the morning with Sidney Smith preparing a speech, because
the next day was a very key NATO Council meeting. The question was that the Americans
threatened, to blast their way through with an armoured brigade, which would mean the fat would
be ini the fire. Sidney Smith looked over our draft and did not like it; he wanted to change this and
that. I sat in at the Council meeting, where there was quite a heated debate about whether the Allies
should use force to make sure that their rights of access to Berlin were protected.

[HILL]IbTis was the time of the "free city", was it not?

[CAMERON] That is right. I remember that John Foster Dulles in the course of his statement,
or maybe it was in the course of the discussion, implied that if the Soviets did not back down that
they would maybe have to consider deploying the Strategic Air Command, the thing that everybody
was trying to avoid. Sidney Smith had had a good statement prepared. He read about two
paragraphs of it, pushed away his statement and in a very emotional voice said: "Mr. Chairman,
Canada will not support this action that the Secretary of State is proposing. We hate nuclear
weapons, Mr. Chairman, and we will not go along with this idea that John Foster Dulles is
proposing". I remember bis outburst very clearly. It is probably not in the record of the meeting
because there was no formaI record kept of this exchange. But what Dulles was saying, was part
of American policy at the time. They had superiority in nuclear weapons and Dulles favoured using
their superiority as a deterrent, a means of reinforcing their policies vis-à-vis the Soviet Union.
Sidney Smith, I suspect, was reflecting one aspect of the Canadian psyche which bas always been
anti-nuclear. I believe he interpreted Dulles' statement to mean that the USA was getting ready to
start to use nuclear weapons unless the Soviets backed down. In any event, Sidney Smith was very,
very emotional; I believe he died sbortly afterwards. He seemed to be out of bis depth and I have
heard this from other people. He was a very fine man, but he just did not comprehend many of
issues altbough be had a gut feeling about a lot of them.



[H"ILLJ In fact then, what you had was people, like Sidney Smith in particular, and perhaps to
some degree Howard Green later on, who had their own particular viewpoints. They were very
worthy men, but they had difficulty dealing with some of these issues and particularly in relation
to the Defence Department. The CF-104 seems to me a good exampte. The Air Force had very
clear ideas that they wanted the CF-104.

[CAMERON] Oh sure, because as professional airmen, they wanted the best available which at
the timne was the CF-104. As 1 recall, the politician or the average Canadian did flot understand that
this aircraft was to take on a nuclear-strike rote even though they were flot designed for that kind
of a rote. The German Air Force had a terrible time with them. They later called it the widow-
maker because of the number of crashes. But it was a high-performance aircraft, it was the Cadillac
of the Air Force in those days, it really was.

[HILLI Canada had the CF-104 and the Honest John but did not have mhe nuctear warheads for
them, and was flot really able to do mhe nuclear rote.

[CAMERONI But I think the explanation for mhat is very simple. Not only did you have mhis
différence of view or attitude between the Defence people and the people in Externat, and mhe lack
of personal. rapport between Pearkes and Sidney Smith and between Harkness and Green, but you
had Green as a champion of world disarmament. Howard Green was in World War 1 and like most
people that have served in the forces during wartime, developed strong views about warfare.
Unfortunately, he was naive when it came to the realities of disarmement. 1 think he was sincere
but 1 think he was really naive. He was strongly in favour of general and complete disarmament,
of everything dealing wimh disarmament to mhe point where It mink his views did flot reflect much
sense of realism in discussions with people who were involved in mhe business. But 1 also mhink he
saw disarmament to some extent in political terms as an issue popular among many Canadians
especially on mhe West Coast.

[HILL] So what you have is some degree of confusion in Canada's policy towards NATO. What
kind of impact did mhis have on Canada's role in NATO?

[CAMERON] Well, in mhis way. Howard Green believed mhat you could be sort of pure by flot
havmng anything to do with nuclear weapons. Therefore we gave serious consideration, and the
Americans probably thought we were out of our minds, to an arrangement whereby mhe delivery
systems (e.g., Bomarcs) would be stationed in Canada, but the warheads would be stored across the
border and brought across mhe border when there was a crisis. And this included mhe warheads for
mhe missiles to be installed on aircraft for air defence. 1 have forgotten the name, but today they
have a conventional warhead which is better than mhe nuclear warhead in use in those days for mhe
same purpose of shooting down bombers. In those days, mhe only missile they installed on an air
defence aircraft was mhe one wimh a nuclear warhead. The philosophy seemed to be mhat if we kept
the warheads down in Colorado Springs or somewhere in the US and had mhe missiles on the plane
in Canada (it was the sanie wim mhe Bomarc), we were "pure". Howard Green's position seemed
to be that as soon as you brought the warheads into Canada, you became part of mhe nuclear club.
He tended to see thigs in simplistic terms. On mhe omher hand if we were really serious about it
we should have told the Americans "No SAC bomber flights over Canada, no export of the
uranium." Probably he did flot want to annoy the Americans to that extent. To give him credit,
1 think mhat he really felt that it was getting us in the nuclear club if we had nuclear warheads in
Canada, and mhat led to the crisis later on. 1 also remember mhat mhe Conservatives insiste-d mhat mhe
US obtain approval every three weeks for overflights, of Canada by SAC aircraft. A lot of people
thought at the time that this lack of more generous advance authority for SAC implied a lack of



confidence in SAC's rote as the West's main deterrent. This was another part of the whole problem
in that 1 do flot think anybody in senior levels of the Canadian Government ever acknowledged
SAC's rote except possibly in the sense it was generally regarded as the "Sword" or nuclear
deterrent with NATO's conventional forces being the "Shield". And as you know, the Americans
did use the sword as a means of pressure on the Soviets during the period before the Soviets
achieved nuclear parity. The Cuban missile crisis was the classic example of where the Soviets
knew they were nuclear underdogs, and they backed down. The experience convinced the Soviets
to build up then nuclear strength.

[HILL] And in your view, this ambivalence had a rather unfortunate impact on Canada, and on
the perception of Canada within NATO?

[CAMERON] 1 do not know how it was looked on in NATO itself. It is a littie difficult to just
say NATO. I think some of the allies thought we were incredibly naive. I remember going to one
NATO meeting and Howard Green spoke about the importance of dealing with the non-aligned and
the developing world. He took up quite a bit of the time of the Council to tell them about his
experience of sitting next to one of the African delegations in New York. 1 think it was the
Cameroon delegate who impressed Howard Green very much. He then proceeded to lecture the
Ministers about good will, and the importance of it in dealing with the developing countries, and
using this as an examnple. He talked enthusiastically about his experience at the UN; many of
Europeans, who regard themselves as pretty sophisticated, did flot really think this was quite
necessary for a Canadian Minister, who had only been in office for a year, to lecture the Ministers
of Foreign Affairs, including the French Minister. I think it was the Frenchman who turned aside,
and said something to the effect of, if Howard Green had been as long in Africa as he had, he
would flot talk that way about the Africans. Ini the view of many Europeans, Howard Green was
seen as unsophisticated, naive, and a do-gooder. There was some puzzlement among the Europeans
as to why Canada would have a Minister who was flot only strong on disarmament and on
peacekeeping but did flot have much to say about security; indeed he seemed to be unrealistic and
naïve about security.

[HILL] So, between 1962 and 1966 you were in Washington? This was a crucial period in inter-
allied relations because of the beginnings of the problem, with France. You have this whole business
of the MLF also. What was your impression of that period? Particularly, what was Canada's
influence in Washington on NATO issues at this time?

[CAMERONI Again, it reflects the state of affairs in Ottawa. First of ail we had the Cuban missile
crisis in 1962, which 1 guess was the first big crisis. 1 can remember there was a real fear of
nuclear war. People were stocking up on canned goods in the cellar. 1 do not think I have ever
experienced anything like it since then. It was a real worry that the world was going to go up in
flames, and you had a situation where the US governiment was acting in a way which kept al
information in a tight little bail, restricted to two or three people ini the Cabinet. The State
Departmnent did flot know anything. Now maybe the Secretary of State did, but there was certainly
no information around, about what was going on or what they were preparing. They knew the
Soviets were putting in these missiles, because they had been watching Cuba for a long time. Soviet
relations with the United States were bad; Krushchev thought Kennedy was a naive, Harvard
Bostonian. He thought he could push him around because he had done that I think, in Vienna at
the meeting before, and there was a very bad personal relationship between the tw. At the saine
time, 1 do flot think East-West relations were regarded as being at a critical, point, and as a result
none of the allies were informed of what was going on. Ibis went on for two or three weeks
resulting in a real build-up of tension. AIl kinds of people went down to try and pick up any little



bits of information, Charles Ritchie used to have lunch with various people, and everybody was
trying to find out what was going on. The Ambassador, along with his NATO colleagues, was
calted in to die State Department an hour before Kennedy made his statement on television
announcing what had happened, what they were going to do. The former US Ambassador to
Canada, Livy Merchant, was sent to Ottawa as a speciat emissary with photographs of the
deployment of the missile sites in Cuba. It ail happened within hours, the whote thing, and then
1 guess the next thing that happened on the Canadian side was an announcement, 1 have forgotten
exactty how it came out, but I think it has been recorded elsewhere many times, that Diefenbaker
camne out with a statement that said, in effect, that they ought to send thie United Nations in to
confirm the accuracy of these American photographs. That is what it sounded like in Washington,
and of course this immediatety implied that the Canadian Governinent did flot really accept, at face
value, the statement of the President of the United States, that the Soviets had deployed these
missiles in Cuba. So you can imagine what kind of reaction the Americans had to that. And then
related to that, was the question of them putting their air defence forces on a more advanced state
of aiert. You had the NORAD forces where you had the commander-in-chief of NORAD also the
commander of US air defence forces. The saine man wears two hats but I think 1 amn right in
saying that the US commander put their forces on what they cati DEFCON 3, which is a high state
of readiness, flot the highest but a fairty high state, and that on the Canadian side, the Canadian
Government did flot take a simitar decision. Ihis is stili a matter of debate; what action was taken
by Canada. 1 was in Washington so I was flot involved. The point I amn making is that this was
another source of more than irritation for the Americans. First, the statement by the Prime Minister
of Canada which could have been read, atthough I do flot think he necessarity meant it that way,
but it coutd have been read as implying a certain degree of distrust or questioning of President
Kennedy's decision. In fairness to the Canadian Ministers, I think it reflected more Howard
Green's idea that the UN should have a rote to play, and a lot of people thought the UN should
have a rote to ptay in that situation. So that event, and our reaction to that event, coloured very
much the relationship between Washington and Ottawa. In addition, President Kennedy came to
Ottawa and ini his address to the combined House of Commons and the Senate suggested that it
would really be a damn good thing if Canadians got off their fannies and joined the Organization
of Ainerican States. His proposai was flot wetI received and in addition to that he wrote a nasty
note to one of his colleagues about Diefenbaker, which became public. I have forgotten exactty
what it said, but it was something like: "This S.O.B. is from the backwoods." Well, att these
things cotoured the relatîonship between the two goverfiments. And here you had a President who
was, very poputar in Canada. Kennedy represented the new .wave, the new look; his wife was
popular and he seemed to bring a completely different approach to Government., The amazing thing
to me is that despite catastrophes such as the Bay of Pigs--it was a reai disaster run by Kennedy-
-his popularity remamned high in Canada, a popularity which is still undiminished. However, the
relationship between the governments was very poor. On the officiai level we ait had our contacts
but they could flot tell us anything during the Cuban crisis. They were flot allowed to and probably
did flot even know themsetves. 1 have flot read Bobby Kennedy's book, but you know it was a reai
hundred days, a realty tough time and they did flot allow anybody into, anything. They were scared
to death that the Soviets would find out what they were doing and they did flot want any leaks.
And, as you know, NATO is not exactly a sealed chamnber.

[HILL] Did that improve signifficantty with the advent of the Pearson Governinent?

[CAMERONJ Yes, I think it did imnprove. In 1965 1 went to Germany.

[HILLI Then you have the Vietnam War.



[CAMERON] Yes, the Vietnam War started when I was in Washington. 1 remember very well
McNamara and his whiz kids bringing ail these computers in, and they professed to have the answer
to everything. It was just a matter of putting it all in the computer, and figuring how many tons
of bombs had to be dropped on the Viet Cong; then it would flot be very long before the bad guys
would stop beating the good guys.

[HILL] A very un-Canadian approach to things!

[CAMERON] The standard fine in those days was that if the North would leave the South alone,
everything would be ail right.

[HILL] 1 rernember some of that.

[CAMERON] One thing 1 do remember there is this: when Johnson came in after Kennedy was
killed, that was a traumatic event. Johnson came in and--talk about Ronald Reagan being a cowboy-
-this guy was a cowboy, a traditional, cowboy. You may have read these stories about how he
treated Pearson down on the ranch. 1 do flot think Johnson ever forgave Pearson for making that
speech in which he mentioned Vietnam. For Pearson to go into his own backyard, and to tell him
to stop bombing the bad guys was too much. It is in the American character, to believe in the use
of force, whereas we do not. They carry guns and everybody is allowed to have one. For a
Canadian to corne down and tell them how to run their railroad especially in deaiing with those
bastards the Viet Cong was unforgiveable. I believe one of those diaries of Charles Ritchie could
tell you more about the relationship. In short, I do flot think that relations improved aIl that much
with Pearson, partly because of that incident.

[HILL] But despite Vietnamn, this was also true from 1962 on, as you mentioned. The Soviets
were building up their forces because of Cuba. But also that time was a great period of détente as
well, because you had the partial test ban, you had the movement towards the Non-proliferation
Treaty. That was a great phase of détente, which presumably Canada was pushing for as well.

[CAMERON] Certainly there were moves on the arms control front, they were very important,
and one of the important considerations was the extent to which there was nuclear fallout, and a lot
of it came down in British Columbia from the Soviets tests. You talk about acid ramn, they had a
high nuclear content of radioactivity to some of the rain that came down in the West Coast after the
Soviets let off an enormous nuclear test, the biggest one 1 think they have ever exploded in the
atmosphere. And there were clouds with high levels of radioactivity which drifted over Canada.
During that period an agreement was reached flot to test in the atmosphere. Certainly, there was a
lot of movemnent on the arms control front, and possibly I was doing Howard Green a disservice
to, suggest he was naïve. I think he was naive about how to get those things done. They are
achieved because the countries find it in their national interest to agree to it, but flot because people
are going around making statements in the UN. Also there was a move towards détente, and 1 think
there was the beginning in NATO of the concept of the twin pillars of détente and defence based
on the study done by Belgium's Foreign Minister. You know from your time in NATO 1 amn sure.
It is true, détente carne reaily after the Cuban missile crisis, and recognition by the USSR of the
need for accommodation with the West.

MHILL]Iibis was a period when NATO was moving forward to détente and also a period when
France was moving off to a partly independent position. Did Canada have much influence in
Washington, say in the early '60s? How would you assess Canada's influence in Washington, say
under the Liberal Governrnent, not talking about Howard Green, but afrer that, say pushing for
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more moves on détente, towards the Non-Proliferation Treaty and also with respect to relations with
France for keeping -France within the Alliance?

[CAMERON] Oh, I think we played a part, I think we played a considerable part. I do flot know
whether you could say it was with Washington, as much as it was ini the NATO forum. Our
relations with France were always pretty good because of the bicultural, bilingual nature of our
country, 1 think. 1 cannot remember who was our Ambassador there at the time, but I think that
we did do a lot to try to ameliorate the relations with France, to try to ensure that a serious situation
did flot develop when they decided to pull out of the military side of NATO. As you know, I think
i practice they continued to co-operate pretty well on the military side, even though their forces
are no longer integrated. I think we have traditionally been more conscious of the French outlook
on NATO problems, particularly when a lot of their positions are a reaction to an aggressive
American attitude to a lot of things. I think it is rather difficuit to distinguish between the influence
we have with Washington, as opposed to the influence we might have indirectly. As I recall we
did play a very active role in the NATO Council, both before and particularly after Pearson came
in, on a lot of these issues.

[HILLI But rather than pushing for them bilaterally through Washington ... ?

[CAMERON] Well, we did what we could in Washington. But on the higher political level, al
of this was coloured to somne extent by the rather poor relations that we had, certainly during the
Diefenbaker period.

[HILL] I wonder if we could just deal, before we break, with one last phase, which is from 1966
to 1969. You were Minister-Counsellor in Bonn, and this was certainly a ver)' important juncture
i Alliance affairs. This was the period when to some degree the Germans were caught between

the French and the Americans. De Gaulle had confronted the Germans with this sort of choice,
particularly over the nuclear guarantee to Germany. I do flot know if that was already over by then;
for a period there the Germans were really in a dilemma because they wanted to maintain the
Amnerican guarantee but they did not want to alienate the French.

[CAMERONI Are you referring to his proposaI for the Three-Power Directorate?

MHL] Yes, that sort of thing.

[CAMERON] 1 can say from my experiences there and elsewhere that we were very concerned
about the Three-Power Directorate that de Gaulle was pushing, and I guess our views were very
sympathetic to the German concerns. And I think that we did aIl we could by putting other
proposais forward. 1 rememiber there were a number of variations on the theme as it might apply
to practical situations. For example, who would have control over the decision to, use nuclear
weapons, whether it would be ail members of the NATO Council or only those who had nuclear
weapons. There were a whole series of situations that were looked at, you know, in termns of how
do you arrive at this horrendous decision, to allow your forces to deploy, flot only to, deploy, but
to use nuclear weapons, given the fact that the American President had the ultimate decision on the
release of the nuclear warheads. How was the Council going to be organized to deal with this; this
issue is stili current today. It is an extremely difficult question of consultation. As I recall
throughout the time that I was dealing with NATO issues, we were probably number one in pushing
for more consultation on a number of things, including the question of consultative procedures for
the release of nuclear weapons.



[HILL] Yes, and this was in 1967, while you were in Bonn. The Alliance had developped the
strategy of forward.defence and flexible response, and I think that was the point when the Nuclear
Planning Group and the Nuclear Defence Affairs Committee were established. But, on the other
hand, 1 think this was a combination of work done over quite a long time, and perhaps those issues
were more or less resolved by the time you were ini Bonin.

[CAMERON] I would say this is an issue that will neyer be resolved, in the sense that you can
work out aIl the plans or procedures you want, but when it cornes down the crunch--and I think this
was shown in Cuba--lt is a matter of confidence between the governments at the time whether they
are willing to consult on an issue of such importance. The important thing is that they do not allow
to much discretionary authority to the field commanders; because they do have procedures to deal
with an emergency. The presidential authority may have to be granted ini advance. That is the
serious thing I thînk, and those above aIl, ought to be looked at periodically. 1 arn not up to date
on this, but 1 think it makes sense if you are talking about North American defence, for a
commander on the West Coast to have power to use nuclear weapons to shoot down a bomber
which is approaching Victoria or Vancouver or Seattle. But does it make sense to give it to a
commander on the forward front in Europe? I do not think he has it now, but I mean that was the
kind of issue NATO was grappling with.

[HILL] Are those the kind of things you were dealing with while you were in Bonn?

[CAMERONJ No. We would not get involved in that. That sort of thing is done in the NATO
Nuclear Planning Group, a highly classified club. In Bonn, we had to divide our time between
bilateral and international questions. If you take the international issues, there were ail these issues
with the French; we had to report on what the German attitude was on De Gaulle, on relations with
between France and Germany, the question of French forces in Germany-they still have forces in
the Rhineland--the attitude of the Germans to a whole series of issues in the UN and NATO, and
disarmament, etc.. You would have to sort of plot your week as to what, depending on what you
heard from Ottawa, what you thought was important wo report. We covered everything. I did flot
do it all but I supervised most of the material; another big issue was the question of the Canadian
Forces i Germany. When I was there the Forces moved from northern Germany south down wo
Lahr where they co-habited, as they say, for a brief period, with the French. When the French
eventually left they did flot leave a very tidy establishment; they were flot noted for their
house-keeping. But quite a bit of time was spent dealing with some of the problemns related wo the
move. We also had losts of visitors and many ministerial visits. Bonn is a small, quiet little
capital, but Germany is an important ally, so we had a lot of work. But it was a good period.

[MILL] You mentioned the move from Soest to Lahr, but when was that? Were you there when
the troop cuts decision was announced?

[CAMERON] I came back. I was ivolved a little bit here in Ottawa. I was brought back at the
end of 1968 because I knew a little bit about the German side, and I was in Ottawa when tiiat
happened.

[RILLI But they decided to move south anyway, prior to that, in other words?

[CAMERON] Oh yes, it was a move before that time. The troop cuts came later, it was with
Trudeau, and Trudeau did flot corne in until 1969.

[HILL] And also, of course, the Canadian air wing was moved from Zwcibrflckcn to, Lahr.



[CAMERRONJ Yes, 1 remember going to a party at the Canadian base in ZweibrQcken, which is
a beautiful littie town famous for its Rose Festival. The Canadian relations with the German
population were extraordinarilY good, s0 much better than was the case with the Americans, for a
number of reasons. Anyway, the night that we went to the part>', the commander had just received
a telegram from Ottawa, saying that he was going to have to tell the Germans the next day that they
were leaving Zweibrûcken; hie had ail this information bottled up inside him, and he could flot say
anything. He had to go ahead with his speech which was fuît of praise for the German population,
knowing that the next day hie would have to tell them the>' were ail going. We had members of our
staff who deait in more detail with specific problems. For example, we had a representative, Judge
Advocate Generals' Office, that deait with all the Status of Forces problems. There was an office
that did nothing but deal with problems arising out of a special arrangement between the Canadian
and German Air Forces. There was also a militar>' attaché, and a naval attaché. We totalled eleven
officers altogether in addition to the Ambassador.

[HILL] How would you assess the importance of the Canadian presence in German>' to the
Germans? To the German Goverrnent?

[CAMERON] Ver>' high. I would assess it ver>' high, flot because of the size of our Forces, but
as symbolic i ternis of our relationship as a North American country, our close relationship with
the United States. The>' see it in context of the US as much as Canada. The>' see that if the
Canadians should pull out of German>', the>' would view that as an event that could either affect the
United States Congressional attitude, which the>' watch like a hawk, or it could affect the US
attitude toward their vulnerable position i the East-West context.

[HILL]Isl there also the thought that in the event of a crisis, or even more in a war, that although
the number of Canadians on the ground is relativel>' small, nonetheless there could be
reinforcemrents which would corne along? Does that have an impact. on their thinking? Do they see
thîs as being the first part of a larger Canadian presence in the event of a war?

[CAMERON] 1 do not know whether the>' would ever sa>' that. I think they see it more as a
symbol of resolve, you know, b>' a country that was their enemy and 1 think the West Germans have
a high regard for Canadians and for Canada general>'. There are quite a few commercial and
investment links with Canada, and I think the>' have a fairl>' high regard for our position on a lot
of iternational issues where our views, particularly in the last ten years, have been doaser to the
Germans than the>' have been to an>' other country in NATO. On a lot of the East-West issues, for
example, we were much dloser to the Germans than to other larger NATO members.

[PULL] Reail>' the German question lies at the heart of European securit>'; how would you assess
the importance of NATO in dealing with the German question?

[CAMERONI I think it is ver>', ver>' important. From my timne in Eastern Europe, having been
accredited to East Berlin as well as Warsaw, 1 do flot think you can underrate the importance which
NATO has i respect of that East-West issue. The existence of the two Germanys is not a
confrontation in a strictl>' militar>' sense, it is a confrontation in a wider political securit>' context.
Because the Soviets are so paranoid about their securit>', the>' rel>' on the maintenance of a cordon
sanitaire which includes East German>'. Over the years, in my view, there will be a growing
tendency on the part of the Germans to corne together for natural human reasons, because the>' are
ail Germans. It has already started on the economic front, and 1 think that, it seems to mie that is
one of the reasons why it makes sense for Canada to continue to press for a combination of détente
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and defence. It does flot make any sense, to my mind, to continue this confrontation ad infinitum.
To the extent that we can ameliorate the relations between Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,
and the United States and Western Europe, the better it will be for the world I think, partly because
of this German problem. Until that is resolved more amnicably, more in a way which will take into
account Germany, and German concerns and the relations they have with their neighbours and allies,
that, to my mi, will remain the raison d'être for the continuation of NATO.

Part IV - Ottawa. 1968-74

[HILL] Ambassador Cameron, in 1968 you returned to Ottawa and were then appointed Head of
the NATO and North American Division of the Departmnent of External Affairs. A year later, I
believe, you were promoted to Director General of the Bureau of Defence and Arms Control
Affairs. It was in that capacity, I believe, that you also served as Canada's representative on the
Permanent Joint Board on Defense.

[CAMERONI Yes, that is right. This was the first time that I was in the position of being the
representative of the Department of External Affairs on the Board. The Department of External
Affairs is represented by two officers. There is the official Externat Affairs member who,
traditionaily, has been the head of the Defense and Arms Control Bureau, and when the Chairman
is absent, he is the acting Chairman of the Canadian section of the Board. A fairly interesting job.
The second office is more junior in rank and acts as one of the two Secretaries in the Canadian
section (the other is usually a military officer from DND).

[IILL] The chairman is a political figure normaliy, as I understand.

[CAMERONJ Normally, the chairman of the Canadian section is appointed by the Governiment of
the day and it has not always been politicai. Going back to the early days, Generai McNaughton
had it for quite a while. More recently Arnold Heeney, when I first took over, Arnold Heeney was
the chairman. He was former Secretary of the Cabinet, a distinguished public servant. So it has
flot aiways been political. John Aird later took it over and he was a political appointee in the sense
that he was a Liberai member of the Senate who neyer ran for office in the House of Commons.

[HILL] Thank you for that clarification. I think that is helpful. On the more general plain, these
were certainly very important years for Canada - I'm referring to 1968-74 - and for NATO and for
the world in general. They were the years of die Trudeau foreign policy so far as Canada was
concerned, when Canada carried out a series of reviews of foreign policy and defense policy and
also, cut its troop levels in Europe. The Armed Forces were also reduced in that period, in
numbers. This was also the period of the publication of Foreign Policy for Canadians, and ini 1971
the Defence White Paper was issued. It was the second main Defence White Paper, the previous
one was in 1964. I wonder if you could tell us a littie bit about the whole review process and what
your views are on that process and also on the resuits of the process. For example, how was it that
Canada wound up cutting its Forces in 1969, and what Iay behind the White Paper, and what do
you think about whether, on the whoie, those moves helped or hindered Canada's efforts to promote
international peace and security.

[CAMERON] WeIl, that is a big question: a number of questions I guess. First of ail, I think
it is truc that the period was one where Canada's foreign poiicy was dominated very much by the
new Prime Minister, Pierre Elliott Trudeau, who came in with his very own views about the
Canadian position in the worid. My own personai recollection is that he tended to think that
Canada's foreign policy was influenced too much by our participation in NATO and other



international organizations and flot oriented enough ini terms of Canada's national interest. 1 think
that was his thesis. Certainly he was very influential in developing the thesis, that Canadian foreign
policy should be a direct projection of our national policy, our national domestic policy and the
views that he held naturally were very influential. But, the samne views were held by a number of
his advisers who worked in the Privy Council at that time and in the PMO, and these views had a
drarnatic impact on the development of the various papers that were being produced. Now there
were two sets of papers, as you pointed out. There was a set of papers on foreign policy which
we used to refer to rather frivolously as multi-coloured booklets because there was a différent colour
for each area of the world. Then we had the Defense White Paper which camne much later after the
defence review in 1969. When 1 came back ini 1968 the Government was i the process of
"consulting" with academics and other people interested in security and foreign policy questions.
1 remember attending a seminar which was held over ini Hull, for one or two days, where a number
of promninent professors from various universities and various people who were interested in foreign
policy were given a briefing, and there was a long discussion of various issues including Canadian
participation in NATO. That was followed up by a series of inter-departmental discussions on the
position Canada was taking in NATO and discussions regarding NATO. My recollection of the
actual procedures is a littie hazy. I think there are a number of articles that have been written and
1 arn sure that they will clarify - when particular papers went to Cabinet and when they did not.
Fromn the point of this interview 1 think it would be more relevant just to give my impressions of
the way the scene developed. As 1 recaîl, the review that was going on in National Defence took
place very often in a separate compartment, away from the reviews that were going on in foreign
affairs, and this was something we in the bureau were very conscious of. We did everything we
could to try to bring the two together since we were the link between the two departmrents. The
Bureau of Defence and Armis Control was essentially the link, the liaison with the Departmnent of
National Defence. Consequently, it was important that the positions that were adopted on the
defence side were consistent with our position on foreign policy and vice versa, Ibis was a very
difficult task and there were a number of bureaucratic obstacles in the way. There were the usual
rivalries between departmnents and personalities. In practice the key role was often played by the
Privy Council Office, partly because of the dominant personality of the Prime Minister and partly
because the views of National Defence and the views of External Affairs did not always coincide.
In addition, 1 don't think there was as much consultation as there should have been.

[HILL] Can I ask you then one question about the origins of this whole process? My impression
is that when Prime Minister Trudeau came to power, flot only he himself, but also some of the
people that he had around him or that he brought in, for example fromn the PCO or other agencies,
had certain pre-conceptions about the world that they wanted to feed into Canadian foreign policy.
And in fact one of these pre-conceptions was that they were not particularly impressed with the
utility of NATO from Canada's own point of view; that they wanted to move more towards a
foreign policy basecl partly on Canada's own national self interest. Another thing they did not want
was, they did not like this idea which had developedl of Canada as the helpful fixer i international
affairs. They did flot like NATO and they did flot like the helpful-fixer idea very much and they
wanted to move to some new kind of system. 1 wonder if you could comment on this.

[CAMERONI Yes, certainly. 1 think that my recollection is that he did corne in with very definite
clear-cut ideas as to what he wanted Canada's policy to be, and I think that he also thought that this
policy should be less influenced by our role in the Alliance, that we should be much more
independent in the sense that our policy would reflect our national interests and less the interests of
our alliance. On the question of a helpful fixer, 1 think that may have played a part but 1 arn flot
sure that it was a major element in his thinking. I think he also believed at the outset of his
mandate that the role of the foreign service and the role of the diplomatic missions abroad were
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much less, how shall we say, valuable in terms of informing the Government about what was going
on i the world than 1 think he did later on. There is a good deal of evidence that he changed his
point of view about foreign service, and the usefulness of embassies abroad. You may recail that
shortly after he became Prime Minister he reportedly said that if you read the New York Times and
the Manchester Guardian carefully you could really frnd ail there was to know about what was going
on in the world. Which is beside the point. It is flot a matter of simply knowing what goes on in
the world, but it is a matter of having a privileged access to what a particular government is
thinking, flot just what it may be doing as reported i the press. But, certainly he did corne in with
a different point of view and 1 think he was particularly strong on the question of Canadian
participation in NATO. My recollection is that the question of cut-backs in the Alliance was very
much on his mind. It may be at one time he wanted to remove ail our forces. I do not recahl
having seen any evidence of an actual intention on the part of the Prime Minister to get out entirely.
But certainly there were elements in the Cabinet that were sympathetic to a very large reduction and
leven complete withdrawal. There were also elements in the Cabinet which were very strongly
opposed to a reduction, notably the Minister of Defence, Cadieux. We had to prepare papers for
the Cabinet - and 1 can recaîl one instance where we were given for comment and for briefing notes
a memorandum which argued that if Canada withdrew haif of our forces fromn NATO and did this
voluntarily, this would be followed by a voluntary action on the part of the Soviet Union to
withdraw one-haîf of its forces from Czechoslovakia. In other words we would be the good boys
and we would be so good that they would want to do the samne thing. We had to point out that this
was a rather naive view of the world and that it was very unlikely that if we cut back that you could
expect any comparable parallel action by the Soviet Union. So, there were elements within the
Government I think that were sympathetic to this, and it was not just a question of the Prime
Minister in rny view. There were other members of the Cabinet, some of whomn were very
influential, who felt this way. Often it would turfi out that proposais which had been developed by
National Defence in consultation with Externat Affairs would be changed at the last minute by
people in the Privy Council. Among the papers tIiat would go to the Cabinet - there might be one
paper which would, say, the command support of, say, the Minister 0f National Defence and the
Secretary of State for Externat Affairs; but there would be another paper which would corne out from
the Privy Council and/or the Prime Minister's Office. The net result of ail of this was, as you
could imagine, a fair amount of confusion in the bureaucracy and also a great difficulty, 1 think,
i conveying the government's views to our Ambassador in NATO, Ross Campbell.

VIILLI But, you mentioned papers produced by the PMO and PCO themselves; I mean, how far
did they go? I presume tIiey were on the other side; they were wanting to diminish Canada's input
to NATO. Did they have their own papers in addition to those you mentioned where they were
modifying what came from Externat.

[CAMERONI Yes, my recollection is that there were papers which were done separately by the
PMOIPCO, putting into them suggestions for change in the role of the Canadian Forces, the size
of the Canadian Forces. These were papers which came out of the PMO/PCO, without consultation
with anybody else.

[HILLI Obvîously, there was a vigorous debate which went on inside the Government. And this
particular debate was ail inside the Government as I understand it, and when 1 say Government, 1
mean the Cabinet, Externat Affairs, DND and pCO and so on. And it did not involve outsiders
particularly at this stage.

[CAMERONI No, it was merely inside the Governnent.
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CHILLI A vigorous debate, I mean to the point where you might say it was a fight over the
question of whether or flot to maintain or to cut Canadian troop levels in Europe.

[CAMERONJ Yes, my recollection is there was a vigorous debate, and I mentioned, I think, that
there were elements in the Goverrnent which certainly were sympathetic to cutting. There were
also strong elements opposed to cutting. One argument which was used particularly by the
Departmnent of External Affairs was that one should flot look at our defence contribution purely in
ternis of our contribution to the security of Europe, but we should also look at it in ternis of our
relations with the members of the European Community. The question of our trade with Europe,
the question of our whole overali relationship with Britain and ail our allies and so on would
undoubtedly be seriously affected by any change in the level of our Forces, particularly if the nature
of the consultation did flot indicate that they were agreeable to the type of change that we had in
mind. This view, which was borne out by facts later on, apparently did flot carry much weight with
the Prime Minister. He did flot think that the German Government would necessarily be influenced
by the fact that we were cutting back the the size of our Forces in Germany. 1 think Trudeau
realized the relationship later on when the man that he was dealing with in the German Government
as Chancellor was Schmidt who at the time of the withdrawal was Minister of Defence. 1 think he
eventualiy accepted the view propounded by External Affairs which at the tume was that this
reduction in NATO could have a serious impact on our relations with the European Community,
and with the individual members of the Comrnunity.

[HILL] I believe there was some preliminary discussion beforehand in NATO about the troop cut
decision. There was some consultation of a sort. It was the decision itseif, the nature of the
decîsion itself, which was most upsettîng to the others, rather than the question of consultative
procedures. But what was most striking for anybody who was in Europe at the time was that this
came very shortly after Czechoslovakia. The Europeans especially had not yet recovered confidence
after the traumatic experience of August, 1968. But that did not impress those in Canada who were
interested in Canada making cuts.

[CAMERON] Those points were made, as 1 recaîl, in the submissions that External Affairs; put
forward. We were flot present in the Cabinet discussions, and I do flot think many officiais were.
As I mentioned, this particular memorandum that we had to comment on was prepared by one
Minister who had no responsibility for External Affairs. We were given the morning of the Cabinet
meeting to commnent to our Minister. The memorandum, I assume, reflected the view of that
particular gentleman who thought by doing this that it would be such a positive step in terms of
international relations that the Soviet Union would withdraw an equivalent amount from
Czechoslovakia. I mean to us it suggested a pretty naive view of the world. So 1 would guess that
the discussion in Cabinet did flot place a great deal of weight on the fact that Czechoslovakia had
just been invaded by Soviet forces. The main consideration was that we should eut back in Europe,
that we should point out to the Europeans we had been there a long trne, we had other heavy
responsibilities in North America and we had to look after our own backyard as weIl as do
something over there.

[HILL] I suppose also there was Mr. Trudeau's interest in the Third World, developmnent and s0
on, which was as well a sort of looking out, at least inteliectually, toward a broader world scene.
This was partly based on his own experiences in his youth and £0 oni, and his travels to China and
ail that sort of thing. Did any of that sort of thing appear in these discussions at that tume?

[CAMIERON] No, at that tume I do flot recail such points being raised. I think that undoubtedly
some of these experiences shaped Trudeau's views and came out later on - but 1 do flot recail that
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having been an important factor at the time. 1 think that one of the rather dramatic developmentswas the extent to which a number, some of the allies, reportedly attempted to get us to reconsider.Certainly somne of the ambassadors in NATO were very upset about it; the Belgians wereparticularly upset about this. According to reports we received, it was a very emotional scene forthe Minister of National Defence when bis Belgian colleague, with tears in his eyes, pleaded withCanada flot to do this.

[HILL] That was after the decision had been announced?

[CAMERON] Pretty well, 1 mean Ross Canmpbell could tell you more about this, 1 amn sure. Therewas flot any suggestion that we would reconsider. It was a question that we made our decision and
that was our decision.

[HILL] We were aiso looking towards the day when the Alliance would no longer be necessary.

[CAMERONI In other words, consistent with the idea of détente. That was nothing particularlynovel, everybody was taiking about the twin pillars of deterrence and détente, and détente assumeda more normal relationship between Western Europe and Eastern Europe, which at some future timemight involve the graduai disappearance of both NATO and the Warsaw Pact.

[HILLJ I think that is a point that is worth mentioning. In 1971 it was no longer the immediateaftermath of Czechoslovakia, even in Europe. Even the Europeans had moved on, and they werealready talking about a European Security Conference and so on. But I wonder if you could tellus a bit about "Foreign Policy for Canadians", about that process. My impression was that that wasa somewhat different kind of process. Initially, with the troop cuts issue, you had Mr. Trudeau andsome of bis people coming in with their pre-conceptions about the world. "Foreign Poiicy forCanadians", 1 had the impression, was a kind of academic exercise by and large; it was the hightide of functionalism in the study of international relations in the universities and this was importedmnto Ottawa; and you had a mix of ail kinds of people involved in producing this document, whichwas a look at the world flot in national interest termns or whatever, but some sort of broader
analytical terms. How would you see «Foreign Policy for Canadians"?

[CAMERON] First of ail, 1 would agree that there was an overdose of functionaiism, a new wayof looking at things incorporated in the whole approacb to our review of foreign policy. It lookedat the world in regions and the papers that were produced in various regions were very much in thenature of an account of what we were doing, flot so, much as to wbere we were going. There wasflot very much new in the way of policy in any of the papers and the multi-coloured bookiets thatcame out were notable for the fact that there was no bookiet deaiing with relations with the UnitedStates - to put it mildly, a rather key area of our foreign poiicy. The bookiets described what wewere doing in Latin Anierica, in Asia, and in Europe, but nothing about the United States. As 1recall, the reason for it was that they couid flot get any agreement in Cabinet as to how to proceed.Because our relations with the United States are so ail-pervasive and influence indirectly ourrelations with almost every region, especially Latin America, they represent a critical aspect of ourwhoie approach to international affairs. So they ended by having an article, signed by MitchellSharp, who was Minister of External Affairs at the time. It set out our approach to relations withthe United States in terms of Three Options. Mr. Sharp's choice of the Third Option, whichreflected our concern about an increasing dependence on the United States economicalîy, wasmisinterpreted by many as an indication that we were turning away from the United States in favourof Europe. 1 think a lot of misunderstanding arose as a resuit of the way the Third Option wastrcated in the press, and even the academies had a distorted notion as to what was intended. I do



not personally think it was ever intended that we should ini any way change our attitude towards the
United States. It was more a reflection of the philosophy of people like Walter Gordon and the
Liberal thinkers who were concerned about the degree of US control of Canadian industry and US
investmnent; there was, in a sense, a concern that we should be more multilateral in our approach.
to economic and trade issues and that to do so we should try to increase our trade relations with
Europe. This article by Mr. Sharp was misunderstood. But to my mind it was yet another
indication of the extent to which security policy, foreign policy, and economic policy were not
treated as being inter-related. In the security area, we proceeded to justify a reduction of our
contribution to NATO, and i the foreign trade policy area we were talking about expanding our
relations with Europe.

[HIILL] The article on Canada-US relations also came just after the Connally affair?

[CAMERON] I think I would agree with you that the White Paper exercise, at least the foreign
policy exercise, was very much a case of fitting in with the trends of tie day, of having a functional
look at our foreign policy. But in fact the papers that were prepared did not contain very much in
the way of policy and certainly flot in tie way of new policy. It was more of a world travelogue
if you want to be sarcastic about it. There was flot very much in it that was new.

[HILL] There was flot really much in there to guide officiais in the Department afterwards. There
were no tracks laid down that you had to follow. It almost justified doing anything.

[CAMERON] I remember. The person you should have an interview with on that is Geoif
Murray, do you know him?

[HILLI No.

[CAMERONI Well, he was the man, he had the task of writing most of the papers. He was given
the raw material by various sections of the Departmnent and old Geoff was put off in a corner of the
Langevi Block and, I remember, with piles of cups of coffee. He had to grind out this stuff and
tur it back to the various bureaus to see if it would wash. But he was given the raw material and
he went to work on it.

[HLLI We could turn also to "Defence in the 1970s,« which was published i 1971. It came out
just after "Foreign Policy for Canadians,* and in a way 1 think you cmn find, shall we say, the
philosophie justification for it in "Foreign Policy for Canadians. « But in a way, also, the origins
of "Defence in the 70s" are in the 1969 troop cut decision. In a way, what happened in "Defence
i the 70s" was that they stood the old order of priorities on its head i.e. NATO having originally,
i the 1964 White Paper, been first, now it shipped down to third.

[CAMERON] And then former Prime Minister Pearson was very angry.

[HILL] Could you tell us something about that process, as you saw it, of the preparation of the
Defence White Paper, particularly with regards to, Canada's role in NATO?

[CAMERONI Well, 1 thik it was a justification for the decisions that had been taken carlier; and
it stood the priorities on their head. It was written largely by a man who is now our Ambassador
to NATO, Gordon Smith, for Donald Macdonald who was the Minister of National Defence at the
time. He was brought i espccially from External to do the work. By and large there was a pretty
good consultative process, Iooking at it from a bureaucratic viewpoint, and pretty good consultation



with External Affairs. 0f course the policy had largely been determined by the actions that theGovernent had already taken, so there was flot a great deal of debate about essential issues. Itwas more about what would we be doing to carry out priority number one, the defence of NorthAnierica, or the mobile forces they had talked about in the 1969 statement, that kind of tiiing. As1 recali, the United States were somewhat mystified too, as to what the White Paper would meanin real termis, especially with respect to North American defence. We were cutting back in Europeand said we were doing it partly because we wanted to devote more to the defence of Canada andNorth America. At the sanie time, I think the inter-departmental consultative process wentreasonably weIl, certainly much better than at the time of the NATO force reductions. The studywas prepared niainly in the Department of Defence, whereas the final version of the other paperoriginated principally in PCO and some of the proposais seemed to develop out of thin air. 1 recailsome of the senior people in National Defence were almost tearing their hair out by their rootswhen they were faced with some of the wild ideas that emanated from the PCO at the time of the
1969 Paper.

[HILL] The White Paper did maintain the NATO commitmnent although it was third in the orderof priority. In practice, as time went on, the NATO commitment virtually re-emerged as number
one priority, because that was where the money was put.

[CAMERON] 1 can say this, that in ternis of explaining this decision of 1969 to our allies, we hadmany ambassadors here in Ottawa, who would come in and say what does ail this mean. We hadto point out that Canada was staying in NATO Europe. We were cutting back for various reasons
but we were staying in Europe. That was the important point.

[HILL] In practice the NATO coniitment remained as the most prominent one in ternis of
practicai defence objectives. Would you agree with that?

[CAMERON] There were quite a lot of new things they were buying for North Anierican airdefence, but flot as a result of that decision. But there were expenses in North America that wereconsiderable. My recollection is that there was nothing dramatically new, or new things that wereacquired, to underline this new eniphasis on North American defence. It was apparent, I think, in
the following ten years, that the Government was not really serious about doing much about capital
expenditures for defence and they let the whole defence establishment run down; and that is one ofthe problems the Governnient is facing today. It takes an enormous amount to make up the neglect
during that period.

[HILLJ In your position between 1968 and 1974 you were presumably going over to NATOheadquarters periodically and involved in the consultations over there on behaif of Canada. 1 wonderwhat sort of reaction you felt Canada got from these changes in policy and how did it affect
Canada's role in NATO?

[CAMERON] There usedto be ajoke going around that -it doesnfot necessariîyreflect accratelythe view, but rather the atmosphere at the tume - that the Canadian decision was regarded by theAllies as a little dog coming in froni outside with a part>' going on (1969 was NATO's twentieth
anniversar>') and peeing on the carpet. No, it was flot popular. Cut-backs are neyer popular in thiskind of organization, but 1 think if you look back on it it seenis to nie that it was handled ver>' badlyby the Governent. The Government could have done a lot more to try and anieliorate the politicaland economic implications of this decision. It was ver>' much, we want to do this, this is it boys.Consultation pretty welI aniounted to telling theni what we wanted to do and inte-nded to do. Myrecollection is that the decision did have an impact on our voice in NATO and 1 think it was offset



to some extent by the capability and the talent of the man was on the spot, our very ableambassador, Ross Campbell. 1 think that offset the negative fail out to some extent, but it was
bound to have an impact.

(IILL] At the saine turne Canada was pursuing through NATO various other objectives like, forexample, attempting to promote the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and theMBFR negotiations, the SALT talks and £0 on. Canada was trying to assist them in movingforward. Particularly in that whole phase from about 1970 up to 1973-74, when these things were
moving forward in quite a remarkable way. What was your feeling about Canada's input, at that
turne, into Alliance consultation on détente-oriented issues?

[CAMERON] Well, 1 think the effectiveness of our contribution to Alliance discussions of theseissues has been deterrnined very much by the quality of what we have to say. There is a difference,in my view, between the kind of reaction that you might get when you bring something up at theministerial level. But when you are dealing with the so-called "professionals" and discussing
complex questions such as MBFR or SALT, what is important is not so much whether you recently
cut back part of your Forces but whether you have done your homework, whether you have thoughtout new ideas, which might assist, for example, in East-West negotiations. If you take SALT asan exaznple, I think, considering the size of our organization, and mhe size of the limited amount oftalent available, I think we contributed quite a bit to NATO discussions. If you compare us withother countries involved, for example, with the MBFR talks in Vienna (and you probably knowmore about mhis than most people do), my recollection is mhat mhere were about three or four
countries, mat would really do their homework. We were one of them. The rest of mhe delegations
would often go to these meetings wimh very littie in mhe way of instructions or considered advice.

[MILL] What I do recail is on some issues like CSCE, Canada was quite a strong force for pushing
continually forward.

[CAMERON] ... and for getting the Americans involved.

[MMLL Well, because actually the Americans, as did the British in mhat period, fluctuated a great
deal. As a matter of fact, die Americans were not very interested i CSCE.

[CAMERON] That is right.

(IILLI The British switched back and forth because mhey changed govemnments at mhat time, andI think, if I am not mistaken, I think mhe Labour Governinent was pro-CSCE, but mhe Conservatives
were not. Whereas I think Canada continually went down one direct line. I think the constant
reiteration of mhe Canadian position had an impact.

[CAMERON] I think it is a political impact in the sense mhat it affects mhe people at mhe top at themmnisterial level, but I do not think it has very much impact farther down the line. When you aredealing with this kind of issue, which is much more technical, and Iongstanding, the officials valuethe contribution of the various delegations on the basis of mheir grasp of the issues and how manynew ideas they may have. Also important is mhe ability to explain mhese ideas. 1 mù*n mhat wecontinued to have an impact on issues partly because of mhe quality of the work mhat was done bythe people in Ottawa and in mhe missions mhat were involved, particularly the NATO one.



IHILLI In your assessment, did membership in NATO enable Canada to pursue its goal ofinternational peace and security? Did it provide good opportunities for Canada to pursue this
objective?

[CAMERONJ Oh yes, very much so I think, even though it had been changed, as you say, in thelist of priorities. Yes, 1 think so, and 1 think that in addition to the work that is done throughconferences such as MBFR and SALT, and discussions on SALT ini NATO, and in other ways, Ithink the fact that we remained in the Alliance played a very important part in termns of ourrelations, not only with the Western European countries but also with the Eastern Europeancountries. They are interested in talking to us because we are a member of NATO. They wouldflot be interested very much in talking to us if we were Swedes. They would like to know more
about what our views are on major East-West issues.

[MILL] You do flot think there is any sense in the view - sometimes expressed - that NATOdiminishes Canada's moral credibility and the impact that Canada might have in the United Nations
or elsewhere, on the broader issues of international peace and security?

[CAMERON] I would say no. 1 would say, my experience would lead me to believe, that that
point of view is flot supported by the evidence. It is quite the contrary. 1 was interested to reada speech last night that Joe Clark made recently in Vancouver. It was quite a good speech, mostly
about the Arctic, but there was a bit at the end about NATO. He was going after the NDP forarguing that we should get out of NATO, and he was saying that he had just come from a meeting
ini Brussels with the ministers where they discussed with George Shultz and others what is goingon in Geneva at the Soviet-US disarmament negotiations. To the extent that we have any influence,here was an opportunity to make our views known. He was arguing in effect that if you want to
have any impact on world peace and stability, you have a better chance of having some impact if
you are able to get your views across to the people that are directly involved, than you do if yousit outside and make some pious statement about the necessity of doing this or that. I guess I wouldshare that view. I think: this idea that you somehow divorce yourself from your allies and that such
a move would be in the Canadian interest, does flot make sense to me. I do flot think we shouldbe a member of the Alliance just because we like to be in the Alliance. 1 thinc it is because the
national interest is better served by being in than being out. That is my view.

[MILL] In your position in Ottawa in that time, you also haît the responsibility, or some
responsibilities, flot only for NATO, but also, for security issues being deait with in the UN and forpeacekeeping. 1 talce it from what you say that you do flot feel that other countries were less willing
to look towards Canada, less willing to take Canadian views into accunt on the broader scene or
ini peacekeeping, for example, they were flot any less willing to take Canada into account, because
Canada was a member of NATO.

[CAMOERON] Not at ail, and 1 was involved a bit in the negotiations that led to the first jointarrangement we had with an Eastern European country, Poland, in the 5mnai. 1 remember I usedto have to, deal with General Dextraze, the Chief of the Defence Staff, almost daily. We had afairly tense period, that was in 1970 or 1971, 1 thinlc, when they put the UN Forces in the Simai.We had to negotiate the agreement, and the fact that we were a member Of NATO certainîy did flotstand in the way of us participating. 1 think it is wishful thinking from those who favour getting out
of NATO to say that that is an obstacle. 1 think if you look back at the time in 1956, when theCanadian Forces were asked by President Nasser to leave, Egypt, it was Partly because Nasser feltthat the Egyptian population would flot be able to distinguish between the British uiforms and theCanadian uniforms because the Canadian uniforms were identical to the Brits who had just invaded



Egypt. But I do flot think that kind of situation should be used to say, "Well, we would be better

out of NATO and we would do better with UN the if we were like Sweden or Finland". The facts

do flot support that kind of argument.

[HILLI We will go on to a rather different field now, but stili in the saine period. While you were

in Ottawa from 1968-1974, this was almost exactly coterminous with the Nixon Presidency in the

United States. You took up your position just at the timne that he was running the election

campaign, and then he was elected at the end of the year, and took up his position at the beginning

of 1969. Then you were there up until the Watergate period and so on. I was wondering how did

the US behave towards NATO in the first Nixon presidency? This was the point in time when the

US was thinking of getting disentangled fromn Vietnam. How would you assess the amouint of

interest in NATO?

[CAMERON] I think that Kissinger's view of the relations between the United States and the

Soviet Union had a significant impact and very much affected the whole outlook of the United

States and its allies at the tume. As 1 recaîl, the initiatives that were taken in the early days of the

Nixon presidency were very positive ones in ternis of discussions on strategic weapons. You had

the first SALT Agreement and the ABM Treaty in 1972. At the saine time you had a deliberate

US effort to involve the Soviets in discussions and negotiations not only on arms control, but in an

effort to try and alleviate the probleni they had in Vietnam. On the North American front it was

a period when there was a change in the concept of North Anierican defence. There was a gradual

diminution or beginning of a slowdown in the worry about the bomber threat and the beginning of

concern about the missile. Consequently, in terms of US and North American defence there was

a good deal of uncertainty in the Canadian mind about where the United States was going in ternis

of air defence. I think that Canada was conscious of the United States' difficult position in

Vietnam, and the extent to which it was really tearing at the guts of a lot of Aniericans. On the

other hand there were tiiose who, feit that something could be done about it. Kissinger of course

had a dramatic role in trying to bring about a final ending, which I guess really amounted, to a US

defeat, although it was neyer portrayed in that way. It certainly was a very sad ending to a chapter

in their history.

[HILL] They sort of nianaged to save face by the troop withdrawal process and the cease fire of

'73.

[CAMERONI I remember that particular period in personal ternis. 1 had just been told that 1 was

going to, Yugoslavia. The Yugoslav Ambassador to Canada had a dinner for me and halfway

through the dinner he said, "Do you mind if we turn the television set on", just as we got to the

dessert, because Nixon was giving the announicement of his resignation.

[HILL] Well, that was in the Watergate period. So, the assessment that you make of the first

Nixon Presidency, 1969 to 1972 on, in ternis of dealing with Vietnam, in ternis of deahing with

NATO, li ternis of dealing with the Soviet Union and so on, and in ternis of dealing with Canada

and North American defence and so0 on, my impression is that the assessment you would make is

a positive one.

[CAMERONJ That is right. 1 could just add to that that Kissinger was such a powerful intellect

that he tended to be somewhat arrogant in his personal relations. 1 can recall attending a NATO

ministerial meeting, and he spent most of the first part of the meeting, some of which are pretty

boring, as you know, reading the newspaper; thon when it got around to his time to speak ho did

give a brilliant tour d'horizon of US intereits, and thon after he had finished, ho got up and left.
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He did flot even bother to hear what anyone else had to say. So he was flot a popular Secretary of
State in the sense of the friendly, jovial American. H1e was very, very, preoccupied with Kissinger
and his own view of the world.

[HILL] If one goes then to the second Nixon presidency starting at the beginning of 1973, by then
the US had largely disentangled itself from Vietnam. Now it was starting to move on promoting
better East-West relations. I think there are two different interpretations I have heard of what
happened in early 1973. One is that what the US was doing was laying the ground work for better
relations with the Europeans and NATO as a basis for good consultations which would then lead
into better relations with the Soviets. Another interpretation is that Nixon and Kissinger were off
in pursuit of some New World Order, and to do this they were quite prepared to go over the heacis
of dhe other allies. I wondered if The Agreement on the Prevention of Nuclear War, for exainple,
was seen in the latter way. There was no prior consultation whatsoever on that, it was just
announced to the other allies. That is my understanding. How would you assess that?

[CAMERON] I think that Kissinger always had that sort of world view. I do flot know whether
you can relate it from one period to the next, but my impression is the problem was flot so much
in terms of consultation with aIl the allies, but I think: it was more a problem with the Germans.
1 think there were a good many indications that the West Germans were very nervous that the two
big boys would get together and work out some agreement which would not take into account
German interests. If you followed German post-war politics you would recaîl it is sort of traditional
for a German Chancellor to make a visit to Washington at least once a year. I think during that
period the Chancellor probably went twice or three times a year. If you look at the history of
NATO you will probably see this concern developing periodically in waves. The concern usually
develops when the US superpower gets too cozy, has too good relations with the Soviet Union.
There is then the concern that there will be a sort of "divide up the world"; the Soviets will get out
of Cuba, will flot help the Cubans anymore, and the United States will do something in Europe,
which would flot necessarily benefit the Europeans, but it will be to the benefit of their overall
world view. I do flot know that this ever becamne a major issue but I think it was always in the
background, and may have been perhaps more in the background in the second period than in the
first. I think if there was evidence of a deliberate US effort to improve relations with the West
Europeans, it was in a sense, an attempt to ameliorate or to lessen their nervousness, particularly
ini the case of the Germans as to what they might be doing with the Soviets. There was always the
worry that the two big guys might have similar problems with their little guys; if you look at it in
simnplistic terms, one big fellow may try to help the other big fellow by saying, well I have my
problems with the Greeks, and you have your problems with the Romanians. You do flot know that
goes on, but there is always the suspicion that a little bit of it takes place when the two superpowers
get together. Another initiative during the Nixon presidency was their opening to China. I think
Kissinger was always talking about playing the China card. The US assumption at the time was that
if one wanted to get the Soviets really worried, the most effective way would be to suggest they
would be confronted by a Chinese, Japanese, North Atlantic alliance.

[HiLLi So, you think there was something of that about it?

[CAMERONI i think there may have been a bit of excessive nervousness on the part of some
members of NATO. But I do flot think I can pifipoint any one event in particular.

[HILL] At that point Kissinger called for a New Atlantic Charter and also the Year of Europe, if
you remember, in early 1973.



[CAMERONI That was a big balloon.

[HILL] The US was talking in terms of a united Europe as though it already existed-- and if they

could only get their act together then they would nicely fit into Kissinger's scheme of things.

[CAMERONI I do flot recali that too clearly, but I do recali this Year of Europe was a grand
fiasco. I do flot think anything ever camne of it, just a publicity stunt more than anything. I mean
it sounded good, but I do flot think anything ever developed.

[HIILL] I arn struck very much about your comment on Kissinger at the NATO Council meeting.
1 think this session was on the Year of Europe. I think hie put this idea forward, but then nobody
else really embraced it in quite the teris hie wanted, so then hie got fed up With it. Then, I think
that Watergate was very important for US foreign policy. That started out already in the summer
of '73. Was that felt in that period in Ottawa? Did you sense the impact of Watergate very early
on, do you recaîl?

[CAMERON] Yes, to the extent that, you know, the press here and television were forever
reporting on what was going on south of the border, reporting on these hearings on Watergate.
There was a good deal of unease about the situation, as it affected the leader of the Western
Alliance. The evidence that was coming out was pretty damaging; it confirmed a lot of suspicions,
but I guess, no one thought it had really gone that far. And it undermined the Administration's
credibility, inevitably.

[HILLI Was it your impression that it put a break on US policy-making? Did they get absorbed
with it? Did Nixon get increasingly absorbed with it?

[CAMERON] At my level, I cannot recall it had much of an impact. There was always this sort
of background concern about what was happening in the White House and what did it ail mean, and
how would they provide for the future if there were an impeachment, what would happen, and who
would take over. The disarray in the Admidnistration was really flot unlike the feeling around here
a few months ago, when things looked pretty bad in the White House and they fired ail their people;
there was something of the sanie kind of unease. But how much of an impact it had I do not recall.

[HILLI While you were in this position in Ottawa, there were the 1973 energy crisis and the
Middle East War. Now, that was a pretty traumatic experience for NATO. Wliat was your
impression of allied relationships i that period? There seemed to be quite a lot of acrimony over
US shipments of supplies to Israel, and so on.

[CAMERON] The one issue that took place during tliat period which has been the subject of some
discussion recently, was the question of whetlier the US air defence, as well as SAC forces, were
put on alert in connection with their efforts to dramnatize the seriousness of the situation, vis-à-vis
the Soviet Union. My recollection is a little vague, but as 1 recail there had been some
misunderstanding as te, what the Ainericans did and te what extent it required consultation with
Canada. I think they put their Strategic Air Commiand and their air defence forces under NORAD
on a higher state of alert by way of underlining the seriousness with which they would view any
Soviet move to monkey around in the Middle East at the time. If 1 remeniber well, there was an
obligation on their part to consult us about that decision whereas we were just informed. But there
was aiso some rnix-up, as between informing our military branch, our Chief of Defence staff, and
not informing the governiment; but that was not a major thing. We werc aise involved in negotiation
of a peace-keeping arrangement for the Middle East. We worked closely with National Defence
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and the UN in devising a Canadian military contribution which would work jointly with Polish
forces as part of the UN force. It was the first time an Eastern European country had sent
peacekeeping forces and it was a bit of an experiment. 1 think it workcd out rcasonably well. It
was flot only unusual for a Warsaw Pact country to provide troops for peace-keeping, it was the first
time a Western country had engaged in such a joint operation. 50 that took up a lot of our time
i tcrms of what we did by way of our contribution to the setulement. But those are the two things

that I can recali about that period, though flot as dramatic events.

[HILL] My recollection of that is that there was flot much in the way of Canadian - American
dissension in that period. If you compare it to the Cuban missile crisis - Canada and the United
States were i a lot of trouble over that issue. But 1973 was flot like that, there was much more
dissension between the Europeans and the Americans.

[CAMERON] Yes, I was going to say, die other Uiing: Uiat it brings back to mind is the extent to
which the energy crisis dramatized the heavy, extreme dependence of Uic Europeans on the Middle
East. And also, as 1 recall, I cannot remember whcther it took place there, or later during thc
hostage operation, their reluctance to get involved militarily. The British, I think, werc willing to
do something. I think at one point our officiaIs gave some thought to scnding one of our destroyers
from. the Atlantic squadrons to go down into Uic Gulf if we were asked to do so.

[HILL] I have anoUier point about Uiis carly 1973 period. I wonder how many Canadians really
were analyzing in depUi what Kissinger was doing, what his policy was, what his Uiinking was.
How would you assess the Canadian ability to perceive what Uic United States is doing?

[CAMERON] I made Uiat point at a recent meeting. I said Uiat we assume Uiat we know almost
everything about thc United States. We have ail Uicse groups looking at dic Soviet Union, but I
think we should spend more time assessing developments in Uic United States. I was four years in
Washington and Uic Uiing Uiat always impressed me was how Uiey ever came to any decision. Their
system 15 so0 complex; Uiere are so many pressure groups and points of view Uiat by thc time Uiey
eventually get a decision, it is almost impossible to change it. I remember going to a meeting in
NATO once on consultation, which is a Canadian preoccupation; we used to bore people by saying
how we need wo have more consultation in NATO. And at Uic meeting was Dean Rusk, who was
then Secretary of State. Putting his notes aside he said wo his NATO colleagues: "I know a lot of
you feel Uiat we should do more in Uic way of consultation; and I would be Uic first to admit Uiat
we should consult more. Our heart is in Uic right place, but I tell you what I would recommend
that you do. You should instruct your Ambassador in Washington to keep his officers reading
everything there is in Uic papers about what is going on in Uic US, in Washington. And as soon
as, they sec someUiing in Uic Washington Post for example is of interest wo your country, they should
go into the State Departmnent and make Uieir pitch. Because if you leave it too long until it gets
farther up Uie ladder, Uiere is nothing we can do about changing our point 0f view. It becomes, as
Uiey say, 'inconcrete'."1 I do flot Uiink many Canadians understand how Uic American system
works. Because we have ail Uiese reporters down there, we have ail Uic stuff on television, we
think we know ail there is to know about Uic United States. I think we need more analysis of what
they do i Washington, and how Uiey run Uiings, not less. Because we'have so much information
and because we are North Americans, we tend wo Uiink Uiat we are well placed wo act as a mediator
between thc US and with Uic Europeans. The Europeans say "Thanks, but no thanks. 0 Canadians
tend wo be almost over-confident about how wcll we understand Uic Americans; nobody else knows
them better. I think we mislead ourselves very often.



[HIILL] And I think that is flot because of altruism. It is because we need to know that, ini our
own self interest, precisely because we do live next door to the United States, and what they do
affects us.

[CAMERONI I amrnfot sure that we are really wise in doing what I know this present Ambassador
in Washington is doing. The Government seems to support it, that is a concerted effort to influence
pressure groups in Congress. If we do that it is pretty hard for us to turn around and say
Arnericans cannot do that here in Ottawa.

[IILLI Just one quick last question on the NATO, on that period. How would you generally
assess the NATO consultations on things like the CSCE, and so on. How effective do you think
they were?

[CAMERON] On CSCE?

[MILL] On things like that. Whatever was going on at that period.

[CAMERON] I guess I would say it varies from time to time, depending on what stage you are
at. Sometimes people get bored to tears listening to these things, and it is difficuit to get senior
people and ministers to focus on things like MBFR. They just say, "Take it away, there are too
many figures here, it's too complex". If it cornes down to a political issue, that they can
understand or comprehiend clearly, then I would say, yes, there is probably good consultation at the
higher level on that. But the problem often with those issues, is to try to make it meaningfül for
the senior people, including Under-Secretaries, however well- intentioned they may be. You only
have so many hours in the day to deal with things, so I guess it has varîed a lot. If the member
countries feel that the issues are important enough to have a real impact, there probably will be
fairly good consultation. I was the Canadian representative on the special consultative group in
NATO on the INF negotiations. There was really good consultation there.

Part V - Ambassador to Yugoslavia. Romania and Bulgaria. 1974-77

[HILLJ I think what I would like to do now is to go on to Part Five. 'That was when you were
Ambassador to Yugoslavia, Romania and Bulgaria. I think that was from 1974 to 1977, except that
in Romania it ended ini 1976.

[CAMERON] They got a new Embassy, a new Ambassador.

[HILL] I wonder if you could tell us briefly about your main impressions of that period
particularly ini ternis of the differences of viewpoint in those different countries? Also, bow astute
do you think the policies of the Western allies are towards those countries?

[CAMERON] Well, each one is completely different. Yugoslavia has its own brand of
Communism, involving a degree of self-management. They also consider themselves a world
leader, in the non-aligned world. Tito was one of the founders of the Non-aligned Movement,
and they place tremendous importance on that. They are very proud of their independence, they
have good relations with virtually al, both the Western countries and most of the Eastern countries,
but not aIl of them. They have a very active foreign policy, designed in part to remind the world
of Yugoslavia's existence. The Yugoslav Ambassador spoke to our CIIA group a few monthi ago.
He was interesting but we could not stop him talking, to the point where several people had to leave
because it was getting late. They are vocal, articulate, intelligent people of different ethnic



backgrounds and considering their size they play a pretty important role on the world scene.
Romania appears as an independent actor on the foreign policy scene, but I think it is more smoke
and mirrors. They have an agreement with the Soviets that they are allowed to sort of dance on
the stage a littie bit independently in return for keeping the toughest police state that exists in the
Eastern Europe, with the exception of East Germany.

Romanians have a different outlook from most of the others. They are a Latin country,
they speak a different language, they have a different background but they are very much dependent
on the Communist system to keep Ceausescu's crowd in power. Romania does flot allow Soviet
forces to go through its territory on the way to exercises in Bulgaria. So that reinforces the
impression that they are independent. Bulgaria is a classic example of the loyal ally, certainly under
Zhivkov. Bulgarians are very, very pro-Russian; their language is very similar, the statue on their
main square is the statue of the uncle of George Ignatieff, who was the Foreign Minister at the time
they were lîberated from the Turks. They are very conscious of the Russian role in liberating them
from Turkish domination, which is stili remembered in that part of the world as a crucial point in
their history. As to how the policies of the West apply, 1 would say the importance we attach to
the CSCE is very relevant. Countries like Yugoslavia, and to some extent Romania, look on the
CSCE as an avenue through which they can parley with the Western countries. When 1 was going
to call on the Romanians, 1 would go down there about once a month and include a visit to the
Bulgarians; we would always have at least a quarter of a hour on problems related to CSCE. This
was particularly usefùl from our point of view, because we could legitimately raise the sensitive
issue of family reunification. In fact, 1 remember my farewell cail on tie Romanian President. I
gave hlm a list of the familles who were flot allowed to leave Romania to join their relatives in
Canada. He did flot take offense at this, or say this is intrusion in their national affairs. Romanians
accepted this as part of their responsibility under the CSCE Final Act; they did flot like it but they
accepted it. That was one positive feature of our relationship with those countries. In Canada's
case of course our main source of interest was Yugoslavia at that time. We had a fair amount of
trade and quite a few visitors from Canada. The Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Whelan, visited us
in his officiai capacity and toured farms in Yugoslavia, Romania and Bulgaria. Western policies
vary from state to state, but 1 think they have been intelligent in the sense that they have tried to
maintain a dialogue with these countries which even in die cases of Romania or Bulgaria may help
to promote a small degree of independence. Yugoslavia of course is different.

[IZLL] After you finished serving in those countries, in 1977, you went to U.B.C. for a year.
1 just wanted to ask you one question on that period. That was between one phase of your career
in Eastern Europe and the second phase. Were there any major reflections that you had in that
period about that service, as you were preparing yourself for the next period.

[CAMERONI 1 was particularly interested in the extent to which there was a genuine effort made
to produce a measure of détente and the role that was played by our embassies in those countries
and their response to this effrt to bring West and East together. We were pretty optimistic about
what might happen on MBFR, and on CSCE and what would happen as a result of the SALT
agreements and the efforts of the superpowers to get together. 1 think 'there was a general feling
of considerable optimism, almost until the imposition of martial law in 1980 in poland.

[HILL] In some of my dealings with Eastern Europeans in the IPU, the Inter-parliamentary Union,
I have detected what I believe to be some increase over time in their leeway for independent action.
Would you assess that some East European countries have progressed over time in having a littie
bit more freedom of manoeuvre vis-à-vis the Soviet Union?



[CAMERONI Yes, but it varies from country to country. The East Germans are one example.
I used to go to Berlin about once a month when I was in Warsaw. They are the most stiff of the
Germans. They are the old Prussians and very regimented by nature, flot just because they have
this kmnd of régime. But I was surprised at the extent to which they neyer let their hair down and
told you what they really thought about anything. But they had a degree of interest in a lot of these
questions of arms control and so on. It varies from. country to country. Such was flot the case with
Bulgaria partly because of the way the Bulgarians are. Any change was partly a resuit of a change
of the Soviet Union's manner of dealing with its allies. I think that several allies are going to have
a real problem with Gorbachev in the sense that if they try to incorporate some of Gorbachev's ideas
in their own countries they are going to have real problems, especially if they go too far.

[HILLI I gather that Pravda bas been banned in the GDR. It's too left wing.

[CAMERON] You know if you try to put yourself in their position, you cannot help sympathizing
with the East Germans. Ini East Berlin they caîl it the capital of the DDR, and they ail have
television sets, they tried to stop them from getting television sets for a while by making it illegal
but of course that did not work. Nobody watches the East German television, except maybe for the
odd bit of news. It is the most boring kind of crap they put out on that, and ail they need to do
is switch the dial and get ail the European channels through West Berlin. And they watch,
sometimes it is difficult - you get these jokes in East Berlin aznong some of the diplomats - it was
difficult to get officiais to go out on Thursday night. Why? Because they were going to be watching
the latest US sit coin shown on West German television. So they have this problern of trying to
create a society with rigid, socialist morals and standards right up against the flesh pot of Europe,
West Berlin. I do flot know if you have been there recently, but there are more Mercedes and
Cadillacs, you naine it, Iuxury goods in the stores in West Berlin, plus ail this flood of information.
The East Germans are trying to establish, a Comimunist state in a country just about 200 miles wide.
They have a real problem. They are ail the turne cracking down on this and that; it is difficult for
thein, it is almost an impossible task they have in controlling the information flowing from West
Germany.

Part VI - Ambassador to Poland and the German Democratic Republic. 1978-80

[HILLI Ibis leads us very nicely to what is Part 6 of the interview, which is your period as
Ambassador in Poland and the GDR, and I think that I would like to continue a littie bit with the
GDR. I was there once, I spent two weeks in a conference and prior to that I had been in West
Berlin and my impression of the GDR was that fundamentally the people there remain German
nationalists or Germans, and that nationalisin is still an important fuature there, that really the
Marxist régime did not seem, to me, to have sunk reaily deep roots in the population. Now this
may be just a surface impression, but how would you assess the developmnent of the GDR and
intra-German relations right now, or during the period when you were there?

[CAMERON] Weil, my impressions for what they are worth, and again they are pretty superficial,
because you do flot learn ail tha much by being there three or four days once a month. But you
learn a bit from talking to people who are there more permanently. My impression is that they are
ail Germans, they are very proud of the fact that they are Germans. They are also proud of the fact
that they had bujit up their own country without any help from outside. Thie country was stripped
by the Soviets and it has now become, they are proud of the fact that they are now, number one,
not number two or number three, they are number one in the Warsaw Pact, as the most efficient,
best producer of goods and services. They provide the Soviets with a lot of highly specialized
items; they have the famous old German optical firins, highly technical things, they have



industrialized the country which was essentially an agricultural area before. Now it is the most
polluted, the dirtiest place 1 have ever been in terms of air pollution. It would be like living next
door to the Ohio Valley smoke stacks to be in East Germany. You hold your nose, it is just
terrible. That is down where the industries are flot ini East Berlin, but farther south. There is a
kind of ambivalence in the Germans. On the one hand they are German nationalists and therefore
they see Germany as a German problem, but on the other hand there is a whole new generation that
have been brought up who are East Germans. It starts in the way that they treat their athietes,
from infants. Everything is organized and much attention is given to their youth. I do not think
there is any sense among the younger people that the wave of the future is reunification with West
Germany. My impression was, they are more proud of the fact that they have their own country.
It is separated, they are Germans but separated from the other part of Germany; they have done it
themselves and they have a degree of prosperity. They aiso believe their youth has certain kinds
of benefits flot available in West Germany. Evidence of the success of their youth programme is
that their athletes are number one ini the world. On the other side of the coin they have this
repressive regime. But it is the one country in the East Bloc where the system, this
Marxist/Leninist, Communist system, actually has been made to work. In addition to ai the young
people being brought up in the new tradition, you have a huge bureaucracy ail of which have their
own stake in the maintenance of the system. So I do flot know. There are also more and more
links between East and West Germany; they have also relaxed a lot, flot with respect to travel for
East Germans, but for people from the West. Commercial links between the two Germanies are
very important. One of the reasons why East Germany has done so well is because it has an entry
into the Common Market through West Germany; it certainly has been a big factor because a lot
of the West German firms are closely tied to East German couniterparts.

[HILL] We might briefly touch on your period in Poland.

[CAMERON] This is a period which 1 would like to have explored in great depth because of ail
the interesting, fascinating things going on there.

[HILLI Your period in Poland and East Germany was from 1978 to 1980. Was Solidarity being
feit already at this time in Poland or did that come some other time. The great upward surge of
Solidarity was the early 80s, was it flot?

[CAiNIERONI Soiidarity had flot even been started and no one even heard about Walesa when we
left. But there was 'a reai mood developing on the part of the workers. You have to go back a few
years; there were strikes in Poland in 1976 when the Govemment attempted to take action to put
the economy on what you might cali a more realistic footing. Ini Comrmunist theology there is no
such thing as inflation. They do flot accept the idea of inflation. The net effect of this has been
they have had, froni way back, a situation where they subsidized the cost of basic commodities, bus
fares, brcad,ý milk, meat, a whole lot of things, so that, for example, the average Pole could go on
the bus for the equivalent of one or two cents Canadian. Meat was equally cheap but in short
supply. In 1976 they raised the price of meat I've forgotten by how much and they had strikes ail
over the place and they cracked down and thcy shot workers up in the shipyards in the north. One
of the reasons there was trouble in the north was because a lot of the people up there hate the
Soviets more than Uic rest of the Poles hate the Soviets. They are really tough characters around
Gdansk. When I was lcaving in 1980 1 remember cailing on tie Speaker of their Parliament. 1
remember him, telling me: "This summer we are going to try and introduce sorte economic
refornis". Well the net effect of Uicir policies was that you had an enormous proportion of Uic
budget going into subsidies. The whole thing was cockeyed in ternis of managing their economny.
On top of that during the seventies, the banks were lending large amounts at 10w rates, including
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to the Poles. So they had an enormous build-up of debts and a lot of this money going to big
projects including some Canadian projects, pulp and paper for example, huge amounts of money.

(HILLI Rapid industrialization.

[CAMERON] Rapid industrialization, which again is one of the objectives of these regimes; to be
industrialized, that is the wave of the future. Poland used to be the bread basket of Europe. They
used to export grain. Now we have people coming fromn the Wheat Board in Canada and looking
at this country and saying "If we could take over here, we could really make this place go". When
the Speaker was talking to me, and saying that they intended that summer to institute some reforms,
what he meant was that they were going to raise the prices of somne of these things so that they
would flot have to spend so much money paying for subsidies; and he said they were going to do
it differently fromn the way they did it in 1976, when the last riots took place. The Speaker said
"We are going to do it [institute reformsl on a region-by-region basis, flot ail at once, and we are
going to do it in the summer". They tried it out first around Lublin. Not only did they have a big
outcry because the fares went up onl the tramns, but the tram drivers also went on strike. Anyway,
there was a strike by the tram drivers in Lublin which by itself was flot very serious, but on top of
that it spread. Because I guess the Poles got word this was going to happen everywhere and that
the prices were going to go up. So the governmnent had a minor crisis on its hands; on top of that,
Poland hadt a miserable summer. It rained and rained; we left about July, but the Vistula had just
about overflowed its banks by then; there was flooding and dark clouds and windy weather. The
Potes are a bit like the Scandinavians, they love to sec a little bit of sun because they have a lousy
winter. Consequently, the reforms started off badly and the goveriment did flot handie the strike
very weIl, and it spread up to the shipyards. Solidarity grew out of that. Essentially it was a
sensible effort by the Government to deal with a very basic problem. So they had this combination
of unrest as a result of their attempt to bring back a degree of common sense into the management
of their economy, combinedl with a huge burden of foreign debt, plus an overly ambitious
industrialization programme which started shortly before I arrived, with projects which would be
difficuit to implement in Canada, Jet alone in Poland. I remember we were invited to visit a paper
milI up in the northern part of Poland. There was a desperate shortage of paper in Poland. So
plans werc made to build a large mill in North West Poland and it was designed by a Canadian
engineering firm. Canada put up a lot of money and made it available for this project. Well, as
Amibassador I was invited to come up and sec the opening, I think it was going to be at Christmas
in 1978/79. The plant manager phoned up to say sorry, it was not ready. The next spring came
along, no sign of it and as it came closer to the summer of 1980 when 1 was expected to leave, a
visit was finally arranged. During the visit we found that the plant was more than two years behind
schedule. The Canadians there told us the main reasons for the delay were a combination of
interference by the local Communist politicians, a lack of direction from Warsaw and the local
government, and general mismanagement. If you talked to Germans about this kind of situation,
they would just shake their heads. They think: Poles are badly organized and flot very good
managers. Potes will tell you themselves they are good at ideas but they are flot very good at
carrying them out; it's sort of their nationai trait. The problemn today is that the people do flot have
an adequate balanced supply of food. One Polish joke is what is a kilometre long and eats potatoes;
the. answer is a Pollsh meat line-up. And everybody works, women work, men work and often the
women take turns as to who is goiflg down on Thursdays or whatever day it is to get a little hunk
of meat. It is really sad. What is the answer? Now they are talking about becoming a member
of the. International Monetary Fund. The Soviets have a strangle hold over them in the sens. that
they provide them with a lot of their energy: their oil and gas.



[HILL] Those people that you knew, who were in charge of the Governmnent in that time, most
of those presumably have gone now.

[CAMERON] The Foreign Minister is stili around, he was ini East Germany then.

[HILLI I mean that was the whole Gierek period.

[CAMERONI Yes, Gierek was blamned, that is pretty welI true of any society; when they kick one
government out people blame the previous one. Undoubtedly there was a lot of corruption, flot
nearly as much as you would find in a place like Romania where you had this entrenched autocracy.
I do flot lcnow what the answer is in Poland. I think that hopefully an improvement in relations with
the Soviet Union and between West and East might bring about amelioration in their condition;
Solidarity to my mind was a natural reaction to a situation which had become unbearable. Not just
in the question of being able to say anything but being able to have what they considered to be a
fair standard of living. A lot of the people travel, and a lot of themn corne to Canada. They do flot
like the system, they do flot think the system is much good. Their attitudes are more Western than
Eastern. They do flot have a great regard for the Soviets but they have a certain respect for them
in the sense that the Soviets helped to liberate their country. Their attitude is one of ambivalence.

Pait VII - Assistant Under-Secrear of State. 1980-83

[HILL] I wonder if we could just quickly go over the last part, Part 7, which is really the end of
the interview. We turn to the point in 1980 when you carne back to Ottawa. Until 1983 I think
you were Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, part of that time with
responsibility for the Bureau of International Security Policy and Arms Control. Well, this kind of
links a bit to the previous comment, because one of the major issues in that period presumably was
the whole business of Solidarity and introduction of martial law in Poland and s0 on. How would
you assess Soviet behaviour in that crisis and also the Western responses to that situation?

[CAMERONI Well, the Soviets were in a very difficult position, because they had to deal with
what was in essence not only an uprising but in a very strategic location. It is a very, very sensitive
area of the world. for them. They have large forces in East Germany, but the Polish lines of
communication, the railways, go through Poland. There are flot ail that many forces in Poland, but
there are a lot in East Germany. The Soviets were in a very serious, difficult situation, and my
impression was that they really did flot know quite what to do. I do flot think that they wantecj to
invade Poland; I would doubt they ever intended to invade Poland if they could help it. There
would have been no advantage gained in taking over Poland because the people are flot sympathetic
to, Soviets, so it could have created an even worse situation. There might also have been some
concern or nervousness about the loyalty of the Polish soldiers to the Polish Communist goverfiment.
There is some evidence to support the theory that the ultimate weapon that they put to the Poles was
a threat to cut off their energy supplies. They have such a strangle-hold economicalîy, Poland is
such a basket case anyway, that they could cut off their oul and gas, and they would just freeze to
death in the winter time. Poland does flot have any hydro electric power, just the generating
stations, run on cheap coal but probably flot enough to supply the country. TheY are dependent on
the Soviets economically for so much, as welI as their defence relationship. I think that the Soviet
mobilization and movement on the borders was designed to imfpress upon the Poles, as much as
upon the allies, their concern about what was going on in the country. In retrospect the imposition
of martial law by the Polish Governent came as a surprise to most intelligence analysts. They did
flot rate that highly on the list of possible developments, and the way it was handled was extremneîy
skilful on the part of the Soviets and Polish authorities. Poles are very religious people, they go



to Church every Sunday. Martial law was instituted on a Sunday morning, about two o'clock ini
the morning, when ail good Poles were asleep or getting up to an early mass and it was carried out
with a minimum of blood shed or Nazi-type police tactics. It was done without the use of the
Armed Forces. 1 do flot think that they wanted the Armed Forces to be the ones, and probably the
people in the forces themselves did flot want to be the ones to round up the Solidarity activists.
Ibis was done by the secret police. So the short answer is that the Soviets were very much in a
dilemma as to what they could do; they had to do something for security reasons. The other big
threat to the Soviets was that if they allowed this thing to get out of hand, and they already feit that
it had gone too far, this could trigger enormous difficulties for the other Eastern countries as well
as for the Soviet Union. Because it was a threat, flot only a security threat, but a threat to their
whole political system. The idea of plurality, of democracy just does flot work. The two are just
diametrically opposed. There is no way you could get the two to work together. The closest you
get is something like you have in Yugoslavia.

[HILL] Another major issue that runs through the period while you were in this position in Ottawa
is the question of the implementation of the NATO two-track decision of December 1979, about the
installation of Pershing II and cruise missiles in Europe. How well do you think that whole affair
was handled by NATO, by the NATO allies?

[CAMERON] Thbere were mistakes made, but by and large my judgment would be that it was
extremely weIl handled by the governents. The German governent particularly, which was the
most vulnerable one of ail, put its future on the line and the Soviets badly miscalculated opinion in
Germany. They thought the Government would flot survive the vote on the introduction of missiles
and they did everything they could; in fact their efforts to get involved in a propaganda war were
counterproductive. There were a lot of mistakes but, by and large, there was good consultation with
the allies, and a very active role was played by the Germans who had an extremely able negotiator
by the name of Fred Ruth. Looking back, 1 would say it was a success. I do flot think that
Canada's attitude was particularly noteworthy; 1 amrnfot very proud of it, but that is just a personal
opinion.

[HILLJ If you had to, enumerate two or three other major developments in that period, when you
were in this position, what would they be, I mean in respect to the general question of international
peace and security? What stand out as key developments or achievements in that period?

[CAMERONI Weil, there were the renewal of the SALT talles which were an important effort to
reach an agreement on strategic weapons, and at the same time we came very close to reaching
agreement with the Soviets on INF. Their "walk-in-the-woods" formula contaîned the seeds of an
agreement. It always surprised me that the Soviets did flot move in on that, and that we did flot do
a littie bit more ourselves ini trying to follow through. But the major mistake was made by the
Soviets in terms of their analysis of the political situation in Germany. There has always been more
political savvy involvedl in the Soviet negotiating position than there ever bas been on the Western
aide; that has been a big Western weakness. We tend to look at arma controls in tenus of numbers,
in tenus of what it is going to, do in security tenus. 'Me Soviets have traditionally played as good
chess players, they see it as a move ahead, they also see the political implications of ail their moves,
whether you cali it propaganda or flot.

[HILL] Weil, as a last question, based on your reflections on that period, and Ieading up to today,
how do you rate other questions?



[CAMERON] The other significant event was the follow-up to the Polish crisis and the way it was
handled. I think that the imposition of martial law was a dramnatic development in East-West
relations. With respect to the reaction of the West, and especially the imposition of sanctions, they
have had some political impact but they have been of doubtful value in terms of overail East-West
relations. Another event that stands out in my mind was the discord in the Alliance over the
question of the Siberian gas pipeline, and here Canada played a key role in that meeting which was
held at La Sapinière, north-east of Montreal. It was the first private meeting of NATO ministers
ever held. There was no agenda and very few officiais were present. It deait with the question of
a threat by the United States to retaliate against their allies because of European support for this
pipeline. It was a very serious Alliance crisis, and Canada played a very key role at the meeting
which allowed the Americans to back down without publicity. The resuit was an agreement, which
solved a potentially serious rift i the Alliance.

[HILL] One last question: how do you sec NATO's role i Canadian foreign policy? Do you
think it is a key element in Canadian foreign policy, particularly in ternis of the pursuit of
international peace and security? Do you remain a strong advocate of continuing membership?

[CAMERON] I remain a strong advocate of continuing membership. 1 believe it serves our
interests. 1 do not think we should belong to it simply because it is a club that everybody should
join. 1 agree with a good deal of what Joe Clark had to say recently about the advantages derived
from being inside and flot outside, lecturing piously to the others. Like any Alliance there are
obligations and there are certain disadvantages, but in this inter-dependent world we live in nobody
can really get along without dloser relations with a multitude of countries. It seems to me that the
important thing is that NATO should flot become an alliance designed to confront forever the Soviet
Union and its allies, that there should be an effort made to maintain a balance between defence and
détente. If anything, the emphasis should be on negotiations with the East, on an effort to remnove
the divisions that exist, the political divisions which are at the heart of the arms build-up. To my
mind, it is only by hard work and long negotiations and practical efforts through trade and closer
relations that you are going to reduce this distrust that exists between East and West.

[HILL] Do you sec NATO as being a fundamental basis for conducting those kind of discussions
on an East-West basis?

ICAMERON] I would not be too rigid about that. It seems to me that you can envisage other
broader types of systems. For exaniple, I do flot think you should downgrade, or I do flot think
that you should exaggerate either, what the CSCE has been able to accomplish. And I think you
have wo be fairly flexible. I think we have been fairly praginatic ourselves, more s0 than some other
countries, on the extent to which we are prepared to modify your negotiating procedures.

[HILLJ Basically, then, for the foresecable future, how would you assess the utility of membership
in NATO for Canada.

(CAMERONI Weil, it will continue to be a very important element in Our approach wo East-West
relations and in terms of our relations with our allies. Perhaps we should do more in the way of
making clear, wo our European partners particularly, the extent wO which we have a big country here.
We have a North American security probJem, the dimensions of which are changing, and could well
mean a greater emphasis on our Arctic and on the North than we have in the past. It has tended
to fluctuate up and down. I do not think that the Europeans are suf iciently onscious 0f te extent
of our North Anierican security interests. It is flot a question Of being Canada flrst, it is the
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question of there being security dimensions to North America which are changing. And, it is part

of the NATO Alliance after ail; that is the point I would emphasize.

[HILL] We will close at this point. Thank you very much.



GEORGE GRANDE

[IILL]*' Good afternoon. Today we have with us Ambassador George Grande, formerly Canada's
representative to the MBFR negotiations in Vienna and former Ambassador to South Africa. After
serving with the RCAF and RAF in war time, Ambassador Grande joined the Department of
External Affairs ini 1946, and subsequently served in the Canadian Mission to the United Nations
in New York, in Athens, ini Berlin, with the Defence Relations Division of the Departmnent of
External Affairs in Ottawa, on the Directing Staff of the National Defence College in Kingston, and
in various senior posts overseas. These included the following: High Commissioner to Ceylon
1964-66, Ambassador to Norway and Iceland 1968-72, Ambassador to the Conference on Mutual
and Balanced Force Reductions ini Vienna 1973-76, and Ambassador to South Africa and High
Commissioner to Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland 1976-79. Ambassador Grande retired from the
Departmnent of External Affairs i 1979, and is now a well known columnist and editorial writer
with the Ottawa Citizen.

Ambassador Grande, as you know, what we are doing here now is part of an oral history of
Canadian policy in NATO. We are trying to gather the views of Canadians who have been most
active in NATO's policy-making and NATO-related affairs, so as to develop ideas on the importance
of NATO to Canada. We want to know how well membership in NATO has served Canada over
the years in the pursuit of its direct national interests and also those broader long term goals, s0
important to the future of this country, such as international peace and security. We are trying to
look at the main policy developments and issues in our field over the past 40 years in a fairly
systematic fashion, and to learn what happened, and how Canada and the Alliance were affected by
various developmnents. So the focus of our discussions will be on those periods of your career
when you were directly involved in NATO affalrs or NATO-related issues, especially your period
as MBFR Ambassador in Vienna. However, we would also like to get the flavour of your own
personal views and reflections on Canada's foreign policy, and on the general evolving world scene.
So we will also touch on somne of the other periods in your very extensive and interesting career.

Part 1 - Early'Years. to 1945

[HILLI Ambassador Grande, you were born in Montreal, I believe, and grew up there?

(GRANDE] That's right.

(HILLJ You graduated fromn McGill University in 1940 in English and Economics, and then
briefly attended Osgoode Hall Law School, in Toronto.

[GRANDE] Yes.

[HILL] Ini 1941, you joined the RCAF and a year later were commissioned as a pilot officer.
Afterwards you saw service with the RAF i the UK, India and Ceylon, and were in the armed
forces until 1945 when you were demobbed as a Flight Lieutenant. Could you tell us a little bit
about this period and what kind of tasks you were involved in at that timie, and how it camne that
you went to India and s0 on.

Interviewers: Hill, Pawelek. Interview dates: 18/3/87 and 1/4/87.



[GRANDE] Yes. 1 first, while stili attending law school in Osgoode Hall in Toronto, tried to
enter the armed forces because at that time the war hotted up, as you may recail, ini '41 in
particular, and I tried to enter as a recruit. My poor eyesight disqualified me for that rather
quickly. I then tried for the Navy but was rejected on an interview and finally landed up with the
Air Force who were at that time pushing what they called RDF (Radio Direction Finding), and the
Americans called it radar and wanted people with fair educations to learn what it was ail about.
I did flot have any background whatsoever in signais, or science for that matter of any sort, but this
mntrigued me, and 1 joifled up in Montreal as an RDF mechanic, and went through preliminary basic
signais training in Montreal at McGill, at my old university, but this time as an AC buff rather than
a student. I transferred to Clinton, Ontario, to a very hush-hush, top secret RAF school in RDF
and radar, and there we were taught everything there was to know in radar for those who did flot
have a scientific background. Then we were told we would be sent overseas. In fact, I was
transferred down to an embarkation depot in Moncton ini 1942, and to my surprise was called out,
aiong with a few others - we had been interviewed for commidssions before we left Clinton but did
not think much of it - we were called out and then were told we were then pilot officers.

[HILLI That did flot mean that you were flying, that meant that you were still in the radar field?

[GRANDE] Yes, i the radar field. So we went, ail 20 of us, got on a boat together in Halifax,
sailed over to the UK, and were transferred to various parts throughout England to radar stations,
mostly ground radar stations, CH and CHL stations they called them. Mine was a CHL station
right near Hastings, RAF Fairlight, as commanding officer, and with 1 suppose 60 or 70 people
there altogether including RAF gunners to protect us. At that time, flights over from Germany were
frequent.

Still as a radar officer, I was transferred from there to India in May of the following year, but
in India when I arrived, 1 arrived before the radar equipment, and so, 1 had to spend some time on
basic signais, assisting signai's officers of various RAF squadrons at thîs time in the Madras area,
and eventually I got transferred to a radar station in Ceylon. 1 spent more or less the rest of the
war between Ceylon and India, and between ground stations and air stations doing radar as a radar
officer, ranging from, a tea estate in Ceylon, which must have been the most beautiful spot in the
world to spend part of the war, to some pretty crummy accommodations near Calcutta from which
we used to fly over the Bay of Bengal, and do air sea rescue and so on.
[HILL] It was mainly air/sea rescue presumably. There may have been some naval operations in
the Indian Ocean, but flot much at that time I guess.

[GRANDE] It was ail, ours was anyway, air/sea rescue.

Part Il - United Nations. 1946-52

[HILL] I think we will go on now to the United Nations period from 1946-52, and that includes
flot only your time at the UN in New York but also various phases in Ottawa, I believe. I
wondered if you could tell us something about your main jobs in that period.

[GRANDE] I was sent down to New York, 1 guess it was late summer, early fail, of 1947, to
be the secretary of the first permanent mission of Canada, we called it the Permanent Delegation
of Canada, to the UN. We were ail secretaries; third secretary, flrst secretary, second secretary.
I was to be the secretary of the delegation as it was being established under General McNaughton,
who was then our representative. General McNaughton was there waling, as it were, for Canada
to be elected to, the Security Council where he was to be out first Ambassador to the Security



Council, as well as our first Permanent Representative to the UN. 1 was secretary of the delegation,
where my work was at first largely administrative, and then when there was more time, 1 did a lot
of the advising, if you will. We were ail advisors i those days, advising the delegation on various
subjects, wherever I was assigned. During the General Assembly, I was advising mostly it seemed
on the, when it was established, the Ad Hoc Political Committee. It was mostly political and social.
I advised Senator Cairine Wilson during one session on prostitution and a few things like that on
the social committee. A dear lady. But mostly political work, but supplementary political work.
There was a lot of high priced help there with me; John Starnes, Harry Carter, John Holmes from
time to time, Arnold Smith and George Ignatieff; al under General McNaughton.

[HILL] You also represented Canada on the Atomic Energy Commission. I mean the delegation
did. Canada was represented at that time.

[GRANDE] Yes, that is right. 1 a n fot sure of the exact date it stopped meeting. But there was
flot too much work involved even when 1 was there.

[HILL] I think at that timne, if I am nfot mistaken, the headquarters of the UN, at least to begin
with, was at Lake Success, wasn't it?

[GRABNDE] That is right.

UHLL] Which is out on Long Island somewhere.

[GRANDIE] It was the old Sperry Gyroscope Company during the war, the Sperry plant, and they
took that over. That is where the daily meetings were held. During General Assembly sessions,
the committee meetings were held there too, and the plenary meetings were held at Flushing
Meadow, the site of the World's Fair.

[HILL] So it was not until a good bit later that the UN moved to its present site.

[GRANDE] i was there at the laying of the cornerstone by Truman, of the present building.

[HILL] Yes.

[GRANDE] Al the time I was there we met at Lake Success without too much success.

[HILL] 1 gather the Canadian delegation was housed in the old Biltmore Hotel over the Grand
Central Station.

[GRANDE] For the General Assemblies, yes. Those of us who were permanently there scratched
around and rented accommodation all over New York. A number of us went into a place calleci
Parkway Village, which was a new development only for people cc>iiiicted with the UN, and that
is where Ralph Bunche was at that time too, John Starnes, Arnold Smith, myself and: other people
in our delegation. Tbey were all there at the same time in this development.

[HILL] One thing that we are trying to get an idea of in this series is the development of Canadian
foreign policy with respect to international affairs, in the organization of world affairs, in the effort
to pursue international peace and security. So clearly one thing that we are interested in is the
thrust of Canadian policy with respect to the United Nations in the periods at the end of the war
when the UN was founded, and then in the immediate post-war period when the UN was getting



itself established. Also, as you mentioned, Canada was flot on the Security Council for a while,
because in one of the elections Canada stood aside to allow Australia to go forward, if 1 ar nfot
mistaken. But then, I think it was perhaps in 1947 or '48, Canada became a member of the
Security Council.

[GRANDE] We became a member on January 1, 1948, for two years. But we set up a permanent
mission because we knew we were going to become a member. 1 think in those days you had a
pretty automatic majority vote in the West, and we knew we would have enough votes to be elected.
Most of my work was geared to, that. I believe that was why General McNaughton was sent there
in the first place, a general to head a delegation to a Security Council, I suppose, made sense.

[MILL] Could you give us some idea of how Canada's attitude towards the UN evolved over this
period. 1 mean I suppose at one stage 1 had the idea that initially Canada was full of enthusiasm
but this was gradually wearing down towards about '47, or '49 perhaps. But my impression, now,
is that it is perhaps a littie more complex than that. There seem to be more ups and downs.

[GRANDE] There was certainly a tremendous amount of enthusiasm when 1 went there in '47,
and it seemed to a very junior officer that Canadian foreign policy revolved around the United
Nations i those days. Everything we did, every decision we took, in fact most of our decisions,
were UN decisions. Most of the items on whîch Canada was required to make a decision or to
make a pronouncement had to do with subjects which were being debated at the UN, because most
international events, episodes, whatever you want to cail them, were being debated there. So, 1
found a tremendous amount of enthusiasm. Mr. Pearson, of course, was a UN man. But coupled
with that enthusiasm for the UN, it was flot a sort of enthusiasm to the extent that we thought that
this was the solution, that there would neyer be a war again, that this would lead to one world and
aIl this, flot that sort of enthusiasm. It was an enthusiasm for being on the Western teain, if you
will, and being able to work out common positions, which we thought would make sense in order
to preserve peace and promote, in many cases, the independence of nations, such as Israel and
Indonesia and so on. But also we soon realized, certainly in that first Assembly in '47 when I was
there, that the Cold War had set in with a vengeance. The political debates there were very full
of rancour and polemics. I remember weIl the Vyshinski and Dulles debates. They went on for
hours and hours. It was as if the two had been fighting each other in the war instead of being on
the same side.

We, of course, ail rallied around. 1 cannot remember any great division on the Western side
of things in those days. We rallied round the Americans if you will, but at the same time, 1 do flot
think we particularly Iiked the extreme attitudes that were expressed by some American delegates,
then as now.

[HL] 1 think Buzz Nixon the other day made an interesting point on this. He said that most of
the officers that he served with in that period were people who transferred the black and white view
of the world from when they were ftghting Nazi Germany. Now that was gone and now here was
the new enemy. The black and white perception was simply to some degree transferred, which
perhaps was quite natural. 1 wonder if there was a bit of that kind of..

[GRANDE] 1 think there probably was, but flot among thinking people, flot among those who
were steeped and versed in foreign affairs before that, flot among people such as Mike Pearson or
some of the more knowledgeable people from the State Department. You got somebody like Dulles
who was single-minded, yes, and Senator Warren Austin, yes. But 1 think of Jack Hickerson in the
State Department; he was extremely welI versed and he knew ail the nuances and so on. There



were many very able people on the American side of that sort, and on the British delegation as well,
and the French delegation, and others, Australians, outstanding people. I do flot thinc they viewed
it in tbose sort of stark terrns.

[IILL] Yes, but as that period proceeded, while you were mnvolved in UN affairs, gradually as
trne went on perhaps, particularly in the Canadian case after Mackenzie King retired, the Canadian
govemnment and other govemnments launched what was in effect a rethinking process, which then
turned into almost a crusade to establish something new, because they were very concerned about
the way the UN was going. That led in to the whole process of thinking about setting up a new
organization, which eventually became the North Atlantic Treaty system. Is that more or less how
you would see things as having evolved ini that time?

[GRANDE] Yes. 1 do flot think that they viewed NATO as a substitute for the UN, and that
certainly is something, because of the attitudes which evolved at the UN and elsewhere, something
which was essential. One heard day after day after day sort of diatribes from the Soviet delegation
and the Bielo-Russian delegation, records of what they said, and the others in Eastern Europe, ail
obviously orchestrated for months. 1 arn sure that had a profound influence on Canadian, American,
British andi other policy makers in~ forming NATO. We down at the UN did flot get exposed to too
much of that, and certainly flot at my level. I did flot know what was going on. It was kept fairly
hush-hush, at a very senior level, ini the days before NATO.

[HILLJ You mean at the outset?

[GRANDE] The preliminary thinking about NATO. 1 imagifle ini the Canaian establishment
memos bouflced back and forth, but only between people like Normani Robertson, Mike Pearson,
Gerry Riddell and Escott Reid. They did flot reach down to George Grande.

[HILLI What was it that made this change in world affairs apparent, 1 mean to public opinion.
1 mean 1 can remember that in that period the newspapers were full of Soviet diplomats saying,
»Niet, Niet, Niet- ail the time, and of course there was the fact that Eastern Europe was flow
blocked off from contact from most people. There was very little in the way of human contacts at
that time. There was the Iron Curtaifi. What about Czechoslovakia, too?

[GRANDE] Very much so. The Czechoslovakia situation, yes. I forget what the date was when
the gentleman was pushed out of or jumped out of the window. That had a profound impact there,
and also there were individual cases lilce the Cardinal Mindszenty case that come to My mind. 1
remember writing speeches for Hugh Lapointe on that but this was taken very seriously by us ail.
Ini fact, there were very few things in which we co-operated, were able to co-operate, with the
Soviets, even ini those days.

[HULL] Canada, however, played quite a leading role ini the establishment of NATO, at leait that
18 the impression one has, that Mr. Pearson, Mr. St. Laurent were very active in that time. Now
I arn sure that other statesmen from other Western countries were very active too, but ini the case
of St. Laurent and Pearson, it did become, or seem to become, virtually a crusade in the end to
establish this new system. What lay behind that? I mean here you had people comm-itteci to the
UN at one point. 0f course they saw the difficulties the UN was in. What lay behind this crusade?
Was it a desire to preserve Western values, or what was it?

[GRANDE] I think basically, you stateci it correctly. Yes, it was a feau that thjings would get
worse, as they seemed to be getting at the UN, things would get worse in the world, things would
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get worse between East and West. I really do flot remember referring to East as East and West as
West, or saymng behmnd the Iron Curtain and outside it. That impelled it I arn quite sure. The fear
was that the West did flot have any security. Most of us had scaled down our armed forces after
the war, as 1 recali, without consulting anyone, to try and get back to what was thought of as
normal, and thank goodness for the farsightedness of the founding fathers of NATO that something
was done. 1 suspect the Amnericans would have done something anyway but I doubt if they would
have donc it the way it was done, because they probably would have gone into their own sheli
again. There was stili a large element, of that for some Americans anyway.

[HILL] You made a rather interesting comment, just a minute ago, which was that the formation
of NATO was largely kept secret, or shall we say it did flot percolate down very far, and 1 read the
saine thing mn a speech by Escott Reid given several years ago. He made exactly the saine point
that it was all highly secret. So I was wondering, when it eventually became apparent at the UN
that this new treaty was being fornied, what kind of reception did this get in the UN? 1 niean, of
course, the Western group would lcnow about it, but what about the others?

[GRANDE] 1 do flot remember anything specifically in the way of comment from the other side
oni it. Certainly it was included, the fact and the reasons for it, were included in the sort of
ministerial speeches at the opening of the General Assembly in 1950, but 1 cannot remember
anything specific actually.

[HILL] Less than a year after NATO was formed, there was the outbreak of the Korean War, and
of course the response was from a UN command. The United States played the Iargest part but
Canada was involved, most other Western countries were involved, and also there were other
countries; India for example, provided a medical team if 1 remember rightly. Did this, the fact that
the UN was involved i this response, restore some of the UN's lost prestige? Did people feel that
the UN had acquired a new purpose, or was the Soviet absence from the Security Council at that
turne seen very much as a fluke, which was not going to be repeated?

[GRANDE] I think the latter. I think everyone breathed a sigh of relief that there was a way of
them doing this and giving it a UN label, but I do not think it was considered as a great feat for
the UN as such. 1 ar nfot quite sure whether Canada, for instance, would have contributed troops
if there had not been a UN cover to it. Maybe with Mackenzie King out of the way we would have
eventually, but certainly if he had still been around we would flot have.

[HILL] When you ended up this phase of your career in late '52, you went back to Ottawa, 1
believe, to the UN or the Legal Division.

[GRANDE] 1 might mention one thing, a great deal of time was spent in those days in compiling
a book called "Canada and the United Nations" each year, 1947, '48, '49 and '50, each year, and
fairly senior persons were put in charge of it. 1 had that honour, 1 think the year after I came back
from the United Nations to Ottawa, and Basil Robinson did it, 1 think the year before me, and there
was a tremendous amount of effort put into this book. 1 do not know if it still exists or flot, but
i those days this was a major project. It seemed to be very important to the powers that be in the

Canadian government that we record i great detail everything we did at the United Nations, and
ail the divisions were hard at work for quite a while preparing their various bits and pieces and
chapters to this publication, which was an indication of the seriousness with which we took tie UN
i those days.



[ULI How did you perceive the UN yourself at that time, the time that you left tis particular
phase of your career? Do you remember how you saw the UN going on from there?

[GRANDE] I think we were certainly flot optimistic, we were pessimidstic about how it would go
or continue to go. I think we had higher hopes for its achievements in the economic and social
fields than in the political or certainly the military field. The idea of an international force had long
since disappeared; of having a truly international force under the UN Security Council, for which
provision is there, as you know, in the Charter. But it neyer got off the ground. But useful work
certainly, those were the heydays of the Children's Fund, and then even when 1 was stili in New
York, the Point Four Program, the beginnings of technical assistance, the beginnings of international
aid, came into being.

[HILLJ So already by '52 the focus of Canadian policy with regard to international security and
peace had in fact shifted to NATO.

[GRANDE] Yes.

Part III - Athens. 1952-54

[HILL] WeIl, we wiIl go on then to part III, which was your period in Athens fromn 1952-54.
In that time, you served as First Secretary in the Canadian Embassy in Athens. This was shortly
after Greece had joined NATO. It was also flot znany years after the very bitter Greek Civil War.
1 think it's hard to realize now just how bitter that was, and how many people were involved in it,
also perhaps the poverty in which many people had lived as a result of the miseries of the Second
World War and then the Civil War and s0 on. So (ireece was flot just a Mediterranean resort at
that time, by any means. At any rate, it was certainly flot a wealthy country. So 1 just wondered
if you could tell us something of the condition of Greece while you were there. What sort of state
was in it and also what were the politics like?

[GRANDE] Yes, the government was headed by Marshall Papagos, the military touch if you will
when 1 was there. The Foreign Minister was Stephanopolous, the king was on his throne, with
Queen Frederika directing affairs from behind him, and Greece was a very poor country. You
could see poverty even around Athens. At the saine time, my feeling was that they were greatly
encouraged by the Truman Doctrine. That had a profound effect on die Greek people. They were
getting substantial aid and had prospects of getting even more if they used their aid wisely. There
was a continual flow of American and international banicers it seemed, aid officials and s0 on,
coming i and out of the country, but in particular there was a huge Anierican mission permanently
established there whose sole job was to administer economic aid.

On the military side, the Greelc forces were being built up slowly. I remember Canada played
a role in that. 1 happened to be Chargé d'Affaires at the tume, and we donated a bunch of our old
aircraft when we replaced theni. 1 forget the type of aircraft they were. TheY were the ones we
had been using in Europe, and then we replaced theni with a later model.

[HILL] The Sabre jets probably.

[GRANDE] Yes. We turned theni over, some to Greece and sonie to Turkey. trying to preserve
the balance even i those days. This was received with great cheers by the Greek establishment.
T'hey thought this was great.
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The Balkan Pact came mnto being white I was in Athens. Relations between Greece and Turkey
were pretty good, and between Greece and Yugoslavia, Yugoslavia and Turkey, the three of them,
the original members of the Balkan Pact. Iis was greeted with great enthusiasm by aIl three
counitries. 1 remember Marshall Tito paid a state visit, I guess it was, to Athens when 1 was there.
Even ini those days, hie was cheered by the Greeks as one of the "Free World's" great people. In
those days, they had great plans for the Balkan Pact. They thought this was going to be the end
of the animosity between these countries, certainly between Greece and Turkey. Ihis was going
to be the means of having a modus vivendi which would last between these two, countries. How
wrong they were.

[HILLI Didn't they think it might draw in Bulgaria and Romania as well?

[GRANDE] Yes.

[HILL] But nothing ever came of that.

[GRANDE] No. But that was certainly being discussed in those formative days.

[HILL] Were there negotiations going on at this time over US bases, I mean to put them in there
at that time, flot to take them out presumably? And what was the rote of the Sixth Fleet in the area?

[GRANDE] 1 do flot remember anything specific about that. Certainly there was a continuaI
stream of naval visits. I remember Admirai Mountbatten visited Greece when 1 was there, when
I was Chargé d'Affaires. He called on me because I was the senior Commonwealth guy there, and
Canada was the senior Commonwealth nation. He then was, 1 guess, in charge of the
Mediterranean fleet for the British. There were a number of American visits too and they were
always great occasions for us.

Certainly no Soviet naval visits. I presumne the negotiations were going on there. The
American bases had flot been established.

[HILL] No? That is what 1 wondered about.

[GRANDE] They must have been discussing it, negotiating it for them. But somebocly, maybe
it was you, mentioned this and I would agree that there was flot any specific rote for Greece that
1 can remember in those days, a military rote. 1 mean it was flot envisaged that NATO forces from
the central front would be moved down to Greece or anything of that sort. 1 think the rote of
Greece was just evolving, the military rote.

[HILL] You mentioned you were Chargé d'Affaires. How many people were there ini the
Canadian Embassy and what were your own duties during most of that time?

[GRANDE] In addition to the Ambassador, we hadt a First Secretary, Third Secretary, Commercial
Secretary, an Immigration Officer and team, Security Office, RCMP, and there were two Trade and
Commerce officers. fie Immigration Office in those days was separate from the Embassy.

[BL What was the nature of Canadian-Greek relations at that time? Were most of the issues
to do with immigration and trade, or were there many political issues as well?



[GRANDE] It was mostly keeping a watching brief 1 think on developments, reporting on them.There was quite a bit of reporting on the Balkan Pact, for instance, on the economic situation. Wedid flot have any economic aid program in those days but we were contributing through the UN,and so they were interested in having reports on it. Immigration was a big part of our program.There was very high immigration from Greece to Canada in those days. Distressed Canadiansabroad also, consular work, that sort of thing. Dual nationals going back and being snatched bythe Greek govemnment and put in military service, that sort of thing.

[HILL] What about the problem of Enosis i Cyprus? Was this already bubbling up and wasthis beginning to have any effect on Greek-Turkish relations or Greece's relations with the rest ofNATO or was this stili dormant at this time?
[GRANDE] It was fairly donnant when I was there, but it had bubbled up even before I arrived,and bubbled up certainly after I left. It went i waves. The British were prepared. Theybarricaded themselves in their embassy. Their embassy is just across the street from ours butnothing much happened when I was there on that front.

[IILL] One last point I would like to explore a littie bit further is the thought that on the Southern
flank NATO is quite a different kind of animai, really, from what it is on the central front in thenorth. On the central front in Northern Europe you have a really integrated, multinational kind ofcomplex. The armed forces are integrated and so on. Whereas on the southern flanc in thesouthern region, what you have mainly is a collection of countries which are geographically quitedivided one from another. Their main support comes from outside, i.e., through bilateral support
largely from the United States. Also, of course, in the case of Greece and Turkey, their armiesnow to some degree are facing each other. These are just some thoughts, and I Wonder if you
would care to comment on them?

[GRANDE] I do not know whether there is a battle plan for Greece right now. I presume thereare some NATO plans but I am quite sure there were flot any in those days. There was stili some
communist influence in Greece, and there certainly was flot a very good feeling between Athens andMoscow, although towards the end of my stay, this seemed to get a littie better, an Ambassador
arrived and so on.

I thinlc that Greece certainly entered NATO for its own security. It wanteci to belong to theclub. It did flot want to, go it alone. I think NATO took Greece in, obviously because it wanted
to protect its flanks or its under belly or whatever you want to call Greece. But the state of theGreek armed forces was such in tiiose days that they could flot play a significant military role. 1am quite sure they could flot even have defended themselves under direct attack. This was beforethere was any Soviet bomb to, worry about, any nuclear blackmail or anything of that sort.

I think tliat havig Greece in NATO then was good for us, if 3'OU will, as well as good forGreece. From that evolved a Greece that becamne accustomed to cooperating with the Westernworld, the rest of the Western world. I mention With the Western world because there were signseven when I was there in Greece down at the Port of Piraeus saying boats to Europe leave onMondays or Tuesdays. Greece was flot quite European. TheY did flot consider themselves quiteWestern. They considered themselves Middle Eastern.

The basic focus was on the economic side of things, flot on the military side.

[HILL] You mean as far as relations with NATO were concerned or as far as the Canadian
Embassy and its operations?
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[GRANDE] As far as Greece was concerned, their top priority was to have economic assistance,
to get back on their feet after the Civil War, and they thought that by going into NATO, and sort
of looking as if they were doing their bit for Western defence, they would get more aid. I think
it worked out that way too.

[MILL] Did you ever see the movie Elena?

[GRANDE] No.

[Hill] Well, it's about the Greek Civil War period, which bas almost been totally forgotten
somehow. But that whole business about thousands of Greek children being taken into Yugoslavia,
and then packed off to Hungary at one point, was a dreadful affair.

[GRANDE] There was stili a latent anti-German feeling there, also. They were stili proud of
havmng resisted the Italians too. They did it at the beginning of the war, you remember. They
pointed to signs which you could stili see chalked up on some cliffs there: "OXI", meaning "No."'
"No, we will not let the Italians in." But the Germans got in later. They stili feel that sort of
thing. But because the Balkan Pact was being formed, any sort of anticomrnunist feeling was kept
subdued in the latter part of my stay.
[HILLI I think one of the most interesting things you mentioned was that, at that time, relations
with Turkey were on the whole quite good. It seems to be really the Cyprus problem which bas
by and large aroused old animosities. 0f course, there are other things now like the Aegean Sea,
but it seems to me that Cyprus was obviously crucial.

[GRANDE] Oh yes, the crucial factor. StilI is. There were no signs of it being settled.

Part IV - Berlin. 1957-60

[HILLI Well, I think we will move on now to the next period which is part IV, the years in Berlin
from 1957 to '60. Ambassador Grande, in 1957, you were appointed Canadian Consul in West
Berlin. You also served as First Secretary and then Counsellor of the Canadian Military Mission
in Berlin, if I arn not mistaken. I wonder if you could just tell us something about your duties at
that time, and in particular what did consular work involve, and what was the work of 'the Canadian
Military Mission? Before giving you a chance to speak, I will just mention that I believe the Berlin
Wall had not gone Up at that turne. In fact, it was not until the summer of 1960.

[GRANDE] '61.

[HILLI '61.

[GRANDE] That is right. Ail those titles are rolled into, one really, it's really just the one body
there. I did have same help, sort of a locally employed former British military officer, Dick
O'Hagen, not the Prime Minister's O'Hagen, who was there also with me, and eventually I was
successful in geuting a junior officer towards the end of my stay to, act as sort of administrative
officer and consular officer, but the military mission was military in naine only. It was set up
because we had the right to set it up. We thought we should not lose the chance, the right as one
of the victorious powers that supplied troops, and so on. We were given the chance of having a
military mission that was funded out of the German budget, and it may stili be, for ail I know. It
was funded insofar as we wanted it to be funded from the German budget, the Berlin budget, and



that meant that we got free accommodation, both living and office, and ail our local staffs, ail the
local German staff whomn we hired, or British, if there was anyone who lived locally, their salaries
were paid out of the budget as well, and everything, typewriters, you namne it. We saw a chance
of setting up an interesting listening-post mission, which was what it was, on the cheap. It was
called a military mission because we were supposed to be a military mission, whatever that meant.
Each of the Western military missions was in a particular sector, ours was in the British sector, and
we were sort of under the sponsorship of the British. Others were under the sponsorship of the
French, the Belgians for instance, or the Americans.

The work there was fascinating, actually. It was largely political. It was really to tap the
British, French and Americans, and get as much intelligence fromn them as possible, and to pass it
on, in foreign dispatches to Ottawa. There was a wealth of material there; some of which you could
get officially, and some which you could get unofficiaily. It was a crossroads of intrigue - stili is.
When Krushchev issued bis famnous ultimatum in November, 1958, 1 guess it was, saying he was,
i effect, going to take over West Berlin, that was the indication. Then ail the world came to our

doors, we had business fromn everyone under the sun. We had visits from ail kinds of prominent
Canadians who wanted to be on the spot. George Drew dashed over from London for instance.
Willy Brandt must have spent half bis time briefing visitors, 1 think.

[HILLJ He was mayor, I think?

[GRANDE] He was Burgermeister and a dan good one too. I think it was bis finest hour. T'he
other phenomenon which was going on, which eventually resulted in the raising of the Berlin Wall,
was the tremendous flow of refugees from East Berlin to West Berlin, and some from other parts
of East Germany to West Germany. But these were coming over in increasingly great numbers
daily, and I think it came up to 1,000 or more a day, once, before the Wall was built. Ail of these
people were screened by the Allies in West Berlin, by the British, by the Americans, by the French,
depending on where they came over, and indeed which sector. Fromn these briefings came a
tremendous arnount of intelligence on what was going on in East Germany, and what the Soviets
were doing and so on. In addition, we had direct contacts. We made a point of having direct
contacts with the Soviets but not with the East Germans. We did not recognize the East German
régime in those days, and we refused to accept the GDR visa but we acknowleclged the Soviet
occupation, if you will, even though they did not want us to later on. I remember I called on the
Commander in Chief of the Soviet forces withi East Berlin, and there was a Soviet Protocol Officer
who was very active in and out of West Berlin, a great contact, and we invited them socially, and
they came. So there was this sort of opportunity to tap themn directîy. They did not say very much
but you could tell from the way they reacted and £0 on how they felt. They were obviously trying
to maintai a low profile after the GDR was set up, t0 stay out of the way. We also had contact,
with the military exchange missions, like WBRIXMIS'. The British, American and French exchange
missions in East Germany were headquartered i West Berlin but also had their headquarters in East
Germany in Potsdam.

[HILL] What did they consist of?

[GRANDE] They were missions. 1 remember there was an incident just a few years ago which
brought them ito the limelight. They were seldom heard of otherwise. They had the right to
travel throughout East Gernlany and ail areas that are not banned, and likewise there are Soviet
forces in West Germany which have the same right. The British, French and Aniericans also have
the right to do this. We have Canadians attached to these. We did in my day. They dash in high
powered cars ail over East Germany, and they pick up as much intelligence as they can, mostly



about troop dispositions and that sort of thing, and then pass it back. Every now and then, there
used to be an incident. We had access to their reports too. So there was almost too much
information. There was certainly too much for one person to handie there, and I must say the
British were very forthcoming, as were the Americans, the French a bit less so, but they gave us
access to what they considered we should know.

[HILL] So the main function was really collecting intelligence to report back to Ottawa, so the
Canadian govemnment could keep informed on the evolving situation in Berlin, and also in the GDR
and elsewhere in Eastern Europe.

[GRANDE] That is right. That is how I conceived it. There was a flag waving function too.
I was Mr. Canada there and 1 did attend the bilateral funcions. We had a bilateral relationship with
the city of Berlin, West Berlin, but it was mostly flag waving. The Germans in Bonn wanted us
to stay there of course, and when we had a retrenchement drive people thought we would shut down
in Berlin and get credit for closing a mission. But West Germans would not hear of it. They were
willing to pay everything, even what was not already paid, our salaries.

[HILL] But it was closed eventually, was is not? Much later on.

[GRANDE] Yes, very stupidly, and then it was reopened. It's open now. In those days, our
offices were right in the Olympic Stadium, which was the British military headquarters.

[HILLI Was there any function ini terms of representing Canada? 'Was there any common allied
council in West Berlin or any coordinating group or anything?

[GRANDE] Nothing in which Canada had a seat but we maintained contact. There was stili a
four-power command thing going, and they did meet occasionally and we got reports on their
meetings. There was the Spandau prison of course, which had its own régime. There was the
Berlin Air Safety Centre. We kept in touch with them, and then of course, there were ail kinds of
immigration opportunities there, although the security clearance side was pretty tricky. There was
a Canadian immigration mission there as weIl, separate from our mission.

[HILL] If I remember rightly, what happened in the case of Mr. Khrushchev's ultimatum was, he
decided he wanted West Berlin to become a "Free City," or perhaps it was the whole of Berlin he
wanted to be a "Free City.' I cannot remember which. In any event, this was just going to mean
they would be an independent or separate entity and presumably not connected to West Germany
or perhaps to the allied control system. If I remember rightly hie also put on a six month deadline.

[GRANDE] There was a deadline definitely, and it was later wîthdrawn but it was a real worry
because everyone knew, and the Allies did not make any pretense about it, that they could not
defend West Berlin. It still could not be defended. It could be taken over in 24 hours. The Allies
have token troops there, but that is all they are. So there was a real worry, not about losing Berlin
so much, although that would have been very bad symbolically, but that, if the Soviets were willing
to do that, then this could certainly spark off a much bigger fight and bring the NATO forces into
play, and this would be it. The balloon would be up. We were worried for a period, I think almost
a year. The other thing that we watched closely were thle various incidents that took place between
the Allies and Soviets or the East Germans on the Autobahn. We as Canadian officiais, refusing
to accept GDR visas, could not use the Autobahn, but we kept closely in touch with the British,
French and Americans about ail the incidents that occurred, and aIl of them got a lot of publicity.
T'hey were used deliberately by the Soviets and the East Germans to turn on the heat, to put on the



squeeze. They created these incidents because there were cars going back and forth and trains going
back and forth ail the time between West Germany and West Berlin; and also planes. They did flot
touch the planes. We had to fly in and out.

[MILL]Inli the period you were there, it was about the last few years of the Eisenhower
administration ini the US, and this was also the period of the aborted Paris Summit, the U-2 incident
and so on. This was a pretty jittery period i East-West relations in many respects. 1 was
wondermng how you feit, sitting in West Berlin, about how NATO and how the Allies in general
responded to that kind of situation in those years? Did you feel that their policies were fairly wel
developed or that they were ail over the map, so to speak?

[GRANDE] On the whole, 1 think we feit they were right. The U-2 incident occurred just when
1 was Ieaving. I remember Willy Brandt gave me a farewell lunch, and 1 mentioned this being a
suznmit for certain people in Paris but it was my own personal summidt being his guest.

This is before the Paris Sumniit which, of course, neyer took place. Khrushchev circled Paris
and then did flot go. Back to your question. There certainly was a feeling of solidarity there.
There was a great feeling of tension of course ail the time in Berlin, but it was excitement; there
was flot too much fear. There was a feeling of excitement, of Western solidarity, and of being in
the last bastion of freedom surrounded by the bad guys. Demonstrations were purposely put on,
and military parades, bands and so on, very often by British, French and Americans, partly to boost
the morale of the West Berliners, but aiso to keep up their own spirits I think, and to fly the flag
and to show the world; and it was highly publicized. I think the general feeling was that NATO
was on the right track.

[HILL] You must have watched the negotiation of the Berlin Agreements in the early '70s with
a great deai of interest. I think it was just before you were in Defence Relations in Ottawa. You
were probably still Ambassador in Norway at that time. But anyway, 1 suppose you must have
watched them with a good deai of intereat, given your previous experience. Do you think that they
have made a radical change i that situation? I mean there has flot been a Berlin crisis since those
negotiations.

[GRANDE] Yes. I do flot think there will be another Berlin crisis, partly because of the
agreements 1 suppose, but mostly because I do flot think the political will can be there. 1 do not
think that is a good place for either side to have a crisis anymore. 1 think there are many other
places where it is more likely. We must aiso note the growing maturity of the GDR. They no
longer want to be considered Soviet stooges, even though they are probably dloser in many ways
to the Soviet Union than any other Eastern European country. They are flexing their independence
muscles a lot these days, and 1 do flot think they would want to be associated with a crisis provoke<j
from their territory.

[HILL] That is interesting. Did you travel around the GDR much while you were there?

[GRANDE] We could only travel as much as we could on a Soviet permit, and the first year 1
was there i '57, I was able to get a Soviet visa to travel to the Leipzig Fair. That was the, last
year that they issued Soviet permits. After that they said, "Sure you could go. I urge you to go
but please just go across the border and get a visa from the East Germans. " Which we could flot
do. We did flot recognize them, so we did flot go. So far as travelling in East Germany was
concerned, there was that one visit to Leipzig, which was very interesting. We were also invited
by the British, French and Aniericans to their exchange missions, as I mentioned. They had one



of their headquarters in East Germany near Potsdam, flot too far from the West Berlin border, and
we could go there, and we did whenever we had an opportunity to. Also we had opportunity to rub
shoulders with the Soviets because they were always mnvited too on these social occasions.
Otherwise, no.

[IILLI I went to Berlin at the invitation of the German goverrument in 1968 on a visit which
lasted a week, and I found it absolutely fascinating the way in which the various allied powers still
had their own presence. It's a very unique kind of situation. At that time, I did flot go into the
GDR at ail, but several years afterwards, with a parliamentary delegation, I went to a conference
there where 1 spent two weeks i East Berlin, on the other side of the Wall, which was equally
fascinating.

[GRANDE] I should qualify what 1 said. 1 did go into East Berlin often, but flot to East Germany.
We considered we had the right ta go in to East Berlin, and we made it a point of going there quite
frequently with the Canadian flag flying, or sneaking across at nighttime and attending the opera,
which was much better there than in West Berlin in those days.

[HILL] Very interesting.

[GRANDE] Or going to the museums, which are very good in East Berlin. Otherwise there
really was flot much to sec in those days, just a facade of shops and broken down buildings and
poor conditions elsewhere. I have since been back like you. 1 went last year and stayed for nearly
a week in East Berlin.

[HILL] It's stili a bit stark in the downtown area, but it's perhaps flot as stark as it was at that
time.

Part V - Ambassador to Norwa and Iceland. 1968-72

MHILL] Ambassador Grande, from 1968 to 1972, you served as Canada's Ambassador to Norway
and Iceland. Ibis also must have been a very interesting period in your career since there were a
number of important issues involving Canada, Norway and Iceland in that time; several of them
related to the relations among these three countries as allies in NATO. Moreaver, one thing that
is of great interest to people i Canada, still to this day, ini terms of relations with Norway, is of
course the question of the CAST commitment. I believe that had been set up just before you
became Ambassador to Norway.

[GRANDE] Yes.

[HILL] 1 wonder if you could tell us what you know about how that was established and why?

[GRANDE] I was flot in on the establishment of it. The decision was taken I think in '67, just
the year before I arrived in Norway. At that time, I was flot involved in that question. 1 think you
are going ta see Ross Campbell. He knows exactly how it camne into being and he would give you
the truth on that. I understood from him later, much, much later that it did flot make much military
sense i those days ta a lot of people but it was sort of forced upon Canada at a time when we were
reducing aur military contribution to NATO.

[HILL] 0f course it was flot directly connected with the '69 troop cuts in Germany. That came
a good bit later.
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[GRANDE] We knew then that this was going to corne. We already were in the midst of a great
departmental review, I remember, just at the tirne 1 went to Norway in '68. And 1 think we had
a pretty good idea that out of this would corne some kind of retrenchment of the Canadian Forces.
I arrived in Norway in '68, towards the end of '68, and only then really did 1 become conversant
with what this comrnitment entailed, and how important it was politically, in terms of Canada's
relations with Norway. It was on that that I concentrated, and it gave me an entree to the thoughts
of the Norwegians ini a way that nothing else would have. It helpecl me in my work a lot. We
were also, at that time sending military officers over from tirne to time. 1 remember Admirai Collins
for instance in the logistics side gomng over to flesh out the bones of this comrnitmnent, and to start
talking about prepositioning equipment, and those things, and going through the logistics of where
the Canadian troops would be preparing for exercises and so on. Norway then, and stili now I arn
convinced, thought this was tremendously important to them to have a Canadian comrnitment there,
and even though they were aware how quickly we could corne to, their rescue in times of need and
other questions.

That was, I thought, a very happy beginning to, my stay, realizing this commitmnent was there
and that we in those days intended to fi it, and it helped me a lot.

[MILL] 0f course, Canada also had another commitment to Norway, as well, which was through
the Ace Mobile Force, and I guess that was in existence before the CAST commitment?

[GRANDE] Yes. The Ace Mobile Force used to visit every now and then when they exercised,
and the units ini various countries used to visit us.

The other thing which I found of interest was that there were Canadians on the staff of NATO
Northern Headquarters, which is in Kolsaas just outside Oslo, and the commander there at that time
was General Wallcer, but whoever was there would have done the same, I arn sure. He used to cali
us in occasionally and brief us, and take us to his bunker.

[HILL] The ACE Mobile comrnitment is to the whole of Norway, whereas the CAST one is to the
North of Norway. Is there any possibility in a crisis that ACE Mobile might be deployed in
Southern Norway? I suppose they could be sent absolutely anywhere.

[GRANDE] I think they can be sent anywhere. You know it would be deployed in a crisis as
distict from a war situation. That's its main value. But there are certainly some worthwhile
targets in the south.

[HILLI Did you travel up through the whole of Norway while you were there? I suppose you did.

[GRANDE] Yes. I made a point of doing both when the troops wer there exercising. We had
a visit frorn Defense Minister Macdonald in those days. 1 went with him. 1 also went with My
rnilitary attaché on other occasions, and on my own NVith some of my colleagues. 1 took a coastal
steamer Up to Svalbard one time. Right up to pack ice.

[HILL] You got up to Spitzbergen?

[GRANDE] Yes. TMat's it. We were the first ambassadors to do that tost foot on it, texer
our rights because we were ail parties to the Treaty, to the Svalbard Treaty.
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(HILL] Oh, Canada is too? 1 sce. Along with the Soviet Union and..

[GRANDE] The Soviet Union, Norway, Sweden, and Finland. The Finnish ambassador and 1
went up there, and the Swedish ambassador, and the American ambassador and the British
ambassador, and we invited the Soviet ambassador. He first said yes, and then later declined. Al
went up together.

[MILL] 1 sec.

[GRANDE] A memorable occasion to sec what it was like primarily, but also to assert our rights.

[IILL] Did you also visit the areas where Canadian troops would probably be deployed in north
Norway?

[GRANDE] Yes.

[HIILL] Could I ask what you think of that as a commitment these days?

[GRANDE] I have becn writing in favour of our maintaining our commitmnent there, almost like
a voice crying in the wilderness. I am told that the decision has almost been made, if it has not
indeed been made, that we wiIl withdraw from that commitment but we will probably do s0
gradually. You know, in accordance with established NATO procedures, it should take several
years to really get out of it entirely. And 1 think that it's to be regretted. The Norwegian Defense
Minister, Johan Holst, was just here a couple of weeks ago pleading the case, but they are in a
difficuit position. They find it difficuit to argue with Canada if we say we are making our
commitment in Central Europe and we have to withdraw from the Northern commitment; we cannot
do both. They want a strong NATO everywhere. 1 think its incompatible with our Arctic polie>',
with our emphasis on the North. Ini many respects we get more credit for that commitmnent than
we do for the one in German>', because its hard to imagine what the Canadian Forces are going to
do there, they're so small. I agree we would have to put some more credibilit>' into our
commitment to north Norway if we kept it. We must be able to get there quicker.

[HILL] Well, 1 think in recent years there have been moves in that direction. That would simpi>'
be a matter of spending somiewhat more mone>' on it.

[GRANDE] I gather that General Rogers is in favour of our maintaiing out Norwegian
commitment.

[HILL] Well, we'1l wait and sec what cornes out of the White Paper on that one.

Turning now a little bit to Iceland; you were also Ambassador to Iceland at that time. If I am
not mistaken, this was also a period of these periodic Icelandic fisher>' problem. WeIl, I suppose
one should flot call them Icelandic fisheries problem. lus a problem of fisheries between Iceland and
other people who fish in Icelandic waters, and also this was a ver>' active period in the Law of Sea
negotiations, the international, multilateral Law of the Sea negotiations under the UN. What sort
of relations did Canada have with Iceland and also with Norway over fisheries and other maritime
questions In this period?

[GRANDE] On the Law of the Sea question, we had very, very close relations with Norway,
particularl>' between the two principals, Alan Beesie>' on our side and Jens Evansen Uic Norwegian



legal expert on theirs. They used to meet at their internationa cnference aiver te world, andwhen they were at home they were constantly sending each others telexes which ail went throughme. It was refreshing. 1 mean they both saw eye to eye on most things, and they were both
operators, both high powered, both full of energy and full of knowledge, and very able. They were
two of the tiiree or four leading lights i this Law of the Sea movement, in the international legal
fraternity. So that this was very helpful to the Norway relationship. On sealing, we are also both
criminals together if you will. Norway and we useci to consuit on how we would combat theseterrible anti-sealing types, who were saying such nasty things about us when ail that our seaierswere doing was to continue doing what they had been doing for years, if flot centuries, and how
could they be so mean. So we were partners in crime. We worked together from that point of
view.

Iceland in those days had a flshing dispute with J3ritain, and if anything we were sympathetic
to the Icelanders. Also another iterestig development then was that Iceland damn near withdrew
from NATO when 1 was there. As a resuit of an election, they went very far Left. in fact, theyhadt several Communist members i parliament, members of government, members of the Cabinet.
The Foreign Minister was flot Communist. 1 got to know him well, and we kept in very close touch
with hlm, to persuade hlm to continue to use bis influence to keep Iceland i NATO, on solid
ground. They heard us, and eventually, in the next election, they swung the other way.

[HILL] 0f course they had had Communists in parliament right from prior to being in NATO, and
then being in NATO was always to some degree controversial in Iceland, at Ieast among certain
segments of the population. In fact, right at the beginning of NATO, there were in fact public
demonstrations by the Communists and so on against membership in NATO, and then afterwards
there was a good deal of concern about the impact of the US presence in Keflavik, particularly on
Icelandic..

[GRANDE] ... women.

[HILLJ Women! 1 was going to say language and culture.

[GRANDE] But they kept the boys, certainly in my stage, in their own camp. They did not wear
uniforms If they went into Reykjavik, and they were allowed out sparingly. Basically, Icelandic
policy is controlled by very few familles. To talk about public opinion, insofar as there is public
opiion there, they are in favor of belonging to the Alliance providing they do not have to contribute
any troops, just contribute a bit of geography, and they are probably more like the Swedes than theyare like the Norwegians in termns of viewing themselves as part of the Western world. They know
they are Western but they do flot think of themselves as Amnerican or British stooges. Nor do they
want to b.. They are as close to Canada as to any other country, even dloser than to Denmark in
many respects. They speak of the Icelandic community here in Canada as Western Iceland.

[ILL] It was a bit of a lesson for NATO ini one or two ways. For one thing, you mentioned
Canadian sympathy for the. Icelanders in the dispute with the British, and I know there waS a lot ofsympathy i Scandinavia for the. Icelanders, and possibly among somne others too. But also there
was the. lesson that however small a country might b., it does have equalitY i a Very reai sense,i that, if it really wants to, it can always pull out of the. Alliance if need be. 1 tliink that wassomethig tiiat was brought out very forcibly, ini that period, inside NATO.

[GRANDE] mbat is right. There was some fear that NATO's secrets wouîd b. filtered througiithe. Communist International or something but I do flot think they had great access to military
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secrets. It's on a need-to-know basis, this information, and the Iceland Goverrnent did flot really
have that much need for military information; as distinct from political.

[HILLI Well, 1 think that was the beginning of this question of what happens if you have
Communist ministers in goverrnent, which was to corne up later again with the Portuguese. There
was speculation about that in the '70s about France, and Italy too. But in a way it seemed to have
been handled without too much difficulty.

[GRANDE] Yes, 1 think so.

[HILL] I mean the question of access to information and s0 on. It seemed to be the case that
they found ways round it. There seemed to be more upset in the press about these things than there
ever was inside NATO headquarters or in allied capitals. I arn not sure if that is misreading the
situation.

[GRANDE] I know that the Icelandic Prime Minister who has neyer been a Communist to my
knowledge, was well aware of the problems as presented to the Alliance. He always had a, you
know a pro-NATO, if you will, Foreign Minister, and between the two of them, if need be, they
would control access to any information as far the rest of the members of the Cabinet were
concerned. So they were conscious of this, at the same time they had to bow to public opinion such
as it was at that time, as a result of the election, and have these left wing members of the
government in certain positions like fisheries, I think.

[HILLI 1 have a couple of other questions on this period if we have time for themn today, or we
might leave them tili later. From time to time the Soviet Union has mounted diplomatic campaigns
aîmed at the Scandinavian mnembers of NATO, designed, 1 think, to raise thoughts that being in
NATO is provocative and perhaps they ought to move in the direction of Sweden. There is that
whole period of the Bulganin letters, I think, around 1954-1955 perhaps, which was quite a major
issue at the time. People watched fairly carefully to see how the Norwegian and other Scandinavian
governments would respond. I was wondering whether there was anything of that kind while you
were in Scandinavia?

[GRANDE] 1 don't recall anything like that really, in the period of '68-72. Do, you have in mind
something?

[HILLI No, 1 don't have anything specific. I was just wondering if there was that kind of concern
in that period. There may flot have been as far as I know.

[GRANDE] No, I don't think s0.

(HILLI No.

[GRANDE] Norway, when I was there, was concerned about developments In human rights.
They are great human rights promoters, the Norwegians, and they are often holier than thou, but
they were very concerned about what was going on in Greece for instance. Intra-NATO problems.

MHILI Right.

[GRANDE] When the Colonels were in power in Athens, and the Norwegians were very much
opposed to this. And in fact, through the Council of Europe they were involved in some



proceedings against the Colonels. Norway was prominent in this. They were also very prominent
in the developing world, of course, and followed very closely the Biafra war and the atrocities that
you have heard of ini Biafra in those days. As far as the Alliance was concerned they took their
responsibilities very seriously. 'They at that time were thinking in terms of joining the Common
Market, towards the latter part of my stay, and a lot of their resources were devoted to that,
govemnment resources, to developing their position and trying to get sympathy. But that didn't
detract from their NATO role. They were conscious of how closely they had co-operated with
Canada in the days of Halvard Lange and Lester Pearson, two of the Three Wise Men. They
wanted to continue the so-called Ottawa-Oslo axis. We both paid lip service to it, but to be frank
we didn't get that much encouragement i those days, 1 didn't from Ottawa, to develop this into
anything meaningful. I mean it takes more than cocktail parties and so on to develop a flrm, axis
and we weren't given much meat from Ottawa in those days to help us in that path. But personai
relationships were very good.

[MILL] it always seemed to me that the Canadian view on Europe is focused on central Europe
to a very large extent, 1 mean 1 amn not just referring to NATO, but in general; and there seems to
be very littie attention to Scandinavian affairs and certainly to the role of, say, Norway in NATO,
even though we have the CAST force at the moment. StilI it is not focused in that direction. You
obviously felt that there wasn't much interest.

[GRANDE] Weil, there used to be a lot of visits and social events, but not high profile projects.

[HILL] Right.

[GRANDE] So they tended to be forgotten. Even today, 1 was reading the other day you know,
there are ail kinds of visits going on between Canada and Norway and relationships, scientific
co-operation, ail kinds of co-operation in varîous fields, but they don't get much publicity. As far
as the two govemnments are concerned, and the big things, you are right, Ottawa thinks in ternis of
Centrai Europe, and of Britain occasionally, rather than Northern or Southern Europe.

[HILL] Right.

What about relations with Iceland? Are they very important?

[GRANDE] 1 doubt it. There is probably one corner of one desk in External Affairs that deals
with Iceland.

1 think they are lovely people, trusting people and very intelligent, very high literacy rate there,
the highest in the world. Every postman has written at leant ten books, they say.

[BuLL] Written them or read them. What about the referendum in Norway while you were there,
on membership in the European Community. Obviously that was a big issue. How much attention
was paid to it at that time, on the part of the Canadian government? How much of your tîme was
involved in following it, and also why didn't it go through? Why Was the result not positive?

[GRANDE] A fair amount of attention was devoted by us to it, because we at that time were
thinking i ternis of concluding a contractual agreement. It turned out to be a contractual agreement
with the Common Market. So we were very interested to see whether Norway was going to be
involved in bccoming a member of the Common Market, and 1 remember makig representations



to the Norwegians before the vote on Norwegian membership ini the Common Market asking them,
if they did become members of the Common Market, would they please take this, this, this, and
this into account in considering Canada's position and Canada's desire to have a relationship with
the Common Market. Thbe Norwegian government misjudged the mood of the people. Ail the
diplomnats including yours truly misjudged the mood of the Norwegian people and we ail unto a man
prophesied mhat Norway would join, mhe vote would be close, but that it would be in favour of
membership, Norway would become a member of the Conimon Market; and we were ail wrong,including mhe government of the day. Basically, the Norwegians were flot prepared to go into
Europe. There is stili a certain distrust of the Germans, of mhe French, and of mhe big powers. Andyet you can ask me quickly why did they join NATO mhen. Well mhey joined NATO ini earlier days,
mhey jomned NATO right after mhe beginning of NATO. And security concerns were foremost ini
their minds in mhose days. They neyer regret that. 1 arn quite sure mhat they will stay in NATO foras long as we will. But mhey weren't prepared to get completely eneshed in this movement of a
United Europe, they weren't sure mhey wanted to be in the United Europe. They might go back,
mhey might join. I mjink there is stili a better than 50/50 chance mhat Norway will join mhe Common
Market for its own economic reasons but flot political reasons.

[MILL] Were mhere certain economic interests which were opposed to membership?

[GRANDE] The Nordic community was divided 0f course. Denmark in the event did join, Sweden
did not. EPTA was ini full swing in mhose days still, wimh Finland, Sweden, and Norway, Deninark
and mhe UK.

[HILL] Yes, that's right, Austria and Switzerland as well.

[GRANDE] If mhe Common Market had been a Nordic thing, Norway would have joined
overwhelmingly. Their first loyalty, their first priority, is Nordic co-operation.

[IHLL] But I mean, were there some particular segments like the farmers that that were opposed
to, membership?

[GRANDE] Very much. Oh very much. Don't ask me why, mhe intricacies escape me, I mean
sure mhe farmers have benefitted more than anyone in mhe membership of mhe Common Market, butmhe Norwegian farmers are against it and their fishermen, the rural people are definitely against it;
and die business people, by and large, are for it, but they are outnumbered by the non-business
people in the country.

[IHLL] Just one final question: was miere any concern on the part of mhe Allies that rejecting
membership might have had implications for Norwegian membership in NATO?

(GRANDE] Not concern, no. Maybe among the European Allies. I don't know. Certainly flot
in Canada. Canada didn't have that concern. I don't think 80.

[IHLLI WeIl, thank you very much.

Part VI-, MBFR Ambassador. 1973-76

[HILL] Ambassador Grande, this part of our interview will deal wimh your work as Canada's
representative at the MBFR negotiations ini Vienna. Ini fact, you were, I believe, the first Canadian
Ambassador to those taiks and you were there in Vienna at what seenis to me in retrospect to have
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been one of the most crucial stages so far in those negotiations. I think it is useful to devote some
time to the MBFR negotiations in our present excercise for a number of reasons. Firstly, 1 think
the recent Reykjavik Summit emphasized the importance of conventional force reductions or at least
the conventional force balance in Europe, because it is now clear-the West Europeans Allies have
made it clear--that they will flot be ail that happy with very large reductions in nuclear forces unless
there is something done to address the question of the conventional balance. Second thing, 1 think,
is that the MBFR negotiations are Iinked directly to NATO, ini a way that many of the other ai-ms
control negotiations are not, e.g., it is a much more direct linkage to NATO than, for example, is
the case for the CSCE.

[GRANDE] Yes, indeed.

[IILL] And thirdly, 1 think MBFR is an interesting case from the perspective of Canadian foreign
policy, of Canada working bhrough NATO and related mechanisms for what you might call, say,
the general good, that is to say the pursuit of international peace and security, even bhough the
direct interests of this country are in many ways rather limited in that case, 1 mean in berms of the
relatively limited size of the Canadian force in Europe as compared to that of some of the other
Allies. And an MBFR agreement might have less of a direct impact on Canada than some of the
other Allies, but it is something which Canada has been taking great interest in; of course Canada
is a direct participant in the negotiabions. Do you have any comment on those points?

[GRANDE] I would agi-ce with what you say. In fact the negotiations started after Canada had
cut lus forces, if you recall, in Europe. The inclination of all of us professionals was to keep the
Canadian forces at least at their existing strength or to increase them radier than reduce them. My
mandate of course was to contribube to a reduction agreement. So that reinforces really what you
say, and it is bhc only negotiation where arms control or ai-ms reduction are involved which is really
bcing controlled by NATO. I mean as compared with Geneva or something like that, where there
is somc linkage but flot to the same degree.

IHILLJ The firsb part that I want to look at here is at the MBFR exploratory talks, and surrounding
issues, and then to go on to the actual MBFR negotiations, which started later in '73 and have in
fact continued to this day. So, then, we will start wibh the exploratory talks which began on the
3lst January 1973 and lasted tilI 28th lune. I wonder, at the beginning, if you could describe a
little bit how the taks started. What I am thinking of here is that MBFR, thc moivement towards
MBFR, was quit. closely linked to the movement towards CSCE. These were bhings which ai-ose
when Dr. Kissinger wcnt to Moscow with President Nixon, in I bhink it was lune of 1972, bo deal
with thc SALT I Treaty, and s0 on. Among other bhings, there was a deal done on thc movement
towards those two negotiations, which cssentially amounted to thc dates being set for the multilateral
preparatory talks on CSCE, thc MBFR cxploratory talks, then thc full CSCE negotiations, and then
thc full MBFR negotiations. So, one of thc crucial aspects in this was to respect those dates in
order to make Uic agreement stick, s0 that Uic movement forward could take place in these two sets
of negotiations. But it secms, as 1 recall it, Uiat dhis was flot an easy period in terms of dhis forward
movement; it didn't take place ail Uiat smoothly and casily and in fact, if 1 am nfot mistaken, with
regard to thc MBFR talks, most of the NATO allies expected to go to Geneva until about thc Iast
minute, and then thcy wcrc switched to Vienna. In fact thc kcy Uiing was that it actually took place
on Uic 3lst 0f January. That was in thc Hofbcrg Palace in Vienna, but that is about ail thcy did
at that trne. And I wondcr if you could tell us somcdiing about Uiat period.

[GRANDE] Ycs. 1 wasn't dircctly involvcd ini the preparations leading up to Uic MBFR
exploratory talks but 1 was Uicrc right from Uic bcginning ofUicem. It secms to me Uiough that there
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was a conscious effort made by NATO and by the other member countries to keep the CSCE, which
you mention, and the MBFR, definitely linked together; and, in fact, as 1 recail, the NATO
countries insisted that the Soviets agree to MBFR before they would agree to CSCE continuing.
So they made a conscious effort to link these two. Also, we had a kind of friendly rivalry with
them to, make progress. Now of course they have won in a sense by concluding an agreement and
we are stili waiting to, conclude one. But we were summoned to Brussels in January 1973, the
representatives of each. of the proposed participants i the MBFR negotiations. At that time we stili
hadn't had a defmnite agreement, from the Soviet side, to a firmn date and place. Nevertheless we
decided to assemble in Brussels at NATO headquarters and to try and do some preparatory work
if there was any to be done and to mark time. We did assemble and had a meeting in Brussels and
we set up what is known as the Ad Hoc Grou of NATO. The representatives on this AdHo
~Grou were those who had been especially designated by their governments to represent them at the
exploratory talks. I was the Canadian earmarked for that. 1 rememiber at the very first meeting
when we sat down there, we didn't have a chairman, we didn't have any agenda, so they went
alphabetically. Somebody, 1 guess somebody in the secretariat, maybe you Roger, said let's start
with Belgium, how about Belgium being the chairman but the Belgian hadn't turned up yet, so they
went to CA, Canada, so the finger was pointed at me and 1 became the first Chairman of the Ad
Hoc Grop. I know that at that stage the American, Jock Dean, was very impatient--we hadn't
heard from the Soviets--and he was ail set I think to pack his bag and go back to Washington and
I had to restrain him and tell him that it would be much better for us to stay there and have a
meeting or two and then try and form some kind of a plan of action.

[HILL] You said you were designated as the first Chairman of the AdHc rw What did that
entail?

[GRANDE] I was trying to get a bunch of assorted representatives to at least agree to sit down
together and to decide what they wanted to talk about. We had to peer into the future and decide
what we would say to the Warsaw Pact side once we met them at the preparatory talks. But mostly
it was an admiistrative thing. But even at that stage, and it shows how eager the Americans were
for progress i those days, tie Arnericans came to, the meeting in Brussels armed with three or four
position papers i their briefcases which they had worked out i Washington, after consultation with
a few countries icluding Canada.

[HILLI There was of course also a NATO negotiating mandate already at that point, which 1 recali
had been worked out the previous summer and which still stood in its broad terms. However,
maybe there had been some developments since.

[GRANDE] Well, throughout the negotiation--starting at the very beginning--we realized that our
mandate was really a tactical one, as distinct from a strategic one.

[HILLI The mandate worked out in Brussels the previous summner was a strategic one.

[GRANDE] Sometimes that line became blurred. But at any rate, we went back to Brussels and
me finally did get a reply from the Soviets saying, "Okay, we will meet you on the 3lst of January
1973, but we won't meet in Geneva. We suggest we meet in Vienna". So there was a hurried
consultation again between capitals and ourselves In NATO and the Council too, 1 guess, and we
quickly agreed to the date and place. We had to cancel everything in Geneva and arouse our
ambassadors in Vienna and tell them we were going to descend upon them. And so we did pack
our bags and go to Vienna for the opening meeting. We didn't know wbere we were going to meet;
we didn't know what the format would be or anything. We just knew that we were going to meet
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somehow or other with the Warsaw Pact representatives ini the city of Vienna. Do you want me
to go on?

[HILL] I wonder if you would tell us a littie bit about that first meeting. The story is always
fascmnating.

[GRANDE] I don't remember ail about it. 1 do know we tried to make some contacts. We, as
an Ad Hoc Gjou, met ini Vienna as soon as we ail had arrived. The meeting place, of historic
mnterest, was the American Embassy Conference Room to begin with. And later on we occasionally
went to the German Embassy or the British Embassy, but we usually ended up i the Amnerican
Embassy. Later on durig the remaining talks the Ad Hoc Group got its own accommodation and
you remember we had our own conference roomn and so, on which was run by the secretariat
representatives. Well, we did make some preliminary contacts, through the Embassies, with the
Soviets; and kt was agreed with our Austrian hosts that we would meet in a huge roomn i the
Hofburg Palace. Not the one where they now meet, a much older and less glamorous room as 1
recali. And we agreed to a time - say 2:30 - and a place, so we had that. Before the appointed
hour we ail drove up and the Austrians were there at the entrance with laissez passers which they
were handing out right, left, and centre- they didn't know us from a hole in the ground and we
didn't know them. Anyway, the Austrians were in control, and we marched into the room because
we didn't know what the format would be before we got there; and it was a horse shoe shaped thing
with 1 suppose 15 or so rows of chairs going up to the front of the horse-shoe. So, as we arrived
we dashed to the nearest row of chairs that were still vacant and made no attempt to go i
alphabeticai order or anything else, except that the Soviets had grabbed the last row, they wanted
the last row I suppose, and the Americans grabbed the one next to them. I guess we were up in
the first 3 or 4 delegations I think, if that makes sense for Canada, CA. So I found myseif I think
next to the Bulgarian on one side and 1 think Hungary, 1 forget, maybe Hungary. These were ail
the poitential participants; both what later became the indirect and direct participants were there.
And so after everyono seemed to be seated there wasn't any chairman; there was a microphone out
there but there wasn't anyone there. We hadn't agreed to anyone being chairman, so the flrst
person in the row on the loft hand side started to speak and said I represent the delegation of
whatever it is. My memnory recalis that this guy was a Bulgarian, but 1 midght be wrong. And he
spoke out, I thinic, in his own language. We didn't have translation at that time. I was about the
third, I think, and I said I was with the Canadian delegation and I was happy to be here, and we
have a mandate to maice this conference succeed and insist on these things being fulfilled, ail this
sort of baioney without any prepared text or anything because we didn't lcnow that we were going
to speak. So it went, right around the table and the last one said it looks like 1 amn the last one 1
think, the Arnerican, no the Soviet, and we wiIl meet again some time. That was it reaily.

[HIILL] What about the question of the Austrian Foreign Minister who camne in?

[GRANDE] Yos, that's true. But this was i a different rOOm, an ante-room. We were aierted
that ho was going to come in and wolcome us. But he didn't stay and he was quite right not to
stay. He just welcomed us to his city. Agamn there wasn't any translation $0 I am not sure what
ho said.

[HILL] So thon you adjourned after this first meetig for quite a while, I think, and then you
really went to work for somoetimo i tho Ado Grml, i other words preparing for the next
meetings and making informai contacts and so forth.
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[GRANDE] That's right. The informai contacts took place. We decided who would try to make
contacts; it was obvious die Americans should be there and one other usually in contacts with the
Soviets. I made contacts with the Czechs and somebody else would make contacts with the Potes
and so on. But what we had to decide was what our programme would be and how oftcn we would
meet together and what we would discuss and so on. Recause the purpose of these meetings,
preparatory meetings, exploratory meetings was to try and decide on a mandate for our formai talks,
for formai negotiations, force reduction negotiations. Eventually we got agreement--it wasn't with
too much difficulty--an agreement to having meetings, I think preliminary meetings the same as
now, I guess, once a week, and to having informai meetings of two or three members on each side,
to take place in between the preliminary meetings. These were to be rotated, East-West, and as it
tumned out these took place in peoples' homes. At Uiat time most of us were in hotels, 50 we uscd
our hotel rooms or our respective embassies.

IHILLI WiUi regards to the actual exploratory talks between East and West, as you mentioned, oneof the objectives was to work out a mandate for Uic eventual complete, full negotiations. This
meant working out how Uic meetings would take place, where Uicy were to take place, and so on.
But you mcntioned aiso Uic question of direct and indirect participants. What about Uiis issue of
participation?

[GRANDE] Well, 1 don't know cxactly whcn it was decidcd, on the NATO side, but cveryone
seemed prcpared to accept the fact Uiat only Uiose wiUi troops stationed in the reduction area - the
reduction area had stili to be defincd and agreed, Uic controversiai point being wheUier or not
Hungary was to be included in it -- that Uiose wiUi troops in Uie agreed reduction area, whatevcr
Uiat came to be, should be direct participants, full time direct participants, because Uiey have every
right to be fally involved in matters which would affect Uieir troops or Uicir territory in Uieir
reduction arca. T'hose with troops and Uiosc with territory in Uic proposed reduction arca would
be direct participants. Other members of boUi alliances would also be present at the meetings and
were called indirect participants. You will recail Uiat France decidcd not to participate although they
were invited to do so, and Iceland of course didn't, Uiey did not have troops and so don't. Portugal
came and wcnt, depending on Uic domestic situation in their country, during Uic talks, during Uic
negotiations. The Warsaw Pact side went Uirough Uic same sort of procedure. At Uic plenary
meetings, Uic indirect participants had Uic right to speak just as much as Uic direct participants. Wc
neyer had any voting, so it didn't come down to a Uic question of who had a vote and who didn't.
It was Uic same in Uic Ad Hoc Gro. The indirect participants spoke just as much and 1 suspect
more and more often Uian Uic direct participants. So Uic distinction was Uiere, but it didn't mean
that much.

[HILL] 1 Uiink Portugal actually didn't attend Uic plenaries, Uic actuai conférence, but it did attend
Uic Ad Hoc roup, if I am not mîstaken.

[GRANDE] Yes, Uiey did attend Uic Ad Hoc GroI2 except when they had Uicir problems at home.
At Uiose times, Uiey left, as you may recali, and Uien it was a very ticklish matter with NATO.
However, Uic ambassador there was very understanding. He knew that Uic other allies didn't want
Uic left wing members of Uic Portuguese govertnent to have access to aIl of our secrets. We kept
Uic ambassador informed and he didn't ask questions he shouldn't have asked.

[HILL] 1 wonder if we could just look briefly a littie bit further at Uic negotiating machinery,because 1 Uiink Uiis is quite interesting in terms of Uie linkage between MBFR and NATO. As 1
recail it, 1 think it was a cam Uiat you had Uic plcnary sessions in Vienna which were attended by
Uic participants, then you had Uic A Hc roup as Uieir caucus. The Ad Hic ÇmMi got broad
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instructions from the NATO Council, but it also got instructions directly from capitais on the tactics.
1 think you already mentioned that there were some kind of basic principles, but was there
sometimes a conflict between tactics and strategy?

[GRANDE] Well, in fact there weren't that many instructions sent on tactics. As it evolved, they
had a lot of high priced help in Vienna on the Ad Hoc Grou. Particularly the Americans had an
ambassador, plus Jock Dean, plus the Secretary of the Army Stan Resor. Others had equally high
priced delegations there. So we i the end decided our own tactics. If we feit that they needed the
blessing of governments' or the NATO council we would seek it. Policy instructions did corne from
government, through the NATO Council, but also direct from home. Maybe some delegations got
different instructions directly from their own goverrnents, as compared to those they received
through the NATO Council. But we didn't often have any problems in that regard.

[HILL] In tact, the detailed tactics of dealing with the Warsaw Pact on a day-to-day basis, were
presumably then worked out i the Ad Hoc GWro.

[GRANDE] Yes, they were worked out in great detail in the Ad Hoc rqij. We decided there
who would speak in the next plenary session, on behalf of NATO. One always spoke on behait' of
NATO as well as for his own government. I should have mentioned that these plenary meetings
were public. That was the purpose of them. They were the only meetings in which a formai record
was kept. Following them, we had press conferences. Each side had a designated press
spokesman. in our case it was traditionally the Dutch. But in the Ad- Hoc GroUD2 we decided who
would speac and what he would say. In some cases, if I knew I was going to have to speak, I
would maybe present a draft to the Ad Hoc G and they would go over it with a fine tooth
comb. If we had time we might send it back to our governments for approval, or we might not.
And also, and more importantly, I suppose, the Ad- Hoc r3l decided on the tactics of the
informai negotiating sessions with the Warsaw Pact. This was in great detail again, deciding exactly
how fat they would go. We used to have drafts of what we would cali "talking points", and went
through these with a fine tooth comb. Different delegations drafted them initially, but then they
were worked on, and agreed to, before these informai negotiating sessions took place. Then we
would also decide who would attend the negotiating sessions, the informal negotiating sessions,
which were the real nitty gritty of the conférence. In our case, the Americans, we recognîzeci, had
to be present at ail of them, and they were. The British and Germans were present very often; the
Canadians, Dutch and Belgians leas often; and so a sort of format developed - it wasn't a formai
format, we could change it and we did often. The indirect participants neyer did participate in the
informai negotiations.

[HIILL] There were also, i the Ad Hoc..GrQm, representatives of the NATO civil and military
authorities.

[GRANDE] Yes, that is interesting. I amn not quite sure how it was worked out with the Austrian
government, to protect their neutrality. Actually I don't think they came formally, as NATO
representatives; they used their own passports, I guess. The Austrians knew they were there,
obviously.

[HILL] They were on the diplomatic lists of the different countries. What I recali is that in the
early stages there was no diplomatic protection or anything, they siniply turned up there. Thesereally werc alliance-to.-alliance, or bloc-to-bloc, negotiations, which is presumably why the French
did not want to join them.
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[GRANDE] Yes, very much so, although we did keep the French informed. If they didn't like
what was going on they quickly let us know somehow or other.

[COX] Did you have any deviants? Did the footnote countries add footnotes as it were?

[GRANDE] Not that 1 recali, flot in those early days. Not really, David.

[COX] I was thinking of other individual countries getting restless and deciding to strike out on
their own and perhaps talcing their own initiative.

[GRANDE] We had a deviant, in the person of the Belgian ambassador at one time, but I don't
think it was a government deviance. I think it was just the man, you know he was in effect being
told what to do from time to time. We had that sort of fellow but it wasn't a governmental thing.

[HILLI I think the point there is that, that was the function of the NATO Council. When there
were people who had different ideas, they put their ideas into dhe hopper in the NATO Council.
And that is where the basic negotiating mandates were hammered out. So there was an immense
amount of consultation that had gone on prior to this, to the start of negotiations, over a period of
about a year. And, of course, that continued to go on and has done ever since, I guess, both in the
NATO Council and in the various political and military committees in NATO.

[GRANDE] As you say, die NATO Council was where our Goverrnents worked things out
before they reached us. We tried to maintain-and I think we were very successful in doing so-
an atmosphere of unity and alliance cohesion.

[COX] So, did you feel that this was a procedurally sound way of approaching the negotiation?

[GRANDE] Yes, it isn't easy, and the fact that there hasn't been an agreement may or may flot
justify it in retrospect. But I don't know what else they could have done, and it worked out very
well in those early days. I don't know later on whether it did or not. We did of course visit
Brussels every s0 often. There was a procedure developed where the Council was briefed about
once a month, I think, more often if anything was happening, flot quite so frequently if nothing
much had happened. But the Council agreed to dhe specific dates and we always sent a little team
there, and we divided that task between us; two or three of us used to go and represent us and so,
on. We worked out what we were going to say in the Ad.o Gi~ rou - before we left for Brussels,
and briefed the Council in person there, and this was feit to be useful, certainly by us, and 1 think
by the Council and by the Secretary General who could see who Grande was, and who Bill was,
and so on, and ask questions. We had question and answer sessions after the briefing of the
Council. You must have been at some of those.

[HILL] I was at the Council meetings but of course being in the Secretariat, I didn't report to it.
We sent telegrammes directly to the Secretary General, that was our means of communication.

[GRANDE] And yet another aspect of these informai negotations was the bilaterals and these
weren't very formaliy structured. If I wanted to see the Czech ambassador I would phone hin
direct and arrange to Lake hini out for lunch or something; and the same thing happened several
times with other delegations often on the same day and so on. When we gathered in the Ad Hoci
ÇzQIJ one of dhe first things we did was te report on our bilaterals. The Chairman would say,
anything to report on your bilaterals, so we would say we had lunch with so and s0 and he said so
and so about this or that item on the agenda or I think he meant this or he tried te tell me something



and so on. Ibis was useful. I don't think 1 have mentioned yet, but 1 think you did, that the
military representatives were there on each delegation too, and they had bi- lateral contacts with
their opposite numbers. Ihis was the flrst tîne ever, 1 think, that it had been done on a regular
basis between the two alliances. It is stili the only place where they meet regularly, which is quite
remarkable.

[MILLI So, on the whole, you fel that the machinery worked fairly well.

[COX] I don't want to get ahead of you, so, stop me if you wish. I wondered if you could say abit more about the Soviet and the East European approach. Could you categorize their approach
in terms of, flot necessarily substance, but how you saw the negotiating stance. Was it completely
wooden for example?
[GRANDE] It was pretty rigid. But right fromn the very beginning they objected, as you willrecali, to the phrase umumual and balanced force reductions", and they didn't agree at aIl to what
they thought we meant by balance - and they were quite right, that is what we did mean. We meant
by balanced reductions that they would reduce more than we would, because they would be starting
off from a higher, a much higher level. So they neyer agreed to that, they reject that tilI this day.
Whenever 1 meet them, and 1 still meet some of them, which is interesting in itself, they refuse to
cali it MBFR.

[HILL] 0f course the officiaI title of the talks is stili flot MBFR. It is Negotiations on
Conventional Force Reductions in Europe, and Associated Measures, or something like that. No
one can ever remember it.

[GRANDE] Mutual imbalance, no? Reduction of forces and arms in Central Europe and associated
Masures.

IHILL] Something like that.

[GRtANDE] 1 didn't sec any evidence of flexibility, except there was a general desire in the early
days to succeed. 1 think we detected this on the Eastern side as well as on our own. 1 guess this
reflected the general East-West atmosphere at that time, which was pretty good, hopeful in the early
days. They went out of their way, 1 think, on a personal level, to be friendly and so on. For the
flrst time 1 suppose mnany of them were allowed loose, as it were, individually, on us Westerners,and we had some very very interesting talks with them. We really didn't detect any more of aflexible position on the periphery than at the centre. The Hungarians were always very forthcomidng-- they wouldn't say anything, I suppose Moscow didn't want them to - but they were less inclinedto stone wall. My opposite number, and this often happens in Canadian diplomacy, 1 amn not sure
why, was the Czech. Czechoslovakia is ini their mind often compared to Canada, 1 thinlc, and 1 havenoticed this throughout mny diplomatic career. I became really friendly with the Czech ambassador,the first one anyway, and 1 have mnaintained my contact up to right 110w. He is now the DeputyHead of the Foreign Department of the Central Committee. He is in the big leagues now backhome. He was here just a fcw days ago and 1 saw him.

[HILL] It's maybe because both countries begin with C.

[GRANDE] At the United Nations in the old days we were palsy walsy with the Bielo-Russians
for the saine reason.



[MILL] Well, once in the Inter-Parliamentary Union, I got extremely friendly with Comoros.
But no sooner had we made good contacts with them, than a new member came in. Cap Verde was
stuck i between us, so aIl that work went down the drain. Not quite, because the contact
remained.

[GRANDE] Cambodia is another case.

[HILL] 1 arn glad you put that question about differences of attitudes of the Eastern groups, David,
because 1 would like to go on and ask a few questions about varying perceptions or policies in the
Western group in this period of the exploratory talks. 1 have the impression that by and large you
feit the NATO group succeeded in working out fairly reasonable, well-constructed, common
positions with which they could deal with the East. But then, nonetheless, there were differences
of perception. I mean if one took for example Turkey's radically different strategic position, as
compared with Canada's, there are bound to be differences of perception and policy. So 1 wondered
if we could look at one or two of the main differences, at different countries and their particular
policies, starting with the United States, which is obviously, as you mentioned, a key factor in this
whole process. Was it your impression that at the beginning of the exploratory talks, including the
run up period to them in the last part of 1972, and then in the early part of 1973, that the US was
keen to move quickly?

[GRANDE] Yes, it definitely was. They showed evidence of this by coming very well prepared
with position papers already worked out on a number of subjects. They drove us hard, as it were,
in Vienna. We had meetings at ail hours of the night and day if they were required, and although
there were happy social occasions, even these were used for substantive purposes. They were
flooded with instructions, they had a huge delegation at one stage, the Americans, they had ail the
government agencies right there on the spot, so they could almost make their own policy there; they
had arms control and disarmament agency representatives right there, they had the CIA right there,
they had ail kinds of people from the State Departmnent, both on the biatera] side, and even those
on the economic side occasionally; and 80 they were sparing no effort. They used to fly back on
special occasions to, Washington in a speciai plane provided to them by the U.S. goverrnent, a U.S.
mlfitary plane, fly back to Washington for speciai consultations when necessary. Later on in the
exercise, a couple of years later on, they weren't able to get their special plane. Which is just one
example of how much they counted in the bigger picture. At that stage they counted very much.

[HILL] Why was there this sense of urgency on their part, in your view?

[GRANDE] Well, I don't know. The exploratory talks were just before Watergate, weren't they?

[HILL] Yes, before Watergate started.

[GRANDE] And it was after SALT 1, in fact there was a big plaque up about this in the American
Embassy conférence room. 1 guess they just wanted to keep rolling, they wanted to build up the
détente. It was the prevailing mood. 1 don't think anyone in NATO disagreed.

[HILL]IbTere is a theory that, in fact..

[GRANDE] You know, there is the theory they wanted to mun the world bilaterally with the Soviet
Union, there is that theory of which there was some evidence, 1 guess, because it seems to me, if
I recali, the Americans did negotiate sonie treaty secretly with the Soviet Union on nuclear war
prevention, without consulting NATO.
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[HILLJ That was essentially what I was driving at, because there is a book by James Chace, who
used to be the editor of Foreign Affairs , who bas the argument that the U.S. was following what
he referred to as "the new American foreign policy", which was to establish close links with the
Soviets and then form some kind of pentagonal world structure with a united Europe, Japan and
China. That ail went by the board subsequently because of Watergate, but it is always very hard
to pin down if it was more imagination on somebody's part or flot.

[GRANDE] Well, in very general terms from that perspective in Vienna, the Arnericans went ail
out to try and make this thing succeod. They spent a terrific amnount of onergy and time and
personnel resources and so on, to tell their allies as well as their opponents that they were the ones
who counted. They did establish a very good relationship with the Soviet delegation in Vienna.
Very convenient. Whether that was because of the personalities or because of other things, 1 don't
know.

[HILL] You mentioned personalities.

[GRANDE] Jock Dean had this special relationship with the Soviets from the negotiations he did
in Berlin.

[HIILL] Right, was that with Khlestov?

[GRANDE] Yes, so they knew each other. Khlestov was the Soviet ambassador.

[IILL] And had Khlestov been in Berlin for the Berlin negotiations?

[GRANDE] 1 think ho was involved in them.

[HILL] As an ambassador on the spot, did you get any assessments from Ottawa of where US
policy was going at that time? 1 am sure you got assessments of where Soviet policy was going,
but 1 wondered about US policy. Clearly Dr. Kissinger was a major force in world affairs, as was
President Nixon. So, did the policy people ini the department do analyses on what the US was on
about at this timo?

[GRANDE]' I don't remember receiving any. We did go back when our good goverfment would
afford it and we did corne back to Ottawa occasionally, but flot often enough. That gave us somne
Opportunity for us to pick people's brains.

[COXJ You didn't have special planes to corne back home?

[GRANDE] No, Sir.

[HILL] But, I mean, the main mode of figuring out what was going on as far as the US was
concerned, was really one's own judgement and conversations with US and other allied colleagues.

[GRANDE] Yes, there was a lot of that. 1 mean, inevitbly you formed your own friendships
and you might lino up the German ambassador who is bore now in Ottawa. He wasn't at the
preliminary talks, but ho was there later, Amnbassador Behrends. So the Germans always haveviews on the Americans, Canadians listened to them and chippeci in whatever they thought. It was
the sanie with the British of course. We were close to them.
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[HILL] One last question on the Americans. Prior to 1971, 1 think, there had been the Mansfield
Amendment, and this question of unilateral reductions in US forces. The Mansfield Amendment
was defeated, but certainly there was a great feeling of pressure from the Mansfield Aniendment
on the MBFR process; and right from the beginning people were very conscious of that. Then a
new Mansfield Amendment came up in the middle of '73, which was again defeated. But was there
any feeling of that during the exploratory talks? Did you get any sense that that was what was
driving the US delegation?

[GRANDE] Yes, certainly it was one of the things that was driving it, and they didn't try and
hide it. We aIl read our New York Herald Tribunes regularly and it was aIl in the front pages.
But the Soviets were equally, of course, acquainted with that, and you knew they weren't making
any concessions at ail because of that. Nor were we, except that we were in high gear in those
early days trying to get a quick agreement. I don't know how important this was.

[HILL] What about the policies of the west Europeans in this period, I mean in general. 1 don't
want to explore every single west European country, but what about the Germans, say, and the
Dutch? How keen were they to get agreements, or did they want to slow things down a bit?

[GRANDE] There is no evidence right at that sharp end there of any country trying to slow it
down. Sometimes the Italians, who were indirect participants, argued at great length over what
seemed to us to be unimportant points, but I mean that was their whole raison d'être, to worry about
the flanks. And they had instructions, s0 their government canvassed us very carefully. 1
remember long long harangues from the Italians but we were ail very patient and just heard them
out. The Belgians didn't seem to have any specific instructions; 1 think they were given a preuty
free hand. The Belgian ambassador got to be a bit of a nuisance sometimes. The Dutch had a very
interesting guy who subsequently died; Bryan Quarles. He was their First Ambassador. He helped
considerably. He was very good. He helped our teamn to get agreement on the mandate of the
talks. He did quite a remarkable piece of work there along with Jock Dean. The British, 1 think,
weren't too enthusiastic in the early days, but thîs is British reserve. It had its place to play in these
negotiations and they had lots of experience to throw into the exercise. The Germans were hard
working as always, and viewed themselves very seriously, and had very good people there, and
played their full part, I think, as they should have, considering thie considerable territory and troops
that were involved.

[HILL] There was this keenness to get movement, but nonetheless the exploratory talks went on
for five months. What about the linkage to the negotiations going on in Helsinki at that time, the
CSCE multilaterals there? Was it the case that the MBFR exploratory talks couldn't wind up
before the Helsinkci talks wound up?

[GRANDE] I wasn't conscious of that. History bookcs might prove me wrong, but 1 don't recali
any sort of deliberate waiting for them.

[COXI Were you very much in touch with the CSCE negotiators?

[GRANDE] No, we sometimes bumped înto each other in the halls of NATO, but we worked ini
direct contact with the. AHoc rim. However, we used to repeat our External Affairs telegrams
to them and they repeated their telegrammes to us. In that sense, w. knew what was going on.
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[HILLI Did you feel that the talks went along fairly smoothly? Did you achieve what you wanted
to do, more or less within a reasonable time frame?

[GRANDE] Weil, in the exploratory talks, we had no idea we were going to have to stay there5 months. Everyone expected to stay for 6-8 weeks, something like that perhaps. Certainly it cameas a great surprise that it lasted that long. We were ail pretty well exhaustecl after that because wehad ail just macle temporary arrangements for accommodation and so on -- no families. Regarding
the main conference, once again no one knew how long it would last. But by then, after the five-month exploratory talks, those who went to the beginning of the main conference were prepared for
a long road. They were certainly right.

[HILL] Weil, now I would like to move on a bit to the actual MBFR negotiations, that is from theexploratory taiks to the full-scaie negotiations which began on 3Oth October 1973. Ambassador
Grande, you were associated with them until 1976, and in that time both East and West made a
number of specific reduction proposais. There were initial Western and Eastern proposais in 1973,one again for each side in the winter of 1975-1976, and eventually two more, one from each side,
in '78 and '79. Graduaily, the two sides moved towards acceptance of what is called a manpower
common ceiling of 900,000 personnel on each side including 700,000 ground troops and up to
200,000 air personnel. In fact, the two sides did at one stage agree on this, but they have remained
apart on such issues as data andl verification. Ihis is ail described in John Keliher's book: 'MeNegotiations on Mutual andl Balanced Force Reductions: the Search fr Arms Control in Central
Europe. On pages 81 and 87 he Iists the proposais in tabular form. What 1 would like to get at
here are not the details but some of the underlying issues of the negotations, how they were affected
by generai trends in East-West relations and so on. For example, it seems to me that the stagnation
or the slow clown in the negotiations from the middle of 1973 was not s0 much because of the
negotiations themnselves, or the issues themselves, but rather because of surrounding political
circumstances. There was of course the Watergate affair, which had already broken out in the
middle of '73, then the Middle East War at the end of '73. How would you assess the
developments of that periocl in terms of the rate of negotiations?

[GRANDME] Watergate certainly affecteci things. 1 guess it affected everything. It certainly
affected the Americans, as 1 recal, and this was perhaps more so in early '74 than in the fall of '73.
They seemed to Iack the type of instructions that they wanted on the spot there. They hacl the
impression that the people back home just didn't have the authority to provide them. That was veryevident. I can just presumne that this ai stemmed from Watergate; other things were on their minds.
Priority given at the very beginning, which was obvious, to MBFR, camne to dissipate, was no
longer there in Washington. Survivai was uppermost in the mind of their President.

[COX] Then there was the change in administration.

[HILL] Right.

[GRANDE] That's right.

[HILL] President Ford camne in.

[GRANDE] But the change in administration didn't really affect the American delegation. It keptthe same Ambassador (Resor). Resor stayeci on and Jock Dean of course vas there throughout itail. If I were to give a sort of generalization, there was nothing, no obvious, tOO obvious effect onVienna of outside events, and I suppose that was because we weren't getting very far anyway.
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There weren't any decisions to be taken or even concessions, obvious concessions to be made in
Vienna at that time. It turned out to be a very tough, slow slogging match when you open the
record. There wasn't any possibility, it soon turned out, of getting a quick agreement.

[GRANDE] I didn't notice any difference in the Soviet side. Again, they had the sanie people.
T'hey had Khlestov, who was a very dynamic, very bright guy and apparently held ini high regard
in Moscow. He was their legal advisor; he was a very skilful guy; he remained pretty well
consistent in his attitude throughout the four years 1 was there. He left the sanie tume as I did, so
he was there the sanie length of time I was.

[HILL] Relating back to CSCE, in 1975, while you were i Vienna, there was the Helsinki Final
Act and of course that contains some elements of military security, such as the CBMs and so on.
Did the fact that they were able to arrive at an agreement in Helsinki have any impact on MBFR?

[GRANDE] Well, we periodically raised CBMs, that's what we meant by Associated Measures
in the titie. The conférence raised the issue and it reminded them of it. 1 think we could have
probably had an agreement on Associated Measures if there was supposed to be an agreement on
anything, among the very first agreements, and particularly after the CSCE Helsinki agreement.
We used that as a lever to try and get one on Associated Measures. In Vienna it was neyer clear
how the two would mesh, who would supervise it and so on, and the Soviets in Vienna didn't seem
very enthusiastic about pursuing the Associated Measures. It was something which the West was
pushing in their mids and therefore there was sometliing wrong with it from their point of view,
L.e., they would have had to open up more than they wanted to.

[COXI 1 wonder if you could just pursue that a littie bit. Were there indications the Soviets would
flot allow on-site verification?

[GRANDE] Yes, from the time I was there there was no question, there was certainly no
authoritative statement made by the Soviets at ail, considering inspections as anything more than an
espionage operation by the West.

[HILL] And would on-site inspection have been indispensable from the point of view of the West?

[GRANDE] It depends on what we are talkîng about you lcnow; if it were a token agreement
between the Aniericans and the Soviets, then probably flot. But if it were a comprehensive East-
West agreement, yes. 1 don't know when national technical means came into its own. They didn't
talk about it that much in those days.

[COX] 1 don't think that national technical means of '74-'75 would have done die job as far as
troop reductions were concerned. You might have been able to, at that time, reduce tanks, but even
then it would have been 1 think: a very tricky operation.

[GRANDE] Well, my feeling confinms that 1 guess. We certainly feit in the Western side that
we absolutely had to have that on-site inspection. We neyer reached that stage. We dîdn't have
an agreement to worry about inspecting or verifying.

[HILL] The impression 1 get is that while you were in Vienna working away on the technical
aspects, the steamn had gone out a little bit of the forward movement which had been there earlier.
1 mean, maybe you ail felt that eventually there would be another burst of forward movement or
was that flot the cas?
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T'here was always that hope when we broke up for a recess. You know, the format was that
you had, what was it, three rounds of talks a year or maybe four, but 1 think it was three, and a
fairly lengthy recess in between each round. There was always the hope as we broke up that each
side would corne back with new instructions, better instructions. I mean we urged the Soviets to
go back and re-think and we usually tried to plan a proposai of some consequence, to be made just
before a break-up so that they could then take it back to Moscow and hopefully corne back in
agreement. They neyer did. It didn't work out that way but there was always that hope. Likewise
we among ourselves hoped we would get more forward-looking instructions out of our capitals
which we could use in advancing the negotiations for the next round, for the round to follow. But
it didn't work out that way.

[COX] So you started to sec it as a long slog. How did you as a diplomat deal with that? 1 mean,when there is not much political impetus from capitals, there must be a tendency to go into low
gear, perhaps to become less watchful than one might be in tirnes of a sense of great movement and
s0 on. Can you stay optimistic, can you keep people aiert and fully involved in those things?

[GRANDE] 1 don't know. This is the first time this has happened this way, 1 think. No, 1 think
we remained as watchful as ever. 1 think in the car>' days we feit that this exercise was in itself
worthwhile whether or not we ever reached an agreement, to have for the first time representatives
en masse of both alliances meeting, dm1>' and in dail>' contact with each other at ail levels, ail levels
of the diplomatic rank structure and right up to ambassadors, including also the militar>'. 1 gucss
we viewed this as a kind of confidence building measure, and 1 think it was. It has since often been
suggested that this should be the basis for a crisis control centre, East-West crisis control centre.
T1here was such an amazing amount of information gathered through bilaterai contacts as well as the
multilateral ones in Vienna over the years. S0 1 think we feit that we did something to prevent an
increase in tension and confrontation, if not outright warfare. So we feit that the exercise was
worthwhile in itself even if we neyer reached an agreement. The purpose 0f the conference was
that we rcach an agreement, so we kept on trying to have an agreement of some sort. In later years
much more emphasis went into urying to have a token agreement than to begin with. StilI, what
the>' are working on now as far as 1 know is an initiai, token agreement.

[MILL] What about this data and verification question? It seems to have been a major stumbîing
block. Now we are coming to questions of substance. Reflecting back on that, do you think there
are prospects of an MBFR agreement still?

[GRANDE] 1 think, peering into the future, as 1 understand it from my unclassified position for
the last sevcn ycars, the big emphasis now is on these Atlantic-to-tiie-Urals talks which the Soviets
have proposed, and which the NATO Council has picked up and expanded on. NATO is now
trying to negotiate on the mandate for these with the Soviet side in Vienna at the CSCE or ini the
corridors of CSCE. If a mandate is agreed for these talks, which would embrace ail the countries
of East and West Europe, not just those with troops who are stationcd there, then I cannot sec
MBFR continuing separatel>' from these other talks. I do not think there is work for both of them
to do or the will, thank God. T'he format that I could envisage 15 in cffcct MBFR, continuing moreor lesa as it is under the new namne. The Americans are adamant in Wanting the new ts to takeplace only between those countries that have troops which will ho affectcd. Under no cIrcumstances
will the>' acccpt neutral, non-alliance countries having a sa>' in determining what is to be donc with
U.S. forces i Europe.

[HILL] In other words a sort of two-tiered negotiation.
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[GRANDE] Yes, a two-tiered negotiation. CSCE for everyone, and then new negotiations onconventional arms control for the members of the two alliances.

[COXJ The Soviets have expressed some preference, at Ieast informally, for having the NNAs in
the negotiations.

[GRANDE] Yes, that is true. That is what the Aniericans do flot want. I do flot know what the
Canadian view is. About halfway..

[COXI . haif way towards the neutral position.

[GRANDE] If these are going to be really meaningful negotiations, if in fact they are forced tohave them under the larger umbrella, i the larger context at a Stockholm-type conference, then thereal negotiations are going to go on bilaterally between the Americans and the Soviets, which I doflot think we want. There will stili be a certain amount of that, but the MBFR situation is much
more manageable than the Stockholm one.

[COX] These are interesting comments in the light of your earlier comments about the way inwhich the MBFR negotiations developed structurally and procedurally. I suppose that one couldsay that in the situation that you described, bloc to bloc, as Roger put it, that there might be a rolefor, if not a third party, at least a facilitator. And I think the most charitable view of the idea ofputting it into the CCSBNDE, is that the neutrals might play some faculitative role, rather than a
m-schievous role.

Would you attach any credibility to the notion that perhaps one of the limitations of the MBFR
structure was the Iack of a facilitator?

[GRANDE] A facilitator being a prodder, someoe trying to get things going? I do flot knowwho facilitated whom at Stockholm. I think that the West, including the Americans, found the
neutral and non-allied countries very helpful in the Stockholm context.

[COXI The Soviets say so, as well.

[GRANDE] So maybe. There's something to what you say, but I do flot think that Congress inits toughest sense could put up with Sweden and Switzerland negotiating American security. I really
cannot sce it, realistically. Some way could be devised to give them a say; they could have theirsay in this umbrella group, or by attaching them as observers or something to the real negotiations.
I neyer heard that mentioned. It just occurred to me this minute, but I think that might be
acceptable, and certainly keeping them fully informed and so on.

[HILLI What about the more fundamental probiem of MBFR, which NATO so frequently mentionsin communiqués, this geographic disparity problem? I mean, can that be got over? It's a difficuitone. I mean, the fact is that the Soviets are dloser to the central front than the Americans are, andthen you have this basic problem of reinforcement rates and times being different. That obviouslyhas been addressed by NATO. Do you think that sort of issue can be handled?

[GRANDE] In the days when I was there, we tried to make a lot of this, on NATO's side, andthen the Soviets poo-poc>hed it, and gave their standard line as to why this is really not important.Interestingly enough, in the context of nuclear weapons and Euromissiles, the same thing exists in



reverse as it were. The Soviets are threatened by Euromissiles, the Americans are not. So, there's
some kind of a reverse connection there. How many American troops are here in Europe now?
200,000?

[HILL] Ground troops?

[GRANDE] I mean they are there. They are flot across the Atlantic.

[HILL] 1 presume then, that there is a limit to how much you can ask.

[GRANDE] 1 think there is.

[HILL] What you want is some sort of balance, betweeen the two sides.

What about these data anid verification problems that have been made so much of at times;
are they resolvable?

[GRANDE] I do flot think you'll ever get a complete agreement on data. Do you? Certainly you
have to have a hell of a lot more trust and confidence and cooperation, and when you reach the
stage when you have that, then you do flot need an agreement on data.

[HILL] That may be.

Ï think Jonathan Dean in an article about two or three years ago suggested that, if there was
political will there, then those things could be resolved, and verification also could be resolved.
1 mean, providiflg the Soviets are williflg to accept some degree of on site inspection and s0 oni.

1 mean if the two sides want to, they can sort out these problems, but the more fundamental
problemi are the geographical ones, and so on. But he was suggesting that the basic problem three
years ago was the attitude of the Soviet military, and particularly the Soviet need to keep control
in Eastern Europe, and the general distaste of the Soviet military for any kind of reductions.

[GRANDE] 1 would flot disagree with that, but maybe they were forced to the negotiating table.
But 1 do flot know, we could flot judge that from the record.

[HILLI No.

[GRANDE] Weil, you see the mllitary did flot participate in plenary meetings and 50 on. They
said whatever they wanted bilaterally to their opposite numbers, but they did flot have a direct
contribution which is discernible.

[COX] Let's say that there were, flot just disagreements about how to count the actual disparities,
roughly of the kind of magnitude that had been discussed, but that there real y ere signi1cat
differences. Lets say from a military point of view. Was there a view that one could live with
those disparities?

[GRANDE] Well, I suppose it depends on the typ of agreement you are talking about. Certainly
you do not need any agreement, or you can disregard the disparities for any initial token agreement.
Wc did talk at great length about that, you know, saying, "We realize your cooks are in uniform,and ours aren't," and all this sort of thing, but that was flot too important. MY Short answer to your
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question is, yes, 1 think we could live with the disparities, but whether you could convince the
Pentagon I do flot know.

1 amrnfot one of those who agrees that there is at present a parity between East andWest in the conventional field. There are those, aren't there, who argue that things are balanced
now in the conventional field, and say, "Leave it alone".

[COX Did Ottawa express impatience, or want you to try and persuade the others to get on with
it?

[GRANDE] Neyer.

[COX] No?

[HILL]IbTat leads on to another question which 1 have concerning the explorator>' talks. I askedyour views on the policies of the United States and on the policies of the Europeans. 1 deliberatel>'did flot ask about Canadian perceptions so far. How would you assess the MBFR negotiations?
What is the importance of the MBFR negotiations to Canada?

[GRANDE] As I mentioned earlier on this afternoon, we had just reduced our forces before theseMBFR talks started, and in that new situation, I know those in External Affairs here, includingmyseif, were anxious flot to give NATO any reason to thinlc that we had lost interest in theorganization or in Western security. Canada was playing a role in Western security arrangements,therefore by the saine token, in NATO, we were anxious to let ail the Europeans know that wewould go all out with whatever knowledge and expertise we had to promnote the success of thisMBFR conference. So we did co-operate close>' on occasion with the Germans, for instance, andsometirnes with the British and others in preparing position papers, and preparing talking points andso on. This was helped by the teamn back in Ottawa who came to life occasional>' and sent us
reasoned pieces of paper.

1 think in general Alliance terms, particular>' as we had let the Alliance down a few yearsbefore when Trudeau had his big sweep up, we were anxious to play' our fuil role in it. I was flot80 anxious to have our troops reduced. We had worked out roughly with the militar>' what wewould do if there were a 5% cut or whatevcr percent cut. What would that mean ini Canadian
terms? We had our positions clear, and we were willing to do whatever we had to do.

[IILL] So it was in effect part>' b, demonstrate an interest in the Alliance, taking an interest in
what the Alliance was doing in this field.

[GRANDE] A political thing.

[ILL] It was also a means for Canada to contribute to general international peace and securit>'.

[GRANDE] Yes, but 1 think that was truc of aIl the NATO allies. Certan>' It was the Canadian
position.

[HILLJ These negotiations were to some degree promoted initiall>' by NATO, as an organization,with the allies behind it, of course. And as this was donc through NATO, then presumab>' beingini NATO was a ver>' valuable way 0f contributing to this particular aspect of international affairs.



[GRANDE] Yes, tiiat is right. If we were flot in NATO, we could flot have done it, and wewere very anxious to continue to show that we thought being in NATO was a good thing, knowing
there were forces ini Ottawa who, would like to take us out if they had a chance. As far as MBFR
was concerned, the idea of having these two alliances dloser together could contribute something,we were flot quite sure how, but could contribute something to promoting détnte.

[COX] I know it's a difficuit question. Did you feel that your position was, welI, if flot
compromidsed, made more awkward, by the reductions which had previously taken place in theCanadian Forces? And perhaps the other side of that: would you have feit that there was levea
potentially, if the contribution had remained the same?

[GRANDE] Ini practical terms, I think it would flot have made any difference. But how cmn you
measure these things, because we have a few thousand less troops out of a very small number
anyway in Europe? What you are asldng is whether this gave me less importance, less leverage,
whatever, as a Canadian diplomat, ambassador in Vienna at the conference, with my allies, with
the other side, than if we had retained the same strength. I do not think it made any difference.
I think a lot has to do with the personality you have got. I mean I could take a ribbing about our
paltry force in Europe and I did.

[COXI So would you say that the..

[GRANDE] Maybe i the NATO Council what you're saying was reflected more. I do flot know,
you should ask John Halstead, welI, flot Halstead, Menzies, Arthur Menzies.

[HILL] Ross Campbell of course was the one there when the cuts were actually made. 1 think one
of the iteresting things about his reaction to that was to redouble Canada's diplomatic efforts, that
is to say keep mhe delegation going around the dlock to make up for the military cuts. So maybe
i some ways it even had the reverse effect. Who knows.

[COX] Would it be fair to say mhat your position would be mhat mhe pros and cons of an increased
or reduced contribution should flot be linlced, to diplomatic presence. In other words, one cannot
make mhis kind of linkage. We cannot see any more influence, therefore there is no point i
increasing mhe number of forces. We cannot see any influence, therefore there is no reason flot to
decrease them. Am I correct i mhinking you would just simply flot agree with mhat form of
reasoning?

[GRANDE] I would flot agree with the form of reasoning you just espoused? I would flot agree
with it, no. I do flot agree, and that was flot what I was trying to say. What I was trying to saywas mhat by the fact that we had withdrawn whatever it was - how many men did we withdraw fom
Europe?

[HTILL] About 2,500, 1 thik.

[GRANDE] Withdrawing 2,500 men from Europe didn't make the slightest bit of differnce tomy power or Iack of it i negotiations in Vienna. That is ail I said. Certainly, if we did flot have
any forces i Europe, I think our political punch at NATO it would be reduced tremendously. Mhis
has neyer been tested, of course, but I believe that very strongly.

[COX] I guess I was just trying to get at mhis: people use mhis argument a great deal and t'y to find
evidence for it but perhaps it's the wrong way of thinlcing.



[GRANDE] 1 think its the wrong way of looking at it. I do flot think it should be used cither
way. I do flot think it should be used as justification for having troops in Europe. I think the
justification is there on its own if the allies i Europe want us to be there. We have a role, but the
way it works in practical termis is dependent as much on the quality of the people there, and on
having a sizeable delegation and a quality delegation, as it is on the military side. But you have to
have military, 1 hasten to add, otherwise you have no raison d'être. It's a military alliance
essentially, even though we try to give it the economic dimension of Article Il. It's stili essentially
a m'ilitary alliance. We're discussing essentially security issues.

The political cooperation side of NATO, 1 think, is going to become increasingly important to
Canada, if to no one else, because of the way political, cooperation discussions are developing i
the Common Market. I advocate that we should somehow or other try to get an observer status in
them but we are excluded from them right now, which leaves us out in left field with the
Americans, and that is not the way we want it.

[HILL] I think that was the point that Gordon Smith was quoted as making recently about the
comparison between being at NATO now as compared with when he was there in the '60s. Now,
much more is decided among the Europeans before it's put into the NATO Council, and this makes
it much more difficult for Canada, if 1 quote hlm correctly.

[GRANDE] Well, it is. I know there are a lot of countries like the Dutch, the Belgians and so
on, and the Danes, who are very conscious of the Canadian position. They do flot want us excluded
from the Common Market decisions but we are in many cases excluded from them, so0 that presents
problemns and makes it all the more important that the political discussions in the NATO Council
be meaningful. We have a role to play in them, and that is the only place we have that role to play,
unlike all the other countries.

[HILLI Just to finish off this bit, how would you assess the work of MBFR over time? You did
touch on this already, talking about crisis management and s0 on, or crisis control, if you like.
What about the educational process and things like that?

[GRANDE] 1 think that is very important i the longer term. We, 1 think as'individuals, as well
as governments, based on what we reported to them, becamne much more knowledgeable about the
thinking of the Warsaw Pact, the individual members, the thing as a whole, individual member
countries and the individual members of delegations. That is almost a sociological experience,
certainly a psychological one. 1 think that has helped us in dealing with these countries. Certainly
for ail those who participated in the negotiations, if I am any example, and 1 do flot think I was
unique. It has enabled us to make a number of lasting friendships stretching across the so-called
Iron Curtain, which last to this day. And 1 think if you multiply that by the number of people who
participated i Vienna, you get some tremendous permutations and combinations which have a
cumulative effect on this East-West question, by lowering tension, creating more understanding and
so on. 1 think it's one of the intangibles, one of the good effects of these negotiations. If we had
had some concrete agreements, we would flot perhaps have had to stretch as far as to point to this
sort of thing as an accomplishment; but it is, and it stili is, to me, an amazing thing that these two
mighty military alliances are meeting together daily, and have been for the last 13-14 years or more.
I think it's a marvelous safety valve.

[HILL] One has the impression that the NATO system, the NATO military, have also learned a
hell of lot about the military balance themselvcs, through the MBFR process in the last 15 years.



[GRANDE] Yes.

[IILL] And ail the analyses that have gone into the thing. 1 think one aiways has the impression
that the NATO military and Warsaw Pact, too, probably know at any given moment everything
about their forces, but I think, in fact, they have to find out what is happening. There has been a
lot of work in that respect.

[GRANDE] Yes, a lot of work since the conference began that was flot done before.

[COX] Couid you tell us a littie bit about your comment that you had on several occasions made
proposais for MBFR as becoming the basis for an international crisis control centre ... ?

[GRANDE] This is ini my present capacity as a journalist.

[COX] What kind of responses have you had?

[GRANDE] There is some genuine interest in this whoie idea. As you know, this is one of the
items mentioned in the first Geneva Summit, the American and Soviet Summit. They appointed
people to meet together and they have met two or three times to discuss crisis control centres. I
forget the exact words what they cali them. And they have got somewhere, and they are continuing
to discuss the concept. But no one has promoted the idea of making it in Vienna. 1 think the
present agreement between them is they are establishing crisis control centres in Washington and
Moscow. That is fine, but I think there should be one right where they are eyebail to eyebail. 1
mean there's where you..

[COX] 1 think they are mainiy taiking about nuclear confrontations between the United States and
the Soviet Union, strategic nuclear confrontations, whereas I get the sense that what you are taiking
about is a centre which would be able to consider local confrontations which were dangerous i
terms what might happen one week hence.

[GRANDE] Yes, exactly.

[COX] It's a conventionai crisis control centre if you like.

[GRANDE] Yes, 1 mean it could be as simple or as concrete as you wanted to make it. But 1
think that the expertise is constantiy there, right in Vienna, and the friendship is there too. It is
already a safety valve, but 1 think it could play a greater role in that area. I have flot worked out
the details but 1 think somebody who bas looked into it more than 1 have is Jock Dean. He has
written about it. Maybe you should foliow it up. I suggest that you speak to him. I am interested
i working more on it but once again there are those intangibles.

I do flot suppose for a moment this is one of the purposes of the conference now convening,
but that is..

[COX] But it would not be the first time that it's an iii wind that biows nobody any good.

[HILL] Maybe MBFR wiil be fed into a larger, broader conference; but say that does flot happen.
I have the impression you feel it'8 been very a useful exercise up until now, and probabiy should
be continued in some form or other uniess it's somehow submerged into something else.



[GRANDE] I think it should be, and I think this is sound to have this as the Canadian view. I
have often, for a long time, promoted the idea, and I think our minister took it up at one stage but
did flot get very far, of having periodic NATO-Warsaw Pact ministerial meetings, and the obvious
basis for them. is the MBFR Conference. Some of our bigger brothers did flot like the idea.

Part VII - Southern Africa. 1976-79

[MMLL I would just like to go on, if you have the time, say for another 10 minutes, to look at the
South African period, and this would be Part VIII of this interview. You were Ambassador to
South Africa and High Commissioner to Botswana and Lesotho for 1976-79. I think: the element
to look at here is the out-of-area question, always a big thing ini NATO, in that I think probably the
worst crises that NATO bas ever been through have been usually had to do with the Middle East.
One cornes back to the Suez Crisis and to '73. Those were very difficuit things for NATO.
Southern Africa is a problem area, too, but not on quite the sanie dimensions, though difficuit
enough I think. Also the Namibia question. I believe you were Canada's representative on the
Western Contact Group for a while, were you not? On the Namîbia issue?

[GRANDE] Yes, I was the first, right at the beginning. I was the Canadian rep in situ on the
spot. There were five countries who were members of the Security Council at the time, the five
Western countries who had not on>' members on the Security Council but who had diplomatic
missions i Pretoria who formed the Contact Group, and s0 it was Germany and Canada, the
non-permanent members on the Council at the tume, plus the Americans, the British and the French.

(IILL] Could you say something about the management of out-of--area issues as far as NATO is
concerned. I mean there have been periodic cries by various people that NATO extend its out-
of-area of responsibility into the Southern Atlantic, but that neyer gets anywhere. But what is more
to the point perhaps is that here you have different NATO countries associated ini dealing with or
facing up to the whole Southern African issue including the Namibia question. How much of a
problem do you think that is for NATO, that whole area, and where do you see it going, and how
can NATO best deal with it?

[GRANDE] I do flot think this is tackled as a NATO problem or a NATO question. As far as I
know, it was neyer even discussed in NATO. Maybe it was occasionally, but the origins were
flot at NATO. It was flot conceived by NATO or in a NATO context. It was conceived in the
United Nations context and set up as a Contact Group with a general desire to solve the Namibian
problem, at long lust and to, get it out of the way. If we could flot solve the South African problem,
you could at least solve this subsidiary problem up there, which was a hangover from the last war,
and do some good, and maybe that in turn could have a good effect on South Africa and the South
African government situation. That was the reasoning, and I am quite sure it was dreamed up in
New York rather than in Brussels.

[HILLj But I mean it was a Western group anyway?

[GRANDE] Oh, yes. It made it easier to, do.

[HILL] It bas an impact on NATO for that reason in that you have NATO memibers involved, at
least.



[GRANDE] The French, for instance, were cooperating fully at that time, which they were flot
doing in Brussels. I think what you are asking, arnong other things, is did we as NATO members
consider the threat to South Africa, the so-called Soviet threat to Southern Africa and South Africa,
as a real one.

That's another question and one which we might corne back to.

[HILL] 1 was thinking rather that it seemed to me there are different perspectives among different
Western countries on some of these issues. Certainly the US has different views from others at
varlous times. If the South African situation gets more difficuit, then these differences in the West
may become greater, and of course the Namibian question is flot resolved yet either. That miay
become a greater source of difficulties. I mean, I suppose what I arn asking is what do you think
should be done to manage these things among the Western group? What should Canada try to do
to help manage the responses to this problem in Southern Africa?

[GRANDE] Weil, I do flot know whether my views are very valuable in the context of what the
Canadian governrnent is doing. 1, for one thing, arn opposed to economic sanctions for many
reasons. I do flot think they work, and I think they hurt the people you are trying to help, and
sometirnes help the people you are trying to hurt and there are take-overs, desperate operations
which are certainly flot going to hurt rich South Africans, the whites. My plan, I have flot got any
answers for South Africa, is to indulge in a cooperative full scale maximum pressure operation witli
the South African goverfiment, to force them into an operation to develop a meaningful plan to turn,
flot to turn power over to the blacks, but to involve black people in power sharing. Its as simple
as that. There are ail kinds of possibilities for helping them get power. We in our wisdom, or lack
of it, decided flot to go that route. We carne close to it, I thought, when we sent the
Commonwealth Emrninent Persons group to Pretoria and Capetown; but unfortunately, for reasons
best known to them, the South African goverinent either deliberately or otherwise sabotaged these
operations by carrying out military attacks on Zimbabwe. I think this should be revived. I think
there should be much more of this sort of thing. But if we want to do it, we cannot do it and at
the sanie time engage in a maximum punitive operation against the country.

[HILL] Where do you sec the whole South African scene going, unless something is done fairly
soon? And what sort of threat does that pose to Western unity, the Western position?

[GRANDE] I think the maximum point of Western disunity has passed about a year ago before
the Arnericans, at least the Arnerican Congress, passed the measures package against the wishes of
the President. But I stili have flot given up on there being a bloodless change-over. A lot0f blood
has already been shed, but avoiding the blood bath which witl surely take place if there is flot
political accommodation and solution is essential. There still can be one, in the next five years.
There is flot going to be a sudden breakdown of goverinent and law and order in South Africa.
Their armed forces are far too strong. Their infrastructure is strong. They are practically
independent economically, they have stockpiles. They manufacture Or produce by artificial means
their own petroleum now and they do ail kinds of amaziflg things, and the" are also maters at
obtaining what they do flot make themselves, through kinds of channels which will always exist in
this world 0f ours.

50 they are flot going to break down. They are flot going to give up. They are not going to
ail migrate. The English South Africans might, but certainly flot the Afrikaner whites. They will
stay right there.
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[MILLI So there is nothing really much that Canada can do through NATO, as such, to deal with
the South Africans, because its more of a UN issue.

[GRANDE] No. 1 would flot mix the two.

[COXJ But given the juxtaposition of your assignments, were you cofiscious, flot just of South
Africa, but of the area, as one which affected NATO security?

[GRANDE] That is what 1 was starting to say earlier. That is the way the South African
govemnment for years and years has been putting it, claiming that they are vital to Western security.
The Cape route is kind of a memorial and some importance as a naval landmark. But no, 1 think
they have exaggerated. Ini this day of nuclear missiles winging their way over continents and
oceans, I do flot think it's important anymore from a strategic point of view. 1 suppose it would
be important to NATO and to the West if South Africa were a Soviet Democratic Republic but 1
cannot see that happening. Who knows, maybe it will happen. If the radical African National
Congress remains radical and becomes the government. I cannot even see that, but if they do
become the governent of South Africa and they retain their links with Moscow and so on, which
are very strong, South Africa eventually would become a democratic republic. Then I suppose
NATO would have something to worry about. But what are they stili trying to protect? In this day
of nuclear weapons, I do flot think that it is strategically that important.

[COXJ Were you there at the time of the famous Double Flash issue?

[GRANDE] When South Africa exploded a couple of nukes? Yes, but you did flot hear much
about it. Certainly they have the know how, whether they keep the thing fused or flot. I do flot
know what they would use them for? What would they use nuclear weapons for? India has at least
Pakistan to threaten. But South Africa, it cannot use them up in the Caprivi Strip.

[COX] But from your vantage point there, of the Double Flash, I amn sure you know the scientific
panel ini the United States eventually decided there was flot a nuclear explosion but a kind of freak.
But since then people have gone back to thinlcing there was a nuclear explosion. Given what you
have just said, if it were a nuclear explosion, who is making the explosives?

[GRANDE] There is very close cooperation at all times between Israel and South Africa to this
very day despite recent announcements that Israel is about to, cut off its supplying of armaments and
so on. The relationship is a very close one, and up until now considered worthwhile both ways to
continue. I just do not lcnow.

[HILL] Well, I think at this point we wiIl close off.

[COX] Do we have just one minute?

[HILL] Okay.

[COX] I wanted to aslc you, was it jarring to go from those years of detailed pursuit of
conventional force reductions to the direct problem of racism?

[GRANDE] Yes, I suppose jarring is a good way to put it. I would flot have gone to South Africa
if I had my own choice at any time. But having gone to South Africa, I do not regret having been
sent there. I thinlr I protited and knew people better. And, in a sense, the Namibian, operation
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which took up over 50% of our time at one stage, sort of threw me back 1 suppose into the
negotiating mold, which I had been ini for the previous four years in Vienna.

[COXJ Did they consuit with you about MBFR when you had gone to South Africa?

[GRANDE] The South Africans?

[COX] No, Ottawa.

[GRANDE] No, typical 1 think. You are gone and forgotten.

[COXI Isn't this extraordinary, tliough, you must have been the principal source of knowledge and
then..

[GRANDE] There were others..

[IILLJ Well, 1 think we will close off at this point, Ambassador Grande. Thank you very much
indeed for coming and joining in this exercise.

[GRANDE] It's been a pleasure.
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ROBERT FALLS

[HILL]' Good morning, our guest this morning is Admirai Robert Hilburn Falls. We are very
grateful to you for agreeing to participate in this project, Admirai Falls, and are delighted that you
could jomn us this morning.

[FALLS] I'm pleased to be here.

[HIILL] Admirai Falls, as you know what we are engaged in here is an oral history of Canadian
policy in NATO. We aire trying to trace the development of Canadian interest in NATO since the
post-war period, and also to examine some of the detailed work inside the organization. So we
were very keen to have you with us, owing to your work as a naval officer, as a military planner,
and as a senior commander. The way we will approach this interview is Wo tiy to obtain some idea
of your background and thiking, by touching on the various phases of your career in the Navy,
and then to go on to look at your work as staff officer, Chief of the Defence Staff and Chairman
of the NATO Military Committee, in more detail. We want to focus on the key questions in the
last two of these periods, and to ask how you saw them at the time and how you have assessed them
since. We are interested not only in information and explanations, but also in your reflections on
specific issues and what they have meant to Canada, to NATO, and to international peace and

security in generai. First of ail, I think I should speli out the main details of your career. You

were born ini Welland, Ontario, and educated in Southern Ontario. You enfisted in the R.C.A.F.
in 1942, and trained as a pilot. You traiisferred to the Royal Navy and served oversea in the Fleet

Air Armn. Then you returned to Canada in tie Royal Canadian Navy, where you served in aircraft

carriers, destroyers, a number of air groups and various staff positions. You rose Wo Command of

BF 870, the RCN's first jet flghter squadron, and afterwards commanded H.M.C.S. Your last

seagoing appointment, as Commander Of Atlantic Fleet, was in 1971, when you held the rank of

Commodore. At that time you were promoted Rear Admirai and went Wo Headquarters in Ottawa

as Associate Assistant Deputy Minister for Policy. Next you were appointed Deputy Chief of

Defence Staff. In 1974 you were made Vice-Admirai, and became Vice-Chief of the Defenoe
Staff. I 1977 you were selected Wo be the Chief of the Defence Staff and promoted Wo Admiral.
I 1980 you became Chairman of the NATO Military Commaittee in Brussels, a position you held

for the next three years. Since retiriflg from the Navy i 1983, you've becomne President of the

Canadian Centre for Armns Control and Disarmament, and a member of the Board of the Atlantic
Council of Canada.

Just before we get into the flrst phase of our discussion, perhaps it would be useful if I

stressed the kind of things we are looking for in this exercise. As we examine the various events

ini Canadian and NATO history over the past forty years, we are posing two basic questions, as a
kind of rule of thumb test of the utility of Canada's involvenient in NATO. Firstly, how did

Canada contribute Wo NATO's efforts in collective defence, EastlWest relations, arms control and

disarmament, inter-allied relations, and consultation about third areas, by which I mean outside the
NATO area, and how did this benefit this country and how did it further the generai pursuit of
international peace and security? The second question we are looking at is, how did Canada
contribute Wo and benefit froni, NATO's work in other areas of interest Wo this country. one is
referring here to the kids of things mentioned in Foreign Policy for Canadians and the recent report

of the parliamentary Special Joint Conwuitee on Canada's International Relations, incîuding ail the

6interviewers: Hill, Cox, Pawelek. Interview dates: 1/4/87 and 2/4/87.
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things that are important to Canada as a country, like the pursuit of national unity, sovereignty and
independence, economic prosperity, and so, on. There are also those aspects of the pursuit of
international peace and security which are flot directly related wo the work of NATO, such as peace
keeping, the contairnent of regional conflicts, and resistance to terrorism, although sometimes
NATO does get into those things to somne degree.

[FALLS] Well, those main areas are all-encompassing, and imply that I might have special
opinions that evolve from my position, my career, and 1 think that is only partially so, in the sense
that might corne out as we go through the interview. In the application of these subjects to my
involvement, for instance, in the Navy, it's not very large.

[IILL] Well, let's put it this way, I think that these are the issues, that these are the criteria
which lie behind our approach wo the whole thing. But in the way we approach them, we are trying
wo draw on people's experiences as a wotality, so that we have some idea mwhere you are coming
from". That's how we are approaching things. We're trying wo be fairly well-disciplined but
without being overly rigid.

Part I - Early Years. wo 1942

[HILL] Admiral Falls, you were born in Welland, Ontario, and educated, I believe, partly in
Chatham, Ontario. I wonder if you could tell us a little of those early years and how you believe
they helped colour your outlook on life in general and also particularly on questions such as
Canada's involvement in the world, and problems of international peace and security?

[FALLS] I'm not sure that I gave themn much thought in those early years; I had a very mundane
education in Chatham public and high schools. And of course during my high school years war
broke out in Europe and I can only remnember one rather curious thing that happened. My best
friend and I were walking wo school on the day that war was declared and he said "Gee, Bob, I hope
this lasts long enough for us wo get in it. * And 1 thought that was a remark that I would flot have
made, since my mother had always saàid *I have flot raised my boy wo be a soldier". As it turned
out, he carried on wo University and became a doctor and is now an eminent pediatrician in London;
1 went on wo join the forces. But I certainly didn't have in mind a military, career as such, even
joining the cadets was a voluntary activity, and 1 did flot join the cadets in high schooi because I
was discouraged from so doing by my parents. Nevertheless, during my high school years, it
seemned wo me that - 1 guess I got itchy at that timne -- that more and more of my friends were
leaving wo join the service. Finally I decided that 1 would join them and go on into the forces rather
than continue with my schooling, and that I couid always pick up my schooling later, because that
was the plan I guess for most people. And as it turned out it happened for most of my colleagues.
They came back out of the service and went on wo University. 1 did flot do that, therefore my
education was somnewhat truncated. That's about where we could leave it I guess for the early years
unless there's anrything else you want wo know about that.

[HILLI You mentioned that your parents were flot 80, keen on you going into the Armed Forces.
Was there any particular reason for that?

[FALLS] No, they didn't object wo my Joining the Armed Forces in the sense that it was my
decision and there was no pressure at ail for me flot wo. 1 think there was some disappointment on
my mother's part. My father was flot in the First World War, he was boni In 1900 and therefore
was flot old enough wo go inwo the war when it ceased, so he missed the First World War. There
was therefore no history of any military involvement in our family, none at ail, that I'm aware of,



flot in my close family anyway. So I think basically I decided to join the Air Force because 1
thought flying was glamorous, as did many otiier people, and mndeed it is. And because there9s that
sort of feeling when there's a war going on that school is perhaPs flot very relevant, and I think 1
got less interested in school and more interested ini the idea of flying. It was inevitable, in any
event, that one either had to stay in school or join the forces, there was no in between, and I elected
wo go into, the forces.

Part iI - wartime. 1942-45

[HILL] As you mentioned, you joined the R.C.A.F. and I believe flew fighter aircraft i the

begining. And then you transferred wo the Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm after that. 1 just wonder
if you could tell us a bit about that period, what kind of duties you had and what kind of
impressions wartime service left on you.

[FALLS] In a chronological sense, I guess 1 happened to have been a good pilot, mechanically

that is, and I also got good ground school marks and so 1 graduated fairly high in the class, 1 think
number 2. And the penalty for doing that, at that stage, was you were sent off wo be an istructor,
because the Air Force had i those days about as many pilots as they needed operationally i

Europe. in fact there was a glut of pilots, and had I been sent overseas as some of my colleagues
were, they sat out the war i camps, I've forgotten the names of them, but in effect they were just

waitig, and waiting, and didn't even do any flying, let alone get into operations. So it was, 1

suppose, advantageous wo have been sent off as an istructor, and I went wo Borden and put through

a couple of courses of students, graduated them as pilots. During that time, the Royal Navy was

looking for experienced pilots, they could see a requirement for it. They could see that the

European war would be flnished fairlY soon, but they were flot aware 1 suppose of the effects of

the awmic bomb at that stage, at least flot officially, and therefore had to prepare for a Pacific

campalgn. And they needed more pilots and s0 they put out a calI wo the Canadian Forces for
experienced pilots wo transfer wo the Fleet Air Arm. And this was an opportunity wo do what we'd

started wo do i the first place, which was wo become operational, and so, I had enough flyig

experience by then -- I didn't really qualify, they wanted a thousand hours and I only had 700 -

but in any event I got accpted. I transferred i Halifax fromn the light blue of the Air Force wo
the dark blue of the Navy and was paid i pounds, shillings and pence. We wook a terrible drop

in pay, which didn't seem Wo matter in those days because moiiey wasfl't very useful. You were

being looked after with your food and clothing, food and lodging 1 should say. 1 went off wo
Europe, wo England, hiitially and subsequently wo Scotland, where thirty-two of us, ex- R.C.A.F.,
formed a fighter squadron in the R.N. on Seafires, and we started a workup in Asbroath, Scotland.

1 should say that about a week after 1 arrived i England the Buropean viar packed up and se

we continued training for the Pacifie. 1 have forgotten the actual dates of when the bomb was

dropped and when the Japanese sued for peace, but I was up i a city in Scotland, having a week-
end away, one of mny first holidays, when that news hit the fan. At that timne, of course, peace had

broken out ali over and obviously behind the scenes the Canadian Navy bad decided they would like

wo have their own major acquisition of an aircraft carrier. So as 1 mentioned, 1 was in a fighter

squadron, there was an equivalent of an anti-submarie squadron, called 825 Squadron, of

Canadians. And both of those squadrons were reduced significantly, we were cut i half from 32
down wo 16. Essentially those who wanted to go home did, that is wo say the mnarried men, and
those who were rather keen on pursuig their education. Those of us who were flot marricd and
who had no responsibilities and were having f'un, decided to stay on and becanie the nucleus - we

i 803 as the fighter squadron and 825 as the ASW squadron - of the Canadian Fleet Air Armn or

Naval Aviation. So we moved to that squadron in Ireland and continued training. We upgraded



our aircraft - Seafire 3s to 15s - and carried on with our operational training to the extent of deck
landing training. We qualified in deck landing on HMCS Warrior which was a Canadian carrier.
Somewhere ini that era, between, I guess it was, about the time we reduced from 32 to 16, we had
actually made the transition from the R.N. to the R.C.N.R., become Canadians again, and then
started getting paid in dollars, ail of which was good stuff. So we were, in fact, ini the Canadian
Navy Reserve when we came back into Canada in 1946. 1 think the major impact of that, in terms
of how I feit about things, was the enormity of the dropping of that nuclear weapon. But inm fot
unique in that, 1 think everybody must remember, anybody who is old enough, must remember the
impact. 1 don't think 1 was horrified so much as astounded at the power of the thing, it seemed to
take a while before the implications ever sunk in.

[HILLI I think that's a point that John Holmes mentioned in one of his books on that period. In
fact there was a consciousness that this was a new world that one was going into. And in fact
there was already thinking about the impact of ail this on Canadian security. He mentioned that in
1946 people were already thinking that Canada was no longer a "fire proof house", as it had been
described i the pre-war years. That was no longer the case, because you could see, as a
possibility, the marriage betwecn atomic weapons and long-range bombers, and that nuclear missiles
were over the horizon.

[FALLS] Yes, I'm surprised that my first reaction wasn't the fact that, as it was with some people,
that surcly this makes us military folk kind of irrelevant, now that war can be conducted, or the
threat of war, with atomic bombs. I don't recail that happening, I'm just surprised that it didn't.

[IILLJ I think that was more of a sentiment, let's say, in the late '40s, the feeling that
conventional military power had gone out of the window aimost. But then it becanie apparent that
it hadn't. Nuclear power has changed the world but it hasn't ruled out some of the necd for
military forces to maintain stability.

[COXJ Four times ten to the power of three - that was the per pound différence at Hiroshima, four
thousand times larger.

[FALLS] Incredible. And that was the part that was hard for us to grasp - the enormity of that
great big bang. Mind you, ail we had at thc time, and subsequently, were news reports.

Part 111 - Operational Career. 1946-71

[HILLI This covers your career in the Royal Canadian Navy from 1946 to 1971. You returned
to Canada, scrved in thc Navy and in due course reccived command positions, and worked your
way up thc ladder of command. By the end of thc '60s or by 1971 you had held command of thc
ships Uiat I mentioncd carlier and aiso thc first jet fighter squadron in the R.C.N. You'd
commandcd thc Chaudière and Uic Bonaventure. 1 wonder if you could I us i a little bit on that
pcriod and how it devcloped. How did thc establishment of NATO affect serving officers in that
pcriod, towards Uic end of 1949?

[FALLS] This might be a good dine to look back at these two statements, questions or ground
rules if you like, that you spoke of carier, Roger, to qualify what it meant to be a naval officer in
Uic post-war ycars.

1 think that, as far as I was conccrncd, being a Naval Officer was reasonably well prescribed
i a sense that you had a job to do. One kncw what, in general tcrms, and why you wcre doing
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it. In other words 1 think that there was a certain ideology that we ail believed in, and I think was
reasonably valid, that there was a need to have a post-war Canadian Armed Force to ensure that the
repetition, of the earlier two wars didn't take place somewhere in the future. The nuclear weapons
had a large and as yet undetermined place in this, but we thought there was a future and a need for
Armed Forces in Canada. But I'm flot sure if 1 thought at that time, and in fact only very gradually
thereafter, about the implications for Canada and the broader aspects that You outlined here in these
two sentences. Being a naval officer, or in fact 1 suppose, any kind of military officer, but more
particularly in the Navy, you are a bit isolated if you go away from, home, go out to sea. ît's
incredible how littie information you get at sea about what's going on around the world. Despite
the modernity of communications, certainly in my days at sea we had a sort of one-page sumnmary
that camne over the wires that was sometunes garbled, supposedly world news. You know I'm kind
of a news junky, so I really missed that as part of my daily ration. Even in commuand when 1
should have been able to do somnething about it, 1 couldn't; 1 mean the material just wasn't there
from the other end. Anyway, there was no great tendency, unless someone had a natural interest,
which I didn't, to take part in very much strategic thinking; and as a matter of interest, I neyer did
have a staff course in ail my career. 1 think this wasn't a question of avoiding it at ail. In fact I
kept thinking I'd make an effort to get one, because I felt it was a lack. Somehow I seemed to have
been posted, before I could sort of apply or think about it. I was posted to jobs that were just too
interesting to try and avoid and I had, in fact, one hell of an interesting, enjoyable career. And I'm
flot sure how 1 would have been able to fit the staff course into it without subtracting from, that.
The fact is, basically, I was having too much fun, enjoyment and satisfaction doing those things
which I had to do during that time. So with that background maybe 1 can run over what I did do.

When I came back to Canada, having been an instructor, I got back into the business of
instructing again in Dartmouth, locaIly 1 should say, getting people up to the carrier stage, flot basic
instructional flying, but getting themn from pilots to being able to fly in a carrier. That was a short
period. 1 went back then into operational flying as a member of a squadron. 1 thinc about three

years after I camne back, in fact, I went off somnewhat reluctantly to get a watchkeeping certificate.
This was, 1 think, the difference primarily between the Canadian Navy and the Royal Navy. The
Canadian Navy had made a deliberate policy decision to integrate the aviation component as much
as possible, indeed there neyer was a Canadian "Fleet Air Arm". The term was flot to be tolerated.
If there was a generic terni at all it was just "Naval Aviation". And s0 ail pilots were expected to
be, ail air crew I should say, were expected to be naval officers first and pilota second.

50 in 1949 I was sent off to get my watchkeeping certificate inl H.M.C.S. Haida. Ibis usuaiîy
was somnewhere between six and nine months, I think six months was the midnimum, and I think 1
Lot my watchkeeping certificate in six months, but I stayed on because, 1 guess, 1 wa needed as
a ship's officer. Ibis turned out to be an eye-opening experience and a very enjoyable one. So
from then on 1 becamne kind of a fan of this dual career bit. However, I didn't get back to sea again
as a so-called fishead, a sailor, for a long tume. 1 immediately went back to sea Of course, as a
pilot, in the. carrier "Magnificent". As a member of a squadron, I was aiso, after a tour in
Seafuries, selectecl to go dowfl to the United States to become a Landing Signais Officer or Batsman.
And so I went off to Pensacola for six months and came back as an L.S.O. and became a Landing
Signais Officer.

1 guess it was in this period of tume that NATO was fornied, and that 1 becamne conscious of
it and of the opportunities that this mnight have for Canada's Navy. But I'm kind of digressing now
froni the chronological to the opinion.

[HILL] That's useful.



[FALLS] 1 don't think the occurrence of NATO sticks ini my mmnd as a highlight of Canadian
history or certainly of my history. Except that I was conscious of it. It was in 1949 1 think, and
i 1949 it was when 1 was doing my watchkeeping, training ini Haida; and I was far too busy losing

sieep and trying to learn the ropes to worry too much about what went on outside the ship, and
agamn as 1 mentioned, there was a lack of communication. Anyway, because we were in NATO,
we started to work with otiier ships. I think there was also, too, a feeling of pride in ail of us in
what Canada had done during the war. We were left with a reasonably good Navy, in fact from
my point of view it was a much better Navy because it contained an aircraft carrier which the
wartime Navy didn't. We, of course, had to reduce in size after the war, down to basically what
were our major ships, which were destroyers and frigates, and to get rid of most of the corvettes,
and we had a few mine sweepers for awhile, but the carrier was basically my life.

1 rememiber in fact being i Norfolk on the fifth anniversary of NATO in 1954 and that was
quite a celebration. A lot of navies of NATO, ail of the navies had representation in Norfolk at that
time, and there was a large gathering of ships and social events and 80 forth, and NATO started to
become prominent in my eyes.

I remember too, I think it was 1953-54 - I know I was Batsman by then and 1 took my Signais
Officer Training in 1952 - we had an exercise calied Northern Wedding which was a NATO
exercise and it was a rather dramatic occurrence. IPm flot sure that I should bore you with it, but
it was almost a disaster, from the point of view of a sudden fog rolling in, while ail our airpianes
were airborne, and this was out i the middie of the North Atlantic. It was either bad weather
forecasting or bad luck. Fortunately the fighters, we'd gotten them ail back on board before, but
the long-range airplanes were too far away. Fortunately they were also long-range and so they had
lots of fuel left, but they came and they flew around overtop for a couple of hours. 1 know one of
our guys wanted to take his flight and head straight west to get to Greenland, and they didn't know
where they were going but at least it was land, so they wouid be over Greenland when they ran out
of fuel. Then a United States submarmne came up on the air and said, hey we've got a clear patch
where we are, and so it happened to be -- this gang had aiready taken off for Greenland -- it
happened to be in the sanie direction as the carrier and there was an American carrier with us and
we ail steamied off toward this submarine and he said he had a couple of hundred feet of ceiiing.
We got there and sure enough he did and we got these airpianes on, dusk was there, we got ail of
ours back, and one American A.D., which is an attack aircraft who was right down, he didn't have
enough fuel to do one more pass and he came in high and fast and I cut him and he camne by at a
heil of a rate, and got a wire fortunately. He got very drunk in our bar that night.

But that again was the sort of feeling tliat NATO meant something to Canada. We were in the
big leagues. We were piaying with the Amierican carriers, and the pros, and of course it gave us
a sense of competition too, competition that carried right on throughout the life of naval aviation,
because I think, as objectively as I can think, that we were able to out fly the Aniericans in terms
of size. That is to say, the closest thing we can compare ourselves to was the Essex Clais Carrier
and we had Bonaventure. And the Essex Class was a considerably larger carrier, we would have
loved to have had one, they were faster and bigger. Nevertheless we managed to fly in weather that
was as bad as they did and keep as many aircraft airborne for as long as they could.

[HILLI I think there is one point here 1 would like to pick up on. 1 have the impression from
what you say, that when you are at sea, and when you are a naval off icer, as you say, you get on
witii the job at hand, and that's what you're mainly thinking about. You've got to. But 1 have the.
impression aiso, that in the Mires, as compared to an earlier era, you had a kind of fixed, reference



for the Navy, because the Navy was now ini NATO. And I guess at that point there was also the
thought that there probab>' wouldn't be cut-backs of the forces, of the kind that might have been
carried out otherwise. Presumab>' one of the problems with naval forces is that if you don't have
some fairi>' established commitments and goals of that kind, then there is atways the danger of being
cut back. But in that period, with the NATO commitment, there was a fairi>' clear goal. NATO
provided a fairi>' fixed reference. Ibe Navy simp>' got on with its operations in support of fair>'
well-established commitmnents. And you as a naval officer got on with your job, without having to
think too much about what was the political basis of aIl this. Is that a reasonable interpretation?

[FALLS] That's absolutel>' right. As far as I was concerned there was very littie difference
between, or there was no distinction 1 guess, between Canada's securit>' needs and those of NATO.
I think NATO just loomed ver>' large in our thinking. It was a sort of graduaI process that 1 didn't
become ver>' conscious of when it happened, but 1 think we considered that we were as much, or
more, a part of NATO almost, as anything else. mhat was where the action was because that was
where we saw ourselves, with the possible exception, 1 should sa>', of the Korean war. But again,
that was a UN fanction - 1 don't suppose man>' of us stopped to think, about the distinctions; in
other words, it was an alliance, a western type of an alliance, reaction. I didn't personali>' get
involved, 1 guess we got close to it. Someone in Ottawa, in fact, was trying their damndest to get
the carrier as part of our Korean commitment and I was L.S.O. at the time and 1 thought that this
woutd be great.

[COXI Were the carriers main>' in the ASW rote?

[FALLS] Yes, ASW was the primar>' rote and the fighters were there basical>' to do that, just
as a reflection of the wartime need to Protect the fleet in a defensive rote. But more and more the
carriers became ASW oriented, to the extent that we acquired ASW heticopters, and this was an
evolutionary process, but I guess the first squadron of ASW helicopters were the H04S Sikorski.
Then it became a competition, because the carrier could only handle two squadrons and we had now
three, two ASW, one fixed wing, and one rotary' wing, and a fighter squadron. And so more and
more the flghter aquadron was left back and the anti-submarmne aircraft, both the helicopter and
fixed wing, went along and this was, 1 think, one of the reasons why the Banshee was neyer
replaced. The second reason was of course that we lost the carrier. But 1 don't think even if we
had maintained a carrier we would have probably replaced the flghter, because it was becoming
obvious that the whote job was too big for one carrier, for a carrier the size of the Bonaventure.
And so we would, have had to have become even more integrated in the NATO forces in terms of
convo>' support, resuppt>' of Europe, that sort of thing. 1 thînk there was and there Stil is an
argument about whether the carrier is botter off ini this role or a hunter killer group, when flghters
might be more use than i convo>' support, and indeed there's an argument about whether convoys
are valid. But in an>' case the whole thing was just getting to be too big for one carrier, and
inevitabi>' one has to think about the major task which was anti-submarmne.

[COXJ Did you basicatlly operate within the barrier rote, back in the West Atlantic?

[FALLS] 1 don't think so, David, the ont>' barrier operations that 1 can recail Were submarne
barriers, that, of course, had to be backed Up ultiniatel>' b>' surface forces. We did a lot of training,
quite franki>', in the convo>' support role, and we did a lot of training in the support of the
American ASW, or the American Attack Carrier Groupa, when we would go up into the Norwegian
Sea and antagonise the Soviets.
[HILL] Was it maint>' anti-conventionat submarines at that time? You wereà"t looking for Soviet
Polaris-type submarines, because the>' didn't exist at this time, ini the '50s.
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[FALLS] No, flot i the '50s. No, it was conventional. When did the Yankee boats first time
corne on the scene? They were the first as I recali.

[COXI They were the first S.S.B.N.s, but the Soviet's had S.S.N.s. in the '60s, presumably gomng
after US carrier groups.

[FALLS] 1 remember, I don't think we ever actually tried to make contact with tiiem, but we
certainly trained. The Brits for instance had an exotic submarine that was propelled by hydrogen
peroxide and it was fast. And that was used as kind of a training vessel. We did some runs against
that, I remnember, when I was i Chaudière. And it simulated the Soviet nuclear development i
the sense that Soviet subs, by being fast, were very noisy.

[COXJ But then the carrier was used, at least i part, as an element i a larger carrier battie group.

[FALLS] Yes. The carrier of course needed protection, by destroyers, hence the terni destroyer
escort, the escort meaning to escort the carrier more than convoys, I think. When we operated
atone, of course, we would do whatever we could to cook up training and a lot of basic training
didn't even need a scenarlo, one just went out, with the submarine and tried to find him and
practiced tactics and so forth, and the carrier basically was just a platform from which the aircraft
worked. Ini fact, it was very expensive to create exercises and I think if we got one major exercise
a year with a naval force, we were doing well. But we went into, every one that we could,
obviously. I've been in literally dozens of them with American forces and it's always a useful
learning process. Another job 1 had, in fact in 1966, was Commandant of the Maritime Warfare
School and tliat essentially taught NATO doctrines. We used NATO publications, we trained ships'
captains i tactics that were NATO tactics, we developed our own tactics and we had a procedure
for getting them ito NATO publications. We had a very close tie with the Norfolk ASW School
and they had a traîner down there, and we conducted exercises that were quite costly, because we
had to hire tie lies to connect our computers, land lines, and that was big money in those days.
But every couple of years we'd conduct one of tiiese major exercises where we would simulate
convoys crossig the ocean, and tie change of command and control, and it was ail in the NATO
context. So, as I say, gradually, during this period, that we were in NATO, the Navy became more
and more NATO oriented. It was just a part of my life.

[BILL] At one point there you mentioned the Norwegian Sea. One always has the thought that
by and large the Canadian Navy is a convoy protection and ASW force. But when you were
associated with American forces, and going up into the Norwegian Sea, was ASW partly for
protection of the battle fleet, whose task might be to deal with the Soviet surface fleet?

[FALLS] That was the unstated aim. Basically, these were exercises that were statcd to be for
practicing in tie environment tliat we might find ourselves in wartime. And the Norwegian Sea was
construed to be part of NATO's primary area of interest. One shouldn't be s0 crasa as to, say tiiat
you were up there to, allow thc Americans to pound thc hell out of Murmansk with their carriers,
but that i fact was part of thc game, 1 suppose. And the Soviets kept a very good eye on us while
we were doing tliis. But operating up in those latitudes is different you know, it's cold. In summer
time there are long periods of daylight, short periods of darkness, and in thc wintcr time it's just
the opposite. And ASW conditions are different, and as 1 recaîl, not very favorable to Uic surface,
to the anti-submarine forces. You're out of good SOS US coverage. 1 guess also SOSUS at that
stage was very highly classified. I don't know when Uic Norwegian arrays were put in -- but 1
don't think there was any direct fcedback from that, certainly not to Uic fleet. But we, would get
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feedback from our own Sheibourne and Argentia arrays in Our exercises back home. When we were
up there it was always with the US carrier group, often a British carrier group. It could get to be
quite a melee and good fun. And as I say the Soviets, when we were playing around like this, kept
very close.

These were the days too when one could learn a lot about the Soviets by conducting exercises.
1 remember, to my own horror, later in my career when I was captain of the Bonaventure, so that
would be in the '60s, late '60s, watching the Soviets doing a stern method of refuelling at sea.
We'd given that up years ago, and yet they were stili struggling along trying to pick up this floating
hose in the heavy seas, pump up their ships, and we'd gone to the along-side method years ago.
And they watched us too. And there was a certain amount of antagonism too. 1 remember, if
you're looking for salty dips, one time whcn a Soviet cruiser insisted onl Sitting on my starboard
bow for an hour or so, just keeping station, and whenever I haît to turn, he would turn and so forth.
And this was flot unconimon. It happened to be the first time it happened to me, but why the
starboard bow I don't know. But at one stage he made a quick dart across my bow, and it was a
kind of close thing. It was the only time, in fact, I'vc ever had to go full astern. 1 thinlc it was
a mistake on his part, because he immediately tumned back again, as 1 turned, and came up ail
standing. Because he left after that, 1 think it was probably as I say a mistake; they have neyer
really ever tried to deliberately create a contact. But there was an awful lot of harassment in those
days, and of course it led to an agreement between the US and the Soviets about conduct at sea.
There was a lot to be learned from those exercises, about the Soviet Navy.

[HLLI That period in the '50s and early '60s has often been described as a kind of golden age
of Canadian diplomacy. At least it's an expression that is used to some degree. People have also
seen it as the golden age of Canadian military performance and stature, because the armed forces
were by and large well equipped in that period, and the Navy had quite a lot of ships and Canada
was quite a big player in NATO. I suppose, on the other hand, there is also a question as to
whether this didn't go too far sometimes. 1 mean, for example, could there be a possibility of
Canada creating a navy or creating an armed force which is out of proportion to the size of the
country, and then to have this mainly focused on NATO at the expense, perhaps, of Canadian
domestic requirements, especially if it got involved iii performing roles with US Carrier groups
going off to the Norwegian Sea and so, on. One really wonders how far Canada should go in that
kind of direction?

[FALLS] 1 presume you are asking me to comment on that, as I saw it then, flot as I sec it now.

[HILL] Weil, either perhaps. I think it's a question in some people's minds.

[FALLS] Weil, from our point of view, at that time, 1 think we thought we were flot overîy
endowed, but we were flot terribly unhappy cither. 1 had seen a succession of new airplanes, for
instance. We went from having Seafires at the end of the war, to Seafuries, which were the most
modem and stili are the fastest propeller-driven airplane, to Banshees and then Trackers. They were
brand new and very efficient and made in Canada and ail that stuff. We had a series of made-in-
Canada, designed-in-Canada destroyers, Uiat was getting NATO-wide acclaim as being excellent
ships. Our tails were pretty high and s0 We were proud, and proud of Our Position in NATO and
proud of our contribution to NATO. We stili had the hangover of World War il where Uic Navy
had a good reputation. We came out of that war as - what's the statistic? -1 think it's Uic third
largest Navy in the world, And so I didn't much care about thc air force or &iTiy i those days;
ini fact 1 didn't pay much attention to it at ail, except to Uic effect that I guess I knew that thcy
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were, perhaps relatively speaking, they weren't able to contribute quite as glamorously, obviously
as we were to, the NATO cause. The air force, 1 think, welt 1 guess they did have a succession of
more modem airpianes, but I don't know that they somehow kept right up to the leading edge as
we did. Your question brings another aspect that 1 didn't really think about, Canada's national
security needs, in fact, until such time as I had this Banshee squadron in 1955. And suddenly here
we were on the east coast of Canada, with the only aJl-weather fighter airpiane in Canada. I don't
think the CF-100 was. When did that corne onto the scene?

[COXI Mid '50s.

[FALLS] Maybe it was just on the east coast. Certainly there weren't any CF-10Os. I remember
dog fighting with the Sabres CF-86s. We did army co-operation, so that we always had an army
liaison officer with us, but this was for an unspecified rote. The army had a rote ini Europe of
course, but they also had, I suppose, a rote wherever it was required. It was that set of ideas that
we would go anywhere in the world where we were needed. And there were ail sorts of times
when the army needed air support and so we had a role of training for that. When ,we got the
Banshees, we becamne all-weather jets; and the Pinetree LUne, the Pinetree Station at St. Margaret's,
really hadn't had anybody to play with before. In fact we created a format arrangement whereby
we became part of that, of Canada's national defence against the bomber threat, even though we
knew it wasn't very strong on the East coast. In fact that's why, I guess, ail of the fighters were
concentrated more in the centre.

[HLLI I wonder if you could just fi11 us in on your career up through the '60s? And what were
your views on the decision about the Bonaventure?

[FALLS] I teft you, I think, when 1 became Squadron Commander of 870, the jet squadron. And
from there I went to Bonaventure as the Lieutenant Commander Flying, that's the guy who runs the
flight operations from the control tower if you like. And from that job, I was promoted to
Commander and went off to Otta" for a desk job and came back as the commander of Chaudiére.
Rememiber I had said I had a watchkeeper certificate in 1949, and hadn't spent much time on the
bridge except the occasional bit on Bonaventure and various carriers, when one was tolerated. And
soI scurried around and went out for a few trips with my friends to see how destroyers worked and
suddenly found myseif in command. One might think that that's a funny way to do things, and I
guess I thought: so myself. Because the captain, there are certain things he can't delegate, and one
of them is berthing the ship alongside. Nevertheless, it worked and we survived and it was an
interesting part of my career. I really enjoyed that sixteen months in command of the destroyer,
and it provided another perspective. Again, most of that time, or a lot of it, was spent ini NATO
exercises. Then back to being Commander Air, where one controls the whote of the air operation
of the carrier. I guess I went then to Maritime Warfare Schoot, as I mentioned eartier, and spent
a few years there. I was promoted Captain out of that job and went to Bonaventure in command.
This was right after that very expensive re-fit, the one that caused ail the problems, about recovering
0f chairs i the briefing room, and that sort of thing.

[HILLI Wasn't thit specified in the '64 White Paper?

[FALLS] Weil, the Bonaventure re-fit was a lengthy affair. I remember I stood by her for over
six months. But just to comment on thc re-fit, 1 think the estimates of that refit were deliberately
made tow, but this is a personal opinion. It's flot meant to be definitive, because I haven't gone
into it ini order to prove it, but I suspect that the estimates were made deiiberateiy low in order to
get it approved, or in order to make it fit within a budget or something. I don't know. Because



the estimates were obviously too 10w to do what was needed ta be done, and, of course, as soon
as the ship was opened up ta do same of this work they found even more work that had to be done.
It was an old ship, and s0 obviously the thing cost more than it should have. But in any event 1
don't think, ini retrospect, that that refit cost any more then than it would have at any other time.
It was just the comparison of the cost of the refit with its estiniates. The saine thing happened with
the National Arts Centre contract, and there wasn't nearly as much curfluffel, even though the
National Arts Centre was overrun by a greater percentage even than the Bonaventure. The ship
came out of that refit, in fact, in very good shape and we ran hier well and hard for a couple of
years. What caused the retrement of the Bonaventure was basical-ly the reduction of funds ta the
Canadian Forces. This was the Trudeau tiine as you may recali, in 1967, when hie put the screws
on, and the screws went on year after year, ta reduce the funds. The only real way that you can
Save money in this sort of caper is ta get rid of people, because of the personnel budget, the cost
of people. You can stap capital spendmng as we have done, for long periods of tume, but if your
budget wull stili not handie it, you've got ta get rid of people. In fact you've got ta bring
everything down at the saine rate because you can't go on spending money on maintaining
equipment that you cannot man.

1 was no longer in the Bonaventure when the decision ta pay hier off was made. Where the
hell was 1? 1 guess 1 was up in Ottawa, in the personnel business, 1 was a Commodore then and
1 went up as a Deputy Chief of Personnel, Postings and Careers. But 1 remember going down ta
Halifax on business and talking ta Nibs Cogdan who was the Chief of Staff at the time. And hie
said, "Boy, it looks like we're going to have ta get rid of Bonaventure". And hie thought I would
jump and scream and kick and so forth, which 1 feit like doing, because 1 loved that ship, and 1
loved our life with it and 1 loved what kt represented ta the Navy. But it also represented about one
thausand bodies and if we hadn't disposed of the Bonaventure, it would have meant disposing of
something like five destroyers, which would have cut the heart out of our fleet, more so than the
Bonaventure. The ocher thing is, although the Bonaventure was in gooci shape and had just
undergone the expensive refit, there was, definitely, a time when it would have had ta have been
replaced. That may have been i three years or five years or ten years, I'm nat sure, but it was
pretty obvious that that tume was comnfg; and that there weren't any reasonable options ta replace
it. In other words the technology was such that the Amnericans were going ta nuclear propulsion,
bigger ships, we were flot any longer able ta play ini this league of aircraft carriers. Most other
countries found it the sanie. l'in flot sure if there are any South American countries with carriers
left or not. 1 think Argentina maybe has one, which is in harbour. The French of course still have
a capability. Even the Brits have gane away froni wires and they're using jump jets naw, s0 it's
left ta the American's basically, and the French. And rumours Of the Soviet Union doing it. But
it was so inevitable, there was noa way that 1 could make a rational defence Of keePing the carrier,
if I was asked. The reason for the decisian, in my view, was the fact that they reduced the defence
budget. We weren't told, the Navy wasn't told, ta get rid of the carrier. It was more subtie than
that. It was, here's your budget, what do you want ta do with it. And the powers that be decided
that the carrier had ta go, despite the fact that it was i gaod shape, a first class ship at the time.
It was just sent off ta Taiwan ta become razor blades, and too bad. But as 1 say, it was inevitale
that we would lase the carrier in a few years i any event.

[COX Could you tell us a Iittle bit about yaur response ta the unificatian debate? 0f course the
Navy took it very badly. Sanie leading Commanders vaiced their disapproval, didn't they?

[FALLS] Yes, it was a very emotional time and it split the Navy rather badly ito three camps,
1 guess: the ones who couldn't abide the idea and left, led by Admiral Landymore; the ones who
thought it was a good thing and supported it, led by fia one that 1 car' think Of, and they were very
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few; and the remainder who thought, well, you know, if this is a ministerial decision, there really
isn't much choice but to go aiong with it. Either you go along with it or you leave, and the choicewas just that stark. And Bill Landymore, bless his heart, I've scrved under hlm and I have thegrcatcst admiration for him, he's stubborn and he's principled, and therefore he dccided, and he was
the Maritime Commander at the time, that he would fight this as much as he could. But hecertaily didn't encourage anyone to go along with him, and I admircd hlm for that as well. Other
senior people had similar problemns, Geoffrey Brock, 1 think, suffered from unification, P'm flot sure
that he left voluntarily. It was a difficuit time. Paul Hellyer, I remember, came down and spoke
to the officers of the Maritime Command, in the Maritime Warfarc School, after Landymore lcft,
and O'Brien was the Maritime Commander; Scruffie O'Brien, I don't think was any more
cnamnourcd of the idea of unification than the rcst of us, but was onc of those who had dccided to
stay in, and try to, make it work. When Hchlyer was badly receivcd with boos and catcalls by the
officers, Scruffie got vcry angry and stood up, and told us to behave like gentlemen, in no uncertain
terms. My own reaction was one of, 1 guess, the majority, that I had no brief for unification at all,but I guessed if it was going to be thrust on me I would rather stay in the forces, which I had come
to enjoy, than to get out. I must say I thought about gctting out, and I had come to the conclusion
that the option that I was looking at was not unattractive, but nonctheless, I feit that I had a goo
career and I thought 1 was enjoying it too much to go out on a matter of principle and s0 I would
stay. I think that I could also sec some of tic benefits that the minister was trying to demonstratc
could come from unification. I had obviously seen some of thc duplication, tie problems, thc in-fighting. 1 had bccn up in hcadquarters enough to sec some of thc grabbing that went on, for what
little money there was, bctween thc scrvices, and thc sort of Uiings Uiat I could tell wcrc buggingUic minister, in termis of inefficiencies, and s0 1 was flot cntirely unsympathctic to his trying to
resolve some of Uiesc problems. I guess, in Uic end, this is aftcr a pcriod of time, inm sorry Uiatunification took place, in thc sensc of the personal morale and the attitudes of thc people involvcd
and thc dcfmnite, without a doubt, thc definite lack of thc esprit of belonging Uiat is bound to take
place. But I've also had a better look at other navies and organizations including our great
neighbour to Uic south, and I Uiink it would be impossible to Uiink about unification in military
organizations of that size. On Uic other hand, Uicy cou Id well do wiUi someUiing Uiat would
diminish interservice rivalry. They could wcll do with Uic benefits we achieved by unification, ifin some way Uiey could do Uic unifying. I find Uiat it is vcry disturbing Uiat Uic Americans are
wasting so much time and effort fighting wiUi each oUier, instcad of improving Uieir own forces.
And se Uiere wcre benefits Uiat I could identify, I didn't much lke Uic new uniform, I still don't.
I would have, whcn 1 was CDS, if someone had come up wiUi a way of going back into Uthec
uniforms and still maintaining Uie principles and Uic benefits of unification, I would have donc it
a long time ago, and inm sure others would have as well. It has now taken place by cdict, by Uic
Conservative Government, and inm flot sure Uicy have, in fact, flot lost Uie benefits of unification.
But time wiJl tell, and 1 don't Uiink it is appropriate for me as an ex-CDS to comment on Uiat
particular aspect of unification, Uiat is to, say, Uic re-integration or whatever it is called. The claim
is made, of course, Uiat we are stili a unified force. 1 Uiink that time wl! tell. We still have Uiegreen uniform, we have Uicse guys walking around in light blue and dark blue uniforms Uiat don'tlook much like Uic old ones, but certainly Uicy are more Identifiable as sailors and airmen. 1 don't
know what a ship looks like Uicse days, 1 haven't gone aboard because it must have, stil!, amishmash of uniforms. It wilI always; and Uiat was what bothered mie about &eunification. But as
1 say it will take time, and 1 Uiink we shall sec.

[COX] Do you thînk Uiat Uic govcrnment and Uic minister In particular, at Uic time, simplymisjudgcd, or failed to undcrstand, Uic importance to Uic armed forces of identification with units
and oUier services.



[FALLS] Oh absolutely. 1 don't think that Hellyer had enough timle in the forces to become aware
of the ethic. Ini fact, I guess even I wasn't aware of the cthic, as it existed ini the Armny. Boy that's
strong, this regimental identity. I had no idea how strong that is, and 1 respect it you know, this
15 what makes guys lay down their lives for their brothers i war Urne I thik. And I think you play
with that at your peril. Ibis ethic is flot £0 terribly important i the air force, as it fights i a much
différent way, basically, fromn afar. It's an individual sort Of man-to-man kind of thing i the air,
I suppose. The question of cohesion and the family identity is flot nearly as important.

The air force right now, today, runs air stations i a kid of, what we used to cali, a factory
mode. Ini other words the squadrons are squadrons of pilots; they do flot include the ground crew,
which to a naval officer, a naval airman, is just icomprehiensible. A squadron i8 a group of
cohesive people that fly off a carrier, or they fly off some other place as a unit. The airmen have
factory maintenance or base maintenance, and the squadrons consist of the au-plane and air crew,
flot tic ground crew. And that is die différence, I think, and that's why unification, wliy perhaps
the question of, what was the word you used, David, morale and cohesion, identity, lcgitimately was
flot 50 important. Hellyer's background was air, and he was being adviscd by a fellow called Bill
Lee who was also air, and 1 guess what they needcd was a good Army type to try and explain what
this was ail about. 1 couldn't have donc it, 1 suppose, at that time, because, although 1 was aware
of what unit identity was to a sailor, which was much stronger than to an airman, 1 didn't realize
that is was flot ncarly as strong as it is to thc Army in a regimental system.

part IV - Staff Positions. 1971-77

[HILL] I think we already have a fair idea of the positions you held in this period. Just perhaps
one thing at thc outset, could you just briefly describe Uic difference in thc functions of Deputy
Chief of thc Defence Staff and Vice Chief of Uic Defence Staff.

[FALLS] Vice Chief of Uic Defence Staff is Uic guy who essentially runs'Uic Armed Forces on a
day-to-day basis. He 1£ responsible for Uic total budget of Uic Armcd Forces, for responding to aIl
Uic day-to-day operational activities. If he's doing bis job right Uic CDS can relax and do very
littie, I suppose except liaise. fice Uieory is Uiat lic would lialse with Uic govcrnment, I suppose.
But Uic Vice Chief is Uic person who, on a day-to-day basis, I Uiink, is Uic focus of Uic activities
of Uic Canadian Forces. And 1 found it I guess Uic hardest job in terms of Uic afmunt of time you
have to put in and Uic effort and Uic sprcad of responsibility.

[HILL] How about Deputy Chief?

[FALLS] Deputy Chicf is where Uic Uiree services corne togeUicr, if you like, i Uic headquartcrs.
And hc operates as Uic buffer, 1 suppose one could say, between Uic thrcc services, and attempts
to share, expenditures, or to ensure Uiat Uic Uiree arc properly balancd i tcrms of their capital
programmes. And Uic capital programme in fact starts, I should say it starts in Uic three services,
but it cornes together at Uic Deputy Chief level, and he malces recommendations to Uic Vice Chief.
Again, Uic Deputy Chief tries as much as possible to absorb those Uiings which lie can on a
day-to-day basis, Uic decisions Uiat have to be taken, Uiat lie can do, Uiat don't have to be kicked
upstairs to Uic Vice Chief. It's, if you like, taking part of Uic Joad off Uic Vice Chief. But bis
liaison basically is wiUi Uic Uiree services, Uic Uiree service chiefs Or Wliat have you, whlercas Uic
Vice Chief bas the responsibility of personnel, finance, of materiel to Uic cxtent Uiat it is on Uic
milltary side -- I mean a lot of Uiesc Uiings are on Uic civilian side, but that distinction is mfore and
more blurred.
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[HILL] I wonder if I could just ask one general question about this pcriod of 1971-1977. Ibis was
in some ways a rather traumatic time for the Canadian Armied Forces. As you mentioned, the
budgets were stagnant or in fact they were rcally being cut because inflation was going up and
budgets remained constant; they weren't even geuing an increase for inflation. Then i 1975, or
so, there was a tumnaround, when things started to go up again; that was the pcriod of the Defence
Structure Review and also the tiîne when the Prime Minister went to Europe and had one or two
tallcs with Chancellor Scbmiddt and other people and was convinced of the nced to do more in
NATO. And then we had the start of the capital re-equipment programme and so on. 1 just wonder
if you could tell us something about the sense or the feeling in the Armed Forces in that period,
how they feit about themselves, I suppose especially on the part of the Navy, but the others as well,
and how they feit about what was happening to them and how this affected Canada's place in the
world.

[FALLS] How do you want me to do this, Roger? Because there's another pretty intcresting
event, 1 think, that preceded those events in '71 or '72, which was the reorganization of the
Headquartcrs, which 1 think in fact was probably more significant to the events that you.are thinking
of than unification. It sort of fits in chronologically, because 1 came back to Ottawa as thc
Headquarters, was being reorganized to meld the civilian and military sides. And indeed there was
an awful lot of objection to this, and again it created some more resignations. People left the
service because of it. Our friend George Bell being one of them. Though I shouldn't put words
in bis mouth, but tbat is my understanding. 1 don't think George would deny the fact that he felt
that this was not the right way to go. He left early and 1 think that was the reason. As far as 1 was
concerned I was always enthusiastic about it. In fact 1 had to sort of agree. I was interviewed by
David Kirkwood, to find out whether I would support the principle of the unification of the two,
military and civilian sides, in a reorganization, before I was able to accept the job. I agreed whole
heartedly. And there was an awful lot of trauma about in the Headquarters and throughout the
forces, because there was a feeling that the civilians were now in control of the military and those
of us who supported it were betraying once again the Armed Forces. And 1 guess my answer to
that bas always been that the midlitary neyer was making its own decisions; it was always the
civilians who had been making the decisions about the Armed Forces. And finally with this
amalgamation the military was at least on an equal footing and were able to make their own
decisions if they were sensible, Thic reason for saying this la, that the thre services in the
traditional fashion liait tiieir wish list of equipment which was, 1 suppose, in support of the overal
policy objectives of the Armed Forces, which bopefully reprcsented those of the government. And
the wisb list was always about four times, at least, what the budget allowed, even in tic good times.
So when bard times came upon us it was just impossible. So what was happening, in fact, was that
none of the services would back off, really, except that there was I'm sure a lot of "you scratch my
back l'Il scratch yours" among thc service chiefs. One would support this guy if be would support
mie and so forth. So thc really important things probably got donc withi co-operation. But a IiUtle
further down thc line, as opposed to major cquipment, other types of modernization or ancillary
equipment, or buys sucb as this, kid of got lost in this great big amorphous mass of stuif that
cvcrybody said was absolutely essential. And Uiey would not agrcc among themselvcs and 80 it was
Uic ADM Materiel, a civilian, who cvcntually bad to say: "Weil there isn't cnough nloncy for this
and you guys can't make up your minds. I think this la what most closcly resembles, or represents,
thc policy or wbatevr. He made Uic decision. Wbcn thc services became unified there were
associates, and this Associate Assistant Dcputy Minister bit. 1 thrcw that in vcry dcliberasely
because that was Uic real titie, to, reflect Uic fact that there wcre civilian and militazy persons in ecd
of Uic non-operational, that is to say non-service dcpartmcnts i.e. personnel, finance, policy andprocurement (lcaving only Uic Uiree operational or scrvice-oricnted air, army and navy unit& under
Uic Deputy Chief, wbcrc there was no civilian entity). I Uiink it did marvelous things to Uic Armcd
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Forces. 1 think without that structure the defence review could flot really have succeeded. And I'm
flot sure, you know, its bard to say, what the evolution of the forces would have been. 1 guess 1
was told by pretty good authority that when Pierre Trudeau froze the defence budget in 1967 for
three years, that the intent was to give the Armed Forces three years to get their act together, you
know to consolidate so that they could be reduced further. Weil, that didn't happen for varjous and
sundry reasons. It just was impossible and it took more than three years, in fact, to consolidate it
and that was the thme that caused the reduction of the armed forces in Europe, and ail the political
as well as military curfuffle that that caused in our relations with the Alliance. It caused the prime
Minister to listen to Helmut Schmidt, as you mentioned, and others, and it allowed, 1 guess, the
Prime Minister to broaden his perspective in those three years from guys nie Schmidt and Ivan
Head and a few people hike that. 0f course it seems presumptuous of me to talk about the
maturation of the Prime Minister, when he is such an intellectual giant 1 think, but nevertheless he
has changed, and therefore he must have somehow learned a littie about the practicaJities of life,
if nothing else, during that time.

[HILLI 1 think this leads to a question on Canada's role in NATO, with reference to the Prime
Minister. My impression is that when the Prime Minister came to Ottawa as Justice Minister and
then became Prime Minister, in fact his inclination was really to pull Canada out of NATO. 1 think
that that simply reflected his own appraisal of the world as he saw ît. But ini time, he changed
around somnewhat. How would you see that?

[FALLS] Weil, 1 think, I'm not sure that he changed fundamentally. 1 think that he probably
appreciated more, later in his tenure, that there were certain things that he could do politically and
certain things that he couldn't, both domestically and internationally, and perhaps some of them just
weren't worth it. I doubt very much that he bas changed his morality or bis views, and in that
respect 1 think perhaps that I've learned a lot more from Trudeau than he ever learned from me,
if he ever listened to me. Because 1 think he was a very pragmatic person. He was flot an
ideologue. He would flot absorb aIl of this propaganda that was put out by NATO and by the
military particularly. 1 didn't see much of Trudeau quite frankly in my time as CDS and not
anything of hum other than that, and 50 there's no personal relationship whatsoever - but certanly
there was one time wben he talked of submarines to me, and that allowed mie to believe that he
knew a helI of a lot more about the ASW aspects of the Navy than I certainly expected him to, and
that he differentiated very clearly between an attack submarine and a 'BOOMER," an SSBN. He
was in fact using this kind of Jesuit logic, I suppose, to try and destroy what he thought was My
position. Weil my position wasn't that we should go after SSBNs but perhaps he thought that it
was. But he was very clear that, you know, it was destabilizing to be trying to develop an ASW
capability against SSBNs. 1 don't think perhaps be was quite as well informed about the fac that
we needed ASW capabilities for other reasons, if we were in fact to maintain our NATO
commitinent of supporting a supply to Europe and that kind of thing, wbere you need a capability
against the attack submarines. But you know he was very coiiscious of that difference then, to an
extent that a lot of modem day naval off icers are flot.

[HILL] My impression of Mr. Trudeau is also that he really didn't change bis perception of the
world fundamentally. What bis governiment said in Foreign PolicfoCaais was tliat, in
effect, NATO 15 fine for the time being, but once we've sorted out these probîems with East/West
relations, which may well come at some point, then NATO would melt away, its functioji wouîd
have virtually disappeared. At least that's how 1 would interpret that myself, and 1 thlnik in a way
that comes out in the Defence White Paper 0f that period too, because there's a shift of the priorities
there also. 1 wonder if you'd care to comment on that question. How would you interpret Canacla's
view on NATO as expressed in Foreign Policy for Canadians and in the White paper?7
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[FALLS] Foreign Policy for Canadians, well wait a minute now, I think the -- which came first?

[COXJ Foreign Policy for Canadians.

[FALLS] Yes, and that was where he laid out the priorities of, if you like, starting with Canada
and expandmng, from which the White Paper developed, the policy of sovereignty first, and then
North America second, NATO third, and then peacekeeping. And I don't think that I could fmnd
any fault with that. 1 was ini policy in 1972 and this had taken place by then, and so I just accepted
it as a logical and rational piece of work. And I saw no conflict, quite frankly, ini that policy with
any previous policy that we'd had. The only difference was on emphasis, and the only danger as
far as I could see was an over-emphasis on sovereignty, and I guess I tried, and stili think, that that
is a danger stili today, that we haven't yet defined what we mean, by sovereignty and what it means
i military terms, so that we know what to do about it. But I was comfortable working within those

guidelînes and in fact when we got around to the defence structure review, that was the way we
tackled it, starting from that White Paper, starting from those principles. I'm flot sure now who
negotiated this defence structure review, but you know my recollection is, and I was Vice Chief at
the time, that we decided to do it. I'm flot sure that we were told to do it.

[COX] I think Buzz Nixon said it was a departmental decision.

[HILLI It was also a question of fitting the budgetary situation at that time, I think. There was
a certain sum of money available, and then the Government said: here is what you are going to get
i the budget, more or less, and why don't you go and design something to fit within that. They

tried to do that but they couldn't.

[FALLS] Well, I think that's right. Buzz was flot yet in the department, I don't think, I think
Cloutier was stili there. And I know that prior to that I was Deputy, and this was where I had this
problem of ail these shopping lists, and a reducing budget, and I inherited this, a mess. It was just
ridiculous. So as a start we just got the three heads together and hanizered them and there was a
lot of blood on the floor but we finally got the budget, a capital programme, that was pared of ail
of the "nice to haves" and was down to what we thought was the really, really essentials. But even
then it was pretty apparent that if we tried to maintain the forces as they were, then this capital
budget was flot going to maintain the forces, and so I guess departmentally we decided we needed
a defence structure review. I had just gone into the Vice Chief s chair at that time and I had a very
good staff and we thought a lot about it and came up with this idea of a bottoms-up review (as they
called it). And we used this very policy; it became useful. What is the minimum we need to do
the national sovereignty, the North American defence, to make a reasonable contribution to Europe,
and then peacekeeping. If you establish the minimum for national security then what more do you
need to do the North American task? And s0 on. And if you look at it in this way, you can say,
well, this is the minimum sized force, below which you cannot, go and still maintain certain criteria.
That Is to say, Canada is a large nation, we have to have, for sovereignty purposes, our geography
covered. ibis in fact We to a reassignment of military forces in Canada to react to aid of the civil
power more regionally, because we weren't so far from the October Crisis at that stage and it was
still kind of close to our minds. And the next thing of course was to seli that to the Treasury
Board, once we had done ail this and thon costed it. I don't think it was coincidental at ail that
what we came Up with happened to be pretty close to what we had, that is to say a bare minimum.
If you're not going to fund that you know you are going to have to make some hard choices like,
do you want to have only an East Coast Navy? Those are the kind of hard choices that were going
to have to be made and I think that it was probably this real hard look at it from the bottoms up and
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the honesty with which we tried to conduct the review, that halted the decline of the defence budgets
and started the turn around.

[HILL] Ini other words the NATO commitmnent, having forces in Europe, had some cost associated
with it. But in fact there is a limit to what you can cut, because you need a core orgaflization in
Canada to do the tasks hetre.

[FALLS] The incremnental costs are flot great. They're flot insignificant, but the money, a lot of
it, has already been spent i the infrastructure i Lahr, and of course it costs more money to keep
troops in Europe than it does in Canada, because you've got dependents, schools, school teachers,
allowances, that sort of thing. But if you determine your minimum requirements for sovereignty
purposes and for the North Ainerican defence, and then say how have we looked after NATO in
that, you don't have to add very much to do what we are doing already.

[COX] Did you ever corne close to saying: "0K, scrap the army and reduce it to a militia".

[FALLS] We neyer got to where we said this would, be our first recommendation. What we did
say was that below this you cannot go. And 1 think the obvious thing at that stage, as 1 recail,
was the good old one coast Navy. The other thing was too, you could reduce the air component,
but then you could flot pretend to have any identification capabilities. WeIl, you know, you don't
have it anyway. The idea of the Pirie Tree becoming obsolescent was upon us. God, we tried to
get those politicians to close Pine Tree! 1 noticed they did close two stations today. Those were
the ones we were trying to close ten years ago. We wasted s0 much money in the meantime. They
have been useless for that long, but politically unclosable. One could have whittled away at the Air
Force, I suppose. You could say if you didn't have a commitmnent in Europe, you wouldn't need
the transport, but then you wouldn't have the capability of deploying peacekeeping forces in a hurry,
and that would have affected our peacekeeping capabilities, which nobody wanted to touch either.
And s0 it wasn't exactly a bottoin-up study; but in other words there were a lot of *what if's" and
"weIl you can't do that", s0 it did extend to the fourth priority, that is peacekeeping, in many
instances. You could have regionalized, 1 suppose, the Armny, and said: "Well, lets hope that we
neyer have to worry about an Army's presence out West, because therels neyer, excePt in the mids
of a very few Army officers, there is neyer any thought that anYbodY is going to invade Canada«.
There's stili a lot of guys who think, well we have to worry about lodgeMents up in the Arctic.
I'm flot sure what they mean by that. The Soviets parachuting ini, 1 can't for the life of me
understand why, and why it is that they would do it and how you would go about getting them out.
But there are people who try and make a case for that. 'Ibey would rather make a case for
defending Canada from an invasion but realise that's jiist too much. So the Army is flexible.
What do you want an ArmY for? That was a hard question to answer, but we answered it on the
basis of regionalizatiofi and aid of the civil power, and the contingeficies for everything else. You
have to have a base, a geographic base, and it couldn't go much fuirther down than it was now
without losing some of the regionality. 'Ibere was no point i talking about one of the armns, that
is to say the infantry, artillery or armour, although armour came very close to being put on the
block - the tanks are a bit expensive, they're flot usable in Canada. It was Somnething that Trudeau
felt very strongly, w. should flot have tanks. It wasn't until we bought them specifically for the
NATO roI., that h. declined to approve the use of any tanks i Canada. 1 don't think today, there
is a tank in Canada.

[HILL] In training, ycs. Thei Lecopard.
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[FALLS] Perhaps, 1 think he collapsed on that one a littie bit. So we got the wheeled vehicles
instead, armoured personnel carriers. But 1 don't think, to answer your question David, that we
ever came down to saying this woutd be our first choice, that we would do this or that. But these
were some of our options, and I think essentially we put together an analysis that demonstrates
pretty clearly that you couldn't go much below what we had and stili have a three-pronged armed
force. And even so the bill for the equipment was going to be substantial and that we'd better get
on with it.

[COXJ Who did you have to convince? You did the defence structure review. In a sense the
outcome was the decision to increase the capital procurement by 12%. Who had to be persuaded
and what was the process?

[FALLS] The process of persuasion, as 1 recali, was first with the Treasury Board, a guy called
Marsden, who happened to be the guy at the time. They changed over there about every year or
so. I remember long sessions with him.

jHILL] Buzz Nixon also remembers long sessions with him.

[FALLS] 1 guess at this stage, Buzz was DM, I think about the time we started to seli it, because
I remember that when I did - but after the Treasury Board of course -- the formaI stages were to
see the Priorities and Planning Committee -- well Cabinet eventually, but P.P.C. was chaired by
the Prime Mmnister, and we went before that on several occasions. And when they examined it
there was also another interdepartmental thing chaired by Pitfield, because 1 got to know Pitfield
fairly well in those days.

[COX] Would that have been the Mirror Committee, because it was intended to be the departmental
equivalent.

[FALLS] Yes, that must have been the one, because it was chaired by Pitfield and he was midghty
bard on us in the sense of asking pertinent questions, and 1 think it was the integrity that we bult
up, quite frankly, from not trying to B.S. anybody during this defenoe structure review, that
convinced Pitfield that what we said was about as factual as could be. And he realized that there
was a certain seriousness to it. Pitfield had a lot of influence on other people in those days, and
once we got past him it was a question of going to the Priorities and Planning Cornmittee, and I
guess that must be where Trudeau asked me questions that showed he understood. I'm not sure that
he showed that much interest except spasmodically. It was approved. 1 can't quite remember when,
but that's when we started getting our incremental improvements.

[HILLJ '75, 1 think. What was the morale of the forces like then in that period, in 1972-73?

[FALLS] Not very good, but strangely not as bad as one would expect. 1 think there was a
feeling dia, in the flrst place, we were not firing people. It was aIl by attrition, ail these reductions
were by attrition. The forces was getting older unfortunately; you know they weren't able to recruit
the young people and we were in that sense living off our fat. It was disrupting training, and the
schools were not training; but you know individuaîly people didn't feel threatened, they thought,
weil, you know I've got a career, and besides which something always happens. As it did, it did
turn around, and 1 guess everybody thought eventualiy it would have to. So morale was flot good,
but it wasn't as bad as it should have been. Because I don't think people realized the seriousness
of the problem, who were not that close to it. And those of us who were close to it wcre not about
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to try and tell everybody inside the service, I should say, how desperate it was. 1 think people had
enough of a grasp of it anyway to know.

[HILL] You must have had some dealings in that period with the Americans, the American service
chiefs, and other NATO allied military chiefs. What about their attitude to what was going on?

[FALLS] Strangely enough, as Deputy and Vice I had very littie contact with anyone outside the
services and the Ottawa civilian community. The Vice Chief, and the Deputy for that matter, sit
very close to home. I did a few relaxing trips like going over to Europe to inspect our troops
here and there and that was mainlY for my benefit to know what the hell we were doing in
peacekeeping.and in Europe; because you know a naval career doesn't give you a chance to know
what the others are doing, and s0 it wasn't uritil I becamne Deputy Chief that I did my first
familiarization trip to Lahr, and I'd neyer been to Soest. And 1 think that was a pretty important
thing for me to do. So 1 did it, but that was to visit Canadians, that wasn't to visit NATO.

[HILL] That was flot clone as part of the meetings of the NATO Military Committee.

[FALLS] No.

part V - Chief of the Defenc Staff. 1977-80

[HILLJ Admirai Falls, from 1977 to 1980 you were Chief of the Defence Staff ini Ottawa. This
was a time of steady re-equipment in the Canadian Armed Forces, when the LRPA programme
was being completecl and the Leopard tank was coming into service, the New Fighter Aircraft
(NFA) was agreed on, 1 believe, and the first steps were taken to move towards a definition of the
Canadian Patrol Frigate Programme. There were also many important developments in NATO in
that timie. But I guess the question I'd like to ask first of ail this: how did you see the role of the
Chief of the Defence Staff and what sort of part does he play in policy-making and in relations with
NATO?

[FALLS Weil, strangely eiiough, I thinlc that the part that the CDS plays could well be overrated
in the mmnds of many. For instance, some of the things that you talked about here were currently
under my purview, I suppose, as Chief of the Defence Staff, indeed took up a lot of my time; the
LRPA programme for instance, was carried on during that period of my tenure in fact. 1 remember
vividly Buzz Nixon and I stomping around the halls of Ottawa trying to seil the idea of refinancing
and a lot of other things to people to get this programme off the ground, even after the selection
was macle. I know it was started ini the time of J. Dex, (General Dextraze), but 1 think the selection
was macle and the idea of getting it through took a lot of my time. The tank programme, as you
say, was pretty well finished and decided upon, and of course the LRPA programme, when that was
out of the way, led into the fighter programme, which again, took a lot of my time and persuasion
and wihat flot, in orcler to get what 1 thinlc was the agreed project teamn solution sold to the rest of
the Armed Forces and to the Government. In other words, that, plus the sometime ceremonial
duties, plus the fact that there are certain things the CDS cannot delegate that have to do with
personnel, redress grievances and things lilce that, which are time consuming, take up an awful lot
of the ie of tie CDS, and leave very little time ini fact to think about or to act upon strategic andi
broader issues.

The fact is that the Chief makes three trips a year to Europe to the NATO forum of the Military
Comniittee, and usually betwecn those thrce periocis there's very little time to give thought to the
issues because they are flot emerging as iminediate issues requiring attention. The fact of the matter
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is for myseif, and I know for my predecessor, 1 can't speak for my successors, but ini fact one did
flot pay much attention until a few days before the meeting when one was briefed by the staff and
tried to be brought up to speed on the issues. Some of these issues may have been, seemed. to be,
and were, important. But i any event, in international relationships with NATO, even miàlitary
ones, I found it amazing how much these are conducted by the Department of External Affairs, with
iput at the staff level, that is to say lower down in our organization, ADM Pol or in the Plans

Organization in the DCDS area of Plans.

[IULL] 0f course there is a permanent Milrep representing the Chief of Staff on the NATO
Military Committee in Brussels, who's there dealing with these issues on a fuil-time basis.

[FALS] That's right.

[HILLI So, there are reports and dealings going back and forth, between the Milrep, on the spot
there, and the defence chiefs and senior officiais in Ottawa.

[FALLS] Yes, in fact, it's important that the Milrep and tie CDS have a good rapport and a good
understanding, so that he can in fact work. And indeed my relationship was such that I tried to
keep him in the picture on any sort of decision making-process or thought processes that I may
have haît. He was required to come back to Canada from time to time to sit on various meetings
so that he would know me better, so that he would know how I would want to react if 1 were there,
50 that he could in fact act without constant access, to Ottawa.

[HILLI 1 wonder if I could just follow-up with a couple of questions on this one here that occur
to mie. You mentioned the role of External here. Do you feel that the military side has an adequate
voice then in ternis of Canada's military role in NATO?

[FALLS] That's a hard question to answer yes or no. This in fact gets into a very deep discussion
about the Military Committee, if you want to do that right now, and the rote of the Military
Committec within NATO.

[HILLI 1 think we should leave that for now. I was thinking about seeing it from, a national
perspective.

[FALLS] I think Canada sees its NATO relationship more from a political point of view than a
military one. I'm not sure that this isn't correct, considering the genesis of NATO and of Pearson's
thought when he was External Affairs Minister.

[BILL] How much of a rote does the CDS, as the head of the military and supported by the
VCDS, the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff and so on, have in national policy. You obviously must
be sceing the Defence Minister continually, must be dealing with him virtually on a daily basis, but
what about others? What about the Prime Minister and other key figures like that?

[FALLS] 1 think that there again, it might be surprisig, but there is relatively little direct contact
between the military, that is die CDS, the Vice Chief, and Deputy, and the government bcyond
DND in the overail policy-making process of the government in terms of NATO. Ini national areas
of course 1 would like to think that the CDS of today is involved in the preparation of the White
Paper or at least gets his views on the table. But to answer your question, I neyer, in the time of
the Conservative Government, met thc Prime Minister to say hello to him, even. flic major part
of my time as CDS was with thc Trudeau government and 1 guess Mr. Trudeau knew who 1 was.
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intimate contact that 1 had with hlm during that time. It was very pleasant, although it camne radier
late, 1 thought, i my tenure i termis of him trying to get to know his CDS if that was indeed the
exercise. And 1 saw him a few times in meetings Of the Cabinet Comniittee on Priorities and
planning. in other words there was flot any kind of high level profile for the CDS, as one finds
say in the U.K. or the US forces. There's a corollary to that. In other words, the CDS has a hell
of a lot more authority within the forces than he does in those other two organizations, but that's
flot really important or relevant I think to this discussion. With respect to the comment about the
Minister, yes there is a close relationship. Well, again I thinc that depends on the personalities.
I certainly have had a very close and a good relationship with the Minister who was Minister
through most of my tenure, that was Barney Danson. He sought my advice, hie didn't always follow
it. We had the occasional mild disagreement and one major one, but by and large, it was a good
and warm relationship. 1 did flot have nearly the saine relationship with McKinnon when he came
in. I think that this business of flot trusting the Public Service and construing them ail as being
Liberals automatically, instead of assuming that both the Public Service and the Military will serve
a government; this was a problemn. There was immediately suspicion to start with, and despite our
efforts, I Say "Our", meaning that 1 tried to get everyone who had any contact with the Minister to
support himn thoroughly and absolutely, despite this, the suspicion remained. I guess finally I just
gave up trying and rode it out. The third minister during my time was Lamontagne; our
relationship was okay, flot close though. I think hie was much more of a political animal perhaps
than Barney is, if possible. But we got along well. But again there seemed to be, however, flot
the automnatic acceptance of military advice as being objective and sincere that I would have hoped.
So those comments try, I think, to put the relationship of the CDS with the governiment in its
perspective.

[HILL] Perhaps if I could ask you one more final sub-question here. Obviously, in this systemn
of governiment, as in the rest of the western demnocracies, the principle of civil authority having
paramountcy is well established, there's no question about that, in the sense 1 mean of being over
the military, and so there's no question about your wanting any sort of specialized place, shall we
say, or autonomy. But did you not feel, though, thiat the fact that the CDS is flot brought in much
more to things, and did the Armed Forces flot feel, that this was an inadequate situation from their
point of view?

[FALLS] Yes, 1 thinlc so. 1 was surprised. When I say 1 was surprised, I wasn't overly surprised,
because it camne gradually to me having watched from the position of Vice Chief, through an
evolutionary process. 1 guess before that, I kid of assumed always that the CDS would have been
very much i the pocicet of the Prime Minister i all of these momentous decisions. But I guess
that the process i Canada is much more ministerially oriented. The Prime Minister goes right to
the Minister of National Defence for his military advice and hie gets it from CDS through direct
access to the Minister. So 1 was surprised. But I guess I didn't think that it is all that bad, you
know. Certainly there were times, flot with Barney, but with McKinnon, that 1 tliought it was
definitely importanit that the Prime Minister knew what the CDS's views were, because 1 didn't think
hie was getting them. And there was a lack of rapport between myself and McKinnon.

[COX] The tradition of the Cabinet Commnittee system is in fact to exclude Civil servants by and
large. My limited experience with this is that Ministers are very jealous of that forum ini which they
speak to each other without a large number of civil servants present. And that perhaps partly
accounts for the apparent Jack of access or communication. 1 don't think it really talces care of the
problem of how the Prime Minister gets to know what you want him to know.
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[FALS] I think you are right, David. However, even in the cabinet committee system which
excluded the public servants, they did certainly, and probably stili do, involve the public servants
when they want expertise about a particular issue at hand. And 1 know that Buzz and I on many
occasions went up and sat ini the corridors i case we were needed, and there were other occasions
of course when we went in, and so 1 have been i enough cabinet committee meetings. The most
interesting ones were in Priorities and Planning, PNP, because of the involvement of the Prime
Minister, but there are others that are chaired by various ministers. But you don't stay for -- you
know they don't want you hanging around for other items, and you're there to kind of respond to
the question, not to give judgments. So I don't think they exclude, and thankfully they don't
exclude, the expertise of the public service when they need it, experts of any sort.

[HILLI I find some of this quite surprising, in fact, because I had the impression that the CDS
would be in the middle of the policy debate, somehow or other, and involved with the major issues
of the day. Perhaps he is through the minister, and through the deputy minister. I mean I'm not
saying that he is excluded, but, just to take an example: when you became CDS in 1977, that was
a period when the Carter administration was coming in in Washington and I remember going to a
number of international meetings just prior to that, at the outset of 1977, where the whole question
at that time was here was a new development, a new phase in world affairs. Carter was coming
in. He was going to be different from President Ford, they thought. There was a lot of talk of
re-launching the international economy, perhaps re-launching détente. In practice it didn't work out
that way, maybe in part because of Carter's deep interest in human rights, which obviously created
some problems in dealing with the Soviets and others. But one wonders, then, what kind of a
debate went on in Ottawa about some of these things at that time, and whether you as CDS were
involved with this kind of discussion?

[FALLS] No, that's one 0f my littie notes here, 1 was surprised almost to find the question in
there, because I could flot give you any particular opinion on what Canada thought about these
things, because there was no forum in which 1 would be included. Because there was no direct
involvement of the military in these issues. There was nothing that required a military opinion,
because Canada could not see itself, 1 suppose, as responding midlitarily to any of these major issues
in such a material way. But to kind of balance this, Roger, let me give you another couple of
examples, one that took place while I was Vice and the other one while I was Chief and had to do
with peacekeeping. Now there was an issue that Canada was brought into very much in an
international forum. I'm thinking flrst of Indochina, where the Americans were pressuring us
greatly to provide a peacekeeping force in order to allow themn 1 guess to gracefully get out, as
gracefully as they could. And my predecessor and 1 worked very closely with the Minister i the
formation of that and what the rules would be. He was adamant about the way that Canada would
partake in this peacekeeping force and some of the ground rules and some of the safeguards.
Subsequently, we were asked to provide a large contingent of people for Lebanon after the Israeli
invasion. And my advice was sought on that. Again I knew that the Prime Minister wanted to
know but he didn't asic me directly, and I can't remlember now whether it was through External or
through the Minister, or the ministerial process. Certainly 1 made it quite clear that kt was a no-win
situation for Canada. As it turned out kt was a correct decision, 1 think, for Canada flot to get
mixed up i that. And that was our advice to the government and they accepted it. But it wasn't
a one-on-one, as I say the P. M. and me, by any shot. Although, of course he was involved In and
interested in that decision.

[HILL] But the ADM Pol for example - as we are talking about civil servants and the CDS dealing
with External as well as relating upwards to the Ministers - the ADM Pol is involved presumably
in ail kinds of discussions of one thing and another. How does he relate to the CDS?
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[FALLS] He relates to the extent that I would hope and I think there has been -- you know I
think there were gaps in this quite frankly -- but he haci an open and ÎJflTediate access to the CDS
if he wanted to, and I think like any other head of department he had an obligation to keep the CDS
înformed. And in any cases where there were questions of judgement, as 1 say I think this May
have broken down once or twice in the sense that things kind of got off in a certain direction in
some cases well along the way, before the CDS got into the act and could do much about ht. 1
guess I'm thinking of the Canadian participation i the AWACs programme, where 1 think it got
so far down the pipe that we didn't have a choice, but it would not have been my choice to get
involved.

[COXJ Could you say why, flot i any great detail?

[FALLS] Maybe my nose is out of joint in the sense that the decision was made before I had a
chance to get involved, but we had such a terrible problem in our own forces in the capital budget
that to take money out of that and to put it into an international programme, which at that time, was
flot agreed to by ail nations -- when I'm talking about this, Belgium particularly had stili flot agreed.
And once Canada got on the bandwagon of course Belgium was cornered like a rat, couldn't get
out and had to sign. It was a terrible sort of process of consultation and agreement. And I guess
I too feit that AWACs was a highly overrated thing. It's the tip of the Iceberg and I don't think
it will ever happen again. But 1 didn't want it to happen in the first place. I don't think it's proper
for NATO as an organization to own hardware that will in fact wear out, you know, and somebody
then is going to have to thinlc about the replacement of it. If thîs sort of thing spread it would be
I think disastrous for the cohesion of the Alliance. Much was made of the AWACs once we bought
it and ail of its capabilities, and how useful it would be, and when the Polish crisis emerged, when
it appeared as if there might be an invasion, and everybody said ah ha lets bring the AWACs over,
at some concern to the Atlantic Fleet Commander 1 might add, SACEUR took the AWACs out of
Iceland and sent them to Germany, because the NATO AWACs hadn't arrived on the scene at that
stage. I was very disappointed when I got in one of those airplanes for one of their operational
flights, up and down the inter-German border, and found that you couldn't even see past the middle
of Poland, where the action was going to be. And so I kept wondering why in the hell we bought
those AWACs witli ail mhe publicity that surrounds it over there, and everybody is ohing and ahing
at what wonderful airplanes they were, and indeed they are, but they were flot much good for what
they were supposed to be there for, as far as I could see. Anyway that's purely My judgement,
purely my opinion I should say, and, as I say, once I got involved or was aware of it, Canada was
too far gone really; but 1 think 1 was a bit blindsided on mhat one.

[COX] Admirai Falls, I flnd listening to you and thinking of the commenta mhat We've made on the
policy-making process, I don't mean just in DND but in matters of defence, that it's quite difficuit:
still to understand. part of the difficulty is in the unique structure. The military structure, you said
last time, is now integrated. But clearly, to some extent, there is a tension between the civilian and
military sides. What I stili don't really understand la the way in which policy is generated

[FALLS] What specific ldnd of policy are you speaking or.

[COX] Weil, l'Il take your example of the AWACs. Could one describe the normal way i which
such a policy would develop in DND.

[FALLS]I Weil, in the first place the policy didn't start in DND, and mhat is mhe problem. The
policy started with, I suspect, wimh Lockheed Corporation, as an American initiative to seil AWACs
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to NATO. And it was sornething that was cut off at the lower levels and was very carefully and
cunningly designcd to do it hius way. So that it got an enthusiastic backing within staff levels here
and there, and then the idea was to seil it Up the ladder. And that's the way most policies get
made. They don't corne from the top down, they corne from the bottomn up. And so it ail gets to
a certain level before one at the top even hears about it. There hadt been an awful lot of discussion
and talk of cost sharing, and if we had to go i what would our negotiating position be and one had
to do this in order to 1,c able to give your bosses a reasonable kick at the cat. Well, before you
know it, the policy is there, you know what it is going to cost you, you know what the offsets are -

- we did ini this case, 1've forgotten what the offsets were but thcy weren't bad as I recali, in fact
1 think we might have sold themn a tramner from CAE - but the fact is that by the timne one hears
about it as CDS it's £0 far down the pipe that if you withdraw your support, considering that there
are a lot of other reasons to contribute to the programme, for example by saying wclI you know we
havcn't got rnuch money, that is not a very good excuse. But that's the way policy gcncrally
emerges. Well, it did in this case, bottom. Up. Ibis is often thc case except where there is a
governmental initiative which cornes down through the Minister, which is the way it should work
and does from time to time. And when it cornes down through the Minister you sit and you study
what he wants to be studicd and corne back with the answcrs. T'his is the mns fun in fact, from
the point of view of thic CDS, because he's i it from the beginning.

[COX] Could 1 just change the example. The object of this question is not to ask you to second
guess yourself. One of the examples that's always intcrested me is the CF-18, and I would contrast
it with the Long Range Patrol Aircraft whcrc it seems to me you have a procurement decision which
i rctrospect stands up extraordinarily weIl. But i the case of the CF-18, I assume, obviously, that

at the time when the decision was made, it was understood that the CF-18 is not an aircraft which
is optimised for long range interception in the North American contcxt. So one assumes that the
decision was made to try to accomniodate different roles. Would you be able to comment on that
decision i terms of the policy process. The decision to get one aircraft to do several roles, is that
an early on decision which is made before the main steps of procurement? Is it an issue which is
open at various levels?

[FALLS] The decision, you know, the process - in retrospcct I can't find fault with it, the process
of arrivig at flic decision on flic CF-18 - it was the saine process that arrived at the Aurora
decision, and it aIl starts with money. We had a turaround as we talked about yesterday, whcn
we got a real icrease in our budget, and that built-in increase was to go to capital equipment. It
was a bit of a figiit, and it still is I presumne to kecp it witliin capital and not spend it on other
things. And so one had to plan one's acquisition programme out into the future. It was kind of
a tough decision. I can answer your question about how satisfied wcre the Canadian Armed Forces
at this tim, that is to say 1977, with thic govcrnment's rc-cquipmcent plan. And 1 was going to say
thcy wcrc by and large very satisficd, except that the Navy werc still vcry nervous because thcy
hadn't scen much except a fcw plans about ship replacement.

Wcll, 1 was conscious of Uiis fact - that Uic first order of priority in Uic re-equîpment was
tanks, for Germany. The Centurions werc falling apart, and flic CDS was a land officer, Gcncral
Dextraze, and therefore it made sense to cvcrybody Uiat wc would get ncw tanks. Unfortunatcly,
when a naval type got to be CDS it was assumned that Uic naval type would look aftcr thc Navy.
Well, the obvious requirements for sheer safcty, if you like, were air programmes, Aurora being
Uic first ones, because Uic Argus was absolutcly usclesa by that time, and Uic fightcrs to replace
basically Uic 101s -- Uic 104s -- it wasn't anyrnore a safcty problem Uian it always had been, in Uic
sense that it was known as Uic widow-makcr but it was stili maintainablc, whcrcas the CF-lOi 's
wcrc gctting to be hard to maintain, and 1 Uiink there wcrc structural problcms that wcrc causing
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a lot of concern. And it was obvious to me and to a lot Of other people that this air programme
should go ahcad first.

However, i that process we stili maintained, or blocked out over a period of time, how much
money would be spent on cleaming up the tank programme and cleaning up the Aurora programmne
and how much would be spent on them. It was a very complex and difficuit and interesting
problem, to try and programme ail of your capital acquisitions so that it showecl X number of bucksfor the fighter programme with the long-range expenditures for the naval ship replacement
programme, plus ail the littie programmes that have to go i there as weIl. These are the major
ones. Now, one of the first criteria was that the programme shal flot exceed X number of millions
of dollars. Okay? That had to be, in order to keep the programme from falling apart, that had tobe the primary goal. You buy as many airplanes as you can fit i that budget and that's supposed
to maintain X number of bucks for spares, the first weapons, ground equipment, that was part of
the capital programme, you know, land, test equipment, things lilce that; any anciliary equipment
was ail supposed to come within that.

So that was what the task group, what was it called, the NFA, Paul Manson's group, that was
their flrst criterion. Secondly, and this was ail done as a matter of military policy, we looked at
the government's priorities and policies, and said the programme will thus have to provide an
airpiane that will - well first of ai we wanted one airpiane rather than two or three or four, one
airplane to do the air defence role, and it would have to do the European role, because that
maximizes the number, and minimizes the stores, the procurement, the logistics problems. You
know duis is a problem when you've got a minimum, X number of bucks and we were talking --
if one wanted to go for the CF-15 you're talking 50 -60 airpianes which would have been the total

Air Force - that's not very great. So, it was obvious to everybody, and it was agreed by
everybody, that one airplane would have to be chosen. It should be able to do ail the roles. It
shouldn't be optimised necessarily.

I'm flot sure how we prioritized that. 1 guess Paul created a weighting kind of graph, where
he allowed so much for air defence and s0 much for ground attack and 50 much for interaction in
Europe and those sort of things so you could weigh each of the contenders in the various lines. The
F-18 came out i a very objective judgement on the top of the heap. It was that simple. There
were was an awful lot of public speculation. There were, 1 think, accusations of bickering and
uncertainty. The only thing that 1 think might have biased the decision a littie bit, -- i the flrst
place I think the airmen wanted the F-15, it was the biggest and die best, and it took a littie
persuasion to tell them that they weren't going to get any more money and therefore if they wanted
an F-15 it was going to be a 50 airpiane airforce, and I think they always had that idea that well
once we got started, we'd get more. So they were disabused of that. Then the question became
the F416 and the F-18 and 1 think 1 was the devil's advocate for the 16s simply to keep the
objectivity of the programme.

[FALLS] In fact 1 was quite prepared to let the evaluators do their evaluation, and accept their
judgement. Thie only thing that I think was an overreaction was over the one engine of the CF-
16 - the sigle engine. There was an awful lot of emotion about it i the fact that we cant expect
our boys to fly over the cold Arctic i one engine airplanes and that's very dangerous and that we
have a commitment to Norway and we had to fly across the Atlantic and that one engine 'ain't on.'
It's pretty hard to tell that to the Americans who do that ail the time. They fly over the cold North
Atlantic to Europe in F-16s, and the Norwegians have an awful lot of flights out over the
Norwegian Sea and it's very cold there as well. So there was probably a hittle bit of emotion ini
that. But 1 thik that by and large the F18 is still the best compromise, and I was Certainly content
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to see that decision being arrived at. I think it was arrived at honestly, and fairly, and without any
undue pressures from either industry or govemnment.

Certainly NATO made its views clearly known tliat they would have preferred to see us go to
F-16s because it would have been the common NATO airplane. In particular, one of my good and
close colleagues, the CDS in Norway, expressed his disappointmnent because he was, in a previous
incaration, one of the people who had negotiated the F-16 for the European consortium. However,
I don't think they put undue pressure on Canada, as far as I'm aware. 1 think they were
disappointed and that's about ail. So that's my appreciation of what happened with that fighter.

[COX] It 18 in fact a situation where once the basic assumptions were made about goverrnent
policy, then the process took place within DND, as you described it, and was step by step.

[FALLS] Where there was a problem, or could have been a problem, is if there had been a major
difference in the industrial benefits. There were a lot of promises made and there were a lot of full
page ads taken out i the paper and that sort of thing. Had there been enough of that to have
mnfluenced the decision against that which DND wanted, I suppose it might have been a différent
story. 'There may have been some acrimonious discussions. I suppose there might even have been
some resignations. But it didn't happen that way. And that's another good reason to have a good
rapport between the CDS and the Minister. The Minister can do a lot, and he's your only aily in
fact, to ensure that these things which have to be taken into consideration, which are part of the
political facts of life in Canada, don't take on an over riding importance.

[HILLI Could I go on to ask one last question on your period. as CDS before we go onto the
other period. You mentioned that your duties as CDS included a whole range of tasks. It wasn't
a case of spending ail your time working on or thinking about NATO. However, there were people
i the Department who were of course linked to NATO. This was a period when there was thinking

about a longer war in Europe and so there was more talk about mobilization plans and s0 on. It
was aiso the period of the three percent decision of NATO, which Canada participated in, to
increase defence spending by three percent real growth per year. It was also the period of the INF
decision, the two track decision of December 1979. There were a lot of things going on. 1 guess
the main question I'd like to ask is this. Canada participated, in these decisions, but who was
leading ail this work? 1 mean, what was the reason for this shift of thinking away from the short
war? Why was this three percent policy proposed? Who led the thinking about the INF decision?
Was this, do you think, a necessary response to what the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact were
doing, or were there other reasons behind this; and what part did Canada play in ail this?

[FALLS] I think it's fair to say that Canada aiways plays a reactive part in these decisions and
these trends, as do the other minor NATO players. The Alliance is led by the United States. If
the United States is not providing adequate leadership, as perhaps in the Carter years there may have
been a perception, then the Alliance gets very unhappy and criticizes the Americans for not
providing the leadership. And when they provide too much, as in the Reagan case, they get
unhappy about the way they are led. But in fact most of the initiatives, in my judgement, in My
observation, 1 think have come out of the Anierican delegation or directly as America policies.
Don't you agree from, your tume in NATO?

[HZILL] Well, I think when the Americans don't provide the leadership, at least while 1 was there,
what happens is that the Europeans tend to jockey for position, then nobody winds up Ieading.
But that may have changed a lot because I think the Europcans are a lot more together these days
than they were when I was there, because of the European Community. I've neyer been quite able



to understand why the short war idea went out of the wmndow. I've neyer seen any reason to
demonstrate that the strategic equation had changed ail that much to justify this change ini thinking.
I haît the clear impression that it was coming from the US, as you say, but I'm neyer quite sure
why.

[FALLS] Well, 1 can only give you a few opinions, flot frorn any inside information of froin
being Chairman or 'CDS, but sort of observing the scene and assuming that. The Americans have
always been very sensitive to the German position, from the very early Post-War years in my view,
but this has always been the case. lhe German question looms large in their minds in everything.
1 suspect dha was probably the reason for this change froin the short war to the long war. For
instance, the short war scenario, if you like, would have been, of course, a nuclear, a trip wire, and
Germany thought about this for a while and suddenly realized, my God we'd be devastated, we'd
be a rubble of a country. Most of the weapons of mass destruction would have falen, it seems to
me, on German soil, and 1 think what they were trying to generate there, in retrospect, was to get
a littie less emphasis on nuclear warfare and on the trip wire concept. In other words, it was a
genumne desire to have a more deterrent posture 1 think. But what this meant, in fact, was a new
linkage between Europe and Amenica. It was that link that Schmidt was looking for, that he spoke
of in his Buchan lecture in London; more of a linkage between probleins in Europe and the use of
this strategic deterrent or the American nuclear deterrent. And so, I think, probably, it was in
trying to respond wo Germany's concern that the Americans, and 1 think quite rightly, decided that
it was timne to put more emphasis on conventional forces and therefore less reliance, flot less
numbers or anything else like that, heaven forbid, but lesa reliance on the nuclear trip wire aspects.
There was neyer any formai, as 1 recali, any forma] judgemnent as to whether it would be a long war
or a short war, but what there was of course was a specific decision wo go for a three percent
growth. ibis, if my memory serves me correctly, took place at a meeting of Heads of State ini
London, in about 1977, when Jimmy Carter was President and he got the other NATO nations wo
agree wo this hree percent real growth for three years. Ini 1977 -- that was to have expired in 1980
-and then we would have been fine. And the impression was that we would have had enough
conventional weapons wo have reduced our reliance on nuclear weapons. Now what that less
reliace was supposed to be, 1 neyer heard. You know, would they have changed their policy?
Would they have changed their no-first-use policy? 1 don't lcnow.

[HILL] David, do you have a quick one on INF before we go onto the next phase?

[COX] Well, I'm just interested in this account. In fact the decision wo boost conventional forces
camne before the two track decision on the INF?

[FALLS] I'm sure it did. The INF decision came in 1979 and it was more as a direct result of
Helmut Schmidt's initiative.

[COXJ It does immediately raise the question of the Canadian role in resupply. As the CDS, you
would have turned your attention wo convoy protection again?

[FALLS] No, I think it has always been my assumption and perhaps that of Our colleagues, that
if there is a short war there is no part for Canada in it. And furthermore -- 1 suppose the military
is supposed to think that way -- but you know after ail it is a gaine of deterrence and people 1 don't
think, yet, always make the distinction between what is a deterrent posture and what is a
war-fighting posture, despite the fact that most military people will admit that if there la a war it
will be a no-win situation for both sides. So 1 tended to try and avoid personally any thoughts of
whether kt is a long or short war. 'There shouldn't be any war. But what is therefore the best thing
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for Canada to do to prevent a war from happening? There is a very fine distinction: if you haven't
got a war fighting capability, then you are flot demonstrating any deterrence. But it is incredibte,
too, how often if you do make this distinction you will make a slightty different judgement. But
in the case of Canada, as I say, if there was a short war and it was a nuclear war, we wouldn't play
a part. Therefore, we assumed, at least I assumed and I think my colleagues did too, we had to
assume that if we were to play any part at ail it would be, unlikely as it might be that there would
be a long conventional war, that we would be in the resupply business, or that we would have wo
demonstrate our resupply capability i Urnes of tension, and therefore that was a proper and
adequate role for Canada's forces. And I think that coloured our thinking in ternis of a Norwegian
commitment and it certainly coloured our thinking i terms of our commitment in the central front
and i the mobile group. And indeed in the frigate replacement plan. It's ail part of that
philosophy I guess.

[COX] So if one sees a single thrust wo it, it is wo contribute wo the deterrent by ensuring that,
certainly within the capabilities of the country, that there would be a prolonged conventional phase
in the event of a war.

[FALLS] Well, let me say that could be your judgement. But as I said before, I just feel that,
if there were a long conventional phase, that is wo say if there was a war at ail, we have failed in
what we are trying to do which is to deter war. That doesn't just apply to Canada, it applies to the
whole world.

[COXJ I think what I arn trying wo reach for here is wo ask you whether you think the resuppty,
and contributing wo maintaining the sea lines of communication, is an intrinsically invaluable
Canadian contribution, flot wo war fighting, but wo deterrence.

[FALL.S] I do, I think that it is important wo demonstrate that, and i this I think - there are
further questions that you had about rapid reinforcement, but I thinlc that is fundamentally what the
SACEUR of the time fett once he put this finally into the programme; that if you could demonstrate
a rapid reinforcement capability then there would flot be a tendency of the Soviets wo think they
could overrun Europe and get wo the Channel in a couple of days (for what reason I'm flot sure),
and have the Allies too befuddled or something, or too frightened, wo react wo nuctear weapons. Let
mie reiforce the fact that I think that the resupply of Europe is a legitimate role for Canada in
NATO i its primary rote of deterrence.

Part VI - Chairman of the MiHitar Cornmittee. NATO. 1980-83

[HILLJ Admirai Falts, in 1980 you were appointed Chairman of the NATO Military Committee.
That made you the first Canadian wo hotd that position. And if I'm flot mistaken that made you the
senior allied military officer, since the Military Committee is the governing military body under the
Northi Atlantic Council and sets the poticies which commanders such as SACEUR then have wo flesh
out and implement. I have a whole seriez of questions in my mind about relationships here bctween
the Chairman of the Military Committee, the members of the Committee, and the relationship
between the Military Committee itself and the NATO Council and so on. I wonder if you could
tell us something about the question of modal ities, and how you as the Chairman of the Military
Comniuce fitted inwo the hierarchy, and what dealings did you have with SACEUR, and so on?
I think if we could put that al] into one basic question, we'lI go on wo talk about more substantive
issues afterwards.
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[FALLS] Okay, this is something 1 might have a problem ramblrng on about. The way you poseti
the question is absolutely correct in terms of the position of the Chaîrman of the Military
Committee, and the way in which NATO was formeti anti the structure createti. The Military
Commnittee was formeti to provide military ativice anti it was ticemeti that the best military ativice
would corne collcctively from the Chiefs of Defence Staff, andi their spokesman is the Chairman of
the Military Committce. Andi the Military Commiutee is CD)Ss, flot their representatives as you are
aware. This is a body, howcvcr, that is meant to provitie ativice anti counsel to the Councîl anti
has no operational authority. The operational authority is SACEUR anti the other major NATO
commantiers, SACLANT anti CINCCHAN. Howcver, you taiketi about influence. The first thing
you have to think of is that CD)Ss shoulti not have a différent vicw publicly than their masters. The
CDS works for a minister of national tiefence i every country anti he shoulti be giving ativice to
that minister, anti, therefore, i a sense the Military Committee, because of that vcry fact, is almost
reduntiant. To think that you coulti have a meeting of the Military Commidttee that woulti corne up
with tiifferent recommentiations or solutions to the Council of Ministers, the Defence Council, is
to ask a lot from the tiemocratic proccss. There's just no room for maneuver. Anti that intiect is
the root cause, if you like, of where I sec the problem of the Military Committee anti its lack of
prestige in NATO. I tion't know how you feit about it, Roger, when you were there, but certainly
I feit anti was tolti in no uncertain terins by many people, inclutiing, very bluntly, by one of the
heatis of government, aznongst a few provocative remarks about NATO itself, that there was
absolutely no room for the Military Committec anti they werc a useless group. I thinc that view
was shareti in many ways in the NATO heatiquarters itself in Brussels. Because there was very
littie room for them to initiate anything or to tio other than react anti of course to make resountiing
noises about tic terrible military situation in Europe. Anti s0 1, indeeti, was aware before 1 took
this job about the Jack of respect if you like anti influence in the Military Committcc. 1 hati been
taken to Europe by my preticcessor, General Dextraze, to have a look at one of these meetings
anti yet 1 suppose 1 thought there was a possibility of making a small anti moclest change to thc way
in which they titi business. Because 1 think there was room for them to make a better contribution
in bcing a bit more active, in taking a slightly more independent view perhaps. But it was flot to
be. The Military Committee will not change because it rcalîy can't change for the reasons I
mentioneti.

[HILLI I guess 1 tiitn't have quite Uiat same impression. 1 guess what I sec as bcing thc utility
of Uic Military Cornmittee is Uic fact that, since i peacetime NATO is largely a planning
organization, Uiis bodiy is one element in Uic planning process. AnthUi other Uiing is, if you titn't
have thc Military Comniittee, Uien you woultin't have any multilateral group at thc heati of Uic main
commantiers, ail of whom, with one exception 1 Uiink, are Americans. That was anoUicr question
I wanted to corne to: presumably as Chairman of Uic Military Cornmittee, your job was to reflect
Uic views of the collectivity of Uic mernbcrship of your committee, which was of course fromn ail
of Uic NATO countries. Anti what about your tiealings wiUi SACEUR, who of course is a US
officer? Did you findti Uat you, as a sort of NATO person i Uic sense of represcnting a collective
viewpoint, anti also being Canatiian, hati différences of perception from SACEUR, who is not onîy
a NATO officer himnself but is aiso Uic Commantier-in-Chief of Uic US forces in Europe. So was
there any sort of conflict? How tiifficult was Uic coordination proceas?

[FALLJS] It coulti have been, anti apparently was in Uic past, difficult, Uiis coordination proceas.
Ini ry case, I arriveti after Bernie Rogers hati been there for 1 Uiink only about six monUis or so,
anti he hati tecidedti Uat he woulti like to co-operate anti get along wiUi Uic Chairman of Uic Military
Committee, whoever lie might be. When 1 came he matie an effort anti 1 responied anti we hati
an excellent relationship throughout Uic wholc time. You talketi about Uic fact Uiat it's a planning
organization, but one lias to remember wliere most of Uic planning starts in Uic process; andtheUi
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planning starts ini SHAPE. They're the ones with the massive international or multinational staff
and 1 say massive in comparison to Brussels. They've got the talent and the intelligence and the
muscle to do all the planning, and it is international because he has other nations on his staff,
although lets face it it's basically an American organization. And there's no way you can compete,
nor is it such that you try to compete with the system, which is that they generate the staff paper,
and it cornes to Brussels and we kind of massage it and then it goes up to Council and that just puts
us as a link in the chain and nothing ever changes. Nothing is really ever changed by the Military
Committee, or at least I can't remember anything significant, being changed by the Military
Committee. So 1 knew that, and I sald, if this is the way it is, I might as well not fight with this
guy, 1 might as well try to get along with him and influence him if such can be done on a personal
basis. As I say we got along very well, we met for lunch once a month, as a matter of routine
almost but we set it up so we had some worthwhile discssions; and we protected it and achieved it.
These lunches were one-on-one, no note takers, no nothing, no spies, no tape recorders running.
And some of them lasted for three or four hours and so we each knew what the other was thinking,
pretty well. So to that extent 1 guess I was able to get my views acroas in a private way where they
counted, and I guess that's the way most organizations do business on a one-on-one basis.

[HILL] 0f course SACEUR is only twenty miles down the road from Brussels and he's got plenty
of high powered cars and he's got a helicopter, if he wants to get up to NATO Headquarters. But
the fact was that you were on the spot, and I'm thinking in terrns of talking with the Secretary
General and the Ambassadors and s0 onl, if they needed someone on the spot to advise, or for an
on the spot input by the military. You were the person there, and I presume that's an important
element.

[FALLS] Yes, this would be important in the event of an immediate crisis that involved NATO.
Most of the crises that occurred didn't involve NATO, but world problemns, and NATO jealously
guards the fact that they have NATO borders, and there are Turks and Greeks and people like that
who won't let them forge it. But surely the Chairman is there, and I had access to any of the
Ambassadors and to the Secretary General. I used to try and meet with the Secretary General
once a week. Now this didn't always occur, because we didn't often have that much to discuss.
But we used to kind of try to make some excuse to have at least five minutes together somehow.
But his door was open - 1 neyer had a problem, with Joe to get into his office. He neyer made it
difficult at all for me to approach him, and 1 think it's fair to say that the other Ministers were the
same. There was neyer any lack of rapport between myself and the members of the Council in
Permanent Session.

[HILLI I think that one of the advantages of NATO is that it really is a rather small organization.
1 guess the ease of your contact with the Secretary General in NATO may have contrasted with what
you said earlier about being the CDS and the difficulty to get in to see the PM.

[FALLS] 1 think there are two reasons. One Is the fact that NATO is very much a lot of form
rather than substance, and that therefore the form of the chairman being in that hierarchy is
important to maintain. The second thing is that NATO is not an overworked organization, and
therefore there 18 time for these things to happen. People do have time to sit and talk about
substantive things on a one-on-one basis or to formn groups. There are very seldom dînes when
Ambassadors are over-committed.

[HILL] Let's turn now to a more substantive point. In the Polish crisis, there were différences
of perception, 1 think, among the allies. How were your relations with SACEUR in that perlod.
1 mean, SACEUR was an American officer as well as being a NATO officer. You're there as the
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differences of perception as to what was happening in the Polish crisis and, if so, how was that
coordinated?

[FALLS] 1 don't think there were any differences of perception because it was hard to argue with
the facts. The buildup of Soviet troops and the pressures against Poland were obvious. I think
what surprised everybody was Jaruzelski declaring martial law. mhat was an eye-opener and a great
surprise to everyone. And I don't think that there was any feeling either that there was a damn
thing that the West could do about that situation i Poland, other than those sanctions that were
imposed. And there was neyer any question of a military response to a Soviet invasion of Poland,
neyer.

[HILL] 1 mean, even i ternis of moving to higher states of alert?

[FALLS] Weil, sure, it was obvious that that was going to happen. I mean, that is just an
automatic kund of military reaction. If we don't know, then lets just go up the scale. That's just
a good prudent reaction.

[BuLL] Were there differences of perceptions as to whether the Soviets might go into Poland or
not? I mean, why I ask this is dhat I happened to, be ini Cuba at the time and there were scare
stories running around at the time that if the Soviets went into Poland the Americans would go into
Cuba. Now it was bard to judge at the time, but it certainly gave one cause to thunk, and there was
certainly a sense that the Americans were going to be tough about this thing, that they were taking
a tough line on it, or wanted to. And I don't think the rest of the allies were quite £0 tough.

[FALLS] That's absolutely true. I think that all the initiatives came from the Americans and
there were a bell of a lot of go-slow and cautionary remarks from other countries. Ini NATO it was
always that way, the Americans wanted the action, they were always pushing the others to do this
and that and this was the whole situation. It was the sanie in that gas pipe lune problem. Weil, any
American problem. The Iran-Iraqi or the Iranian hostage problem. The Americans were always,
of course, trying to get the allies to do more.

[BuLL] But there wouldn't be any question of NATO actually sending forces into Poland or
anything like that. I mean tbat's totally out of the question. So there isn't any actual potential
requirement to use military forces ini any way. 50 the degree of possible differences is relativeîy
amall. There's not that much room for différences of opinion, really.

[FALLS] No, 1 don't recall, quite frankly, if there was an increase in the official alert status,, 1
don't think there was. Demnie Rogers bas the capability, a pre-delegated capability with the air
defence forces ini Germany. Whether he did somethung with that, I don't remember. And of course
there was always the feeling that we've got to do something, clear the air, the Soviet's are about
to -- and yet this was not an act of war against NATO. It's nevertheless disturbing enougb to be
seen as some kind of a crisis, and so there's sort of this automatic demand that we've got to do
something and 1 could see him flounderung over it, you know. What could we do, wbat kind of
sanctions, and then what could we do militarily? Weil we ciii bring AWACs over, and this was
seen as a salvation of some sort, as I mentioned before, I'm not sure why. If this had of course
led to an expansion and military forces carrying on i to East Germany, if there was a lot of air
activity going on, sure the AWACs would bave been useful to indicate that that was the case. There
would have been lots of other indications before that, however. It demnonstrated tliat there was sorne
action and that's what people wanted tc> see.
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[COXJ Is it possible that the issue was perhaps another one, i.e., how the Soviet action presented
itself to the Western public. Some people have said, from the vantage point of Moscow, that there
were many indications that the Soviets did flot intend to go into Poland.

[FALLS] You are asking me to try to dig out some detail ini my brain, that I doubt is there, but
I do rememnber that the major cause of concern was movement of helicopters -- Soviet helicopters -

- that put them in a position to move Soviet troops. I don't recail massive troop movements and
when 1 say massive, 1 am sure there were some - but it certainly didn't look to any of us, in
looking at the intelligence, as though there was going to be a possibility of a complete
Czechoslovakian type tifing. Now, I don't remnember how it was presented to the public, quite
frankly. But that was ail that was presented to the NATO Council. I think that they gave a very
objective and factual assessment of what was happening. Now as to the implications of this, of
course, there is always a tendency - and it has existed since NATO was formed, and perhaps since
military forces existed - to over estimate the enemny. Hence, you have such words as massive
military build-up of the Soviets, the terrible imbalance between the forces, and ail that sort of thing,
which on closer examination, perhaps, are over statements. But there is enough truth in ail of this
to generate it. I don't know. I think that NATO got the right military and intelligence briefings
plus the offer of AWACs, which they accepted, because they wanted to be seen as doing something.

[HILLI On the NATO-Warsaw Treaty Organization forces balance that was published by NATO
in '84, would the Military Committee have been involved in the discussion of the details of that
paper?

[FALLS] Yes. That started while I was there ini '83. I'm flot sure if you are talking about the
first or the second version. The first version was such that 1 threw up my hands in horror. I
knew that I was leaving anyway, and I knew that 1 couldn't do much about it. That version didn't
lust very long. They were forced into a revision and came out with a revised version which was
a little closer to the facts. Initiaily, when it was decided to respond to the Soviet publication with
a NATO one, it was done in Brussels headquarters as opposed to SHAPE, to permit ail military
representatives to assess the military balance, and it was so, badly distorted as to have been a farce.
Everybody had to have their own threat. Every nation had to have a big threat in order to justify
uts increases in military expenditures and so forth. It was s0 obviously unfactual as to have to be
revised later. 1 think that first issue, indeed, was published and retracted almost immediately; and
the second, more rationai, version remained. As an example, all of the Soviet reserve divisions that
were just mere cadres were counted in the divisional count. It was, as I said, an exercise that was
designed to satisfy every country, and it was done by military people, without too much regard for
genuine analysis.

[HILL] I guess tbat leads on to a question that 1 have as well: what was your perception of trends
in the period you werc there?; and another thîng, do you think that Canada is weil served by the
fact it receives perceived wisdom from NATO, which may have some flaws in it in terms of
analysis and so on?

[FALLS] I think that NATO is a self-serving organization to the extent that like any organizatioli,
they want to seif-perpetuate. And, therefore, it is in the interests of the organization, itself, I an'
talking about the NATO bureaucracy as opposed to the NATO structure and agreement -- they need
a good milltary threat te maintain an existence. And so, there is always a natural tendency to
exaggerate. What happens, of course, is to generally create a lcind of one-slded picture, or te flot
give a complete, ful story. There is no doubt in my mind that the Soviet forces are superior in



Europe. Wbether tbey are massively superior -- these kind of adjectives keep creeping in, that don't
allow a reasonable approach -- and it is very difficuit to arrive at a reasonable approach as to what
is the balance of power in Europe. One of the best ways to get at it, because this bothers a lot of
civilians, including politicians - and 1 have seen some of the senior politicians question some of the
senior mihitary people, like Rogers and some of bis major subordinate commanders -- and after
hearing about this terrible situation, the question is often asked: *Would you l'e better off if they
had your forces and you had theirs?". Well, flot really. 1 have heard responsible NATO
commanders, -- when they are flot preaching to an audience - s0 that one is getting the best
judgment possible, say that yes, they think that they are able to do their job. You don't need
equivalent forces, you don't need superior forces -- you can accept inferior forces and still do your
job of defence. And aIl of themn that 1 have spoken to are well satisfied -- flot weiI satisfied - but
they are satisfied that they are able to fulfili their role in protection of NATO from attack. And,
usually, there is that caveat, "until reinforcements can arrive," but that doesn't always get said
either. But in any event, 1 tbink to ensure that these people continue to feel the same way, this is
a good reason for Canada, as well as tbe Aniericans, to demonstrate their capabilities for
reinforcement. And incidently - this is witbout recourse to nuclear weapons.

[HILL] How do you see NATO processing of intelligence affectîng Canada's perceptions of the
world?

[FALLS] 1 don't know. 1 think that the thing kind of works its way out quite naturally. The
fact is that there are organizations such as the IISS who give a reasonably good appreciation of the
situation - an objective one. 1 think so does the Stockholm Institute. There is enough information
to) kind of give a reasonable picture. That is to say tbat there is no massive imbalance. There are
areas of concern, obviously. And I tbink tbat is what the smart guys are trying to say -- th
objective ones -- the ones that are trying to paint the right pictures -- that there are areas of concern,
that we need a better conventional force if we want to have less dependence on nuclear weapons.
But the situation is flot ciuite as critical as has been stated over a period of time. And my concern,
as Military Committee Chairman, was tbat our voice bas lost credibility -- our voice in the military;
we have been over-stating the case for s0 long that nobody believes us anymore.

[HILL] You mean when you say 'our' ... ?

[FALLS] 'Our NATO military leaders', l'e tbey Military Committee, or SACEUR, or SACLANT,
or what have you. I kind of tbought that I might l'e able to cbange that, but 1 couldn't. It is just
not in the nature of military people to admit to anytbing other than that they need more fundi for
more equipment; and indeed they do. But 1 think long since the politicians have made tbeir own
assessments and analysis and tbey will know, somebow, instinctively, wben there is a need, either
politically or militarily, to increase, as bappened in Canada in 1974 and in NATO in 1977.

[HILL] I tbink that to me, there always was a problem in the structure of NATO beadqurtrs.
You get political committees and senior political committees making political assessments, wbicb
tend to l'e purely political because that is their sort of function and tbey are supposed to keep out
of anything to do with military things. Security things, yes, but certainly flot military ones. And
you get the Military Commnittee and the military SACEUR making their analyses. And these two
quite separate things are kind of fed into the Council which doesn't really marry tbemn up. You just
get a sort of conjunction of these two things, wbereas, let's say in Washington, for example, you
get the National Security Council, which when it is functioning as it is suppose<j to function, does
a kind of assessment -- an overail assessment -- wbich takes segments of these two différent types
of things and puts them all together. But there isn't that in NATO Headqurtrs.
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[FALLS] There should be, Roger. The whole process - this bi-annual force development process,
is supposed to work that way. It starts in SHAPE and it cornes to the Military Committee and it
goes up and down, and up and down to the Council, where it gets the political input, surely, before
the force iniplementation plan is approved.

[HILLI But there isn't any collective, really joint civil-military group with a little bit of autonomy
of its own, which could look at these things in an overali sense. 1 mean, 1 had some experience
with this myseif working on MBFR - you write things, you put in some things, some judgments
which go over a littie bit into the military domain, then what happens is, you get a judgment from
the military organization on those tIiings and then one doesn't have any authority to make a
response. It is simply taken that it is the military who know about military things, therefore you
keep out of it, which is a sort of structural flaw in my opinion.

[FALLS] 1 think that you are right too.

[HILLI 1 guess what 1 was driving at really is this: do you stili feel, on the whole then, that
Canada is relatively well served by being in NATO? Seen in terms of what Canada is trying to do
in foreign policy, defence policy and military policy, is it well served, or relatively well served, by
being in NATO? Or are we being pulled, through excessive assessments of the threat and so on,
in directions that Canada would probably prefer flot to go?

[FALLS] No, 1 amn very strongly of the view that Canada is being well served by her membership
in NATO, but only in comparison with flot being there. 1 think that it probably makes relatively
little difference to die world as a whole whether Canada is in NATO or not, in terms of either
world security or even our own security. But 1 think that our well being would suffer, if you like -

- I'm not sure quite how to describe this or explain it -- but in our relationships, probably
economically, socially and in many other ways with other nations, we would suffer if we tried to
get out of NATO without offering something else in lieu. And neutrality is flot what they would
be looking for. So 1 think that perhaps Canada demands a bit too much from, its NATO
comrnitments. We seem to be forever wonderiflg what is our influence in NATO, would it be
more, lesser or greater if we were to reduce or increase our comznitmnents, etc., etc. The answer
to that is, not much. 1 don't think that what we do in NATO is very important because we are flot
very important to NATO. What we do is of interest for a few minutes and that's it. However,
being in NATO, we are at least able to create and present opinions on this world leadership of the
United States -- ît is probably our bcst forum - it is probably as good at least as the bilateral forum
we have with Washington. It's a place where I think we are very well served by our Canadian
Anibassadors -- the three that 1 saw, in any event, and 1 attended every meeting of the Council that
I was there for, so I was able to make judgments about the various Ambassadors and how they
reacted and I think Canada can hold up her head quite well. There were obviously tumes when I
wished that we could have donc more and been more independent, but I think that is the case with
almost anyone. If one acccpts the fact that NATO is kind of a funny organization, which perhaps
isn't as important as the burcaucracy thinks - by that I mean the SECGEN and ail the hierarchy
there -- is not the forum, really, wo make massive changes in East-West relations, that these things
will occur from a multitude of things, of which the NATO body is oneC of theim. I think It Is very
valuable for Canada to maintain as much influence as we can in NATO and flot wo worry very much
about whether it is going wo increase or decrease; whether or flot we have a six percent real growth
or a thrce percent real growth. I don't think that it matters a helI of a lot. 1 thlnk that we ought
wo stop denigrating our contributions and perhaps use some of tie figures that are favourable tw
Canada in the way we do contribute wo thc Alliance, and hold our heads up a little higher. I
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furthermore don't think that we should deliberately do things that wiII antagonize our NATO allies,
as we may well do in this defence review or in this white paper, depending on which way we go.
I think that should be very clear in the minds of our politicians no0w, when they are constructing this
White Paper. What is the impact on our NATO allies? It will undoubtedly be a transient impact
and, whatever it is, l'in sure that NATO wilI get over it. But, 1 don't particularly think: that it is
a good idea to do something stupid that would antagonize them, and cause them concern. lin
thinlcing priinarily of the Norwegian commitmnent.

[coXJ i guess that 1 find that 1 amn being pulled along by your line of reasoning. So 1 don't have
a question, but it is more a reflection of what you are saying. From that vantage point, your
position on the MilitarY Committee, as you look back at Canada, did you corne back with some
strong convictions about what we should be doing, what we should flot be doing?
[FALLS] You mean in the military or the political field?

[COXI Ini the military field.

[FALLS] The strongest conviction, as I said, is, don't rock the boat. When I camne back from
Europe, we were still in the process of building up the armied forces. As far as 1 was concerned,
we were stili in that climbing siope of real growth that was really going to equip our Armed Forces,
and I was pretty sanguine that this would go on. That was three years ago; I amn not as sanguine
now. in fact, the six percent that we had is now down to about three, and it might even be less
than that. In other words, there was a time when we were able to say to NATO, we are exceeding
the NATO standard of 3%; and they were able to say back -- well, it is about time, because you
were so low. Now we are back to where we have less than a three percent real growth. The
goverfiment made kind of a futile gesture of sending some more troops to Europe, but 1 don't know
what good it did. It was a kind of a messing about with something, with the structure, that didn't
have much of an effect, either on our capabilities i Europe or on our commitment to Europe; but
I think that I came back with a conviction that Canada, for her own reasons, ought to continue with
the modernization of the Forces. So that what we say we have got is what we've really got. And
this, unfortunately, is gomng to cost, stili, a lot of money, primarily because, whilst we have done
the air component reasonably well, there is stili a lot of money to be spent in dibs and dabs on the
land forces and there is a massive amnount of money to be spent in the Navy, if we are flot going
to have a six-ship navy. 1 think we deserve a better navy than that. And so we've got to keep on
biting die bullet. I think, as I say, 1 came back thinking we were doing flot badly. But in the
process, in thec meantime, we have started to slip. And, 1 gather fromn a chit chat here and there,
that Beatty is havig a heul of a time with Wilson in creating this White Paper. There is neyer
enough room for defence, unfortunately, in Canadians perceptions.

[HILL] Could I perhaps continue on that one, on a number of issues here. I think that basically
what you are saying is: the optimum solution for Canada's force Ii NATO is to, do more or less
what we are doing, and flot to rock the boat, as you said. My feeling is that some changes might
be made in spcîfic arrangements, if they can be properly worked out. This is flot an oblique
reference to CAST. What 1 am talking about is this: one canit accept that Canada is necessarily
gomng to stay i its present position, just because we happen to be there flow. As time goes along,
things might change. But what seems to happen is that abrasive types of cuts in our NATO forces
or things like that are the thinga that get attention. They often don't bring that mnuch value to
Canada, but they do get people in NATO a bit riled up. On the other hand, iflcreasing Canadiaji
forces might flot have that much of a pay-off. 1 mean the Europeans would be almost as astonishe<J
at that as they would be upset at cuts.
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[FALL.S] I agree with you entirely. 1 didn't try to imnply that by flot rocking the boat, that we
shouldn't make changes. What 1 meant to say was that we shouldn't rock the boat in the sense of
antagonizing our allies about what we do. Now, if we withdraw our CAST combat group, that is
obviously an option, and an option that need flot necessarily antagonize our European allies, if we
do something else to counteract it. But somebody is going to have to do that commitment, and 1
think if it is a burden to either the Americans or the English, who are the only people who can; and
if we don't take on some other tasks to relieve them. of their burden - you know, it is sort of a
circular thing -- then we will be seen as, once again, creating a problemi for NATO. We don't need
wo leave our European contribution as it stands. There is a strong argument that can be made for
bringing back the air component and increasing the land component, making it much more efficient
i fact. It's costly, though, because there is no room i Lahr. We couldn't stay where we are.

We would have wo move up wo take on a part of the Central Front, maybe up in Schleswig-Holstein.
It is more money, but, you know, that's an option. It is an option that the airmen would flot find
favour with, because that's their only operational role, and for that reason I would neyer have
supported it as CDS, and would flot support it publicly, I guess, just because I don't want wo
antagonize ail the airmen in Canada.

[COXI The argument that is frequently made is that you have wo have an ail armis combat force,
that no matter how small it is, it has got to be ail arms. Do you agree with that argument, because
when you talk about moving to the north, doesn't that imply that you don't have to be ail armis?

[FALLS] Yes. 1 don't think that when people speak of ail arms, they are including the air. They
talk about armny, land, infantry, artillery, armour as the ail-arms, and I think that that is quite true.
They have to fight with the three arms in modem day warfare. And they have wo be provided with
air defence, be it in the low level air defence that we are in the process of purchasing or by some
umbrella where they can fight without being hammered to death by airplanes. I mean, we have
been in the attack role before, where there was no relationship between the role of the 104s and the
role of the brigade group. And, indeed, with die acquisition of the F-18s, they would flot
necessariiy fight with tic Canadian land forces. No, in my view, there is no connection.

[MILL] So when the argument was made that NATO does flot like specializcd forces, that is flot
wo k taken wo mean that NATO expects us wo field an air group with thc land group?

[FALS] No, I don't think so. Not, certainly, in my understanding of it. Incidently, when one
asks Gencral Rogers about these things, he just says, don't take anything away. So you don't get
a good answer.

[HILL] Would it heip the CAST commitment if the brigade were re-locatcd in Schleswig-Holstein?

[FALLS] Would it help Uic CASr

[HILL] Yes.

[FALLS] Yes.

[HJILL] What actually would you form Uic CAST commitment from?

[FALLS] 1 think you would get a better answcr from an army type. But 1 think that thc logistics
of Uic CAST combat group would probably bc separate from Uic Iogistics of the brigade group in
Schleswig-Holstein.. There may kc some menit in that, 1 don't know. 1 hadn't Uiought about it very
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comrnîtment is in the ACE Mobile Force, and if that brigade that we have in the ACE Mobile
Force is somewhere else, in Turkey or somewhere, and we send the CAST off to Norway, how do
they get married up?

[ML] They've been separated up now, actually. TheÇY were separated up about a year and a haif
ago.

[FALLS] Oh yes, 1 guess I do remnember that too.

[COXJ Can 1 go back to somnething drawn from what you said earlier? My impression i8 that there
was a phase, mid '74 or somnethmng like that, when it was very visible to the NATO allies that,
although Canada had a fair number of forces in Europe, the equipment was pretty redundant. The
sort of tokenism that was there at one time doesn't serve its purpose after a poinit. And this is what
1 want to ask you about. Is it flot very clear, to the allies, what state the Canadian Armed Forces
ini Europe are in? Is it Weil known to the others? 1 mean by the NATO review processes...

[FALLS] Weil, 1 can't accept your premise for starters. And since we are speaking to history
here, and flot for being quotecl back by the press tomorrow, let's talk about our contribution to
Europe in terms of what is most important, and that is the saine reason that the American troops
are over there, a formi of presence that one can caîl a hostage group, if you llke, but certainly a
demonstration -- a clear demonstration - of Canada's commitmnent to the Central Front and to
European defence. The fact dia they are there and the fact that their dependents are there: 1 can't
think of any clearer dernonstration by Canada of lus support of NATO, and that is the way the
Germans see it, in my view, when r talk to Germans. They don't care whether they have bullets
for their guns -- they do, of course, but the quality of that. contribution is flot as significant as the
fact that they are there. Now to go back to the quality again, 1 don't know what people are
complaining about when we have managgd to demonstrate, time after time, in competitions --
military competitions -- that we are second to none against the quality of our competitors. We corne
out near or at the top of these military competitions, that are taking place just to keep everybody
on their toes -- country againat country -- and NS have neyer collapsed in that. Even with our old
equipment, we managed to keep up with the best of theni. And I think that there is a genuine
feeling of pride in our troops in Europe, that they are good. And, certanly, r arn absoluteîy
convinced that they are worth one for two of every American over there.

[HILL] I remember being in the mess in Lahr one day. We were stuck tiiere one day on some
tnîp that I was on, about 1977, in that period. 1 got an ear-fuil for about three hours froni an air
force officer who was flying a CF-104 and telling me about ail the miseries of flying those at that
time. So the pressure then, ini your view, is really ail froni the Canadian muilitary, rather than
NATO as such, to do the re-equipment?

[FALLS] Well, no, there is a mutual back-scratching here, you know. The Canadian military
wants more equipment, therefore General Rogers, SACEUR, will support that. And he will makenoises about the terrible state of the Canadian equipment. You know, that is automatie, and oneshould expect it. If you are talking about the morale of the people theniselves, when you go backto those CF-104 days -- 1 don't know if you have ever flown in a CF-104 over there - 1 had achance to fly in one, and it is a most interesting, frightening airpiane - you know, it demnanded apretty high level of skills, and therefore these guys were pretty proud of their skills. And they dida ver)' useful role ini those airpianes. They just got kind of old. 1 would hesitate, yet, to say they
were obsolete. For what they were designed to do, they were stili pretty good at it. But the airmen
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were pretty happy, 1 think, on tie whole, especially knowing that a new plane was coming. The
army was a different kettie of flsh. But by the time I got to know them, in '77, the tanks were on
their way. 1 don't know what their morale prior to that was; I assume that it may have been a bit
down, because of equipment.

[HLL] We hear people say that, for example, just to take three cases: (1) where the destroyers
may be old, they are stili very good ASW platformns; (2) tliat if they were in combat, the
mecbanized brigade group would give a very good account of themselves; (3) and that it wouldn't
be so easy at ail for the Soviets to corne down througb northern Norway, partly because of the
CAST commitment. What we hear are really two somewhat discrepant views. We are in a terrible
state, but we will give a very good account of ourselves if we have to.

[FALLS] That is military pride. Gosh, you can't think otberwise, can you. 1 don't know, 1 think
that it is ail very subjective. The main thing is that we create a deterrent process in our armed
forces. But, nevertheless, you can't help thinking, ini fact one has to keep in mmnd, that people are
in the military for purposes of fulfilling the ultimate, which is to fight. And it is unfair to ask

people to be in the military unless you are going to give them the equipment and the tools to do
mhat, and mhat is one of my strong points before parliamentary committees and things like that.
There is an obligation of the country to ensure mhat mhe guy is flot put into a position to have to do
this wimhout proper equipment. It is bad for his morale. You know that war will neyer take place,
hopefully. But mhat is no excuse, really, to deprive him of mhe tools to do bis job. But you know,
as 1 say, it is very subjective, and you can go either way, in terms of what you think. 1 happen to
think very bigbly of Canadian troops, be mhey sailors, or airmen, or soldiers. Not just fromn
chauvinistic reasons, but because I have seen others. There are other troops in mhis world too, mhat
I have the greatest admiration for; and mie Soviets are flot part of them. So mhat is another part of
mhe balance mhat I mmink is so terribly important, mhat is ignored. If one were to invade the Soviet
Union and give mhem a raison d'être to fight, mhen, my God, mhey would be bard to beat. But in
terms of a bunch of Soviet conscripts fighting in East and West Germany, or something, you know,
again, two for one would be about right.

[HILLI I just have one very last question: as Chairman of mhe Military Committee, you aiso
presided over mhe MBFR Working Group and miîngs like mhat, where you had military officers
anayzing mhe overall balance of forces, mhe conventional balance and so on in Europe, and
participating in mhe decision-making process in regard to NATO's positions on MBFR. How
valuable is NATO in terms of promoting detente and arms control, and how valuable is it to, Canada
in mhat way?

[FALLS] I didn't find mhat mhe NATO Military Committee could get very exercised about MBFR
or mhe CSCE process or any of mhe omher arms control questions. My colleagues, mhat is to say mhe
Permanent Military Representatives, didn't seemn to be able to generate much intereat. There was
of course a staff miat looked at mhem and mhey wouid make reports. But mhe only time I saw the
Military Committee get exercised about anymhing along mhese lines was in mhe CSCE process, when
one of the confidence building measures was to notify military movements from the Atlantic to mhe
Urals. Wben somebody said mhe Atlantic, the naval types ail screazned and kicked and said you
can't do this because it's always been a law 0f mhe sea that you can go anywbere and scas are free
and you can't tell people abead of time - ignoring mhat maybe moere are a few satellites Up thore
that can do the job for you. Asido from dma I don't recali anybody getting vory intorested in those
processes.
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[HILLI But speaking as a Canadian and knowing NATO in general, flot necessarily ini your
capacity as Chairman of die Military Committee, how useful do you thiflk is NATO in this respect,
and how useful is it from Canada's point of view to be in NATO in order to promote those kinds
of things.

[FALLSJ I think it's important for Canada to be ini NATO, flot through a military process
particularly, I mean flot through the military voice, but because we have an Ambassador at the table
who will join with others to give the Americans their views on bMaterai US Soviet relations, as well
as to participate in multilateral process. It is a good forum in which to have discussions about
substance and to make Canada's views known.

[HILLI So you do think it's valuable to be in for that sort of reason.

[FALLS] Absolutely.

[HILL] And do you think that, in that way, one helps to promotes international peace and security.

[FALLS] 1 do. Very strongly.

[HILL] Weil, on that note, we wiIl conclude. We're very delighted you could corne, Admirai
Falls.
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CHARLES BELZILE

[HILL]' Good morning, our guest this morning is Lieutenant General Charles H. Beizile, former
Commander of Mobile Command. We are delighted to have you with us today General Beizile and
we certainly appreciate your willingness to participate in this project.

[BELZILE] Thank you very much - a pleasure to be here.

[HILL General Beizile, as you know, this project is an oral history of Canadian policy ini NATO.
We are trymg to examine the importance of NATO membership to Canada and how weIl NATO
has served Canadian foreign policy interests since 1949. We are trying to look at the main policy
developmnents and issues in our field over the last forty years and to learn what happened and how
Canada and the Alliance were affected by it. We are certainly very formuate in having you with
us today becuse of your very distinguished career in the Armed Forces and the range of experience
that provided. We want to ask about the role that the Canadian forces under your command played
at various times, about the impact of Canadian foreign policy on those forces, about their
capabilities, and about the functioning of the NATO military system. In addition, we will be
seeking pour comments about the broader political context as you have seen it developing. As a
graduate in Political Science from the University of Montreal, you must always have had your eye
on the wider scene even when dealing with the most down-to-earth aspects of your military
milssions.

[BELziLEJ Well, theoretically I suppose this is true, though I'm not sure it really applied like
tha ail the time. I think I mentioned to you before, the military are not reaîîy the policy-makers,
we are the ones tliat quite often have to live with kt and pick up some of the pieces. And
particularly when you're a young officer starting in a military career - the time when you may flot,
and ini my case this was certainly true, you may flot have decided at that stage to make it a life
commitinent - quite ofren I suppose we don't spend that much time thinking about the broader policy
issues except truly as an observer. I'm not too sure that we do a very detailed analysis of the
context i which these policies are affecting our day-to-day life. But within that context, and
recognizing that limitation, lIlI be quite happy to offer what 1 feel are my opinions.

[HILL] Well, 1 think we'll put the questions and sSe what comments you have.

part I - lie Earlv Period. to 1953

[HILL General Belzile, I note at the outset that you began your military career in 1951. You were
commissioned i 1953, and have served in Korea, in various commands in Canada, in Canadian
army units and commands in Germany, in a NATO command headquarters, in Cyprus, in National
Defence Headquarters in Ottawa and as the Commander of Mobile Comnmand. I believe it wouîd
be helpful if you could tell us something about your perception of the world, and of NATO and of
the Canadian Army, around the time you joined the Armed Forces. For example, could you tell
us a little of what you yourself were doing in the late '40s and i 1950. Which schoels did you
attend i that period, where did you live and so on?

7Interviewers: R. Hill, D. Cox, N. Pawelek. Interview dates: 5/3/87 and 6/3/87.
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[BELZILE] Well, at the time, the sort of time period that you are talking about, 1 was a student,
of course, like most people my age were at that stage. 1 came from a small town in eastern
Quebec, and was flot a Montrealer, although eventually we gravitated, brothers and sisters, to
Montreal, and I wound up attend ing a variety of colleges, one of which was with the Holy Cross
Fathers, Roman Catholic classical type of studies which were at that stage the norm really in Quebec
as opposed to anywhere else in the country. And when 1 got to Montreal, through the help of a
couple of older brothers of mine, 1 was quite fascinated by the Jesuit approach to education, so 1
got myseif transferred to College Saint Marie, which was an affiliate of the University of Montreal
and of course came in the fold of the Jesuits. Haif jokingly we used to say that the Jesuits were
organized very much like an army, and they were founded by an ex-general; and though we
considered them, particularly ini a Roman Catholic approach to education, as being much more avant
gardist than any other educators that we knew at that time, it was an interesting atmosphere there.
And one of the things that existed within the college was the COTC, which was, of course, a
programme that existed prior to the unification process, where university students could take a
commission whîle they were students, similar to the United States ROTC kind of thing. And we
did that usually for a job in the summer, quite honestly. So in 1951 1 got into that programme
because 1 wasn't about to graduate until 1953. But the Korean War had been on since the fail before
and the recruiting, 1 suppose one could say, was getting a littie heavy on us because, besides
committing troops to NATO, permanently stationed in Germany, we were also, sending a brigade
to Korea. So ail this called really for a quadrupling, give or take a bit, of at least the army size of
the operation and certainly aiso the air force because they were on the NATO commitmnent with a
full air division of about 9 or 10 squadrons at that stage. In Korea the commitmnent was mostly an
armny one, except for, if I remember correctly, 426 Squadron, which was an air transport squadron
which used to do the shuttling to get us out there and bring us back and bring reinforcements and
bring Canadian kind of things to the place. I wanted to go into the Regular Army in fact at that
time because 1 feit it was a bit exciting. 1 had been exposed to it by then and like a lot of men of
that age, about 18 - 19 years of age, 1 thought it was a pretty exciting life. I wanted to go into the
Regular Force and go immediately to Korea, because it was being talked about among the students.
If I can put the context of the population reaction at that stage, quite honestly, 1 don't remember
any negative comments about the Canadian participation in Korea. I think basically, at least in my
student cîrcle, we were great believers in the United Nations at that stage. It was a United Nations
operation. Most of the students in my time were perhaps very much as they are today, but perhaps
had different objectives. Anything that smacked a littie of adventure, and that we felt was reasonably
righteous, was attractive to us. I wanted to go in but I was talked out of it at that stage, in 1951,
because I was going to graduate with my degree in 1953 and it was recommended that if 1 ever
decided later to become a permanent force officer, that having my degree would be much more
important for a future career. Even in those days we were seeking graduates as much as possible,
for the commissioned ranks. So 1 decided to stay and continued my training then, but as soon as
it ended, as soon as 1 graduated in '53, 1 then started to insist that the only reason I joined the army
was to go to Korea and I wanted to go to Korea. 0f course the war was stili on then, in fact it still
is, it has neyer stopped. You know what was signed at the end of July 1953 was a cease-fire;
there's no armistice in Korea. There's neyer been one wo my understanding. 0f course there was
neyer a war declared either, so the situation is still by and large, if 1 undcrstand correctly, very
much like we left it in the mid '50s. But in my own personal recollection at that time I wasn't
thinking of bcing a military officer as a carcer for any grandiose reasns or any patriotic reasons.
1 think quite honestly I was seeking a littie bit of adventure, and I was qualified as an infantry
officer. We were being sought after because of an expansion, and any expansion is exciting In any
organization. So a lot of this was contagious, I guess, and quite a few of us just went in the systemi
and 1 got to Korea after the cease-fire. 1 almost said "unfortunately", which would flot lic a very
smart word to use but probably fairly close to it, because the kind of atmosphere that prevailed at
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that time and the reason we wanted to go, was, of course, 1 think, because we honestly believed in
what was being done there. We were by and large, 1 think, staunch, particularly with the jesuits,
we were staunch anti-communists. If there were any perceived expansion of the communist world
and if we could do something about it we were quite willing to go. So by the time I got there we
were in a period of cease-fire and we spent a lot of time rotating companies on the front and trying
to normalize, I guess would be best choice of words, trying to normalize the life around us, ( with
the farmers tryîng to get back into, the land they had been forced to leave in the area of the
demarcation line, the demilitarized zone). So in order to keep the troops to a certain extent
occupied we did a lot of mine-field clearance. We did a lot of work with explosives. We did a lot
of work of a training nature, of an intensive training nature. We always kept the company on the
front on the lookout, in case. 0f course, there was a perceived danger that a Chinese attack would
start again. Perhaps once a week or every two weeks we would, on a contingency basis, man the
battie positions and stay in there over night, fight the rats for a few minutes and then come back
out next morning. By and large, nothing happened much more than that, except for a little shelling
from the Chinese that used to get fairly close to us, enough to make us nervous and make us lose
sleep anyway. And that was the atmosphere that prevailed at that time; and, quite honestly, I was -

- and I think this would be true of most of the young officers and the most of the student population
at least where I was -- pretty enthusiastic.

[MILL] I have one or two extra questions I would like to ask about the Korean period. What
about you, David? Do you have anything on the period prior to going to Korea?

[COXI No, I don't think so. I was interested in your commnent on public opinion generally, that
you didn't feel ther was really any strong sentiment against it. That would be so even in Quebec?

[BELZILEI Yes. I think in Quebec, in fact I remember when the first unit was sent to Korea,
I remember specifically standing in the post office in my village of origin and hearing a few of the
guys that returned from the Second World War talking out loud and wondering if they were still
fit enough to get involved again and that's even in Quebec. I am sure you realize tliere's a lot more
people ini Quebec that went to war than people normally admit, and s0 that's ît. I remember being
in the post office because it was Christmas time and my parents stilI lived down there and I moved,
from Montreal to spend the Christmas holidays with them and we had just sent troops in. We had
iust committed ourself to send the Second PPCLI. I'd neyer heard of the PPCLI, despite my
association with the COTC. But I remember this being in the news and I remember my father and
I remnember my brothers, a couple of which were veterans, and I remember the people in the post
office, the huddles, you know, what's going on right now, the news, the village tom-tom if you
want, and I don't remember hearing anybody saying you know "on n'a pas d'affaire là«, "we have
no business there." But temper that with the fact that I'm talking about 35-36 years ago. I was
pretty enthusiastic personally, and maybe my recollections are coloured somewhat. But I don't think
that they are.

[HILL Do you think that thc anti-communist atinosphere of that time made a difference? I mean,
was Communism scen as posing a threat to the traditional values of Quebec, as well as of Canada
as a whole?

[BELZILE] I think it probably was, without being identified as such. In the amaîll villages in
Quebec, particularly where many people had limited formai education, ini a lot of cases they didn't
know, I think, where Korea was. I remember checking a map when I first heard Uic news. Then,
of course, there were some people ini Quebcc who had had familles or friends involved with thc
Royal Rifles and the Hong Kong episode and things like that, Who were a little more familiar wlth
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tie Far East. They were able to explain that this was a country that as far as they could tell had
been dominated by the Japanese forever; and when the Japanese were forced out of there, «the
Russians" quote-unquote, as opposed to the Communists, had moved in and refused to leave; and
thcy had just attacked the South. And as far as everybody was concerned, it was fair enough that
we should go and do our bit to stop it. That's my perception of how it went. At least in the
student world, in the group that I was with, there was no compunction about it. I mean, flot very
many of us on a percentage basis went and joined the army during that time, but those of us that
did were flot looked at as weirdos. In fact there's a very interesting thing that perhaps I should
mention. It's anecdotal, if you want, on thc side. In Uie old Roman Catholic colleges in Quebec
at Uic end, at graduation, we used to have a ceremony which was called "La prise du ruban«, the
taking of Uic ribbon, Iiterally translated, and what Uiis was, was whcn you graduated and your
parents were Uiere, you stood, up and announced officially, by the wcaring of a coloured ribbon,
what your future intentions were. If you were gomng to be a lawyer and enter thc Law Faculty of
McGill or what have you, you had a green Uiing (I gucss it was associated wiUi Jurist or
something). The doctors had a purpie thing or maroon thing. 'Me priests had a white Uiing, Uic
virginal colour I guess. But ail of Uiesc Uiings were there. And when I said that I wanted to stand
up there and say "military", and you know I wasn't in a military college, well, you know thc first
thing the Jesuits said was that Uiey didn't have a ribbon for that. And I said, well, perhaps wc
should find one. There were about four of us in Uie class who graduated together and went into
Uic army at Uic same time. And Uiey said: «WeII, you think of one". So I looked at what they had
as a collection and gold wasn't used, so, I took a gold one. This was presented to me, and it
became, for Uic University of Montreal affiliated colleges, Uic symbology for a military career.
And of course all this was stopped later when Uic university or school systems were changed. I
doubt whether Uiis kind of ceremony takes place now; but it was a ritual, which was very important
to us.

Part Il - Korea. 1953-55

[HRIL Could we follow up flow, on what is the second phase of this series, which is your service
i Korea? We have touchcd on it already. Were you at Uiat time serving wiUi Uic Queen's Own

Rifles?

[BELZILE fibat's right.

[HILLJ And you did mention a littie bit of the kind of activities you were involved in. Is there
anything more that you could tell us about Uiat? I mean, what did your platoon do in fact at Uiat
tim?

[BELZILE] Well, as you say, I touched on Uiat, but basically if you're standing in an official war
Uieatre where you don't know whcUier it's going to start again tomnorrow or tonight, it tends to be
a hitle more tense Uian people realize. In some ways, we used to say, it was probably worse Uian
for Uic guys that were shelled every night on a routine basis, because thcy came to know Uiat
between such and such a tim 200 Chinese shelîs would fall on thc position; and then it would stop.
And Uiey would do so many patrols, and Uiat sort of Uiing. We continued wiUi Uic patrolling. WC
went through Uic DMZ constantly, and patrolled right to Uic demarcation lino. W. did a lot of mine
clearance. And theso operations wcro a littie dicey in Uic senso that Uic ChInes. used plastic and
plastic fuses and used woodcn containers for their explosives. And Uiings liko that. So Uic normal
mothods of detection such as Uic elcctronic systems and devices were useless. Dogs could be uscd,but only Uic British and Uic Americans had that sort of facility becauso they wcre bigger armies.
We literally prodded with bayonots and with long proddors, you know cvcry six inches of the
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ground. And, when you encountered resistance, you liait to sort of carefully dig around it to sec
if it wasn't a rock. And, when you were satisfied that it was a mine, you cleared it and it was
blown right there. We would destroy it right iu-In. And s0 we did a lot of that, and it was a long
tcdious proceas; and none of this was properly recorded, or very little of it was. Ours theoretically
were recorded, our mine fields, but even 80 they were tangled and overgrown and you had to be
extremely careful when you did that work. The occasional farmer would corne in and absolutely
ignore Our signs that said this is a mine area, stay out; and get themselves blown-up. Then we
would get blamied by the local population, even if the mine could very well have been Chinese, for
all we knew, that had killed the individual. We would get blamed.

In the fal, the Canadian brigade, it was announced, would fold. That was the fali of '54 at that
stage, and so they ail went home cxcept for one battalion. And the battalion that stayed was the
second battalion, the Quccn's Own, which was my unit. We were elected to stay there for about
13 months, and we didn't corne home until the spring of '55, when wc closed up shop, cxccpt for
a smnall medical detachment that stayed after us to do a littie clean-up of casualties. And what was
left aftcr that was onlY, as part of the U.N. Command,a major and a clerk. So that's the closing
time of thc Canadians i Korea.

[MILL] i amn fascinated by what you say about Korea, bccause 1 was there myself just a couple
of years ago and in fact wcnt up on tic DMZ, and to my mmnd it remains one of thc touchiest spots
in the world; far touchier, ccrtainly in atmosphere, than Berlin, for examiple. The thing tha hadn't
really becn clear to me before was just the state of chaos there was in Korca at the time of the war.
I mean thc cxtraordinary number of refligees and chaos in general. In fact they stili have
programmes to this day where they're trying to rcunify families which wcre divided up at that time.
Literally millions of people arc stili flot able to find their relatives as a resuit of that whole pcriod.

(BELZILE] Travelling through Korea in that time, even after the cease-fire, from the southern
port of Pusan, was surely an experience. 1 got to know it, unfortunately for sad reasons, because
this is whcre we left our dead, and so I had occasions to go there to participate i burial parties and
thigs like this. We still had casualties; thcy were accidental, Uicy weren't caused, by enemy fire,
but you know wiUi aIl those mine fields, wc had accidentaI casualties. Wc had a couple of officers
killed when I was Uiere, one of Uicm was attached to thc United States Air Force as a spotter and
they crashcd into a hilI, so Uiat sort of Uiing was stili going on. So we had occasion to take Uiose
trains and travel Uierc, and even at Uiat time Uic Korean trains heading souUi were literally packed
wiUi people hanging on to Uiem like grapes. Hcading south to Uic city of Pusan; and in those days
it was a quagmire, it was a corrugated iron and tarpaper shack city of probably four or five times
Uic population Uiat it was supposed to officially bc able to hold. And Uiese people were not making
their way north very quickly. They would advance towards Taegu and cventually wrk their way
up.J3ut l'in not surprised Uiat Uiey are still trying to relocate some of these people. The city Of
Pusan, you literally could smell at sea from about ten miles. When one considers particularly Uiat
a lot of Uieir waste disposai systems were right open and that sort of Uiing, sewers are open, and
of course they use fertilizer that we don't normally use for the rice paddies and that sort of Uiing.
l'in sure there is stilI some of that Uiere. There is an atmosphere in Korea that l'Il neyer forge.
For a young fellow from Quebec Uiat had neyer left thec ountry, it was an education.

[HILL] Have you been back since?

[BELZILE] No. I almost did during Mr. Coates' time. In a way l'ni glad I didn't.
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[HILL] I think you'd fmnd - dospite the chaos and the problems 1 mentioned - I think you'd fmnd
an extraordinary change. I just mentioned that earlier. For example, Seoul la one of the most
bustling cities I've ever seen. Another thing that was remarked to me by some veterans that 1 met,
Canadian veterans who were there at the time I was there, was that at the time of the war, there
were no trees anywhere. Everything was denuded and bare, blasted out, and now its right back to
being forested again. Apparently it's quite a different scene.

[BELZILEJ You would sit on top of a hili, like 355 where a fairly large Canadian battie was
fought. When I was there 355 was stili like a desert pimple. We had an OP there, an observation
post, right i the DMZ, that we manned every night. And you just dug in, and used a few sand
bags to build your wall. 1 don't think there was a shrub taller than three feet i that place, because
of the intense shellmng that eventually just leveled off the top of those his (like Vimy stili looks i
a lot of ways).

[HILLI There must have been stili the thought, the continuai thought, that the war might break out
again, because in a sense, as you said, there was neyer an armistice, only a cease-fire, and the
world scene remained very touchy especially in that part of the world. So you must have been, l
flot say worried, but concemned that it might break out again?

[BELZILEJ When we talk about it, like we are doing now, I guess I get flashbacks and memories
talking about the difficulty in keeping the troops occupied and things like this. Ibis was flot the
only tiine we encountered that. In places like Cyprus, during the quiet period, you were always
looking for something to do, you know, of a useful nature. Unfortunately, some of this backfires,
in places like Cyprus, because it is the Mediterranean and you show the guys that are learning to
scuba dive. Those are the pictures that make their way to the national press. You see these guys
beside some long-limbed Swedish girls, on the beach, and that is what is seen by the wives here.
But none of this tends to look at the other aspect, which is the tedious boredom. I live flot far from
where some RCMI> officers are guarding some residences here, and they sit in the car all day long.
I know how they feel. We had people who actually snapped during that time. You know, one of
the closest episodes of my life for almost being hit by a bullet, was by one of my own men. I was
walking up to see him at nigbt, and just the crunching of my boots on a iîttle bit of gravel there
made him s0 nervous that he started to shoot. He had a buddy, but he was answering a call of
nature a few mnetres away.He shot at us; and then it was a long and tedious process to get close
enough t0 hlm to calm hirn down, s0 that we could literally, physically, grab hlm. He neyer
recouped. He did eventually, back in Canada, but we had to evacuate the man literally in a stralght
jacket. Yet he was neyer fired at, but he lived under this tension. The other time I remember
seeing that was in the early days of Cyprus, where there were a lot of excbanges of fire. We'd take
a young soldier, about 18-19 years old, and he would get off the airpiane, and we'd give him 80
rounds of live ammunition, and say fi11 four magazines, put three in your pocket and put one on the
rifle but don't bring the action back, don't cock it. Thie last time these kids, this is what they are
really, had seen a live bullet in their rifle was on a rifle range under the supervision of a coach and
an officer that is responsible to make sure the pockets are empty at the end of the day so be doesn'î
sneak them home and use them as hunting rifles or tbings like this. And God knows we know that
this can happen anyway, even with the best security arrangements In the world. You know, without
going through tbe stories of tie Lorties and people like tbis. But I've seen these kids, they age
literally two to three years at that moment. You turn them from a young recruit, from a boy soldier,
Iiterally int a man. Because flnally you told them the Sergeant Major says there's 80 rounds lve
ammunîtion. If you ever have to use any of these I want to know exactly where each one bas gone.
We bad to do some shooting of wlld dogs and things like this. 'Me soldiers learned to say, weII,
look, I fired two bullets at a wild dog that was botberlng the village, eating cbickens, things like
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this; and killed it. We actually had to report ail this because you know it's peacetime, you can't
have bullets being fired. So ail this was kept track Of. The Young soldier became very mature very
quickly. He's harassed and bothered by either Turks or Greeks in the middle of the thing, you
know. And we've had some who, physically, you know, really bothered them. You sort of execthat the other guy's got his finger on the trigger, and it takes a certain amount of discipline and acertain amount of self control flot to squeeze your own trigger occasionally. So 1 always feit good,really, that we were able to impart that kind of training and that kind of discipline to our soldiers,
even ini so-called peacetimne. But ini a place like Korea this was particularly difficuit to do.
Boredom, plus the odd explosion, accidentaI discharges of weapons,was enough to keep people
jittery. So, if you didn't keep track of your troops (this was a great school ini junior leadership),
you knew you'd soon have people in trouble.

[CoXJ 0f course it's often suggested that continuing peace-keeping is a valuable training exercise.

[BELZILEJ It's a great training device. You know, I could talk about Cyprus aiso, I'm sure
well get to that eventuaIly. But the main reason to me as a professional officer, militarily, to keep
it, is because its the greatest training device we've got. You can flot duplicate tiiis in a training
exercise. And living on the Une, and watching what was going on, and being threatened and having
guns pointed at you regularly, and to have ail these thing going on, and keeping your cool, is a
tremendous training device. And it is tremendous training for the Young soldier, for the Young
leaders, for the Young corporais, for the Young NCOs, the Young officers who have neyer donc that,
and are responsible for 35-40 men. But you see, during that period of sort of boredom/tenseness
in Korea, we had a couple of Black Watch soldiers when I was there. A friend of mine had to take
a platoon to the DMZ to pick them up after the intervention of the International Red Cross. They
got bored and decided to go and sec the Chinese. So they went across the vailey, and of course
they were snapped up pretty quickly and the Chinese held them for about 72 - 96 hours, a great
propaganda device, and then sent them back with stories of how well they were treated and that sort
of thing. We didn't look at them se kindly when they got back. But you know it was ail sorts of
stuff like that. The odd guy blinded from drinking Lucky 7. You go into the village and the local
girls are there, of course, like in most of the areas where there is a lot of fighting going on, and
their subsistence depends on a whole bunch of things, including of course, prostitution and what
have you. So a Young soldier has been on a hili for five or six months, the exposure to that, the
local hooch, the local booze which can blind you just as fast as get you drunk, the exposure Of
course to hygienic conditions which are at best appailing; and se you have a VD rate, you have a
whole bunch of outaide situations that you'd rather flot have. But, as a leadership training perio'i,it is great stuff. We've got a lot of our senior off icers today, and a lot of the people that got to thetop, who started in those kind of circuinstances. And we neyer forget those first couple of years
as a platoon commander in places like that; we neyer will. If onîy you could create that kind ofatmosphere in a training camp you'd neyer need to send them anywhere.

[HILL] Could you tell us something about the relations with other allied forces at that time? I
mean, Canada was presumably still part of the Commonwealth Division, wasn't it?

[BELZILEJ Yes, until just before Christmas '54, when the Commonwealth DÎiiion was reduced.The Australians partially went home, and the Canadians partially went home and the NewZealanders were reduced also, and we wound-up with a super brigade at that stage which was aCommonwealth brigade. And if I remember correctly, it was the 27th Commonwealth Brigade. ButI could be wrong. And we got along fine, mostly with the Australians and the New Zealanders,strangely enough, and used to gang-up on the Brits. And I'm told it's flot strange behaviour, frompeople in World War Il. Also the ex-colonies and the ex-dominions had much more an affinity than
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with the mother country. And so ail the comrnanders of division were always British, the senior
staff were always British, you got the odd Canadian Lieutenant Colonel ini there, so if you didn't
like the directives that were issued to you, it was a natural thing to say well you know only the Brits
would send us to do that. But I think this is a very normal thing in armies anyway, I cali it a
friendly rivalry, really. So the relationship was very good across the board, but if it came to
somebody ribbing the other guy, you'd probably find the Aussies and the Canadians ganging-up on
the Brits.

[HIILL] How about relations with the Americans?

[BELZILEJ The Americans - the relationship with the Americans was a little more strained in a
lot of ways. I've heard, I've neyer experienced any personally, but I've heard of a lot of cases
where Canadian parois coming back through American limes were shot at, and things like this.
They're s0 big everywhere; we encountered the saine thing ini NATO later on. You know, they're
s0 big everywhere that you almost feel as if you've got to align yourself with a whole bunch of their
policy and their training systems and things like this, because you know you can't survive unless
you do, because the machine is so big that it tends to pick up the world along with it as it moves.
The Marines, who were on our left at one point i Korea, were great friends of ours, the UnitedStates Marines. 1 think in a lot of ways we had more faith in them than we did i the United States
Army. We believed them to be much better professionals and much better fighters. We believed
also, rightly or wrongly, that if the fighting was going to start again we'd radier have the Marines
on our side on our left or on our right than we would have any other army really. We had a lotof respect for the Turks; for their bravery and their toughness and things like this, and 1 for onehad to travel through their lines many turnes and I was always very impressed because they were
physically very hard, very tough people. Their training was very tough. They didn't have arotational systein like we did; they went to Korea and if they were still there in 1954, it was because
they had survived. They got reinforcements but nobody ever went home because they'd finished
in a year. The French had a battalion of Foreign Legion, which we had, I think, a reasonable
amount of respect for, not for what they did in Korea but for I guess for their reputation more than
anything else, particularly i North Africa. And that's about the only ones I've had any personal
recollections of dealing with very closely. The ROK army, though, was often looked at with acertain ainount of suspicion. Which was unfortunate, because I'm sure that 95% of them were as
dependable an ally as anybody else. But the laqguage issue, they basically were under cominand
of tie Ainericans and they locked themselves in there, except for acompany. We had about 150
men in our battalion and tliey were called Kat Coins, and there was anotiier group that was called
Katuses which were under the Kat Coins. The Korean army, attached to thc Commonwealth
Division, used an acronym called Kat Coins and Katuses. They were thc saine type of units that
wcre with the United States Army or the United States forces. There were about 150 of these
people i a battalion. They were soldiers, but thc ROKs did not have, I guess, sufficient resources,so they came to us and they formed a company. And we armed thein, we equippcd them, they
werc dresscd in Canadian uniforins and wearing a Canadian hat. There was a language issue;- you
Wa to work through iterpreters. Each unit used these people difféently. Wc tcndcd to kcep thein

ail in a company altogether. And we had a Canadian cadre, a Canadian NCO, and an officer cadre
that ram thein through interpreters and things like that. It was Major Bob Firlotte, and he Lotconsiderably frustrated at turnes with havimg to deal with them. Other units used thein by scattering
them ail over thc place. Other units litcrally used thein as coolies. They were 50 fit physically,
50 tough and used to thc hilly country that Korea was, that whcn you nccdcd to carry a whole bunch
of stuff you'd turn to your Korcans a lot and thcy'd talce off with A-frajncs and a load about twicc
thc body weight and run it up Uic hili which no Canadian could do or American. We just simply,
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even the fittest of our people, we don't work like that. And s0 we found them extremely useful in
a lot of ways. So that was the atmosphere and our relationship by and large was pretty good.

[HILL] General Belzile, there is just one broad question 1 would like to ask you, which is about
the scene in Asia at that time. This was the pcriod i 1954 of the fali of Dien Bien Phu and the
Gcneva Conference. It was a period i which there seemcd to be a great confrontation going on
in the world between two différent ideologies. 1 was wonderig if you had any comments about
how you had seen thigs at that time, being in Mia yourself at that period.

[BELZILEI] Weil, we saw it from afar, I guess. What goes on outside thc country where you are
is remote; we did flot have the modem capabilities of listening to short-wave radios and gettîng CBC
every night and things like this, so we got riews relativcly late. What we used to get, though, was
officiai briefings on what else was goig on, and we were aware of what was going on i Indochina
at that time. And we becarne, 1 think, much more aware of it because when it becamie clear that
the Canadians, aftcr Dien Bien Phu, were going to start putting people into the Commidssion i
Vietnam, a lot of us volunteered to go. And so this is why I specifically remember that. 1 didn't
go, but I rernember my Company commander at that time was hustled out of Korea and sent to
Vietnam. So 1 think some of the first Canadian contingent to go to Vietnam came from Canada,
but some of thcm were people that were with us i Korea at Uic time, because it was dloser. I Uiink
they were ushered down there faîrly quickly. But on a day to day basis we weren't really aware
what was going on i detail. Wc knew that Uic French had lost Indochina at that tîme, and we
lcnew there was a commission being set up, Uic details of which wc were not Uiat familiar with.
I rememiber we said goodbye, to Major Ed Price when lie was hcading down there wiUi Uic first
teain, with a little bit of envy in our eyes because he was going to go and do something a littie more
excitig whilst we were going to kcep on in our tcdious boredoin trying to keep ourselves busy.
But Uic details, certainly at my level, as a young platoon commander 1 Uiink, 1 spent more time
writig letters for sorne of my troops who couldn't write, Uiings like Uiat, to Uieir girlfriends, and
playing father confessor, than to worrying too rnuch about Uic international situation.

[COXJ I wonder if 1 could just ask you this: you obviously came back more experienced and wiser
than whcn you went, but would you say Uiat, when you came back, there was any change in your
own political attitudes or assumptions. You nentioncd carlier Uiat you were a littIe conccrned about
thc ROK; but more broadly Uian Uiat?

[BELZILE] Yes, I Uiink Uic simple answer would be ycs, and l'Il try and qualify Uiat. First of
ail when I came back Uic first Uiing Uiat entercd my mind was thc moment of decision as to wheUier
1 was goig to be a permanent soldier or whether I was going to go back to Montreai and becorne
a lawycr, which was Uic other Uiing in my craw. I wantcd to, because, before 1 went into Uic
Regular Army, I registercd myself ito Uic Law faculty at Uic University of Montreal, but 1 neyer
went Uicrc, 1 neyer did go. And whcn 1 got back, I was one of those who had a short terni
commission which wcre only for two years Lec., you'd corne back, and about five Or six months
later, you'd be dcmobbcd. We didn't know wheUicr Uic army was going to stay as big as it was.
And of course NATO at about Uic same time was dcveloping; we had a brigade over Uicre i
Hanover.It was an ecitig period. So 1 rernember takig Uic decision at Uiat time, vcry clearly. 1
was offcrcd a permanent commission. I didn't have to ask for it like sorne of my friends did. 1
was offéed it and I acccptcd it on Uic spot. Then I had to go back to Montreal on leave, and
explain to my father Uiat 1 had dccided to become a soldier instead of a lawycr, which was rcceivecî
i a relatively lukewarrn fashion, I rernember. My faUier was of Uic old school, you sec, Uiat

soldiers should cxist in war Urne and when it's peace you go back and do somcething cisc. Ibis tw
me is too simplistic a view about Uic profession of arrns, and how complicateci it is really. You
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know, you need at least a certain cadre of professionals because you don't have the time to start
shaping up whole organizations or mobilizations systems, as you did in the past. And if I can think
back as to why 1 did that, 1 did that 1 think for two reasons perhaps, to be quite honest, the most
important of which was that I liked the life. There was a tremendous amount of personal
satisfaction in being an officer, looking after troops, being everything fromn father confessor to what
have you to them, and this appealed to me. It was physical and 1 was a physical person and I
enjoyed sleeping under the stars. Contrary to common belief, I really did enjoy that. To me the
rough weather and that sort of thing, I found exhilarating, flot something to avoid at that stage. I'd
look at it a littie differently now. But most of my friends who stayed in also, you know, we spent
a lot of time in the officers mess at night with a gin and tonic, I suppose, and shooting the breeze.
By and large we feit that Korea had been a success, and 1 think by and large we felt that the
situation with Indochina and with Korea was just the tip of the iceberg and that the whole domino
theory, what: became known as the domino theory, of course which was so much expounded on
during the American time in Vietnam, was correct - that eventually, you know, if we didn't continue
to take a stand like this, we'd have fortress North America in a matter of no time. And I guess
most of us believed that. I think we feit that, but that's not the kind of thing that young officers
express very well. I don't thinc we expressed it very much. We rather, in those days I think, and
probably stili the samne today, we'd rather use the argument, oh, heil, it's a good macho life and
this is why inm in. But I think basically the macho life aspect really doesn't have enough to make
you want to change your whole pattern of life for almost the rest of it. 1 think subconsciously
anyway there are a lot more issues in there. And one of them in my case was that I think that I
honestly believed in what I was doing, and I thought that this was a kind of occupation that would
allow me to perhaps do a little good in this crazy world. But the one I would have explained to
people in a loud voice in those days, I think, would have been the fact that that's my life. That's
what I want. I'm doing what I want to do. And I would think you'd probably interview a whole
bunch of young officers in those days, and they would tell you the latter instead of the former.
They would tell you that they stayed because that was a real good man's life. In ail these great
statements that young people make with a couple of gins under their bellies, they want to die with
their boots on and that sort of thing. It sounds crazy when you explain that to young people today,
but there's quite a bit of that. And I think about the two ideologies confronting each other at that
time. Most of us, certainly me again as a Jesuit graduate, did flot believe in the other side at ail,
and we didn't want any part of it.

Part Ill - Western Canada. 1955-57

[HILLI 1 thinlc we'll now go onto the mid '50s, which is Part 111. That was the time when you
served as a staff officer at Western Command HQ in Edmonton.

[COXI I would like to ask about your involvement In the DEW Line: if in fact you were ivolved?
Did you have any part to play in that?

(BELZILEJ No, I did not. 1 was a staff officer at Western Command Headquarters in Edmonton.
But rcally my main function was to run tic Narthern Alberta Recruiting District. Sa that was a
human experience that 1 will never forge, because you know 1 spent a lot of time as a travelling
salesman ail over Northcrn Alberta aid thc Northwest and Yukon Territories including Indian
reserves and that sort of thing, so Uiat was an educational process for me. But 1 was flot involved
in any of tie. deployments except ta drive partially on the Alaska highway, and being situated in tic
saine headquarters with thc people and thc engincers that looked aftcr dic Northwest highway system
and the communications systeni which was set up after the War (which was mostly run by thc
military at that stage instead of Uic RCMP and a variety 0f other departnents). Ini those days, 1
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they launched. That's my exposure. 1 neyer worked on the DEW Line, neyer even went to a DEW
Line site at those times. 'The Northwest highway system, I was quite aware of because, as I said,
I'd get up to Dawson Creek at mile 0 and I'd drive up parts of it but 1 mostly flew up to places like
Yellowkcnife and White Horse to speak to high schools, to recruit the odd individual to become a
soldier. That's what mostly I was doing at that time.

[HMML Was there any sense, at that timne, because of the fact that the DEW Une was being
developed, that in fact the world was changing very much strategically? Or did people think about
that much of the timne? Do you recall people reflecting upon that or seeing things in those terms
at ail?

[BELZILIE] We were flot joint headquarters M seI know this is a roundabout way to answer
your question, but this was flot a joint headquarters W&se We were in fact co-located with what
was then the Northwest Air Command System, Northwac was the acronym by which we called it,
with the headquarters on Kingsway in Edmonton. And we lived with them, we operated with them.
In my particular function 1 had very little to do with the air force side of the house except for
sharing information and for sharing travelling when we went to school orientation days and a variety
of things that 1 did as a recruiter in those days. But my bosses, of course, were very much
involved at that time. Ibis is when the Bomarc discussions took place, when we bought Bomarc as
an air defence system, considering whether we were going to be nuclear or flot. I remember that
there was much less of a concern with nuclear weapons, at that stage, than 1 think there would be
today. We believed then that nuclear weapons were still controllable. And they were, by and large,
those that were being considered by the Canadian forces for arming some of their aircraft or aring
the tips of some of the missiles or indeed some artillery shelîs which could be fractional yield
nuclear weapons. We studied those things and we saw them as just another extension, if you want,
of the available spectrum of weapons systems, to allow you to fight a war if you ever had to fight
it. And we did flot look at nuclear weapons with the same global unease that 1 think we ai do today.
And the reason for that, probably, is that the proliferation, the number of weapons and warheads,
were not nearly as great as they are today. The overkill capabilities were flot perceived to be nearly
as bad as they are today, and the accuracy of the intercontinental systems was still considerably les
than what we would consider a CEP today, a probable error. You know what 1 Mea, a probable
error of delivery and accuracy. We tended to look at nuclear weapons with a certain amount of awe,
but we considered that training and planning for their use, and defending against themn (on the
tactical side, in the case of the army particularly), was a very logical and a very necessary extension
of our training. So we tended to look at it, 1 think, this way. We didn't have an all-pervasive fear
of nuclear weapons, in my memory, in those days.

[HIILL] Your time in the West was immediately before Sputnik 57, £0 1 guess there wasn't the
sense of Canada being caught in the middle of two superpowers to quite the sanie extent in those
days, even though the DEW Line was being installed. It was kind of a different worîd.

[BELZILEJ Yes, but it was mostly for an air breathing threat. It was intended of course to
give warnings of manned bombers, that sort of thing, and the intercontinental ballistic missile was
flot our major concern at that stage; which, of course, now, plus the submarmne.<jeîiverecî ones, put
an entirely different dimension on the whole nuclear issue. 1 guess the military mind doesnt feel
s0 bad about a weapon that one can control. But once you foresee a situation where it's really out
of control because of A) lus destructive power or B) the sheer amount of it, then you have a
problem. You know diat,philosophically, most of us are terribly uneasy with that, and that tends
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to force you into different ways of looking at these things. Ail of this was flot particularly in the
realm of junior officers i those days. To us they were just tactical weapons, really.

I[COXI Even a tactical weapon packs a tremendous punch with a nuclear device on it. Would you
have been thinking about that, just ini ternis of purely miilitary response, or i terms of what it
meant to conventional tactics?

(BELZILEJ Oh yes, we did. In fact, the first time that I was inGermany, which followed that, we
were very much then training under what we called a nuclear umbrella - the fear of a nuclear
umbrella, if you want. We were very much training tactically with emphasized dispersai and
emphasized survivability, and we were training our officers; we were training staff officers in
nuclear fire planning and damage assessment and target analysis and that sort of thing. We tended
to have smaller defended localities, like strong poits witb large distances in-between the two, what
one would cover with fire or with movement istead of with physical presence on the ground. But
you would stili limit the damage by your varied disposition on the ground. So we were very
conscious of that, at that time particularly. And this, in my mmnd, i the case of the Canadians,
probably had more to do with the mechanization of the armny than the fact that the rest of the other
armies, were also, mechanizing. The Central European battlefield was going to become a much more
mechanized theatre, allowing much more flexibility to move from point A to point B, laterally or
from reserve positions to the front, quickly, and that sort of thing. So while they were developing
ail those nuclear systems, the tactics to use them were developed. So we got more and more
mechanized as technology was advancing, turning to vehicles which have an over-pressure system
which protects you from fallout or dirty battlefield situations, dirty in a nuclear contamination sense.
So that you could drive a tank through the faîl-out without the crew being obliterated, 24 or 48
hours later, by the amount of radiation that they would inhaie, or that they would take in in one
form or another. So you would have an over-pressure systemi in your vehicle or tank to protect you
against "ha. 1 think the two came at the samie time; and in a lot of ways the need for battlefield
mobility was probably triggered and pushed a lot more technologically because of the existence of
tactical nuclear weapons, which 0f course in those early years we still considered a usable kind of
weapon which limited damage. We did flot necessarily, in those days, at least most of us, did flot
necessarily see it as automatically being linked to an escalation that would go ail the way to
Intercontinental exchanges. Today, I think we flnd it very difficult to accept the idea that we could
have limited use of nuclear weapons.

[COXJ I retrospect, do you fel that you were well-informed about battlefield nuclear weapons
iLe. well-informned about yields and battlefield effects of these weapons?

[BELZILEJ Ini as much as the existing knowledge of those things was concerned, yes. Our staff
colleges, our courses on tire planning, our target acquisition courses and training, aiways involved
nuclear weapons studies, although as a matter of policy the Canadian government was hesitating as
to whether we would have nuclear weapons for even our fighters, at one point. But 1 think that we
always accepted, right from the start, dhm fact that whether we delivered nuclear weapons ourselves,
or not, we were going to be in the same battlefield as they would be and therefore we owed it to
ourselves to know as much about them as possible. Besides, certain of us In later life got involved
very much ini the targeting and the fire planning systems in NATO headquarters and things like that.
You don't throw the Canadian out of the room when the planning takes place because Canada is a
non-nuclear power. Neither do you throw the Dane out of the room, or the German. So as a joint
staff kind of activity we still need to be aware of, and have an understanding of, damage assessment
and that sort of thing. Even if, politically, we have said that Canada now will neyer use nuclear
weapons. The guy that flings themi on your front doesn't have wo answer to the Parliament of
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Canada. So yes, we were as well informed as passible. Whether it was as good as it is today, I
don't know. In a matter of degree, I think that most of the data, the analysis data on nuclear
weapons, is something that has evolved considerably sinoe the mid-1950s. But following the period
of the mid-'50s, when 1 wound-up for the first time i the NATO army i Europe, it was very much
i our mind. That's why 1 said immediately afier that it was very much in our mind. Ali of our
trainig, and everything that we did, had nuclear weapons. They were there on the side aIl the time,
and we neyer forgot that in planning.

[HILL] I thinlc also, since that period or i the mid-'50s, there was an awful lot of analysis and
thiking went on about it, 1 mean about how you'd use these weapons. And I think that's had a
useful effect, letting people know or think about how they would use them.

[BELZILEJ We went as far in our battlefield deployment as saying that, in order flot to completely
eliminate the homogeneity of the fighting unit or the battle group or anything like that, then you
could flot accept more than, say, a combat team as destruction. Without getting into a long diatribe
here, the combat team is a company cum tank squadron cum artillery battery. It's an ail arms team.
Usually, at that level, it could number some 40 to 50 vehicles and 200 or 300 men. You don't
reduce below that very much if you want ta have any all-arms capability. So you tend to build on
these, to use the combat team as a building point. The level above is a battalion size organization,
or a tank regiment with a grouping of the other arma with it that tends then ta corne dloser to 800
to 1,000 men. T'here'll be about four or five of these combat teams in the battle group. Even if
you get massive destruction in one of them, you'll still have a reasonably coordinated organization.
Hence you would deploy each combat team at least two or three kilometers from the others. So that
if one was hit the damage ta the other one would be minimal. Or at worst it would be peripheral,
perhaps flash injuries, if there was fia warning or anything like that. You might have a few guys
that were facing the wrong way, they might get a bumned retina. But basicaliy, the next organization
would be a viable one, and s0 would the other one an the other aide. And then you could still do
quick Manoeuvrig and close the gap. If you have nuclear weapons of the yield that would taice out
two or three of these in ane go, you are really getting into big tactical stuff. But the fractional yield
weapons, this is the kind of damage they would do and we tended. to deploy aur troopa with that
in mind.

[FA wELEKJ I would like ta ask you anc question ta maybe round out this section. I was
interested ta hear your impressions of the general stratcgîc acene in the mid-1950s, and I would like
ta ask yau ta give a more general assessment perhaps of Canadian defence palicy at the time. The
mid-1950s have been regarded as a sort of golden age for Canadian foreign and defence policy.
Canada was firmily supportive of NATO, had some of the best military forces and equipment in the
Alliance, and was alsa fairly influential on the diplomatic front, as was indicateci by Our raie in the
Suez Criais af 1956, for example. I was wondering if you would tell us whether you agree witli
that assesament?

[BELZILE Oh, absolutely. 'There is fia question in my mind that the term "Golden Age"' is weîî
chosen, because it was a pretty exciting time. 1 use the word exciting because the executar benefits
quite often from the implementation, I suppose, aif defence policy and foreign policy. It was a
buoyant period i the sense that if we needcd certain equipment, we needed certain capabilities ta
keep ourselves up-ta-date, or even slightly ahead of moat of aur allies, we didn't seem ta have any
problema getting themn at that time. And sa that buoyant perîod, of course, was a preuty cxhilaating
time as far as we were concerned. We were moving ta Europe, I was moving ta Europe in 1957,
for the first time, and although we did not have yet thc sort of technology that was starting ta be
available ini thc United States Army, and thc British Army and others like them, wc used, in lieu,
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stuff to get ourselves ready for the receipt of ail this new materiel. We did it with Iess sophisticated
equipment but we tended to keep up with every other army ini the world. And in Europe in the late
'50s particularly, we were viewed, perhaps even more than today, although the reputation is stili
flot badl, we were viewed as one of the flnest forces in the world probably. And for professional
reasons and for attitude reasons, for training, for standard of training, for standard of people,
standard of staff officers, I think we were looked at almost jealously by a lot of European armies
at that stage. So it is a fair assessment to say that this was a good. period for us. And if it was a
good period, of course, for the military, then obviously it must have been intemnationally for the
nation.

Part IV - Germany. 1957-61 and 1966-68

[IILL] We corne now to Part IV of the interview, dealing with your two periods of service in
North Germany, 1957-61 and then 1966-68. I see that between 1957 and 1968 you served first
with the 2nd battalion of the Queen's Own Rifles in Hamburg, and then, in the second period, as
Brigade Major with the brigade group in Soest. So I was wondering, first of ail, about the state
of the Canadian brigade at the time you served with it, particularly first of ail, in 1957-61. What
was its state at that time? Was it weIl equipped, adequately manned, sure of its tasks and doctrines?
For example, I think I've heard it said that what the brigade did at that time was that it manned a
fort, or a series of forts perhaps, fairly close to the front line in Germany. I don't know whether
that's a correct assessment. Perhaps you would like to tell us more about the state of the brigade,
in both those periods, 1957-61 and then 1966-68?

[BELZILEJ I would hope that I don't sort of balance between one and the other. As you were
talking, I was starting to wonder when did this or that actually happen - was it in the first period
or the second period? The first period was really the one that I started to refer to earlier, where
we didn't always have the wherewithal that we should have had, despite our feeling comfortable
with policy, our being quite aware of what our tasks were, and knowing exactly where we were
going to have to fight the war if it ever came. And we knew exactly where to go. It was relatively
close to where our garrisons were, compared to what developed later in the south, which was caused
by an entirely different kind of problem. But we did not have ail the wherewithal, such as the need
to train within the NBC environment or under the NBC threat. That was very well established at
that time; we did it, but we did it with substandard equipment. We. were training with something
less than what we should have had eventually as operational vehicles. For example, we were using
three quarter ton trucks in lieu of APCs. They don't give you any of tic protection that tic APC
is going to give you against shrapnel, or small arms fire or that sort of thing, which allows you
relatively greater immunity in moving around the battlefield. But tactically our doctrine was
evolving. We were training with that in mind, we were training with the firm belief that, within
two or three years, ail the more sophisticated kit was going to be in our hands. The late-'50s to
early-'60s was our preparation for it, so this is the way basically we felt at that time. We were
reasonably well equipped, but with something that was a phased approach, if you want. Within a
few years, later, we were going to be considerably better equipped.

[HILL] Were you, in the first of those periods, moving towards getting a heavier tank or more
tanks, or more artillery, things like that? It just occurs to me that in '64 one had thc first Defence
White Paper, which looked to a more mobile kind of force and quite a different kind of structure.
I think i fact that at that time they were thinking of equipping the army with a British-built
Scorpion tank, which was a light tank. And so there was obviously a shift in doctrine in that period,
to some degrce. But I guess the question la really this: how sure was the brigade group of its tasks
by 1961, and how well was it moving along towards what it thought it should be doing?
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[BELZILEJ Well, at my level at that stage, if I remember that, I was a Captain to a company,
21C, and I was very confident that we could do what was expected of us and that we knew what
was expected of us. And 1 remember exactly when the heavier artillery came in, because 1 was
Brigade Major at that stage, ini the second period that you're talking about. As to when we actually
moved to a littie more mechanization with the shift in policy involved that wanted us to become a
lighter organization, I don't recail this fromn that period. So it obviously didn't affect me personally
too much. Ini fact I remember that much more as being a problem during the days when Jean Allard
was the CDS and the force was unifying. We were looking at turning the brigade into a much
lighter force in Germany and moving it south, which is the next time 1 was in Germany. Ibis is
the time where the tank becamne a policy issue. This is the time when we had to decide as to
whether we'd have a tank or whether we'd have a lighter vehicle, whether we'd turn the force into
a helicopter mobile kind of thing - a very mobile light force. And I know we'l talk about that
later because I think it would be safe to say that there was, within the army, a certain amount of
resistance to that, and I was probably part of that. Because it's ail very nice to talk about light roles
and things like that; but it depends where they are. If you're going to fling those light roles in the
middle of a highly sophisticated and heavily equipped battlefield, I think that, perhaps for the sake
of saving a few dollars, you may be putting your own people at a great disadvantage in the
atmosphere that surrounds them. So, perhaps my memory doesn't serve me very weII about that
period, because at my level the question of changing doctrine and policy, really it was a
progression. The first period of mechanization came later, and was very much completed by the
time that 1966-68 came along, except for the self-propelled heavy artillery which came during that
period. I remember that specifically, because we had Soviet officers photographing every gun. And
I remember being on the phone hearing about this and flying there myself with a helicopter to verify
it, because we were going to accuse the Soviet mission of going over their stated mandate by the
fact that they were doing that. Not that it made much difference from a security point of view, but
it was a matter of principle, because they were doing that openly. We wanted to protest it
officially,and I wanted to l'e satisfied that I knew exactly what was going on. I actually flew to the
spot myself and saw a Soviet colonel photographing every gun, and writing the serial numbers on
each one. Now what great intelligence advantage this bas baffles me a bit, because I don't think
it's any. However, the Soviet intelligence gathering system, is a little different from ours. I've had
a few experiences with them i Cyprus, too. But at that time, as I recail it, we were progressing
towards greater mobilization than in the first period. We then had, as you will remember, a specific
front line mission as part of the Second British Division.

[HILL] Thbat was one of the points 1 wanted to get at.

[BELZILEJ We were in the British Army of the Rhine as a formation, and the brigade that was
there was also intended in those days to l'e the forerunner of a second brigade in a divisional task
force. And this is what led to the construction of Base Gagetown, close to the ports of shipment.
I mean, we needed a large base where we could congregate up to a division and send them off to
beef-up, not only the organization that was already there, but to put another brigade beside it and
eventually a divisional headquarters. That is the system that was changed after Pierre Trudeau
decided to pull back; then when that didn't quite work out with the allies, to, at least reduce us to
a considerable extent. I see that aspect as being much later than you sec it, though it may l'e that
it's the memory of my own involvement that's getting a little sketciiy here. But this was the
mechanization period to me. By about 1966 and 1967, the brigade was at the strongest its ever
been.
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[HILL] By '67? Wasn't that the period when General Allard was CDS, when the changes were
beginning to be made in terms of implementing the first Defence White Paper of '64?.

[BELZILE] Yes, but in those days, we had a nuclear unit in the brigade. We had an SSM battery
with nuclear capabilities, we had an anti-tank specialist organization and we were organized. Ihat
brigade was about 6,600 strong, plus about 1,500 behind in LOC ail the way back to Belgium.
Ibis was by far the strongest, technically, training wise, and what have you - the strongest brigade
we have ever fielded. And i 1957-61 the numbers were as great but the equipment and
sophistication was certainly less. But the progression had started. And the doctrines and the tasks,
I don't remember them. evolving that much, we just becamne more capable of handling our part of
the front. Regarding the doctrines, my perception of them at that stage was that they were leading
towards more mechanization and more battlefield ability.

[COXI I wonder if 1 could just clarify this. Perhaps it reflects the fact that 1 don't know very much
about armour. But some people make a distinction between an armoured, compared to a
mechanized, brigade. When you're using the word mechanized here, do you actually mean that
what we had there was an armoured brigade?

[BELZILE] No, it was an infantry brigade in that flrst period; and when I went there in 1966 it
was stili an infantry brigade. It becanie a mechanized brigade in 1967 or 1968, the exact date
escapes me. The différence is that an infantry brigade can stili have armour and stili have tanks, but
basically the infantry is the predominant arm. It was basically foot or wheeled vehicles or motorized
transport, with very little protection. Its own protection was its small size and its flexibility,
because nothing, literally, stops a man on foot. You know, he goes through swamps when vehicles
can't do so; he can be lifted in a light helicopter when the big vehicles can't. The single man on
the ground has hardly got an obstacle that he can't handle, if there's enough of him, and if he's got
sufficient time. We had then a tank regiment, which was about the same size as now, probably
about 60 tanks, because doctrinally that's about what we've looked at, 57-60. For most of my
career, that has have been the number of tanks we've had ini our tank battalions/regiments. We
called them regiments, instead of battalions, and that's our British tradition. The Amnericans and
everybody else would cali themn a tank battalion, but they'd be also a littie smaller, usually. So our
tank regiment is a littie larger. We have not really changed that very much. We used to have, i
the early days, Centurion tanks. They were then in their infancy and they were superb vehicles i
those days and probably the best tank in the world. Later on, we went ftrm the Centurion to a
lighter tank, and a more mobile or more agile kind of tank, which was the Leopard, the German
Leopard. But in numbers, by and large, we stayed about the same ; we haven't moved very much
on that. The heavier guns, the self-propelled guns, came in in the period '67 or so. And before
that we had towed guns, like we had in Korea, basically.So this was a well manned brigade, this
was a big brigade, this was a strong brigade. But it did not have the fire power, did not have the
tactical, mobility, that the one that we had there a few years later had.

[COXJ Well, just ini Iight of what you were saying, and again to clarify my own understanding of
this, from the flrst period to the second period you described a situation in which there was
icreasing mechanization. And 1 guess my question is: was the drive to that mechanization a

consequence of the Canadian position on the north German plain?

[BELZILEJ I think it was, partially, but 1 think it was also driven by the perceived need on the
part of military thinkers at that time to have a little more dispersai and botter protection capabilities
under the threat of NBC, including nuclear, biological, and chemical, but mostly nuclear.
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[IILL] Could you then comment on that issue of the NATO strategy of forward defence? How
did it affect: the Canadian way of thinking about our own role?

[BELZILEJ 1 don't really remember that it did very much. 0f course, the strategy of forward
defense and flexible response didn't corne in until after 1957-61. Ini the second period, I was a lot
more aware of the extent of the Canadian tasks, because of my job. 1 was the man who was
keeping the maps, and I was manning and organizing and running the war room. And 1 was the
man that used to go on the ground with the commander at that stage, and sleep with my map inside
my pajamas, because there was no one else. So that was how sensitive this one was. And we had
the right forward sector of the Second British Division. And we also held the inter corps boundary
with the First Belgian Corps. Ibis was our deployment area. And this was of course reasonably
classified at the time and particularly the details of where the troops would be. And this leads to
a question about how we dealt with the other allied armies at that time. I remember we felt very
uneasy. We welcomed the additional mechanization and the quick response capabilities that we were
getting, because we were very uneasy at the deployment of the Belgians, on our right, who were
planning to use a different kind of defensive posture than we were - depending heavily on the
coming forward of large reserves from the home country. They did not have aIl their troops on the
ground, s0 they started i front and built up behind. And we could foresee the possibility they might
have to pull back a little and give up a certain amount of ground, and that would have left our right
flank exposed. And s0 we got very conscious of that, and of mechanization. 1 remember touching
up our war plans in those days. Mechanization was a definite asset to us, to be able to react more
quickly if there was a change in our right flank. And I remember at that stage feeling considerably
better in the 1966-68 period, about our ability to do that, than we could have done the first time.

[IULLI How long or wide a front did the brigade have at that time, roughly?

[BELZILE]IbTis particular one was about 12 to 15 kilometers, but it was about 30 deep. And
s0, by today's standards, it wasn't an overly wide territory on the front, but it was very deep. And
one of the reasons it was deep was the dependence of our allies on the right on the arrivai of
sufficient reserves to build up to the full manning they should have had for that front. And if they
didn't succeed in doing that, then we could forese a difficulty in keeping the right flank. Thcy
might have been forced back quicker than us, exposing our flanlc. And, of course, that brought out,
tactically, a situation where we could be enveloped from the south. My boss at the tim, Who was
General Ned Amy, surely wasn't Particularly keen on that. We spent a heil of a lot of time on the
ground planning. But this to me w85 the progression at that stage. This strategy of flexible
response, as it evolved, really wasn't, in the early days, something we were very conscious of.It
didn't change anything on the ground for us.

[HILL] But i the latter period we are Iooking at, say '67, which was the height 0f the stre.ngth
of the Canadian force there, what sort of tactics would you have employed if the Soviets had
attacked, and, let's say, the Belgians hadn't quite gotten there on time with their reserves and 50
on? Was this a sort of layered defence, point by point, where there were a lot of strong points in
there, or was it mainly open country?

[BELZILE] It was hilly, wooded, with a certain amount of urbanization already started. There
was a plain there, which was on the right, and this was the area we were worried about. And we
had, if I remember correctly, a battie group here, a battie group there, and one at the back. Three
major battle groups. We expected that the first two would be committed i the early stages of the
battle and we'd fight a combination of what we called then static defense and mobile defence, by
holding some of the strong points that 1 was describing before and having the manoeuvre troops
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threatened. One was definitely a reserve formation at that stage and another was strong in armour.
It was based mostly on the Strathconas at that stage, which was the tank regiment that we had there.
Then there was the RCR; and then the Vandoos; and then the PPCLI with tie armour. 0f course,
in those days, this information was highly classified; and I'm only doing this from memory and only
because things have changed. But basically, you see, the front was going like that, instead of a
straight east-west thing. But having said ail this, we held a key, pivotai position in Second British
Division, and in fact in the British Army of the Rhine. We held a tactically very important pieoe
of ground. So, from that point of view, as miàlitary planners, we ail vie for something like that
because you've got something really real to put your teeth into. So this was a very real problem
and a very interesting one to plan for.

[HILLI When you say strong points, could you give us some examples of what you mean by that,
right up near the front? What type of thing constitues a strong point?

[BELZILEI Weil, you would have a combat team at a defended locality which would have
probably three infantry platoons dug in and perhaps Up to a tank troop, some of them right in the
position with them, in sniping roles. And these would be dug in with bunkers and overhead covers,
s0 that you would not plan to move these troops during the battie. They'd stay there.

[MILL] And this was to be on a hill side or..?

[BELZILEJ Or an urbanized area, or you'd pick an area that had a lot of natural obstacles, that
is difficult; and you'd cover the ground between the two by fire and observation. Artillery or direct
fire and what have you. Then you'd have your tactical reserve and so on. And so that's it, basically.
We have not diverted very much from that to this day, as a basic defensive tactic. Unlike the
Germans, who tend to be much more linear but have a psychological reason to be s0 because it's
their territory. You know, losing even a couple of kilometers of territory is a psychological blow
for the Germans. It is not so much so for us because we want more flexibility, and this is a better
way to do it as far as we're concerned. So the Canadian defensive doctrine really is a combination
of static defence, which is a Maginot Line kind of philosophy, where you dig in yourself with no
penetration area, and you say nobody goes past (theoretically, anyway), unless they blow right
through you. So we tend to use a combination of tactical mobility in the back, and ability to react,
but using strong points as an anchor. So, instead of having everybody caught up in a move when
the battie starts, some formations are fairly static, and the other ones have freedom of movement
to come and beat them up or to go to their flank if there is a danger of penetration.

[HILL] How close is aIl this to, the inter-German border? Is there a sort of railroad down the front
tdure?

[BELZILEJ There was a corps covering forest terrain, about 20 kilometers. You would have hit
that at about 20 kilometers, from the German boundary.

[HILL] And was there a stream or river or something natural?

[BELZILEJ In this particular sector, there were woods and mountains; it was mountainous In dma
area, not very far from Brunswick. Ail the way to, the Czechoslovak border, and thon south. The
Hartz Mountains were not veiy far from there. So there were natural features.

[COXI Which way?
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[BELZILEJ They were directly east from us.

[FA WELEK] one final question, General Belzile. I was wondermng if you could comment on the
fixnctioning of NATO crisis management procedures at the time you were in North Germany,
specifically during the Berlin crisis i 1958 and during the Czechoslovak Crisis in 1968?

[BELziLEJ I'm flot sure I can really usefully comment on NATO crisis management procedures,
because the job tIiat I had did flot really mnvolve me directly with NATO. In the first instance,
during the Berlin crisis, ail I remember is that we were CBd, confmned to barracks, because there
was a whole bunch of activity. It's a normal routine, you know, you pull people away from leave
and keep them ail in and check your equipment and have a good look at your kit, in case you need
to go. So you do a lot of maintenance and things like that, and that's about the only thing 1
remember from it. 1 think: that was about the time that 1 was becoming the adjutant of the unit. So
1 was the Chief Administrative Officer; I was the guy responsible to draw in the troops from leave
and that sort of thing. In the 1968 crisis, 1 was a little more involved and 1 was in a more
significant job i the sense that 1 was the Brigade Major; and I was responsible for the war room
at that stage. Lut me explain what the war room is. The war room wasn't much bigger than this
room here. But it's a completely secured area, you know i.e. lead Iined walls flot secured from
weapons but so that you could talk freely, so that no electronic listening devices from outside could
pick you up. So the top secret kind of maps and material and your war plans were ail kept in there
in vaults and things like that. And when you were working on a piece of kit or on a map or on a
plan that had a very high classification, you had to do it inside the war room. You neyer took the
files out of there or the mnaps out of there, except when the balloon went up. Except that,when 1
would take one mnap if we went and visited the front, I would literally wear it on my chest, or inside
my pajamas. Because there was no protection for it. Whether we overdid it, or not, neyer entered
our minds quite honestly; you can argue these things today, whether we were too security conscious
or flot enough. As far as l'mn concerned, when 1 was thxe guy responsible for the war room, 1 coulci
flot have been overly conscious, s0 1 was always too conscious. What we used to do when there
was a crisis like that -- and we dici it specifically, I remember, in the Czechoslovak one, because
I was in the DM chair there -- was to calI in the intelligence staff. We would get the Canadian
intelligence system that feecis us information from Canada, andi we would get thxe allieci intelligence
system which is part of the crisis management that you're talking about, feeding us information on
what's going on inside Czechoslovacia. You get a surprising amount of information which gets
corroborated in due course by the more officiai channels or just from the news. You know, if
you're a reasonably well trained guy who knows what to listen for, you're getting a lot of
information from themn. 50 when we had those things, 1 remember being inside thxe vault andi the
brigadier andi the brigade commander were coming in a couple of times a day. I would update them
on what was going on in Czechoslovakia, andi I would tell them that I was updating thxe war plans;
and if there was a problem because a certain piece of kit was down I would tell them that. Bec-ause
1 was aware of everything that was going on, and we were literally manning the war room as if we
were expecting to mnove to our battle position. Andi so, by a combination of allieci intelligence
summaries, by a combination of Canadian intelligence summaries, which i those days took longer
to corne to us from Ottawa than they would today - they're much faster today beCause fixe
communications systems are that much better - and fixe news, we would get ail the information tixat
we needeci. We had every radio tuneci up there. Usually, in our intelligence staff, we haci a couple
of linguists, a couple of guys that understood Czech and Slovalc, andi would listeil to some of the
freedom types of radios that were beamning across trying to tell us what was going on. In certain
cases, as they dici i Hungary in '56, calling for help, in English in fact, so we were able to listen
to that, to a large extent. 50 the processes inside the brigade commandi post, if you want, were
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very much as if we were getting ready to go to war. But we were neyer placed on any alert statusduring the Czechoslovak Crisis, as I remember. We kept ourselves with the pen ready to sign amessage calling people off leave and things like that, but 1 don't remember that we ever did do it.The upward link was also established and constantly maintained with Second British Division, withthe BAOR. Information was coming to us. And the British kept us aware of what they were doing.So, at that level, the crisis management systemi looked pretty good.

[COXJ Was there any significant discordance at the time? You said you got intelligence from
Canada and from the allies, and NATO. Were they mutually reinforcing?

[BELZILEJ By and large they were. The Canadian ones were usually good. The analyses thatwould corne later, anyway. And that's stili true, 1 think. The Canadian intelligence assessmnents
and intelligence summaries, when they got to us in Germany, tended to put a Canadian flavour ithe comment part, giving the establishment of the source, how reliable it was, and how reliable theinformation was. The message was usually coded in one form or another through a few key wordsthat told us where it came from, and added a little bit to the credibility of it. Then there's alwaysa comment, of course. The Canadian comment was always important to us and the comment usuallyhad a Canadian flavour to it. Whereas the one of course that cornes through the NATO systemidoesn't have the samne Canadian connotation. And for a Canadian commander overseas, it is veryimportant to get the Canadian one, because if you were the top of the totem pole there, despite thefact that there is an ambassador at NATO, and despite the fact that there is an ambassador inGermany, despite the fact that you have other channels of Canadian policy, things are being passedto you. You can foresee easily a lot of circumstances where you have to take the whole onus onyour own shoulders, about what you're going to do in preparing the stages and things like that. AndI guess, theoretically, we aIl have the attitude that you've got to be prepared to justify, that you'vegot to be prepared to validate later,why you've done certain actions. So I suppose we ail have thetendency, a bit, of making sure that our files are up-to-date. And the Canadian one of coursebecomes criticai because we know its coloured by the External Affairs assessment. We know thatit cornes colored by somebody else as opposed to just the midlitary.

[HILL] Your remarks about crisis management at the brigade headquarters level are veryiteresting, as I think i NATO headquarters there was somne concern about how well crisis
management functioned at the time of the Czechoslovak Crisis. In fact, I think that one 0f thethings that happened was that there was £0 much information in'the air that they had difficultyfiguring out what was going on in terins of Soviet troop movements and so on; and I think the otherthing was that there were cases in which Soviet ambassadors in some 0f the allied capitals in factnotified the allies that they were moving into Czechoslovakia, and some of this was not in fact
reported back to NATO headquarters. I think, subsequently, there was quite a lot of work donein strengthening those procedures. But it does make it ail the more interesting that at the ground
level, the front line level, on the whole you felt that things were relatively good.

(BELZRIE Well, we felt we had sufficient information, as I said. If my memory serves miecorrectly, we neyer instituted any stages of alert other than perhaps the very basic Canadian ones.We neyer did. However, when thigs started happening like this, we tendecl to use it as anexercise. When I say that I hauled the intelligence staff into the war roomn, they started workigshifts 24 houri a day at that stage. So they were getting a criais atmosphere, a good training sessionout of it, and deaiing with reai information instead of an exercise scenario where you paint thesituation. I wasn't painting the situation; I wanted them to paint it for me; I wanted them to be asfactual as they could possibly be. 0f course, in our briefings to the Canadian authorities at thatstage, we always qualified the information we had by its degree of reliability. But it surely helps
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analysis, plus supported by somebody who's able to tune in to a radio signal fromn some isolated
small station in the mountains in Czechoslovakia that's beaming a message, like wCome and help
us", that really describes some of the activity that is going on. A lot of our people are able to
extrapolate from a relatively small bit of information, flguring out the area where this is going on
and that is going on. And, of course, if you're hearing about a lot of Soviet tanks moving in the
area, you start developing the order of battie as best you cam. And within a period of time you can
probably pin down what regiment it is, what division it is, how many of them there are, and where
they are.

[HILL] I'd just like to ask again, on this European period, two points of clarification. One is, you
mentioned Soviet officers photographing Canadian tanks and 50 on'. Were these the Soviet officers
with the miljitary missions ini Stuttgart or wherever it is?

[BELZILE] The SACSMIS we used to call themn in the north. Then there are the ones in the
south around Lahr with the French. Those were the exchange missions that were established after
The War, during the occupation period. In every one of the four old occupation zones, the British,
the American, the French, and the Soviet zones, there are missions from the others. And they're
still there. And there's a major general heading the Soviet mission with the French headquarters
in Baden, for instance, which rattled my wife at one point, because they met us at the French
embassy on 14 July, about two weeks after we arrived in Germany, and I was the new commander
of a brigade. And a Soviet general met us at a cocktail party and headed straight for me, with an
interpreter. He said: "General, welcome back to (3ermany". And hie knew exactly where I'd been
before. And then he turned to my wife and said: «And how are your two little girls". She just
looked at me and said:"Let's leave". You get used to that.

[COXJ 1 was going to ask a very general question, just in case we don't get back to it. Given the
two periods that you were there, were you happy to be with the Second British Division?

[BELZILEJ Yes, 1 suppose l'mn one of those who can compare the two periods. The real reason
that the Canadian armny, 1 think, to a large extent, was perhaps happier in its Northern deployment
days, was that fromn a purely military and planning point of view, it was much tidier. We had a
portion of the front, and we knew where we were going to go. When you become a reserve
formation for a central army group, as we are in the south, it is more difficuit. In my years tiiere,
1 had to do a lot of talking to try and narrow down the employment options of the brigade 50 that
we could do some sensible planning. To say that you're likely to be used anywhere between Kassel
and the Austrian border, it is pretty difficuit to do any dumping programmes, to malce anypre-deployment arrangements, to know where you're going to store some stocks forward, move
some of your ammunition ahead of time, or things like that. If you don't know if you're going to
b. flghting near Kassel or by the Austrian border, you neyer know for sure how to prepare yourself.
I suppose you can always say, well, if you have a ver)' definite place, you might neyer get there.
But if we had neyer gotten to that place in the old days we'd at least have been somewhere behind
there. Because w. were stationed there. So we knew exactly where we were going and we knew
what part of die front was a Canadian responsibility. With dhe deployment 110w, we have no idea.W. have some definite staging areas, some definite deployment areas that we would start from, but
it's much more difficult to elaborate sound military planning, with logistics sYstems well keyed in
to the whole system. A commander on a front field is very uncomfortabîe if he doesn't understand
how the tail behind him is working. Its not a comfortable position at all when you don't know
where you will get your ammo the next day from, or petrol for your tanks, or food for the troops.
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[HILL] Just one last, small question. You mentioned that, at this stage, the Canadian forces had
a tactical nuclear weapon. 1 think you did. Was that the Lacrosse?

[BELZILE] That was the SSM, the Honest John. We had two batteries. We had a training battery
in Canada which had no weapons, and we had the active bautery in Germnany which had weapons;
but weapons in the hands of Ainericans, who were co-located with us. That was the custodian
system.

[COXJ I suppose you had two-key systema.

[BELZILE] Yes. The Americans neyer gave up their weapons totally. It was the same here and
the same with our air force weapons and the 104s. There was always American custodial staff for
the weapons, although we did the security around the weapons sites and things like that. But there 's
no way a Canadian could have used a weapon on his own hook.

Part IV - Cyprus. 1965 and 1969-70

[HILLI General Beizile, you served in Cyprus on two occasions: first in 1965, and then for a
while when you commanded the Second Van Doos between 1968 andi 1970. Could you tell us
how valuable do you think UNFICYP was in containing the Cyprus crisis in 1964? You mentioned
you were there in 1965, but in fact there must have been a clear idea as to the role that force had
played the previous year.

[BELZILEJ Oh, very much so. In fact, in 1965 we were the third unit to go there. So it was
exactly a year after the first Canadian unit went in there and they had replaced the British
para-regimient i Nicosia and Kyrenia. The line was pretty well established in 1965 between the
two, but the exchanges of fire between the two sides, with us being caught in the crossflre to a
certain exent, were stili fairly common; to the point where you would normally listen to an
exchange of fire and go and investigate. We were able then to set up telephone lines to both the
Greeks and the Turks and find out who was doing the shooting and go in and investigate afier, so
that we could report what had started it. It happened often enough that the investigation hardly went
beyond that, in '65. You knew you could have as many as five or six tîmes a day an exchange of
tire between the two and you went in to check that and got them to stop; and evcntually you
pacified them both. Andi they accused each other ail the time'of having starec it. Most of the
turns we knew because of the location of our troops, in reference to the direction of the bullets.
You could tell, usually, where they came from. So we were able to pacify them, usually, very
quickly. But there were a sufficient number of these incidents happening that, in a daily SITRE,
we probably reported something like four or five exchanges of fire, between Kyrenia and Saint
Hilarion Castie. An estimated 7 or 8 hundred rounds were fired by both sides. Both sides would
deny any involvement i starting the thing. We'd walked arounci and scen no casualties, nobody
hurt. No dead animais and what have you. Case closed. That was about the extent of it. In 1969,
if a thing like that would have happened, it would have gone ail the way to New York, because it
was so rare then. It was very peaceflul at that stage. There haci been a bit of an incident In '68,
before we got there, but by the '69 period it was very quiet. So the difference between the two was
dramatic, llterally! So, if I coulci go back to '65, I don't have any doubt from seeing the situation
on thc ground, at that time, that the Canadian and ot.her United Nations contingents' presence in '64
was literally what stopped the bloodaheci. Because, what was establisheci as thc green line was just
the width of Uiis room. Ini certain places, you could throw rocks at each other, or boules at cach
other, neyer minci shooting. I mean, they are that close at times. And Uic two factions there had
had incidences of things that would approach, I guess in any language andi any stage of bistory,
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massacres really. The numbers may flot have been that great, but they would be massacres i the
way they were performed. The feelings were so strong between the two that, if we hadn't been i
there, 1 don't have any doubts i my mind that it would have been worse i those days. Obviously,
I think the presence of the Canadians and the other contingents i '64 stabilized the situation, no
doubt about it. in '65, the situation was stabilized, although there were stili, as I mentioned at the
begining, a lot of exchanges of fire. What we were trying to do in '65, what we started to try to
do was to try to normalize the life of a bit. So we did a lot of setting up first-aid operations in the
villages. We brought i m1ilitary first-aid teanis; we'd run sick parades, i the enclave and i
Turkish villages which were completely surrounded by the Greeks. The only way you could bring
someébody who was sick or about to have a baby from a village i the Turldsh enclave to a Turkish
hospital i Nicosia, for istance, was to actually physically escort them with an armed vehicle in
the front and an armed vehicle i the back. And we would warn the Greek police that we were
goig through with a pregnant lady, and taire hier to Nicosia and through their lines. We actually
moved with machine guns i the front and machine guns i the back, hustling this young lady to
the first Turkish hospital. The Greeks were trying to prevent that sort of thing, because, i their
normalization process, they were hoping to convince the Turks to use the Greek hospitals; because
they said that, as far as they were concerned, there was only one country and there was no need
for the two communities. There is that great mixture of religion and politics there. Someébody asked
me, at one poit, whether I had experienced that as a youngster in Quebec. 1 said yes, I have, so
I don't find the Greek-Turkish situation that strange to me, because it was very much like the role
of Quebec when I was a kid. The whole atmnosphere i Cyprus i '65 was permeated by it. There
was complete mistrust between the two sides, at least to the point where they both tried to accuse
the other contiually of violations. So we spent a lot of time out there doing investigations. We had
to be terribly careful that, while ivestigating those violations, we didn't wind up working for one
side or the other's intelligence systems. For instance, 1 remember cases where the Greek police
would isist I go and meet them by Bel à Paix Abbey, so we could have a look across the pass at
the Turkish positions. And they were trying to tell mie: "Se, that's a new bunker - a new bunker
- a new bunker", knowig full well that I would have to send some troopa there to go and have a
look to see if things had changed sice the last tume we'd inspected the thing. If you came back
and confirmed that it had changed, or not, you see, they'd put their maps up-to-date. 50 they were
tryig to use us. They were trying to use us to collect their itelligence and things like that. So that
was the atmosphere i 1965. Total mistrust. There was no real fight between the two, other than
occasional exchanges of tire. I used to feel very strongly i 1965 that we were absolutely necessary
to keep thern from open flghtig. Ini '69 I felt a little differently. There were two or three
exchanges of tire i the six months that I spent there. It was sumamer. It was hot. I became a
scuba diver to pass the time away. And of course we encountered then a lot more of the sanie kind
of problema I was talking about earlier about Korea. You had to keep the troops busy, so they
didn't go to Regina Street and look for the whisky girls and spend every cent they had just to look
at a female smiling at theni. So the problem was a little different then; and Of course the Situation
was stable then, 1 guess, i '69. In '65 it was more or less stable. So the easy answer is that there
is no doubt in my mind that i '64 and '65 we helped, and probably saved a lot of lives, by being
there. 1 would be a little more skeptical about 1969.

[HILL] At that tume, the Canadian contingent, I believe, was partly on the green line i Nicosia
and then also to the north and up towards Kyrenia. At that stage, the Turkish community was i
what was i effect an enclave, which didn't have access to the sea at Kyrenia.

[BELZILE] Within the enclave there was the Turkish village of Temblos, mn which I had a couple
of incidents. There was a little enclave by Saint Hilarion Castle, and then the village of Temnblos,
which was almost at the coast. You had Temblos just iland, and then Kyrenia on the coast; and
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then Lepitos. This is where we had to go over a mountain pass, which was very rough and very
narrow. If you wanted to take some wounded or some sick people out from the village into a
Turkish hospital ini Nicosia, as I was describing, the only way, of course, was through the Greek
lines. Through the normal highway, tiirough the normal pass. And this is what forced us to have
to go through the village to Kyrenia and having to warn the police and do the armed escort to take
out a pregnant woman. But every time we pulled their people out of the hole like this, which we
thought was our job, the Turkish side feit that it reduced a bit their propaganda capabilities. And
so they would try and pull some stunts on us once in a while. They'd say, it takes too long when
we go through the United Nations. We have a wife in the village that's about to have a child and
we 're not going to wait. So we're going to go up by Saint Hilarion Castle and we'll walk her. Just
about kill the poor woman. But, just to prove their point, they would run her up ail the way up
there and bring her to the Turkish road that would start just on the other side of the Kyrenia range.
They'd bring her down through Genellie and Orticoy, and take her down to a Turkish hospital.
And, of course, if she dîed, then I was the guy to blame, because supposedly the United Nations
wasn't fast enough or the Greeks weren't cooperating enough to let that woman go through. You
know their uine; they had no business doing that. So, one of the things they kept on wanting to do
ail the time was to build a road to join these two Turkish areas. There was in fact a trail, with
an OP that we called trails end. And there was one at "The White House". Strange, but there was
a Turkish restaurant called the White House, and Saint Hilarion Castle was just there. There were
exchanges of tire quite often in that area. So they started to build that road,and, of course, in order
to be able to do that they wanted to knock my post out. So I actually had to deploy my company
in fighting formation once, in 1965, to prevent the Turks from going through. They were going
to push our OP out of the way with bulldozers, unless I ordered it out. And of course I said I
wasn't going to do that. 1 said, you know, if they corne and try to remove it by force, they must
realize they're attacking the United Nations, a United Nations position. And the United Nations
would defend themselves. Now while ail this was going on, the Greeks knew that tliey were
building this road. And we didn't want the Turks to do it because that was considered provocative.
While this was going on, they started to squeeze on both sides; and the Greeks started to approach
with the intention of sealing off the village. So 1 had to establish two new posta, one on each
side,to keep the Greeks at bay. And these were still i existence in '69 when I was there, because
we were still in the north in those days. So we had somne of these instances in '65 which came very
close to fairly major shooting exchanges. But somiehow we turned them around, with 5 or 10
minutes to go most of the time. They played that chicken game, the only way I could qualify it,
to see how far they could push us and how far they could push things. So it'a very useful to have
been there, but at the saine time it was very trying; especially for some of our junior leaders who
were really on the spot there, because you know you don't really know when anything is going to
start. So, I'd keep a unit in Cyprus regardless of our national policy, because this is the greatest
training that we've got. It's the nearest thing we have to a guy being on the line where there are
bullets flying and the other guy's got a gun.

IHILLI I aiso went down that track at that time to Temblos and you could see the sea; it was
about 200 yards away but the people who lived in that village could not go to the sea at that time.
That is ail changed now, of course. Ail that area was occupied by the Turkish army in '74, and so
that whoie issue is now different, the whole situation has changed. Do you stili feel the Canadian
contingent i Cyprus is performing a vaiuable task at this time? 1 mean, the problem of keeping
the two communities apart has now gone,and there are other problems. The two aides are stili
confronting each other, but you don't have the kinds of problems you just described - of people
having te drive ta hospital through hostile territory and s0 forth,
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[BELZILE] 1 think you can best answer that by answering exactly the sanie way 1 did in 1974.
When the Turkish invasion took place in 1974, 1 hadt just taken commnand of Four Brigade ini
Germany. The airborne regiment was in Cyprus, and when thc inlvasion started it became obvious
that they nccded a littie more protection. So we shipped some fromn Gcrrnany. We took some
heavier vehicle APCs, and there arc stili about il or 12 of theni on Cyprus (I was there last time,
last year, about this trne, and they'rc stili there), with thc intention of having a littie more
protection for our people as they moved about and patrollcd there bctwecn the Greeks and Turks
or tricd to stop theni. Gcneral Quinn was then commanding Canadian forces in Europe, and since
1 was thc Most recent commander in Europe that had been to Cyprus (about 5 years before) lic
askcd me Uien what I Uiought was going to happen i Cyprus. And 1 said, well, i my humble
opinion, Uic Cyprus problem is about to be solved. And 1 said, when Uic Turks move in there, the
world and Uic United Nations may not like Uic way Uiey'rc going to solve Uic problemn, but Uicy
have in fact solved Uic prOblcm. They have partitioncd Uic island. And I don't sec anyway out of
it. And I'd be terribly surprised if, in my lifetime and Uic lifetime of most of Uic people around
me right now, wc saw Uic old arrangements again. The Turks have kcpt only two areas besides
Uic main 40% of Uic island or so Uiat Uiey hold. They have kept Famnagusta, and Uiey have kcpt
a littie enclave in Uic south, which i my mind are two bargaining chips. They're prepared
cventually to give theni up, I thinlc, for a defactoQ recognition. As you know, they have crcated
Uieir own statc up Uicrc now. They use Turkish Lira as money; Uierc are Turlcish banks, everybody
speaks Turkish; Uiey changcd Uic nanies, and Uic wholc thig is Turkish. I don't think Uiey'rc
about wo move from Uiere. As to wliether wc could foresce that coming, I think Uic Greeks, in my
personal opinion, gave Uiem Uic best excuse under Uic sun, by trying to put Nicos Sanipson i
power. Nicos Sanipson of course was i Eoka. It was prctty well established that he was an Eoka
bit man during Uic British days. And Uic Turks simply would not accept Uiat. But, you lcnow, even
i '65, I rememnber seeig boules of pop i a Turkish restaurant that would have Uic word "Texen"

on it. Texen, according to my best lexicon i Turkish, meians separation. So, i '65, Uicy fully
intendcd to separate Uic island.

[HILL] Do you Uiinic Uic UN force Uiere now still bas a very useful role wo play?

[BELZILEJ If you accept, or partially accept, Uic premise Uiat Uic Cyprus problem is solved,
even if we don't like Uic way it lias been solved, by Uie Turks, Uicn "No". I Uiinlc you could
perforni Uic sanie function now i a progressive way. Or, if you want, you could probably do Uic
sanie Uhig wiUi tearns of observers, like we had i Lebanon and Jordan and places like Uiat; as
opposed wo troops. Howcver, it will probably take a wbilc for Uic wounds of 1974 to stop fcstering.
I suspect Uicrc would be some howlig if wc tried wo pull Uic United Nations right out. My opinion
is Uiat we would probably nced to have an evolutionary wiUidrawal, whcrc wc would change Uic
nature of Uic force into somnething cisc. But, as a force Uiat kecps Uic two sides apart, I don't Uiink
its usefulness is as great as it used wo be.

[MILL] Now for Uic last question, about having UN forces i there. AlUiougli Turkcy evcntually
intcrvened i and occupicd Uic northcrn part of Uic island, at lcast Turkey and Greece did not go
wo war, althougli I think it came vcry close wo Uiat on a number of occasions. And even though the,
initial role of Uic U.N. forces was undcrmined, if you like, by Uic Turkisli invasion, noncUieleas,
Uic fact of Canada and other U.N. forces being in Cyprus in that carlier period was really very
valuable froni a NATO poit of vicw, I would say. I mean, I wondcr if you care wo comment on
that point? Just how valuable lias Canada': role in Cyprus been wo NATO?

[BELZILE] Oh, I Uiink Uic wholc presence of Uic U.N. contingent i Cyprus is certainîy seen
by most of us, and I believe wiUi ver>' valid reason, as a stabiîizing influence on Uic southern flank
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of NATO. As you pointed out, the danger of Greece and Turkey going to war in 1974 was
probably very great at one point, although I think that what kept it from happening, probably, was
the great proximity of the Turkish forces, versus the long line that the Greek forces would have had
to fly or to navigate to make any significant impact on the situation. It obviously has flot helped
the relationship between Greece and Turkey. And 1 think it does flaw, to a large extent, the security
of the southern flank of NATO. But 1 think that the animosity that existed between the Greeks and
the Turks would have been there anyway; because I think it has always been there. Cyprus is flot
the only point of contention between the two.

[HILL] But you do feel that Canada's role in Cyprus is well regarded by die other NATO allies,
and has been seen as making a major contribution to allied relations?

[BELZILE] I think it still is, although since '74, basically, the situation has been so stable that
there has flot been very much involvement by the troops, except for manning the Green LUne.

[HILL] But in the earlier period, for example.

[BELZILE Ini the earlier period, absolutely.

[HILL] Thank you very much, General Belzile.

Part V - Canadian Years. 1968 and 1970-74

[HILLI General Beizile, aside from the second tour of duty ini Cyprus, which we have just
mentioned, the years between 1968 and 1974 were spent in Canada commanding the Second Van
Doos at Valcartier, as a member of the career planning staff at CFHQ and as Commandant of the
Combat Arms School at CFB Gagetown. These were also quite momentous years ini Canada's
relations with NATO. Canadian troop levels in Europe were cut in haif in 1969. There was a new
Defence White Paper in 1971 which put national sovereignty and defence of North America ahead
of NATO and peace keepîng. The Canadian Armed Forces were cut in numbers and faced static
budgets which prevented them from carrying out normal re-equipment programmes. The CAST
commitment to Norway was established, but in reality nothing very much was done to make it a
live, functioning, military activity. At the same time, in 1970, the Armed Forces were relied upon
very heavily during the FLQ crisis, which saw 10,000 service'personnel, deployed ini Quebec. 1
wonder if you could tell us somnething of your personal experience of those years. What was the
effect on the Armed Forces of the developments I've just mentioned?

[BELZILEJ Well, if 1 may, I'd like to perhaps start with a few comments on my last few months
of service in Europe prior to coming back to Canada and taking over the command which you
mentioned. The first indication that there was going to be a massive cut in Europe came to us while
I was stili the Brigade Major and the senior operations officer in the brigade. Teams from Canada
stared to come in, to discuss what a brigade group of about 2,500 people would look like, situated
in the south of Germany, compared to what we had. You remember, in previous conversations,
1 mentioned that the brigade was at its peak at Soest at the time with about 6,600 people, a nuclear
unit and a tremendous amount of fire power. The commander, at that stage, using me, and his
other staff as planners, indicated that we were to take a first cut at trying to design this force for
southern Germany, with a few basic principles in mind. The first one, and the most critical one,
was to be, that you were not going to reduce any more than possible the fire power of the
organization i.e., the hitting or the fighting power of the organization. And most of your cuts
should b. designed at the outset as being in the administrative support and in the reduction of oui
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capabilities to sustain the force. You would have only a bit smaller force at the front if you ever
needed to use it, but it would flot have the durability, it would flot have the same lasting power, as
the organization that wc had had in the north. So, that's the way we flrst looked at it, with a lot
of misgivings, to be quite honest, because no commander on the front line is going to fe very
comfortable unless he is comfortable with what's behind him - what the support systems are going
to be. Nevertheless, I guess, in the back of our minds, wc believed that nobody would leave us
there as orphans and that somehow and some waY, the administrative support, the logistics support,
which had wo be weakened, werc going to catch up with us before wc did get involved. So that was
thc context ini which I got involvcd in this reduction in Europe: 1 was one of the staff officers, who
had somne of the early cuts at dcsigning the rcduccd force. Despite the statements by the commander
at the time that we should try and kccp as much of the tire power as possible, that tumned out to be
impossible to do within the parameters that werc given to us regarding overali strength. Things
such as die SSM Battcry, the nuclear unit, disappeared at that stage. Things like the specialist
anti-tank unit, which had the first sort of missile system that we used as an anti-tank system, as
opposed tw other tanks or guns. There was also the SS-1 1 French system that we had bought a fcw

years before. That organizatioJi disappeared as a group. One of the basic battie groups that I was
describing carlier, the battalion level kind of organization, disappeared, Ieaving us with only thrcc
battalion groupS instead Of the four that we continued wo believe wc really needed.

[HILLJ What was die reaction of the army at that time?

[BELZILE] It was one of frustration. You'll also remember this was also the period of the
integration process, ordered by the Minister Of National Defence at that time. And integration did
not bother woo many people because we aIl recognized that in small peacetime forces you cannot
afford really the flexibility of training pilots, for instance, in three different schools. Let the RCAF
do it, instead of having three schools; training cooks, training drivers in threc schooIs, depending
on whcthcr thcy werc going wo go wo thc navy or thc air force or the army. Ali of us recognized
that a lot of thcse things would provide tremendous savings if we were able wO join together a lot
of that kind of training. And thc command and control above it would get better coordinated and
better integratcd.

[HILL] That of course was i the '64 White Paper. What in cffect scemed wo happen was that it
took several years to implement. 1 mcaii I recaîl in '67 there were stili Uic old unifori. It wasn't
until '68 thc ncw one came ito effect.

[BELZILE] That was truc. But Uiis was thc start of it, and aIl of Uiis was happening in a parallel
fashion. Not only wcre we being eut, but our basic philosophical or fundamental underpinnings,
if you want, were changig dramatically. So I'm mcntionig it only perhaps to try and explain Uic
contcxt i which we functioned at Uic time. So wc wercn't very happy wiUi Uiat, because we felt
we would have a Iess balanccd force, one with no depUi, one quite capable of fighting wiUiin its
given strength and equipment and training status, but with no durability. So nobody feit particuîarîy
good about Uiat and that's Uic reason I bring it up. Anyway, 1 came home at that stagc, before ail
Uiis in fact took place, s0 my involvement was in Uic planning, but 1 was able wo sec Uic uncasiness
Uiat was floating around Uic army, particularly, at Uiat time. I didn't have too many contacts with
Uic other services at that stage, because Uic air force was still in France and southcrn Germany and
we didn't have Uiat many contacts wiUi them. When I came back wo take over command of Uic
battalion in Quebec City and in Valcartier 1 knew I had two very intcresting ycars ahead of me, s0
a lot of Uic big policy aspects of Uic thing really didn't boUier me too much. I'd jiist like wo
mention a few of Uic Uiings wc got involvcd in, woo, at that stage; and you'll sec whY Policy was
Uic last Uiing on my mind, because 1 was too involved. Whcn 1 got back 1 alrcady knew that 1 was
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going to go to Cyprus in '69, so a lot of the early days of my service there was Cyprus-oriented.
I also already knew that we were going to form a new quick-reaction force in Canada, called the
Canadian Airborne Regiment. And one of the roles that 1 had in the second battalion of the Royal
Vingt Deuxième then, at that stage, was that we had the parachute role, we had the Northern
Canada Reaction Force, its funictions were now going to be taken over by a new organization. So
that affected us in the sense that I took everything that was parachute-training oriented in my unit,
and gave it ail up including about 200 men, to a new organization which was forming up. So it was
a period of turmoil. But a period that was particularly interesting because of the turmoil. We did
Cyprus. When we came back, we thought perhaps that, with the new White Paper, things were
going to start changing. The White Paper wasn't out yet. It didn't corne out unil '72 or so, I
guess, or late '71. So, at that stage of the game, our priorities were not seen as being different.
Instead of the parachute and the northern defense role, my battalion was staffed then by Mobile
Command, to be more oriented towards the southern hemisphere, more oriented to reaction perhaps
i tropical areas, to wherever Canada decided to send us, either for United Nations duties or other

tasks. We had to have a force capable of reacting fairly quickly to whatever came up. And 1 was
then sent with the aircraft carrier Bonaventure, as a floating base, and we went to Jamaica for about
three or four months. We trained in the jungle, which was totally different for a unit that had
previously been northern-oriented. We were in the bush then, learning to swim with floating rafts
and things like that, across rivers, and in a particularly warin climate, and an oppressive kind of
heat that we found in the cockpit country particularly, that big hole in the northern part of Jamaica
where we did our training. So, at the end of ail this, the brouhaha was starting to be felt on the
FLQ side. The Montreal City Police were also making noises about strikes, which was a little ahead
of the 1970 FLQ crisis. But in 1969 you will remember we were doing some contingency planning
to go and replace the police force in the centre of Montreal. I was involved in '69 and '70 doing
ail the recces and things like that, ready to go into Montreal to replace the police if they ever
decided to walk out. As it turned out, this was very useful, because when we had to deploy for the
FLQ, later, ail of our recces and ail of our plans to move into the city and to operate there were
already in place, although they weren't originally set up for the FLQ crisis. And 1 think that
perhaps it is important to mention that, in a way; it indicates that a well trained armed force can
be fairly flexible. But our original reconnaissance, original planning, to move into areas like
Montreal, was mostly related to police strikes. You remember that the first signs of FLQ activity
started much earlier than that, in 1963. The existence of the FLQ in Quebec was well known at that
time, and we tended to try and get dloser than the police, to try and get our intelligence network:
a little up-to-date. But we were discouraged from doing so, interestingly enough, and I don't
remember who discouraged us. I guess we were simply told at that time that this was a police
matter and we had no business trying to keep track of who the FLQ was and things like that. We
were to leave that to the police. However, for what it's worth, 1 think some of us kept ourselves
as aware as we could of the whole situation, because 1 think we could read the writing on the wall,
dhat somewhere aiong die way we'd have to get involved with that situation. So anyway, in the
summer of '70, I came to Ottawa, and when the FLQ crisis broke in the f811 0f '70, 1 was a staff
officer in Ottawa - a frustrated one, because 1 would have liked to have taken my troops on this job.
1 had donc the planning and 1 had donc ail the deployment. However, somcbody cIsc got the
involvement and 1 was on staff here in the old headquartcrs in those days. When the force was al1w
deployed in Ottawa, it was under the command of a very good friend of mine, Gencral Rad Walters,
who commanded Pcuiwawa. And he used to corne into my office. So 1 kept myself fairly up-to-date
on what was going on then. But they were covering the sector of the National Capital Region,
really, and thc other aide of thc Ottawa River, thc part of Quebcc from Hull going north to
Petawawa, whcrc you'll remember some of the searches took place for cither kidnapped people such
as Cross or what have you. Sorne of thc carlier searches took place up there toc. And sorne of
the mass arrests of course around Luskville and Quyon and a whole bunch of littie places up there,
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were flot seen lilce the saine tinderbox that Montreal or even Quebec City were. But I guess the

police had enough indication that there might be trouble. We had some troops around Ottawa, flot

only for the protection of various embassies and VIPs, but also for reaction to anything in the part
of Quebec which is just across the river from Ottawa.

[HILLI I would like to ask one or two further questions following up on what you just said. The

first one is about the troop cuts ini Europe which you mentioned. In other words, the brigade in
Europe had an idea that these troop cuts might be coming, as 1 think you said, before it was

announced. I was wondering, did the forces of the other allies get wind of this in advance,and what
was their reaction?

[BELZILEI I'm flot sure how much they really knew about it, but at the stage when I was stili
there, I expect they knew quite a bit. At my level, I was working fairly closely with the Belgian
brigade that was also stationed in Soest, and we used to conduct some command post exercises with
them occasionally. They lived right around the saine area that we did, and used the facilities of our

officer clubs and things like that. And I think that, at that stage, they expected that we would move.

And of course they wanted all the PMQs, the family housing, and aIl of our schools, and our club

facilities, which they eventually wound up taking over. But 1 don't really know the state of
knowledge of this quite honestly. It was kept fairly discreet still at that stage, but 1 expect that

NATO was well aware of it. Therefore it would have filtered down, but I don't have any precise
recollection of their reaction to that.

[PULL] Do you recollect what was the attitude in the army, the Canadian army, after the troops

cuts were announced? You were back in Canada at that time. What was the reaction of the army
in general, and Mnost of the officer corps?

[BELZILE] Well, I think that, generally speaking, "disastrous" would probably be the word that

I would start from, and then qualify it. Regardless of what White Paper we're dealing with, and

regardless of the priorities therein stated, our NATO commitment by and large l'as steered the

professional developmfent of the armny, and that's one of the things that I think scared us the Most

about NATO becoming a lesser priority to a certain ement, at least in words and in print. There was

thec fact that we were flot goiflg to get as many people rotated through thec highly sophisticated, the

teclinological, battlefield that was conteinplated for Central Europe. And 1 would flot belittle that

froin a point of view of professionalism of the force. We stili feel like that today, in fact. Unless

you can get your army rotated, and Most of your people through a place like Europe, which l'as the

high-inteisity battlefield as a likely scenario, we feel that we are missing out on the general Staff

training and missing out on the professional development of our own officer corps. So despite the

fact we can do United Nations tasks, we can do a whole bunch of reaction actions in Canada and
that sort of thing, 1 think we feel pretty strongly in the military that the NATO commnitmnent is really
at the base, ai the core, of our professîonalismn. As you know, we discuss warfare on a total
spectrum, from 10w intensity to high intensity. There is no scenario thai we can think of for any
war thai would occur in Central Europe that is flot in the high intensity spectrum. We feit then, and
we continue to feel to this day, that Europe is where the high intensity battlefield is likely to be.
And hence the professional training of our officers should include that. Because the better and thec
higher intensity the force is trained for, the casier it is to do the other jobs. Whilc the opposite is

flot true. You cannot have a United Nations type of light force and throw it into the high intensity
situation and expect it f0 function very well. So, despite the fact that ini 1971 the Paper changed
the priorities, in actual fact, as far as the army particularly was concerned, we stili kept our eyeball
mostly, from a professional point of view, on Central Europe, which we still do in ail of our
doctrinal studies.
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[HILLI There is also a point about having a critical mass, if you like, within the Canadian army.
If the European commitment had been done away with altogether, as was discussed I think at one
stage, then presumably there would flot have been a need for more than say a maximum of 10,000
ground troops in Canada; then with that, I mean, you would flot have had, probably, a solid,
coherent kind of armed force.

[BELZILEJ That is a very valid point indeed. But perhaps more important in my mind is the
fact that, professionally, even a smaller army would have lost considerable expertise, which takes
years to rebuild, should you ever need it. If you would just allow me one example, you know at
that time, also, the battie was on as to whether we were to retain tanks or not, because they were
perceived as an aggressive weapons system whereas we were purely a defensive force. What do
we need tanks for? Well, without getting into a lesson ini tactics, you know, the tank, on the
battlefield, is flot only a we1I protected vehicle, it is a vehicle with a tremendous amouint of shock
power. And if you don't have that kind of shock and that kind of sustained power, you have a
force which is totally unbalanced. And, as the Israelis proved, the sanie was true the opposite way
in '73. Using tanks without infantry is suicidai also. So you need this ail-ams, general combat
capability. Once you start removing a segment of this, you've got an army that doesn't understand
tank-infantry cooperation, doesn't understand how to use tanks in a defensive battie and how to use
them also in an offensive battie. You stop understanding this. And when any emergency starts later,
it is too late. It would take years to rebuild the kind of expertise which is now imbued in the
officer corps. You remove one spoke of the wheel, then the wheel is weaker. And most people
start saying, well, you know, you get a lesser task then; we won't ask you to do the sanie job. You
wiIl do more of a police job and tliings like that. But what you have lost is that total expertise i
a certain area and the synergetic value of that expertise. You could aiso use the exaniple of the
Navy. How long do you think it would take our Canadian Navy to rebuild? Even if we gave them
the equipment, suddenly, which they don't have, the mine warfare capabilities that a balanced navy
should have, an anti-mine capabilîty or a mine sweeping capability, which the Canadian Navy
hasn't had for years, how long would it take the Navy to rebuild their expertise? I'm flot a sailor,
but I submit to you that it would take years of rebuilding to rebuild the expertise which has been
Iost. And we feit very strongly about the tank. Not only for its power, and for its weapons system.
We feit very strongly that, if it was removed, we would be left with an army that would flot be
able to, fight in a high intensity battlefield, because it would flot be baianced. We would then have
had to revert to much lesser roles and probably not have been able to survive very well in a high
intensity battlefield. But if one ever decided to go back to, a high-capability system, it would have
taken years to rebuild the synergetic value tiiat is necessary. 50 we sound emotional when we talk
about tanks, but there is a little more tlian just that big iron machine. The whole professional cadre
and corps of an army is involved.

[HILLI You mentioned the spoke of a wheel. I think the mechanized brigade group in Europe is
seen as one spoke.But, aiso, a good portion of the army in Canada is in fact designed as a backup
to that spoke. You have to, have at least twice as many people here to provide rotational capabilities
and backup in a wartime situation, if I'm not mistaken. Would you car to comment on that?

[BELZILEJ You'rc perfectly right. We can say that, even without getting into, the validity of the
figures uscd in NATO planning for casuaity rates and things like this in a high intensity battlefield.
You were talking carlier about the critical mass. We tak about critical mass in a variety of
fashions, but the critical mass that is thc most important one in action, is the one that is required
to maintain fighing capability. When you get a unit that's dccimated, to about 65 to 70% of its
original strcngth, that saps interpersonal knowledge and confidence within the group, and then what
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So we have tended, in past wars, and I submit that it would flot be any different now, to believe
that by the time a unit formation gets to about 65 %, you cannot just keep sending replacements to
it and expect it to function to any capacity. So you have to pull it out of the line and replace it with
another, new organization, with ail the built-in collective training that they've done together, whilst
you rebuild the other in tJhe back somewhere. So, what tIiis means is that you're looking at two
types of reinforcernents, two types of augmentation. You're looking at the individual one which goes
in to fill a few key spots when a guy gets hurt, gets wounded or gets killed. You've got to replace
him, or you lose coherence. You lose a tank, you lose a tank crew, you corne in with a tank with
a crew in it. You don't just arrive with a tank and give it to them. It's got to corne with a gunner,
with a driver, and with a crew commnander. But at a certain point you can't keep doing that, you've
got to literally pull the whole organization out and put a new one in there. Now, we expect in high
casualty battlefields to have somewhere between 1 and 3% casualty rates on days of battle. And
if 65% or 70% is considered the critical mass, that gives you 10 days at the highest rate. So it
means that you have 30% decimation or attrition in that force, which starts playing very close to
that critical mass and the ability of the organization to function well. So once you get below that

you're really looking for another organization. That means you should have a twin organization.
If your commitmnent calîs you to stay there with that kind of force, you should really have, ready

to go, a twin organization, Or as close to a twin organization as could be there within 10 days.
Or, if the commitmnent Or the contact that the force is involved in is much less, put it at 1 % if you
want - if the intensity is a little less-- you still have 30 days; that's 70% critical mass. So we wind
up with somewhere between 10 and 30 days if we commit forces to battle i Europe; and if our
comrnitment in Europe requires us to keep at least that level of force there without even augmenting
it, then we need to be able to get another force ini there of that saine size withiii 10-30 days. In

order to have it ready in Canada you should really have it here, fully manned, fully equipped, with
simjilar equipment; and there's one of our main flaws. We .don't have enough tanks, for instance,
to do that now. Then we have to think also of the CAST commitmnent. So we've got two brigades
committed to Europe, one of which is in Canada. And we need at least two to back them up, at
Ieast two. And then some sort of a system for individual augmentation or the crew augmentation

and so on. And so far you have not even considered looking at expanding the force to say, perhaps,
a division, and so on, which bistory tells us would probably happen quickly.

[IILL] Also, there's the poit, 1 think, about rotation i peacetime. I mean, you cannot keep one
force over i GerMany idefinitely. You've got to be able to brig them back here again, 50

presumably there's that requirenlent as well. You have to send some people over there for thre

years, then brig themn back again. 50 there's that sort of requirement. I was very iterested in

your comments on the critical mass on the battlefield; but aiso there was the question of the critical
mass of the army i general i Canada. You need a certain size in order to function at ail, in fact,
i the kind of environent we are talking about.

[BELZILEJ Now, of course, when you corne back to Canada, the armny need flot - if we continue
to use the analogy of spokes i a wheel - the army need not to be at the saine intensit:y, the saine
capacity as needed on the Centrai Front. For operations in Canada, we don't expect a horde of tank
comig across the border, because there's no way they can corne in across the border, or land on
the beach i the north. But the kind of problem that you would probably have in Canada would be
an iternal security one, where vital points, either of a military nature or a civilian nature, water
systems and what have you, could be subjected to partisan sabotage or indeed to direct infiltration
by such troops as Speznatz and groups like that. It can be very demanding in teirms of numbers of
troops, but not necessarily with the saine equipment or indeed the saine Standard of trainig as for
Europe. But the ideal force for that there is one that is flot necessariîy available, except whicn the
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cadre formns, in peacetime. And the ideal force for that is probably the normal citizen army that
we 've always had in the past. I mean our reserves, or the territorials as they would cail them. in
Britain, our Militia and other reserve forces. But that whole complex has got to fit together. The
army system, cannot consist of two separate armies. Professionally, it's got to be one that can flow
from one to the other, because you neyer know how a scenario will develop. There's a maxim here
that says that: "The only thing that you're sure of when a military operation starts is tIiat nothing will
be as you planned it". So your plan is just a starting point, a launching platform. Then everything
takes its course. So the more flexible the force is, the more balanced the force, and the more ready
your reserves and your mobilization basis, the more secure nationally we should feel.

[COXJ I wanted to ask you, regardless of the outcome, did you feel that in '69 there were fair
opportunities for the professional soldier to present his views to decision makers?

[BELZILEJ That's a very interesting point. I've thought about it quite a lot. When I was
commander of CFE in Europe, for example, most of the policy discussion that took place in
Brussels neyer involved me as a commander on the spot. There were always somne guys from
Ottawa coming over, and leaving me with a bit of an uneasy feeling that whatever arrangements
they made, I'd got to live with. I think that the commander on the spot should be mnvolved, but,
generally speaking, he is not. It's perhaps too strong an accusation, but the involvement of the local
commander is often very marginal.

[HILLJ 1 had much the samne thought in my mind because it occurred to me while you were
speaking. When you came back from Germany, in this period, as you mentioned, your first charge
was looking after the north and looking after paratroop tasks, then given other duties, then sent
down to Jamaica to train for world wide responsibilities, and then involved in civil duties in Canada.
It must have been a time of great confusion in many ways, seen fromn the perspective of the military
officer, not at the highest ranks, but at the regimental levels.

[BELZILEJ I was in the Citadel then, of course. It is a great peacetime garrison, but it doesn't
have much storage space, s0 we had to have facilities in Valcartier, also, about 18 miles up the
road. 1 had a hanger for the Arctic kit, and a hanger for the tropical kit. And 1 said to my company
commanders: "Whatever emergency we would go on, fellows, the part of the message to, tell you
to execute plan A or B will also have a paragraph that will say hanger B or hanger C, whatever it
is, because that's where you bring the troops to pick-up the kit". Because, if you go to, the tropics
or if you go to Baffin Island, you need two different sets of kits. The underwear for the north is
a little warmn down south. So there are aIl of these things to consider. And we had to keep the kit
for ail of these tasks, and maintain it. And that brings mie back to this question of critical mass.
It's a real problein when you use the saine people for multiple tasks. Some of the jobs are s0
different, one froin the other, that you literally have to reorganize and re-equip the force every time
you move.

(HILLI Did the military officers at the regimental, level ever have the feeling that the people at the
top had talcen decisions without having much idea, really, of the implications for the guys on the
ground? Here you are, ail of a sudden, landed with a whole bunch of different tasks. The doctrine
and training for those tasks are presumably different. And you're kind of left to scramble and
implement it.

[BELZILEJ I think that would be a fair observation; and 1 used to feel that way myseif then. But
1 believe it is fair at this stage to tell you that, as 1 got to be more senior myself, 1 think 1 began
to understand a littie better the difficulties of the senior guys, also, in this planning process. Perhaps
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1 would be less critical of themn now. 1 moved to the -we, - I guess, versus the *they ". 1 would be
littie less critical now because 1 understand the difficulties under hich te senior staff operats

a littie better than I did then. But, by and large, except for bar tallc, if you want, where you
say, "Weil, these so and Sos don't know what the hell theY're taking about", except for that, by and
large, moat of our people at the working level, the regimental, level, don't concern themselves too
much about these things. You don't have time.

[IILLI Let's talk a bit more about the CAST commitment. That was set up around the tume that

the troops in Germany were cut. Presumably you were over in Germnany at the time those decisions
were made. So you would flot have been involved in any of those discussions at that time. But
were the van Doos involved at ail in that period, or was that task given to other units elsewhere
in the country?

[BELZILE] 'he CAST brigade, in its early infancy, used to be a force made up from units from

right across the counitry, as opposed to an organization like Five Brigade which has the majority of

this task right now. But that came much later. Thbere was a battalion of Van Doos, it wasn't mine,
that had a CAST role at that stage, together with a battalion from Ontario and a battalion from

western Canada. That sort of CAST brigade was flot a brigade on the ground in Canada, it

consisted of designated units from right across the country, that would comne together and go to

Norway when required. We had the sanie kind of situation with the parachute force at one time,

also. We had a parachute role in Northern defence; it was done by a collection of uflits from across
the country. Ibhis was nstead of having an organization such as we have now, which is mainly ai

Petawawa, a lighter, quick-reaction force, sort of kept ail together. In the early days of the

parachute force, we used to use troops; from ail over the country. Likewise With CAST. But, in
My two years in Quebec, or gailivanting betv'een Jamnaica and Cyprus, I really neyer gave such

questions much thought. But 1 do remember that my sister battalion, the Third Van Doos, was

involved in CAST at that tume. However, it was only one of a variety of tasks.

[MILLI I think that was the point I wanted to ask.

[BELZILE] I had the north and I haît the tropics. He had the north and he had Norway. So it

was a multi-tasked organizatioli. And the CAST commitment was only one of the things they had

to plan for. Now, quite a few years later, a lot of us felt very unconifortable with that kind of

multiple tasking. I initiated a land forces operational effectiveness study when I was commander of

Mobile Command, which led to the primary tasks assigninent system it exists flow ini the Armed
Forces. We changed that in 1984. But before thai we had mnostly multi-tasked units.

[HILLI David, do you have any questions on CAsT?

[COX] No, except, 1 guess, to ask what was the logic of choosing units ftrm across the country.

It doesn't sound as if it would make military sense to do that, given where they had to go.

[BELZILEJ I will have to try to put myself ilito the minds of some of my senior colleagues. One
reason for drawing people from across the country ini that way was, 1 think, historical. And the
second was probably professional, wanting everybody to have a crack at this kind of territory and

to be familiar with, and knowledgeable about, the land north of the Arctic Circle. And the same
went for Norway. So, when exercises took place, you would expose more troops. The reason 1
think that one of these two reasons was primarily a historical one wvas because of the way we've
always committed troops to war in Canada. It has always been the case that we were careful that

the troops didn't ail corne froni the sarne area of Canada, 1 mean in a given formation, sucli as a
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brigade, whether it was Dieppe, or elsewhere. We always made sure that if a force was gomng to
be committed somnewhere where there was a very strong chance that they would get a very bloody
nose, then the casualties would be absorbed across the country. We didn't want to see a couple of
villages having ail their young men wiped out. Now, I'm flot sure how much validity there is to
that. l'Il leave that to the sociologists to worry about, except that I know that historically we've
always done mhat. We've trained brigades mhat were from mhe sarne area, from mhe west or from
Quebec or elsewhere, but we've neyer really comrnitted mhem to action mhat way. The force i
Germany is an example; mhere's always one French-speaking battalion, and mhere's always one mhat
cornes from mhe West. The second reason, wimhout elaborating, is mhe one mhat I think has most
validity. Ihat was mhe interest in exposure. Get everybody to know as much as possible. Again, the
small army syndrome - the development of a small army mhat is truly professional and endowed with
maximum flexibility. So you put as many people as you can in die Norway scenario, and you put
as many as you can in mhe Central Europe scenario. Not for the pleasure of sending mhem on trips,
but to expose more people to the various kinds of territory, to give mhem knowledge of mhe land,
and to teach mhem how to interact wimh other allied forces. So mhat you'd get more people in Canada
familiar with working wimh the Norwegians, mhe Italians, and so on.

Part VI - Europe Mgain. 1974-79

[HILL] General Beizile, 1 believe that, between 1974 and 1979, you held a succession of senior
command and staff positions in Europe, notably as CO of Four Mechanized Brigade Group in Lahr,
as Assistant Chief of Staff, Ops, at Central Army HQ in Mannheim, and mhen as Commander of
Canadian Forces Europe. These were also vital years in Canadian-NATO policy and in East-West
affalrs: beginning wimh détente and mhe Vladivostok Accord and ending wimh doubts over Sait Il,
NATO's two-track decision on intermediate range nuclear forces, and finally mhe Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. 1 wonder: how do you see mhis period of your career?; what do you mhink were mhe
most important developments regarding Canada's NATO policy and East-West affairs?; which ones
were you personally involved in?; and what comments do you have on mhem?

[BELZILEJ WelI, mhat's a big question. 1 was mhinking about mhat a bit last night; and in fact 1
was wondering if mhe Soviet invasion of Afghanistan wasn't at mhe tait end of mhat period. Ini fact,
1 mhink I was back i Canada when mhat occurred, because I got involved in some of mhe NATO
post-Afghanistan planning from my job here in Ottawa. But,« to start with, as a very general
statement, 1 mhink it would be safe to say mhat, except for eventually becoming mhe godfamher, if you
want, of mhe whole armny in Canada, mhis was perhaps mhe most professionally rewarding period of
my career. It was a fascinating time. And mhe throe jobs mhat 1 had mhen are, of course, mhroe jobs
mhat a lot of people would have given mheir right hand for. So, I was very Iucky. I amn referring not
only to mhe two periods of command in Europe, but also, to mhat middle section mhere mhat lasted only
one year. 1 would like to spend a hlte time discussing mhat. 1 arn talking about mhe period when 1
was at Central Army Group Headquarters in Mannheim-Seckenheim, in mhe Heidelberg area in
Germany. The reason mhat 1 want to discuss mhat period, a bit, is because mhat was mhe first time mhat
1 was really exposed to any extent to a large international headquarters and could see it functioning,
with some of the national jealousies mhat sometimes one observes. The two years when 1
commanded mhe brigade were also, significant, in two ways. First of ai, mils was when we won the
psychological battie for the tank. And 1 would Mie to mention mhat 1 was very involved in that. I've
already elaborated to a considerable extent before about this need for a balanced force, so 1 will
spare you from getting too involved emotionally again in mhat issue. But 1 wIll make mhe point that
when 1 was mhere was mhe time when we almost lost the tank. Had we lost dma, of course, the
functions and capabilities of the brigade would have been dramatically reduced, because we would
have had to restriet the army's employment options to a considerable extent, and make it a much
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lighter force (to be employed usefully probably only in built-up areas or i forest or mountainous
areas, and so on - tasks that would have taken us out of the ail-inclusive high-intensit battefield).

So that was probably the most critical Point. Anîd I like tO thiiik that we were part of the decision-

making process at that stage - to a considerably greater extent, at least, d'an on a lot of other

things. And that's partly because of some of d'e individuals involved. The chief here was a fellow

d'at I had a lot of respect for, who believed, as an ex-commnander himself, d'at he should involve

his commanders in discussions of major issues. So 1 was very involved d'en. That was General
Dextraze, who was d'e chief here at d'at time. And we also had John Halstead as our amnbassador
i Germany; and I had a two-way relationship wid' him - bod' when I was at d'e brigade and when

1 was commander in chief - d'at I look back upon as one of d'e most rewarding I've ever had,
particularly s0 far as dealing wid' d'e External Affairs side of d'e house is concerned. So, d'at

period of time was particularly good for d'ose reasons. And, as 1 mentioned, Canadian policy-
makers decided at d'at time d'at we would retain d'e tank and d'at we would retain d'e more general
combat capability. Whatever d'e exact reasons for d'at decision, it was a good one. The

newspapers, as you 'Il recali, said d'at d'e Europeans, Chancellor Schmidt and od'ers,had tied d'e

issue to our relations wid' d'e EEC. It was tied to our ability to deal wid' Europe; and it was tied,

I guess, to a large extent, to how much weight our comments i NATO circles would have. if we

wanted to stay part of d'e team, we had better put some of our chips on d'e table. And I've heard

ai sorts of d'eories as to what eventually swung d'e direction of d'e d'ing around. But d'e

direction was eventuallY swung round by a political decision. And, at d'at stage, I feit d'at we

military commanders were kept very much involved. And another way d'at we became involved

was d'rough visits from parliamentary committees, which used to travel to Europe at d'at time and

come to tak to us. And large media groups used te visit us, because it was a very topical issue in

Canada. Se we got a chance to put in a Word at d'at stage, much more d'an I've experienced

before, or, perhaps, since. So, from d'at point of view, it was an exciting time. one of d'e d'ings

we were aiso able to do at d'at stage was to take a furd'er look at d'e Canadian brigade. I d'ink I

referred to d'at previously, about d'e Canadian brigade being at d'at time d'e Centrai Army Group

reserve, and being a very small reserve for an armny group. In fact, Canada has sometimes been

accused of indulgig in tokenism. However, d'at is flot completely true, because d'is brigade is d'e

only initiai reserve force of d'e Centrai Army Group d'at is flot aiready totally committed on d'e

front. The net result of that was that our tasking was very nebulous. Anid s0 I found I couldn't plan

properly. it was very difficult to plan to commit forces when d'e battle position was to 1e just
"somnewhere" between Kassel and d'e Austrian border. You're talking about d'ree to four hundred

kilometers of widd'. And it might l>e anywhere d'ere. So you wouldn't know where you were to go,
you wouldn't know where you were to dump supplies, or to put i some stocks in advance in a

Iikely deployment area, such as munitions, other stocks, and consumables. You didn't know that.
So I engaged d'en, as a national commander, i discussions on d'is issue. I had d'e help of General

Quinn, who was commander of CFE at d'at time, and General McAlpine for a while. I was

allowed to engage in discussions directly wid' General Davidson and Generai Blanchard, who were

d'e commanders of Central Army Group at d'at time. I did it as a national commander, despite My
relatively low rank, compared to d'e Germans and d'e Americans in d'e force, discussing the
tasking of the Canadian brigade and trying to get it narrowed down to at least a part of the front;
to have two or three mod'er organizations, if you want, instead Of d'e whole world. And I was
succesaful i doing that, and narrowing down our tasks to about three or four likely missions, which
of course helped us d'en i terms of reviewing our war plans. And it also, I d'ink, led directly to
my next appoitment, because I got so involved at that time i d'ose discussions d'at I got access
to a mucb higher level of planning d'an most officers of my rank would hope to see. So, that led
directly, I d'ink, to my getting my next job, because I was d'e first Canadian to go ito Central
Army Group at d'at rank; and to become d'e Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, i fact the
Chief War Planner. And as d'e Chief War Planner I also ran the international command post, that
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was in a bunker under a mountain. Instead of being very mobile at that level, you try to hide them
under a mountain, like we do in North Bay, so hopefully they can take a hit, including a relatively
strong nuclear hit, and stili survive. So, you're well down in the bowels of the earth. I was
responsible for running the innards of this system when I was there, so one job led, literally,
directly to the other. The only difference was that, when I arrived in Central Army Group, instead
of having one brigade to worry about, I had thirty-six. That was the size of the Arrny Group.
Becorning an operations officer at that level was a very valuable experience for me. General
Blanchard asked for me by name. He wanted me for a couple of reasons, partly because of my
inter-operability experience with the other allied forces there. The Canadian brigade always
inter-operated with either a German division or Ainerican division, which a lot of German or
American brigades neyer got to do. So inter-operability was a big NATO term at that stage. It was
the "ini thing", and everyone talked inter-operability, the ability to use each other's equiprnent, each
other's services, to be able to gas your helicopter in an Italian battalion and so, on. We were
considered almost the experts at that because we did it ail the Urne. So 1 was asked to go there
because I would be involved in the inter-operability work. And, for the first tirne, I got involved
with the French armed forces in a big way. And that was the second reason he wanted me, because
of my experience in Four Brigade and the fact that I spoke French and could go and talk
emergency and contingency planning with the French.I could do so in Strasbourg or in Baden,
without having to, work through an interpreter, which of course makes it considerably more difficult.
You know, I could wax eloquent for a long time on that period, because the work we did then was
considered very sensitive. T'his was flot quite a return, of course, to the pre-de Gaulle days, when
the French pulled out cornpletely frorn the military comnmand and control system of NATO.
Everybody knows they rernained in NATO and of course they had a rnilitary mission at Central
Arrny Group continuously. When I arrived there, the military mission was stili there, and i fact
it was increasing at that time. So I did a lot of work with them and we did discuss ail sorts of
contingency plans for the employment of the Second French Corps, as a contingency, in Central
Arrny Group, or indeed the whole of the First French Army, which has its headquarters in
Strasbourg. Around Lahr, of course, the Canadians were very involved with the French, shopping
i each other's stores and that kind of thing. We got to know most of the senior officers there. At

least, I got to know them. So it facilitated that diaiogue to a large extent. And I was the first
Canadian to get in there. The situation is not s0 critical now, because a lot of these contacts are
routine now. Whether the Canadian in Heidelberg speaks French or not is not s0 critical anymore.
But it was in the early days. So that was the kind of environment I was in. And that whole review
took place during the one year that 1 spent there, and s0 the whole GDP, the General Defence
Plan, for the whole of the Centrai Arrny Group, which has a territory that goes frorn Kassel to the
Austrian border, was being negotiated or re-negotiated at that time. And s0 were the contingency
plans for the flanka, which have neutrals like Switzerland and Austria alongside them. How do you
overlap with their forces and so on? We are very conscious always,in the rnilitary, of physical
deployrnent. We always have boundaries between two organizations which we identifyr on the ground
by saying: "This ia rny territory and I'rn responsible for that. That is yours, you're responsible for
k"*. So we don't shoot each other. We don't do ail sorts of stupid things to one another. This is
a littie more difficult to do when you've got Austria and Swhtzerland between the two, because you
don't know what the Austrians and tie Swiss are going to do. Nor do you know which route the
Soviets would use for an attack, whether they would respect Austrian neutrality and corne through
Czechoslovakia cornpletely, or whether they would run up the Danube valley or run up the Danube
flats through Austria, regardless of its neutrality and darnn neutrality. But, because you don't know
that, you have to be terribly concerned about it. One of rny functions at that stage, was also dealing
with Land (South) as liaison officer, so I used to fly over the mountains and go to Verona i Italy
and do ail the contingency planning with them. That had ail sorts of "ifs" i it: if Austria was
penetrated, if Austria was not penetrated, and that sort of thing. So we had a buffer between the
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two fronts. That was an extremely interesting period, because of the level of the staff work in which

i was involved. 1 feit that I was kept really i the picture in many of the discussions on policy that

took place about war alert status, national emergency measures that people would take at different

stages of alert, and so on. 1 wasn't doing that specifically on behaif of Canada. 1 w8s doing that for

Central Arny Group, which had two German corps, twO American corps, the Canadian brigade,

the Pershing brigade of short-range nuclear weapons, and, of course, as a contingeflcy, the back

up of the First Frenchi Army. So, because of that, 1 found myseif ini fora where I'd flot had the

chance to participate very much before then. It was a tremendous experience, to work un this kind

of setting - i a structured allied command that was maii'ly a collective thing but also linked, by

various national intelligence and other networks, back to the various national headquarters. We did

it during exercises, for examplfe, manning the command post when reservists from both sides,
American and Germai' reservists, would corne into the operation. I was the guy who had to

coordinate them. And I asked General Blanchard, at one point, wliat made him pick a Canadian.

He said a variety Of reasons. He said there were a variety of reasons. First of alI, lie told me, 1

knew you; but perhaps more important is the fact that you corne in here with a littie less of an axe

to grind than the other two. And, he said: "If I have an Anierican general doing that job, with one

star on his shoulders, he's got two or three Anierican generals of three stars breathing down his

neck; and the same with a Germai'. With a Canadian you can shrug that off a hell of a lot easier".

And lie was right. nhe Ainericai' senior commanders and the German senior commanders; at the

corps level, althougli outrankiiig me by at least two ranks, and being to a large extent a lot more

experienced, eased up to a considerable extent when I negotiated with them, versus another

Anierican or Germai'. Eased up on their demands and were mucli more conciliatory, which of

course was a great experielice. They were much more conciliatory because, if I was able to corne

Up with a solution, kt did flot have a national siant to it and it was more looked at from a global

point of view. I didn't stay there for more than one year, unfortunately. Then I got a cal fromn

Canada asking me how 1 would feel about leaving there imînediately, after one year, but being

promoted and going back to Lalir to command Canadian Forces Europe. 0f course, I would be

there again i the same territory as the Frenchi army. 1 was asked by General Blanchard to continue

to be chief liaison officer to the French army, on behaîf of Central Army Group (althougli I was

no longer with the international command and control system then). As Commander, Canadian

Forces Europe, you're strictly a Canadian commander, and you have, theoretically, nothing to do

with the Frenchi, the Germans or the Americans, except for negotiating support arrangements. But

the fact remains, of course, that I knew them aIl. I was able to continue a little bit more of an

involvemiefit than perhaps a new commander comidng from Canada at that stage. So that was roughly

what went on at that stage.

[IULLI IIow about command and control systems and crisis management procedures un that period?

[BELZILE]IlTere are two aspects to that which I think deserve a little discussion. One of them

relates to nuclear release or chemical release. 'Me systems there are very, verY complex, which I

think is a blessing, because if they weren't complex, if these things were a little too strearngined,
it might be a lot easier for some senior commander to convince the systemn that it was time to go

nuclear on a tactical basis. But because of the establishment of the NATO sixteen-nation senior

civilian committees, at the ambassadorial'level, and related arrangements, and of Course thie veto

that some of these nations - thougli not aIl of them - have over certain actions, we have a very

complicated release system. I had to staff an exercise scenario, for instance, for nuclear releas

requests, from Central Army Group ail the way Up to Brussels; and of course then it goos to ail the

sixteen national capitals. And, you know, it can take time for ail of this to feed back to the riglit

people at the riglit time. Which, in a lot of ways, is a blessing. If a commander,, whether an

American or a Germian, felt that the time for nuclear release had corne, then, whether one liked it
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or flot, it would flot be a very easy matter to obtain permission for it. But with such a powerful
weapons systemn, of course, it is obviously a blessing that permission flot be too easy to get. We
feit, perhaps, a littie bit more uneasy about the chemical weapons release procedures, because of
the abhorrence that, by and large, the western nations feel for chemical weapons. Ihis is an
abhorrence that is obviously flot shared on the other side of the fence. But, unfortunately, chemical
weapons of one kind or another have been, and continue to be, used around the world, and are
flot as abhorrent to everyone as we think they are. The chemical weapons release procedures were
just as complex as the nuclear ones. And this tended to frustrate us a littie, because we knew that,
at the divisional level, the Warsaw Pact forces could have as much as 15 to 20% of their first line
of ammunition stocks as chemical, weapons. And we knew that we did flot have: a) the stocks to
be able to respond in kind; and b), where the stocks did exist, command procedures that would
enable a commander to get release of a few shelîs of this material in time to make the other side
think twice about continuing to use them. Those were the two things which were most significant.
Then of course there were the petty jealousies that naturally existed to some extent. We didn't find
them too bad; you can work with that. The intelligence gathering systems are often national, they're
not ail necessarîly shared amongst ail the nations, which tends to complicate your life. The fact is
that there are direct channels, on a national basis, between the big organizations such as the
Americans and the Germans; and I can assure you flot so from the Canadian point of view, except
for very broad policy matters. 1 didn't have any access to Canada except through Commander CFE,
when I was at Central Army Group. Other than that, 1 thinlc the only useful statement that one
could make about the command and control structure is that it puts very heavy demands on the
liaison staff. Much more than when you function nationally, because, say, two Canadian brigades
working side by side in operations know each other, understand each other, and know each others'
ways of functioning, because they are relatively the sanie. It's simple. You know, we tend to liaise
in one direction, down, and to the left; and everybody does that; and that way you get enough
coordination. But in NATO, you've got to liaise down and liaise up and liaise left and liaise right.
Even among nations that speak the same language. And I found this an interestîng thing, because
when I was back at CFE (With my Central Army Group experience), 1 was asked by General
Blanchard if I would coordinate a three language lexicon for Central Army Group, including
French. It was German, English and French, mamnly. But a lot of the problems that we had were
between the Canadians and the Americans, despite the fact that we were both using mainly the
same language, English. We put entirely different meanings on a lot of things. So, i any
international force, this becomes, at times, a fairly major issue.. What we call a contact point, what
we cati a fighting patrol, or what we cati a liaison point, to defend a locality, is completely different
from, one nation to another. As a result of that, we've created these lexicons which tend to
complicate life a bit among the staff officers.But they are very useful; and I was involved in
developing this lexicon and enjoyed it because it was a good intellectual exercise if nothing else,
so there was a lot of fun working on it. But, at times, it's also terribly frustrating. And, add to that
the tact that the tactical doctrine of the German defensive posture differs from the American
defensive posture, which is now based on the Air-Land Battle 2,000 concept, which advocates
penetrating deep on the other side to knock out the reserves and things like that, and which
advocates accepting penetrations and then using pincer movements or wkilling zones", to use the
vernacular, to, counteract them. The Germans, of course, for a variety of reasons, flot the Icast of
which is psychological and national, don't want to lose one inch of their territory. So you have this
constant give-and-take i the command and control process. On an exercise, you get around that
easily enough by playing with boundaries on the map, In china graph pencils and so on. In real
life, I think it would cause us to have a much greater need of liaison staffs at both levels; and both
lcft and right, as I said.
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[COXJ If it happened, would you in fact fmd that the different major armies, the German and the

American, were in fact using quite different tactics.

[BELZILEI Initially, perhaps, but I think within a day or two the situation would stabilize itself.

I, for one, despite the apparently overwhelming conventional capabilities of the Warsaw Pact,

believe that they could be stopped, conventionally, mainly with the forces in Europe now, as long

as there was a back-up relativelY quickly behind and they were flot left on their own too long. They

would need the reinforcemneft capabilities from the United States, the territorials from England, and

the few bits and pieces from Canada and from outside the country, and the reserves from Holland

and Belgium, up at the front reasonably quickly. Frm flot as pessimistic as many other analysts seem

to be about the Warsaw Pact capabilitY to roll over NATO forces very easily.

[HILLI I was fascinated by your reference to the different inlputs of intelligence information, and

the fact that members of that international staff had access to their own national intelligence. Does

it mean that the Aniericans, for example, and the Germans, are running tlieir own programmes

drawing; on their own perceptions of events; and then you've got other people trying to fit in the

middle of ail of it. I mean, despite ail that, is there a coherence about force operations in general?

[BELZILEý] I think there is, because there are ways around that problem. In an alliance it is

inevitable. How we react to certain degrees of alertness, for instance, varies considerably between

nation and nation. Most of this is classified nationally. I don't have to use specific examples, but

certain nations do things differently, in a different sequence. So we don't automatically take the

same action. &Md I guess this is a weakness of any alliance.

[COXI Could I just take you back a littie, before we go on. 1 wanted to ask you two questions.

One is: have we been able to maintain somne presence ini the Central Army Group headquarters?

[BELZILEJ Oh yes, the same. I was the first Canadian at that level, but we are stilI there.

[COX] Who is there now?

[BELZILE] General Jack Dangerfield.

[COXJ i was going to ask, just before we leave the question of nuclear weapons release, did you

and your colleagues feel, in that use-them-or-lose-them scenario, that yoti would ever get a political

agreelTieft, political consent, in timne?

[BELZILEI That's a difficuit one to answer. And I thinc the reason it is difficult is that there's

no way that you could simulate a scenario in an exercise that really would have complete validity

when the real ernergelicy camne. In a peace-time exercise scenario, some how, some way, people

are always willing to go along with nuclear release because it is part of the whole exercise process.

In a real life situation, there would be a lot of hesitation. But eventually it would come, if required.

Ini real time, I would think the reluctance would be much greater than during an exercise. But I
can't base that on any experience.

[COXJ We don't have any.

[BELZILE] No. That's a gut feeling. I don't know how exactly, but when it camne to the real

thing, I think it would be very difficult. And I think that, if I was the man at the staff level who

had to take the decision, I would find it very difficult.
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[COXJ I was going to say, in view of your very interesting comments on the ability of NATO
forces to block the Warsaw Treaty Organization, this might be a good time to ask the question: do
you think we should increase CFBG to 10,000 troops?; and, if so, would it be a good idea to stay
in Lahr or would a move to some other area be necessary to increase the level of military
effectiveness.

[BELZILEJ Well, I take those two separately, if I may. Obviously, from everything that 1 said
before about durability and about depth and about balance, P'm one of those who advocates that
Force CFBG should be increased. But whether it is 10,000 is another matter; and l'Il tell you why.
It has been increased, as you know, by about 1,200 in the past two years. So it has a littie more
depth, it's a littie more survivable, and a littie more viable than it was. But even with the additional
1,200, their war time requirements, in my book, would still be probably for another 2,000 or so.
Within the brigade. lIn other words, they're at about 70% now, which is close to that critical mass
that we said should be there. But since they're ahl together, and ahl trained together, it might be
possible to shift thc critical mass figure somewhat. Only a commander on Uic ground would know
wheUier he's starting to lose efficiency because of disorganization and so on. You can't predict Uiat
with too much accuracy. To my mmnd, the brigade is stili lacking some of Uic balance it needs
because it doesn't have enough infantry, and also because it needs at least a fourth manoeuvre unit
which it docsn't have. I believe it is critical to have four manoeuvre units. The brigade has Uiree
now. On Uic other hand, when I say Uiat 1 feel very strongly that Uiey should have four, most
nations don't always have four. A lot of Uiem use Uiree. I'm not sure if Uiey do it by choice,
doctrinal choice, or whether Uiey do it because Uiat's ail Uiey've got. Every army has the samne kind
of problems. If we could have exactly what we would like to have, you know, we would be able
to be a little more philosophically pure. So, thc other thing which probably constitues a major
weakness for Uic brigade now is reinforcement and supply. We attempted to sort this out a few
years ago by Uic introduction of Uic ILOC (which is Uic integrated line of communications), an
agreement wiUi Uic United States to hclp us provide in common for air and sca lift from ail Eastern
Canadian and United States airports and sea ports and so on.

Wc have startcd, at least in skclctal form, to man this now. We may have about twcnty to
twenty five Canadians now working along Uic ILOC, as it's callcd, which did not exist rcally at Uic
time Uiat I arrivcd Uiere. Thc agreement was just negotiatcd at Uiat stage. I inherited a good deal
of Uic planning funiction, but Uic work had startcd before I arrived Uierc.

So, to returx to Uic brigade, I Uiink it should be bigger. But, what 18 really required, to my
mind is a better, more guaranteed Uiird-line support system behind Uic brigade to replace what wc
lost when we moved to Uic south. That used to exist among Uic Benelux countries and Germany for
Uic area Uiat Uic Canadian troops werc stationed in. We had a supply and maintenance system in
those days, tacked on to a British organization. It existed in peacetime, so wc did all Uic rcbuilds
ourselves of our tanks and guns.We had Uic heavy workshop capabilities and all those Uiings wc
don't have now. Nowadays, we eiUier would have to negotiate for capabilities with Uic Americans
or Uic Germans, or to create a ncw systcmn as Uic requirements developed. And, creating Uiings at
a time of chaos is not Uic best way to do it. So, obviously, most of us believe that we should have
some of these capabilties in place in peacetime. So, whcn you start talking about 10,000 troops ini
Uic brigade group -- and l'in not sure uit I would go Uiat high - 1 would probably like to sec a
brigade of about 6,500, plus maybe 1,500 - 2,000 in a good line of communication systcm. So
you'rc gctting closer, as a whole system, to 9,000 people. If you got bcyond that, then 1 think you
should be looking - and I'm sure Uiis is one of Uic options bcing considercd now - at transfcrring
Uic CAST brigade from Uic north to thc Central Front. So you would have two brigades for thc
Central Front at that stage, and Uiat would mean crcating a divisional headquarters and having at
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the comnmitment. ffiere is no doubt in my mind that the durability of the brigade, as it is now, is

suspect (even though it certainly can fight and account for itself very well). And one of the things

that would help its durabilitY, besides additional troops, is the third line support, a better logistics

system. Being integrated with the Ainericans is fine, but provided we have enough of a dedicated

capability to make sure that our own specifically Canadian fleeds are looked after. You see, we use

certain kits that are different from. the Americans'. Certain of our weapons are different. So you

can neyer have a totally integrated LOC, even though most of our kits are the same.

[COXJ you seemn to feel, though, that the die is cast really for staying in Lahr.

[BELZILE] Weil, J'il tell you why I feel that way. It's because infrastructure couts are

horrendous; and, of course, we've established ourselves there now and we've spent a lot of money

in setting up Lahr and Baden with ail of the domestic support facilities, the schools, the Canadian

stores, and the Canadilin commnunity, which is about 18,000 people in Southern Germany. As a

community, once you start, you know, adding the wives, the children, the school teachers, the

school staff, the banks, there's a fairly large Canadian community there. If you move that

somnewhere else, either you change the philosophy and juSt leave the troops and return ail the wives

and ail the kids home and then you have a lesser requiremnent for a heavy infrastructure. or you

recreate an infrastructure somevihere else which would be very costly. Unless you negotiated that

with NATO s0 that it's a shared cost. My suspicion is that no Canadian governent would ever

tolerate that right now because of the cost of the move. Now, militarily, lets forget the potential

costs and lets look at the military option. Militarily, there's no doubt in my mmnd that the two

brigades would be better together, somewhere. So instead of having two Unes of comnmunication

from North Amnerica, one to Norway, one to the Central Front, whichever place you put them i,

one would obviously be more efficient. Even if it~s a littie bigger, it would be more efficient. But,

if you have themn both together, where should they be? Weil, of course, you can argue the point

based on our Nordic and Arctic experience and so forth. We should perhaps stay in Norway and

g et out of the Central Front. The flaw with that idea, of course, is that we'd have to have

everybody back here in Canada, because the Norwegian constitution doesn't allow for the stationing

of foreign troops on their soil in peacetime. Ergo, we cannot station forces. One option is, of

course, to keep Our forces here in Canada, if we think We can react fast enough to developments

over there in Norway. I'm talking about the army, only, now. l'Il bring in the air force in a minute.

The other option, of course, is to put ail our forces in Europe into the Lahr area. But the

infrastructure that exists there now could not handle a second brigade, together with its equipment

and so on. So we would have to procure additional infrastructure, which we could perhaps get from

some of the French forces around there, which are being redistributed. But we certainly need at

least another base in southern Germany, even if the troops weren't actually ail stationed there;

because we would have to have enough logistic stocks, enough equipment, to get the second brigade

there reasonably quickly. Like we do now, incidentally, i Norway. There are a lot of Canadian

kits up there. Thbe troops are in Canada, but kits are up there. There are about 150 trucks. We

don't have the guns and thingi like that, but we have amrmunition stockage, we have consumables

stockage. Consunmables are the things you use only once, you know; the hard rations and that sort

of thing. A lot of that is aiready out there, s0 that we can save on airlift. So we'd have to have

the sanie thing i the south, if we put both capabilities together. 'he third option is that you put

the whole thing together and somewhere else. Then, of course, we would cOnduct a dialogue with

NATO and discuss the matter - where is the main danger spot and where would we feel we could

make the greatest contribution. My own view, although it's perhaps too late to do that, is that we

should take a very good look at northern Germany again and at the Baltic approaches - Zeeland and

Denmark and so on, which constitute a relatively weak front right now. And I would also look
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at having our air force up there, because Fifth Tactical Air Force, which is in the north, is
considerably weaker than the air force which is on the Central Front (with 4ATAF and 2ATAF,
which consist mostly of the RAF and the United States Air Force, both of which are big air forces).
The Canadian air force commitmnent to the Central Front is relatively minuscule, compared to what
it would be, relatively, if it was up in the north. Likewise with the army, because there are many
more troop concentrations where we are now). One advantage of moving somewhere else, of course,
is that that would probably bring us a littie closer to the part of the front where we'd expect to
fight, should it ever corne to that (instead of being 400 kilometres away from the line, as we are
now. So, really, I'm not advocating one or the other. I'm just pointing out the advantages and
disadvantages of the three options. But, since we have a situation now with a very heavy
infrastructure component, and since the costs of moving that infrastructure would be enormous, I
think that that becomes, inevitably, a very important factor.

Part VIII - National Defence Headguarters and Mobile Command. 1979-86

[MILL] General Beizile, you served as Chief, Land Doctrine and Operations at National Defence
Headquarters from 1979 to 1981. Then you were promoted to Lieutenant General and appointed
Commander of Mobile Command, a post you held for five years. This was the time when President
Reagan was in office and began a major build-up of United States forces, when East-West relations
tured acrimonious and confrontational, particularly after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, when
the United States embarked on the Strategic Defense Initiative. Canada continued, in this period,
to re-equip its armed forces, but money was in short supply and the country faced problems of block
obsolescence in many parts of the military structure. There were calls for increases in defence
expenditures or, if this was not possible, for cuts in the number and range of Canada's military
commitments. Questions were raised about CAST, in particular. A new Defence White Paper was
eventually promised by the Progressive Conservative government elected in 1984. What would you
see as the main achievements and problems of Mobile Command between 1981 and 1986? What
shortages of equipment, manpower, training facilities, and so on, especially needed rectifying, and
perhaps still need rectifying today; and how costly would it be to straighten out whatever problems;
there are?

[BELZILEJ I would start by pointing to a couple of main achievements, and then go on to
elaborate a bit. The second area, I must say, remains a major problem, despite the fact that we've
progressed somewhat. I think one of the best things we've succeeded in doing has been to reassign
the primary tasks of the brigades and to rationalize army tasking to some degree. That was done
in 1984 as a result of a very extensive study into the main problemn areas in aIl of our various
commitments - not only the ones to NATO, but the ones to northern Canada, to defense of Canada
operations, and to what we cail the Canada-U.S. Land Plans, which we have'nt had a chance yet
to discuss. The Canada-U.S. Land Plans, of course, are just as the title indicates. They are a
bilateral agreement responsible, functionally, to the Permanent Joint Board of Defence(PJBD). And
perhaps I should say a few words about that. When 1 first came back from Europe, I was a CLDO,
as you pointed out, but one of the things I wound up doing at that time was to be the Army member
of the PJBD, which is probably the oldest on-going alliance that we're stil using on a routine basis.
It was a bilateral agreement that was initiaWe by Mackenzie King and President Roosevelt in 1942.
'The PJBD had navy, air force and army members, and was led by either a senator or a high public
figure, or a member of parliament; that is to say it was led by civilian politicians, parliamentarians
usually, on both sides. During the two years that I was there, that 1 was CLDO, I was the arm)
member. In fact, the Honourable George Hees, the current Minister of Veterans Affairs, was our
man at the helm at that stage. We used to negotiate all of the bilateral agreements that wore
required between the two countries; I mean those relating to the air force,, for instance, involving



NORAD; naval coordination measures that would be required in time of war; and so on. As far as

the army was concerned, it included a redesignation of what we calI "The Plans". We cati them

CANUS now, but they were called ALCANUS before Alaska became a state in its own right. We

were committed to go wo the defence of Alaska, at the saine time as the Canadian Arctic, and vice

versa. The American troops in Alaska were also committed to corne and help us in the Yukon or

on the Northeast side of the border. When Alaska becamne a State, the «AL" was dropped from this

planning arrangement, and it became known simply as the Canada-U.S. Land Plans, which cati for

the availability of one or two brigades, almost at any time. One of these has wo have a quick reaction

force such as Our Special Service Force at Petawawa now has (with the airborne regiment, the

parachute capability, the light troops capability that can go anywliere in the north or realdly anywhere

ini the country without any difficuity at aIl). Well, as long as the airlift is there, there's a way wo

get them in there even if you can't land the aircraft. We hardly touched on that in our previous

discussions, since we were focussig mostly directly on NATO. But when we tak today about the

need for a couple of brigades wo back up the two brigades already dedicated to NATO, we are

really talldng about another two or three brigades available in Canada to do what we cati Defence

of Canada Operations. This is a unilateral kind of capability. Then there is CANUS, Canada-U.S.

Land Operations, which cati for a joint force that could be utilized in Canadian territory or,

technically, i Ainerican territorY (although, for aIl practical purposes, given the size of our Armed

Forces, I can't really see the Canadians getting involved in defending Alaska. 1 can see much more

the opposite possibility i.e. rnaybe the Americans coming and helping us in the north).

That leads mie wo the two achievements I wanted to talk about. The first one, as I've already

mentioned, was the reassigrnent of tasks, in 1984. And the second one, I think, concerned

mobilization planning, and the use of the reserves, particulariy to back up the Canadian and North

Americail commitrnents as opposed to European ones. We are more dejendent on the citizen army,

for North American operations, and on the territorial army. They are raised in crisis periods wo

assist the normal forces of authority, be they police or fire fighting serves, or similar, especiatly

i operations where they could talce much of the responsibiiity for 10w intensity kind of operations:

counter terrorisfi, counter-sabotage, and s0 on, or just general provision of security for people and

facilities (cither here in Canada atone, or in North America i Conjunction with the United States).

I think we've made a lot of progress i that last area. And I'm hoping that the next White Paper

may have a few Positive statements wo malce about how we're going wo reorganize the Reserves,

equip them better, and really train themn better also. This would cati, of course, not only for

equipment, but also for more training time, and also for greater strength ceilings than we have now.

And it would probably call, in due course, for different measures of legislation, that WOUId atiow

us actually wo calI the Reserves out if we ever needed them. As it stands now, a reservist cazi show

up if he feels like it, even if we do calI them out. If he doesn't turn up, there's no legat. action we

can talce agaist him, because it's a purely voluntary force. Short of the War Measures Act, the

legisiation doesn't exist wo create it. 'Ibis is a very complex issue. Ini ties of mobilization, the

government can create the "Active Force", as we cati it; and the Active Force can taue those

reservists and put them under legal obligation wo come forward. But, before the Active Force is

called out, there are aIl sorts of levels of relativeiy low level emergencies tiiat couîd occu for

which, at present, we have no guarantee of d'e availabiiity of d'e reserves.There are a variety of

reasons for this. First of aIl, the reservist may not show up. Second, he may be employed wid',

say, Bell Canada, or with another kind of job d'at is considered just as imnportant, natîonatîy, as

reserve service. So, I think we've made quite a lot of progress in d'at respect. At least i the

acceptance of general principles. And what 1, and my staff, tried very bard wo do i d'e last littîe

while, was wo make progress wowards a botter structure for the Militia in Canada, so that d'e

territorial aspect of d'e army presence across d'e country would be built on the resorves instead of

d'e existig regular force. At d'e saine time, that brings us wo d'e main probiem still existing i



4CMBG, which is directly linked withthat: 1 mean the fact that there is a shortage of manpower.
We are short in the Regular Force, for immuediate availability. We are short of about 8,000 or
9,000 troops in Mobile Command, right now. Some of them could be replaced by reservists,
provided that we had the training systems and the resources to bring them in. In order to try and
alleviate that, we have in fact now tasked some of the Militia and other reserve elements with
operational roles. We have, for instance, designated some reserve elements to provide
reinforcements for our parachute capability. We didn't have that before. We have created some
artillery batteries i the reserve that are a littie readier than they used to be. So we have progressed
i that way. But we have flot progressed as far as we would have liked, because of a need for

government involvement and legisiation. But we have progressed to some degree; and 1 think that
that's a reasonable accomplishment. The other area where we have progressed is i the
re-equipping, or modernization of the equipment, of the Canadian Forces in general. The army, in
particular, of course, has benefitted from acquiring the new tank. Even so, they are flot in sufficient
numbers, or with sufficient trained tankers here in Canada, to provide ail the back-up that we
require in Europe. So, to my mind, we've made again a start in the right direction, but without
overcoming entirely the problems caused by the fact that we don't have enough tanks. We have
some equipment now that we use in lieu of tanks, but these are flot nearly as capable of sustained
action as tanks are. The field force in Canada is flot as well balanced as it should be.

[HILL] When you said 8,000 or 9,000 extra troops in Mobile Command as a possibility,
presumably you were referring to Mobile Command in Canada? This is in addition to possible
increases ini CFE.

(BELZILE] That's right.

MIL]J I believe the former Associate Minister of National Defence, Mr. Harvey André, said
that the government is working on developing new emnergency legislation that would permit a
graduated response in crisis situations. So 1 guess there's some hope that that will appear before
long. I don't know whether you've heard anything recently on that.

[BELZILE] No, 1 haven't. 0f course, 1 expect that, right now, a whole series of measures are
hinging on what the White Paper is going to say. But, 1 tend to be a little speculative about the
White Paper,because I'm no longer working on it. Nor am 1 aware of the discussions on it that are
taking place now. I only know where they stood at the time that 1 removed my uniform. 1 don't
think they've changed that much, though. I'm hopeful that there will be some pretty positive
measures in there, particularly with regards to, die reserves and back-up systems.

[COXJ This question may flot be answerable, but let me try it. What role in Europe would
be most useful fromn the point of view of employing the reserves? What role would be most
compatible with an enhanced Militia?

[BELZILE] Weil, I've touched on that briefly. The full spectrum, really, depending on how long
any emergency lasts. At a given stage, you've got to be able toi support the NATO cominftment with
reserves. But the initial tasks for the reserves, would be to, MI1 the void left by the departing Regular
Forces. The second aspect would be what we cail, euphemistically, regional operations, which are
really security or internai security tasks, which take place in normal society and really would be a
support to existing law-enforcement agencies or civil authorities of various kinds. T'hat exlsts now,
whenever the police get beyond their capabilities. Not that 1 would advocate the reserves becomlng
policemen. But they can do a lot of security tasks, freeing up the police forces to do what the police
should do. And that does flot necessarily mean manning street corners with rifles. So, the
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territorial kind of functions have to be done, including security fuflctiOfls. Mnd, at the saine tirne,

there are training functions to perform, in support of mobilization and aimed at eventually replacing

or indeed reinforcing the committed forces. You can really sec the reserves involved across the

whole spectrurn. But, obviously, because these reserve forces would initially have a relatively Iower

standard of training, many of themn woutd be used on what 1 would cail, really, almost on «home

guard", kind of tasks. They would be a civil emergency kind of force, a regionat operations force,

that doesn't have to be moved across the country but deals basically with local situations,that knows

the local territory. if you need to scnd troops to the Rocky Mountains for whatever reason, then

it is better to use the troops from interior B.C. than to send Regular Forces from eastcrn Canada.

That goes back to the territorial rote which the Militia has historically developed, for a variety of

reasons, around the centres of population. The Militia arc best suited for that sort of thing, thereby

freeing up the initial force of regulars to go and do the prirnary missions, But that would not lait

very long, and the reserves would have to get involved in a whole range of missions, including

putting together brigades to replace, eventually, the ones that we're fielding overseas. There'd be

no other sources of manpower at that stage.

[HILL] The primary problem here is the budget again. I mean, we've just seen a new budget in

which in fact DND got very little increase. I think it was less than 1 % 'n real terms. And I think

the biggest problem for the reserves over time has been simply that they corne off worse in ternis

of the aniount of rnoneY theY get; and this has been going on for a long time and there have been

many mnany staternents made over time in terms of increasing the reserves, strengthening them,

giving thern better rotes, and alt that. But until money is put into it tiiey're not going to improve.

[BELZILE] Weil, I agree with that. I, at the saine time, believe that a lot of progress can be

made at relativety low cost. First of ail, in the reserve force organization, structure, headquartcrs,

and command and control system. We have twenty-seven headquarters running the Militia in

Canada right now. What we'Ve advocated in Mobile Command is that they should be reduced to

about twelve training brigades; that doesn't cost more money, in fact it gaves money. It doesn't

prepare troopS better, necessarilY, but it reduces the overhead and starts putting whatever money

is availabte down where it counits. You can also, at relatively low C05t, cut Out somne feathcrbedding

in areas outside defence. Perhaps somne of that nioney could also be used to increase thc strengili

of thc reserves, even with rclatively light equipment such ai rifles, personal equipmcnt, and things

like that. Those are the first steps to take. I calculate that we need about 50,000 tO 60,000 reserves

right now to do our job ini a reasonably sustainable faihion. We have, in the three services

combined, lcss than 22 - 23,000 reserves at present. You could at Icast double that at a reîativeîy

cheap cost, I mean ini terni of personnet cos. Thei facilities, the arniourics, the training areas,

woutd require a tittie bit more equipment. You would require, you know, more kits in training

centres across the country, so that they could move on to tearning some Of the SIS. But you don't

do all that you need to do jus: by saying that you'vc got a ncw reserve of 50,000. You've got to

equip them. That's die equivalent of 8 new brigades. You nced ail the kits for that. It can be

rcltively ciieap, because a reserve soldier probably costs only 1/4 to 1/3 Of the cost of a Regular

soldier. You can't use him to replace the Regular soldier, but he can provide nessary back-up.

The reservist can be more tightly equipped, and can be traiiicd at relatively tow cost. So, I agree

with you about that. There's a moncy problem, of course, but we coutd make a very defInite

différence to the state of the reserves i Canada witli a relativety few million dollars. You know,

I'm not a cost analyst, but wc've gone tlirough those figures umpteen tinies. I don't have theni wi
me, but it's not that costlY.
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[HILL] Linked to that is the question of a mobilization plan, which you rnentioned earlier. Now,this bas still flot been published yet, 1 don't think. Presurnably that also wiIl corne out after the
White Paper.

[BELZILEJ WeIl, 1 would like to think so. 1 think mobilization planning has made a lot of
progress in the last few years. You know, we fuanction now with an interim mobilization plan, and
1 guess a mobilization plan will forever remain an interim one, that is constantly revised. But some
of the tbings which sorne of us at least have advocated, focus rnostly on giving the reserves a better
structure and that sort of thing. These things could be irnplemented now, and I'm hoping that the
White Paper will start providing the executive authority for some of this to take place. It's flot
because we haven't been trying to do it already. It's just sirnply because somehow other things have
taken priority and we have wound up flot being able to make these relatively cheap but useful
moves.

[COXJ I wonder if I could just try to reconstruct, in my mind really, the force structure which,
ini a sense, seems to have corne out in your comments. Let's just say that the CAST commitment
was relocated, so that no matter where it was we would have a mechanized brigade in Europe and
a semi-mechanized brigade. Arn 1 correct in thinking that if that were the case, then the actual
commitrnent would corne to something close to let's say 10,000 troops in Europe in CFE, and that
one would require the two brigades back here to reinforce them? So that you'd have that asreinforcement; and your third elernent would be reserves to take the place of Regular forces. And
they, if the emergency went on long enough, would be equipped and trained to replace sorne the
Regulars. Is that, roughly-speaking, how the Force structure makes sense?

[BELZILE] Yes, in broad terms, it's exactly as you're describing it. You know, if we continue
with a commitment of two brigades overseas, we need one iii situ and one that would go wherever
required. We need two back-up brigades in Canada, and ideally they should be as well equipped,
or equipped the same way, as the first two. And after you literally run out of Regular troops, you'd
have to depend on the reserves for follow-on echelons. If you only comrnitted the one brigade, and
used the second one as a back-up, then you'd reduce that requirement somewhat. But don't forget
that you also have a requirernent for a quick-reaction capability of up to about three brigades in
Canada, that would flot go overseas, but look after our problems on this continental land mass.
These may be 10w intensity forces and may flot be needed at the stage we are talking about, but I
think that it would be wise to have a solid, sizeable force of this kind available. If flot in a totally
Regular force, then including the reserves. You could have a lot of forces in-being at a cadre level,
maybe 15 or 20% Regulars, and the rest of themn being reservists, that you could build up guickly
once the other ones take off for overseas. But if you want to talk about force structure, the best
way to do that is to take the Regular Force that exists now, and the reserves that exist now, andweld them ail together into one structure - flot have two arrnies, have one army. Have one armny,with the Regular brigades that exist now and the Militia training brigades that have been advocated -twinned together,if you want - or haviflg a sister training brigade or two or three sister training
brigades, and grouping them together on a regional basis (because an army is a territorial animal.It's not like an air force or navy which really has a function wherever they are. An arrnty is much
more territorial, and it functions best on groufld where it il faifliar with die territory and with the
local defence problems). The reserves are ideally suited for that. At the same time, you certainlyneed the right structure, combining Regulars and reserves. Otherwise, on M day, which we use asthe term for mobilization day, the first thing the army would have to do would be to reorganize
itsclf. So, a lot of people like me, including some stili ini uniform, are fighting tooth and nail totry to reorganize the army on a loose sort of divisional cum army structure across the country, 50that we could pluck out die components as they're ready for whatever commitments wc have.



PUILL] I think that some members of the Militia and s0 on are very concernied about maintaining

the coherence of their own units in the event of an emergency. Presumably that could be

maintained?

[BELZILE] Ini fact, flot only that. 1 think: it's the onlY way you can protect the coherence of the

force. I know they're very concerned about maintaining the lfltegrity of their units, but there's

different tasldng that YOu can give to reserve units. One of the things that we've done in the past

is to go to Militia units and pluck out their officers and NCOs. You make the unit incapable of

mobilizing. You're taking away aIl their cadre, ail their training, and ail their training potentiai;

you're taing it away. If you do that, you hurt themn a lot more than if you say to them: «0K,

Governor General's Footguards, your primary mission is to provide one rifle company, including

one major, one captain, and three lieutenants. You know, that'S flot the whole unit. one rifle

company that would be thrown i to 2 RCR in London, Ontario, for instance. Ihent, after that,

your second midssion would be to mobilize the battalion. We've done that in every past w&r. But,

if you go and pluck thern out as individuals, to reinforce the Regular Force immTediately, what you

will in fact take away froni theni is their cadre, and make theni incapable of mobilizing. So the two

are flot exclusive. What I'm suggesting is flot exclusive one of the other. In fact it is very

complemefltary.

[HLLI I have a broad question that 1 amn sort of groping at a littie bit. I'1l try it anyway. Thie

period when you were Commander at Mobile Commiand, was in fact the period when President

Reagan camne to office. It was a period in which there was a large build-up of US military power.

It was the period of SDI, also. And in your cominents through the whole interview, from time to

trne, there have been coimfents about relations with the American forces at one time or another.

Canada right now is in the process of negotiating a free trade agreement or freer trade agreement

with the United States, which 1 think a lot of people believe could lead into a very different kind

of relationshiP with the United States. 1 mean it couîd become a good deal closer. That's flot

necessarily going to happen, but it might do. And we might have a new international posture for

Canada, giving priority, first of all, to this relationship with the US, tda is to say as a first layer

of relationships. Then with the other allies, and then with other people. How would you seS that

kind of thing affecting the Armed Forces? Would they be able to fit ini easily with something like

that, to have a sort of special, harmonious relationship with Arnerican forces i that kind of way?

[BELZILE] WeIl, over the years, this has beefi like an accordion. One would like to) think that

if we go to a freer trade situation, then we'd start getting a little dloser to a new poîltical

relationship; flot a political union, but a political easing if you want, of relationships, one with the

other. Ini the case of the Armed Forces, and particularly the army, the relationship has always been

excellent across the border anyway. We used to be able to, and we still do, except there's different

pricing problems now. We used to be able to exchange training, exchange aircraft, exchange people

i big groups, send our troops to train and jump out of United States aircraft, bring the Amerîcans

here and have theni jump out of a Canadian aircraft using our techniques, using our parachutes, and

so on. We've been able to do this for years. We have battalions who come and train with us, and

we send battalions to Alaska and so on. But i the last few years, strangely enough, just as people

have been discussing freer trade, we seem to have seen the opposite occurring ini relation to the

Armed Forces. Some people have got themselves all workeci up and started to ask why Canadian

should cross the border and train in US facilities for free; and they start charging us cash on the

barrel, for every soldier we send across. Well, you know, I don't have to tell you that we reduced

to a considerable extefit our preselide there. But, at the saine tume, our own accounitants are starting
to Say, well, OK, if they do that every tume they come to train in Canada, we will charge theni too.
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Whereas before, we were able to do ail that on a mutually agreed basis. You'd have the National
Guard frorn Vermont, for instance, corning to Gagetown and shooting their guns and doing ail their
training every year, because it's the closest camp to them. They cross the border from Vermont
into New Brunswick and they're there. The closest camp in the United States is Fort Drum, just
near Rochester, south of Lake Ontario, which is considerably more expensive for them to go to than
to corne to Gagetown. We used to be able to do that at the colonel's level. I'd get a phone cal!
when I was in Gagetown, and I'd say: "Corne on i and bring your brigade in. Now, no more,
because some accountants somewhere decided that maybe we could make money with that process,
and vice versa. I sent the Ai-borne Regiment lait year to an exercise in Texas. They were
airborne, getting ready to jump out in the parachutes over the training area, when we got a bill for
every soldier who was going to land. And once he's ai-borne and he's heading down, you know,
he doesn't have any choice about turning around. So, I'rn a great sceptic when it cornes to this
freer trade thing. If it reduces the accountants getting rnixed up ini milita-y training, then I'm ail in
favour of it. If it only complicates life, we've got enough complications as it is now with
accounting systems and financial administration acts and one thing and another. The lait thing we
need is some more complex forrns, every tirne you want to send a soldier on a course in the United
States. And the same thing is happening with respect to the British. We used to interchange training
left and right. We can't do that anymore.

[HILL] Perhaps, General Belzile, we could complete our discussion with a mixture of specific and
general questions. First of ail, we've noticed that in 1986 the governrnent of France recognized
your active work in the betterment of milita-y cooperation between France and Canada by appointing
you Commander of the Legion d'Honneur. Given your comments and recounting of your early life,
when you were a student in Montreal and training for the army at that time, this and your own
French-Canadian background, this must have been a particularly gratîfying award to you. Could
you tell us what Iay behind it?

[BELZILEJ Well, you know, I suppose I should start by explaining that, theoretically, when you
receive a decoration, you're not supposed to know about it in advance. In theory, you don't know
who, has recommended you; everything is done very discreetly until the honour is announced. And
then you try to flnd out who brought it Up. I received the Legion d'Honneur, and I was talcen a
bit by surprise, a pleasant surprise of course, because, as you rnay know, very few have been given
i Canada in recent years. There were some during The War, and so on; but I think that, as far as

a militai-y officer is concerned, mine was the first one in peacetime. And, you know, you try to
find out what brought it Up. I guess I got enough out of the French embassy, and a few people that
I knew, to give me an idea. 1 wai for 4 1/2 to alrnost 5 years the Canadian Co-President of the
Franco-Canadian Milita-y Cooperation Committee, a job which I took over for the two years, 1 was
CLDO. 1 did it in Ottawa bere, and then carried on for the fi-st three years that 1 was comrnanding
Mobile Command. During that tirne, we negotiated a lot of exchanges with the French: not trying
to balance what we did with the Americans and what we did with the British, but trying to, increase
the exchanges with the French for a variety of reasons, flot the least of which was that they have
a very professional arrny and their officer cadres are excellent. We wanted to increase our
participation in some of their war schools and some of their specialist schools, such as mountain
schools and skiing schools. Those were some of the things that 1 negotiated. Although this had
existed for a while, Mr. Lamontagne, who was the Minister at the tume, visited his French
counterpart, Francois Hernu, and they both agi-ced that we should increase the military cooperation
betwecn the two ai-mies. And by "ai-mies", I'rn talking generically, I include the navy and the air
force, les armées, using the French terni, plural. And I was given rny rnarching orders by
Mr. Larnontagne, saying: "Increase co-operation with the French. Get on with it, and do more with
thc French«. The French also have very good kits, very good equipment, and sorne of this
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equipment is now being pushed by the French to try to break into the North American market.

They have just sold a tactical communications system to the Amnericans. And the Canadians are

looking for one now; so 1 guess they are hoping for another order. So maybe 1 was lucky. I got

caught up in these affairs at a time when the French were trying to be nice to, Canadians. I was very

mnvolved in the situation. 1 used to host the French delegation every two years, here; and I used
to go to France, to Paris, to a variety of schools, and SO oni. Other Canadians have done similar

thigs, but 1 guess 1 was at it a littie longer. Also, 1 was told discreetly that some of My earlier

work and contingency planning with the French - mainly in Germany -was also talcen into account.

They summarize a guy's career. They knew I was about to retire and they had just negotiated a

protocol with Canada for official approval of decorations. As you know, our owfl orders here

prevent Canadians, usually, from. receiving foreign decorations. You can accept them, but you are
usually flot allowed to wear themn unless they have been gazetted in Canada and approved by Rideau

Hall, by the Governor-Gefleral. In my case, the honour was approved ahead of time. It was then

gazetted in the Canada Gazette; so I was allowed to wear it. I received a boutonnière, plus the

gong. It's on my uniformi; and 1 can wear it. Now, other Canadians such as Poets have received

La Legion d'Honneur, chansonniers and politicîails in Quebec, but their's were flot always accepted

by the Canadian system. EU~ can wear them. But military personnel do flot normally have the same

entitiement. So, 1 don't lcnow what more I can say abou that. One of the things that surprised me

was flot only to receive such a decoration, but also to find that I had been appointed at a high level,

as a Commander. Tha includes the cravatte, the decoration worn around the neck. Even during
The War, people like General Allard and s0 oni were appointed only at the officer level. I received

a higher level than that. In fact, I'm probably the only Canadian who is a Commander.

[HILL] I'd like to offer our congratulations -- a bit late --but along with everyone else. Maybe

1 could ask you one very last question, a very broad one. Do you, after aIl your career, thinlc that

NATO is valuable to international peace and security?; and, also, how important is it, how useful
is it to Canada?

[BLZILEJ Absoluteîy, an unqualified "Yes", for me. Canada is a middle power. We have a

imcedible aMount of geography; and a mutual insurance system, to me, makes £0 much sense that

I don't even understand how anybody could consider an alternative. So, to a large extent, I lookc

at it that way. l'm a firm believer, after all my years of exposiire to NATO. I think that most

NATO nations that I've had the pleasure of worlcing with - with the officers -- are very

cooperative; and Canada has been asked to do mainly the things that we are good at. I remember,
for instance, in Europe, receiving a personal cail from Alexander Haig, when he was SACEUR,
asking me, persoiially, as a national commander, to take on the training of the cadres of the firat
portuguese mechanized brigade ever to, exist. That was when the Portuguese pulled out of Angola.

And that was a little feather in our cap. The reason he came to, us Canadians was because he

considered that we were the most professional mechanized force available. We wouîd flot be
involved with the French in the way that we are, we would flot get involved with the Germans and

the Norwegians in the waY that we have, unless we were participating ini NATO. So,
professionally, for the Armny, and I suspect for our two other services, NATO is an absolute musto

Also it is necessary for national purposes, because there is no0 way we could defend Canada against

a determined organization, even a relatively small one, that would work internallY. The main danger
of a flash point is stili, of course, in Central Europe, and perhaps the need to look after our own
territorial integrity is flot as great a likelihood. But, having said that, if that requirement ever does
come up, then We can count on the rest of the organization. Additionally, our membership in
NATO has given us armed forces that would be capable of generating a range of capabilities that

we might need relatively quickly. 1, for one, don't sec how we could do that without being part
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of an alliance such as NATO. Otherwise, we would have to almost subordinate ourselves to the
United States.

[HILL] Thank you, General Beizile.



CHARLES NIXON

[IILLI Good afternoon. Our guest this afternoon is Mr. Charles Nixon, former Deputy Minister

of National Defence. We are very pleased that you could join us today Mir. Nixon and we are

oertainly appreciative of your readiness to participate in this oral history of Canadian policy ini
NATO.

[NXON] I arn pleased ta be asked, because 1 do believe the recording of history is important,

and particularly when it gathers together, as I understand you are trying to do, the participation andi

the impressions of people such as myseif, who have been in rather senior Positions involve1 witli
Canada's policy with NATO.

[HILLI To begin with, perhaps you could tell us briefly about your ownI background, where you

grew up, wero educated and so on and why you decided to join the Navy - aside from the fact that

that seemns a natural thing for Prairie folks to do.

[NXON] on that latter point, many of us from the Prairies never saw a body of water we couldn't

avoid or 5V/un across, so 1 joined the Navy. 1 was born in, and received all my preliminary

education in, Shore Lake, Manitoba, a small town about 175 miles northwest of Winnipeg,

practically on the Saskatchewan border. Ini 1943 or thereabouts, when I was still too young to join

the Forces, I becaifle aware of the Royal Canadien Naval College at Royal Roads. My father and

1 wrote a letter to find out about this establishment, and in due course I wrote some exams, went

through interviews and such and was accepted to go to Royal Roads. As to precisely why I did

that, at the time, 1 have to say it was because it was the easiest way and the quickest way I could

figure out to maintain the momentum in my education and at the sanie time be ready for active

service at the earliest age. A little digression - I received the name Buzz, the nicknamne Buzz,
which I have had ever since (for everyone except my w f fily) because of te interview t 1t

had for Royal Roads. The interview board consisted of several naval officers, in fact Admirai

Mainguy, Dan Mainguy's father, V/M a Captain, Chairman of the Board, and tiiey were tallcing to

sixteen yoar old boys who ail playod hockey, delivered papers or worked i generai stores. 1 was

unique ini the fact that 1 kept bees and we spent an hour talking about bee keeping. So latr, when

I went to Royal Roads and got on the train in Regina to go there, there was a loud voice coming

through the car saying: "Did that hayseed get on hereu; and I said: "Yes I got on here". And

ho sid, "You must be Buzz Nixon", I've had the name ever since, and tliat individuai V/M Adam

Zimmermail, who is now the president of Noranda. Now tliat's, I think, why I joined the Navy;

and 1 decided while there that I would like ta b i the technical field rather than b. an executive

officer, and so 1 joined the Electrical Branch and went ta the Universities of Toronto and Manitoba

(while 1 was in the Navy, Ms a midshipman, and thon as a sub lieutenant). 1 graduatecj from
Manitoba in 1949.

[HILL] WMs i in naval engineering?

# Interviewers: Hill, Cox, Pawelek. Interview dates: 16/3/87 and 2513/87.
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[NXON] No, it was electrical engineering. Then, when I flnished that, I took a year of further
studies, in the Navy, on the application of electrical engineering to naval requirements. 1 studied
radar, communications, sonar, power drives, electrical generation, and so on, in ships.

[MILL] You graduated from the University of Manitoba about 1949, 1 believe.

[NIXON] That's right. Then, as 1 say, I took a year's service and studied in the Navy. Then
I served in the dockyard on the West coast for a year. And then I spent a year in Korea in HMCS
Cayuga.

[HILL] I wonder if you can tell us a bit more about the Korean period? Was it ail entirely in that
one ship?

[NXON] Ail in the one ship, and our duties were on the West coast of Korea escorting American
aircraft carriers which were attacking or sending off strikes into North Korea. At other times we
would be on the East coast where we would be in shore bombardment. I lost my first command
there, ini fact. I was the officer in charge of a motor launch which we took ashore to bring off a
liaison officer, and when I came back to the ship we tied the motor launch up astern, only to have
the North Koreans start to shoot at us. So we went out of that harbour going fuît speed astern.
We were firing forward and they were flring at us, s0 it was quite an odd situation, and my motor
launch overturned. So 1 lost my flrst command. My first and only command, I should say.

[HILL] Were you involved in the Inchon landing?

"NXON] No, that was over by the time I got there in 1951. That was ini the early part of 1951,
but I didn't get there until later.

[HILLI What did you feel about the contribution of the Canadian Navy to the UN Force in Korea?

[NXON] Well, I think we should take a look at the demarcation line. I believe that the late
Commander James Plomer, who died a year ago, and Admirai Brock, were both keen on
maintaining the Western hold on the islands off the West coast of Korea, about haif way up. And
those islands, I believe, were fundamental to maintaining that demarcation line between the North
and the South. The reason why the Canadians were so instrumental is we had a piece of equipment
which no other navy had at that time. This was a three centimetre navigation radar which you could,
use to go into very narrow harbours and also could pick up the small junks and tishing boats which
you couldn't do with other radars of that day. Remember that's in 1950-51. It wasn't a radar we
put on board for that purpose, it was a radar which the RCN put aboard just to modernize and to
add more capabilities to the ships.
[HILLI How good were the ships in those days, by and large?

(NIXON] For our purposes, then, I think they were just as good as anybody's. We're talking
about the Tribal class. They were ail launched in the latter part of the 1940s. They had about the
best radar and fire control systems, sonar systems and communication systema that were available.

[HILL] Have you ever been back to Korea.

[NIXON] No, 1 have flo. No, 1 have not been back to Japan or Korea.



[HILLI Weil, I was there a couple of years ago and there was a group of Canadjan veterans there
while we were there. The changes were just extraordinary since the War, they said. The whole
country had evidently been in1 chaos at that tîne.

[NXONI One of the most memorable parts of my Korean time was that I had, as a shipmate,
the famous doctor Joe Cyr, the phony doctor.

[HILL] You survived him as well as the North Koreans?

[NXON] Weil, actually the person who really did survive him was Commander Plomer. One
time when we camne into Sasebo, which was Our operating base, Plomer, who was then a
Commander, had a badl tooth ache and he intended to get it serviced or get it out, or flled, or what
ever else was needed. But we were only able to stay in just long enough to refuel and resupply and
then go back out again. So when we got out, he said, "Weil 1 must do something with this tooth,
i can't put Up with this for another two weeks, 1 wiIl have to get it extracted". Doctors on board
in those days did extractions. The tooth was taken out that afternoon. And around 8 or 9 o'clock
that evening the engineering officer and 1 went to visit the Captain, as we did every night, to teill
himi what was the state of our equipment. We would be asked specifics and we would have a chat
about the ship and about war and everything else. And lie said that lie neyer had had such a
painless extraction in his life. He said: "That guy Cyr, he is adoctorjust without parallel." Weil,
the reason why lie had siich a painless extraction is that lie was damn near killed by a massive dose
of codeine that Cyr used to mask bis lack of dental skills.

[MuL] Weil, at least lie got the riglit tooth. Could you tell us something about how you and

your fellow officers at that time saw the state of the world. I mean this was the period of the war
in Indo-China. Was this a world whidli was clearly divided into two competing camps?

wiNIN i think so, for two or three reasons. The older officers who had served in -The War-

were quite clear about this. But it came from the w&r Witli Germany. After The War tliey just
shifte the focus wo the Soviet Union, particularly as we came to see more and more confrontation
during the latter part of the 1940s, leading up wO the flrst western defence arrangements.

[HULL]I 'Pe Western European Union?

[NXONI The western Buropean Union, with Britain, France and the Benelux; and then that gave
rise to NATO. 1 believe that so many of our officers, whether it was army, or navy or air force,'
saw that it was far better wo ti>' t deter war than to let it happen like die st One. I think that's
how they saw what was going on in Korea. Remember we are talking of the days of encirclement,
containment, termns like that. There is another aspect of this that you May recail: there was an
educational progranmme i National Defence and aiso 1 believe in External afairs, cal ed the "Bra
of Current Affairs. « Every week you had almost what we would eall brain-washing or Propaganda.
But there was a study session on different situations in the world, and that took place not oniy in
the ships and i the Far East but also in ail of tIe bases in Canada. For example, 1 remember
going wo thie Teacîer's College for a Bureau of Current Affairs session when 1 first Cam back from,
Korea. The then Australian High Commissioner wo Canada, who had previousîy been the Australian
Higli Commissioner wo Ceylon, was talkdng about the Colomnbo Plan. At that time, i 1952, we
Canadians were thinkig that this was one of our flrst reai steps on the world stage as an
idependent country, making our own decisions, assisting Ceylon Particuîarly in its economic

developnient. Canada was sending locomotives, Manufacturing supplies, and miedical supplies wo
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Ceylon. And he said, that's ail ver>' well, but make sure you understand what you are doing; and
he pulled out of his pocket a cake of soap, saying, when you send this cake of soap to Ceylon some
mid-wife is going to wash, and as a resuit some mother and some child will survive, whereas
without the soap either one of them or both might die in childbirth. He said make sure you think
about what you are making them survive for. If you haven't solved that next question, have you
reali>' solved the problemn by doing this or have you created a problem? Obviously it made quite
a profound effect on me. Thirty five years later I stili remember that talk.

[MILL] You mean, it raised questions about the kind of world these children would grow up in?

[NXON] That's rîght. I mean to say, the Bureau of Current Affairs had, as its purpose, trying
to make Canadians, including people in the Armed Forces, think a littie bit more broad>' than just
about Canada or about what the>' themselves were doing. It obviously had an effect on me.

[HILL] NATO had been established just before you were in Korea. What was the reaction to the
establishment and development of NATO?

[NXON] Remember, I was a young lieutenant and some of these higher policy issues didn't
penetrate that far down. But this idea of containnient and deterrence was pretty well planted, and
very well received. We feit we should do that. We didn't want to let war happen again. You
know, the Marshall Plan had already been in operation for some time, and you could already se
some of the fruits. There was certain>' great hope there. But there is another aspect to this
question. I think that there was a sense of purpose. Whether it was the right purpose or not, wein Korea had a sense of purpose. I think the first An>' Division that Canada sent to Europe at the
start of NATO had the saine sense of mission. You'll find that is so if you talk to the service
people of that period. Also, one-third of the whole fighter aircraft in NATO were Canadians, 300
strong I think at one tîne. The saine is true for sailors. And so there was a real sense of purpose
in the Armed Forces at that tîne.

[HILL] I wonder if we could just move on a little bit to the period after you were in Korea, while
you were still in the Navy. I was wondering if you would tell us what positions you held in the
Navy at that time.

[NXON] WeIl, I returned to Canada, and went into a section in National Defence Headquarters
working on the design, development, testing, acceptance and purchasing of electrical generating,
transforming, switching and power equipment. It was ail on the power side, there was nothing to
do with radar, communications or anything else, and it was primaril>' for our group of
minesweepers, which we still had, as training vessels on the west coast. And I guess wc gave about
eighteen to the Turks, as Mutual Aid. They were given to the Turks in the late 1950s, I thinc.
I was there fromn 1952 to 1956. In our section we were working on the minesweepers and also on
the St. Laurent class and the Restigouche class of destroyer msorts.

MHILL] Where was your office Iocated?

[NXON] Oh, here in Ottawa, you know In the old "C" building.

[HILL] And that lasted until?

(NIXON] Until I went to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT, in 1956. I thinc that
was an important period as far as my own personal development was concerned. You see, that w8s
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INXON] Until I went to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT, in 1956. I think that

was an important period as far as my own personal development was concernied. You see, that was

the period when the Nautilus, the first USN nuclear submarine, appeared. I remember the Naval

Instructor Chief of the day saying: "Oh well, our great destroyer escorts would make mincemeat

of the Nautilus". The fact that they could go 25 knots or 22 knots Or whatever they could do at that

time was irrelevant. Well, I had more than a question of doubt because when ships go fast they

can't hear a thing with sonar as there is so much self-noise. So that VJ85, yOU may say, the first

sowing of seeds of doubt in my mind and questioning of the leadership that we had in the RCN
(Which I will corne to subsequently).

[COXJ What did you do at MIT?

[NXON] What the Navy was doing at the time - and so were some of the other services - was

to take a few of their technical officers and send them, off to post-graduate work, whether ini

aerodynamics, in missile development, in control systems or in communications. Three officers had

gone off about two years before us. It was felt that the work 1 had been doing in power systems

was very germane, because one of the problems we had had in dealing with gun turrets and with

missile systenis was in nioving large masses fast. To slew a turret takes a ver)' particular type of

drive. So I went down to MIT to study energy conversion systems of this type. And while I was

there I saw that I had enough room in My schedules to take nuclear engineering; which I did,
because I felt that before I left the Navy, we in the Canadian Navy would have to be aware of

nuclear energy, nuclear reactors and nuclear propulsion. We would need to understand what it

meant for ourselves, what it meant to our allies, and what it also meant to a potential enemy. So

I did take some nuclear engineering.

[HILL Which years were these?

[NXONI Fromn 1956 to 1958.

[HILL] After that, there was still another five years in the Navy.

[NIXON] That's right. When I came back to Canada, I was supposed to go back to sea as a

Squadron Electrical Officer, but at that time the Navy was thinking seriously about nuclear

submariiies and they decided they needed to have a study group - which is not that différent from

the one that is going on right now - not as to whether the Navy should have nuclear submarines,

but if it did have nuclear submarines, what would be the implications with respect to training,

particularly of the technicians, and regarding the type of dockyard infrastructure that would be

needed to handie nuclear submarines, as well as the type of industrial structure Canada would, need

to have, to produce and maintain nuclear submarmnes. I remember once in this proceas, Captain

(now Rear AdmiraI) Davis, who was later Commandant at NDC, a man with a really good sense

of humour as well as being a very confident individual, went before the Atomic Energy Control

Board. And the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Control Board said to Captain Davis: «Tell me,
if one of these nuclear submarines was cut in half i the Gulf of St. Lawrence by another ship,
would it sink or would it float?". And Captain Davis put his head down and thought for a while

and looked up and said: "Which would you prefer?" Well, lie was quite riglit, as i some

instances it could do either; which didn't stop the Atomic Energy Control Board. But you might

Say that's wherc another period of doubt set in for me, because I was primjarily iliteresteci ini the

nuclear reactor control systeni, but I also had the responsibility to 1ook into some of the operational

considerations, not on the basis of whether you should have nuclear submarines, but ini terlfl of

what does this do to your operational capabilities. A.Ithough 1 amn not an operator, I became
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convinced very quickly that you really couldn't say that you were ini the anti-submarine warfare field
in a serious way if you didn't have hunter-killer nuclear submarines. The reason I say that is that
submarines, when they are submerged and quiet, that is flot moving, have tremendous passive sonar
capabilities. When 1 say tremendous I mean a couple of hundred miles, if they are actually quiet
and making no noise themselves. That's because of the odd way that sound propagates in the water.
For example, look at the question of the Greenland - Iceland - UK Gap, I mean look at it as a
barrier problem. If you can deal with that barrier with passive submarmnes as well as with SOSUS
(acoustic devices laid on the bottom of the ocean to listen for submarmnes), then I think you can
really boule the adversaries up so they can't move without you knowing where they are. What
bothered me was the impression I received that the Naval Board wasn't interested in nuclear
submarmnes because submarines don't have much of a wardroom or a quarter deck or much of a
place to hold good receptions or to "show the flag. « Now I may be too hard on my superiors of
the day, but as you can imagine, that impression certainly had more than a littie bit of an impact
on me. The operational advantages of nuclear submarines, which I feit were of paramount
importance, didn't seem to enter the picture too much.

[HILL] I think the other comment that was made was the one of cost, wasn't it? I think Bob
Sutherland, who was my chief for a while, I'i flot sure if it was ini a paper that he wrote or in the
1964 White Paper, argued that if you bought two or three nuclear submarines it would take up most
of the defence funding by the time you put in the infrastructure and back-up. That's an
exaggeration, 1'm sure, but there was that sort of consideration.

[NIXON] There certainly was the financial consideration; but one of the things you get with
submarmnes is that they have very small crews. At that time, I believe, the difference between the
cost of a nuclear submarmne and the true cost of a frigate wasn't very great. Now that you mention
Sutherland, I was probably one of the individuals who caused Hellyer to ask Sutherland to do that
study just after Hellyer becamne the Minister of National Defence in 1963.

After I moved from the nuclear submarine survey team I spent a year at Chalk River to
acquire some practical experience with nuclear reactors. Then I came back, and I became in due
course the Director of Systemn Engineering - a new slot in the Directorate General of Fighting
Equipmnent. I had the responsibility to make a total ship systemn out of the individual pieces of
radar, sonar, communications, weaponry, guns, torpedoes. When I say that, I mean to work out
the weights of them, the spaces they would need, the air conditioning they'd need, the wiring that
they'd all need; and get ail the wiring done. I don't mean to say for a moment that I had the
responsibility for the accuracy of the radar or the appropriateness; we had radar specialists for that.
Also involved in this job was putting together the total funding and working out the total estimes
for fighting equipment. T'heway dia the estimates were handled in those days, and it is not so
different now, is that my boss, the Director General of Fighting Equipment, had the responsibility
to go before the Estimates Committee and defend the prices and cost estimates.

What happened when they costed the Canadian General Purpose Frigate, between 1960 and
1963, was that they put thc cheapest price on each piece of equipment, obtained from, the US Navy
data that was uscd as the estimate. T'his added up, for a GPF, to 33 million dollars per ship. And
8 of thcm obviousîy came to, $264 million - thc figure that's on the record. However, that price
did not aflow for any spare parts, any logistic stores, any training cquipmcnt, any Canadianization,
any training of the people; and so when you put this ail together, thc truc cost was practically
double. I therefore wcnt to my boss and I said: "Lookc, you are responsible for the total job that
is being donc here, and you have thc rcsponsibility to go forward and dcfend these estimates, but
you can't defend these estimates without adding on aIl thc other items". He said: *You are



absolutely right". So very quickly the price of the group of ships went fromn $264 million to, $520

million, at which time Douglas Harkness, then the Minister of National Defence, wrote across the

document: "Don't go any further with this until we get to the bottom of it.",

You may remember, if you were working with Bob Sutherland, that what had happened during

that period and the latter part of the fifties and the early part of the sixties, is that the Cold War

wasn't quite as cold as it had been. The national concern for defence was flot very great, compared
with social programmes, and the defence budget as a percentage of the total federal budget started

to slip bit by bit. i understand from Bob Bryce that when he was Secretary of the Treasury Board

and when Elgin Armstrong first became Deputy Minister of National Defence, defence was about

33% of Federal GoverniTient outlays. That would be around 1958. But then it slipped and it

slipped very quickly. So what Mr. Hellyer tried to do with his ideas of integration, and then

unification, was to reduce duplication and reduce double functioning and SO on; and to be able to

put more money into capital equipment and into operations. But he wasn't successfÙl in doing so.

He may have been successful in stopping some duplication, but as far as putting more money into

capital was concerned, he wasn't successful, because the defence budget kept being cut more and
more.

[COXJ Could you tell us more about the comparability of submarines and frigates?

[NXONI Well, there are many factors to consider. There are many things that naturally you

can't do with a submnarmne. On the other hand, people nowadays are suggesting: "Well, we will

either buy more frigates or we will buy more submarines. « I personally believe that there is kind

of a minimum number of frigates that you're going to have to have. We hear people say: "Weîî,

let's pick a cheaper, lighter ship. « But if you want to have a ship that will go into, the North

Atlantic and face heavy sea states and carry a heavy helicopter, then it's got to be 4000 tons and

it's going wo cost a good deal. As soon as you put those stipulations on, that you are going o te

in the North Atlantic, in sea state 5, at 27 knots or 25 knots, carrying a heavy helicopter, that

defmnes the ship, regardless of the we4ipon. 1 think that the requirement is the saine ini the Pacifie.

[MILLI What about the 1960s?

[NXON] If you just tallc about submarmnes in the anti-submarmne role, and in containing Soviet

submarifles, and about cost effectiveness as it applied in those days, I could have made a better

argument for nuclear submarines than I could for surface vessels. The problem we have had with

the frigate is that it was almost duplicitous, in my .îudgment, for the Navy wo be trying to go

through with the programme for $264 million per batch when many people such as mnyself realized

that $500 plus was more the real price. It reminds me of a littIe story about the fifties, 1 thinic it

was: the Navy bought a new telephone exchange for Halifax CFB, and then they realized that they

didn't have a building wo put it in. They went back wo Treasury Board for a building wo put it in

and the building was going wo cost five times what the telephone exchange cost, somnething like that.

A letter came back from Treasury Board, it was almost like the old classic letters you useci t reaci

about fromn the Naval Board in Britain, which would say: "My Lords Of the Admiralty view with

growing concern". This is what our people said: "Members of the Treasury Board do not

appreciate being asked wo provide a building for so many mdllion dollars to house a telephone

exchange, given that the Navy has already committeci itself to a telephone exchange at about a

quarter of the price. Ini the future make sure that the total implications of a programme are brought
forward. "

[IiLLI What was the frigate type you were talking about?
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[NIXON] It's called a General Purpose Frigate. Another point of interest here is the weapons
system, the Tartar missile system. The Tartar missile system was pretty large for that size of ship.
The US Navy had them, using them as part of a total, structured, Iayered approach. The top of the
layer was the aircraft flying off an aircraft carrier; the next layer down was the Talos, which was
a very big missile with a very long range; then there was the Terrier; and finally we corne to the
Tartar. It formed part of a total carrier task force. But I had very great doubts as to where it fitted
into the Canadian Navy, because it determined the layout of your ship, the layout of your operations
room, the size of the magazines. It just becamne the controlling element. So I asked the question:
"Under what circumstance is the Canadian Navy going to be in the situation where that type of
system would be of fundamental use?" And 1 didn't get very good answers, because if you want
to protect the ship, you use defence weapons, which are much smaller things; and you also use
ECM (Electromic Counter Measures). So I actually developed the impression that this was more
of a prestige thing, that it wasn't really justified; and s0 again I had elements of doubt. And fmnally
1 decided that the best thing I could do for my peace of mind was to leave the Navy, because I
thought that there were other serious national problems to be tackled. Ibis was the time of the
Coyne Affair, and a time of real economic problems in the nation. 1 thought that such talent as I
had could be applied as well elsewhere as it was being applied in the Navy, and 1 decided to leave.

[HILL] 1 still have one question, and 1 think Nancy probably has another, on your period of naval
service. It's really a continuation of what we were just talking about. What 1 was wondering was:
how close were the relations with the US Navy and its anti-submarine warfare operations at this
time?

[NXON] They were extremnely close, for several reasons. Firstly, at that time, if you go and
look at the tables, Canada was more than pulling its weight in its defence budget, and most of its
capability was available to be used for NATO if that was required. Secondly, because of our
location in the North Atlantic and the legacies, the lessons, of the Second World War, in
anti-submarmne tactics and in anti-submarine equipment we were as good as anyone. Thirdly, we
were the ones who introduced the shipboard helicopter. The Americans thought we were absolutely
mad, and £0 did the British, because we suggested flying rather large helicopters off these smalI
ships.

[COX] Using the bear trap?

[NIXON] The bear trap. That was a completely Canadian invention. So we were very highly
regarded. Also keep in mind that variable depth sonar, which you drop over the stern, was again
a completely Canadian invention. We liait to figure out such things as how to recover it and what
domes to put it in and how to keep it on the end of a wire so that it was always pointing ahead and
not just twisting around. A very good friend of mine was the main inventor of that. So we were
very highly regarded because we were putting our money where our mouth was, you might say, and
we had sorte capabilities which the US Navy didn't have. So the relationship was very good. And
there was an extremely good exchange of information, practically no-holds-barred, which 1 can't
say applies today.

%h "bear trap* - a device for hauling down and se=uing helicopters onboard smnall ships mach as
frigates or destroyers.
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[HILLI In regards to the relations l'etween the Canadian Navy and the US Navy, and ASW, in this

period, were we Iinked into things like SOSUS and so on or did that corne later on? Is the link

between Canadian and US ASW olerations 80 intensive that it would l'e hard to separate them one

from the other?

[NXONI I would say that we prol'ably were in that state of affairs; but as 1 did flot have a "need

to know", I did flot know at that time. lInm just saying that 1 believe we probably were.

[FA WELEKJ 1 have one geiieral question. It may be going back a bit to your comments about

the budgets in the late Mifies. The Fifties have been seen as sort of a "Golden Âge", both in

Canadian foreign policy in general and also for Canadian involvement ini NATO. There was strong

support for NATO, Canada had some of the l'est trained military forces and l'est equipment in the

Alliance; also Canada hiait considerable influence on the diplomatic front. I mean, we were certainly
influential in the 1956 Suez Crisis.

mNIN And also in the origination of NATO itself.

[pAWELEKI Do you agree with that kind of assessment, first of ail? And secondly, do you think

that we should try to get back to that kind of a situation again?

[NXoNI Why would we want to get l'ack to that? If you had asked the question slightly

differently, if you said, do I believe that Canada should l'e trying to share a proportionate load in

world affairs, I'd say: "Very definitely". But circumlstances have changed since the 1950s. In the

1950s Europe was destitute. For example, in Korea the British got along with unl'elieval'ly worn-

out equipmnft. That country was just as destitue as Germiany was, if flot more so, because they

didn't have the Marshall Plan in Britain. The Germanis at least had the Marshall Plan. But as

Germnany and the Benelux countries and France got up off their knees, ol'viously we couîdn't play,

we'd l'e naive to expect we'd still have to play, the saine part. Keep in mind that at the end of

The War we had the third largest navy in the world, and that was ol'viously overtaken l'y ail kinds

of events. It was the sanie thing at flrst ini NATO; we had 300 Sabre aircraft over there because

nobody else had themn then. The Brits could flot afford them. So I thnk that we would l'e out of

line wo think that we could ever corne l'ack into the sanie position we had in world affairs at that

time. That doesn't imply that we shouldn't produce or contril'ute more in various ways, flot only

ini the defence field, but also in terms of economic aid, for example. Ini the aid field we're certainîy

doing a hell of a lot more, per capita and per GNP, than many other countries are, s0 we' ve shifted

our emphasis. My concerfi is tliat I look on1 the deterrence/defence contribution as a pre-requisite

to achieviflg somne of the other things. I don't think you are going to solve somne of the North/Southi

problenis until you have a reasonable degree of stability in the East/West dimension.

[HILL] Ini other words we should l'e doing what is a sound role, coflimensurate with our size?

[NXONI Roger, I coined this expression before Carter used it. I used to get 50 furious with the

Treasury Board, about "guns or butter" - "Can't afford it and 50, on." I said: "Look, you talk

about defence as though it is a free choice, you van have it or flot have it."-

"Thle most important social programme you have is the Programme which allows you to have

freedoni of choice ini social programmes. And that is your defence and deterrence." 'Mat may
sound lilce a liard line, but that is where I corne froni. To Put it anotiier way, what wouîd l'e the

resuit in NATO if they all took the samne attitude Canada does? Secondîy, CaO you protect the
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institutions, processes and values of free countries? Can you protect that separately? No, you have
got to do it jointly. We tend to forget that occasionally.

The point here is that the first responsibility of govemrment is the preservation of the state, and
we should neyer forget that political science fundarnental. Defence is flot a free choice. Ini our
case, faced with a deterrence/defence requirement within the Western Alliance, we do not have a
free choice for ourselves. It is largely reactive to what the other countries are doing. That is what
caused the formation of NATO. We were reacting to the fact that the Soviet Union did flot follow
through with the Yalta accord. It did flot allow free elections in Eastern Europe, it overthrew what
leadership or what freedorn there was ini Czechoslovakia. Finally we said: "Look, we have a
problemn on our hands«.

[COX] You have made a very powerful case pointing to the relative decline of Canadian mrilitary
capabilities, and perhaps this is just. But if you take that period, the early Sixties, is there sortie
way to measure the absolute decline in, let's say, our naval capabilities, or indeed is there an
absolute decline?

[NIXON] The technology and the capability of the potential opposition has moved ahead, so there
is certaînly a relative decline. The absolute number of ships hasn't changed. As 1 said publicly just
last week at the University of Manitoba, even these old ships that we have, when it cornes to action
or anti-submarine capability, don't knock them. They may be awfully old, but there are few ships
that as surface vessels will do rnuch better in anti-subrnarine warfare than lbU will, even today.
So 1 arn really talking about very much a relative decline. But a point that is important here,
referring to that period we have just talked about, is that we were, I think, going through a
transition towards a new sense of being a nation. We became rnuch more concerned about our own
affalrs and about our own development, for example in the economnic field. I believe we gained
a sense of national maturity in that period; and that carne because of what we were doing in the
Colombo Plan, in NATO, and in tackling the work of national developrnent - economic
developmrent, and so on. Ail that started to corne into play in the latter part of the Fifties, because
the Cold War had cooled off a certain arnount and the Soviets didn't look quite as forbidding as they
had during the Berlin Crisis period. Things certainly heated up again with the Cuban Missile Crisis
in 1962, but that was a mornentary blip, really, as fat as public sentiment for defence was
concerned. So I think that the national feeling was that we had other problernis that needed to be
addressed.

[COXJ Arn I correct in thinking that, at that tirne, we stili had the Bonaventure?

[NIXON] Yes.

[COX] For ASW? 1 mean primarily convoy defence?

[NIXON] Yes.

[COXJ Not so much for chasing down their SSBN submarines?

[NIXON] That's correct.

[COXI So basically it lit a convoy defence. We wcre thinking of the lunes of communication, of
reinforcement.



[NXON] That's right. There are two things here that I'd like to get on the record, in this matter

of SSBNs. 1 ar n ot aware that it has ever been policy, cither ours or NATO's, to even think about

deliberately attacking SSBNs. I mean, think if One Of Ours went missîng, we might be tempted to

say: "Well, let's use the others before they go missing too. " So 1 think that the idea of attacking

an SSBN would be absolutely folly from a stability viewpoint. That doesn't mean you don't keep

track of where they are, but you do as well as you can by SOSUS and with sonobuoys, etc. (If for

no other reasons than for training purposes. There is nothing better to train with than a real live

object. That goes on ait the turne).

[COXJ What about the Bonavenlture ini particular?

[NXON I arn glad you mentioned the Bonaventure, another cause Of disillusioninent and another

piece of concerfi on my part. That one aircraft carier, plus the aircraft, plus the naval air schools

that w. had Wo rufi, was eatiflg up something lic. 40% of the total naval budget. -men you had to

ask yourself what were you getting for this? You weren't getting a hell of a lot of capability, and

particularly when we camne to the turne of helicopters operating frorn small ships. The helicopter

changed the whole rote of the destroyer escort in anti-submarine warfare. The miost pointed, the

most effective, fighting part of a DE is the helicopter. The DE itself iS flow just a smnatl aircraft

carier for that hehicopter. So I didn't think it was ail that disastrous when we decided to do away

with the aircraft carier. That happened after I left, though.

[COXI Has the rote changed? Did we shift away frorn using the maritime forces to protect sea

limes of communication? Have we shifted frorn that Wo some formn of coastal or Canadian waters

patrol?

[NXONI I'rn glad you brought me back Wo that, because I arn a strong believer i the concept

of integratioli. I arn not sure that, originally, I would have gone to full unification, or donc away

with the uniforrns, but having don. away with thern I surely wouldn't go back to them. Now, on

the stratcgic question, I cannot see how it would b. at att that hikely that the Soviet Union would

deliberately contemptate, and plan for, and execute, any type of attack in Europe, a conventional

attack, without some confidence that they could either break the sca lines of communication or that

they could overcomne NATO before the sea lines of communication could corne ito play. And it

is for that reason that I feel that Northern Norway and the Barents Sea and the Norwegian Sea are

the rnost important part of NATO territory, except Germany, as far as strictty deterrent capaiuity

is concerned. if we hotd those areas and can control thein, then I'd say the. otiier side would think

very seriously before attacking us. So Wo corne back to your question, what is the approach now?

12he approach is stili to maintain the sea lunes of communication; but the methods of doing so have

changcd, that is Wo say there rnay flot b. convoys, there rnay be sanitized corridors. It rnay be very

much hunt and kill, because if you take the combination of barriers and SO)SUS and Tartas and the

long distance listening devices thcy are towing behind ships flow - and you put thein att together and

then tic that i with shore patrol aircraft, with sonar buoys and the. helicopters, I'm not toc> sure that

I'd fe Woo coinfortable bcing a Soviet submarine commander. In fact, you Îcnw, I think that they

coutd run the risk of losing five Wo seven subrnarines a wcek. You can't do that for very long even

if you've got 300 of thcm. So I think that the idea of protecting the sea lines of communication is
stilt fundanientalt W the strategy of deterrence.

[COXI Wclt, I wondcr, just as we finish this period, coming Up Wo 1963, if )f'01 could look back

and tell us how you feit about the Khrushchev period? Did yo see it as a period of reform, as it
is now being categorized?



[NXON] I arn glad you asked that question. It brings back something which is, from a personal
point of view I think, important in relation to some of the things 1 have said, some of the attitudes
I have developed over the years. As early as 1946, 1 can remember going to a football game in
London, Ontario (when 1 was attending the University of Toronto for a year). And I remember
talking to a group of my fellow students. You know, this was the kind of thing a bunch of
engineers were talking about in 1946. We talked about the Soviet Union. I had read my first
book about the nature of Soviet society and there was something in it about the NKVD. I was
absolutely horrified. You know I arn not a history student, s0 I had no perception of Soviet Russia
or what historic Russia under the Czars was like. But I carne to the conclusion then - and this may
now sound simple, obvious, a cliché - that the longer we live with the Soviets and learn to
understand them, the better we will get on in the future. That has influenced me over the years,
and that is wliy I've always feit that the more relations we have with the Soviet Union, the better
our prospects will be, providing we do it on terms and conditions which we find acceptable. It
seems to me, however, tliat i practice we very often conduct our relations with them in a manner
which is completely in thi favour. Now as far as the Khrushchev period was concerned, I was
not conscious of his attempt to reform the Soviet systemn, and I arn not sure how many other people
were conscious, in the West, of his attempt at reform, except those who are true Sovietologists. So
I would say that it didn't have any impact on me at ail at the time.

Part Il - Department of Indu=tr. 1963-1966

[HILL] Well, we are now moving on to Part Two, which is your period at the Department of
Industry from 1963 to 1966. Mr. Nixon, you presumably held a number of diffèrent positions in
that time. Could you tell us what they were, what your work involved, and whether you were
working on defence questions, foreign affairs, NATO, any of those kinds of issues?

[NXONI Well, when 1 left the Navy, I left because 1 had rather lost confidence, or faith, in the
leadership. I had not lost my concern about deterrence and defence, but I feit that the way that
they were being approached was not very productive. The country was going through a very
difficult period of economic development -as I said, it was the time of the Coyne Affair and so on -
and 1 feit that 1 might be able to, contribute more i the economic development field than 1 was able
to do in defence. So I went to the Department of Industry and worked on the development of the
electronics industry. That învolved examining diffèrent proposais wit various companies and trying
to convince industry to do foreign marketing. For example, one of your biggest and most prornisîng
companies at the tirne had practically no offshore business, and we did our best to try to get them
involved and to convince them they should have a strong internationai operation. That company has
subsequently become one of Canada's greatest exporters of high-tech products. I was in the
development of new products and so on. Truc, some of these did have a defence application.

Now, as far as the defence side in generai was concerned - and this even applies, to the PCO -
whcn 1 left the Forces 1 made a vcry definite decision and comrnitment to myscif that I would not

be involvcd In anything to do with defence policy or defence matters, because I felt so seriously and
s0 deeply about it. I serncd to have différent views from those who werc running it, and many
of those who were stillin he Navy were my fricnds and former cohionts, whose opinions I
respectcd. For example, when 1 went to thc PCO 1 had nothing to do with defence matters ail
during the debates on unification, integration, and defence budget cuts, leading up to thc 1971 white
paper. I had nothing to do with those whatsocver.

[HILLJ I think we will corne onto that shortly, but I did want to ask your own persona] vlews onl
thc 1964 White Paper, because that had quite a lot of Implications. You afready touchcd on it a
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littie bit earlier. It maintained Canada's commitments to NATO, but in fact there was already a

shift going on where there was tak about buying light tanks and having greater mobility and

airmobile materiel and so forth. So what was your own personal view of it?

[NXONI 1 do flot recali actually having read the 1964 White Paper when it came out. I did read

the 1971 one.

[HILLI You didn't think enough of it to read it?

[NXONI No, there were two things. One is that I had to make a very cOnsiSCous and a ver>' hard

decision wo stand clear of defence, and the second thing is that, at that Point in my personal

development, things lilce White Papers were stili unreal documents. In this town you want wo buy

a White Paper, youI've got tO know where wO get it. You just can't go down to any book store,

you've got to ferret the thing out. Like right now: how many people in the GovernMent of Canada

know where to go to get a set of the Estimates?

[HILL] 1 think it is easier now than it was.

[NIXON] Sure as hell is, but at that time White Papers and even Speeches from, tie Throne - even

now try wo get the Speech from the Throne - and I amn talking about the rank and file. I amrnfot

saying that it is secretive, but I arn just saying that it is flot just there. And, at that time, I don't

think even in the Forces they made a habit of passing themn around and making sure that everyone

read thein.

[HILLI Funilly enough, 1 was in Montreal at the turne, just before coming to Ottawa, and I think

the>' were almost best sellers in Montreal. You could buy them in the old goverrnent book store

which the>' had at that Urne down on St. Catherine Street, and I remember people really were

interested at that turne.

[COXI But you indicate that this was quite a drarnatic shift in your career, and you were, in effect,

at least temporarilY, putting behind you defence policy.

[NXONI There were s0 many of my friends and colleagues who were working hard, who believed

in what theY were doing, and 1 respected their opinions, but at the s8IUC tirne 1 found myseif over

here, and wo have peace of mind with myseif, I said, well, 1 have to shut that out. It was quite a

cofisclous and deliberate attempt wo put it behind me, neyer expecting I'd end up back in defence,
flot for a moment.

[COXI So the probleins you had with defence were flot about overail policy but about specific
policies?

[NIXONI That's right, about how to use resources and wh81 is the most effective way to do

various tasks. I mean, should we have a General Purpose Frigate with a missile on it, VlhIi s0

far as I could see would neyer be used, or could neyer be used in an active environrnent. r-jpjc

of it, i 1960, where would the Canadian Navy use the Tartar missile, and why would you construct

a ship which is completely determined i its shape, size and configuration by that one device? At

the. saine time, havig gone through hearing that nuiclear subinarines ma>' be flot too good because

they don't have a wardrOOlf and don't have a quarter deck in which YOu can have receptions. You

col't show the flag. I amrnfot kidding you, that's the type of discussion that I actually heard froin

senior officers. hie reasofi we had the Tartar missile was to deal with the Soviets Bear Delta
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aircraft that were going to corne out to attack us after a nuclear exchange. I looked at the
Cornmadore when he told me that, and said: "My goodness, this man is mad".

[ILL] What did you think of the MLF concept. 1 mean, you mnust have had some interest ini
that?

[NXON] 1 had flot thought enough about the question of nuclear weapons control to have had
any feelings. I think that, at the time, I probably thought that this is flot a bad idea. More recently,
when I got to know more about the problems of control of nuclear weapons, I may have had
different thoughts.

[COXI Just a last question on that issue of resources. We ail have opinions; and we don't always
win. But did you feel there were opportunities, for restructuring, which would have permitted a
more logical process?

"NXON] Even at that time the answer is yes. What I would have done is this: I would have
looked for a way -- and keep in mind you are talking about a pretty young commander, who did
not know his way around the higher echelons -- I would have put the controllers of the three
services in the Deputy Minister's office. But the problern was the Arrny didn't have a controller
yet, and the Naval Controller Office was not that well developed, in other words it was just an
extension of an accountant. You see it is only in the last, say, fifteen years, that the financial
managers, the accountants, have developed the ability and the willingness and the necessity to look
ahead as well as back. Now that brings you into one of the things which I think is extremely
important, and you might find it interesting in your work, to look at the evolution of the
management of defence in Canada. Historically, you see, you didn't have a Deputy Minister; ail
you had was the heads of the three services, and when they first had a Deputy Minister, it was
made very very clear that his only responsibility was a financial one, just bean counting. Even after
the war you had the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, who did ail of the policy side, and then
there was the Deputy Minister's Estirnates Review Committee. And the Estimates Review
Cornmittee just deait with the appropriateness and the thoroughness of the Estimates and the
requirernents. It had nothing to do with the substantiation of policy; and that persisted, 1 would
say, even up to my Urne. I think that I was the first Deputy Minister who really interjected himself
into policy, and I did it for a variety of reasons. One is because defence policy tdes the Departrnent
of National Defence, and the Canadian Forces as part of that departmnent, to the external affairs
policy. You can't develop defence policies strictly with military objectives. You have got to do
it with total policy planners. And I'd say that the Forces, after sorne kicking and screaming, have
accepted that.

Part 111 - Privy Council Office. 1966-75

[HILLJ I think that we wll now go on to Part Three, which was your period at the Privy Council
Office, frorn 1966 to 1975. 1 think you have already rnentioned that in that period you were
working rnainly outside of defence issues. But could you tell us how your work at the PCO
evolved, which positions you held at that tirne?

[NIXON] Yes, when 1 first arrived in the PCO, 1 was seconded frorn the Departinent of IndusttY
because Gordon Robertson and Gerry Stoner, who was Assistant Secretary, and Michael Pitfield,
were working to build up a better PCO, that would be able to provide a more complete link and
interface between the bureaucracy in total and the Cabinet, as well as to provide that linkage inter-
departrnentally. I don't think that any of those people, particularly Gordon, wanted the PCO to stt
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calling the tune. It was just a matter of seeing that the necessary interfaces were provided, and that,

when issues camne wo Cabinet, they had been thoroughly looked at from ail dimensions

inter-departnentally. When something arrived for Ministers' consideration, they shouldn't have only

the views, for example, of the Department of External Affairs, or Energy, Mines & Resources.

Eacb had wo think about other aspects and about the national, Canadian perspective.

To do this, they feit tbey needed people with pretty broad perceptions and flot necessarily

experts, in every field tliey could imagine. I mean sufficiently broad that they could understand and

communicate with the various departments.

1 was initially brought in on economic, resources issues, but then two or tbre things

happened. At that timne ail of the staff officers, or whatever we were cailed, took their own

minutes, and they were ail typed up by our secretaries in our OWII personai format. We ail put out

our own personal form of the agenda for cabinet committee meetings, and we ail wrote the decisions

in our own particular style. I looked at this, and 1 said this is absolutely ludicrous, this is reaily

antediluviali. So I went to the document section, to the individual who loc>ked after the Orders in

Council and was called Chief of Documents or something like that. So I talked to bum and said:

«Look now, let's establish some order for Cabinet committees"; and hie said: "Weil, I haven't got

approvai wo do it". I said, "Weil, Iet's just do it, for me". So we started doing this, and putting

out the agenda for ail of My commnittees, Cabinet committee meetings, just exactly as though they

were a Cabinet meeting, but they were on blue letterbead and blue headings, not red like the

Cabinet; and the saine tliig witb the minutes, and the saine thing witli the decisions. Weil, this

went on for a few months and Gordon finally one day looked at ail this, and liked what hie saw, and

said, "Wby aren't we doing this everywhere?". And I said, "Weil, that's a good question". 50 the

direction came down wo get it organized. Somne of my fellow officers weren't too happy that I had

kind of preempted them, but it was just that 1 thought the systemn needed a bit of order. We had

badl ridiculous things; for example, my secetary would have to take ail of the documents for a

Cabinet conunittee and sort them, out on bier desk and put tbemn ail in envelopes. Yet we had a

documents section at tbe top on the next floor that could have done it.

The next developmeiit that came up was starting wo do some anaiysis, for example for Mr.

Pearson. Now 1 tliink he only gave one speech on economic or financiai miatters in ail the time hie

was prime Minister. And he bad asked a question: «How come during my tenure as prime

Minister the budget -- you know you're going wo faint when you hear this -- bas risen froin 6 billion

to 9 billion". Think what it is today! Six billion to nine billion froin 1963 wO 1968. So he asked

this question, and I asked the boys at Treasury Board, and wo my aswonishment they couldn't tellinme.

So 1 wook the Estimates of the day, and you know it's flot that difficult, even though they were in

quite a differenit forrn froni wbat they are now. I was able to take the differences and say, well,

now this programmie and tliis programme and so oni. So 1 relatively quickly established an ability

as an analyst, that nobody else in the PCO reaily had, a numerical analyst as well as a factual

analyst.

A constant problern in the PCO in those days, and 1 don't tiik it's changed now, is that

something will bit the newspapers or there wiIl be a document coime in Wo the Deputy Minister of

Finance and be will want to talk to the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs and the

Secretary of the Cabinet, two or tbree other Deputies. Or the Ministers want tw talk. But theyve

only got one document. And I had enougb background ini computering to say this is reaiîy

ridiculous. in this day and age there's no reason why you sbouldn't just be able to put that in a

machine that we now cali a FAX machine, and quickly have the materiai propagateci around town

so you could then have a telephozie conference, with everybody knowing what they were talking
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about mnstead of the way they were doing it then. 50 some of these radical ideas came mnto the
system, as a revelation.

When Mr. Trudeau became Prime Minister, Michael Pitfield and Marc Lalonde feit that they
should have some type of analytical capability i the PCO, flot to second-guess the departments, but
to look at either large things that embrace many departmnents or for putting together alternative
approaches. A second need was to try to find a new way or different way, as compared with
Cabinet documents, for getting the broad picture across to ministers. 1 don't know how many
people realize what an impossible task we throw at ministers, when you ask them to go to a meeting
and you give them a pile of documents about a mile thick and you really expect them to go and talk
about them. Then you think about the departments, about the effort that goes into producing those
documents, when nobody is going to read them except the one who wrote them, and even he doesn't
read them. any more than he has to. Its just appallig. 50 we established a Briefing Team, with
the most innocuous name we could think of; flot so much a multi-disciplinary team, but a team of
curious people, drawing on individuals who had shown a high degree of curiosity either in their jobs
or in the variety of education they had. We would analyze such problems as the Indian problem
and the wheat problem. Remember Joe Greene established a task force around about 1968, with
a professor from MacDonald College.

Well, we did some of this analysis, and we were using visual presentations. We had, in the
East Block, a whole wall of six view graph projectors. The screens were about 8' x 4' and there
were six of them, so that the whole width was about 24' wide and about 8' high. They were
stacked in two rows of three. There had obviously to be two operators, one on the upper level and
one on the lower level. You put together a whole presentation using view graph slides and you
wouldn't just do 1,2,3,4,5,6 and then repeat 1,2,3,4,5,6; you would interpose and flot just juggle
them, but you were constantly wanting each new pictorial to be Jooked at in the juxtaposition of alI
the others. Some of these would be graphs, some of them would be pictures, some of them would
propositions, some of it was like -- you probably have seen some of tie material Herman Kahn put
out at the Hudson Institute -- some of it would be like that. But the whole approach was to try to
get the audience to think about this issue more broadly.

The wheat problem, is a good example. The reason why Gordon asked me to tackle this was
because there's no issue which takes more Cabinet time and is more confusing than Western grains.
You sce, Canada only produces about 4% of the world's grain and the rest cornes from other
sources. That comes as a real shock to some Canadians. That fact neyer got through in Cabinet
decisions or Cabinet discussions. From what we produce, only haîf do we export. The second
thing is that a good week's weather in China is worth more than our whole Canadian crop. The
third thing is that the Canadian crop is less than one standard deviation of the world's grain supply.
Only about 10% of the world's grain is traded, and only about 10% of the grain is stored. Ail of
this involves cost, and the problem of either glut or shortage, and that's what you've got to work
against in trying to form the wheat policies. We went through many other aspects. But when we
put this to the professor from Macdonald College, he saw this, and he was absolutely stunned. He0
said, "My God«; he said, "We've worked two years with a whole group of experts on this and
we've corne up with a report about a mile thick and yet you, and 64 slides, have got a picture that
we just can't touch as far as eomprehensiveness is concerned". However, in the end most people
didn't really take to our way of dealing with things. They really love to have classic hard copy to
read. You sc, there are not that many people who can use graphs and who can think with graphs.

[HILLJ You were head of the Briefing Team at that time? Where did you fit into the higher
governmental structure?
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[NXON] Weil, I was working directly for Michael Pitfield. But when it appeared for a variety

of reasons mhat the idea of an information analysis and presentation group ini the PCO wasn't going

to work as well as we'd hoped, Michael made the decision to move me to what he calledl

Coordinator of Legisiation and House Planning, and Priorities and Planning, which are the two main

planning committees in the Cabinet. At the same urne he made Michael Butler the Coordinator of

the Operational Committees. You see, at that time, he was acting as Deputy Secretary of planning,

and Michael went off to Consumer and Corporate Affairs. Gordon asked me if 1 would be Deputy

Secretary Planning.

[MILL] Didn't Michael Pitfield come back again?

[NXONI Yes, he did, but that was i early 1975, March maybe. He came back as Secretary of

the Cabinet, when Gordon moved to Secretary of Federal-Provincial Affairs.

[HILL] So it was Gordon Robertson during the early 70s?

[NXONI That's right. 1 was still working for Gordon when I went back into dealing with defence

issues. But, before we turn to that, one of the things I'd like to mention is the idea of the PCO

doing planning. I don't mean a partisan type of planning. What we took on was the idea of

listening to what the m-inisters were saying and then deciding what it ail added up to. We said to

themn: if these are all the things that you've been saying during the election, here's how you could

put them together in a programme which might do what you want. So that, when the ministers

wanted a Bill, or when the goverrnent wanted a Bill, they had a Bill. I just said earlier today on

another occasion that the shortest resource that you have in Parliament is parliamentary time. And

yet it is the one resource which is not planned. For example, if the Quebec Crisis hadn't occurred,

they might have had to close down Parliament because they had no legislation to put in front of it.

What you have to try to do -- it might take you two parliamentary sessions to draft a piece of

legisiation -- is to get the policy worked out flrst and then todraft the legislation to implement me

policy. So if you want to have it ini this session, you may have had to start two years before to do

that, and that means you have got to decide about two sessions ahead, not speciflcally which ones

you're going to have, but which ones you should be working on; and naturally, as time gets dloser

and dloser, you saY, well, put more emphauis on that one, 80 it becomnes more urgent. You seS this

is why I have so much difflculty with Mr. Wilson and his tax reform. Think about the last time

we had tax reform. It took them two years to rewrite the Income Tax Act, ask Don Thorso)n. Can

anyone tell me that they're going to rewrite that whole Income Tax Act between now and June, to

say nothing about all the policy considerati>is that they're going to have to consider on that issue?

That's a digression, but to corne back to the point, 1 do think that that was a major part of My
contribution in the 1972-74 period.

[HILLI Could I interrupt for a few minutes? 1972 was the minority government, wasn't it?

[NIXON] That's right. 1 was Deputy Secretary of the Cabinet in that period.

[HILL] So, it was that two year period then. And there was a period when the pCO was reduced,

if I'm not mistaken. But afterwards there was a period of rapid growth, wasn't mhere?

[NIXON] That followed after that, really. I guess from 1966 to 1968 there was a little bit of

growth, and moere was probably a fair amnount of growth after 1968 because mhe PCO expanded to
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acquire a prettY good capabilitY as an economic secretariat, a legisiation planning office, a
House-Planning secretariat, a social policy secretariat, and a priorities and planning secretariat.

[COXI And was there a foreign and defence policy secretariat?

[NIXON] Yes, there was. But it wasn't very big. I think there were only two people i that.But at the saine time, while I was distancing myseif, or trying to stay clear of defence, they wentthrough the whole matter of integration, unification, and then the refocussing of defence in the latterpart of the 1960s, i 1968 in particular, followed by the three year freeze in the budget, the cuttlngof the Forces froin about 120,000 to 90,000 or 80,000 (1 think the official number was about82,000, but the actual number was about 78,000). And then the unfortunate thing is that when theystarted to get out of the "freezeI", they were hit by iflation of unprecedented size. And anarrangement had been made with the Treasury Board that National Defence should be given 7%growth, which was supposed to give them 4 % for iflation and 3 % for real growth, to try and getback on the re-equipment track, because at that time the equipment portion of the budget had shrunkto about 9% of the total budget. To keep Defence going and keep replacing equipment as it wearsout or becomes obsolete, you need something like about 25 or 26%. In fact, now it may be as highas 30 %. Anyway, it's a long way froin 9 %. Unfortunately, in 1974, if you go back, inflation just
took off like a rocket.

MHILL] Now that was in 1974, just after the Energy Crisis?

[NIXON] Tlhat's right. So this undertaking with the Treasury Board was just completelyînadequate. Ini the summer of 1974, in May, just when the fiscal year had hardly started, Defenceknew they were in trouble. They went back to the Treasury Board, and the Board sald there wasno way they'd provide more money. DND would have to go to Cabiet. 'That decision was madein June, just before they packed up for the summer. And so they went off for the summer holidays.And then an intercsting thing happened. 1 had on my staff Gordon Smith, who had writtcn theWhite Paper, you probably know hum, he's at NATO now. 1 also had Bill Teske who becameDeputy of DRIE, and lie was at that time Assistant Secretary of Priorities and Planning, and he hadon his staff Bill Snarr. Now Bill had been in the Deputy Minister's office in National Defence and1 think he had been in DRB, and then in Operations Research. These three individuals came to seSmie, separately, thougli 1 really think there was a certain amount of collusion; 1 neyer asked themthis, they're alI good friends. 1 admire them for it and for what they did. And they sald to me,words along the Unies: NWe know what your personal views are about National Defence and thatyou personally will want to steer clear of it, but you happen to be Deputy Secretary of Planning forthe Cabinet, and one of tic most pressing issues that the Cabinet mnust addrcss in its planning ncxtfalI, when they comne back, is National Defence, because of this crisis in their resources".

VHILLJ This being 1974 now?

[NXON] Yes 1974. They said: "So whetlier you like it or not, your obligations in your currentjob require that you look at this«. Anyway, 1 think it's wonderful to have staff ta tell you whatyour responsibilities arc, and at thc same turne do it wcll. 1 had ta agrce with thein. Ycs, you'rcabsolutcly quite riglit, and as 1 say the three of them approached me. So 1 dug into this problem.And that causcd me to come ta Gordon Robertson with thc idea that the only way to salve thisproblem was to have what would be known as thc Defence Structure Revicw.

Gordon Robertson looked at what was ivolved. National Defence was faced with an almostcatastrophic financiai problem, bath i Uic short run and more particularly in thc long run. Sa this
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question came to Cabinet that Fail, and it was proposed to do a Defence Structure Review to see

if we couldn't structure defence so that DND could do the job with fewer resources, and to look

at what equipmneft there was and what could be done about commitmnents. I was directed to chair

this Review, along with the Deputy Minister of National Defence, Syl Cloutier. That Review went

on through the winter of 1974. Then in the spring of 1975, Cloutier went off to be Deputy Minister

of Transport, and 1 was asked if 1 would be Deputy Minister Of National Defence. Having left the

place because I had lost a certain amount of confidence ini the management, 1 feit that if I had any

backbone or integrity 1 would have to accept it. So that's how I becamne Deputy Minister of

National Defence.

[COXJ So you becamne "The Management"?

[NXON] Exactly. If you're given the opportunity, you havenet got much personal integrity if you

turn it down.

[PULL] Do you have some further comments on this period?

[NXONI I would like to pick up on at least one other point, because there were a couple of other

events that were extremely important to the discussions at that time. The first one was that it was

in the summiner of 1975, I believe, that the Prime Minister Vi5ited Chancellor Schmidt. I have it both

impressioflistically from my own assessment, from the way that the dialogue went after that, as wel

as from somne of the people from External who were personally involved with the meeting, that

indeed Schmidt did lay it on the line, not in a threatening maniner, but saying: "LOOk, Mr. Prime

Minister, my friend Trudeau, if you want to have influence in Europe, and you want Europeans to

listen to you, you had better recognize that, to Europeans, NATO and security and defence are of

fundamnental importance, even though they might not be to. Canada". Point number one. And the

second point is that until that timne -- and thi5 requires an awful lot more discussion which we will

pick up next time -- there had been a tendency in National Defence to look at deterrence and

defence or deterrence and war-fighting as one and the saine thing, and to get sucked into the

argument of short war and long war. Trudeau would ask repeatedly: "Is this going to be a short

war or a long war?" Inimediately you respond to that question, you are îost because you accept war

as being inevitable. As 50011 as I perceived this, when I was in the PCO, I advised the Prime

Minister: "You're asking the wrong question. If we get into any war, we have failed in the most

important thing, and that's to deter it. So your question should be: wWhat posture should we

have to deter war?" And that was, I think, a real turning point.

[COXJ Just a quick clarification. Was the problem that, if you said it was going to be a short war,

then the answer was that in that case you don't need very much in the way of defence. If you said

it's going to be a long war, then that's hopelessly unrealistic, we'll neyer do that.

[NIXON] That's it. It was a Catch 22 type of question. You couldn't win on that one.

[HILL] I'd just like to ask one final question for today. From what you Say, I have the impression

that Mr. Trudeau, at the time of the FLQ crisi8, saw the need for the Armed Forces in a way that

perhaps he hadn't seen it before. But then after that other problemrs came along, like inflation and

so on. Then there WaS the impact of Chancellor Schmidt. What was Mr. Trudeau's general attitude
to the Armed Forces?

[NIXON] I think the FLQ crisis bothered him. It bothered ail of us. I mean the fact that u

country got to the point of having to use things like the W&r Measures Act, and( to turxi out the

troops. And incideiitally, based on the information which we had at the time, and information that
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has corne forward subsequently, if we'd had it to do again I'd say do it exactly the same way. All
this hindsight, you know, about you didn't need that, you didn't need this, that may be so. But go
back and 1ook at the newspapers, and go back and listen to the radio and watch the television of the
day, and then ask yourself what you would do if you'd been confronted with that situation. The
major wrong-doing, or bad turn of events, was the holus-bolus arresting that was done by the
Quebec Provincial Police. But the interesting thing to me is that there were no law suits. People
like Pauline Julienne and Claude Lemelin - I'm flot sure about Claude L.melin -- but Pauline
Julienne, I'm certain, was taken in. None of these people launched counter suits, they neyer even,
as far as 1 know, went to the Ombudsman. It's beyond me why. They may have gone to sec their
lawyers and their lawyers may have said: "Look, you haven't got a chance". But 1 would have
thought they would have gone through the motions, just to go through the motions, even if it was
a lost cause. That's to me the one real unanswered question. I expected there would be 400
counter suits, that the government would be paying damages for these, you know these false arrests
or whatever you want to call them, or unnecessary arrests, and that people would have just launched
them if only to get public sympathy. If you look at some of the books about the period, by God
we sure did the right thing.

Again, its completely impressionistic, but my feeling is that Mr. Trudeau just found it anatherna
to use force to solve his problems. I think he wouldn't feel that way about dealing with comnili

criminals, or common crimes. I just think that he found it kînd of appalling that you had to use
force at home. But what was his quote? It was: "Just watch me", something like that; and that's
the way he was, we saw that repeatedly. When he saw that something had to be done, if he
couldn't see any other way of doing it, then by gosh he'd do it.

[HILLI Did he lose interest again in the Armed Forces, I mean after 1971?

[NXONI I think that I would put as mnuch blame on the Department of National Defence anid WO
a degree on the Minister, for not addressing this issue in a way which would appeal Wo, or od

be understood by, Mr. Trudeau. l'in thinking of the point I have just mentioncd, about Short w81

or long war, for example. They'd get sucked into that kind of thing, and they'd argue abolit it.
They would talk about commitmcents to NATO as though these were something that werc thflist upofi
us, as though they weren't Canada's commitinents, as though thcy wcrcn't Canada's undertakin~gs
Even when I got there, the Cabinet hadn't bcen informed that there were two Soviet Yainke-la
submarines sitting bctween Bermuda and New York, parkcd there ail the time, with their missiles
aimed at thc continental United States, and pcrhaps eastern Canada. fliere was no constanlt Cabinet
awarcness, as there is today (you se it in thc newspapcr), about thc Soviet Bear Deltas flying do"I
thc East Coast. Some of this, in my mind, was due Wo vcry narrow-mindedness on thc part Of
National Defence, saying to Uicmsclvcs: *Oh, we can't let on wc have this intelligCe It'S

asinine Wo take Uiat approach. A Bear Delta crashcd off southcrn Ncwfoundlafld on a Friday

aflernoon. I got a call from my information people, saying: «L.ook, this thing has crashed we

want Wo put out a press relcase on it but thc sccurity and intelligence people say, 'No, donl't, bcause
wc might give away thc fact that wc kncw it was there'. And 1 said, "For God sakeS Put it 0"'t
because, if you don't, some fisherman is going to do it and Uicn you're rcally going Wo look lie
iiots«. So Uiat was donc, But Uic attitude inside Uic Departmcnt about public awareflss 15
Sometimes remarkablc. 1 wcnt dow, Wo Uic East Coast aftcr that Bear Delta had crashed mnd wcnt
aboard one of Uic shipi; and Admirai Boyle mnade a hoîl of a good decision --that a çanadi8I1 ShIP
should bc in thc scarch arca ail the Urne Uiat Uic Soviets wcrc searching for that plane and( tUYing
Wo recover it. 1 went aboard one of the shlps for lunch and thc young officers in Uic wardW<>Iil
werc complaining about this - k was intcrrupting Uhir training sessions, and kt wIs flYn a
wIi thcir schodulcd operations. 1 said: 'You guys have te realize that for Uic first tinle in1 Yeu
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ages that the Canadian people have had a reason to think about the Canadian Forces; and you're

going to throw it away?" The sanie thing with search and rescue. Search and rescue has been a

responsibility of National Defence for years, and yet when I first got there, ail they did was bitch

and coniplain about it; and I said: "Look, these are human interest stories here. Every time

somebody goes down, make sure that's written about. You don't write it, but make it possible for

the press to write it". And tliey started to do that. Barney Danson, ini his tenure, mentioned that

his people were countig, for hini, the publicity that National Defence was getting; and it was raised

something like three-fold durmng the time he was Minister. Well, that's flot a hell of a lot when

there was nothing to start with. But that's the tyrpe of thing that I tried to do. We also decided to

do an annual defence overview, to put ouit an appreciation of what had happened in the past year

hitefield of defence and security, in deterrence, including what had happene and the trends that

had been perceived. Also we wanted to sa>' what we should be doing about such developments.

if you take a look - you probably saw it when >rou were i NATO - the British do a White Paper

every year, the West Germans do a White Paper eveiy year, the Secretary of Defense in the United

States makes an annual'repoIrt. Thats what we started gradually to build up to doing from the tume

Mr. Lamontagne becane Minister. The press neyer cottoned on to it. If you go back through

Lýamontaglie'5 fIrst year as Minister, there was a statement. It was the first time there was a

statement of policy made through the House of Commons Standing Committee. Anid the next year

it was a bit more comprehensive. And finally Jean-Jacques Biais put out that little golden book

which you're probably famuiliar with. Well, that's the first tume you had some kind of a bound
volume since 1957.

[COXJ Which document are we discussing?

[NXONI I'm talking about the Minister's statemnent to the Standing Committee. There was a little

gold book which you will probably find in this library. It was by Jean-Jacques Biais. It described

what had happened in NATO, i East-West relations ini the past year, what Canada's forces were

doig about it, and s0 on1. That's what had been lackîng. The people in Defence were sitting

around as if they had a God-giveii right to have a certain percentage of the budget, and to get it

without having to explai why. Now, when I was in the KCO, Michael Pitfield and I and two or

three others worked out a scheme, which was eventuaily iniplemented, for a Multi-Year Operational

plan (MYOP) and a Strategic Overview. The strategic overview vias a vehicle requiring each

departmelit to make an annual report, through the Minister, to the Cabinet committees, on what

had happened to agriculture, i the past year, both in Canada and abroad, and what did that mean

for the Canadian Departmelit of Agriculture; and what should we be doing about it; and 50 on1. I

think this is a fuandamelital requirement for rational planning. Now this governieit has put it aside,

but I believe that, if they're i office long enough, they'll realize they need kt.

[COXI Were these private documents, or are they public documents?

[NXON I Tey're Cabinet documents, so they're private i that respect. I don1't know how they

stand with respect to the Access to Information situation. 1 thinc they would probably remain

private, beig Cabinet documents.

Par IV - Duut Miistr. National Defence. 1975-82

[HILL] Mr. Nixoni, in 1975 you were appointed Deputy Minister of National Defence, a position

you held for the next seven years. I have the impression that this mUust have been a great

satsfaction to you because of your previous service career and because 1975, it sSens to mie, was
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earlier doubts and hesitations about its Alliance commitmnents, took a new interest in NATO and
NORAD, stopped cutting the manpower of the Armed Forces, lifted the freeze on the defence
budget, and began the re-equipping of the Armed Forces. That's a bit the way I, looking at it from
a distance, saw the situation. 1 wonder if you would have any cominents on that?

[NXONI Well, I think it's kind of stretching it to say it was a great satisfaction to me to become
Deputy Minister of National Defence. I'd say it was a challenge, and when I use the word
challenge, 1 don't mean in the usual cliché manner. I mean it truly. Because, as 1 indicated
previously, I did have some serious reservations about the management of the Navy, at the time I
Ieft the Navy. And also I wondered whether 1 could really bring about change, or contribute to
significant change, in the defence posture of the country. Also at the time I was appointed, the
decisions which you mentioned had not yet been made. There hadn't been a real decision about a
turn-around in Canada's defence efforts. There hadn't been a decision to put aside earlier doubts
and hesitations, and stop cutting. The only decision that had been made was to have a Defence
Structure Review. We were still in the middle of the Defence Structure Review, but almost every
review we've had in Canada was flot set up to solve the defence problem by putting more resources
into it. The purpose of governiment reviews is usually to find a way to spend les on the subject,
and this was still the case when I became Deputy Minister in 1975. In the Defence Structure
Review, it was not a question of a short war or a long war, it was deterrence, and what Canada
could contribute to deterrence, and that was the primary point. The other point which started to
emerge at that time is that we are flot just protecting the geographic entity known as Canada, and
we are not just assisting the European NATO allies to look after the geographic entity known as
Europe; we are defending and protecting the values, processes, and institutions that we have as free
nations, which are flot at all admired, really, by the Soviet Union. And Jb we can't do alone;
no nation can do it; no free nation can do that alone. We must do that in concert. Well, that
feeling started to corne through more, I think, in the 1975 era, with the Defence Structure Review;
and the Defence Structure Review really came down to discussing with the allies such ideas as
specialized forces, 1 mean just having land forces or maritime forces or air forces. And the NATO
response was: "Don't change anything, just keep on doing what your doing, but do more of it".
And that's essentially, I think, the response that Mr. Beatty bas bad from bis NATO allies, until
he pressed the point and came up with bis White Paper and moved us out of nortbern Norway.
Well, be's obviously convinced, because he's just told bis NATO allies that it's going to happen.

[HILL] But the Defence Structure Review, was ibis a regular process or was ibis a sort of one-
shot, affair?

[NXON] It was a one-shot affalr. And, as 1 indicated, it was introduced because in 1974 inflation
overtook the defence budget so dramatically that the Departmnent of National Defence had to make
some urgent moves even within tbe year. We closed a whole string of radar stations, and stoppcd
the procurement programme. At that time the procurement programme only amounted to 8.9% of
the total defence budget. If you look at Britain, West Germany, the United States, putting aside
their nuclear weapons, their expenditures on their equipment programmes at that time were probably
running in the order of about 25-26%; and they're now probably running around about 30%,
because of the escalation In technology.

[HILL] But, as you indicated just now, the Defence Structure Review was initially intended as a
means of finding ways of cutting cosns.



[NIXON] It didn't work out that way primarily because we showed that, if we were to have

Forces at ail, we really couldn't have Iess than what we hiadt. And incidentallY, when I said that,

I don't mean just from a NATO point of view, I mean even from a Canadian point of view. We

hiadt just three brigades in the whole length and breath of the country, and about 24 destroyer

escorts, an'd, I believe, about 175 first line aircraft (or it may have been as much as 225). It would

have been pretty hard to propose smaller numbers. So first we established the numbers of

operational units, and then the next question was to look at the capital equipment; and ail of this was

put to Cabinet in the response to the Defence Structure Review, as a Cabinet decision in this case;

and this came after I became Deputy Minister. The decision was that the Forces viould maintain

their activities at the prevailing level. They were to be funded "clear of inflation." *This is

important, because it is a matter of the way inflation was defined. And it was aiso agreed that the

capital equipment programme would be increased by 12% per year. Keep ini mmnd that the Capital

budget was very, very small, it was only about $300 million at that time, whereas today it is around

about $2 1/2 billion, even allowiflg for inflation. Anld s0, when you put the 12% on the $300

million i reai ternis, you're only talking, the first year, obviously, about $36 million of growth,

which wasn't verY Much.

[COXI just to get that straight -- thie formula was inflation for the other items, and 12% real on

equipment.

[NXON] That's right. Just before I arrived at National Defence, they had developed what they

called an Economic Model, with a comparable thing to the "consumer basket of goods" - the

"defence basket of goods". They had developed the Model to estimate it, both estimate it and also

measure it retrospectively. They looked at the inflation on the defence product, and it came out to,

and has consistently bee about 1.2% higher than the GNE deflator. And the way the Cabinet

decision was interpreted, which is the only way it could have been interpreted, was that the defence

economlic model deflator was the one that you would use. And that was used for four years. its

a bit of a digression from your point, but white I'm on it îet's finish it. The process that was

followed because of that Cabinet decision, which came in 1975, and it was followed until 1979, was

that every year we would work out the inflation for the year and that would be applied and the real

growth would be allowed for, and 50 on. (Incidentally, this economic model was reviewed by the

Treasury Board, by Stats Canada and by the Departmnent of Finance, and they accepted it as a valid

method, so it did have some credibility. So for those years I mentioned, we would do our estimtes

-- and the Treasury Board Secretariat, naturally would check it out). if, during the course of the

year, inflation turned out to be less than what we had forecast, we would 'voluntarily jet lapse the

amnount of funds difference; and equally well, if it was more, then at the end, in the Supplenientary,

Estimlates, the difference would be made up. That worked very well unil 1979. And in 1979 there

was a move afoot, primnarily from the Departmnent of Finance, that National Defence should not have

that defence deflator, they should use the CPI or GNE deflator. A proposai to make that change

was tried in 1979, but it didn't stick. Then they then came back again, after I left, and the GNE

deflator has been used in recent years. So when you see the figures i the Budget or the Estimates,

and the Minister of Finance saying that the reai growth for National Defence wiîî be 2%, and

inflation is let's say 4% by the GNE, he reaily means that the reai growth in the defence capabiîity

will only be 1 %, because the defence deflator will in fact be 5%, that is 4 plus 1.2%. So what has

happelied, i my view, is a real, insidious attack on the defence budget, through this twiSting of the

decisiofls. But Yo11 get some people who will Say that a decision of 1975 no longer appîjes. Weil$

maybe it doesn't apply. But don't cail it reai growth in the defence budget. If it's reai growth in

dollar terms on the GNE, yes. But is it real growth in capability? No, it's not.

[HILL] On the Defence Structure Review, who was involved, and how long did it take?
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[NXONI It started, actually, I'd say in the fail of 1974, and it persisted through to about Julyor so 1975; and 1 was appointed Deputy Minister i May of 1975. It was chaired jointly by thethen Deputy Minister Sylvain Cloutier, and myself, as a Deputy Secretary of the Cabinet. The typeof things we got into were: should we or should we flot have tanks? Now 1 can't pinpoint thedocument, but there was a position of the government, in about 1968-69, that the Canadian Forcesshould flot be equipped with any big weapons or devices which would flot be utilized in Canada forthe defence of Canada or for aid to the civil power or similar. Well, as the only threat to Canadais the threat from strategic weapons, the question raised was: should we have tanks? You surelywouldn't need tanks in Canada for insurrections or anything like that, or for aid to the civil power.And the Centurions were gettig very, very old. So the question arose: should we or should weflot have tanks? During one of these discussions of the Defence Structure Review, someone said,i exasperation: "I don't give a damn whether we have tanks or don't have tanks, but what I wantis a decision"; and my response was: «If you keep that up, then you'll probably get a reply thatyou won't like, and that is no tanks". But it went through this, the whole matter of tanks, and inthe end it camne out: "Look, with the commitmnents we've got, we can't really change theformations that we have"; and then it went into the number of operational units, but flot extensivelyinto costing. The Departmnent was given the 12% real growth in the capital programme to start toovercome deficiencies. Incidentally, there were people who feit we should have had a lump summncrease to get on with tanks and the LRPA, ships, and new fighter aircraft, everything, ail at once.
You just can't do that, though.

[HILL] No. I guess flot.

[NXON] There is one other point about the Defence Structure Review which I neglected to make.The Cabinet, ini deciding on the capital budget, also directed us to corne back with a paper on thesize of the Forces, on the number of personnel, because the Forces feit at that time that they wereflot only over-tasked, but also suffering because the units that they had were extremely lean andsparse. For examnple, in the air group, particularly in the technical fields, they haît holes in theirestablishment which needed to be filled. So the Cabinet told us to come back with a personnelreview, and I don't think we got back with that until 1976. But when we, the Department, lookedat this question in depth, we found that, aside from holes in the operational units, there were alsoproblcms in ail the support units and so on. By the dîne we finished, it looked as though we neededabout 5,400 more people. Keep in mind that at that time there were only 78,300. So we made thecase for 5,400. It was cut back to 4,700, and the decision was then made that we would increaseby 400 per year. That's why, over these intervefling ten years, you ve seen the strength of theForces risc from 79,300 to about 85,000. When the Conservatives came in, they increased the
numbers by another 1,600 over the 85,000.

[HILL] Presumably it was mainly the policy planning staffs in DND and other governimentdcpartmnents like Treasury Board and so, on who would be involved in this review?

[NXONI Yes, kt was. On the Defence Structure Rcview, it was Defence, PCO, Trcasury Boardand External, primarily.

[HILLI I would like to go on and relate this to another point, because what l'in looking for arcthe factors Icading to thc turnaround. Obvlously Uic Revicw played a significant role in it. Butalso thcrc's Uic question of Mr. Trudcau's visit to Europe Uiat summer, in 1975, or pcrhaps Uicspring, to sec about promoting the Third Option and Uic Framework Agreement with Uic Europeafll.



And then tiiere was this famous conversation with Chancellor Schmidt, and 1 believe with some
other people. 1 wonder if you could tell us something more about that?

[NXON] Well, 1 only know of that from second hand, from the people that were on the scene.

Yes, the conversation did take place. It certainly seems to have had an effect. As I understand it,

it was along the Unes that Europe's relationships with Canada have a very large military dimension

to them. So, if Canada wanted to maintain good relations on the trade side, we had better think

very much about the total relationship. That's siniply the European reality; the military situation

has been so much a part of their history, they were born with it, raised with it, educated with it,
they lived with it every day. And 1 found, certainly to my astonishment, in 1975, when 1 visited

Holland and especially North Holland, that the Dutch were far more aware of what the Canadians

had done in the Second World War than most Canadians are.

[HILL] Well, I know that, living in Belgium for a few years, we found that too. The Second

World War is still very alive there in a way mhat it isn't here.

[NXON] Have you been to, Bruges and seen the big buffalo, at the eastern gate to Bruges? 1 have

to confess I haven't been mhere. I've seen pictures of it. There's a huge Manitoba buffalo. That's

because Bruges was liberated by the i2th Manitoba Dragoons. That's where I started my military

career, in mhe militia wimh the l2th Manitoba Dragoons, and their badge is this great, huge buffalo.

[HILL] When did mhat come, roughly, do you remember, mhat conversation between Schmidt and
Trudeau?

[NIN it was eimher shortly before, or it could have been after, the Cabinet made these
decisions.

[HILLI So it wasn't a fundamental thing in getting the Cabinet to change its mhinking about where

defence was going. Or was it?

[NIXON] I don't mhink so. But what it did do, I guess, it made mhe Prime Minister, Mr. Trudeau,
more receptive and more understanding when we came forward wimh individual papers,

subsequefltlY, on the LRPA, and on personnel, and so on. Because I mhinkc tat the decision

followiflg the Defence Structure Review wasn't mhat onerous, or wasn't mhat monumental. what mhey

said was: "you just keep on doing what you're doing and we'll find you the money, free of

inflation. And we'll give you 12 % for the equipmnent". And 12 % on mhe equipmnent, as I had just
mentioned, is only $36 million.

Incidentally -- another little digression - mhat memhod of handling inflation in mhe Canadian

defence budget, in my judgment, is far superior to mhe way mhe Americans handle it, or mhe way mhe
rest of mhe Governzfent of Canada handles it. They didn't have mhings like economnic models , and

i believe they suffered badly and had their real capability reduced because Of inflation and not

having adequate provision for it. 1 should mention how some of mhese things are handled. I

remnember the fights that I used to have with mhe Treasury Board and the Secretary of mhe Treasury
Board. They were monumental. 1 guess mhe problem 1 had wvas mhat 1 knew from my economic
studios that the revenues of the Departinent of Finiance have an elasticity greater than one, with
inflation. That is, mhe Departmelit of Finance is botter off with inflation higher than forecast; and
yet mhe nonsense and mhe hypocrisy 1 used to get from mhe Secretaries of the Treasury Board was mhat
we couldfl't afford mhis and we couldn't afford mhat, because of inflation. - And 1 said: "Tjats

bioodY nonsense, you cal' more mhan afford it; in fact you can afford it botter with inflation higher
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than forecast, than you can with inflation as forecast. « It's absolutely dishonest flot to becompensating the departments for inflation, 80 that they cen maintain their purchasing. But thatmyth got spread to the public of Canada, though it was bloody nonsense. We could afford it. Ifyou want to reduce budgets because of expenditure restraint, that's a different matter. If you wantto reduce expenditures so as to contain the forces of inflation, that's a different matter. But it's flotthat you can't afford it because of inflation. And that's the type of argument that I used to run into.I used to argue with the Treasury Board on this matter; whether we should use the defence deflator
or the GNE deflator.

[COX] Could I just ask a supplementary question here that concerns the tank. Prior to the Trudeautrip to Germany, was that issue of whether or not to have the tank still an open one?

[NXON] Yes. I think it was, because the decision to replace the tank wasn't taken until into1976. That's a very interesting story. We got into this ridiculous situation where the CanadianForces - supposing they didn't have tanks - could have been fighting alongside troops that havetanks, and could have been fighting against troops that have tanks. The only way you could trainto work in that environment would be to, have some tanks yourself, for training. So we could havegotten into the ridiculous situation of having to have tanks at Gagetown to train the CanadianForces, but not having any tanks in Europe, which would just be ludicrous. Anti-tank weapons area great thing -if you're going to be in a tank battle - but one of the best antitank vehicles isanother tank. One of the problems that we had here was trying to overcome this 1968-69 idea thatyou wouldn't have any equipment in Canada that you wouldn't have elsewhere. General Dextrazeand I talked about the problem of trying to get this across to the Prime Minister. General Dextrazeis a very persuasive individual and I thought he could present his case well, s0 I suggested to him:"Why don't you write the Prime Minister a personal letter, you're the Chief of the Defence Staff,and I think it's flot a real violation of the mandate of the Minister of National Defence". And hesaid: »Yes, but how amn I going to get it there?« I said: "I suggest to you that on Friday evening,in your staff car, you drive up to, the gates of 24 Sussex Drive, and I can assure you you'll beallowed in. You get out of the car and you ring the door bell, and when the butler arrives, givehini the letter and tell him you want the Prime Minister to read it'. He did that; and I believe hegot an acknowledgment from the Prime Minister the following week; and we subsequently acquired
tanks.

[COXJ Do you mmnd if I ask a further question on that? I recall that, around that time, I had justbegun taking an interest in defence policies, taking to people who were very keen on the armouredcavalry concept in Vietnm, the helicopter troops, and £0 on. And I had the impression that, atleast for a while, that was something that was being discussed actively within DND, at least until
you tried to put a price tag on it?

[NXON] The whole idea of armed helicopters neyer, to my knowledge, had any intensiveexamination in National Defence, which just astounds me, because I find that in 1987, flot to kethinking about armed helicopters, was a bit archaic. In any of these fields there is a time whenconcepts play themselves out and its a particular thing with cavalry. Look at the cavalry regimentsthat stood at the ready al] during the First World War and neyer had a cavalry charge as far as Iknow. And look at these large battleships that the Americans have just recommissioned. That 15not by the will of the United States Navy, that's by the direction of Congreas. And if you look atwhat they 'le doing with thcm, and the cost of running them, that's a helI of an expensive thing.I would aiso suggest that the F-15 Bagle may ke the end of the big fighters. I also think that thetank, maybe, is coming to an end, partly because of the anti-tank weapons, which are prcCi8loflmunitions, guided munitions, laser guided, and so on. When you get to the point when you can pinl-



point a tank with a laser and have munitions follow that laser beamn down, then the tanks,

considering the price of themi, are pretty vulnerable things.

And, of course, armed helicopters can be very potent tank destroyers. Now that's a two way

Street, even with things like the ADATS weapons system. 1'11 flot sure that I'd want to be piloting

an armed helicopter myseif, but if you could take a helicopter and put a fire control system on it,

allowing you to fire CRV7 rockets, then my God you'd really have a potent thing.

[COXJ Was DND shy about helicopters because they are too expensive?

[NXONI Well, I think there were a variety of reasons. One was the problem of priorities.

National Defence has trimnied procurements, to the bone. 1 don't kflow whether i mentioned this

the other day, but the way of procuring or allocating so much money to a system. and then getting

as many units as possible, whether they be aircraft or tanks, for that amnount of money, has been

a very beneficial thing. But what camne out of this shortage of funds and shortage of tanks is the

AVGP, which is the armored vehficle general purpose. We started Off by allocating $150 million

to that, and expected to get around 350 vehicles; but we ended up getting 490, which was ail to the

good. When you Say what did you do with the extra money, well, there really wasn't any extra,

because the Canadian militia regimients hadn't had any tanks since the Shermans. The last time the

Calgary Regiment -- which is the oldest tank regiment in Canada -- fired anything, was from

Shermafis mn 1966. And 50 they were in dire straits, they just didn't have anything to train with.

But in 1981 they were provided with some of these Grizzlies, which are the AVGP with the 76

millimetre gun on it, and that's the first time they had any real tank training and tan in sinc

1966, aimost 15 years. And the reason for the AVGP? There are a variety of reasons. One is that

it costs so much less than a tank, it costs about a third of the price of a tank, and the second was

that the operatig costs are, equally, very, very low - because of the tank tracks. A tank doesn't

go very many miles before you need a new set of tracks. And the third reason is that many people,

including General Dextraze, said that the situation i Europe had changed so profoundly in 1980,

compared wo the way it was in 1944. There weren't the number of hedge rows, there weren't the

numnber of stone walls, there were far far greater numbers of roads. So that there wasn't the

overall, overwhelming demand for tracks that there had been. 1 mean there was mor0e place for

wheeled vehicles. War had also moved wo the point where you needed tohave mor and faster

mobility, which requires wheels, and also the technology of wheeled vehicles had advanced so far.

He thought that we should have a good try at wheeled vehicles, and s0 that's the reason why the

AVGP was selected. Maybe 1 have stressed this a bit here because the Auditor General took a real

good swipe at the AVGP i his 1983 report. But lie neyer considered ail of these factors, as tw
why, 1 think, it was a very good purchase.

[HILL] Could I go then wo the equipment situation? By 1976 things had moved around. Anyway,

the fact is that by then it was clear that the Armed Forces were going tw be rebujit. Now the

problem was that there was a backlog of demands and the prospect of block obsolescence down

the way. You were there in the Departmnent, you had wO look at the five year period, the fifteen

year period and so on. Then you got inwo these re-equipment programmes, starting mainîy Wth the

long-range patrol aircraft (LRPA) and the Leopard tank. What 1 ami wondering is: why did you

choose these two Rites wo start off with, and what kind of long terni plans did you develop i this
period?

[NIXON] The LRPA project was already under way. It was actually started, 1 think, around

1972. And, when 1 arrived as Deputy Minister, it was practically ready for going wo contract. And

that's whe'i tliey found that thi.> couldn't fit it i withi the annual cash fOw, it ju5t couldn't be
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fitted witbin the envelope which we had for defence equipment. Whatever we did we had to fit it
i within our equipment budget envelope, and we just couldn't do that. And then we ran into ail

the ruckus, which you recail, of Mr. Goyer and Mr. Richardson, whether we're going to borrow
money to buy the aircraft, or whether we're going to prmnt promissory notes or whatever. Which
is rather interesting, I think. Not only mnteresting, but extremely important with respect to where
we are now, or where defence is at now. 1 took the position very early, in that episode of the
LRPA, that if that project, which was a meritorious project, wasn't sustained, the possibility of
sustaining any other one would be practically nil. We had to make the case with that one and get
it established, because if the combined efforts of Treasury Board, Finance and ail the counter forces
could stop that, then they would stop any other one.

1 aiso established the principle in National Defence that whatever we did, and whatever papers
we wrote, we must be prepared to stand by those papers 5, 10 years later. In other words, what
I was fed up with was what I'd seen in other departmnents, and also from National Defence, that is
to say superficial arguments being used to substantiate a project, and then two weeks later people
writing another paper which used almost counter-arguments to support another conclusion. And I
said: "Well, look, we've got to be consistent!". And 1 also established a principle, which I think
bas certainly served me personally very weil, that if we make a mistake in what we're doing, for
goodness sakes don't make a second mistake by persisting in the first. And I found I made it very
easy, not only for myseif, but for the staff, when they realized that the people who were leading
them weren't going to jump down their throats. They didn't have to defend, constantly, ridiculous
positions, once they realized they were ridiculous.

But to corne back to the LRPA, there are several dimensions to that fight. One was a proposai
that we should not be trying to develop our own aircraft, that we should be buying the American
aircraft, the P3C, update 3, which was flot yet available, and that we should be buying it through
foreign military sales. If you buy that equipment through foreign military sales, you go to the
United States Navy and you say: *You act as our agent and you buy it fromn Lockheed*. And they
would say: "Yes, we'll do that, but if we do that you have to take ail the modifications that we take
and you have to take any increases ini price that might corne about ini our negotiations wMt
Lockheed". Because, keep in mmnd, the United States Navy does not order things on a multi-year
basis, they order them one year at a time. We didn't particularly want the P3C, update 3. We had
our own configuration which we also felt was better, and in fact I think the Americans who work
in the field will say, yes, it was, and stili is, better than the configuration that they have. So we
were negotiating directly with Lockheed. WelI, this turnied out to be a littie bit of a hair pulling
contest between the Department of National Defence and the Treasury Board, and it was finally
resolved between Michael Pitfield as Secretary to the Cabinet, Gordon Osbaideston as Secretary to
the Treasury Board, and myseif, on the basis of saying: "Well, look, this is a departmental
responsibility flot a Treasury Board Secretariat responsibility. * The Treasury Board Secretariat had
made their case, the Department had shown why that cas should flot be followed, and so we chose
the LRPA.

There was a cost-effectiveness issue here, 1 recali; Treasury Board argued that what we were
domng wasn't the best use of funds, that the project office was biased, that it wasn't being objective,
and so on. So 1 instituted a second review group, including a number of very competent people
from the operations research group and from the operators. And they came out and said: "HO)',
you're going inthe right direction". I think that was tremendous, because, if 1 had a billion dollars
to spare, as Deputy Minister 1 would immediately go out and buy more long range paroi mlrcraft.
T'hat's because of the importance of the sea lines of communication wlth Europe. We have to keP
those secure. And two of the main contributors to maintainlng those sea linos of communication,
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I think, are the long range patrol aircraft and the SOSUS. Not so much now as then. Today there

is the long range surveillance TACTAS detection equipment that you tow with ships. Maybe that

is just as important now as the long range patrol aircraft back then, maybe a lot more important and

maybe even more important than SOSUS, because SOSUS is a vulnerable system.

Anyway, that issue was solved. Thben we ran into this problemn of trying to go to contract, and

there wasn 't enough money. The issue went to Cabinet and after a lot of toing and froing they

camie up with the idea that, well, maybe we should get the banks to fmnance it. And I though this

was absolutely ludicrouS. I felt that, not being an economist, or a financier, the government of

Canada should not go that kind of route. It should use its bonds and its treasury bis, and that's

it. What they were really talking about was promissory notes, and 1 talked to Tommy Shoyamna,

who shared my feelings, as Deputy Minister of Finance, that we shouldn't do that. Anyway we did

manage to get the Canadian banks involved and they looked at this situation and they decided in fact

that they would be prepared to finance thîs acquisition. But they had one stumbling block, and that

is, under the Financial Administration Act, I'm not sure exactly what the words are, but it's

somnething along the following lines: "A contract is not deemed to exist unless it is covered by

funds which have been appropriated by Parliament or is covered by an Estimate which has been

presented to parliamnlt". Weil, that would mean that any cOntract is not deemed to exist, has no

legal status, except in the currerit year. The last time, and I think the oflly time, it has ever been

invoked ini Canada, was in 1929 in the Beauharnois scandai. I have argued that the Government

certainly should be writing multi-year contracts. If they want to get out of one, then it should be

by a negative legislative act, by actually voting ini the Estimates that this contract will be

discontinued, rather than the other way around L.e. that it doesn't continue unless it's covered in the

Estimates. Even that is pretty woolly because none of these things, our contracts, are specifically

listed in the Estimates; and linm talking about the Estimates which form the basis of the Vote.

[MILLI parliamientary Estimates?

[NXONI I'm talking about the Vote wording. The Estimnates placed before the House are the

document I'm talking about, Part 3, which for the Defence Departmnent Îs a document 1/2" thick,

but there's only one page i it that is legally binding, and that's the wording of the vote. The other

is only explanatory information for the parliamientarians. So this ridiculous law that we have, in

the Financial Administration Act, makes it extremely difficult to deal with these things.

Incidentally, that clause also connects up with thie tank, which l'Il discuss in a moment.

But the Chairman of ail the Canadian banks met with Donald Macdonald who w'as Minister of

Finance and Peter Troop froni the Departmnent of Justice and myself, and they made the pltch to Mr.

Macdonlald that they could i fact do this financing providing that this clause was moved. Pete

Troop madle the case along the fines that Tommy Shoyania and I had spoken about, that while it was

not particularly prohibited in the law of the land, it certainly did not seem to be within the intent

of the law to have this promlissoIy note approach to government financing, in other words another

quality of paper as a financier would termn it. Mr. Macdonald used a word which at that time I had

flot encountered; he said the government must b. "çpunctilous" in the application of the law to itseîî,

and I admired that man at the time, and I've admired him ever since, because by God that's a

principle I'd like to sec applied more assiduously than it is applied. It's not really part of this

question here but it is germfalle ta the point in general. SO, with Mr. Macdonald saying that, the

bankers went away ta think things over. I reckon at that point you might say that the DePartment

had Mr. Macdonald's support for the fact that w. had ta find a way out of this Situation. Anyway,

after a number of bitches, we flnally got the. contract with Lockheed, and I feel that it's a case of
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persistence paying off. And having won that, we then went forward to other ones, like the tank,
and so on.

[HILL] So, in effect, having won that battie, having broken the log jam, then there were more
funds coming available. Or, at least, the review having gone through, then it was easier to bring
mn the other projects and more a matter of scheduling than anything else, from then on?

[NXONI WeIl, on the question of scheduling, you know we had to make some dreadful decisions.
For example: why the tank? Well the tank camne in with high priority because the Centurions were
so badly used and worn out, that, whenever they went out on an exercise, the army was lucky if
haif of them could complete the exercise. Ibis was constantly happening, and the options available
were naturally costly. One was to rebuild the Centurions. Both the Israelis and the Swedes have
done excellent jobs of rebuilding them. Or to go with somnething new like the Leopard. Well, the
time-frame of rebuilding them would have been so protracted; and there was no one actually set up
to do that type of work. We just feit that the thing to do was to go to a minimum number of
L.eopards. Incidentally, those first Lopards, they were leased from the Germans, and they camne
to the Canadian forces with ail of the (3erman markings on them. I'm talking about ail the dials
and gauges and ail the instructions. They were in German. The first handbooks we had for the
Leopards were actually Australian handbooks, because the Australians had bought Leopards and 80
they were available in English. So we got them from the Australian Army and not fromn Krauss
Maffei who produced the tanks. Now again, when we went to buy those Làeopards, we ran into this
clause about no contract being deemed to exist, so the Germans had no insurance that we would
continue with the deal. 1 mean no legal insurance. Ai they had was the word, the integrity of the
Canadian Departmnent of National Defence and the Government of Canada, that the contract would
be allowed. That didn't reaily help Krauss Maffei to go to their bank. The bankers naturally want
to have a legai document.

[HILL] Was that process changed afterwards?

[NIXON] No, it's stili there.

[COXJ When you bought the CF-18s, was the contract only for one year at a time?

[NIXON] No, we signed with McDonnell Douglas a multi-year contract; and McDonnell Douglas
accepted it, that clause notwithstanding. They said, "Okay, Canada will honour this". You see,
ini McDonnell Douglas's case there may not have been a problem. They may neyer have got into
a backlog of over-expenditure. 1 mean, as fast as they spent money, they claimed it ftrm us, and
we paid. So there was neyer a great financing requirement on their contract.

[HILLI Ini this period, it was not only the LRPA; you had a whole range of other things that
were needed. Who decided and how did you schedule them in?

[NIXONI Let's talk about the what and then the how. The general principle that we uscd was
to deal flrst with things that would flot only stop functioning but could have catastrophic
consequences. Tank stopping doesn't really cause any great harm, it just means that you havefl't
got the capability. But an aircraft stopping in mid-air tends to corne down awful fast. And what
we were running into with the 104s, and the Voodoos, was what we called fleet-wide faults. '111*
is that one aircraft was found to have a problem such as a wing-flap problcrn (like we had on the@
104s). So they found a fracture on a hinge. And, when they went and inspected four or five other
aircraft, they found other fractures. And as soon as you find that, the air force has a fieet-wide



grounding until they fIgure out: A) how bad it is or serious it is, and B) which aircraft are affected,

and C) what are they going to do about it. And, if they can't soive the probiem imniediately, the

aircraft mit be grounded for a hell of a long time. With the Voodoo, we hdjs eni on

from one comiplete grounding to another. So you've got to say: "Hey, flot onîy are we losing our

capabiiity, but these things can be bloody dangerous if you're going to fly them". So the NFA (new

Fighter Aircraft) came very high on our list of priorities, despite the fact that we knew the ships,

too, were in bad shape (although, as ASW ships, they are stili quite capable). But what happens

to a ship if its engines Stop, well it just sits in the water as an embarrassment. It doesn't sink, but

you tow it homne or it goes home on one engine. Everybody gets ail excited because the boiler tubes

are ail burnt out, but you put new boler tubes li and the ship goes back out. This is 1987, and

when did we start hearing ail those horrible stories about the state of the ships? About 1977. But

they're Stil operatiflg. I'm flot suggestiflg that I condone their condition, but j'in saying that it bas

flot been catastrophic. I'ni taiking about the principle, big things; but for every one of those there

are ten minor things, jets say auxiliary power units. You may have some aircraft, but you can't

run them because you baven't got any auxiiiary power units; s0 yOU've got to get those. .Just before

I arrived in the Departinent, the old 1 1/4 ton trucks, the first cargo-carrying vehicle bigger than

a jeep, were just absolutelY beat out, and s0 DND made the decision to see what would happen if

it .iust took a commercial 1 1/4 ton truck and beefed it up by putting in a bigger radiator and bigger

alternators and a few things like that. And General Motors did stop their production uine when they

were between models one summTer, and DND ran through several hundred of these trucks to see

how they would pay off, because that's ail they could afford. Weil, it turned out that they certainly

have filed a role. But it was also demonstrated that, even when you take a realIy good commercial

product, if you start doing an awfui lot of cross country work, and combat-type exercises, tliey

don't stand up very weil. They have their shortcomings.

The process is this: the Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff has primary responsibiîity for

creating, maintaiiig and looking after the force deveiopment plan of the Canadian Forces. That

means bringiflg forth ail of the equipment requirements and gradualiy putting those ilito an order

of priority. One of the biggest probemis, that 1 had ini the Department was first to get a list of the

things they need and second to have some consistency ini that list, so that the lists wc>uld be the sanie

this year, next year, and the foilowing year, except for the items that are replaced. What tends to

bappen is that every time a new, senior person cornes on board, the list is changed, wbich just

destroys the validity of it; and that's particuiariy thie case wit the Ariny. The Army bas got a real

problem because they have such a proliferation of equipment, except for the tanks and howitzers

and a few major items (and even for those, they don't have the total programme cost as for a new

figbter aircraft or a number of ships). So then the Armed Forces put down the list of requirements,

and then put in there an order of priority, and then work that into a Foreseen Expenditure Envelope.

Within the Army there's a combat equipment development group, that brings togetiier the Mobile

Commander in St. Hubert and the Chief of Land Doctrine and Operations here in Ottawa, and they

corne Up witb the Land list. And then there is an Air equivalent and Naval equivalent of that,

altbougb they are produced in different ways. Then the Deputy Chief takes those lists, hie does bis

own review of them, and then hie takes them to a Programme Control Board Subcommittee,

including flot only operators but also the financial people and policy people, and also the engineering

and procuremTelit people. What they're trying to do at this stage is to establish priorities. -Men tbe

list goes to the programmife Control Board. The first thing is to get the list solrted out, and to place

items within the programme, so that one cadi see bow required equipment will be flnanced sometime

in the foreseeable future (within the dollars that seem likely to be forthcoming). YOU see, that was

relatively easy to do i the mid 1970s and in the early 1980s, when we knew what the forecast was

going to We. But sice the governlt bas changed, things are flot 80 clear. Some of their plans

for defence expeiiditilre sec!! to be pure Alice in Wonderland -- the current capital budget of $2.5
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billion is somehow or another going to shoot up to about $4 billion within two years. You just
can't do that. You have to have programmed expenditures, allowing for slippage, for programmes
which don't go as fast as they should, and so on.

And after that first step, of setting up the lists, there are a lot of others, assigning personnel,
developing cost estimes, fitting DND requirements within a total fiscal framnework, and so on.
And DND's requirements are also tailored to a Strategic Overview or a Policy Overview.

[COXI When you talk about a Strategic Overview or any kind of Policy Overview, where does that
corne from? How do they start to mesh?

[NIXON] They do mesh; and I'm glad you asked that question. The Strategic Overview starts
from what has happened in the past year as well as from what the governiment has said about its
policy in the relevant area. It also discusses what we should be doing i the future. You take that
as your mandate and you say: "Okay, here is the perception of what's happening in the world or
what's happening in our area - what has happenied in NATO and what has happened to the Warsaw
Pact -- including not only the military side but also in the Conférence on Security and Cooperation
i Europe, in the MBFR talks, and in the Stockholm conference on Confidence Buildi ng"esues

And you factor that ini and say: "Okay, then, from the Canadian perspective, this is what we think
that we should be doing". And that goes to the Minister. And the Minister is naturally the first
person who inputs his ideas and says: "Look, that's not my perception. Go back and do it agaln. *
So what we constantly tried to do, year by year, was to point out to Ministers, what happened here,
what is the situation, what are their options, and what are the consequences of the options. To be
brutal, I was constantly trying to put them between a rock and a hard place. And the Minister
agreed. Now, that was why, year by year by year, throughout ail that period, the budget grew the
way that it did grow in defence, and more so than in almost any other departmnent. Mind you, if
you take a look at the figures, though we started off in 1975 at about 1.8% of the GNP; we are stili
maybe at only 2. 1%.

So, Pli1 just finish now on the question of the Strategic Overvicw. As you know, Canada's
defence position is based on a 1971 White Paper. But a lot ha happened since then, and as I've
just outlined, every year the governiment looked at those developments in the Strategie Overview.
Truc, there was not a public debate as such, but it wasn't as though they were just continuing wîth
things as they were. The emphasis of defence policy changed over that period also. So it's not
really true that our defence effort is aIl based on a 1971 Whitc Paper. It isn't, it's based on a
fundamental proposition, that cvcry nation has to sec to its own self-preservation: internai to the
country; to the protection of its own geographic area; to the protection of its ideals and values; and
to lus contribution to thc world's stability. Those are the four roles of the Canadian Forces and they
are the four roles of any Force. They are just donc diffcrcntly in différent counitries. For example,
on the international level, we do peacekeeping, the Americans do balance of power as the British
once focussed on dhe balance of power. We sec to the protection of Mw ideals, while In Europe thc
Europeans are protecting là&i ideals.

[HILL] Would you say the most crucial dhing, in terms of Canada's military contribution to
NATO, in this period, after 1976, was the fact that in that period you had a plan, a long-termn plan,
which you kept fighting for? As tirne went on, you got Uhc resources that were necessary; and yotl
had sornething coherent which went forward, in essence, in an upward direction.

[NIXON] What we haven't donc is to relate thc 12% real growth to the 3% NATO objective.
At that particular tirne, when the equiprnent budget was growing at 12%, NATO pushed -- i starte'!



in 1978 -- for a83% real growth across the whole budget. Well, it just so happened that 3 % across

the whole budget and 12% on equiptment for Canada were almost the sanie. You may have

noticed, if you looked at the historic record, that there w85 a sleight Of hand, and Canada moved

from 12% real growth i the capital programme to 3% growth On the whole budget. But most Of

it was put to capital for years. And that is why Canada had nlo difflculty Ii acceeding to the 3%

real growth for NATO. Because we were already doing it. That is one contribution.

There are three others: the northern flank, the AWACS; and, in the late 1970s, the High

Level Group. 1111 deal with themn one by one.

'Il1 take the northern flank one first. To the best of my knowledge and recollection, it was

i 1968, when Canada made the decision to reduce its contingent in Europe by a haif a division,

to essentially a brigade, that Mr. Cadieux took on this obligation for a brigade to go to northern

Norway (a quote unquote "paper commitmnent"), as well as the ACE Mobile Force. The impression

that I had when I first got to the Department was that, despite the fact that NATO had a northern

flank since it was formed, for many years there was no comprehensive plan for the defence of

Northerii NorwaY (and also despite the fact there is a C-inC Northern Region). And General

Dextraze worked on this question through the NATO Military Committee. He got SACEUR and

CINCNOR to produce a plan for the area. And I believe that Canada's contribution to getting that

plan established was a major, unsung, unrecognized, accomplishment. And even if we withdraw,

at least we've done that. Look at the historic activity in Northern Norway, whether it's the

Canadians, the American Brigade, the British Brigade or whatever. There has been more done on

the developmeflt, and the exercise of the plan for the defence of Northern Norway, since Canada

became involved, than in aIl the years before. I'm sure an awful lot of people will argue with that,

but it certainly is the impression that I have.

[HILLI When was that launched?

[NXONI Well, General Dextraze was CDS fr 1974 until 1979. His tCflf was extended, but

he was unable to do anything until he got that Defence Structure Review out of the way. So he

really started to push for the plan around about 1976, with CINCNOR and SACEUR. Until then

he wasn't sure about his position in the Department.
[HILL] How do you mean?

[NXON] Well, its often a very demorallzing position for the people at the top>. Did 1 mention

to you the importance of the task of the Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff'? Weil, from 1972 to

1979, there were nine Deputy Chiefs of the Defence Staff. So YOu can imagine the difficulty they

had i producig a force development plan, with such a changeover of people. Wit thM

changeover of people -- in very important positions -- you are continually losing people wlio are

only beginnig to learn their jobs.

[COXJ The CDS position is really end of career, isn't it?

[NIXON] Yes.

[HILL] is that truc for the Deputy CDS?

[NIXON] No. He could become either the Vice Chief or the Chief. Thériault, for example, he

was DCDS, then ho was VCDS, then he was CDS. Mainguy retired as VCDS. 1 don't know

whether Mainguy had been DCDS or not? But Bill Car wen from DCDS to be Commander Air
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Command; then he retired. So, DCDS is flot an end of the line position at ail. It just depends
entirely on how things turn out. Now, going back to the Norwegian question, the attention which
Canada focused on northern Norway was a major contribution.

Anotlier important thing Canada did was on the AWACS. The issue was this: how to buy it
through NATO. And this surely did raise problems, because there neyer had been a NATO
operational force with different countries involved. It raised questions such as: what country would
you register the aircraft in for purposes of international Iaw? 1 think they are actually registered
in Luxembourg. And thon the big issue was the contributions to the project, for example how to
share this between the NATO nations. And thon there were also the British Shackletons, an older
early warning aircraft that they had. The British were not so enthusiastic about AWACs because
it would mean their industry would be left out. Finally, the other point is that NATO's
multi-national programmes had not really been the greatest of successes. The ones I'm particularly
referring to are NADGI3 and NICS. One was a ground based radar station (its cost went up and
up, right througb the roof). The same thing was true as regards the with NICS, the NATO
Integrated Communications System. There didn't seem to be any way in the multi-national
operation to constrain a programme, to keep it within budget, to keep it within objectives, etc. It
got loaded with people. These problems are bad enough in one country, but when you try to get
many countries together they become almost impossible. However, the AWACS was needed, and
work was done in the International Staff, and it transpired that NATO needed eighteen aircraft. The
question came around to the issue of contributing to it. We are talking around 1977-78, remember,
so keep in mind the 10w capital budget that we had. We made the decision to go to the Minister
with our advice that the best deterrent use that we could get for our defence dollar was to be a
participant - and a substantial participant - in this AWACS project. The principals would be the
United States and Germany, but they wouldn't be carrying the whole burden. Italy was not in on
the project at that time, so we came in as the third partner. We took ten percent of the project,
which was far greater than our normal NATO share. On this question we went to Mr. Danson, I
think he was the Minister at the time, to find out whether he also thought it was important. He
talked to his NATO colleagues and he decided that it was in fact important. And so we went te the
Cabinet. I believe that that had a profound effect, that Canada was there when the going got tough.
A side effect of this development, in my view, was that Litton (Systems Canada Ltd.) was accepted
by the United States Air Force as their second source producer of the guidance system for the
Tomahawk cruise missile. I believe that that was because of Canada's contribution to AWACS.
You wouldn't find that written anywhere, but I certainly have the impression that it was part of a
gentleman's agreement. I'm sure you'd neyer find an American Wyho would admit to that, though.

There also had to be an International Board of Directors for AWACS. When we made our
commitment, we put some "barbed, wire« around kt, 50 to speak, to make sure that that was aIl
Canada was going to have to give. We thon had to put a member on the International Board of
Directors, which are always dreadful things te work on. We put on John Killick, who subsequently
becamne Assistant Deputy Minister of Materiel. But John is a pretty good project manager and ho
can be a really tough negotiator. When ho knows what back-up he's got within the Department at
the ministerial level, he can be really firm. And he went to the NATO meetings on this question
knowing full well that there wasn't going to be another penny coming from Canada;' and, morcover,
that, if it wasn't managed well, then Canada would pull out. Through his tenacity and forcefulness,
that project was the first NATO project - and I think that ho should take a great deal of credit and
se should Canada - that came in on time and on coat and with the performance it was supposed to
have. No medals wore given for that, but!1 bellevo that that's something Canada should really be
proud of.



Now, I'd like wo mention another Canadian contribution, in the NPG. Although we are not a

nuclear nation, we have been a member of the Nuclear Planning Group for some trne. Not al

Allied nations are, but we have been. When the S5-20, the medium range nuclear missile, was

introduced by the Soviets into Europe, in 1977-78, Helmut Schmidt spoke out, at a meeting in

London, about the necessity of finding some type of response. He wasn't just talking about the SS-

20; he was talking about the total, continuous, unrelenting build up of the Soviet forces. one

response was the 3 % growth rate that NATO decided on for ail countries (it was iitially wo be for

about dhme years, 1 think, but then it went on for five, and I believe it is stili going on). However,

the Soviets are now spendiJlg about 17% of GNP on their military, according to the lateat data I

have seen. Incidentally, I just saw this morning that they are spending more on the military than

they are on health and education combined; whereas i our country, and in ai Western countries,

health and educatioli combined are probably running five and six times what we're spending on

defence; somewhere in the order of 18-19% of GNP for health and education

[HILLI Yes, quite a différent set of priorities.

[NXONI To corne back to the High Level Group, when Schmidt made that decision, with the

NATO leaders and the NATO Council and the Defence Ministers, to focus on the SS-20, they were

also looking for a way to respond. I have the impression that our contribution to the High Level

Group, primarily through George Lindsey, was wo suggest, maybe along with others, the two-track

approach. So what theY responded with, as you know,, was 108 Pershing missiles plus the cruise

missiles. It was astute, because there's no way, shape or form, they could be looked on as first

strilce, even if you used the whole lot of them. But they do provide what I'd cali a comfort blanket.

You see, I look at one of the big threats from the Soviets as being not the actual aggression, but

the suasion; the suasive use of force, to cajole and to make people capitulate without firing a shot.

To counteract mhat, and make people stand up wo tat, you need to have, as I said, a comfort

blanket. So I looked on the Pershings as the comfort blanicet, but with the real deterrence being

i the cruise missile. And I look on cruise missiles as being an absolutely firat class deterrent,

because, in my view, mhey have no first strike capability, because they go so slow, and people say,

well, OK, mhey can be spotted. "Look up in the air. You can sSe with your own eyes. You don't

need radar to see them." So I don't understand why people are getting s0 excited about them. As

I said, mhey don't have any flrst strike abilities. And mhe fact mhat you can't verify where they are

located, indeed enhances mheir deterrent capabilities. If you knew where they were located, duen

you could take mhem out. if you don't know where they are, then mhat adds anoduer element of

uncertainty. So you'd be very hesitant wo move when you didn't know where anymhing was or

where mhey'd be coming from. So I mhink mhat mhat two-track decison was an astute move. 1 mhink

duat Canada was a major participant in it.

Another area where we made an important contribution, I think, was in mhe use of Canadian

bases Suffleld, Shilo, and Goose Bay, for due training of NATO forces under circumstances and

environmlents duat couldn't be simulated or duplicated i Europe.

[HILL] I'd like to ask weduer duere are any other areas where you minc duat, over duis pericxl,

Canada made a particular contribution to NATO? After that I would like to go on and ask: how

do you see NATO, is it a good dhig from Canada's point of view?

[NXON] Another poit w mention -- now mhis goes back several years -- was in the area of

technology; also tactics, but particiilarly technology. You see, wC were the originators of putting

helicopters aboard ships; and when that was originally moo0ted, around 1960, the British andi the

Arnericans duought we wero out of our minds, to put a large helicopter on the back of a destroyer.
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Weil, I guess you probably would be out of your mind unless you had also corne up with a way to
brmng it down; and the way that this was done is called now the Beartrap. Essentially, when the
aircraft cornes in over the ship, there is a wire which is dropped down frorn the aircraft and that's
put into a holder and the aircraft is just pulled down. And its pulled down under control. The
aircraft is trying to lift, and in the meantirne you pull him down, and get hirn on the ship, and then
you have a mechanisrn to grab hold of the aircraft on a track basis. You see, now-a-days, an
antisubmarine ship without a helicopter isn't a very useful weapon. Anyway, that was a Canadian
contribution. And now, as you know, it's used by ail anti-submarine forces. Our Coast Guard uses
it, too. They use tie same type of a pull-down miechanism.

Another item is the Variable Depth Sonar, the sonar that is dropped off the back of ships on
a long cable - that's pretty much a Canadian development, right frorn the beginming. The reason
for Variable Depth Sonar is that the ocean water is striated by temperature, and you have got to get
clown below these temperature layers in order to get good sound propagation. If you don't get down
below the temperature layers the sound only propagates in the layer. But if you get down below the
ternperature layers, to where the submarmnes usually operate, then you get rnuch better subrnarine
detection and you also get a lot less surface noise. Background noise makes sonar extrernely
difficuit. We worked out this whole development of the technology to get those things down and
keep them down, and recover the cable, and keep the cable frorn breaking. You have a bail hanging
on the end of a cable and you want to keep it pointing in the right direction, not spinning ail the
time. That's not exactly a simple thing, even when you put pins on it. That was a major Canadian
contribution.

[COX The Variable Depth Sonar means the ability to manipulate the cable to the depth that you
want, and the expectation that you'll find the depth.

[NIXON] Yes, that is right. And the depth is found by putting a bathythermograph over the side,
and that measures the temperatures as it is going down. So you get a temperature-versus-depth
scale. So when you get the reading back, you can say that the place to put the sonar today is at one
hundred feet or whatever it might be.

The other item to mention is that we developed an unusuaily good respirator, despite the fact
we haven't got any chernical weapons in the Canadian Forces. The canister on it is going to have
wide use throughout NATO. And stili another one is the commnand and control systerns, which are
now universal. You see ail these pictures of operators looking at screens. Canada pioneered tliat
work i 1952 and it's now universaily accepted. I had a fascinating job i about 1960. I replaced
the head of the group that developed this systern that we called DATAR; and when they
dernonstrated it in a 1953 dernonstration where two rninesweepers were fitted out with ail of this
cornputery, senior officers frorn ail over the NATO nations carne to see this. Every one of them,
was asked to comment on it after they had seen it. The comments went ail the way from: "I've
neyer seen such a load of stupid hardware in ail rny life and there's no practical application In on
operational military theatre"; to the other extreme, that: "It is Impossible to consider going forth
with any type of operational units in the highly mobile war of tue future without having this type
of comnmand and control system". Incidentally, the second type, of comment was in the minoritY
at the tirne. But that certainly turned out to b. die truth.

Weil, I think that that covers sorne of the. major contributions that we have made to NATO and
some of the major impacts that we have had. Thon, when you ask, how has this served Our
purposes, well, this is where 1 corne back again to: "What are we trying to do? - "We are not onIy
trylng to proteot the security of tue geographic entity known as Canada, but - and this is why V/O



are in NATO __ we are trying to protect and provide and maintain and secure the processes,

institutions and values of free nations. And NATO certainly has done that. And another

contribution that we have made is to be "the other* overseas country. When we talk about the

deploymneft Of tIroopS, occasi<>nally they say that there are five NATO nations that have troops

outside their borders. The Dutch, the British and the Belgians have them in Germany, but that is

flot the real issue - the real issue is who bas them across the water. Well, the British do, but 1

don't look at the English Channel as being "across the water" in that sense. It is we and the

Aniericafis. We are going to see, we have seen in the past, America isolationism, American

protectionism, tiat's what was behind the Mansfield Amendment. The Europeans are goîng to have

to do more for themselves. Weil, American withdrawal would be much easier if Canada wasn't

there. If we actually withdrew our troops, ail of them, from Europe, I thinlc it would make it much

easier for the Americans themselves to do so. For the Europeans, that is a major Canadian

contribution. And another major Canadian contribution is that the troops that we have there in

Europe whether. they >are land or air, are fully trained when they go there. A German brigade

commander would tell you that he spends something like about 75% of his time dealing with the

elementarY, or the basic, training of his conscripts. He doesn't very often have time to spend on

advanced training, and therefore he particularly enjoys being able to work with Canadians who have

had a much higher degree of training. The saine thing applies on the air side, too. That is, we

serve as an exemplar, if nothing else, even if our numbers are small. Coming back to what We need

from NATO, I would say the most important thing is protection. We have also, I thinlc, maintained

a greater channel of communication with the Europeans, and this goes back to the Schmidt-Trudeau

factor. I think our voice is heard more (though there is no question that we are constantly being

told to put our money where our mouth is, to increase our contribution a certain amount, and so

on). The other side of the equation is that being i NATO and Europe gives Canadians a much

greater world perspective. I tend to be a world federalist in a broader sense -- I don't mean that

there should be an organization called that -- but I just happen to feel that we have got to live

together in the world, and it 18 essential to be part of it. When you think of the number of

Canadians, and I am just talking about the Forces flrst, and their dependents, who have been

through Lahr and gained a much broader appreciation of Europe than they otherwise V/ould have,

I think it bas broadened the horizons of Canadians greatly. And then look at what it has done for

our industry, the aerospace industry which I may have mentioned to you before, which was one that

I relate to. They are doing about 5 billion dollars worth of business, 75% of it export, and they

are doing that with a very, very smail bit of seed-money from our Department of Regional Industrial

Expansion and from the Department of National Defence. You know, it is minuscule compared to

what the Amnericafi industry gets, but Canadian aerospace people are abroad, exporting, and a lot

of that comes because of our connectioJi with NATO and with the United States under thinga like

the Defence Production Sharing Programme. I would say that there is a whole unit i the

Departmelit of External Affairs, formerly in Industry, Trade and Commerce, working on miljitary-

related trade. There is also the NATO Industrial Advisory Group. As the name iniplies, this is a

group of industrialists from ail NATO nations who get together two or three tumes a year or so.

I thinlc the Canadian membership is around about twelve. These are either presidents or general

managers or CEOS of Canadian industrial firns. They rotate, so it isn't aîways the sanie group.

Ini the total length and breadth of Canadian industry, we probably have right now about 150 senior

industrialists who have had a fair exposure to NATO and to their industrial colleagues from the

other allied nations. So I think that that is also a major gain by Canada from i ts NAT asoiation.

[HILL] Do you sce NATO as being a crucial contributor to international peace and Security at this

time?



[NIXONI Absolutcly. You sce, you should go back to what causcd NATO to be created, and
ask yourself: has the fundamental concept changed? As I may have mentioned, to me the origin
of NATO was firstly the breach of mhe Yalta agreement, followed by die absolute demonstration in
1948 in Czechoslovakia mhat mhe Soviets weren't going to allow any free elections in Eastern Europe.
Then mhe fact mhat mhey didn't go mhrough any disarmament after the Second World War, as did mhe
Western countries, was another clear indicator. So we had mhat threat, and the Soviets have
demonstratcd mhat, the United Nations Charter notwithstanding, they are prepared to be mhe first to
use force, despite the fact mhat the Charter says you will flot use force ini settling international
disputes. If we consider Czcchoslovakia and Hungary and Poland as separate countries, then the
Soviets certainly have uscd force in two of mcem. They have also used it in Afghanistan, and mhey
complctely submerged mhe Baltie countries - mhey have just disappeared - and I don't sec anymhing
mhat has indicated mhat mhat has change And then you compound mhat fact wih the Breshnev
Doctrine, where mcey reserved mheir right to intrude in dme affairs of mhe countries on mheir borders.
I don't sec anything mhat has changed that. Somewhere today I saw that one should judge people flot
by what mhey say but by what mcey do. Mr. Gorbachev is saying ail mhe right mhings, but if Mr.
Gorbachev really intends what he is saying -- mhat he wants to disarmn or wants to reduce his military
expenditures so as to direct resources to mhe cconomy - mhe place mhat he can do mhat most
cffectively is flot in nuclear weapons but ini conventional arms. Despite consumption and so on,
Soviet expenditures on nuclear weapons are probably only 20% of what mhey are spending on
conventional arms, which is about 17% of mhe GNP. He can make a unilateral decision to reduce
mhese wimhout any negotiation, and wimhout imperilling his sccurity.

[HILLI 0f course he has made an offer to negotiate on that level, I mean to cut about half-a-
million troups on cach side, almhough it remains to be seen whcmcer he will follow mhrough on it.

[NXON] That's what I am saying. He does flot have to negotiate; he can make a unilateral cut;
if he rcally wants to reduce his expenditures, lie can do mhat unilaterally. When I became Deputy
Minister, mhe German Minister of Defence, Otto Lamsdorff, I mù*n, said that whenever hc was
talldng to his Soviet counterparts, he pointed out to mcem mhat it is very expensive for mcem to do
what mhey are now doing because evcry time mhey build mhree tanks Germany only has to build one,
being on mhe defensive. What 1 am really saying is that if mhe Soviets therefore decide mhat mhey
only want to be defensive, mhey just have to eut mheir forces by a full one miîrd and mhey would still
haveus outdone two to one. And that could be a unilateral decision. What 1 am astounded at i8
the fact mhat neimher mhe public nor mhe press picked that up. None of mcem have mhrown mhat at
them. That is what 1 am going to do when I stop doing what 1 am doing now.

[COX] 1 have a couple of questions. The flrst on. "I take you back to mhe CAST commitmnent.
The view you presented of it as a major Canadian contribution t0 planning the defence of northern
Norway is a very interesting one, because, I would have thouglit it would be fair to say mhat,
initially, DND itself was flot keen on the CAST commitmnent. Would that b. a fair perception?

[NXON] I'd say mey would neyer be over-enthusiastic about it for a variety of reasons. One 18
mhat they don't have stationed forces. And this means maât mhe only way you can get any training
is to go over mher. for it. And mhe second is mhe question about the actual move, getting them ther.
The. whole idea of the CAST conimitmnent is mhat mhe force will b. deployed before hostilities, during
escalation, during a build up of tension. Weil, mhe problems with mhat are about three-fold,
particularly for Canada. One is, people are going to say: "My God, lier. we go into Hong KongS
again". And the second question in sending CAST over mher. is whether it wiIl act as a provocation
or as a deterrent. 1 think it wili act as a deterrent. And so you're going to get an equivocation
around mhe House of Commons, unless the Government of the day happens to have a really stroIlg
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back-bone. Incidentally, it is one of the reasons why I think our systemn of governhient is a hell of

a lot stronger than the AmIerican One, bec-ause when Our government does decide to rule, as we ail

know, they can introduce legisiation in1 the morning and have the their policies set in1 law b>' night

time. There is also the problemn of the logistic chain, that Mr. Beatty is concentrating 0on. But, I

think it is important to differentiate between a commitmnent as a deterrent and a commnitment that

you are going to deplo>' during hostilities. I think that our commitment there as a deterrent is ver>',

ver>' important for ail the reasons that 1 have cited before. But if >'ou said that we were actually

going into hostilitieS right now and >'ou said where should we put anyone, I would say don't send

the brigade to North Norway, send it to a different area. But then the response to me is: "lWell,

look, a force whiCh is flot intended to figlit is no0 deterrent". And I sa>': "No, 1 mean that force

will fight if it lias to". I arn a little bit like Mr. Pearson who one time, when he was confronted

with one of these situations, said: "Weil, I will iurnp off that bridge when I corne to W'". when

you are doing sorne of these deterrent things, I think that you have to work a littie bit on that basis.

And I also believe that, if you reali>' wanted to do so, you could make that cornmitrnent work. But

it does talce resources. It does take commitment.

[COXJ fliat's a powerful argument for flot giving it up. My second question is this: 1 was struck

b>' your account of the LRPA decision, because it seerns to me that here is a decision which is

shrouded in confusion on the financing side, but which is actuali>' probab>' the least controversial

decision of an>' procuremefit decision. It seerns to me to be a spectacular success, the LRpA

programmne. Is that true?

[NXONI Weil, I amn glad to hear you sa>' that. 1 agree with you. But 1 have to ask: what do

you mean by success?

[COX] Weil, looking at it again from the outside, the task is there, the LRPA aircraft is the right

platforrn for it, and it appears to have worked out ver>' successfully from an operational point of

view. Ail of those things seern to sa>', here is a decision which is a great procuremnent decision.

[NXONI Weil, that was largel>' because of a method developed in National Defence, ini the early

1970s, for handling major procurernents. I helped them with it though I came to the Department

later. It was eventuall>' accepted b>' the goverilment as a whole, although only after a lot of hard

figlits. it mainl>' involved the establishmrent of sound project management for large programmes.

1 could talk about it for hours, but 1 won't go into ail the details here.

[HILLI OK. Are there an>' other points you would like to make before we close?

[«NIN Weil, there is tlie question of public awareiiess of defence. Wlien Barrie> Danson was

Minister, lie had some of the staff look into tiS. 1 think I rnentïoned the problern that the Director

General of information liad when I arrived. He couldn't even tell the troops what we were trying

to do. And I think I ma>' have mentioned the problemn that we had witli Searcli and Rescue, that

liey were not utilizing them for public awareness of defence activities. Weil, we decided to do

everytlhig that we could to make it possible for interested joumnalists, writers, etc., to write what

the>' wanted about defence. And so we constant>' were talcing groups Of Press People over to

SHAPE, and to the SHAPE exercises in NATO, and letting thern interview members of the

Canadian delegation to NATO, and visit tlie Canadian forces i Lalir, and go down to Cyprus, and

wherever the Canadian forces were, and go to Canadian bases ail across the country, and so on.

And graduall>' this approacli, I thilik, &tated to pa>' off. Barnie Danson said that lis people keeping

track of the minute count on the electronic media, a number count, and tlie column count ini the

paper, felt that it increased solTethlng like about 30 times white lie was there (but that was easy,
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since there was practically nothing when he started). But then wc tricd to prepare, as I mentioned,
thc annual defence statements. We started this with Mr. lamontagne, to try to move to the point
of havmng an annual, comprehensive statement, by the government, about defence. 1 don't mean
thc Defence Review, which is really just a departînental publication. This startcd ini 1980, and, 1
think, has been donc pretty well, ccrtainly ail during the Liberal time. And 1 think that Mr. Beatty
wîIl do somnething with a Whitc Paper. Also, I think: thc Senate has done excellent reports, and 1
may have commentcd on that carlier - the reports on Manpower, on Maritime Defence, on Air
Defence, and Air Transport. Those are excellent reports, and they have done a thoroughly good
job. But again, they have gone over llke one day wonders; they haven't had any impact at ail.
Even the Standing Committec - wcll thc standing committec has really only done two, it did one
on Security and Disarmament, wasn't that thc title? And having mentioncd Uiat titie 1 will corne
back to it, because I Uiink it is quite germane to this wholc question. The other one was on Uie
Reserves. On Uic Security and Disarmanient study, Uic original reference Uiat was drafted by
Extemnal for their Minister --to put before Uic House, Uic reference for Uiat Standing Commidttee -
- was simply on disarmament. And wc had a heli of a time, Uic officiais of Uic two departmnents,
to get Uiat changed, because you know disarmament can't be lookcd at alone, it has to be looked
at in Uic contcxt of security. I believe Uic people in Uic Parliamnentary Centre will find Uiis comment
interesting. It is not intendcd as a bouquet, but if you look at Uiat report, on Uic hearings, Uic
only witnesses Uiat made Uic connection, or Uiat talked about Canada's security policy being
deterrence, defence, arms control and Uic relaxation of tensions, werc Arthur Menzies, and Uic
Minister of National Defence.

[HILL] Arthur Mcnzies being Uien Uic Ambassador for Disarmament.

[NXONI Nobody cisc picked it up, cxcept Uic staff of Uic Centre, when Uiey werc drafting Uic
report. And if you go and look at Uiat report, you will find that Uicrc. But what 1 find is
fascinating is Uic way Uiat Canadians, people appcaring at a Uiing like Uiat, could try and deal wiUi
disarmament wiUiout dcaling wiUi sccurity.

[PULL] What happens, of course, is Uiat you get segments of opinion Uiat come forward.

[NXONI Yes, but if you take a look at Uic total evidence Uiat was given at Uiat time, Uic only
two who made Uiat connection wcre Arthur Menzics and Uic Minister at Uic time, Mark MacGuigan,
I Uiink. My point is Uiat vcry fcw people follow defence, sccurity, ams control and rclatcd issues
carefully. Wc don't have enough public information or a sufficiently informcd public dcbate. And
Uicre is flot Uic positive impact in favour of defence Uiat Uicrcr should be.

[HILLI Well, I Uiink on that note wc will close. Thank you vcry much, Mr. Nixon.
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ROSS CAMPBELL

[HILL]10 Good morning, our guest today is Ambassador Ross Campbell, former Permanent

Representative to the North Atlantic Council. We are delighted you caji be with us this morning,
Ambassador Campbell, to give us your insights into Canadian policy in NATO.

[CAMPBELL]I Tank you. 1 hope you don't expect me to be too up-to-date because it is now 15

years since 1 left NATO, so you will have to accept some gaps ini my knowledge.

[IILLi Well, we will do our best to jog your memory. Ambassador Campbell, as you know, the

project we are engaged in here is an oral history. We are examining the development of Canadian

foreign policy since 1945, and trying to see how well membership in NATO has fitted Canada's

short term and long term interests. For exalTple, the kind of things we are looking at are Canada's

contributions to NATO, at the impact of various initiatives or Canadian Policies within NATO, and

at the ways in which membership in NATO helped Canada to pursue its goals Of international peace
and security.

[CAMPBELL] Indecd, 1 look back on those days with fondness. From a career point of view,
everythig that happened to me after NATO was an anti-climax.

[ILL] It is interesting that you should say that, because in my career too it was a fascinating
period of time.

[CAMPBELL] Extraordinary. If anybody thinks that any bilateral post can match in career

satisfaction working in a central policy area like the NATO Council, then they are wrong, or at least

for My tastes. That was the apex of my career, those six years in NATO.

[HIL The number of issues that arose in that period was remarkable.

[CAMPBELL] Unbelievable.

[HILL] Yes.

[cAMPBELLJ I arn proud of my time at NATO, even though I had a difficuit time there. I think
it was far and a way the miost useful part of my career.

[ILL] Ambassador Campbell, we are particularly pîeased that you are willing to participate in

this projcct because of your extensive connection with NATO affaira. 0f course, I arn thinlcing
particularly of your period as Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council between 1967 and 1972,
whkch we have just mentioned. In addition, there were many other parts Of YOur career that were

related to NATO ini one way or another, which I amn sure provided very valuable insights into the

role of thc North Atlantic Alliance, of the NATO organization, and Canadian and world affaira.

[CAMPBELL] It's truc. NATO seemed to impinge on My career from, its formative time. in

starting right back i thc Scandinavian countries when we were trying to get them ito NATO in
the 40s.

10 Interviewers: Hill, Cox, Pawelek. Interview dates: 13/4/87 and 16/4/87.
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[HILL] Right.

[CAMPBELL] And, oh, subsequently you know, 1 served mainly in NATO countries from my
first time abroad. Then I came back here and worked in the Middle East Division, which was
then a mixture of Middle East and European; it was ail one ini those days. Very much mnvolved in
the early days. 1 attended almost every NATO meeting from 1951 and on - until 1970 something,
that is 20 odd years, ail the ministerial meetings even when then 1 wasn't Ambassador to NATO.

[HIILL] Right!

[CAMPBELL] We1l before.

[HILL] Well, 1 think those are some of those points we want to get at, as well as we can. We
don't want to miss them.

[CAMPBELL] I am sorry that was a digression, I shouldn't have.

[HILLI No, flot at ail. I think that simply emphasizes a point that we are trying to follow, that
this interview is flot simply to look at strictly the NATO period, in NATO headquarters, but it really
is at Canadian foreign policy related to NATO and there are really many facets to the NATO
experience. 1 mean we are flot just going to trying to dig out here, what happened to this or that
particular NATO document or whatever. So I think your period in Scandinavia is of interest, and
then Ankara and s0 forth. Very much. 1 think they are very germane to the inquiry. In Iight of
that, I think I should mention how we'd like to approach these two interviews - to examidne your
career in a series of phases. In Part One we will deai briefly with the early period, that's to say
up to 1944, including your timne at university, and your service in the Royal Canadian Navy during
the war. Part Two will focus on the first seven years of your career in the Department of External
Affairs, firstly in Ottawa and then at the embassies in Osto and Copenhagen, and then in the
European Division in Ottawa. Part Three wiIl consider the '52 to '56 phase when you were with
the Embassy in Ankara and then, from '57, head of the Middle East Division in Ottawa. Part
Four might be termed "Senior positions in Ottawa", that is to say from '59 to '64, when you were
firstly speciai assistant to the Secretary of State for Externai Affairs, and then Assistant Under-
Secretary of State yourself. Part Five will focus on your years as Ambassador in Yugoslavia, and
Algeria, in 1965-1967. Part Six wiII be the largest segment and will deal with your service as
Ambassador to the Northi Atlantic Council, between May 1967 and October 1972. Part Seven will
deal with your years as Ambassador to Japan and Korea between 1972 and 1975. That covers an
awful lot 0f ground; and, as you just indicated, most of your career, certainly up until the time you
left the North Atlantic Council, was in fact connected with NATO in one way or another. Sa you
have plenty of room for reflection about NATO.

[CAMPBELL] Interestingly enough, the Japanese also were very interested in tryingt ta folloW
what was happening in NATO, and I was swamped with offers ta speak ta their institutes out therC,
and 1 did indecd as much of it as 1 could; but their interest in European affairs is profound. ThCeY
knaw ita there and that what makes the world tick is what happens in the North Atlantic sphere.

[HILLI Right, 1 think that we wilI be very interested ta hear about that period tao.

[CAMPBELL] Olcay.
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Part 1. Earlv Years. to 194

[HILL] Ambassador Campbell, you were born in Toronto and educated in that city, including

Trinity College at the University of Toronto. You obtained a B.A. in the Law Faculty in 1940.

Could you tell us a littie of your background and your experiences UP to 1940? particularly, how

do you thinlc they have coloured your outlook on world affairs, încludîng the question of

international peace and security?

[CAMPBELL] Weil, it is truc that it was my period at the University of Toronto that prompted

me to go into External Affairs as a career, even though 1 was studying Iaw at the University. 1 was

at the University from 1936-40 in the faculty of law, and in those days tiley ran a very interestmng

course in international law. Larry (Norman) MacKenzie, who eventiially became presitient of the

University of British Columbia, was the professor of international Iaw, and we were living through

an intensely interesting period, the prelude to World War II in fact. 'Me Spanish Civil War and the

italian invasion of Ethiopia, ail these things took place frorn 1935-40, when I was in university.

You knew that World War II was coming, you knew rOughly what the broad lines of the struggle

where going to be. 1 tried to get into External, I first wrote in 1937 saying 1 wanted to join; they

wrote back and said finish your degree and then corne along. 0f course the war came insteaci, andi

1 had to defer the thing until the war was nearly over.

[HILLI John Holmnes said there was a sense in that perioci that the war was coming, and people
wore vory conscious of that.

[CAMPBELLJ Sure as coulci be. 1 don't know why I lcnew it so certainly, but thero was no

doubt in may minci that we were heading into a war.

[HILLi Weil, thon, during the war you serveci from 1940 to 1944 with the Royal Canadian Navy.

[CAMPBELL] Actually, it was longer than that - to September of '45.

(HILLI 1 dici notice that there was a little article in1 the paper recentîy, in TheCli~~I n I think it

was, with a photograph of you andi some former shipmates.

[CAMPBELL] They weren't exactly shipmates, only to the extent that navies use ship's names for

shore establishments. What that was, was a picture of a group of university students of 1940

vintage, university graduates, who were recruitoci by the Royal Navy to go straight over into the

RN andi serve there, because Canada did flot have any ships but lots of people and( they haci lots of

ships and not enough people over there. 1 was one of those recruiteci by the Royal Navy In 1940,

oarly in 1940, right after graduatmng. They accelerated graduationi in 1940 incidentally, SO we could,

all get shot at early. There it is, I went over with that group andi I remained with the Royal Navy

and 1 nover servoci a day in a Canadian ship. I was paici by Canada, thak goci, but I was on boan
to the Royal Navy.

[HILL] What fieldi were you in?

[CAMPBELL] Torpedo boats, right almost from the beginning except for a brief training perioci

when I was in the North Atlantic. Watching ail the ships being sunk around ime, I decided thon it

would be botter to 1)0 sinking th8Il to 1)0 sunk by them. So I went into an Offensive job andi stayed

in that.
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[HILL] Where were you serving?

[CAMPBELL] Started out i the English Channel, i the desperate days i 1940-41. Three years
i the Mediterranean and I was in every campaign out there, from Greece through the western

desert, North Africa, Sicily, Italy and the Aegean. And then just back i time to get in on the
invasion of Normandy from ini the UK. So 1 did flot miss anyting except the Far East.

[HILL] So, a very active war time career?

[CAMPBELL] Yes, 1 guess so; probably 1 had as much active service and combat service as
anybody in the Canadian Navy.

[MILL] And did that leave you widi any sort of particular view of foreign affairs, other than the
fact that you were trymng to stay afloat and alive.

[CAMPBELL] You didn't worry too much about that when you were twenty-five years old.
Yes, it did. It did help conflrm me in my decision that 1 would like to do something in foreign
affairs - partly because 1 was on loan to the Royal Navy and was appalled at the ignorance of the
average Englishman about Canada. Really, it used to just gail me, their dismal ignorance; even if
they had been through university and had umpteen degrees, they knew nothing about Canada. You
know, an antiquated idea, a colony they thought we were; imagine in 1940!

[HILLI It is probably flot much better now.

[CAMPBELL] Then they just don't want to learn. But it made me realize that there was a need,
a job to be done there, trying to get Canada a bit better known. And of course with the turmoil
that we had been through, it was perfectly obvious that it was reshaping the political world, that the
colonies would neyer survive that upheaval. That was quite clear to me, especially as regards the
French ones i North Africa. And of course it went ail the way to decolonization; that I guess was
the major characteristic of the post war period, from 1945 to 1960. It was a wholesale shedding
of colonial dependencies. That was ail becoming evident to me, even in 1943-44.

[HILL] Well, 1 believe it was very clear, by die end of the war, that that was bound to corne.

[CAMPBELL] One interesting thing is that I got into External, eventually, by a kind of funny
circumstance. After I came back to England after being in the Middle East for so, long, we went
straight into the landings at Arromanches (Normandy). We were in action practically every night,
for about 18 nights in a row, and eventually I absorbed so many big bricks that my boat was
virtually a write off. 50 1 was on the beach for about two weeks waiting for a new boat, after
having been nearly sunk off Normandy, by being set on fire, very badly on fire, by a shore battery
- and tliey were running a competition for External Affairs in London. So just for something to
do I wrote the exam, and to my horror, about three months later, 1 was in Ostend, Belgium, with
a new flotilla and everything, and External said «You're in; you're relieved of your command; you
are to report immediately to Ottawa." I was just appalled. I had no intention of quiuting, solIwent
over and 1 dramatically tore up the signal.

[HILLJ Like Nelson's blind eye.

[CAMPBELLJ Yes. The Navy people were delighted with this, but External - Norman Robertsonl
- and 1 have still got the letter that he wrote, the nastiest, coldest letter you could imagine - telliflS
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me that really, 1 did flot realize what a flattering thing it was to have been accepted into External.

OnIy three out of umpteen had got in, and that, no they would flot keep the job as I had asked tili

after the war. You corne now, or you do flot corne at ail. I thought it was ail over. But, tbey

camne through right after the VE Day. They were stili interested, grudgingly.

Part il - Earlv Career at External Affairs. 1945-52

[HILLI Well, that leads us into Part Two of our interview. By which I mean the period of 1945

to 1952. You joined the Departrnent, and initiallY went Înto the Legal Division.

[CAMPBELL] Yes, that's right.

[HILLI flien, afier a brief turne in Ottawa, you went to the embassy in Oslo and then to the

embassy in Copenhagen. I fact you were ini Scandinavia at the tdml the North Atlantic Treaty was
being worked out in Washinlgtonl.

[CAMPBELL] As 1 look back on that period, it was a very important period in trying to persuade

those two countries to corne into NATO. And because Canada was taking a fairly forward Position

on tiiat, I did a lot of that work. I don't think it is apparent in the reports that camne in. 'Mat was

a rotten emnbassy in Copenhagen. I amf flot supposed to Say nasty things about amnbassadors, am I?

There was a fellow called Henry Laureys, a Belgian by birth and One of Mackenzie King's friends,

who had been appointed to Copenhagen when the NATO issue was realîy heating up, around 1947.

This man was such an obstacle to our really doing a job there. He neyer camne to the chancery, he

must have thought that ambassadors were aPPOinted just to go and have dinner every night with

royalty. He had no idea why he was appointed there; I fobund it extremTely difficuit to do everything

in the embassy, run the consulate, run the political side and everything. I was the only officer.

[HILLI You were the only political officer there?

[CAMPBELL] Yes, the gnly officer. And the Ambassador neyer set foot in the place; for one

year he neyer came in to the chancery.

[HILLI Well, what about Oslo?

[CAMPBELLI That was better, but I was so Iiew. in Oslo the Germans had only just left when

I arrived. 1 camne at the end of 1945. 1 guess it was January 1 or 2, 1946 when I arrived in OslO,

somnewhere around there. The Germans had been only 5 or 6 monts out of the cOuntry, and the

people were still starviiig in Norway. So really, it was a kind of rescue operation, more than

anythig. We were helping reunite families. Norwegians that had traied in Canada and were

trying to find their own families and accommnodating ail their Canadian wives that they had married

in Toronto, i "Little Norway" where they had taken their training.

MMILI So really the Norwegiafl period was the post-war phase in your life?

[CAMPBELL] Absolutely.

[HILL] Whercas Copenhageii..

[CAMPBELL] Copenhagefi was the beginning of tepotiagaltefrminofheNT

Alliance, as 1 have said. 1 think that such reporting as io'ta oage the o sarmate b th NyAO
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I resented the circumstances ini which 1 had to do it. There was a wonderful job to be donc there,
and it did succeed. 1 suppose I helped to get Denmark into NATO. And intcrestingly, the wartime
experience of those three countries is what dictated their attitude toward joining the North Atlantic
Alliance. The Swedes, who were the most important of the thrcc, had managed to kecp their
ncutrality at the expense of allowing the rape of Norway. They let the Germans go through, but
they at least escaped war by doing so. So they were smugly content with neutrality as a successfül
policy, even though everybody hated their guts in that part of the world for what they did. The
Norwegians had been totally rapcd by the Germans. You know they even practiced a scorchcd earth
policy as they left. They burnt every village and ail the crops. It was awful. So the Norwegians
had no hesitation, they wanted into NATO and the faster the better, and the bigger the grouping the
better. They were flot interested in a Scandinavian Alliance, which was what the Swedes wanted -
and the Dancs. Ilc Danes had been treated like German cousins; it was a very gentie occupation.

The Danish Arrny was rnobilized until 1943, under German. commrand, flot fighting, but it was there.
They werc totally ambivalent; they did flot know whether they wantcd to be in NATO or flot; and
that was the hard one, to persuade the Danes, pleasure-loving Danes, that really they had had
cnough of a brush with fate that they ought to sec the virtues of collective security. But it was flot
easy to persuade themn.

[MILL] I was struck by the number of telegrammes on this question whcn I was looking through
thc records at External. You must have got sorne things through the ambassador in the end.

[CAMPBELL] Which is significant.

(HILLI I was quite struck by thc fact that gctting some of the Scandinavians into NATO was
obviously quite important to Canada. And the other thing that I was struck by was that clearly the
Scandmnavians, if thcy came in, thcy did flot want to be part of the Brussels Treaty Organization.
Thcy did flot want to be dependent solely on the British. They did flot want to be "liberated", thcy
wanted to be "protectcd". So, I suppose having the United States in there, and Canada, was crucial.

[CAMPBELL] They knew that Britain was econornically weakened by the war, which indeed it
was, and incapable of rcally extending even the dcgrce of protection they had in the pre-war period,
which had been incffcctive anyway. They were aIl let down in a way, by the case of the invasion
of Norway and Dcnmark. Nobody was there to oppose, and they did flot oppose themselves. The
Danes did not, the Norwegians did a bit.

[HILLI So, in that wholc period then, there mnust have been quite a lot of interest in Copenhagen
and in Oslo in what was going on in Washington?

[CAMPBELL] It was ail a massive, semi-organized lobby, amnongst those who were actively
interested in promoting the idea of a North Atlantic region, if you like, or alliance; it wasn't ail that
clear in 1947-48 exactly where we were heading. It became clearer, but the Americans and
ourselves and the British, and to a certain extent the French at the tirne, we were ail trying to
persuade the Scandinavians to corne In.

[HILL] Was there an attempt to, persuade the Swedes to corne in initially?

[CAMPBELL] Oh yes, and it failed, for the reasons that 1 said. Thiey were srnugly content with
neutrality as a viable policy, which they have persisted in to this day, of course.
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[HILL] Right. Looking back, from today, at the association of Norway and Defnark, and then

Iceland, with NATO, would you say it has been pretty much of a success stOry, on the whole?

[CAMPBELL] Oh, ini a modest way. You maY remember, we had to put the Icelanders i

escrow, i the ice box for a while, because they had a semi-communist or a partially communist

government. They're in only faute~ de mi I do not think there is any conviction in the hearts

of Icelanders that being i NATO is an ideal situation; it iS just inevitable, so they might as well

relax; they are flot going to l'e allowed to leave the Alliance, that's really it. No, I would say as

far as Norway is concerned andc Denmark, they seem reasonably content wîth the thing. But really

they have had to, and have had to l'e, but they have made their 0V/f arrangements with the Soviets.

Norwegians have an understandiflg Of some sort with them, about neyer taking troops i peace time.

The Danes, 1 don't know if they have any special arrangements. 1 think they do as far as the Baltic

15 conceJ7fed, some special arrangements with the Soviets that they don't interfere with each other.

It's what I cali the politics of the periphery of NATO. It's a kind of pragmatic accommodation with

the big person next door. They will do nothing to provoke the Soviets, those two.

[MILL] You mention the word periphery. 1 did a littie study once for the Defence Department on

the Southern Flank. 1 was struck very much by how the Southern Flank of NATO is a series of

bilateral relationships, more with the Americans than with anybody else, rather than NATO as a

collectivity as it is on the Central front. The collective aspect is really quite Iacking.

[CAmpBELLI Absolutely, and incidentally that leads nicely into that period that I was at home

and then i Ankara. Because again, for my sifis, I was in charge of the Middle East desk of what

was then die European Division, when Greece and Turkey were admitted to NATO. It was at the

meeting of 1951 and it was here in Ottawa. We held out, and rightly so, against admitting Greece

andi Turkey, we andi the Danes, and we becamne isolateti. I remember 10:30 or 11:00 at night on

the last day of that meeting, Mike Pearson said to me, "You are in charge of the Mitdle East, you

go l'ack over to the East bloc and in ten minutes 1 want a statement reversmng Our position". I

remember the openig words, (may Goti strike me deati), it starts out l'y saying we had neyer been

opposeti to the entry of Greece andi Turkey, l'ut simply that we hati had m-isgivings ab'out the

compatibility, Eating crow! Yes, of the worst kind. I was ashameti of myself, l'ut we at crow

and l'acked down, under great American pressure. They wanted them in, andi they were flot

prepareti to look at the obvious difficulties that were going to ensue. Ail they wanted was to make
sure that Ieaming up against the Soviets was a NATO meml'er.

[HILL] 0f course they had earlier announced the Truman Doctrine, which may l'e the key to that

whole perioti.

[CAMPBELL] Oh sure it was.

[IULLI So in a way, parts two andi three of your career overlap, becau'se when YOu Came back to

Ottawa, then you were already working on Mitdle Eastern Affairs. Then afterwards you went to
Ankara.

[CAMPBELL] That was an interestiflg period, l'ecause it was the perioti Of John Poster Dulles andi

pactolfaflia. There was a regional effort at that time - flot onIY were these two brought lit NATO

i 1952, 1 guess it was the meeting of 1952 that they were finally admidtteti, the spring mtng

l'ut there was a iflove t tha~t time to forni a Balkan alliance, With Yugoslavja andi Greece Turkey
andi even Iran; to form a kinti of southern Contaiment against the Soviets was die idea. It came

to almnost nothing, l'ut again, it reflecteti the tensions of the time. AlreatiY it was aparent the
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Soviets were going to be a real problem. Really fromn the invasion, the putsch in Czechoslovakia,
in 1948, that's what caused ail these things to happen, for NATO to ke created and for aIl these
other pacts to ke contemplated. It was ail part of a containiment policy against the Soviet Union.

[JULLI You had Czechoslovakia, leading up to the formation of NATO itself. And then after
NATO was established you have the Korean War, of course.

[CAMPBELL] A whole series of crises, i fact starting in 1948 with the Czech putsch, to the
Berlin crises and failures of summits. 1 have got somewhere i these papers a checklist of the
dreadful things that were happening from 1948 onwards with monotonous regularity about once a
year to 1962, the Cuban Missile Crisis. Just one critical situation with the Soviets after another.
No matter what we did on our side always it ended up in failure and renewed tension.

[HILLI Before you went to Ankara, when you were stili i part two of your career, you were at
the European Desk in Ottawa?

[CAMPBELL] Right, doing Middle East things.

[HLLI Doing Middle East things. But this was also the phase when Turkey and Greece were
joining the Alliance. It was the period when the Korean War was going on and the NATO
command systems had been set up and defence planning was getting under way. Curiously enough,
1 came across references in the files and in publications such as the Canada in World Affairs series,
about the period 1952-53, talking about the "malaise" in NATO. The thing had no sooner been set
up and here was the first of the crises of the Alliance. I wonder if you could just comment on that.

[CAMPBELL] Yes, 1 can. 1 believe the reason that it had a rather hesitant beginning was
because of the Brussels Treaty, which was created first, as you know. I think it came into being
in 1948. And it was this incipient Europeanism that almost caused NATO to ke still-born, in my
judgmnent. And it is a trend that you can see recurring; it happened when you were t.here, Roger;
it's happening again now with the Eurogroup within NATO. There has always been an instinct
amongst the Europcans to eut the umbilical cord to the USA. On the one hand they want to cut it
politically, and in a security sense they want to maintain it; and you have these incompatible
objectives, both present, ail the time. I think that the early part, the weak beginning in NATO was
partly that, partly it was the Korean War itself, which showed really the limitations of regional
alliances. Here we were, ail preoccupied with trying to contain the Soviets or Communisin if you
want, in Europe, and what happened was that it broke out in a military sense elsewhere -the saie
challenge, as it would seemn then, by Communism in the Far East, where there was no NATO
involvement. And in the Middle East we were having similar tensions too, with no theoretical
obligation on the part of NATO to do anything about it. This was the problem - that NATO seenied
îrrelevant to the crises that were developing, one in the Far East and one in tic Middle East. But,
of course, the Americans were more far-seeing on Uiis and 1 think to an extent the British as well.
They saw that ultimately thc challenge would ke in Europe, and it was indeed. With ail theste
recurring crises, which 1 mentioned, from '48, Czechoslovakia, right on through, Uiey had an
annual reminder somewhere that the Soviet Union was a potential threat.

[HILL] You touch on two vcry interesting points, there. It scems to me that there bas always been
this relationship ktween NATO and Europe, in the sense that the ideal of an Atlantic coiflflity
bas always run head on into the ideal of Uic European community.

[CAMPBELLI 0f course.



[HILLI And that has neyer been reconciled.

[CAMpBELL] No, this is an uneasy marriage too, as 1 see it, politically and militarily conflicting.

politically, there is no doubt where they want to go, and they are going there, through the

Commnunity and through the graduai evolution now of a European mnilitary cooperation within

NATO, which 1 believe - I fought against it - is dangerous for NATO. I think they may wake up

somje mnorning to find that they may indeed have cut the umbilical cord to Washington anld they'll

,ive to regret it. That's what 1 think will happen.

[MILLI What struck me about the files on 1952, or around then, is that every two or three years

you get a new spate of articles about the "crisis of the Alliance«. Thbey have got the Alliance as

falling apart. But somehow NATO always asts, despite these so-cailed crises.

[CAMPBELL]I Tey weren't reaily crises. The truth is the absence of external crises does tend

to set Up centrifugai forces within NATO. It can't stand prosperity, the Alliance, this is what is

wrong. In that period after Cuba when the Soviets slunk away with their tails between their legs

and backed away i the face of a challenge, it was s0 calm tiiat the Alliance nearly fell apart

between 1962 and 1967. What brought us ail back together again? The invasion of

Czechoslovakia! But for those five years of total détente, the apparent acceptance by the Soviets

of peaceful coexistence and absence of military challenge after Krushchev disappeared, I tell you

it was deadly mnaintainiflg the Alliance. It can't stand prosperity.

pULL] So a lot of it, you think, is ail sort of cooked up by the press or by the...

[CAMPBELL] Absolutely, absolutely. But it is true to the extent that the less the external tension

the more they indulge internai différences. You know they are like Greece and Turkey. Every time

NATO isn't engaged i an East-West confrontation - they go fighting each other. That's the

probleni.

Part~~~~ 1 ncr adte Mdl Eas 1952-59

[HILL] Weil, that leada us on very nicely into Part Three. In 1952 you went to Ankara, Turkey,

to the Embassy there, and then in 1957 you returned ta. Ottawa ta serve as head of the Middle East

Division of the Department for two years.

[CAMPBELL] Through the Suez Crisis.

[HIILL] Exactly.

[CAMPBELL] That really had quite a profound effect on Canadian policy. It nearly tore NATO

apart, because there were the British and French on one side, and the Amnericans and Canadians on

the other, in the Middle East dispute, the onl>y tume. It helped Canada grow up, and that is one of

the things that 1 was determined about. My own experience with the British helped me to make up

my mind which way we should go with Suez. They were s0 out of touch With what was happening,
and they thought they could just cornmand us ta corne with them.

[HILL] 0f course, British opinion itself was veIy bitterly divided about Suez.
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[CAMPBELL] Yes, but they were pretty well in support of, you know, "teach the wogs a lesson;
Suez is ours and it has been ours for a long time". That was the attitude at the tirne. Certainly the
British Governiment had no hesitation, they were gomng to fight anybody to keep their hold on the
Canal. It is interesting in retrospect, again, that the argument was that the Egyptians could neyer
mun that Canal, neyer regulate the traffic properly. But in one year they learned how to operate the
Canal and make it make more money than it had ever made under the Suez Canal Company.

[HILLI Right. Interestingly, you mentioned that Suez tore NATO apart, and that is precisely the
word that I have here in my notes. Exactly the very saine word.

[CAMPBELL] 0f course, you had the big three: two together, France and the British, against
the United States. Our role was probably more important than we think simply because of Mike's
enormous influence at the time. I mean he was making up for our physical weakness i a way
which we have neyer enjoyed since. That man was Mr. Canada i the world. We should know
it, we neyer have had it, even Pierre Trudeau, with ail his high profile and high intellect, neyer in
international affairs, had influence the like of Mike's.

(HILL] 1 think a number of people have described that period as being the Golden Age of
Canadian Diplomacy; partly, I think, because Canada had good soîid forces within NATO, a good
solid contribution. And at the samne time you had Pearson's own personality and capability and that
of the Departmnent behind him. That's the impression I have anyway.

[CAMPBELL] If I can leap ahead, if I'm permitted to do so, I had a very interesting conversation
with Mike in 1967. It was not ail that long after 1 had taken up the NATO job, and things were
moving in a way that he had always wanted - for the Alliance to be principally a political
organization, not just military. We got into it because we weren't strong; we got lost when it was
purely miàlitary. But things were moving i the direction i which we wanted i 1967. By then the
Counicil had become the workshop of the West for dealing with many, many major political
problemns. Yet, we were not getting much attention back here in Ottawa. So 1 came back on a trip
and went to see him and I said I can't understand why you, who more or less mnspired this
organization, aren't making sure 1 get more support for policies that accent the political function, of
NATO because that is what you always wanted. He said you're right it is exactly what 1 have
always wanted; but, he said, let me tell you something, 1 have got bigger problemns here at home.
Then he described to me what was beginning to happen in Quebec. And he said 1 have no more
tdm for iternational affairs, this is Canada's crisis. It was absolutely perceptive, prescient, what
he was saying.

[MILL] It is also quite interesting that even before that, earlier on as Prime Minister, he was
much more focused on domestic issues. That was the period of the institution of ail the social
programmes, that we stili have. And then there was the start of the Quebec....

[CAMPBELL] Mike was a foreign political analyst, and a good one, but he had grasped the
Quebec movement which eventually turned into the Quebec Crisis, the FLQ. He had enough
exposure to the beginings of that trouble that he switched priorities. Sorry about the digression.

[HILL] No, no, that was very interesting. As regards the Suez Crisis, this i8 one of these out-
of-area problems that affect NATO. Wbat sort of particular lessons would you draw from the
Suez Crisis, as far as NATO is concerned, and also as far as Canada is concerned?



[CAMPBELL] Well, they are mainly negative, I arn afraid. One has to admit that when the

chips are down affecting the keY, great players in NATO, the three top, or perhaps the four now

including GermanY, wilI go their own way, regardless of others - they won't even informn the

Alliance. We have seen that phenomenon over the Vietnam War, with the Arnericans. We had it

in the Suez, with the French and the British members of the Council obliged on paper to consult

their Allies before they toolc any action of that kind, but ini the event ignoring the organization. Just

as the Arnricans ignored it at the beginning in Korea, they ignored it again throughout the Vietnam
War.

[ILLI There is very clearly a sense that things which happen outside the NATO area are handled

in a différent lcind Of way.

[CAMPBELL] Even though - and this is where I arn trYing to answer your question - you can

hardly cail the Mediterraflean, despite the map that says this iS NATO and thiS isfl't, with Cyprus

left out, and 50 on, Malta left out, you can't really divorc te Mediterranean 1ake fro Nort

Atlantic security. It's our southern border, that lake. Maybe there is somfething wrong with the

regional restrictions on the responsibility of NATO. Because it is absurd to argue tliat you can

have events happening in Egypt, Iran and Iraq and the Middle East, Lebanon and flot affect NATO;
or anywhere ini the Mediterranean.

[HILL] Well, I think the Atlantic Declaration of 1974 tried to deal with that.

[CAMPRELLI It didn't succeed.

IHILL] I think they used the formula, "of things which affect the allies as members of the

Alliance«, or sornething of that kind.

[CAMPBELL] It is still a nice dist inction between affecting "you as you", and «you as a member

of the Alliance". Well, as I say my conclusion is negative, that given the compulsion of events,

the larger members will act in their own self-interest regardless of the Alliance. That's a weakness

in NATO.

[HILL] Somnething that NATO has just got to keep working at.

[CAMPBELL] It has improved over the years. Even in the Vietnamn War eventually, the

Amnericafis, almost after the fact, were at least informing their allies. When they invaded Cambodia

they evefi gave us twenty-four hours' advance notice!

[BILLI if we go back a littie bit further, what about you period in Ankara? You were there two
years, I think?

[CAMPBELL] Four.

[HILLI Four. With regard to NATO, what impressions did that leave you witi?

[CAMPBELL] Well, you ICfow, I have a mied impression. It was right after those countries,

Greece and Turkey, had been admitted to NATO, and they were wealc physically. It gave Canada

an opportuflity to plaY, for once, a major military role; we gave t em the*r flrs rea air force one

hundred and twenty-five F8s and thirty odd T-33 training planes. We gave theni their entire Air

Force. It gave us a lot of prestige in Turkey and in' the Alliance generally. It then enabled us 10
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equip ourselves with a more modem aircraft. Weli, that is frorn a strictly Canadian point of view.
My four years there in Turkey were ail trying to cope with the phenomenon that was happening in
Turkey; it was in desperate economic plight at the time, awfui conditions, and they were getting
worse ail the time, and they were being constantly baiied out. We were aiways contributing aid to
them, Canada was contributing both economic and military assistance. I think the samne thfing was
happening more or iess ini Greece, but my experience was confined to Turkey. It was a matter of
taking this sick man of Europe and trying to make it healthy enough to be a constructive member
of the Alliance and to, you know, boister them. That was a weak region, and the Soviets were in
a very aggressive mood after Czechosiovakia. So those years, from 1952 to 1956, were rather
dicey ones, while the Alliance was trying to strengthen its south east corner of the Alliance. Bases
were being created, and the Americans had a huge military mission there, 4000 men and a big
programme of re-arming dhe Turks. Turkey was the key, not Greece, as it is today, because they
lean against the Soviet Union aiong the Black Sea.

[MILLI And the Caucasus too.

[CAMPBELL] Yes, and because Turkey touches on other sensitive spots like Iran, Iraq and
Lebanon; they ail have commnon borders. Well, the other thing about this, from a Canadian point
of view, was that in 1951, it was the Middle East side of things rather than the Turkey side that I
was always trying to see - the bigger picture. In 1951, Farouk was dethroned by Nasser, and tiiere
was nearly a Suez Crisis, at that time. We were involved in a very fùnny way, I must tell you,
even though it is only an anecdote. The Canadian aircraft carrier Magnificent at that time was on
a joint exercise with the British i the Mediterranean, the only Canadian ship in company with a
large contingent of British ships which was visiting Istanbul; it was an almost pre-war, festive
occasion, witli everybody in their whites and a big bail at the British Consulate Generai, which is
the oid British Embassy from Ottoman times - a huge vast thing, a most elegant affair. Midnight,
a signai cornes through saying that there has been a revolution in Egypt, the British are to sail
immediateiy, to drop tiiis ceremoniai nonsense they are going through in Turkey, and to sail
operationaiiy to take whatever action that was needed to stop this trouble in Egypt. Here we were
with an aircraft carrier as part of the British visiting fleet. I had Generai Odlum as the Ambassador
ai thai time, who knew absolutely nothing about Canadian poiicy in the Middle East. So the British
Admirai who was in charge of this fleet said, 'Ambassador, we are ail sorry we have to break off
this wonderful party and so on. We are ail sailing operationaily". Odium said "Good show, you
give these Egyptians hell." I said: "Ambassador, not the Canadian aircraft carrier. What is
happening in Egypt is not our quarreV". *What?" hie said to me, "We are going to stand by whiie
they overthrow the King of Egypt?", and s0 on, and I said "Yup, uniess we get instructions to the
contrary from Ottawa«. I had the biggest row that you can imagine, in front of the British
Ambassador, the Head of the Fleet, against our own Commanding Officer of the Magnificent,
Admirai Kenny Dyer, who said: «0f course I amn going to go, I amn going to shoot the Egyptians
too«. I can't tell you how awkward a situation kt was - and I was a First Secretary; but I had been
in charge of Canadian policy on the Middle East until then and had a clear idea of its limita.
Anyway, i the end I had my way. Ottawa, of course, said: "We do not associate with this action. "
But it was a lesson in the difficulty of segregating the great powers' individuai policy in the Middle
East from NATO commitments. This was a NATO thing that was going on, this naval visit, but
the operational action was strictiy British. You can get into thai kind of a dicey situation ail too
easily.
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Part IV - Senior Positions. Otta-wa - 1959 to 64

[HILL] Amnbassador Campbell, ini 1959 you were namned specC1al assistant to the Secretary of State

for Extemnal Affairs, and three years later you were promoted to Assistant Under Secretary of State
for External Affairs.

[CAMPBELL] Are >'ou sure about those dates? It would sem to me that it was 1958, 1 i

appointed to...

[MILLI Ah, it may have been.

[CAMPBELL] Because I was with Sidney Smith, you see, to start with, and 1 thinc he died in
1958.

[HILL] But it stili was to 1964, was it?

[CAMpBELL] 1 was appointed Assistant Under-Secretary in 1962.

[HILL] Anyway, I was a bit tempted to cail these «The Diefenbaker years," but I know civil

servants don't have political alignments.

[CAMPBELLI I think.that's what you should cal] them. After ail, he called us Pearsonalities!

[HILL] And another thing is, of course, in 1963 the Liberal Party came back to power, so it

wasn't entirely a Diefenbaker period. Nonetheless, this was a period which was marked by a good

deal of controversy about Canada's nuclear policy and also Canada's relations with the United
States. I don't know whether those were issues which you were dealing with.

[CAMPBELL] Oh, very much so, especially the nuclear question - the issue of whether we were

going to remain a user of nuclear weajxrns in this country. I mean, we were into the whole

business of the Bomarc at that time. T'he arming of the Bomarc. I handled the negotiations from
our side, towards the end of that period.

[HILLI Up to 1963.

[CAMPBELL] Between 1963 and 1964. That yea, that was mny'main task. No, it was before
that. 1 started it in 1962, before the elections.

[HILL] Right.

[CAMPBELL] And it was an impossible task. I have neyer been 80 unhappy in my ife hd

a DND delegation of about 12 officers who were totally sceptical about this, as I was myseif. I

remen'ber opening the negotiations by saymng we had a difficuit mandate. Well eventually, as we
ail Jcnow, those negotiatiolis indirectly led to the defeat of the Diefenbaker government. I tiiini
that the Americans overthrew the Diefenbaker government by means of the press release that they
issued which said that they were not going to go for any contrived solution to the nuclear Weapons

dilemnna. You may remember that. We had had General Norstad, SACEUR, over here, also

rnaking statements; Miller (Frank Miller) was backing him; it wvas the begin ning of the crisis. But

the tiiing that tiPPec it was the press release, rejecting the negotiations that were going on. They

(the Americali Embassy) miade a public declaration here in Ottawa that led very rapidly to the
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disintegration of the Diefenbaker Cabinet, because we were ini the position of having defaulted onour NATO obligations. We had said we would take these weapon systems; it macle no sense to take
the system without the warhead.

[HILLJ 0f course this was also the period right after the Cuban missile crisis.

[CAMPBELL] Ail the more reason for us to have taken a more, shall we say, Alliance positionon this issue. 1 amn one of those, I amn sorry to say, who believes that we should neyer havedropped our obligation to share in the dirty business of holding nuclear weapons. I don't thinkyou can be a member of an alliance that relies to a certain extent on those weapons and refuseindividually to hold them, that just drops the burden on to somnebody else.

[IILL] Ihis was also at the beginning, when you were working for Sydney Smith. Wasn't it just
after NORAD was set up?

[CAMPBELL] It was right after NORAD had been set up, with no thought whatsoever given tothe terms on which it was set up. There again 1 fault the Diefenbaker régime, that they didn'tconsult with anybody, they didn't research what was at issue in NORAD. 1 ar nfot against theirhaving developed NORAD but they went into it unthinkingly.

[HILLI Well, apparently, the Prime Minister more or less signed a draft text without reallythinking about it. What struck me was that, in one interpretation I heard, is that up to the time ofthe establishment of NORAD, most of what Canada did in relation to the United States was to somnedegree within a larger framework, that is to, say within the NATO framework..

[CAMPBELL] And it was one of the virtues of being in NATO, that is to dilute that relationshipwith the United States by putting it into the collectivity.

[HILL] But when the agreement was drawn up over NORAD, ini fact a slice was taken off thewider policy and simply adopted without too much thought as to what the implications were.

[CAMPBELL] Uet me give you a modem parallel outside of the realm of military activity. 1 thinkthat is what is happening in this free trade quest. We are ignoring the wider situation of GATT andail the international trappings that exist for conducting international economic relations. We arecoing the very dangerous thing of trying to enter into a bilateral arrangement with the United States.Ignoring that wider range, we wiIl pay severely for this in the long mun in my judgement. Weshouldn't do it in military questions; we shouldn't do it in economic questions, ever. We shouldflot try to take on the Iargest country on earth alone. We can only lose.

[HILLI One of the questions on NORAD is that in fact it doesn't provide satisfactory consultative
mechanisms, so there isn't any way in which you can...

[CAMPBELL] The commandj arrangements are a farce. The Canadians are figureheads InNORAD. Whocver is the senior Canadian and Deputy, he has no power whatsoever to activate thething. We had an example of their trying, at the time of the Cuban Missile Crisis, you Mayremember. A Canadian tried to activate the Canadian aide of things, indeed did on the naval sideby bypassing the government. But, there was a row about that. It was outside of anybody's tefifisof reference to do that. 1 find the command arrangements insu lting to Canada, they are not real atall, even i respect of oui own territory. That agreement, instead of just being blindly renewed,as kt was, with an aerospace radier than a air connotation, ought to have been very thoroughly



looked at again, flot with an idea of scrapping it but at least getting Canadian control over the

Canadian part of it. I thinkt wc could have donc it if we had taken this moment when it had to be

rewed for another ive ycars to raise ail these issues. In th UcCoitext of Our sovercignty, 1 find

that wcre making mistakc after mistake. If we don't want anybody to, lay claim to our northern

shore, Our northcrfl part, wc had better lcarn to protect it propcrly. I don't Say nuclear submaries.

I think that is wildly too expensive. For the same price we could have One hell of a presence at

sca; we could make dic North warning defence real. Position it fùrther noiih, as somebody

suggcstcd. That was a good idea.

[COXJ flhc irony of that is Uiat DND said it was too expensive.

[HILLI In thc 1959-1964 period, you went on a number of missions to thc North Atlantic Council,

I think. Did you have Uic impression, at that time, Uiat Uic problems with thc decision over Uic

nuclear equipment of the Canadiafi Forces, over thc commnand i NORAD, andf £0 on, had a

significant impact on Uic perception of Canada in NATO?

[CAMPWBELL] Not what was happening in NORAD. That was flot realîy vcry welî lcnown to

NATO, although NORAI) in Uicory is a regional commandi of NATO. In fact thcy do not report

at ail to Uic North Atlantic Council on what happens. So Uic details of Uiat werc flot lcnown in

NATO. What was lcnown waS Uiat, at Uic sanie timne as wc were doing that, wc wcrc also puîîing

away from arming our 10)4s or whatever we had at Uiat time.

[HILLI They wcre 104s.

[CAMPBELL] Ail right, wc werc pulling back on that conimitment. 'hat was weîî lcnown in

NATO, anci it added to our weakcned position. It was around about 1968-1969 Uiat wc got into

real trouble. But it was ail beginning, right back in Uic carly 160s whcn wc started to, make it cicar

Uiat wc wcre wobbling on nuclear weapofls. Ail of it V/3s compounded to create a wcaker Canadian

presence in NATO. I arn again jumping aliead, but don't believe for one minute Uiat wc arc as

influential i that Alliance as wc used to be; wc arc nott. fie cutting of Our forces i 1968 and Uic

tirowing away of Uic nuclear respoiisibility, unilaterally, flot i concert with our allies, has vcry

sevcrcly undernfed our voice i NATO. We neyer really recovereci from Uiosc actions.

[HIILL] Another point Uiat strikes me very forcefully is Uiat, whcn NATO was set up in Uic first

place' one haci the impression that here was a natural focus for Canadian forcign policy. Canadians

playeci quite a role i scttiiig it up, but also it provided a nice psychological home for Canada.

Ijistead of just a bilateral relatioiiship wiUi Uic USA, thc North Atlantic Trcaty also covereci Uic old

rclatioliship with Uic British and Uic French. Evcrything was ail wrapped into one envelope.

[CAMIPBELLI Subsumieci eveli economically, in a sense. We haci tricci to make it more important

i an economic sense. Ail of what you say is truc, in a way NATO was Uic idcal home andf Stil

is for a ma~jor elemehit of Canadian external policy. Sirnply because wc do flot havetofcUi

Americahis, British or French bilaterally in a large arca of activity. Als ti fo fcigth

policy is i some measure aire in he i NATO forum. I Uiink it is an ideal onie. Wc Shoulci neyer

weakefl it for that reasohi, politically or militarily. MilitarilY of course it has saveci us a lot of

money.

[HILL] Andi yet, in fact, Canadian goverinents may have uniîaterally wcakencf Uth rclationship,,

for exariple in Uic perioci wc arc tallcing about, because of Uic indecision over Uic nuclear weapons

issue, because of NORAD pcrhaps.
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[CAMPBELL] They have weakened it, and it started long before Pierre Trudeau. He more or lessgave it the çgjj à grm, with his reduction in the armed forces in 1968. Add that to the pull backon the nuclear weapons and you can see that we began to be discounted, as a voice in the Alliance,
as early as 1960-61. But, I know that 1 arn running ahead of..

Part V - Ambassador to-Yugoslavia and AI2erWa 1965-67

[HILL] 1 tbink that fits very much into this period. But stili we will go on to the next period, PartV, just a very brief question about the period when you were the Ambassador to Yugoslavia andAlgeria, which was from 1965 to 1967. It is interesting because here you were Ambassador to twoNon-aligned countries which were quite active in the Non-aligned movement. Did they have close
links between themselves?

[CAMPBELL] Yes, they did, it spanned both Ben Bella and Boumedienne of Algeria, in thatperiod. It was the Yugoslavs who had more or less lent the largest amount of military support,oddly enough even weapons support, to the Algerian Revolution. The Yugoslavs were in those daysa lot more militant than they are today, and under Tito were very active in using this Egyptian(which meant Arab), Indian, Yugoslav, triumvirate, to try to push the notion of the Third Worldas a force - and they went a long way. The Algerian Revolution was partly bankrolled byYugoslavia, so they were pleased that I, as Ambassador to them, had this link with Algeria.

[IILLJ There is also a quite interesting link with the French. The French had just pulled out ofAlgeria and were pushing at this point for what they called the dismantling of the blocs in Europe.

[CAMPBELL] It coincided.

[HILLJ It fitted in nicely with the Yugoslav policy of neutrality in a way.

[CAMPBELL] Actually, 1 believe what precipitated De Gaulle's break with the allied forces, theintegrated forces of NATO, was flot Algeria, although it severely altered French foreign policy,the outcome there. I think it was the aftermath of Cuba. 1 think de Gaulle decided that there wasnot going to be any real conflict between the Soviets and the West on nuclear weapons. Cuba
proved that when tbey were nose to nose, eyeball to eyeball, they both backed off; and they bothdid. Make no mistake about it, it wasn'tjust the Soviets that backed off. Kennedy gave away basesmn Turkey to get that crisis settled. So they both backed off. De Gaulle read into that that it 18 wasa safe world; that we didn't really need to worry anymore about the Soviets making a move i
Europe.

[HILLJ Because they cancelled each other out.

[CAMPBELL] They cancelled each other out. He said, since 1 don't like this din with "lesanglo-saxons« anyway, 1 will just pull out, now that it's safe to do so, That is what he did i 1966.
[HILL] So in effect that was over. Do you recali that dm as being the flrst great period ofdétente?

[CAMPBELL] Weil, it started in 1962. From Cuba on, it was ail swcetncss and Iight until theinvasion of Czechosîovakia by the Warsaw Pact in 1968, six ycars later. As 1 told you carlier, Iwas worricd that thc Alliance was going to fail apart at that time, Because the one thing thcy dofl't



seem to be able to stand is peace - total, cornfortable, absence of tension. Neither can the Warsaw

Pact, of course. That's what led to Czechoslovakia. Because there was such an air of détente

around, Mr. Dubcek thought he would tiy his luck, going a bit too far with it. So these are the

realities of that period. Both sides were in some danger of disintegrating. 0f course the Soviets

played a littie more hard bail than our side would ever play. That's why they arrested the rot in

1968 with armed repressiofi of the Prague Spring.

[HiLL] it must have been quite gratifying for the Yugoslav goverfiment to see a decline in the

domination of the two blocs.

[CAMPBELL]Iitjustified their having expelled the Soviets in 1948. Although, Tito, whom 1 knew

very well - he lived just down the street from me, and we had quite an extraordinary relationship -

he was neyer comfortable unless things were going rather smoothly with the Soviet Union. That

old pirate neyer got over his early years as a Moscow-trained subversive; that's where he stared

life. He was captured in World War 1, fighting for the Austrians, and he was carted off to the

Soviet Union, brainwashed and became one of the most active saboteurs in Europe in that period

prior to World War II. He was in and out of Yugoslavia organizing celîs and revolutions against

the monarchy. Ini the post-War period, first of ail he brutally handed the Soviets the entry into

Yugoslavia in 1945 - which he had no right to do; aIl bis support had corne from the Western

allies flot from the Soviet Union, in the war against the Germnans. Nevertheless he let the Soviets

in because he was Moscow-trained. It wvas three years later that he kicked themn ai out when he

found they were subverting his country. But from then on Tito was neyer comfortable when he was

at odds with the Soviets. He tried to strike a balance, but he was neyer happy unless things were

going reasonably well with Moscow. That's how deeply that man's addiction to the international

Communist movernent had been inculcated, when he was a young man. Very interesting. He was

a patriot, a Yugoslav'ian patriot, and everything was fine as long as these two things didn't corne

into collision. But when they did in the end, very reluctantly he would corne down on the side of

Yugoslavla. But what he really wanted it wo be was a reasonably independent, but awfully good

member of, the Warsaw Pact grouping. He couldn't have it b>oth ways.

[HILL] Well....

[CAMPBELL] But that period, incidentally, was dominated a great deal by the Vietnami War.

Even a lot of my reporting there was on Yugoslav attitudes and the information that they were

getting from the Soviets and God knows who else, maybe the Chinese for ail 1 know, about the

course of the Vietnlam War. He wB.s quite a source of information, the Yugoslav, and I lcnow that

Paul Martin, who was the Minister for External Affairs at the tirne, valuecj this route in wo anotiier

point of view, through the Yugoslavs.

[COXJ Did they have a direct interest in that war?

[CAMPBELL] Only an ideologicai one. They were very rnuch OPIx>sed wo what they considered

an iniperial Amnericafi war. They just looked upon the Americans as a colonial successor to the

French ini those days. Yugoslavia still was a verY active member of the Iiberationist school of
thought.

[HILL] WeIl, that brings us to part six, which I hope will be the largest part of the interview.i
think that we are getting along quite nicely.1
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Part VI - Ambassador to-the North Atlantic Council. 1967-72

[HILL] Ambassador Camnpbell, from. May 1967 to October 1972, you were Canada's Permanent
Representative and Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council. 1 believe this was first in Paris and
shortly afterwards in Brussels.

[CAMPBELL] A haif year later.

IHILLI Ibis period included sorne very significant developments in world affairs and in Canadianpolicy towards NATO, including such things as the establishment of the Non-Proliferation Treaty,the adoption of the Harmel Report, the Prague Spring, the Soviet invasion and occupation ofCzechoslovakia, the re-birth of détente at the outset of the 1970s, the SALT 1 Agreement, theOstpolitik, the Berlin Agreement, the launching of the CSCE and MBFR negotiations, and s0 on.This was also the tirne of Mr. Trudeau's rise to power, and his election as Prime Minister, and ofsuch events in Canadian foreign policy as the publishing of *Foreign Policy for Canadians" and thenin 1971 the Defence White Paper. Also in 1969 there were the Canadian troop cuts in NATO, inEurope, as we rnentioned earlier. Altogether, quite a lot 0f things to keep you busy during thatperiod. So 1 wonder if we could ask some questions about them. 1 would like to start withNATO's role in East-West relations in Europe. How well do you think NATO policies onEast-West issues were carried out? For example 1 amn thinking here 0f the Ostpolitik, the BerlinAccord, the response to the Czechoslovak crisis, and s0 on.

[CAMPBELL] 1 arn very happy to answer that because 1 don't think that dhe world at large, orour govemnment of the day, really grasped that the whole of the détente process was developed andunfolded in NATO. You can't really analyze what was happening during the period that you justdiscussed, that is from 1967 forward, without taking fully into account what had happened in thepreceding five years. That is why I keep coming back to Cuba, which, with the back-down onboth sides, introduced a prolonged period of détente in East-West relations. 1 said a moment agothat, to some extent, I wasn't sure that the Alliance was going to survive this thing. But, certainlywe were conscious of this in the Alliance from the day 1 arrived there - even though there was aMiddle East crisis on - the Six-day War. There was a consciousness that in the European theatrethere was a calm atmosphere. So much s0 that we began to plan for a prolonged period of peacefulrelations where the accent would shift from military preparedness to political accommodation withthe East, and that is what gave rise to the so-called Harmel Report of 1967. We spent a yearanalyzing where we had come from, fromn 1962 to 1967. The total consensus was that we were onthe eve of true peace. We had seen the Soviet Empire not only back away fromn a challenge, buteroding; the Chinese had broken off from them, there was a kind of flowering of liberalism withinthe East bloc; unheard of developments in places like Czechoslovakia; much more relaxed aIlaround. It looked as if there was going be a convergence of the systems, that they could coexistrelatively well. And s0 we had the Harmel Report, and 1 think it said aIl these things, if you wishto check. 1 think it is well worth reading to this day. It was the product of a full year of intensivestudy by the entire Alliance. 1 worked on it, and fully enjoyed that time. You remember the
period.

[HILL] 1 came a bit later.

[CAMPBELL] We had Sonnenfeldt, Larry Eagleburger, and very interesting and bright guyssuch as Rostow working on this exercise, and it was a very interesting report. Well, it ail cameto an abrupt end when the very things that we had identified, the graduai liberalization that seemedto l>e taking place in the Communist world, went too far in Czechoslovakia, and provoked a violent



reaction - the invasion by the entire Warsaw Pact. It put the genii back in the boule. It didn't

disprove that we were on the edge of an era of more easy relations with d'e Soviet Union, but it

did prove that if you jet things run ahead too fast, they caii be upset by developments within the

East bloc. In other words, détente was more mortal to their system d'an it was to ours. We had

been worried about Ours, about total détente, but d'e Soviets cannot tolerate total liberalization

wid'in d'eir system or it will cease to exist. So it becamne a matter Of containing d'is process; it had

to l'e a welI-thought-out long-terni accommodation wid' d'e Soviet bloc, flot to provoke d'ings like

Czechoslovakia. if you can believe it, d'is was d'e kind Of d'inking d'at we put down in d'at report,

i d'e Harmel Report, and adopted in d'e aftermath of Czechoslovakia. That is what gave rise to

a sort of highly structured approach to creating a durable détente, and it started wid' the settling Of

what i cail d'e border issues, and d'e Berlin régime.

[HILL] You are referriiig now to d'e post-Czechoslovakia period?

[CAMPBELL] Yes, post, getting-into, 1969, 1968-69. Berlin, d'e Polish borders, d'e Czech

borders, aIl d'e physical interface between East and West, tIîat was stilI unresolved. We decided

d'at d'ose d'ings had to be decided, d'at d'ose d'ings had to be deait wid' first. Then d'e plan was

d'at, having got that in place, we would d'en insist upon some reduction in d'e conventional forces.

MBFR was d'e main concept, and if we got anywhere wid' MBFR and wid' these border issues,

we would d'en respond to d'e Soviet initiative that d'ere be a European Security Conference. It wa

d'eir idea, d'e original CSCE, or whatever - it was not caîîed what it eventually was calleci, becuse

d'ey did not want Canadians and Americans d'ere at ail. This was meant to be European, for d'e

Europeafls, with just d'e Soviet Union and d'eir col leagues d'ere, not d'e United States and Canada.

And we had a big battle about d'at in d'e beginning. What I amn liying to tell you is that d'e entire

structured approach to creating détente, and d'e détente d'at flowered from 1970 right d'rough d'e

1970's really, was planned in great detuil in NATO. Is d'e greatest peace Organization on earth,

and d'at fact is not known. And certainly Mr. Trudeau didn't understand it when he first camne to

power. Because he just about robbed us of our voice in d'e Alliance by considering, seriously,

wid'drawal, and a totally neutral posture for Canada, which can not l'e a reality for Canada. That

is a little glimpse of d'e situation.

[IULLI How effective was NATO in dealing wid' d'ings like d'e promotion of détente? Wouîd

you like to amiplify a bit wid' regard to CSCE and MBFR?

[CAMPBELL] I d'ink where we left off, was that I was saying d'at your question should have

really l'een put in a différent context, an earlier one, where NATO had beeii in some danger of

unravelliiig, simply because we had been d'rough such a long period of l'eing totally relaxed

following Cuba, d'at we had ail come to d'e conclusion, by 1967, d'at we were in a permanent

peace situation wid' d'e Soviet bloc. That's what led to d'e review study in NATO ini 1967, d'e so-

called Harniel Exercise, which I still d'ink was one of d'e most timeîy and effective analyses of d'e

state of relations between d'e Soviet bloc and d'e West d'at has ever been done. And it is d'e basis

upon which d'e whole détente process d'at began in 1969, and really persisted d'roughout the 1970s,

was l'ased. We had d'e phenomelion ini letween of d'e Czech crisis ini 1968, August Of 1968, when

d'e Dubcek experinient was abruptly ended l'y d'e Warsaw Pact invasion, a Sort Of reinder of the

limits of Soviet tolerailce in d'e world. And notwid'standing d'at episode, we had d'e COMMOn sense

as an Alliance to sit down and say, okay, this is a blip in d'e weP of d'ings, but d'e basic

premises that we have been analyzing are the right ones, namely,d'twdohvtocmeoa

political accomnmodation wid' d'e Soviet Union, and that probably involve do eal th a rnumra

of border issues flrst and d'en step by step d'e disarmament issues. MBFR, and d'e SALT talks,

the CSCE, aIl of this was Planned. ibis was wbat I deplored - the fact that Most analysta don't



seem to know that ail of this was thought out and planned for a full year, two years, before it was
implemented. And it was ail done in NATO, every last bit of it, fromn the Berlin talks, the Czech
talks, the Polish borders, MBFR, CSCE, SALT, were ail planned, thought out in advance and
implemented as a structured policy of the West. Who knows, among present-day historians, that
that was ail developed in NATO? Damned few. In fact, they would say the opposite - that NATO
was there just to wave armaments in the face of the other side. Ail of this détente planning was
done i NATO. You were there.

[HILL] Yes.

[CAMPBELL] I think the problem is that people don't have access to NATO discussions, and they
have a blind concept of NATO as a military alliance, interested only in, sort of, disaster control in
case 0f crisis. It's flot so. Ninety percent of the activities of NATO are political, 10 percent are
military, and it bas always been so.

[IILLI I think a point worth bringing up here is that NATO consultations are flot just what takes
place in NATO headquarters, but there is a whole network, they draw on the input fromn capitals.

[CAMPBELL] Yes, they do, although our own contribution to that process is flot ail that active,
as you may know. Yes, it doesn't matter what the issue, is, be it inside or outside the NATO
sphere, there is a large chunk of politicai consultation that goes on that is flot germane to the theatre
of responsibility of NATO. 1 mean there are consultations about Cambodia, Afghanistan and Cuba,
and Nicaragua no doubt today; and ail those things are aired in NATO as a political exchange of
information exercise. But there are, in addition, the issues that are germane to the NATO theatre
and everybody bas bis input into it. Canada's has flot been wildly good. We were quite good in
the early parts of the Middle East crisis of '67 and no doubt '72 when there was another occurrence
of fighting i the Middle East -'73, yes '73 - because we had a special role in the Middle East as
part of UNEF and certain other peacekeeping operations. But on the whole, our input bas flot been
particularly brilliant, I would say. It was quite good wben we were on the Vietnam commissions.
We were inside a process there and you could make a certain input that was différent from anybody
else's. But we've become parochial here in Canada, and we do flot now have a huge amount of
expertise in various areas of the world. I would say it is a declining capability we've shown.

[COX] In the case 0f NATO, why wouldn't our people open up wben they have a viewpoint?

[CAMPBELL] It isn't that they don't have a viewpoint, it's - I reaily don't know, 1 will become
rude if I say what I really think about this issue. Actually, we bave a good foreign service, we had
or perhaps, have stili a very good information system. Wbat we did flot have in my day, and I don't
know whether we have now, was very good direction fromn External Affairs as to what you sbould
or should flot be saying in the North Atlantic Council. I free-wheeled a bell of a lot, just on die
basis of the weakth of information that was coming in from ail corners of the globe. We were on
the information list of practically every midssion in the world. So you were on your own a good
deal as to what you contributed to a political debate. Every now and then you'd get a direction,
a directive to pursue a certain line, but on the whole you didn't; you were left on your own to do
it as best as you could. 1 personally decided, and you may remember that this was a directive that
I issued in writing, that fromn the day we reduced our forces we haît to redouble our political
commitment. That was the only way 1 could see of making up for the very serious loss of face,
prestige, influence, etc. that we suffered from, the reduction of forces, whicb saved us nothing and
cost us dem. But it was done, and my way of answering it was to redouble the political effort to



make a constructive input into everything that was discussed there. 1 drove my people crazy to

make a useful contribution, and it was ail to try to make up for what we had lost.

[HILL] 1 think there is also one thing 1 noticed when 1 was there, that for example in areas like

i MBFR, what you need is a fair-sized analytical capability in the maita] if you're going to make

a real input at NATO headquartcrs. And of course, it tends to be the case that people like, say,

the Anicricans, and the Germans and so on, are really i that sort of business, and more directly

affected too.

[CAMPBELLI Ihis has been the problem. I think our problem, in Canada, is that we don't have

enough interests in the world. And we confuse "doing good" with interests.

[HILLI Stijl, you know, even s0, what struck me when I was there, seeing the Canadian delegation

opcrating from my location, which was i the Secretariat, 1 think there were a fair number of

instances where the delegation was fairly effective, 1 mean at times on things like MBFR and CSCE.

[CAMPBELL] Absolutely, we were effective in those things - they did catch thc Canadian

imagination, because they fitted in with a kind of policy, an extension of the detente policy that we

have been pursuing for a long time. I'm not sayiflg, and I hope I didn't say, that things like

MBFR, and CSCE and SALT didn't command our attention. They did. They were aligned with

thc main thrust of Canadian policy. But, when it came to ail the other political consultations that

go on about regional situations, we were not ail that good.

[IILLI one thing that strikes me from what you said, is that the maker of forcign policy is to

some degrec thc ambassador on the spot and thc delegation on the spot, i.e., if your instructions

are broad. This is what Uic whole process is about, because thc people we were talkcing to were

Uiose on Uic spot, who arc making policy as it gocs aiong, within a general framework.

[CAMPBELL] Well, you know what it's like in Uiat Council. You can't be instructed in detail

as to what you are going to say. Your interventions are ail ad hoc. And it would be easy if you

want to just sit sulent; you don't have to say a damn word. So in a way you'rc right; it's up to Uic

man on Uic spot within, very vaguely defincd instructions, to make the degrec of influence we exert

there, big or small.

[COXI Have you ever received istructionis saying: "Say noUiing!?

[CAMPBELL] Oh, yes. Sometimes 1 ignored Uiem, or I had one Uiat said: "Say so and 80"; and

I would know it was s0 wrong Uiat I wouldn't. And Uic way Uiat you cope wiUi Uiat, is on Uic very

day whcn it's supposed to come UP, you scnd a message saying, "Don't you Uiink >y»u shouîd Uiink

about Uiis again". And by Uic time Uiey have answered, it's too late. There are many ways of

skmnning that cat. It's flot easy when you find yourself in a situation wherc You think you know

more about it than clier Uic Prime Minister or someone on Uic NATO desk i Ottawa. And £0 you

do what your conscience tells you to do, or your political instinct; >'ou don't do cxactîy what you

are instructed to do. And of course Uiat irritates aIl thc people down UicelUne.

[MILL] There 18 always a danger of gctting carried away wiUi Uic NATO sense of Uiings.

Whenever you are ini a situation like Uiat, you become part of Uic collcctivity to some dcgree, and

as an ambassador, you have to stay wiUi Uic middle ground.
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[CAMPBELL] I'm being a bit frivolous about it, but it is flot easy at aIl. You cannot just flout
the instructions of your govemnment or the main thrust of their policy. Even though you may be

dead sure they are wrong. You can't just, you know, mouth something; the diametric opposite.
So you find ways mn between. You find language that is slightly ambiguous, interpret instructions
in a way that's understood by the people who know more about it than the people who gave you
your instructions, and who therefore understand that Canada's position isn't quite as bad as Ottawa
had said it should be; just that it's flot the 100 percent thing they might be seeking. So my views
are always coloured by the fact that my period in NATO covered this dreadful hesitation on the part
of Canada. Canada, which had helped set up the Alliance, been instrumental in bringing it into
being, for good and valid reasons - they are as valid today as they ever were - suddenly had doubts
about it, public doubts, and it really made for a very difficuit time.

[HILLI I just wanted to go on to that actually. When did that start? Did that precede the troops
cuts?

[CAMPBELL] Yes, it did.

[HILL] Yes?

[CAMPBELL] It coincided with Pierre Trudeau's arrivai as Prime Minister, who suddenly
decided, with Jim Eayrs advising him, to reopen all of these issues, to question the various
fundamentals of Canada's security policy and foreign policy. And it started from the moment he
came to power, more or less in '68.

[HILL] Yes. How did the Czech crisis affect this?

[CAMPBELL] That made it even worse. You know it had started before that. Pierre Trudeau
came to power after June '67. 1 think he became Prime Minister in '68, but it was before the
Czech crisis. He was already Prime Minister and had already started this process of trying to pull
us out of NATO, prior to the Czech crisis, and the thing that galîed me was that he went ahead
after having been confronted witii the Czech crisis, which proved that he was wrong, that you could
not by unilateral example, by pulling back, cause Czechs to pull back, for example, in an equal
amount. That was his theory. Jim Eayrs convinced him that ahl he had to do was to make the
unilateral move and one of the weak sisters of die Warsaw Pact would be free to do the sanie thing.
What nonsense! That shows a total misunderstanding of the Warsaw Pact, or its difference from
the NATO Alliance. You U~n do that in the NATO Alliance. You can withdraw if you want. You
can't from the Warsaw Pact. Trudeau thought you could. And one of his main theories was that,
by exaniple, we will set the pace for mutual withdrawals of forces and commitments in the military
alliances.

[HILLI Iust before going on to that, could you tell us whether were you there in NATO in '67
when De Gaulle came here to Canada and made the famous " Vive Le Quebec Libre" speech?

[CAMPBELL] 1 was already in NATO then.

[HILLI What was the reaction in NATO to aIl that?

[CAMPBELL] The French had already done the dirty by then, the year before, pulling their
forces out of NATO. Nobody was surprised.



[HILL] There miust have been quite a bit of sympathy for Canada?

[CAMPBELLI Oh yes, there was, total sympathy, because everybody disliked de Gaulle for what

he did to NATO and to the NATO forces.

[HILLI So it nmust have also been a shock to find that Canada was then rethinking. The Europeans

must have been concerned.

[CAMPBELL] The two things, together, you know: some thought we were following France.

A lot of themn thought that it was the French influence that was causing Canada to rethink things.

You know, they had a pretty vague notion of us as a sort of bicultural counltry, equaily affected by

British and French policy. This is their classic view, but nobody seems to realize we're affected

only by Arnerican policy and flot by the other two. That's the classical view in Europe of this

funny country of ours. So they thought we were just doing what France had told us to do. Weîî,

betweell the two, of being thought to be slavishly following De Gaulle and to be totally insensitive

to the lessonS of Czechoslovaia, the two things together compounded this felony that we did in

pulling back, announCiflg the pull back of our forces, in the face of both those events.

[HILL, I think that one point you mentioned that 1 would like to pick up oni iS this, that there

seems tw be very littie underta11difg of Canada in Europe, aniongst Europeans. I mean they really

don't know mnuch about Canada, and what they do know tends to be rather, shall we say,

romanicized.

[CAMBLL] They don't, you know. 1 don't know which way you want to be misunderstood,

as being a satellite of France, Of the UK, Or of the United States, but nobody, nobodyj thiiiks of us

as being anythiflg on our owfl. You know that's a pretty sobering thought. How many years have

we been a country? 1 don't know, we've been around for 400, we've been legitimate for about 125.

How long does it talce before people start to take you seriously? Nobody does.

[HILLI I was always struck by the fact that most of the people I knew when I was in NATO, I

mean the Buropeafis, they had no idea of Canada having a great industrial centre like Toronto, and

Hamiltoni, and so forth. You know, you look at the automobiles on the roads there, and the

industrial productioni. It neyer occurs to them, that this sort of thing is here in Canada.

[CAMPBELL] No, they don't know anything about Canada. It is well its our owfl fault in a

way. Because we don't seemn to be able - our history doesn't show that we are abe-to fog0

niche for ourselves without being part of somebody else. Isn't that so? Is that a false observation

on my part?

We have flot showfl ourselves capable of usîng our enormous God-given benefits of this

country to create somnethiflg that is unique. We seem to be automatically a dependent of sombody

else.

(HLLI 1 think certainly ini the Europeafl case, the largest part of the problem is simpîy the sheer

Jack of information.

[CAMPBELL] Roger that's flot fair, that's flot fair. 1 mean sure tliey are ignorant as a,, hell

about us. But our record doesn't tend to correct that, does it? We haven't done well. I've watched

this country go from the immediately post-war period when we were a somebody, to again a

nobody. We have blowfl it since 1950. We emerged from World War Il as a major power, we
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had the fourth largest navy on earth, we had an industrial base that had to be created durmng the war
that was formidable. The rest of the world was on its back. Europe was ini ruins and the Far East
was in ruins. But what did we do with this God-given opportunity? We blew it. Our whole
economy has been in decline since about 1955. And we are worse off; we have lessi manufacturing,
Iess independence economically today than we had 30 years ago. That's a helu of a record. That's
mismanagement by various Canad ian governments, in my judgment, who failed to regulate to the
extent that govemmuents may regulate economic policy. It's an economic failure, flot a political one.

IHILLI I ask these questions partly for their own sake, but also as a kind of lead up to asking
you if you could tell us what the reaction was in NATO to the '69 troop-cut decision? And what
happened then?

[CAMPBELL] Well, I have said this before, publicly, and I arn only too happy to tell you again.
I have neyer in six years of sitting on that Council and many more years of attending ministerial
meetings, been at anything as dramnatic. I, on instructions, gave prior notice to Brosio that we were
gomng to make the announcement of an intention to reduce the forces. Brosio said, if you do that
in the Council - ini the full Council- you risk tearing this whole Alliance apart, especially in the
wake of the Czecb crisis. He advised me to advise our goverrnent flot to do it in the Council.
Do it anywhere, hire a room, go anywhere, but flot to make this part of the official record of
NATO. And so, instead of doing it in the Council, you may remember that it was done in my
so-called residence. Ail the defence ministers came and Leo Cadieux was our Defence Minister at
the time and we made the announcement of our intention to cut our forces by this huge amount in
the wake of the Czecb crisis. Two defence ministers, one Dutch, one Belgian, wept, burst into
tears if you can imagine, grown men who were politicians, with tears running down their faces
saying, how could this country, this Canada to which they twice owed their liberation, be so,
insensitive to the lessons of history, of World Wars I and II, not to mention the Czech crisis that
had just passed. They said that we could undo the Alliance by this action, that they couldn't credit
that we would do so and if we went ahead witb it they would neyer forgive us. And they neyer
have. The beginning of Canada's decline in Europe dates precisely from that day. We said to
Europe, we don't care about you in the area that is most vital to you, your security when you are
i danger. They said back to us, in effect, therefore, we don't give a damn about you when you

come knocking economically on our door. Buzz off! You've had it with us. To me that's coloured
the whole period since 1968 in our relations witb Europe, and its twenty years now. And I -think
we are still paying for it. Ahl these efforts later, you know, to get the special relationship or
whatever it was called in Europe - what was it called, The Third Option, No flot the Third Option,
the Contractual Relationship - came to nothing. It was an effort, ex p2stfato, to remedy the wrong
that had been done; it was ineffective because we had hurt them too vitally. We bit them where
it hurt most. I stili say, David, that we are still paying today in economic terms and in our bad
relations witb the Economic Community, who have given us no consideration at aIl. I tbink we are
paying for that mistaice in 1969.

[COXI Were there any more indications as opposed to indifférence and neglect? Was there any
active act of punishment?

[CAMPBELL] No, 1 don't tbink so. We bave been punished by neglect and indifference. A deaf
ear to our special pleadings, and wben we found ourselves in trouble with the United States, Europe
said: "To bell witb you<. 1 tbink that's been the attitude ever since, and 1 believe you could
document this if you went back and traced aIl the major issues wbere we wanted something fromn
Europe and they haven't given it to us. 1 date it from 1969.



[MILL] That must have been very, very difficuit for you. 1 mean, as you were sort of pro-

NATO yourself.

[CAMPBELLI Please, 1 don't want it put on that basis. You can document this. You can go to

the archives today and find my messages in which I have said repeatcdly to the Prime Minister, You

are misjudging this situation. You are about to pay an indefinite penalty 'i our economic and

political relations with Europe for saviiigs in peanuts on the military side. You have got the balance

of this thing ail wrong. Sure we can't save NATO with Our contribution, or change the balance

with the Soviet bloc with Our little contribution to the Armed Forces, but make flo mistake, thcy are

of vital consequence to the cohierence of this thing, to, the solidarity of NATO. You undermine that,

you're hurting the rest. And you're North Ainerican. You're Starting the rot that could lead to the

rot that could lead to the Americans pulling out of the Alliance, the ultimate disaster for Europe.

Make no mistakc, you're talcing a huge step over a tiny amouint of moncy to do with forces, and

you are going to pay. That's what 1 resented, that it was ail written down what would be the

consequence, and they paid no attention. He paid no attention. I even phoned, I phoned when I

knew that Cabinet was meeting on this issue of rcducing the forces. I got Basil to tell me exactly

when the cabinet was meeting. 1 pulled Mitchell Sharp, who was the Minister at the timc, out of

Cabinet, and I said you can't let this thiiig go through. The consequences wiîî be untold for

Canada. We'll neyer stop paymng thc bill. "V/bat do you want me to do", hie said. "I've said ail

that. You want mie to resign. « I said, "Yes, if you have to, to make the point«.

(COXJ Isn't that because...

[CANMELL] ... .becausc I went public... .You can't do that. 1 remember that.

[COXJ 1 would suspect that there arc few people who would disagree with you now. The

diplomnatic cost that was paid was huge in relation to the trivial gain. 0K, but I suppose that tic

decîsion, the final decision, was itself not a truc decision, but was a compromise. Ini other words,

it was not a calculated decision, it was simply...

[CAMPBELL] No, it was. That's not true, David. No, No, unfortunately, we have to corne

back to Trudeau and his personality, for this. He wanted to make a positive stp away fr-om

alliances. He did not believe, hie does not, today, believe that alliances, military alliances, do

anytliing for stability ini this world. It's just his view, that's ail and nothing wiIever change that

view of Pierre Trudeau. It was a calculated thing - hie knew that Uic savings were peanuts. How

could hie not know? What were wc saving, for God's sake? Thc price of 10,000 men~7 in the field

is zilcb in ternis of Canadian moderni budgets. No, hie wanted to make a step away, anid lie aiso

wanted to mnake a step towards the Soviet bloc. He believed i mutual example as a meansi of

bringig about détente, and hce has neyer given these ideas up.

[COXJ Would lie have gone whole hog and pulled us right out?

[CAMPBELL] Oh yes. Hc was constrained by thc review process that lie himseîf launched, but

1 know from my personal conversations with him that thc optimumn as far as lie was concerned

would have been to corne right out of NATO and turn Canada into a neutral country andi it was Mo

until lie starteti confrontig what was involveti in neutrality that hie began to see that maybe it might

be a bit too expelsive. Or if you were flot prepareti to pay a high financial bill for armeci

neutrality, then of course you lost your total soverciglity vis-à-vis thc United Stts0hy~1i'

sit by andi let us spenti nothig ondfnetthhtmr rlestligo e country.
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[COX] I suppose that's when the current discussions about neutrality originated with the Trudeau
goverfment.

[CAMPBELL] Absolutely, they haven't changed. The premises haven't changed, and there are
considerations now again of that kind. But believe me, if we're flot prepared to foot a reasonable
proportion of the bill to be a member of a collective organization, we sure as hell are flot ready to
pay the bill for an independent mllitary policy. And 1 don't think, given our situation, given our
location, that we can expect anything but Arnerican occupation of this country, virtually, if we
default too much on our so-called military obligations. You can argue all you like that there isn't
any threat, you know; but as long as there is one perceived by those south of the border, it's
irrelevant whether there is a real threat or flot.

[COX] Do you think: that the European NATO members could have been, or could be, persuaded
that a different kind of equipment would be equally valuable. 1 amn particularly thinking of that, if
you put it in a geo-political sense, our apparent advantage is in naval forces. Could you ever seli
that to the Europeans?

[CAMPBELL] No, you can't, because, after aIl, the fact is that if we look at the map of the
world, we can sec that we're, well, in a sandwich. We're the ones who physically lie between the
Soviet Union and the United States. Not Europe. No, they won't buy that. And indeed they are
in a sense right. If there is a political prize in this world, it's western Europe. And that's where
the challenge will corne, flot through our Arctic. So the answer is no, you cannot convince them
that we have any special role to play, either in a naval or northern sense. They won't buy it.

[COX] Not even i a convoying role?

[CAMPBELL] No. Well, we do that anyway. We've got that obligation. But what they want
from us, as they want from the United States, is a hostage to fortune in terms of a few professional
forces flot wholly negligible in their military role because they are pros, ini our case anyway. Ours
are professional forces where theirs are flot, they are conscript forces. Ours are significant
mîlitarily, small but a significant military clement. Even if they weren't, they'd want them there
as a trip-wire. So that theory of the mid '60s hasn't really gone away. Arnericans and Canadians
are hostages to fortune. They are the commitment to the trans-Atlantic link. And for that reason,
they can neyer be pulled out as long as there isn't a dove in the Kremlin.

[HILL] I was struck by the fact that ail the Europeans I knew, their view of the centre of the
world was somewhere north of Paris, and that is actually thc centre of the world for them. Whereas
I think for Arnericans and Canadians the centre of the world is somiewhere in North Arnerica, and
you've got .Japan over there and Europe on that side. But it is quite a different perception of the
world on the two sides of the Atlantic.

[CAMPBELLI It is. But I think that it's flot invalid, even though in strategic ternis you can sec
it i another perspective. I believe that politically, Europe is right, that no one is going to launch
a war across thc North Polar regions and ignore western Europe, that western Europe is ini a sense
the prize of thc Soviet Union.

[COXI Could I just pursue thc question of Canadian involvement a minute. 1 mcmii the families
are hostages too in a sense. So we stick where wc are with a small professional army - we put
Uiem and their familles i and say there we are?
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[CAMPBELL] Oh well, 1 don't attach the samne importance to the families. I think we could

save money by rotating themn more often and leaving the families at home.

[HLLI Keeping the Canadian forces there is also linked into the fact that the Americans are there.

If Canada pulls out, it just starts the bail rolling.

[CAMPBELL] You start to rock the boat. I would rotate our forces much faster. I think I would

give them a six-month stint.

[HILL] Could you tell us a bit more about what the European reaction was. You mentioned the

Belgian minister and the Dutch minister. I understand that there was a particular luncheon given

by the Secretary General where you got hammered over the head.

[CAMPBELL] It was the saine lunch, it was held at my place. And, Oh yes, we were soundîy

condemned by the British, which I resented because the British are loose in the observance of their

own commnitmnents to NATO. You know they promise X and they deliver Y and they go on tallcing

as though it were X. Denis Healey was the UK Defence Minister at the time. He was a friend of

mine. But I was mad as hell at him for being so sanctimonious and condemnatory of what we had

done.

[HILL] What about mhe others?

[CAMPBELL] The Belgian and the Dutch were the most vocal because mhey thought mhey had a

special link with us. The French were just grinning intmeir soup over mhis whole thing. They

didn't mind if we did what mhey had done. The Americans were curiously sulent, they jet mhe omhers

say the obvious. And what pleased mhem, in a way, was mhat it was Europeans who were opposing

mhe withdrawal, which meant mhat it was Europeafls who wanted mhe trans-Atlantic connection. It

proved something for mhe Americans and they need constant proof of mhis. They are always accuseci

of using NATO as a hegemonistic instrument in Europe. It's not 80, as you know; it's the omher

way around; it's Europe mhat wants mhe security link to North America. We're going mhrough it

right now. We're watching Gorbachev advocating an almost total withdrawal of nuclea weapons

of medium range today. Who's going to oppose it? The French and mhe British? TIhey want mhat

connection. They want the nuclear umbrella in one form or anomher. They're dismayed mhat thîs

may sever mhe linlc wim mhe United States.

[COXI Gorbachev has called mheir bluff.

[CAMPBELL] Absolutely, it's mhe zero option and it's coming to haunt Mr. Reagan. It really is.

David, Ill make a bet wimh you mhat it doesn't happen for mhat very reason. In mhe last analysis we'd

radier have these horrendous weapons and preserve the link between western Europe and North

Amnerica. However fatuous and unusable mhese weapons may be, mhey are mhe essential security link,
and I bet you we don't cut it off.

[HILL] In 1971 mhere was mhe Defence White Paper, and just before mhat there V48 "Foreign

Policy for Canadians"; and mhere's a section there which, ini the pamphlet on Europe, starts with mhe

ininortal phrase, "Pending the dissolution of mhe alliances on two sides", or something lilce th&t

What was the impact of all this on mhe allies? Or did mhey talce much notice?
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[CAMPBELL] Oh, they didn't take it terribly seriously because by then they had written us off.
We'd already reduced the forces, the White Paper of 1971 was regarded as a sort of pQst fact
justification of what we had done. We had invented a new policy, a foreign policy to justify an
otherwise unjustifiable act. That was basically the attitude of the Europeans and therefore one of
indifference to this famous piece of paper. That whole period was one big agony.

[IILLI Well, there was a high tide of international relations theory at work i Ottawa.

[CAMPBELL] Ah, the whole thing was an agony. 1 spent half that year in Ottawa, you know,
testifyig before this and that committee and it was an absurdity to find that people didn't know
what they were talking about. And the net resuit was a policy document, a 1971 Defence White
Paper that had about only one thing that was commonsensical in it, and that was the fact that we
were in for a period of trouble with terrorists in this world. And it did recognize that as an
upcomidng event. The rest of it wasn't worth a daznn.

[COXJ They had to take the framiework from the 1969 statement. The Defence White Paper of
'71 begins with the speech made in Calgary by Trudeau in April '69.

[CAMPBELL] That's right. I know this is exactly the way it was set up. It established the
whole tone of the White Paper of 1971. It was a two year process and it was meant to eall into
question every precept of our defence policy, and of our alliance policy up to that time. And
believe me, Pierre Trudeau did not get the outcome that he had at that time wanted. He wanted the
outcome to be that we would become a neutral nation. You may remember in the '69 speech lie
envisaged that as one option, and that's where 1 think he wanted it to come out. And it didn't come
out that way because that's not the instinct of most Canadians.

[COXJ I'd like to ask you another question about this, which is to, some extent an interest I've had
for some time. Aithougli I agree that some of these political requirements are basically unchanging,
it does seem to mie that when you put theni ail together, then, given that i any circumstances the
defence budget is goig to be a huge one, what you get is a weakened military organization. And
by that I mean that we end up in this country buying three tanks, two destroyers, four aircraft and
s0 on....

[CAMPBELLJ None of them is significant in quantity in itself.

[COX] Now, froni a point of view of mulitary organization, we don't do very well in my view.
Is that a consequence of trying to meet these political objectives?

[CAMPBELL] No. No, it's a consequence of being 25 million people trying to settle on half a
continent. The trouble is that we have dhre oceans and a huge air space and a huge land mass
and we're members of an alliance, and the reason we re memibers of the alliance is that that's the
only safe way of engagig others in our defence. And 1 say safe, because if you try to do it
bilaterally, only with the United States, you're gone as a political entity. Sure we could do that,
pull out of NATO and give ourselves to the United States, and they'll look after us. They won't
let the Soviets in here, they'll just let themselves in, and that's worse. You know that's the truth
of the matter. It's the consequence of our being too big, too many territorial obligations, trying to
solve them by going into an alliance, and just adding yet another dimension to our obligations.
There isn't any answer. There's no way that we can get a nice answer, put ît au! in one basket, one
significant basket, and look after our defence needs. No way il can be done.



(COXI Because, in addition to ail these otiier factors, isflt it the case that by 1968 or 1969 there

were serious probleins from a purely military point of view ini our commitment to NATO, aging
equipment, etc..

[CAMPBELL] No. No more than is normal, No. No. The problems about the aging equipment
have corne since 1968 because...

[COX] 0f the freeze?

[CAMPBELL] The freeze. Pierre Trudeau, in his entire régime, for the reasons I've repeatedly

stated in these interviews, because he doesn't like military solutions, refused to give the priority to

an even normal modernization and renewal of our equipment. So we've ended up 16 or 18 years

later with an enormous deficit in modern equipmeflt. If you are going to have any defences, you'd

better have them at least up to date. And we're so far behind that it'S now a 150 billion dollar job

to modernize. It need neyer have been so. And it was flot so in 1968. No. We had reasonably

modemn forces at that time. It's since then that they have become antiquated.

[COX] Let's try one more question which I sometimes kind of worry about. Is it also possible that

by being there year after year, we have produced a military cOmmand which 15 encrusted, which

is more, let me put it this way, more a social club than a fighting force.

[CAMPBELL] No, I don't think so. Again, I think that probably would happen if you were

using time-serving conscript forces. We aren't. We have professional forces. They're rotated

regularly and they are, to a mani, pros; they're g0o£1 Pros too. Have you ever talked to a SACEUR

about the Canadian forces? He will tell you, value, man for mani, about 10 to 1, Amnericans

included. Now Americafis are ail volunteer as well, but compared to British, plus Dutch, Belgian,

ail these people who have national service and rotate them through, our forces are worth a hell of

a lot in military terms. For the saine reason, I don't think they caxi fall prey to the things you are

worried about. No, they're pros and they're tJiinking about their role ail the time and theyre

always trying to improve it. I think they're good armed forces. Very good. And I think that the

people li DNJ) are very serious thinkers on the whole. We've got some pretty bright people over

there. Paul Manson himself is not at ail your normal conception of a fire-eating, nuke-'em-alî, type.

He's flot like that. He's flot like his counterparts in the United States.

[HILL] Just one other question, which is on the Canadian aspect of this period of NATO. In '72,

Mitchell Sharp wrote this article in International Persectives on the 'rhird Option, which led

eventually to the Framnework Agreement, the Contractual Link and so on. Was there anY attention

paid to this in NATO at the time?

[CAMPBELL] No, flot really. It affected me personally because 1 was brought back for those

discussions here i Ottawa and Hull that we had endlessly about the Third Option. But the Third

option was essentially an economic concept, flot a political or military one. I thînc it wau almoat

irrelevant to our relations with the Alliance or with Europe, except to the extent that it made, and

malces to me still, common sense. I think we made a mistake in flot seriously pursuing the Third

Option, and the Third Option did flot mean doing anything excessive about Our existing econoniic

relations with the United States. It merely said, let's put a little bit of cap on that and see whether

we can't augment our economiC and commercial relations with the rest of the world, i Europe and

the Far East. Ail of which made good sense. Anld I think today it would make goc>d sense, but

we're off on a diametrically opposed kick.
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[HILLI 0f course the linkage was made by Chancellor Schmidt and others in, I think it was '74
or '75, but that was long after. That was three years after the article, this article in International
Perspectives.

[CAMPBELL] Yes, you know Trudeau and Schmiàdt were trying to put something together there
that would have buit up a kind of Canada-German power centre, as an element in this shift of
empbasis towards Europe. And a good idea it was. I don't know what's gone wrong with it.
Partly I blame the Europeans, they've been so introspective, so selfish in trying to erect a wall
around, themselves, and to do everything within the confines of the Common Market. They have
almost no time for people like us. And in the areas in which we would have liked to be enlarging
the relations, in high tech and so on, that's aIl selfishly guarded within the European context. In
aIl, I would, say the policy has been a failure in respect of Europe. To try to make the opening to
Europe with a contractual relationship was a bust, and the Third Option is non-existent. And yet,
we 're mn a bind. Here we are, faced with the nasty option of tying ourselves now even more tightly
to a giant in decline. And it is in decline. I find this illogical.

[COX Could I again put that question about the opening in relation to the presence or withdrawal
of troops. If we had flot withdrawn the forces, would be have been more successful?

[CAMPBELL] Who knows, David? I like to say, yes. I believe that we have fallen between
two stools in our relations with Europe and witiiin the Alliance. 'Me Alliance has developed a
European power Eurogroup. We tend to be dismissed by Europe and relegated to the North
American context, where we don't really want to be, exclusively. So we've dropped in the Middle.
Part of the reason we've dropped is that Europeans lost patience with us and sympathy with us over
the troop-withdrawal episode. When we needed them the most as a counter weight, they weren't
there. That's my view of it.
[COX] Are there any examples pre-'69 in which one could say there's an example where, because
we were good, loyal members of NATO, with our forces in Europe, we got a benefit from this?
Now I know its rather stacking the question putting it that way.

[CAMPBELL] I've often pondered exactly what you're saying. I have to confuss that I would flot
be able to document this. My hunch, my feelings about what înfluenced American and European
attitudes towards us - I can't say there would have been a huge contract that we would have got -

you just know, somehow that one day you were regarded as a member of that faniily and the next
day you were out. That's what my view is, Roger, and you were there and you saw what was
happening.

(HILLI Yes.

[CAMPBELL] We were put out of this family, David, it was a palpable thing. And yet I can't
document it; I wish I could. I still believe that if we had flot donc what we did, the whole course
of the post-'69 relationship would have been différent. I spoke, at our last meeting, about this
inevitable trend of Europe toward more autonomy in military affairs, to match their political and
economic striving for a self-sustaining policy. It's a factor now in Europe that this Eurogroup has
arisen. We didn't know where to go up to 1969; they didn't want us after 1969. They would
have welcomed us before that date, but we had donc them in. We had shown ourselves basically
indifférent to something very important to them. And when they get around the table, I don't think
Canada counts anymore. There's been a slight amnelioration of that, in the last couple of years. We
are beginning to forge, in particular sectors, better relations with Europe - right now in space, for
exainple, through ESA (European Space Agency).



[HILL] 1 think one of the things Canadians find hard to understand is the fact that while Canada
has a contractual link with the European Community, in fact the Commnunity has contractual links
with about haîf the world. I mean there's the Lomé Convention and ail kinds of things.

[CAMPBELL] We don't have contractual links really.

[HILL] The fact is, what we have, others have too. So for the Europeans, this isn't a very special

thing for themn.

[cAMpBELL] Well, you know, that's generally true, that we tend to think that we loomn a bit

larger on the international horizon than we really do. It's like Pierre Trudeau's famous initiative,

Peace Initiative, just before he didn't run again. Nobody in the world had ever heard of his Peace
Initiative. Our papers were ful of it.

[HILL] Yes.

[CAMPBELL] It didn't exist anywhere else. There was no crisis for one thing. He invented the

crisis to invent the policy. But we get carried away with these illusions in tiS country. We're

terribly parochial. Our newspapers are useless. Nobody here knows anything about the world at

large and they in turfi hardly know anythiflg about Canada; maybe a bit, a lot more, about the

United States than they do about Canada. Otherwise, the world doesn't exist. I'm, in despair as

you can see about this country.

[HILL] Well, to get you off that pessimistic streak, and to restore your faith in Canada, we will

talk about NATO again.

[CAMPBELL] oh yes, back to that.

[HILL] On a quite different question, going back now to the Czechoslovak crisis again; how wel

do you think that NATO performed in terms of crisis management at that time?

[CAMPBELL] Well, really rather well. It was about the best that I have seen. We had been

through a number of crises before, the endless Berlin crises and border crises at various times,

Cuba, etc. I thought that the handliiig of the Czech thing was superb. We even got a consensus,
if you can believe it, that was neyer publicized, to warn the Soviet Union that it should stop where

it was ini Czechoslovakia; that if it made one move towards Romania or Yugoslavia, there was war.

And that was something; that is the way you have to use the collective power of an alliance. The

message, admittedly, was conveyed by Americans, but they dii flot convey it until they had the
consensus in NATO.

[HILL] Do you feel that you and your fellow ambassadors in the Council had adequate information
on those crises as they developed?

[CAMPBELL] I think so, as much as you can have in a situation like that. Everybody was

pooling what they had, including us. Yes, I think so. I think that it worked well. The tragedy of

the thing was that by drawing a line as we were around the Warsaw Pact, the full members of the

Warsaw Pact, we were inadvertently or indirectly acknowledging that they could do what they liked

within the Warsaw Pact. Ani that to me was a great tragedy, because I think what was happening

inside Czechoslovakia (prior to the invasion) was, by and large, the Sort of thing we had rather
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hoped would happen, perhaps flot quite so precipitately as it did. But it was in line with our notion
that these régîmes are flot fixed and permanent. And what we were obliged to acknowledge in
Czechoslovakia was that it was within the Warsaw Pact area, therefore, within what we
acknowledged to be the Soviet sphere of influence. And as long as they didn't carry their
repression and their hegemony outside that area, we could live with it. But that was lîke endorsing
the geographical division of Europe, which we tried to reverse in the CSCE. That's what the CSCE
was really ail about, to try to say, "Well, we don't acknowledge that those borders are permanent.
We do acknowledge that we must flot change them by force, we condemn the use of force to change
any border, but we do flot believe that the political status quo is permanent in Eastern Europe".
T'hat's what CSCE was ail about. We had indifferent success, of course, in implementing that. Al
of the measures of greater human contact and so on have produced very little, 1 would say, in the
way of the assertion of the doctrine of impermanence of political régimes in Eastern Europe. The
Soviet Union for the same reason was trying to say: "The borders are permanent and here's our
empire. We don't mind dialoguing a little bit with you across them, but don't, for God's sake, try
to shake our régîme or we wiIl do Czechoslovakia ail over again"; as I think they would.

[COX] It really brings us to the question of the two Germanies.

[CAMPBELL] Yes. Except there is a difference. Most of western Europe doesn't really want
Germany reunited either. Whereas I think that most of western Europe would like to see
Czechoslovakia, Poland and so, on, freer than they are.

[COX] This brings us to what I think to be an underlying view of NATO, at least amongst the
dissidents: that there is no forward progress; that what NATO does best is to maintain the gtqâ

MQ.

[CAMPBELL] You put your finger on the dilemma about any aliance of that kind. It's now
gone on how many years, 1949, we're nearly up to 40 years. And you can argue that it saved the
peace or you can say there's been no war and you can attribute that to it. And I think a lot of it
can be attributable to the evidence of the Alliance during the tenser periods. How do you end a
thing like this, without precipitating a kind of exploitative reaction on thie other side. 1 don't know.
1 suppose, in the end, just as we are now trying to negotiate an end to certain levels of weapons,
maybe they could negotiate a decline in the scope of the two alliances. 1 don't know. It's
something like that. It will be a part of a measured, deceleration of confrontation, as I see it. It
has taken one awful time, you know, to get from the plateau of détente to, the ascent of entente that
we're about to, get into now. And 1 think that one of the dilemmas, coming after a long, long, 30
years or more of stalemate and armed confrontation that is just beginning to run out, is to think of
a way of handling the political side of change. Alliances can't Iast forever.

[CON] Are we not really in this dilemma? On the one hand you have the high risk of change and
on the other, the risk, which it is almost impossible to estimate, of chances foregone, of
opportunities foregone.

[CAMPBELL] Yes, I would say miîs. 1 believe mhat we should flot even address mhis question of
mhe undoing of the political superstructure behind the arms build-up or its decline, until we've had
prolonged proof that what's happening in the Soviet Union is permanent. One of the reasons we've
been going through this long plateau is that we have been bouncing from one rigid régime to
another, and occasionally have had a soft one, a Khrushchevian one or a Gorbachevian one, but
we don't know whether they're permanent whereas we do know mhat you can get mhese wild swings
in the Soviet Union. 1 don't think we should rush to undo anything. Ten years minimum of this
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kind of Gorbachevian policy would be a minimum in my judgment before you undo anything. And
1 have another comment that 1 would like to leave with you, a thought that it should flot be ever a
Canadian initiative. We are flot the most vitally concerned, we're the least vitally concerned of al

the Atlantic allies. We're protected. We're flot at risk. It's Europe that is at risk in this game.
You watch the machinations of our British and French friends over the next littie while. They're
flot going to give up at ail easily on this. Let them make die final running on it. Its like South
Africa. Let's flot get out ini front, it's flot our main business. We are happy with our Alliance

policy, it serves Canadian interests best of ail. Cheaper defence, and we don't have to confront the
United States bilaterally; we cari bury this relationship in an alliance - which is what we should
always do; even bury our economic relations in bigger entities, neyer take them on the way we are

flow in a free trade, freer trade; it's folly. We can't win, we can only lose. wliy don't we learn
these lessons. Anyway, that's where I think we should be, we wait for others to take the initiative
to undo the political underpinfling, if you like, of the present security system. And I hope that we

wilI stick to that. David, you have a lot of influence in this because you're writing: a good deal.
You should say that.

[COX] I certainly agree with the time frame. 1 think the time frame is ten to twenty years.

[CAMPBELL] Yes.

[COX] For the replacement of the present security régime with somne other security régime.

[CAMPBELL] Right, and don't look to the United Nations, that's not a security régime. It has

no capability of being it either.

[COX] The only real option is, in that time frame, a European one, as far as I can see, a European

security régime which is really road tested. And how you road test it, 1 don't know.

[CAMPBELL] 1 don't think they cari do it. You know, they might have done it, if they had

been abandoned by the United States in 1948 or '49. 1 think if they had not been attacked, they .Îust
might have pulled it off, and been today a significant military factor, able to look after their own

milltary defence. It didn't happen that way. They have been kept in thrall, if you like, by the

Americans, protected by them for 40 years now. It's too late to catch Up.

[COX] And yet the wild card might be the United Sates?

[CAMPBELL] How?

[COX] Because you might see there a change in domestic opinion that really drives change in the

Alliance much more rapidly.

[CAMPBELL] You mean because of the economic plight.

[COX] 1 would say the combination of the economic situation and this kind of shi ft towards the
West, which brings with it an indifference and lack of familiarity with European affais.

[CAMPBELL] You mean "fortress America?" Well, David, we should also pause and thînk

what that would do to us. You know, we're just dead if our Goverriment goes anY l'urtlier than they

are along that path. 1 just don't know why none of this is entering ilito the present debate w. 're

in. It must be apparent to anybody that has his eyes haif open that We're deep into a highly
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protectionist, highly "fortress America" philosophy, right now. Why we shouldn't be divorcing
ourselves from this as fast as we can go, I really do flot know. Instead, what are we doing? We
have this Govemnment of ours stumbling over itself to get deeper into the pockets of the United
States. I can't understand it. Who's advising these people anyway?

[HILL] I'd like to ask you about the perception of American policy while you were at NATO.
I mean, in '67 you had President Johnson and that I think was almost a policy of benevolent neglect
by withdrawal. Then you had Nixon corne in. What do you feel about that sort of period in US
policy?

[CAMPBELL] Well, Nixon brought Kissinger along with him and we began to have a much
more deft touch in relationships with the allies. Kissinger was really quite a good performer and
there was a distinct warming, as you know, in the consultative process and so on. And Americans
ail of a sudden seemed to realize that they had some allies that had to be consulted. Czechoslovakia
of course helped over this as well; the first crisis in a long, long time, and they discovered that
they needed their European allies. So yes, from whenever it was that Nixon came in, when was
it?

[HILL] '68, the end of '68.

[CAMPBELL] Yes, it was right after the Czechoslovakia crisis, you had a much greater sense of
sensitivity towards the European allies. 1 thought the USA conducted things from then on
reasonably well, given that they were deep in the Vietnam War.

[COXJ 0f course.

[CAMPBELL] In which they were running themselves without too much attention to what others
tried to do. Canada tried, Paul Martin tried, to take an initiative inside NATO that would get a
change in American policy in Vietnam, because he rightly perceived they 'were getting deeper and
deeper into a mire there, a war that they couldn't win and one they were losing at home. It was
tearing the United States apart. And he perceived this. Paul wasn't aIl words, 1 can tell you, and
he tried to get an initiative going there when he said why don't you Americans try, for a change,
risking as much for peace as you now do through rather reckless war-like moves out there? 1 have
neyer heard anybody read a lecture quite like Dean Rusk thereupon read to Paul. He made a fool
out of him, and he shouldn't have. It was a sincere initiative, it was a sensible one, and in the light
of history, it was Rusk who was the fool.

[HILL] Was this in the Council?

[CAMPBELL] In the Council. In the Council itself. The crime that Paul committed was in flot
teling anybody he was going to do this, and forbidding me to tell anybody that he was going to do
it.

[COX] You mean he came out of the blue into a Council meeting and..

[CAMPBELLJ A NATO ministerial meeting. And when it came to other business he put up bis
hand and started this thing. And said....

[HILL] "And, by the way, I've got something to add .



[CAMPBELL] I have neyer heard anything quite like it. It was brutal. But Dean Rusk could be
like that, especialiy if it was a smalier nation in NATO.

[COX] Could I just ask you to compare that with Canada's NATO decision. I just want to try to
make sure that we've got it straight. NATO, the European NATO in any case, had kind of listened
to the debate, which was a public debate in Canada, so they presumably knew what was going on -

I'm talking about the withdrawai. We're back in '69. But when it finally went to NATO itseif,
was there consultation prior to the decision?

[CAMPBELL] We just toid them what we were going to do.

[COX] So you were authorized to tell them that this speech was coming?

[CAMpBELL] Authorized, yes. I was authorized to tell them that it was coming.

[COX] But there were no consultations with them?

[CAMPBELL] No. No, we just told themn what we were going to do - like everybody else.

[COX] Was that deliberate, no consultation, they're not going to be asked, we won't negotiate with
them?

[CAMPBELL] There was no way that Mr. Trudeau was going to subject Canadian poiicy to...

[COX] Consultation?

[CAMPBELL] Consultation. 1 mean we complain about the Americans not consuiting us. We

didn't consult them, we told them what we were going to do. Afterwards, we went through ail sorts

of machinations which Roger will rememnber, to say that we had carried a disproportionate share

from 1945 until 1969, during a period when Europe was fiat on its back; and we thought that

Europe, now being no longer fiat on its back, could carry a bit more of the burden. They didn't

need us as much as they had, and they had to remember that we were responsibie for two areas -

one huge chunk of the North Atlantic area in North America, as well as our little corner of

responsibilities in Europe. I had to concoct ail titis justification myself and try to make it Sound as

plausible as possible. I tried to make it sound reasonable, what we were doing. I didn't believe one

word of what 1 was saying but 1 was obliged to do this.

[COX] When was the Paul Martin intervention?

[CAMPBELL] Over the Vietnam thing? 1 guess that must have been 1970 Or '71. It was weîî

after we had done our force reduction thing. It was at one of the autumn meetings.

I'd have to go back over my notes. You know, in my mind, there's a kaleidoscope of alI

these meetings from 1951 to 1972. 1 was at every NATO ministerial mieeting but two 1 think.
That's a long time and they get mixed Up as to what the issues were.

Weil, alI 1 know is tliat Paul Martin's statement was one of the Most unpopular moves that

anybody had ever made in NATO, as far as the Americans were concernied, and they really
squashed hlm.
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[HILL] Even though the late '60s was a bad period in some respects, because the USA was
preoccupied with Vietnam, my impression is that on the whole relations between the United States
and the European allies and Canada were good. As you mentioned, Kissinger had a sort of
deftness.

[CAMPBELL] Nixon, you know, under Kissinger, did some very good things with foreign policy,
in the China opening, and ail the rest of it. Those things were happening in that period.

[HILLI Right, exactly.

[CAMPBELL] And they ail made for easier relations between the United States and Europe and
US.

[HILL] But what about sources of difference between the US and its allies, for example during the
'67 war in the Middle East. Did that create major problems in NATO or flot?

[CAMPBELL] No, not really. I arrived just a few weeks before that happened. No, the '67 war
didn't produce any great trauma inside NATO, and no disagreements really about what to - it was
agreed that the Alliance should stay out of the thing, for one thing. There was no question of
intervening on either side. The Americans muted their pro-Israeli stance considerably at that time,
mainly because the Israelis were the aggressors in the war, I guess - I don't know, how do you
estimate them, whether they really were? I guess they weren't, the others started it but they got
wiped out. No, there were no disagreements. But what 1 think started to give rise to what I caîl
the Eurogroup, and for ail 1 know it may stili be called that - the sort of European element within
NATO - was indeed the Vietnam War. And even though we came out of that with Nixon and
Kissinger showing a certain amount of enlightenment, nevertheless the lesson had been learned
that the United States, when it wanted to, could be a pretty ruthless military actor. And 1 think at
that stage the Europeans thought: "Well, we'd better pull ourselves together and see whether we
can't assume responsibility for a bit more of European defence than we have done up to now,
without pulling the Alliance apart; do it within NATO". And again, this was absolutely deadly for
Canada. Where did we fit in, in a Eurogroup that comprised nearly aIl of the European members
of NATO? Where did it leave us? You know we didn't want to be left on the shelf with the
Americans, and yet that's really what has been the consequence of the growth of this European
centre within NATO. 1 don't know where it is now. I'm not up to date. You probably know more
about it than I do as to whether the Eurogroup is now alive and well.

[COX] 1 think it's as you have described it. Except that it has taken the form now of intermittent
discussion about reviving the Western European Union.

[CAMPBELL] Oh, dear, yes. That goes a long way back. WEU. Brussels Treaty, all the rest
of it. Oh well, I suppose it will come to that in due course and maybe it wouldn't be a bad thing.
It's one way, David. We came up that route, you know, maybe we could walk back down it. It's
my theory of the plateau. The up, the plateau, the down. I've always believed that this is a 50-
or 80-year process we were looking at andl we're about that far along it you know. l'Il neyer get

down the other side.

[COXI You have expressed a number of views which 1 guess one could characterize as the
internationalist view of Canadian foreign policy, which amounts to, "Don't just stay in North
America". Some people of course take the opposite view and say that it's a lost cause. And of



course some of the things you have been saying, you know, could be interpreted as fairly pessimistic
about....

[CAMPBELL] Not hopeless though. I'm only pessimistic because governments won't recognize

the kind of box they're stepping into, and act accordingly.

[COX] But in your time there, after ail, what was discussed is relevant for the present day. It ail

seemed to corne out at that period. 1 mean, were there people that said the writing is on the waIl,
we're going to have to move past this?

[CAMPBELL] No. No, there were flot, largely because for miost Of that period we had Pierre

Trudeau as our Prime Minister and a Liberal government, and believe me there was no disposition

then to hand the country over to the Aniericans. You know, it was a different philosophy. I think

Trudeau was right. I think his Third Option was right, badly executed, but a great idea. It's where

we should be. if you are in a situation such as we are in in this continent, vis-à-vis the giant in the

United States, even if the giant were healthy, we should be striving to dilute that influence in larger

groupings, be it economic or military. It's why we're in NATO in part and it's why we should rely

on GATT and other instruments rather than bi-lateral relations with the United States. We ail lose

if we go into a bi-lateral thing with the USA. It's even more apparent to me when that giant is in

decline and angry and lashing out and protectionist, that again, we should have less to do with ît.

We should, instead of trying to accommodate to this thing. And it's unachievable in my judgment.

There is no way the United States is going to give us what we want.

[COX] No.

[CAMPBELL] We were wasting time. We should have redoubled our efforts to make the Third

Option work without cailing it a Third Option. There is the mistake. You don't need a five-year

plan to do flve-year planning, you know.

[COX] Functional co-operation?

[CAMPBELL] That's right, and we should have just done it without putting a narne on it.

[HILL] 0f course, in the Trudeau philosophy too, he was also looking out to Africa, the Pacific

and so on, at least in theory anyway. And that was ail part of a sort of broader world.

[CAMPBELL] Oh yes, he had a thing about the Third World. But you know, there's no0 salvation

for us realiy ini the Third World. They haven't any money to salvage us witli. ît's an economnic

thing and you have to look to the prosperous non-American regions in the world. There are pîenty
of them. It would drive you normally towards heavy concentration on the Far East and that's what

we should have been doing. And why we didn't do it, I don't know. It's the fastest growing area
of the world, greatest economic potential for us anywhere, including the United Stae - fr grete

potential than south of the border. Why didn't anybody make a big pitch for it?

[HILL] You can't get it into people's consciousness somehow. It's very strange.

[CAMPBELL] We're flot really international traders. We're American traders. 'Mis is a very

parochial country. I amn in a bit of despair. It is unrewarding to spend Your whole life, your

whole career, trying to make somnething out of your country, onîy to wake up as You travel to the
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edge of your final box, to find the country worse off than were when you started. 1 find that a
disagreeable fact of life and yet it's true - we are worse off.

[COXJ The only countries that I can see that actually have expressed positive interest in Canada
are the Scandinavian countries.

[CAMPBELL] No, I think you would find that the truth is that the countries that really are
expressing interest in Canada are the Koreas, the Thailands, the Taiwans, Japan, these are giant
countries on their way up at a rate of knots in this world, but they are very interested in Canada.
Very, and if we had wanted to dilute this stide that we are on with the United States, we could have
easily have done it, and we didn't.

[HILL] Actually, 1 was very struck about three years ago, on a trip to that area, by the fact that
I think I saw more newspaper articles about Canada, or Canadian involvemnent ini that area, than
I'd seen normally in a year in Europe.

[CAMPBELL] That's right. In Europe and the United States, they're indifferent to us, they don't
care. For ail I've said about Europe, it's true they're negligent towards us, they don't care, apart
from a colonial heritage from both French and British. 'The rest of the world is much more
interested in us; the prosperous part of the world is interested in us. We are the ones who have
failed to pick that up.

[HILL] I'd like to ask you some more about it later on. 1 just wonder if we could finish up with
a couple of points that I had about the NATO period. One was: how useful were the NATO
consultations on things like economic affairs, particularly East-West trade. Also, in the period you
were at NATO, they set up the Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society, the CCMS. How
valuable in your view were those activities?

[CAMPBELL] Not very. 1 think they were of very minor consequence. NATO has not been a
success as an economnic forum. We did our best, as you may know, in the formative period, to try
and inject an economic element into it and indeed a political one too, so that it would not just be
a military alliance. We failed on the economic front and from the creation of the OEEC through
its conversion into the OECD, progressively the economic and social content of NATO was hived
off onto specialized organs, namely the OECD in the economics sphere and a thousand and one
other bodies in the social sphere. CCMS was a bust as far as I'm concerned, and practically al
economic initiatives within NATO were also. It's not an economic organization.

[HILLI My impression of the CCMS was that it was something that somebody stuck in a speech
by Nixon, and NATO simply accepted it for that reason.

[CAMPBELL] Oh well, they were scratching around for, you lcnow, new things to revivify the
Alliance after it had taken some punishment over Vietnam. 'That's the truth. The Ainericans were
looking for new strands to the relationship and we went along with it because it was compatible with
our original views of what NATO should be. 1 told you the other day about that interesting
conversation that I had with Mike Pearson, didn't I? Mike had always wanted NATO to be far
more than a military alliance, and 1 can remember coming back here in the autuman of 1967 and
saying to hlm, you must pay more attention to this alliance, it's now becomning what you always
wanted it to become, the principal political consultative forum of the West. Remember this is
pre-Czechoslovakia '67. It's ail the things you wanted it to be, far more than a military alliance.
The military side declining by the day, the political way up there somewhere, very useful. And he



said, "Look I know what's happening in NATO, and 1 ain as pleased as you are that it's

happening". But, he said, "What you don't know is that something is happening in this country that

is far more important, and that is the rise of this thing in Quebec". He said, 'And that is so

overriding in my judgement. I have no more time for foreign affairs. That's the issue"

[HILL] Yes.

[CAMPBELL] The man was absolutely prescient, this was ifl 1967. It was weIl before the

October Crisis. He saw that coming. 1 give Mike the credit, flot Pierre Trudeau, for identifying

the Quebec issue as being vital to the survival of this country. You know, that was a big jump for

a man who had spent his entire life in foreign affairs and was a kind of author of NATO, member

of the Three Wise Men group. He'd had a career ini NATO and he deliberately had to turn his

attention away from it because he perceived more important issues at home. 1 tell you he's an

unsung hero that mani; he's better than anybody thought, domestically as weil.

[HIILL] That was also, while he was PM, the period of the Quiet Revolution in Quebec; so, it was

put right before his attention, whether he liked it or flot.

[CAMpBELLJ What he perceived then was that it wasn't so damn quiet, that revolution; he a

the real troubles coming. No, he was beginning to think it could tear the country apart, a year or
more, two years before it happened.

[HILL] So, ini effect, while you were in NATO, the whole ideal of the Atlantic Community

being a grouping that was on its way to becoming a federal state, that was really gone by then?

[CAMPBELL] Gone long since. And it neyer was realizable anyway. You know that was a

concept that thrived in the euphoria, the post-war euphoria of the weakened Europe, the faith in

international institutions to replace bilateralism and so on1. It faded ini no time at all. It was gone

by the mid '50s really. Too bad in a way, that was a very hopeful mood, that of the immediate

post war period. if it could have been followed through, we would have perhaps lived in a kind

of utopia. But I guess nations are like individuals. There are about 50 percent that are bastards
and 50 percent that are good guys.

[HILL] I probably shouldn't have used the word federal state there. That wasn't where it was

going, but it was the idea of a whole collective grouping of some kind or another.

[CAMPBELL] It was a kind of super state idea, people had at one time, of the North Atlantic

community. WeIl, I guess we messed that up when we strayed beyond the North Atlantic, and

swept in people like Greece and Turkey.

[HILL] WeIl, of course it ran head on into Europeanism as weIl.

[CAMPBELL] Well, the European movement though, died in a sense, or it went, into a long
decline. I think you're only watching it now come back, reference your commenta about a WEU

type of revival. I think we're looking again at a 40-year Curve. In 1948, or whenever, WEU and

the Brussels Treaty were the only thing on the international horizon. Now, 40 years exactîy later,

here we are watching those ideas coming back because we've had 40 years of peace. Maybe the

trans-Atlantic connectiofi is not so vital now that the Soviets look a little more tame, less aggressive.

T'hese things evolve - you really have to step back and look at them in that kind of a time frazne,
flot day-to-day.
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[HIILL] 0f, course, also the European movement itself ran head on into Gaullism. 1 mean de

Gaulle carne back in '58, and dominated the scene until 1968. 1 mention that year because of the

student riots in Paris.

But by the time you arrived in NATO, the worst of this sort of NATO-French discord was

pretty well over.

[CAMPBELL] No. We were still in Paris when 1 arrived, you see. No. It was far fromn over.

The decision was taken after 1 arrived that we would put ourselves out of Paris, put the Council out.

He expelled the forces and the AIlied command, but he didn't expel the Council. We expelled

ourselves. He in fact said there was no need to go. "We're staying in the Council and so you're

welcome to stay. " And we said: "No, thanks. It makes no sense, that you who have put yourself

in a neutral category in war-timne should be the iit sociale of the headquarters of the thing. No

thank you." So we left. It was a very difficuit decision.

[HILL] So, there was plenty of acrimony?

[CAMPBELL] Oh yes, terrible acrimony. Luckily they had a series of stars there as French

ambassadors, such as Roger Seydoux, one of their most senior people. He was s0 good, he made

everybody accept the French withdrawal from the NATO force structure. They did send extremely

good people to the North Atlantic Council. They had to; their relations were otherwise appalling.

[HILL] But after that, about '68-'69, there really was quite an aiaîble situation.

[CAMPBELL] Amiîcable, and yet, you know, it led to thc creation of the Defence Planning

Committee, as an entity, one short of the full Council. It made us divide everything in the Alliance,
and it was, you know, and still is, a very awkward arrangement to have the French in on the

political aide of the thing but flot on the military side. It couldn't happen anywhere but in western

democratic society that you would contrive an animal of this kind, almost unworkable. You're

telling themn that you can't reîy on themn militarily, and yet you're discussing ail the strategic
concepts with themn. It makes no sense.

[HILLI How well did you feel the defence planning and nuclear planning systemns of NATO

worked in the period that you were there. 1 mean there was quite a lot of work done in that period.

I'm not asking whether the eventual plans they worked out were necessarily going to be very

effective if they ever had to be used, but how well dîd the mechanism work?

[CAMPBELLJ I'm inhibited about talking about it as you know, that particular period. But I

would say it again, it's a sort of contrived thing. The Nuclear Planning Group includes certain
members of NATO on a permanent basis, and certain others on a rotational basis. That almost

automatically defines it as a device for keeping people mildly happy rather than a serious
consultative mechanism. The Aniericans used the Nuclear Planning Group really as a way of just
barely keeping the Alliance members happy about what they were doing in the nuclear sphere. It's
more of an information group than a consultative group. I think it can be very seriously faulted as
a serious mechanism of the Alliance. It played a tremendous role, however, when it came to the
SALT Agreement, because there you had at least a nucleus of people who had been exposed to
enough of the military nuclear planning of the Alliance to understand the decelerations of the plans
in that sphere. And 1 think that's where the creation of the Nuclear Planning Group was justified,



in that it gave the Alliance a consultative forum fairly well informed - flot wholly informed, fairly
well informed - on the disposition and significance of various nuclear forces in the Alliance, in
termns of trying to reach a deal with the Soviet Union. And believe me, NATO was very active in
SALT II, based upon the experience of the people in the NPG - the Nuclear Planning Group.

[HIILL] And other fora, other defence planning mechanisms in NATO. I mean, how good do you
think it is on the whole? How realistic is the NATO strategy, at least in terms Of what it is feasible
to work out?

[CAMPBELL] Are you asking me whether 1 think that a nuclear strategy reaîîy cali make sense?

[HILL] Not really, 1 suppose what I'm asking is how realistic do you thijik is the strategy of
forward defence and flexible response. 1 mean, is that about the best that can be arranged?

[CAMPBELL]J I think so. 1 mean we've watched it evolve from trip wire and massive retaliation,
in the days when we had total superiority over the Soviet Union, to other pragmatic adjustments that
took place when they finally got the nuclear capability. Ail of a sudden we decided on graduated
response, flexible response, which meant that there's no point in committing suicide. Let's develop
a doctrine that is a little mnore realistic and that says we'll respond with the degree of force needed

to restore the status quo. We won't attract a holocaust if we can help it. Weil, you know you can
Iaugh about this, in retrospect, but when you're at the peak of a Cold War, it is another matter and

these policies looked sensible. They look ridiculous in retrospect. At the timne they looked very
sensible because we didn't really know what was going tO happen in the future. We don't know
now, but it's going to be very interestilIg to see what happens in the face of zero options which
nobody really believes in, And 1 don't believe in them. 1 thînk we'd be mistaken if we actually
implemented the zero option,, until we know how permanent is the dove in the Kremlin. I'm not
sure at aIl if be's there for good. I want to see a generation grow up that ail thinks like Mr.
Gorbachev. I don't doubt his sincerity. I~m astonishedi that this man has been able to comne as far

as he has in two years. And it worries me that he may be living dangerously.

[COX] But you know, if they were ail gone, the Minutemen and the short-range, there would stili
be an awful lot of nuclear weapons.

[CAMPBELL] But then, that isn't really the point, is it? Nobody is going to really use them.
It's a kind of gaine of chicken, that's ail that nuclear weapons are used for. They're political
weapons, they're flot really a usable military weapon, you know. You do commit suicide if you
unleash these things. It's the threatý of their use that compels governinents to react to threatening
situations.

[COX] You wouldn't like to see even those battlefield nuclear weapons being used, Of course.

[CAMPBELL] 1 think that is one of the great evils that has taken place is that the distinction
between the strategic and medium range missiles, and theatre weapons, bas been blurred rather
badly. Soldiers have forgotten there's a bell of a difference between the smalîest nuclear weapon
and the largest conventional stuff.

[COXI And if the Soviets really were coming and they had made a significant breakthrough and
you said, you comne another three miles and were going to use nuclear weapons, you'cd have exactîy
the saine threat as you've got now.



[CAMPBELL] But that's what we have been saying to them, that's been the whole doctrine.

[COX] Yes, that's what inm saying, 1 don't think it makes an awful lot of difference whether

you've got..

[CAMPBELL] Big ones or littie ones?

[COX] Big ones or Hitle ones.

[CAMPBELL] No. We could get rid of a lot of those things. Yes, you're quite right. But I

don't think we should get rid of everything. Just keep people a littie bit honest.

[HILL] Just to wrap up this point: so, by and large, you feel that while you were in NATO, the

defence planning mechanisms and systems were about as good as one could hope in that kind of

organization?

[CAMPBELL] Well, yes. You know, I have no illusions about it. Neither on the conventional

side nor the nuclear planning sîde, was it a great deal more than an enlightened information system

rather than a consultative one. Nobody was asking the Canadians of this world whether they might

or might not do thus and so with their forces. This is just a function of being a lesser member of

the Alliance. If we had let our forces grow much smaller than we did, our influence would have

been even less. We were a little bit respected because we had these professional forces in NATO.

But I was neyer happy about die consultative arrangement, no. l'mn not happy now with the way

even the political consultation works in NATO. It has improved, but if you're sitting in that chair

you're pretty conscious of the fact that it's something short of true consultation that takes place, and

if there is a crisis over the NATO area there is no consultation. You learn about it afterwards.

[HILL] One other question is, while you were in NATO was the period of the Mansfield

Amendment in the United States, and that was defeated, perhaps partly because the US

Administration was able to dlaimi that MBFR was in the works. But anyway, it was defeated. But

then Mansfield introduced another amendment in '73, I think it was. The thing is still alive.

[CAMPBELL] It neyer goes away.

[HILL] What if one of these went through? What was your impression of what would have

happened at the time? What would happen now?

[CAMPBELL] There is a constant threat that it will go through. The Americans have a perpetual

discontent, if you like, with the extent to which the Europeans do not carry theîr weight in the

defence of Europe. And the Mansfield Amendment - there were resolutions before it, and there

have been resolutions since - are aIl in the saine vein. Unless Europe does more, the United States

is going to pick up its toys and go home. I don't think it's a real threat. The United States isn't

there in order to protect Western Europe. They're there because they have perceived that it is the

front line of their own security perimeter, as we do. We think the saine thing. And so it's an

empty threat. TMe Americans can't go home without doing themselves more harin than good.

And so, no, I don't believe that the Mansfield resolutions of this world are going to be
implemented.

[HILL] But, certainly while I was there, I liadt the impression that people were very conscious of

the Mansfield Amendment, while it was under debate in the US. People in NATO, I mean,

Europeans and Canadians.



[CAMPBELL] It's a perennial. It's a hardy perennial. It keeps coming back and coming back
in one guise or another; it's been doing it for 35-40 years to my knowledge. Almost immnediately,
after the Alliance was formed, the moment Europe started to get at ail prosperous, the moment the
Marshall Plan was winding down, the United States started then to ask Europeans to do more. And
by then Europeans had become comfortable in doing less, and there's no way they're going to spend
the massive amounts really needed to confront the Soviet Union. Do you agree with that, David?

[COXJ Yes, it's a conundrum, isn't it.

[CAMPBELL] Isn't it, though? There's a paradox there, but it's a truth nevertheless.

[HLL] Also, there is the thought that the Europeans don't want to do more flnancially, because

this might give the Amnericans an inclination to do less on the nuclear side.

[CAMPBELL] Now that's exactly where we are now. We're up to the litmius test with ail of these

theories with Mr. Gorbachev - the cat among the pigeons.

Part VII - Japan and Korea. 1972-75

[MILLI I'd like to ask one question about Part Seven, your period as Ambassador to Japan and
Korea. It's really a sort of reflection upon NATO in the world, but linked to this thought is the fact
which we touched on earlier, that the world is changing and of course Japan probably has changed
more than any country. Where is Japan going, where is the world going in balance of power terms
and the development of this new world in the Pacific, and where does NATO fit into this scheme
of things?

[CAMPBELL] The Americans are the common link between ail of these regional organizations.
They have a very powerful bilateral treaty with Japan born out of World War H1. The Japanese see
themselves, really, as sort of an ancillary member of NATO. It is a curious attitude. Unlike
Europe they would like to do more in their own defence, and it's the terms of the peace treaty they
have with the United States which ended the Occupation that forbade themn to enter into, full self-
defence. That situation is eroding right now, as the Americans get economiîcally weaker and more
and more tired of carrying both Europeans and Japanese on their backs. They are now rather
dangerously urging the Japanese to do more in the military sphere. I think it is dangerous. But
that's what's happening. And they've got the very man who is ready to do it, Mr. Nakasone.
According to the American conception of things, Japan is a kind of Britain. kt is a floating airfield
as far as the United States is concerned, the way Britain was in World War Il. That's the way they
regard Japan and the Far East; they don't want the Japanese manning those airports themselves,
they want the Americans to have the right to do so. They are still looking after the security
interests of that flank of the Soviet Union, but as I said, with the Japanese beîng invited to, do more
and more. But my timne there was almost entirely occupied with the economic crisis that was
happening at the time. I arrived in the saine breath as the first "oil shock", as they called it.
They had four or five days supply of oul to make that giant economny go, and in four or five days
they mounted fourteen missions to al the oul producing countries of the world with a very simple
message: "What is it you want, car factories? a new port? an oil refinery? It's yours; you pay in
oit.11 And they didn't suffer one day's shortage of oul in Japan. Thbeyovercame that crisis in the
most admirable way; you can only admire it, a tour de force. They adjusted to this crisis that
could have crippled them and in no time at aIl they had beaten it, and were just sailing on to higher
economic dizzy heights.
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[HILLI Where are they ail going to wind up, the Japanese?

[CAMPBELL] They may end up owning half of the United States. 1 think that's the only place

they can end up. They've got ail this surplus money now and the United States is in a massive

deficit and is selling off parts of itself, almost as rapidly as we sold off the majority of Canada in

the saine circumstances.

[HILL] You don't see them slowing down, the Japanese economy slowing down at ail?

[CAMPBELL] Not at ail.

[HILL] It's going to keep on going, in other words?

[CAMPBELL] I don't know where this thing, this dizzy spin-off, ends. It's frightening, but they

seem to be able endlessly to, adjust to new trade circumstances. They have now moved into the

knowledge-inteflsive rather than the manufacturiflg-ifltensive industries, and to be beating the

Ainericans at their own gaine, and making computer mega chips, or whatever it is... .million bytes

or whatever they are. 1 don't know, there seems to be no end to it. They're increasing the amount

of money they have, they can only start now to re-invest around the world, and they seem to prefer

the United States. We rank somewhere up there as a reasonably stable area for investmnent.

They're certainly flot ganibling in Third World areas very much. 1 reckon they are going to own

a good chunk of the United States before this is ail over.

[HILL] And they are sort of pulling a good chunk of the Pacific Rim up with them, Korea and

Taiwan and so on.

[CAMPBELL] The reason the Taiwans and the Thailands and so on in this world are prospering,

is that the Japanese, whose standard of living and wage roles have now risen to about the same as

ours, have been progressively moving those things off shore into the cheap areas ail around them.

And those areas benefit you know; they are going through a cycle of increased standards of living

as a consequence of this. It isn't that the Koreans or the Taiwanese invented this. A lot of it is

Japanese investment in those places, at the lower end of the manufacturing scale, cameras and

motorcycles and things. They are ail moving off shore out of Japan, and Japan is moving into high

tech industries.

[HILLI I was struck, when you commented about the Ainericans pushing them to do more in

defence, that perhaps this is dangerous. You start some country like Japan moving, and they're

going to go their own way to some degree; especialiy if tiiey form alliances of some kind or

another with other countries or nations including China and s0 on.

[CAMPBELL] They can't.

[HILL] 1 mean, flot necessarily a close alliance.

[CAMPBELL] Oh, they despise each other. Don't worry about that, it's flot going to happen.

There's neyer going to be any alliance between the Chinese and the Japanese. Oh no, don't worry

about that. The Japanese are using the Chinese as, you know, a huge market. Here are a billion

people with nothing and lots of resources, and the Japanese have ail the things that the Chinese

don't. What a wonderful marriage! Take their oil and coal and everything else and give them
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cameras and Hondas. That's the way they're doing it. No one in the end is going to have a real
look into that Chinese market other than the Japanese. We'll nibble, the Germans will nibble, the
Americans too. It's 85 percent Japanese. They're doing very nicely.

[HILL] But in any case, that area of the world is going up and becoming more and more powerful;
and quite rapidly, at least economically. So, by the turn of the century, where would you see the
link to Canada and the link to Europe and the NATO link, where is this going? Is this going to be
a central feature in world affairs or will it turn down somewhat.

[CAMPBELL] No, 1 can only perceive it becoming more of a power centre. You can't deny,
even if they're weak in military terms, you cannot deny the clout that the Far East region now
bas. It's had a growth rate of something like 17% annually for almost as long as ail of us can
remember now. It's far and away the most prosperous part of the world. And it's flot just Japan;
its Korea, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan. It's a huge area, a very, very active economic
power. But not military.

[HILL] Could we turn discussion back to Europe, now, for a while? 1 suppose the link to Europe
wiIl remain important as far as Canada is concerned?

[CAMPBELL] Europe, to my regret, has flot become an important area of Canadian concern,
other than the strategic link. To me it's a growing matter of great regret that we don't seem to be
able to capitalize on significant economic relations with Europe.

[HIILL] In your view we should do more?

[CAMPBELL] We should have done more, I think we forfeited a lot in 1968. But if today, if you
had to choose, you wouldn't go to Europe because Europe has, after ail, created this great exclusive
trading bloc, a group that bas erected a wall against the rest of the world and has improved its own
circumstances at the expense of others, including us. They more or less kicked us out;, no matter
how much we might have wanted in, we've been put out. And it is partly a function of what they
were trying to achieve politically and still haven't, but 1 think will. 1 think there is going to be a
kind of United States of Europe, and a very important power centre it will be. The other, the
Rising Sun is in the Far East.

[MILL] And we would probably have a better opportunity of getting involved there.

[CAMPBELLJ Sure we have. That's still a relatively unexploited marketplace. It's a growth
marketplace. Europe's an old one, but a highly developed one. Incidentally, we underestimate the
technological, strength of Europe. We're aIl brainwashed by what we see south of the border. We
believe that everything technologicaily advanced is to be found in the United States and nowhere
else. It's flot true, flot anymore true. I can name a dozen different technologies where Europe is
miles ahead. Even in space, the Soviet Union is way ahead of the United States. We've idolized
the American manufacturing ability and innovative capability in our minds in this country without
really examining where other countries now stand. 1 think they are being challenged on every front.
1 don't think it's just because their dollar was over valued that they weren't selling. I think it's
because they have fallen behind in the race for excellence in a lot of areas.

[HILL] In light of these comments about the world scene, how would you see NATO and
Canadian foreign policy in the coming decades? I mean, do you think it still should remain a key
element in Canadian foreign policy?



[CAMPBELL] Yes, I'm afraid 1 do, but increasingly for negative reasons. 1 stili believe that

it's a very important political, and military strategic forum for us. But my main concemn would be,

wh.ere would we go if we're flot in that collective grouping? And it's this fear that I have of seeing

us isolated on the North American continent with this behemoth south of the border. That's what

bothers me. So I say, hang on to this mature political economic and military organization as an

outiet for our foreign political activity rather than crawling into, bed with the United States. We're

drowned if we do it the other way.

[HILL]I k always struck me that being a member of NATO couts very, very littie. It's one of

those things, really, for which the cost is minuscule, and yet the entrée that it gives to ail kinds

of discussions is significant. At the very least it gives some opportunities, and so there would seem

to be littie point in throwing that ail away.

[CAMPBELL] Well, there is this other risk. You know, I confess to being disappointed at how

littie we have had in a positive economic sense out of relations with Europe. I can rationalize

why, but the fact is that they are flot great and they're flot growing at this moment. But it's the

negative aspect that I think we have to now look at. And now also there is some risk that things

are beginning to faîl apart, in the western security sense, under the flourishing of détente today.

We could again find ourselves, through the unfolding of international events, forced into a North

American mold. And it's the one thing that I think is deadly for Canada.

[HILL] That's where we'II conclude. It's been great to have you, and a fascinating session.

[CAMPBELL] I just wish I were sure ail the time that l'm right.

[HILL] Fra sure that's what we ail feel.



ARTHUR MENZIES

[HILL]"1 Good morning. Our guest today is Ambassador Arthur Menzies, former Canadian
Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council and holder of a number of other senior
positions, including Ambassador to China, and Ambassador for Disarmament. Ambassador
Menzies, we're delighted to see you this morning and very pleased that you are ready to participate
in this project.

[MNZIES] I'm glad to have this opportunity to join in this very imaginative project of yours.

[IHLL] Thank you. Ambassador Menzies, as you know, this project is an oral history of Canadian
policy in NATO. We' re examining the development of Canadian foreign policy since 1945, with
particular reference to this country's membership of NATO.

Ambassador Menzies, just to make some fuirther comments on the thrust of this project; it
is aîmed at examining Canada's contribution to the work of NATO, Canada's involvement in
NATO in pursuit of its own direct national interests, and the funiction of NATO in helping Canada
to pursue some of its broader foreign policy goals notably that of enhancing the prospects for
international peace and security. We are looking at the formulation of Canadian foreign policy in
Ottawa and elsewhere in this country, at the work carried out inside NATO headquarters in Brussels
and in other inter-allied councils and channels, and at the evolving role of NATO in world affaîrs.
So, in your own case, I would like to focus very strongly on the period when you were Ambassador
to the North Atlantic Council. I'm referring to, those four years, between 1972 and 1976, when you
were Canada's Permanent Representative in Brussels to the North Atlantic Council and years which
were a very significant period in NATO affairs. I would like to take aIl the timne we need to go
over themn in a very thorough and careful fashion. I think, to that end, what we will do is deal with
that as a separate entity at the end of the other parts of the discussion, so that we will have
ample time for preparation and a large block of time in which to go over those issues. However,
while focussing on the NATO periods of your career and on the service within NATO, at the same
timne I would like to, ask a few questions about your years as Head of the Defence Liaison Division
of the Department of External Affairs, when you were dealing with NATO issues amnong others;
and witii your perceptions of the wider world scene based on your experience in such important
Posts as the Embassy in China, and as Ambassador for Disarmament. I think we want to try to see
NATO not only in ternis of the internai workings of the North Atlantic Counci and its commîttes,
but also in termns of changing perspectives of NATO's role in world affairs, as the Atlantic Alliance
and international society in general have evolved over the years.

Ambassador Menzies, the way we would like to approach these two interviews is to examine
your career in a series of phases. Part One wilI deal with the early years up to 1940, prior to
joining the Department of External Affairs. Part Two wiIl deal with what I would caîl, just for the
sake of a label, global service, that is to say the years fromn 1940 to 1972 when you held a
succession of positions in Ottawa, Japan, Malaysia, Australia and so on. Part Three will be a hitle
bit out of chronological sequence, since we'll deal with the years 1962 to 1965 when you were Head
of the Defence Liaison Division in Ottawa, that is to say, prior to your posting to Australia. Part
Four will concern the period 1972 to 1976 when you were Ambassador to the North Atlantic
Council, and as I remarked we will deal with that as a block at the end. Part Five will deal with
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your years as Ambassador to China and Vietnamn from 1976 to 1980. Part Six will cover the years
from 1980 to 1982 when you were Ambassador for Disarmament.

[MNZIESJ That order suits me.

Part 1 - Early Years. to 1940

[HILL] Good. Well, if we may move on to Part One which covers the early years up to 1940.
Ambassador Menzies, if I arn correct, I believe you were born in China, and 1 believe as a son of
one of those many Canadians who went out to the Par East to serve in missionary and similar
capacities. You grew up in China and Japan I believe, and acquired somne knowledge of the Chinese
and Japanese languages; then you obtained a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Toronto and
an MA fromn Harvard University before joining the Department of External Affairs in 1940. 1
wonder if you could tell us something about those early years, especially about the impressions they
left on you regarding global issues and the changing role of Asia in the world, the place of Canada
in the international comnlunîty and s0 on.

[MENZIES] It's true that I was born in China, the son of a Canadian United Church missionary,
who became an expert on Chinese archaeology and taught in one of the big Christian universities
in China, supported by the United Church of Canada. At that time there was no Canadian school
in North China beyond the elementary level, so I went to the Canadian Academy in Kobe, Japan,
for five years of high school from, 1931 to, 1935, and then returned to Canada to attend the
University of Toronto. Looking back on those early formative years, I would say that the
opportunity to live in a country like China, which was going through a very difficuit period of
internai civil war, was an eye-opener for me in ternis of the use of military force by Chinese
warlords to achieve pretty selfish and limnited aims. The experience which I had in Japan was again
one in which the Japanese were remarkably self-disciplined at home, but that social discipline of the
comrnunity seemned to fade when they invaded Manchuria and North China, and I saw somnething
of this in its early phases, as I traveled back and forward on ships carrying Japanese officers and
Japanese businessmen to North China. I also had an opportunity when 1 was a boy of 12 and 13
to travel around the world when my father was on a sabbatical, and vîsited both India and what is
now Pakistan, the Middle East and Europe, and, I suppose, in that way became a little more
conscious of the world than most Canadian children brought up in a more limited environmient. My
father, being a professor, insisted that we do our homework every night on a trip of this kind, and
that we should write up our impressions in diaries every night and I still treasure those diaries which
I wrote back in 1929 about the world. Coming to the University of Toronto, I suppose that one of
my disappointments was that there was no instruction available in any Canadian university in 1935
on Asian history, culture, language, economics or what have you. 0f course that is quite changed
today and about forty universities now provide somne courses on Asia. 1 had to go down to Harvard
to do mny post graduate work on Far Eastern history, and 1 had the benefit of studying there under
two eminent Anierican scholars, Doctor John King Fairbank, who is one of the great Amrneican
authorities on US/China relations, and also, under Dr. Edwin Reischauer who was, and is, an
eminent authority on Japanese history and Japan's part in world affairs. Both of these men had a
considerable impact in terms of my own outlook on international affairs and the need to understand
the historical background of developments in Asia and not take a superficial journalistic approach
to developments which had deep sociological and economnic roots.

[HILLI So in fact you were deeply involved from your own background with an interest in Asia.
You grcw up there in effect and pursued it also in, post-graduate studies at Harvard University.



[MNZIESJ Yes.

[HILL] And what about the impact of international security? 1 was thinking of the Manchurian
question and things like that. Was there a strong sense at that time that that was part and parcel
of the global international scene as well as part of the regional East Asian situation?

IMNZIESJ Yes, 1 think that the emergence of Japanese militarism and of the manipulation of
the Japanese people in the pursuit of the Imperial manifest destiny and Japan's Co-prosperity Spherein East Asia did expose me to the sort of way in which a group in a country could manipulate thedestiny of their people, through propaganda and through control of the levers of power. To be able
to, sec that at first hand had quite an educative effect on me as as a boy growing into a young man.The question of my introduction to, international political security affairs was perhaps a hlte moreby accident than by design. 1 was sent to Japan, in 1950, to succeed Dr. Herbert Norman as Headof the Canadian Liaison Mission to, the Supremne Commander for the Allied Powers, GeneralDouglas MacArthur at that time, and this was just a few months after the outbreak of the Korean
War. The first Canadian Forces began to arrive in the Par East during my time, and during thethree and a haif years that 1 was in Japan 1 visited the Canadian Forces in Korea, the CanadianBrigade which was part of the Commonwealth Division and Canadian Destroyer Flotilla Far Eastwhich served in those waters under broad American command, and 1 had a great number of senior
officers of the Canadian Forces stay in our Embassy residence in Tokyo, on their way to and fromKorea. I got to know a great number of them as well as Ministers like the Honourable BrookeClaxton and the Honourable Ralph Campney and the Honourable Hugh Lapointe and others quitewell. Then at a later stage in my career, as Head of the Par Eastern Division, 1 got caught up inthe establishment of the Canadian component of the International Commissions for Supervision andControl in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, following the Geneva Conference of 1954, and once moreI had to work quite closely with officers of the Department of National Defence, in setting the termsof reference and guidance for these Canadian delegations which were a mixed group of ExternalAffairs and military officers. So 1 acquired in my first fifteen years in the Department a fairlybroad acquaintance with many of the middle and senior rank officers who had served in World WarTwo, in Korea and again in Indo-China, and that gave mie some of the background. 1 think it waspartly because of that background, and partly because 1 had an ail round foreign affairs foundation,that I was selected in 1962 to be Head of the Defence Liaison Division, which is thc division withinthe Department of External Affairs which deals with international security questions, with NATO,

with North American defence and with international peacckeeping questions.

[HILL] Actually, I'd like to go on to deal with that pcriod shortly. But before that could youjust tell us something about how you came to join the Department and what your early career was
from 1940 on?

Part Il - Global Service. 1940-62 and-1965-72

[MENZIESJ 1 think that my interest in serving in the Department of External Affairs matured,in a rather general way, during the period that 1 was at thc University of Toronto as anundergraduate; but it probably became sharpcned when 1 went to Harvard and the internationalsituation in thc Pacific was detcriorating, during Uic early years of Uic war in Europe and theAtlantic, and 1 thought that some of the background which 1 had in having lived in China and Japanand having some knowledge of thc languages, and having studied Par Eastern history at Harvardcould be of some service to Uic Government of Canada. So 1 took thecCompetitive exam for ThirdSecretaries, just after the war had started in Europe. I was interviewecj ini thc Easter holidays of1940, and was lucky enough to be included in an eligible list of, I Uiink, Il or 12 officers who
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might be called up for service in the Department of External Affairs. It was, again, an accident that
the United States Congress passed a law in June of 1940 requiring ail aliens entering the United
States to have American visas. Up to that time I suppose three or four hundred thousand Canadians
wandered across the border into the United States to visit relatives, to shop, to holiday, to work,
with just a driving licence or other simple means of identification. So the Canadian government was
required to set up very hastily a network of offices across Canada to issue passports which could
then have US visas put in them. And they decided to issue passports valid for travel only to the
United States and valid for oniy a two-year period, on the theory that we could probably afford wo
take back to Canada any of these people that might be deported from the United States. So ail of
us, who were on the eligible list, were contacted at the beginning of July 1940 and brought in, and
1 was sent to open a passport office in Toronto. Outside the door were some 800 impatient
businessmen and relatives of sick people in the United States who wanted immediate service. We
had in Ottawa only two people who knew anything about passports and it was very much a case
of learning on the job. After some three months of this, I got permission from, the Under Secretary
to go back to Harvard to complete my Ph.D. work there.

During the early spring of 1941 1 was contacted by the Under-Secretary to know when I
would be available to return to service. 1 assumed that my knowledge of Asian affairs; was needed
by Canada for its war effort. Imagine my surprise, when I was assigned to replace Robert Ford as
Head of the Passport Office in Windsor Ontario. There I lingered in a slow death for some il
months. A side benefit from that experience, was that I came to know the Hon. Paul Martin
relatively well because he had a great number of clients from his legal practice and political
supporters who needed passports in a hurry, and the Hon. Paul was a great one to look after his
friends and supporters in the Essex area. So that's how I came in, and it was only in the Spring
of 1942 that I came to, Ottawa and began to learn some of the ropes of the system. I shared an
office initially with Gordon Robertson and Marcel Cadieux. We got to know each other very well
in those early bachelor days when we were ail working together. During those early years in the
Department I also did a stint of about 18 months in intelligence work in an inter-departmental
committee, s0 I got wo understand somne of the grayer side of international relations, and what the
bigger powers are able to, do and try to do in the conduct of informaI international affairs, which
is very often out of public sight.

[HILL] Then you went to Havana, and afterwards to Tokyo. Then you became High
Commissioner to Malaysia and Ambassador to Burma, ail in this period leading up to the Mifies.
You also headed the Far Eastern Division of the Department for some time in that period. Based

on your own background and your service in those years, what sort of views did you have on the
development of the Par East and of Asia in world affairs? This is a very broad question.

[MNZIES] I served as Head of the Par Eastern section of the American and Far Eastern
Division, fromn 1946 to 1948, when the Par Eastern Commission was meeting in Washington wo iay
down policies for the occupation of Japan. And I did have an opportunity to see and learn
something about how an occupation administration can mould a country, its constitution and its
economic operation. When I returned from service in Japan in 1953, I served until 1958 as head
of the more specialized Far Eastern Division, and during this period we observed the takeover of
China by the Chinese Communist forces. As 1 had been born and brought Up in China and was
very much interested in developments there, I think I followed those developmnents in China more
ciosely than I might otherwise have done. I also learned a certain prudence in my handling of
subjects related wo the Far East, because of the pressures of the McCarthy Senate Committee on Un-
American Activities on the old China hands in the US State Department, and the extent to which
that influence extended to Canada, particularly in terms of the accusation against Dr. Herbert



Norman for his connections at Cambridge with the British Communist Party. 1 also Lot drawn in,
as 1 mentioned, to Indo-Chinese affairs. In the case of Vietnam one learned at first hand about the
political and military technology of a peasant-based revolutionary group under Ho Chi Minh tackling
first the French in North Vietnam, and then confronting the Americans who got drawn into the
struggle there, with an increasing military comniitment. That was for me another educative
experience. During my time as High Commissioner to the Federation of Malaya, the British,
Australian and New Zealand governments had forces in the Malayan Peninsula combating the
Communist terrorist movement there. 'Mat had a profound effect, on the organization of the
country, the concentration of the Chinese Malayan communities into special villages for protection
purposes against the Communist terrorists and to keep them under surveillance. Once again I saw
the use of propaganda and political indoctrination on both sides for the control of the hearts and
minds of people in Malaya as it had been in Vietnam, Cambodia or Laos. Military force was used
in dealing with insurgents, either effectively as the British did in Malaya, or with less success by
the Americans in Vietnam. Ail of this was in an Asian and Pacific setting. 1 suppose that if I did
acquire some experience a lot of it emerged from this period and it was also very useful to me when
1 went as High Commissioner to Australia from 1965 to 1972 because the Australian governent
was very much interested in Asia and that was a common link between Canada and Australia. We
did find ourselves then on slightly different sides of the fence with regard to the war in Vietnam.
The Australians had forces there, committed to maintaining the independence of South Vietnam,1whereas Canada was on the International Control Commission and therefore flot militarily involved
in the war in Vietnam.

[HILL] In the early fifties, there was an inclination to see a confrontation between two systems,
the Communist system and the Western system, but then that broke down to some degree later on,
in the sixties, with the split between the Soviet Union and China. Did you see that kind of shift in
perception over time?

IMNZIES] Yes. 1 thinc there's no doubt that there was a shift. I had always felt that the Chinese
Communist movement was an indigenous>' based peasant movement joined by lower echelons of
the nationalist intellectual group of high school and university students and that the>' had taken on
Marxism/Leninism as the guiding principles for their revolutionary movement. But I did flot think
that the Chinese were going to accept Soviet control, because historical records indicated a good
deal of antipathy between the Soviets, and the Chinese and flot much love lost. Nevertheless, the
Soviets and the Chinese both supported the North Koreans in invading South Korea and resisting
the United Nations forces in Korea, and I think, at that time, it was the natural approach for people
like Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Pearson to talk about global Communism as a movement across
Eurasia. And certainl>' when the Communîsts took power in China, just before the outbreak of war
in Korea it looked as if there was a certain monolithic unit>' and that unit>' did remain for the first
ten years, or so, until the Soviets probabl>' overreached themselves, or the Chinese got more
conscious of their own peculiar national interests which they decided the>' wanted to defend. There
were at the same time suggestions that Communism, and sometimes the yeilow hordes would sweep
down through South East Asia, through Vietnam and Camnbodia and Laos, and the dominos would
faIl over in South East Asia. Thereby hangs a little tale. I mentioned that we in Canada were
members of the Commonwealth Division in Korea. At the end of the Korean War the British,Australians, and New Zealanders proposed to move the Commonwealth Division to Malaya or what
is called Malaysia toda>'. Canada did flot agree to its brigade being included in this movement, and
we stayed out of what we considered to be a regional securit>' problem in South East Asia which
was geographically ver>' far from Canada, and historically unrelated to Canada, and also not a
United Nations undertaking as the Korean conflict had been. Secondl>', we also declined to become
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involved in the South East Asia Treaty Organization, which John Foster Dulles organized in 1954,
after the fali of Dien Bien Phu, to resist Communist pressure in South East Asia.

[HILL] 1 just wondered if 1 could ask you one last question on this period. Your own interests
and the interests of those you were dealing with at that time were in Asia. What part did you see
NATO playing in world affairs, looking at it from your perspective? Were East/West relations in
Europe stili seen as being the most fundamnental issue of world affairs, or did you mhink that the
world had changed to the point that concern about Europe had become a bit passé?

[MNZIES] I think that anyone who was educated in Eastern Canada and the Eastern United
States, and who had worked in Ottawa for quite a few years, couldn't help but be aware of the
importance of Western Europe and the Atlantic to Canada, and the emergence of NATO as an
organization in 1949 certainly had a strong impact on world affairs generally. And mhe Korean War,
in global and strategic ternis, as seen by General Douglas MacArthur, was part of a policy of
containment of Communism, whether Soviet or North Korean or Chinese, to its land mass area in
Northern Eurasia, and blocking its expansion outward. I think that mhe fact that Canada fielded ten
thousand men to go to Europe in 1950, at the saine time mhat it was fielding about 8,000 in a special
force to go to Korea, may have encouraged mhe belief of military people in Canada and people who
wished to see somemhing of mhe military strength which we had achieved by the end of World War
Two recreated, mhat if you could have 18,000 abroad playing a role both in Europe and in Asia,
that mhat was a desirable balance of the military posture of Canada. But it became pretty clear by
1953 mhat mie governiment feit mhat it could only really support one significant non-United Nations
undertaking, and mhat was in Europe. That area was more critical than the Pacific. Also, mhose of
us trying to think out mhe military strategic situation recognized mhat Canada could neyer project a
significant military force across 5,000 miles of mhe Pacific mhat would have any significant influence
on mhe United States, short of an ali-out war effort, and that position, of course, has not been altered
since mhe end of mhe Korean War in 1953. The Canadian government has neyer sought to project
its military power or to show flags in mhe Pacific. We are overwhelmed by mhe strengmh of the US
Pacific Fleet, including its aircraft carriers and its positions in Hawaii, in Guam, in Japan, in Korea,
in mhe Philippines and so on and we haven't that capability. 1 miînk mhat one learns over a long
career mhat mhere are limits to mhe amount of GNP or of national federal budgets which the people
and mhe Governiment of Canada are prepared to spend on defence in peacetime.

[HIILL] 0f course it's a ramher interesting mhing miat the build-up of NATO forces in Europe didn't
really get going until the impact of mhe North Korean invasion of the Soumh was feit.

[MNZIESJ That's right.

[HILL] Looking at mhe West's overaîl approach to world affairs, do you mhink that mhere's been an
undue focus on Europe and on NATO as opposed to taking an interest in developments in the Far
East? Or has it been more or less the right sort of balance?

(MNZIESJ Well, given my background, I mhink mhat you would be able to guess the answer.
Certainly it is my view mhat the Canadian government over mhe last forty years has given insufficient
attention to Asian affairs. It is only in the last ten, fifteen years, largely for economnie reasons but
also because of China's opening to mhe world, that we have begun to see our interests in the Pacifie
as important. The balance of foreign trade wimh trans-Pacifie countries exceded ail our trade wimh
Western Europe and Eastern Europe put togemher, although this is relatively small compared to our
trade with the United States. The fact mhat mhere has been no comparable organization of a political
security type in Asia to which to anchor a Canadian position has had some bearing. In Europe we



had ties with Britain and France, with Belgium and the Netherlands, with ltaly, from World War
One and World War Two days, and a security orgaiization was set up into which we could fit, both
from a military point of view and which also provided us with a political consultative mechanism
which served Canadian foreign policy purposes very well. In Asia, 1 think its true to say that John
Foster Dulles made a number of attempts to create, artificially, organizations which would link the
non-Communist elements of the Far East together. H1e was successfùl for a time with SEATO, the
South East Asia Treaty Organization, but there was not the homogeneity in Japan, Korea, China,
Vietnam, Thailand, Malaya, the Philippines and so on that existed in Europe, other than being held
together Ioosely as part of the US containment policy. Now I would not wish to underrate the
importance of the US role in NATO, in any way, but there was in addition to the United States a
significant grouping of countries in Western Europe which were also eventually moving together in
economic terms to form. the European Economic Community, or European Community in political
termns, that has emerged.

Part III - Defence Liaison Division. 1962 to 65

[HILL] Ambassador Menzies, from 1962 to 1965 you were head of Defence Liaison (1) Division
in Ottawa. This was the time of the Cuban missile crisis; some very touchy relationships between
Canada and the United States, the election of the Lester Pearson Liberal Government in Ottawa in
1964, the decision to resolve the problem of nuclear weapons for the Canadian Armed Forces; and
the issue of the 1964 Defence White Paper. It was also a time of détente in East-West relations,
the agreement on the partial nuclear test ban and so on. The United States was revising its nuclear
strategy and encouraging NATO to do likewise, and there was a lot of consultation about things like
the Multilateral Nuclear Force and the Atlantic Nuclear Force. NATO was also trying to cope with
the problemn of General de GauIle's efforts to establish a more independent France and with that
movement towards quote "the dismantling of the blocs", which among other things threatened to
create widespread complacency about defence requirements throughout the Western Alliance. I
wondered if you could just tell us something about this period? What happened? What were you
involved in in that period and what were the major issues as you saw them?

[MNZIESI 1 came back from Malaya in the summer of 1961 and was assigned as Deputy to
Herb Moran, Director of the External Aid Office, aid was happily ensconced in that operation for
a six month period. Indeed looking back over a career, I think I could say that playing Santa Claus
with the money of the Canadian taxpayer would have been quite an attractive career for me. 1
always enjoyed working on aid projects. However, in February of 1962, 1 was suddenly summoned
to take over Defence Liaison (1) Division, the division responsible for NATO, North American
defence and peace keeping. Little did 1 know of some of the pitfalls that lay in that assignment,
but I was compelled to learn rather quickly about what was for me a completely new set of
substantive subjects and geographical subjects dealing with North America, Western and Eastern
Europe and the developing world for peace keeping operations. The first thing that hit me was the
realization that there were severe strains between the Progressive Conservative Governiment of Prime
Minister John Diefenbakcer and our Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable Howard
Green, and the United States administration over the arming of Bomiark Il missiles, which had been
accepted in Canada but which did not have nuclear warheads. Each meeting of the Canada-United
States Permanent Joint Board on Defence was faced with this problem, that the Diefenbakcer
government wished to have joint control over the warheads if they were to be kept in Canada,
whereas the United States insisted that they have exclusive control of the key to the storage depot,
although it would be within a Canadian enclosure and the Americans couldn't operate without
Canadian concurrence as well (but that was perhaps a semantic question).
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This issue lingered on until 1963. In January General Loris Norstad, who was the Supreme
Allied Commander for Europe, SACEUR, camne to Ottawa and held a rather disingenuous press
conference in which he said that Canada was committed to accept nuclear tactical weapons for the
CF104 aircraft, which were being deployed to Europe at that time. Ibis really put the cat among
the pigeons. A few days later Mr. Pearson made a famnous speech to a Liberal Party group, down
in the Toronto area, in which he said that Canada was committed to NATO's nuclear policies and
couldn't escape this responsibility, and that he was ashamed of the position which the Diefenbaker
governinent had taken. The US State Department issued a press release giving their account of the
negotiations which had gone on in the PJBD on the operation of nuclear weapons for Canadian
forces, Ibis resulted in Mr. Diefenbaker's governinent being defeated a couple of times in the
House of Commons and calling a General Election for April 1963. 1 think you said '64 but it was
in '63. Well Douglas Harkness the Minister of National Defence resigned, the ever young George
Hees resigned, Mr. Sevigny resigned. The election was probably fought as much on this question
of nuclear weapons as on anything and the Liberals came in with the assurance that they would
work out an agreement with the Americans on the acceptance of nuclear weapons.

This, I think, was perhaps the one issue which required a great deal of attention and
flexibility because a civil servant is expected to support the government that is in power, namnely
the Progressive Conservative Governient; and then to change policies completely to a Liberal
Governinent. Another thing which occurred and muddied the waters was the Cuban Missile Crisis
in October of 1962. This put a great deal of pressure on the governinent to accept nuclear weapons
in Canada for defensive purposes, in case what started as a local problem in the Caribbean should
escalate into a military confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union. We also had
to very quickly update our emergency measures procedures, and I was allocated the External Affairs
responsibility for dealing witii the survival of governinent in Ottawa in the event that some of the
midssiles planted in Cuba were to land in the Ottawa area. We had a teain of special persons picked
out, with the most beautiful stenographers, who were to go down a hole out near Carp and provide
some continuity of governent. ibis was just an added strain at a time of international crisis, and
gave one to understand that the whole mechanism for crisis management requires a very, very
elaborate structure of planning and of communications and of contingency arrangements and so on.
Also arising out of the Cuban missile crisis there was an issue ralsed in NATO regarding
consultation on the use of nuclear weapons. While everybody understood the crisis which had faced
President Kennedy and his small group of associates, and the serious decisions that they had to take
about the Cuban missiles and the blockade of Cuba, there was an awareness that there was no
mechanism, in NATO, per se, for emergency consultation on the use of nuclear weapons. And two
types of things were developed. One was a proposal to establish a Multilateral Nuclear Force --

a naval force was envisaged, and this was discussed -- so that in fact there would be no temptation
for the prolifération, or further proliferation, of nuclear weapons in NATO countries, to countries
like Germany. ibis was a particular concern of the Americans, British and French, and 1 think also,
a political question in Germany itself.

We had to study this question of the proposal for a multilateral nuclear force, and the
conclusion was that while it might respond to some requirements in Europe it didn't really meet any
Canadian needs, and Mr. Pearson eventually indicated that we were not going to take part in any
Multilateral Nuclear Force. However, the subject didn't go away. It was being discussed by the
Americans with individual countries outside of NATO, and this caused interventions by both Mr.
Martin at NATO foreign ministers meetings and the Honourable Paul Hellyer at NATO defence
ministers meetings. Eventually this ended up with the proposaI, from the US Defense Secretary
McNamara, for the establishment of a restricted meeting of defence ministers which evolved into



the Nuclear Planning Group, which stili exists in NATO and on which we take a rotating seat with
Norway and Denmark, from time to time.

I think this was flot a period of significant East/West tension, these years of 1962 to 1965
after the end of the Cuban Missile Crisis, because I think Krushchev and his military advisers
realized that they did flot have the maritime power to project themselves to the Caribbean. 1 think
at the saine turne it generated in their minds the need for a steady, accelerated build-up of their own
armed forces so, that they would flot have to back down again if something like the Cuban Missile
Crisis occurred again. Perhaps we were a bit too much lulled by the fact that Krushchev had
backed down, and also by the signing of the Test Ban Treaty and developments in the field of
disarmainent. I think it's proper to say that disarmarnent becaine a favorite subject under the
Progressive Conservative governinent, and that the Honourable Howard Green, in particular, took
a very strong interest in disarmament matters, in the establishmnent of the Eighteen-Nation
Disarmament Cominittee, and there was a lot of support for General Burns and his initiatives there.
The subject was continued by the Liberal Governiment when it camne to power in the spring of 1963.

A further development in this perîod was the conflict between the Greek and the Turkish
Cypriots which broke out in 1964, and Canada was one of those invited to provide forces to a
United Nations Emergency Peace Keeping Force in Cyprus. We had very littie background on
-Cyprus, and I had to do a great deal of digging in libraries and to get British Foreign Office reports
and so on on the problems of Cyprus as it had emerged, from being a British colony up to and after
World War Two, to an independent country largely ruled by President Makarios and the Greek
element and with the Turks sitting in a relatively limited area in North Cyprus, and playing only
a token part in dhe governnxent of Cyprus. Then the struggle that broke out between them drew us
in. It also, weakened the southern flank of NATO, because you had Greece and Turkey really at
loggerheads in support of their two communities and sending forces to assist those communities;
and Mr. Martin spent a great deal of his time at NATO meetings talking with the Greek and Turkish
foreign ministers and asking them to intervene with their communities in Cyprus and trying to calm
down these flare-ups of cominunity fighting between the Greeks and the Turks. Mr. Martin went
to Cyprus in 1965, just before the London Ministerial meeting in May 1965, and I accompanied him
on this trip. We saw President Makarios and Dr. Kucuk, the Vice-President representing the
Turkish community, and the Secretary General's political representative, and got a lot of the flavour
of the life lived by the members of the Canadian element of the United Nations force, because we
had provided a brigade headquarters which controlled the operations in one section along the blue
line between the two communities. There was this interface between United Nations peacekeeping
and NATO, because it so affected Greece and Turkey and their relations.

As you know, Mr. Pearson was very much interested in the possible creation of a stand-
by United Nations peacekeeping force, and with his encouragement a conference was held in Ottawa
in November of 196.4, 1 believe it was, where we had representatives from something like 23
different countnies to talk about the technical aspects of the operation of a peacekeeping force. This
was something that brought us into touch not only with the Scandinavian countries, which were
providing people for UNEF in the Middle East and for UNFICYP in Cyprus, but also, with some
countries like India which provided forces, with Pakistan, with Nigeria and some of the developing
countries of Africa. It was a very interesting experience.

Partly as a result of this, Canada, because of its technical competence in military affairs and
the fact that it wasn't one of the great powers, was drawn into the area of military training
assistance to Commonwealth countries. I remember one of our bigger projects which emerged, at
the end of 1964, was to send a military investigation teain out to Tanzania. We had a Brigadier
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Herb Love who led the group and Arthur Kroeger who was working for me at that time went out
as the External Affairs representative; and they came back with a proposai that we take on training
and advisory services for the Tanzanian Armed Forces, and the governiment accepted this. A littie
while later the Tanzanians asked if we would provide an air unit and we provided a couple of
Caribou and six Otter aircraft. These were to help move the troops around in case there were
security requirements in the country. Ibis was a 20 million dollar proposition with perhaps 80
Canadian officers in the field at the time; it did draw off some of the contribution which might
otherwise have been made to NATO, but it was one which was enjoyed by the Department of
National Defence which tbought it was a good operation, and it related quite a bit to Mr. Pearson's
view that it would also contribute to our capacity in the peace-keeping field.

[HILL] A couple of otiier points, if 1 might raise them, on that period. One is you mentioned the
question of nuclear control in NATO and consultations about nuclear questions. This was a central
issue, so far as the French were concerned, iii this period. I mean they had their own proposais,
which they put forward in 1958, for a three power directorate. General De Gaulle backed Mr.
Kennedy very strongly during the Cuban Missile Crisis, but on the other hand his reaction
afterwards was to say that if this had taken place in Europe, France would have wanted to have
much more of a say in things; and then, of course, gradually France moved to an autonomous
position within NATO. How much invoived were you with this issue? Wbat sort of role did
Canada play in trying to bridge the gap, shall we say, between the French and some of the others?

[M NZIES Weil, 1 would say tbat Mr. Martin tried very bard to maintain links with the French
and his manoeuvers before and during NATO ministerial meetings were to rush to see the French
Foreign Minister Couve de Murville, I believe it was at the time, and to try to ease the relationships
between the French and the Americans. And probably at the Foreign Minister level he had some
impact. But I think Generai De Gaulle had bis own ideas wbich were perhaps not wholly
communicated to ail the members of bis entourage. Ail of this, of course, was in a period in which
Canada thought it had a special relationship with France--as it was before General De Gaulle's visit
to Canada and bis famous outcry of "Vive le Quebec libre". During this time Mr. Pearson was the
first Canadian Prime Minister to ever visit Paris, and he was well received by De Gaulle and given
a big dmnner, and so on, and had talks with Prime Minister Pompidou and I think we feit that we
were doing about as mucb as could be done in terms of toadying to the French. In the end it didn't
do us much good because our couple of squadrons, CF104 squadrons, bad to be moved out of
France to Germany and the squadrons wbich we left at Marville had to be taken out of the nuclear
strike role and made into reconnaissance aircraft, because General De Gaulle wouid flot have nuclear
weapons whicb were flot under French control on French soul.

[HILL] There was a period when there was a wbole lot of Alliance consultation about the role of
France and of bargaining with the French. But I believe that would have been after the period when
you were dealing with these issues.

[MNZIES Yes, after I'd gone toi Australia.

[HILL] But this issue of the French was there throughout the whole period you were with Defence
Liaison. It was feit in the public, I remember.

[MENZIESJ Yes. Weil, one must remember that, at that time, NATO Headquarters was stili in
Paris, and we went there for ail our Ministerial meetings that were held at NATO Headquarters.
It did have some impact that the meetings were being held in Paris rather than in Brussels.



[HILL] About this period, 1 remember issues of Tinie magazine proclaimîng the New Europe,
which was going to be like America. Barriers between East and West were supposed to be breaking
down. There was talk about the two political systems, Eastern and Western, drawing dloser
together. It was really in many ways a period when it looked as though NATO could be on the
verge of becoming obsolete. Is that your impression of that period?

[MNZIES] 1 wouldn't have said so, myseif. I think there were enough problems about Berlin.
I would have said that while there was certainly flot a, "severe strain", in East/West relations at this
time, there was flot the samne euphoria which emerged in the second period when 1 was Ambassador
to NATO and the German Ostpolitik was in play and the CSCE conference was convened. This was
a period nearly 10 years later when I think détente did become a significant factor. It's also
interesting that during this period, the end of 1964, October perhaps, Khrushchev was ousted by
his colleagues, and 1 think there was an awareness after that that the Soviet leadership was flot going
to be as flexible as this shoe thumping Khrushchev had seemed to be prepared to be in bis meetings
with Kennedy.

There 's one other littie issue that I'd like to mention here and that is an experiment which
was tried, 1 think it was in 1964 also, of a meeting of a Defence Committee of Ministers between
Canada and the United States. The relationships for North American defence, from the timne of the
'Ogdensburg Agreement, had been handled by the Canada/ United States Permanent Joint Board of
officiais and military people on Defence, and also by direct liaison between Canadian military
commuanders, naval, air and army, with their opposites. The experiment was to send down a team
of Ministers chaired by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Martin and including Paul
Hellyer, the Minister of National Defence, and the Minister of Finance and a couple of others, and
they met with the US Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of the
Treasury. I thinc this was tried about two times, and then it was realized that this put Canadian
Ministers under too much direct, heavy pressure and that it was really easier to sidestep pressure
from the United States by keeping them at civil servants' arms length through the PJBD, and to
avoid the embarrassment of direct organized meetings in which the Americans could put pretty direct
pressure on Canada. And the mechanism for control of North American defence, either as a
separate subject or as a NATO sector, has neyer been either brought into NATO as a political
military subject nor organized in a way that Canada's contribution to NORAD or the emnergency
Plans for the defence of North America, or cooperation in military exercises or naval exercises off
either coast, well off the West coast in particular, are brought under some ministerial committee.
Canada always felt a lot more comfortable in the NATO environment than it did meeting directly
with the United States and the pressures that could be brought on Ministers.

(HIILLJ That's very interesting, because a number of other people have touched on that kind of
issue,the question of the bilateral relationship with the US in NORAD and otherwise.

[MIENZIES] WelI, it's neyer been completely organized, and has been, I guess, deliberately left
unorganized because a satisfactory mechanism is difficult to achieve. And it shows the difficulty
that other bilateral or trilateral partners of the United States face, whether it is the US/Japan
Security Treaty or the ANZUS arrangement between the United States and Australia , New Zealand,
where they meet perhaps once a year and a lot of things are brought together at that point, and
there can, I think, be a feeling that because of the disparity of both economic and military strength,
the dialogue is flot between equals in any way at aIl.

[HILL] Which I presume indicates that membership in NATO is a great advantage to Canada.
It is easier to deal with the United States when one is associated with others, as in NATO.
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[MNZIES] ,Yes, and it is economical for the United States to keep 14 or 15 allies informed
through a mechanism in NATO, far easier than cailing in the Japanese Ambassador, the Australian
and New Zealand Ambassadors. Indeed, one of the things that emerged in my first contact with
NATO in mhe early sixties was arrangements by which we did some briefing of the Australians and
New Zealanders about the international issues which were part of the consultative process, the
political consultative process, or studies mhat were prepared in NATO. The Australians and New
Zealanders were very grateful to get miîs larger perspective on EastlWest relations because their own
arrangements with mhe Americans in ANZUS focused very much on the South Pacific security area
and perhaps Soumh East Asia. It did not bring mhem into what were in fact world balance of power
and nuclear deterrence issues to mhe saine extent. During my second time around in NATO the
Japanese began to take a considerably increased interest in what was going on in NATO because
they realized that mhere were exchanges of views on broad strategic questions taking place there
which they were curious about. But mhey were so, what shall I say, sensitive about being seen to
have any connection wimh NATO because of mhe No War clause in mheir constitution and mhe
opposition of the Sociaiist Party, that mhis ail had to be handled very discreetly and sometimes under
mhe rubric of disarmament.

[HILL] I wonder if 1 couid ask you one iast question before we complete mhis morning's session.
That is, while you were at Defence Liaison between 1962 and 1965, the 1964 White Paper on
Defence was written and adopted by the Canadian government. This looked toward having more
mobile forces. It also led to the unification of the armed forces. Did you feel then that mhe
government was already looking at some changes in Canada's role in NATO and perhaps to some
diminution in Canada's military contribution? If so, was miîs seen as a reflection of normal changes
in world relationships? Did it or did it not indicate any diminution in Canada's involvement and
interest in NATO in generai?

[MNZIES] In preparation for mhe White Paper on Defence which Mr. Hellyer brought down, a
great number of studies were prepared in mhe Department of National Defence and in mhe Department
of Externai Affairs. In mhe first draft, which was prepared by a committee in mhe Department of
National Defence wimh representation from External Affairs, one got something mhat might be
described as a traitionai 10 year projection of existing roies and priorities in National Defence.
Little did we realize mhat ail this effort was not going to be incorporated in the final paper which
was written by Mr. Heilyer wim mhe assistance of his personal executive, assistant, Wing
Commander Bill Lee. I mhink mhe short termn impact of mhe White Paper was mhe devastating impact
on mhe armed forces of mhe proposais for integration, and mhere was a great deal of resistance,
particularly in mhe naval command, and a generai feeling among a lot of people mhat miîs was not in
the NATO pattern. No omher country in NATO had done mhe samne mhing. So to some extent mhe
creation of Mobile Command, which reaily was a command for mhe land forces to balance Maritime
Command and Air Transport Command and Air Command, was perhaps obscured by the shouting
and clamour over mhis integration of the armed forces. But mhere's no doubt mhat the idea of a
Mobile Command Headquarters at St. Hubert, in Quebec, with responsibility for the brigade in
Germany and in fact for mhe Tactical Air Units which were over mhere, mhis was a new concept
which I think was only being raised, but it was not significant. It was not projected to the same
extent mhat it was when Donald Macdonald's next review of defence came out, in which they
specificaily talked about air mobile forces and units. The sort of commitment which we had,
particulariy to Northern Norway, was somnething mhat required air portable forces. There was
somemhing a littie incongruous certainly, in peacetime, in terms of the tank-equipped. unit in
Germany and mhe air mobile requirement, which fitted in with peace-keeping in terms of support for



Norway and in order to be able to move people quickly through Air Transport Command, to Cyprus
or the Middle East or wherever else.

[HILL] But, in effect, although it looked towards some sort of structural changes, it was flot
really an indication of a diminution of Canadian interest in NATO.

[MENZIES] Oh, 1 wouldn't say so. 1 think that Mr. Pearson himself was a very, very strong
NATO man. We had a meeting of NATO Ministers in Canada, in 1964 1 think it was, and Mr.
Pearson made quite a strong statement at that time, ini which he re-emphasized Article Two of the
NATO Treaty, and said if we didn't include the political, economic, and social cooperation among
members of NATO, NATO would sooner or later fade away. Other mechanisms were being
evolved at that time for dealing with the economic problems through the OECD and the European
Community concept.

[HILL] WeIl, 1 think we will close at that point for today.

Pant IV - Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council. 1972-76

[HILL] Ambassador Menzies, you took up your appointment as Canada's Permanent Representative
to the North Atlantic Council in the autumn of 1972, if 1'm flot mistaken. You were there in
Brussels till 1976 during four very eventful years. What strikes me about that period is the fact that
prior to that you'd been in Australia I think for seven years, and then, as we mentioned during the
previous part of the interview, much of your earlier experience too had been on what one might caîl
a global basis, in fact to some degree focused on the Far East aside from the period as Head of
Defence Liaison (1) Division. Could you tell us something about how you came to be appointed
Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council and what sort of situation you found when you arrived
there?

[MNZIESJ 1 had spent seven years as High Commissioner to Australia during quite an exciting
time in Australian economic development, and I was certainly ready to move but didn't expect to
be asked to go to NATO because I had no background in European affairs, other than the period
from 1962 to 1965 when I served as Head of Defence Liaison (1) Division which dealt with NATO.
1 suppose that my general background and that period of specialized experience was thought to equip
me for an assignment to NATO, but I'm flot privy to the discussions that may have taken place.
My predecessor, Ross Campbell, had already spent four years at NATO, and it was publicly known
that he had been opposed to the Trudeau government's reduction of the Canadian military
contribution ini Europe by fifty percent, and therefore I suppose it was time for a change of
representatives. As I was not involved in any way in the decisions of the 1969/70 period, that may
have been one of the reasons I was selected for the assignment. When I reached Brussels, in the
autumn of 1972, I think it fair to say that the other Permanent Representatives to NATO had
digested the Canadian reduction. The world had not fallen apart because of that reduction. But the
redoubtable Secretary General Luns certainly wasn't going to avoid any opportunity to chide
Canadians for the example which they had set in reducing. I felt that my job was te accept the
situation, as it existed, and make the best of it, and 1 had a great deal to, learn about Western
Europe, Eastern Europe, about what had been going on over the last seven years in NATO and
about how to run a great big multi-faceted delegation and it took me some time to seule in.

The situation which I found on arrivaI at NATO 1 try to summarize this way. The United
States had been trying to disengage from Vietnam. It was changing its approach te the Peoples
Republic of China. President Nixon had been having discussions and had been making some



progress in his talks with the Soviet leaders. Our own Mr. Trudeau had his Ostpolitik which in a
smail way was consistent with these American efforts, and Chancellor Brandt of the Federal German
Republic had his Ostpolitik, and these things made up to a spirit or tentative feeling toward detente
which was reflected in the proposais for a Conférence on Security and Co-operation in Europe. It's
true that this was to be balanced by discussions about specific troop reductions in central Europe,
the so-called Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction Talks. We in Canada had, I think, been
somewhat disabused of our idea that we had a special relationship with the United States when
Secretary Connolly slapped some restrictions on Canadian trade with the United States, in the same
way that those restrictions were applied to everybody else's trade, and we were perhaps reviewing
how we could lessen our excessive dependence on the United States. At that time Britain was in
the last stages of entry into the European Economic Community. Britain had been an important
trading partner of Canada, and I think the thought was that we should try to develop an economic
reiationship with the European Community at a time when we were going to have to change our
trading relations with the United Kingdom if it entered the European Community. In broad termns,
I think there was considerabie European and Canadian relief that the Americans were disengaging
themselves from Vietnam. There was inevitably some spili-over of dissatisfaction in Europe with
what the United States had got itself into and the methods it was using in Vietnam. 1 think there was
aiso a desire to see some of the troops which had been taken out of Europe by the United States for
service in Vietnam, returned to their positions; and I think the Europeans hoped that the United
States would pay more attention to European affairs as a resuit of their disengagement. Dr.
Kissinger's talk about a multi-polar world struck a responsive chord. 1 remnember Secretary of
State for External Affairs Mitchell Sharp recognizing this, in seeing that in addition to the United
States and the Soviet Union there were elements of either existing or potential strength in Japan, in
China and certainly in Western Europe as it was pulling itself together as a comnmunity. But the
nature of that polarity was flot just a balance of nuclear terror as it existed, and rather uniquely
between the United States and the Soviet Union. These were to indicate other emerging centres of
power; and 1 think on the whole the Europeans and we in Canada welcomed this.

[HLLI Did he make these views known already in 1972? So the end of 1972 was in a way
rather a watershed, because first of ail you had the re-election of President Nixon, and then you also
had in early 1973 the Vietnami Cease-fire Agreement, which in effect marked the pullout of the
United States from Vietnam; then the United States was able to turn its attention more fuily to the
European theatre and the general, global scene. So these ideas about a multi-polar world that you
mentioned, was that early 1973 more or less?

[MENZIES] Certainly the ideas began to be more firmly expressed, but 1 would say they had their
origin in American recognition of the spiit between the Soviet Union and The People's Republic of
China and the decision to move toward a more forthcoming working-relationship, with China, which
ended in The Shanghai Communique of September 1972, and the decision of the United States to
turn over responsibility for the conduct of the war in Vietnam to the Thîeu government, although
they had difficulty in disengaging and in the negotiations, which had been going on for a year or
so before the cease-fire of early February 1973. 1 think that there was a shift in Dr. Kissinger's
thinking already emerging at the end of 1971-1972, and it was certainly more clearly articulatedl
after President Nixon's re- election at the end of 1972 and going into 1973.

[HULL] 1 think that what you mentioned is quite fascinating, partly because you may have been
more aware of some of these changes in US thinking, and at an earlier stage, than others who,
were involved in international affairs at that time. In my own case, being absorbed in the work of
NATO in 1972-1973, inside the machine, the impression was that relations between Europe and the
United States and Canada in NATO were extremely good. Things seemed to, be moving along.
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Everybody seemed to be moving in parallel. Consultation was good. 1 think the only difficulty in
that period, say early 1972, was sometimes in getting the attention of the United States, owing to
its absorption elsewhere. But 1 think that what most people expected was that the United States
would follow along what you might cail the more traditional paths of perhaps beefing up the
Western Alliance as a solid first base before dealing with anybody else outside. But one's
impression was that, instead of that, President Nixon, having been re-elected, and the Vietnam
cease-fire agreement having been made, gave more attention to this-other, new policy. But China
and Japan were still flot the nuclear superpowers that the United States was. Neither was Europe,
of course. I wonder if you could say something about that. 0f course Dr. Kissinger had his Year
of Europe, which came in early 1973. But what about US relations with Europe? What were they
trying to do there, and how did this compare with Canada's views towards Europe in this period?

[MNZIES] That's a difficult question to speak about. It seems to me that Dr. Kissinger had in
his mind a sort of A tlantic dumbel relationship, that is the United States with the European
Community, and there was, I think, a hankering that, instead of having to deal with the major
European partners individually, they would talk out their positions among themselves, and somehow
or other become a more integrated and a more responsible element that he could talk to in somne
kind of a collectivity. Now that concept was certainly flot one that enthused Canadian ministers or
their official advisors at ail, because we had had a position in NATO for nearly 25 years that we
regarded as giving us a multilateral forum in which we could express views, influence the formation
of policies and s0 on, and we valued that particular forum. Not only that but in 1972 under the
direction of the Secretary of State, the Honourable Mitchell Sharp, a paper had been prepared on
Canada/United States relations, a paper that was missing in the five part folio on Foreign Policy for
Canadians that had been issued in 1970, and this came down to favouring what was called the Third
Option, that Canada should seek to strengthen its relations with other countries and particularly with
the European Economic Community. So that we were thinking in terms of developing a contractual
link with a consultative mechanism with the European Community. I'd like to just elaborate on that
a little bit tùrtjier. It seems to me that we had the objective of establishing our own economnic
contractual linjc with the European Community. But in addition to that we wanted to maintain a
flexible relationship with the Western European countries on foreign policy questions, flot just
strategic, and flot just within die NATO area, but a consultative mechanism, which had been worked
out over the years of NATO, to discuss, to inform each other, take into account each other's
interests and so on, in the formation of foreign policy. Now we found that the European
Community foreign ministers were beginning a process of political coordination, foreign policy
coordination, especiaîîy on matters which were flot strategic, and quite often on matters which
were outside the NATO defence perimeter area, questions like the Middle East and policies of tJiatkind. Here we were confronted with an initiative, which involved the political directors general of
the foreign ministries of the European Comuninty getting together on a regular basis, quite oftenevery two months, with working groups under them to coordinate their positions on a whole seriesof foreign policy questions. Then when they reached some comnmon position they put that up totheir foreign ministers and the foreign ministers finally hammiered out a position. They weren'tgoing to back down in consultations with the United States, Canada, Norway or the Southern flankcountries, like Turkey and Greece, which perhaps were flot as closely involved in some of theseissues. And 1 think it was as a result of the discussion of that foreign policy formation by theEuropean Comniunity, that we probably exercised in that period a considerable influence inimpressing upon the Europeans the value of keeping a good part of the discussion and exchange of
views and consultation on foreign policy things in NATO, rather than creating a dumbbell situation.
Now this was a real situation, for instance, for the Conference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe. The European Commnunity developed their own positions before the subject was brought
to the NATO Council for discussion. We had this with regard to the Middle East, with regard to
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Cyprus, with regard to a whoie series of issues and at one stage, I think, the professionals in the
State Department, if my guess is right, managed to persuade Dr. Kissinger that it was flot entirely
desirable to eniphasize to the European Community: "you fellows make up your minds first, and
then we can talk together as equais". And of course it suited our purposes that the consultative
process should remain more diffuse, because there was no room for Canada if it became a kind of
trans-Atlantic dumbbell with two main focuses of power and decision-making. We would be left
out of it, and some of this found its expression in the drafting of the 1974 Atlantic Deciaration.

[HILL] 1 wondered if we might corne on to that later. Although Dr. Kissinger wanted a united
Europe, he wanted one which wouid be fast-reacting and be able to move quickiy on the
international scene, the way that he liked.

LMNZIES] That's right. That's right. Which wasn't possible with five vetos there. Our
experience was that Monsieur Jobert, the French Foreign Minister, was particularly prickiy and
difficuit. He and Dr. Kissinger ciashed constantiy and there was almost bad blood at that timne, and
a wiliingness on the part of the French to just hoid things up, and 1 think that Britain and Germany
began to see that this was going to affect the whoie sense of trans-Atlantic solidarity. The British
had always had their speciai reiationship in discussions with the Americans and it hadn't really
dawned on themn, but the Germans certainiy began to realize, that this tyrpe of obstacle to co-
operation, trans-Atiantic co-operation, was flot in their interest. Fortunateiy, there were also somne
very able officiais, I'm thinking of André De Staerke, the Dean of the NATO Council in Belgium,
and Viscount d'Avignon, who was the political Director Generai of the Beigian Foreign Ministry,
people like that who had a great deal of understanding of the diffuse but necessary character of the
trans-Atlantic relationship, which probably shouid not be jostled too much.

[HILL] The other thing, 1 think, is that Dr. Kissinger's vision of Europe wasn't always in tune
with the reality. In effect, what he was looking for was a Europe which was under single direction,
in ternis of flot only economic policy but also of foreign policy; and of course at that point it hadn't
reached that stage on foreign policy or even more on defence. In fact the defence of Western
Europe is conducted through NATO, 50 it wasn't reaily quite in tune with reality.

[MENZIESJ And quite apart fromn NATO there was the OECD, which met in Paris and which
was not restricted to NATO membership. When a crisis like the oil or energy crisis came on that
was an OECD responsibility, and basicaily the economic aspects of the oil crisis were handled by
the energy committee of the OECD, flot by the European Community as such, flot by NATO, but
in this other body; and I think Dr. Kissinger somehow overlooked the fact there had grown up
"like Topsy" a certain framework for the discussion of différent subjects, and that it was better to
patch that up, than to start ail over again.

[HILLI I was very struck by the comment you made that there was a certain amount of friction,
shall we say, between M. Jobert and Dr. Kissinger and others. I wonder if you could say
something about the general atmosphere inside NATO in terms of consultations in early 1973? For
example, how well conducted, in your view, were the MBFR Expioratory Talks? What was the
general sense, the feeling aniong the NATO countries, about the state, of consultations in the early
part of 1973?

[MENZIESJ Well, on the CSCE, the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, there
had been advance discussion and consultation and position papers on desiderata prepared in NATO,
but once the negotiations got under way in Geneva, the working talks, governments tended to send
guidance directly to their delegations in Geneva, and both European Community and NATO
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caucuses met there. But they were flot only thinking of the position that would be adopted by the
Eastern European countries under Soviet leadership, but also of the bridging role that could be
played by the non aligned countries - Sweden, Finland,Austria, perhaps Malta, although Malta was
a special thorn in the flesh at that time. On the other hand in the case of the MBFR, which was
a conference basically between two blocs, the policy was decided at NATO headquarters and the
delegations in Vienna discussed tactics, and they had of course an input to their own governents
but they did flot have the authority to develop policy. Now as the talks began on MBFR 1 think it
was recognized that both the US and the Soviet Union should make the first troop reductions. What
emerged, however, was that the Europeans, and particularly the Federal Republic of Germany,
could see that the design of the Warsaw Pact countries was to get a first phase agreement which
would put a straitjacket on their forces to hold them to a certain size, to have them perhaps subject
to some kind of inspection. And there was a great deal of nervousness about the imbalance of
forces between East and West if some kind of restrictions were to be put on the Western countries,
and this slowed the whole process down as governments began to think of the implications of an
agreement. It was also interesting that, in this period, the MBFR on-going discussions were used
by the United States government as a way to fend off any pressures from Congress to reduce
American forces in Europe for financial reasons, balance of payments reasons or other things, - they
would only reduce their American forces in Europe in a balanced sort of way. That had its
iîmplications for Canadian forces as well. We would flot reduce our forces in Europe until some
agreement had been reached at the MBFR.

[HILL] By and large, do you think that these talks were reasonably well conducted, or was there
any sense of, say, the United States trying to move faster than the others wanted to go, or slower?
What was the sentiment about that in the NATO Council?

IMNZIESJ I would say that the MBFR talks were probably one of the best examples of NATO
coordination that I've seen. I think that there were obvious differences between the interests of the
United States and the Soviet Union on the one hand, and other countries, but any sort of régime of
control that would be established under M13FR would be imposed on Germany in particular and
there was considerable sensitivity in Germany. In fact, 1 can recall in later years learning with
interest that the German foreign ministry had weekly meetings with their Members of Parliament
to talk about where the MBFR talks were going, practically on a weekly basis because of the
potential implications for them of a regime that might be set up for Central Europe that would affect
them. You can't imagine Canadian Members of Parliament being that much interested ini the MBFR
talks.

[HILL] What about the impact also of the Year of Europe, Dr. Kissinger's calI for a Year of
Europe? He also called for a new Atlantic Charter in early 1973. My impression was that the
United States found that the Europeans picked these up and Canada picked them up a little bit, but
flot quite in the spirit that the Americans wanted. Then the Americans dropped them to some degree
afterwards. They lost a large degree of interest in these thinga at a certain point.

[MNZIES] Yes, but there was this below-the-surface need to find or to reconcile the intention
of the European Communzty countries, to coordinate their foreign policy, and a feeling that if they
retreated from that it would be a sign of lack of cohesion. Yet each of the five main memibers of
the Euiropean Community were trying to retain their veto power. There was no permanent
secretariat like the European Economnic Commission staffs in Brussels. The Chairmanship rotated
every six months, and it was the responsibility of each foreign office under the foreign minister who
was chairman for six months to provide the secretariat, and the reconciling of that aspiration, and
legitimate aspiration, of the European Community to coordinate their foreign policy in certain areas
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had to be reconciled with their relationships with the United States, in particular, but also with the
other members of the Alliance. There was the special position of Ireland which was flot a member
of NATO, so NATO was flot for ail purposes an entirely satisfactory forum, alternative forum, for
these discussions. But I think there were other distractions that came in, like the Middle East War
in 1973 and the fact that the United States flew supplies, military equipment for Israel, through
Germany, through Spain, through Portugal to the Middle East without so rnuch as a by-your-leave;
and the fact that the Americans went on to stage a world-wide alert for their forces, without
consultation, carne as a shock. Now this had reverberations even in Canada because the American
component of NORAD went onto alert and the Canadian component didn't go onto alert and
questions were raised in Parliament about this. There was, I think, as a result of that experience -

and the fact that the Europeans also made certain proposais for a seulement of the Middle East
dispute which were flot entirely to the American's liking and made them as a European Community
proposai without consulting the United States -these things were ail recognized as being rather
divisive incidents and it was necessary to find ways of healing those misunderstandings; and that,
1 think, did result in some recognition of the need to pull together. The Americans, for instance,
also wanted to see the Western position on oit fully coordinated and that we should as a group deal
with the OPEC countries. Whereas the French, looking after themselves, wanted some bilateral
deals and went ahead and entered into them, and this certainly didn't help relations and we tended
to sympathize with the American position on this.

[HILL] It seems to me that was kind of a re-assertion of traditional cleavages within the Alliance
and that was the kind of thing that had arisen in 1956 in the Suez Crisis. It's rather a different
thing than Dr. Kissinger's architectural moves to restructure the world. 1 think one tiiing that seems
to me to have been there is a concern about the United States going over the head of the Europeans,
and Canada too, and perhaps also, Japan at times, in dealing with the Soviet Union and other
powers. I was wondering, what was the reaction of NATO to the earty 1973 US/Soviet Agreement
on the Prevention of Nuclear War? Did that cause much of a stir?

[MNZIESJ I think one would have to say that the Americans have pretty consistently had so
much difficulty withîn their own administration and internaI opposition that they were aimost as
hidebound as the European Community countries were and that they tended to flot consult
sufficiently with their partners. They informed but they didn't consult. I think this has been a
problem of American relations with their partners on strategic weapons discussions from the very
beginning. Mechanisms have been worked out in recent years for consultation at the senior officiai
level on intermediate range nuclear forces, but generally speaking NATO has been informed of what
the United States is doing on the strategic weapons side. And there was, I think we mentioned this
last time, the differences due to lack of consultation, real consultation, at the time of the Cuban
Missile Crisis, which resulted eventually in the establishment of the Nuclear Planning Group of
NATO defence ministers; and that Nuclear Planning Group is again a place where the United States
inforîns its allies of its appraisal of the strategic balance and what it's going to do about it, but not
in detail (aithough certain exercises, hypotheticai studies about the consultative mechanisms on the
use of nuclear weapons, are prepared for these NPG meetings). But it is really quite difficult to
envisage a full scale discussion in NATO of aIl the pros and cons of each option that could be
chosen by the United States in its negotiations with the Soviets, and there is a problem of possible
security lealcage of information through out-of-date communications systems or things of that kind,
that are a matter of great concern when you're dealing with such fearsome weapons as Inter-
Continental Ballistic Missiles of one kind or another.

[HILL] If we could then wrap up miîs question of the allied relationships of mhe United States:
by and large, I have the impression mhat you feel, on mhe whole, while mhere may have been some



concemn about US relations with the Alliance, on the whole people were more or less satisfied. I'mthinking now about the situation prior to the specific issue of the Middle East War in 1973.

[MENZIES] Yes. One of the things that was, 1 think, a source of satisfaction was that Kissingercame from Moscow on his way back even before going to see the President, to brief the Council,or deputed his number two man to corne and brief the Council, and this meant that the information
was made available to governments pretty quickly on what went on; and the atmospherics of thediscussions with the Soviets were given to you; and provided we wrote our telegrams in a colourful
way we could put that back to Ottawa in a way that was rneaningful.

[HILL] Let's go on to the summer, then, of 1973. Already Watergate was an issue in the United
States. Did that have an effect on US policy in NATO?

[MNZIES] Well, 1 don't think the summer of 1973 was a particularly eventful timne if myrecollection is correct. It's really when the Middle East war broke out that problems arose, butcertainly any lame duck situation with regard to the position of the US President is difficuit. Peoplein Europe as in well as Canada are very aware that decisions are just not taken in Washington forsix months or so and nothing happens unless the initiative cornes from sornewhere else. Watergatecertainly had that effect, that the Americans were not taking initiatives because of their concern
about conditions at home.

[HILL] Right. Let's go on to the Middle East War of 1973 and then the Energy Crisis. Youtouched on it a little bit earlier, 1 think. My impression is it was almost the case that you couldsay, looked at from the outside: 'Will NATO ever learn?" "Will the Alliance ever learn?" I meanthe Middle East always seems to be the biggest problern, it crates the biggest splits inside theAlliance. 1 wonder if you could tell us something about what happened in that period inside NATO
headquarters?

[MNZIESI 1'm not sure that my rnemory is very clear on details of that particular crisis. Butthe US support for Israel, military support and political support, was pretty evident and it includedthe transfer of military equipment through Germany, through US bases in Germany and throughPortugal and through the Azores to Israel without so much as a by-your-leave to the governmentsconcerned. There was a world-wide alert of US forces also when the threat of Soviet interventionloomed. There was a good deal of discussion in NATO about Soviet capability of moving two orthree divisions by air, because they had demonstrated their capability to airlift in the annual rotationof their troops in Eastern Europe; and s0 there was 1 think a good deal of concern. The Frenchagain, and in particular, were at that period a good deal more pro-Arab and 1 think French logicalso took the view that it was the Arabs who controlled the oil and one should pay attention to thatfact. So, you had Dr. Kissinger wanting to get the Western partners to decide policies jointly,which meant reaîîy supporting US positions, and the French attitude was to go off and negotiatetheir own deals on oit with the Arab countries, and to get the European Community to offer to playa rote in 'nediation in the Middle East. And they came out with a declaration, which they hadn'tshown the Americans in advance, and that irritated Dr. Kissinger who always wanted to handie theMiddle East himself. He didn't want the Soviets in. He didn't want the European Community toplay a rote in the Middle East. He wanted to run it hirnself. 1 think that did create a good dealof unhappiness in NATO and it's a constant sore point and 1 don't think one can say it has beensolved yet, except to say that the US has not in recent years been quite as interventionist.

[HILL] This also raised the question of the utility and the depth of NATO consultations oneconomic issues, because, for example, you mentioned the French being dependent on Middle East



oil but of course the Italians were even more so. The Greeks and the Turks and that whole
Southern wing were very dependent on Middle East oil. And to some degree the other Europeans
also. But how good was the consultation on the economic aspects, on the question of oil supply,
inside NATO? Did it prompt NATO to think it should do more in the area of economic
consultation?

[MNZIES] Well, as you know, NATO has an economidc committee which does somne quite good
studies particularly on the economic position of the Warsaw Pact countries. Some studies on the
Middle East and so on and other areas were macle by the Economnic Committee but they were more
informational than actual suggestions about policy. The intelligence people within NATO, that is
the military and the civilian intelligence people, also did a number of papers on Middle East oul,
and there were also somne discussions about contingency planning, in the case of interruption of the
supply of oul from the Middle East, done by the Military Committee. But by and large, 1 think the
attitude of the goverrnents was that this was an OECD responsibility and there was an energy
commidttee struck which deait, I think, pretty vigorously with oit and what could be done about
sharing oit in the event of the interruption of supply and so on. Canada, and the United States,
were perhaps less immediately affected than the Europeans because we had a good share of what
we needed anyway in Canada and the United States was drawing oul from Venezuela and places like
that, which were flot subject to interruption by the Middle East war.

[HILL] When you mentioned the energy conimittee you were referring to the energy committee
of the OECD?

[MNZIES] Yes.

[HILL] If we could move on then, into the 1974 period. That was the time when Watergate
became really a major issue in the United States; and then eventually President Nixon stepped down.
It was also the period in which, I think it was by June 1974, NATO had moved to establish the
Atlantic Declaration, which was agreed in the Ottawa ministerial meeting here in June of that year.
I wonder if you could tell us a little bit about that whole process, how that declaration came to be
written and agreed upon. Did it have its antecedents in the cail for a new Atlantic Charter of Dr.
Kissinger earlier on?

[MNZIES] Yes, I think it did, and it also flowed, I think, from the backroomn discussions of the
relationship of the United States, of Canada, of Norway and other non-European Community
countries with the efforts of the Europeans to stake out an area and a procedure for foreign policy
coordination among themn. And it was as much a reiteration, I would say basically, of two concepts;
one, the reiteration of the interdependence of North America and Europe for each other' s security,
and this was an area in which 1, and other members of the Canadian delegation, had to, do a great
deal of work to, ensure that each time the importance of the US military contribution in Europe was
mentioned that there was "and Canadian troops" also put in there, because we were not to be left
out on any occasion; and the second aspect of this was to emphasize the importance of close and
continuing consultation within NATO on items tJiat would have both a direct and indirect effect on
the interests and security of the members of NATO, and a specific reference to the fact that these
interests could be affected by events which took place outside the NATO area. I think on the whole
that declaration stands up pretty well. We were enormously pleased with what we achieved. I
thought I should have got a Canada decoration out of this operation, and it was rather unfortunate
that it wasn't called the Ottawa Declaration, because it was approved here at the June Foreign
Ministers meeting in Ottawa, but at the last moment the Presiclent of the United States said he
wanted to go over to Brussels at the Head of State level and sign the document. Mr. Trudeau was
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sufficiently miffed by this undercutting of the Canadian role that he decided flot to go to Brussels
and sent the Honourable Senator Paul Martin to sign the document.

[HILL] I think one of the key phrases in that document, if I'm flot mistaken, is the phrase that it
was a question of things which affected members of the Alliance "as members of the Alliance".
It wasn't simply that ail of the other allies would back up one of the members who was in trouble
in, lets say, Africa. If they were in trouble in Africa, it was a question of whether that affected
Alliance interests. Then everybody else would take a role.

[MNZIES] Certainly. But there was, I think, an attitude of interdependency or a recognition
of interdependency to the extent, for instance, that it is stated in one of the paragraphs that the
maintenance of adequate defence forces by the European countries makes a contribution to the
security of North America. It wasn't just Americans and Canadians contributing to the security of
Western Europe.

[HILL] My impression, though I was flot at NATO at that time, 1 was in Kingston, my impression,
looking at this development from the outside, was that it was rather a nice development, a good
result out of the earlier calîs for a new Atlantic Charter. There was a solid recognition of the need
-for sound consultations and there were some advances made there in terms of defining just what itmeant to be a good alIy in terms of consulting with one's partners. Did you see it, also, as a sort
of following on from the work of the Three Wise Men in 1956? The Pearson, Lange and Martino
exercise?

IMNZIES] Definitely. Except that this was drafted by the permanent representatives, or someof us, and it was a very long-drawn out exercise. I'm sure if one were to get out the files of the
various delegations we should find several inches of paper.

MHILL] It was a sort of deepening of the principles recorded in 1956, a fùrther development ofthem. Your mentioning President Nixon's involvement with the final stage of this is interesting,
because my impression of that particular visit of his to Europe was that it was a last scrambling,
a looking for popular support for his administration, at a time when it was in very deep trouble.
Ini fact it was only shortly afterwards that he stepped down. Then you had President Ford cornein, and normaîly when a new US President cornes in, as with any other government, but perhaps
even more so in the US case, it takes a while for them to, get a grip on things; and my impression
was that from, then on there was a sort of return to normal in East/West relations, and thingsbecamne normal in the sense of almost too normal, solidified if you like, into the old patterns,because of President Ford being rather more small 'c conservative in his approach to internationalaffairs. Also, of course, in Moscow you had Brezhnev still at that time, already in a state wherehe was not being at ai adventurous about anything. Was that how you would see the state of
EastfWest affairs at that time?

LMNZIESJ Yes, and I think some of the lampoons about President Ford and his intelflectualqualities had their effect on European attitudes. He was a very nice man and the NATO Councilwas invited after a SACLANT meeting to go up to Washington, and we had our photograph takenin the Oval Office and everybody got an enormous ashtray and a pen and we were taken out i thePresidential yacht on the Potomnac and everything was done in an avuncular sort of way, but therereally wasn't any substance in it.

[HILL] But on the other hand, perhaps it was a relatively safe period in East/West relations in
some ways, was it not, more or less up to 1976?
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[MNZIES] Yes it was.

[HILL] Could we turfi now to the question of Canadian policy in this period. Mr. Trudeau was
re-elected in 1974, 1 think it was. Did you find any difference in his approach to NATO and
international affairs, as compared with 1968 for example?

[MENZIESJ Well, 1 would have said that Mr. Trudeau's attitude to NATO appeared to be
changing about the time of the NATO foreign ministers meeting in Ottawa, in June of 1974. He
made some very supportive statements when he opened the meeting in the House of Commons
chamber for the foreign ministers of NATO and he was, I think, pretty enthusiastic about the
Declaration on Atlantic Relations. I mentioned that he was disappointed this wasn't called the
Ottawa Declaration, as many of the rest of us Canadians were. In 1974 he was finally invited by
President Giscard D'Estaing to visit France, and that, I think, was a pretty important thing for him
as it meant a kind of a heaiing of the wounds of President De Gaulle's visit of 1967. No Prime
Minister had been in France or had been invited to France since then. At the sanie time, while he
was well received by President Giscard D'Estaing and Prime Minister Chirac, the French were stili
flot prepared to support a contractual link with Canada for the European Community, without
insisting on a thorough understanding of what was involved in this, and I think--this area's flot my
responsibility, or was not--but I think part of their concern was that this might open the way for the
Aniericans to ask for a contractual link. Therefore they wanted a very good definition of what was
exactly involved and how much leverage might be given to Canada, and therefore to the United
States, to interfere in European Economic Community internai decision-making. Mr. Trudeau
came to visit the NATO Council on that partîcular trip in October of 1974, and quite frankly I had
primed most of the Permanent Representatives in advance and discussed with them what they should
say on this occasion and he was very much impressed by the level of political discussion among
the Permanent Representatives. Mr. Trudeau is a person who is always captivated by stimulating
conversation. That's what he likes about the Commonwealth Heads of (Jovernment meetings and
things of that kind. He thought this was a pretty good club and he literally said at that meeting that
Canada wants to be a good member of the club. Then in the next year, I guess it was early 1975,
the spring of 1975, he made a tour and the most important stop was in Bonn where he got along
very well with Chancellor Schmidt. There was a certain intellectual bond between Chancellor
Schmidt and Prime Minister Trudeau, and Schmidt and Foreign Minister Genscher emphasized to
Mr. Trudeau the importance which Germany attached to Canadian troops being in Germany. That
was beginning to put some pressure on him, that if he wanted to get a contractual link there was
probably also some link also to Canada's contribution to NATO. Then in May of 1975, there was
a summit meeting of NATO, and Mr. Trudeau made quite a Pearsonian type of statement, including
references to harmonizing our economic policies and social policies and things of that kind, which
seemed to be harking back to Article Two, but also to one of the paragraphs of the Declaration on
Atlantic relations. And he went on to say that he thought there ought to be more summit meetings
so that the Heads of NATO governments could give more impetus to the work. Now here again
is a characteristic of Prime Minister Trudeau, in my view, that he is not as keen on material that
works its way up through a bureaucratic structure, but he likes to see intellectually competent heads
of government meeting and exchanging viewpoints and giving directions which then will flow down
into the bureaucracy. But 1 would say that on that occasion again, Chancellor Schmidt told Mr.
Trudeau, because 1 happened to be there, that he would feel a good deal easier about the Canadian
forces remaining in Europe if we were to get some new heavy main battie tanks and Mr. Trudeau
told his press conference afterwards that he and Chancellor Schmidt had agreed that their Permanent
Representatives would discuss this subject afterwards. So that 1 felt we had achieved just about as
much as was possible, in terms of Mr. Trudeau's conversion to, or acceptance of, Canada's role



in NATO being a part of our overail foreign policy in our relations with Western Europe. But there
were stili problems at home, in that the DND budget has always been an area where money can be
cut off at the last moment, if there's the need to economize a billion or two. And frankly, as a
Permanent Representative to NATO 1 couldn't help but be disappointed with the constant deferral
of decisions on the replacement of the main battle tank, the replacement of the CF 104, the long
range maritime patrol aircraft,the replacement of ships and so on. Now it was mainly the battle
tanks and the air surveillance capability and air defence capability over the brigade in Europe that
was of concern to the Europeans. They weren't nearly as concerned about LRPAs and things of
that kind, not to the sanie extent. Our area of the Atlantic was the North West Atlantic not really
adjacent to Western Europe. So you had a positive attitude being expressed in meetings, witii
European statesmen and at your NATO summit meetings and yet the performance at home was
pretty slow in coming forward with the necessary cash to support it.

[HILL] My impression is that in fact up until about 1975, it wasn't clear where the armed forces
were going to go. In fact the trend was ail downwards. We have heard, I think, in some of the
interviews we have had, that it was the Defence Structure Review of 1975/76 which paved the way
for the turnaround to go back up again. That, in addition to Mr. Trudeau's conversations with
Chancellor Schmidt and so on, turned around the direction in which defence policy was going.

[MNZIES] That's true. It's also 1 think probably true that that rather blunt old fellow Joseph
Luns, the Secretary General of NATO, had a press conference, 1 think it was in November or
something like that of 1975, in which he said very, very bluntly that Canadian troops were among
the best that there were but that the equipment was just out of date, and I think it shamed the
governent or certainly put ammunition into the empty muskets of the opposition to fire at the
government, and I think that also, helped to precipitate some action rather than putting off decisions
and putting themn off, and putting them off.

[HILL] One interesting piece here, as I understand it, is that when the government decided to do
the Defence Structure Review here with DND and External and so on, the initial instruction was
that they should see how well they could get along on an even lower budget. In fact what happened
was they came to the conclusion that if it was a much lower budget the armed forces would have
to move down to a radically smaller and different kind of organization. But if they wanted to keep
it more or less the sanie type of organization they'd have to increase the budget. There seemed to
be ail these reasons why in that period of 1975/76 the corner was turned. You mentioned Mr.
Luns' attitude towards the state of the Canadian forces at that time. Was this one of the crosses that
you had to bear as ambassador in dealings with your colleagues, the fact that others were s0 very
aware of the fact that some of the equipment of the Canadian forces was getting out of date and £0
on?

[M NZIEI Well as you know there is in preparation for the Defence Planning Committee, that
is the twice a year conferences of the Ministers of Defence of the NATO countries, there is arevlew paper prepared both in the national headquarters of each Department of National Defence,a questionniaire made up for each country. And then there is a committee of one's peers, in other
words, three, 1 think it's three Permanent Representatives make a review of this document, andyou're Iiterally up on the carpet to justify what you have done since the Iast review, and what your
projected expenditures are going to be. We, 1 think, were toying around with things like saying we
were increasing our defence expenditures by eleven percent, when in fact inflation was eating Upa great part of that, and how we could think that when there were these performance reviews ail
set out on paper, with pretty competent defence accountants from Norway or Italy having a look
at this stuff, that we could get away with kidding the other members of the Alliance that we were



in fact increasing our contribution by three percent, in real terms, I don't know. But Mr.
Richardson made a couple of statements which were hardly sustainable, and 1 myseif hid my head
out of sight on these occasions.

[HILL] That's very interesting, because I think there is sometimes the impression that things can
be hidden. But these days, with ail the public information that there is on the state of different
countries, defence forces, for example in The Militar Balance, that really isn't possible.

[MNZIES] Oh, yes, the IISS, they don't hesitate to state quite bluntly what's missing.

[HILLI Then, in addition to that, you've got ail the mach inery insîde NATO headquarters, where
people are doing the accounting exercises that you mentioned. And of course there are visits here,
there and everywhere, to the different countries' forces, by senior military officers and officiais.
And there are joint exercises and so on. So it's ail very plain what the state of each country's
forces is. Did this question of the state of Canada's forces have an impact on your ability to
function? Was it something which in any way affected your position and your capability to perform
as Canada's Ambassador and to present Canadian interests inside NATO?

[MNZIES] Well, 1 think the whole halving of the Canadian contribution to NATO back in
'69/70, and then the very slow pace of re-equipment, had meant that Canada was not regarded as
being as keen a contributor as we had the capability to, be. We certainly weren't an example to
anybody, say compared to our pride in the technical competence of our peace-keeping units i the
UNEF and UNDA, where we were responsible for communications for helicopters, for things of
this kind; and we had a pretty good reputation because Canadian forces could be technically
competent, and 1 think that the attitude of the military officers and one which I took, was that even
if our forces in Europe were relatively small their quality was that of professionals. They weren't
conscripts. They were professionals with an average of 12 to 15 years experience in the armed
forces and they were very good. And they were good, but as their equipment got older and older
it was pretty difficuit to maintain that line that we made up in quality what we didn't have in
numbers. I wouldn't say, however, that that really seriously undermined Canada's role in political
consultation. I think that Canada as a country and an economy and a piece of great geography was
stili a substantive member of the club and that we ranked, you know, reasonably well in the
middle,in the upper middle ranks of the NATO member countries.

[HILL] L.et's follow on a little bit from what you said earlier about how you feit about your
capacity to, represent Canada inside NATO. My impression is that to, some degree there's not really
a very tight linkage between the military contribution and the diplomatic capabilities. To some
degree Canada's diplomatic role depends upon ideas, upon having capable people, and being able
to put forward coherent policies, in Alliance discussions. How would you see that situation?

[MNZIESJ Yes. 1 think that the NATO Military Committee of permanent representatives does
a good deal of work but it is always subject to, and eclipsed by the Council of Permanent
Representatives representing the govertnents. When the ministers of national defence get together,
my experience has been that the meetings of the defence ministers are organized in such a way as
to review the threat from the Warsaw Pact countries and their capabilities, to, review again the
infrastructure side within NATO, the common defence facilities that have been built up, to go
through such things as the integrated communications system, a lot of necessary infrastructure of
maintaining forces in Europe and to get reports. But they don't appear to have any real thinking
sessions on strategy in broad terms; that's something that 1 think they ail tend to avoid. In Canada's
case, of course, the defence ministers do not discuss the North American component of the North
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American region, that is the NORAD, and the other plans for the defence of North America, naval
and miiitary. On the other hand, the foreign ministers do appear to be the more senior group in
NATO, after ail it is called the North Atlantic Council, and when they meet they are flot so much
going through detailed reports, although they get some from let's say the Committee of the CCMS
and things of that kind, but generaily speaking the foreign ministers like to have at ieast one
restricted session in which they get down to talking about real issues that are bothering some of the
foreign ministers; and 1 think that, on the whole, that applies aiso to the Permanent Representatives
meeting in Brussels.

[HILL] In addition to the political side, 1 mean the ministers, there's also the calibre of the
Canadian officiais and the officers who serve with NATO.

[MNZIES] I think that that's true. We have had in the NATO delegation somne capable
Permanent Representatives, but at the deputy level there have been some rîsing and competent, very
competent, officers who have gone on to greater things in the Canadian foreign service, and thatwould apply at Counsellor and First Secretary level as weii. Usually, the quality of officers thathave been seiected to man the NATO delegation has been pretty good. 1 wouid like to say, though,that the military officers that Canada has assigned to the various joint commands in Europe have
-been very good value. 1 think they have made good contributions where they are, have got on very
weli with both their American and European colleagues. I think they've also gained a great deal
because otherwise within our own iimited Canadian forces environment the opportunity to see a big
picture and to deal with things in terms of corps and armies and tacticai airforces, that opportunity
isn't there. There is some in NORAD, but the NORAD operation is a fairly static operation, and1 think the opportunities for Canadian officers from Major, Lieutenant Colonel up to Major General
level to serve in integrated headquarters at NATO has been very good. And this aiso applies with
Canadian ships in the Standing Force Atlantic, and we've had a Commodore commanding this fiveship standby fleet a couple of times; and I think they've got a great deai of experience in the
interoperability of naval units at sea.

[HILL] It seems to me that it would have been nice for Mr. Trudeau, after his conversion to a
relatively positive attitude towards NATO, to have participated in the regula meetings of theCouncil, with the Permanent Representatives. Because there you have a forum where there is a lotof give and take. One of his main criticisms of NATO, I think, was that he found the two-dayformula for the ministeriai meetings rather stultifying, and a bit styiized, if you like, because eachone began with a tour d'horizon which took up most of the first day. Then you had to draft a
comnmuniqué and so there wasn't reaily much time for the Prime Ministers, Foreign Ministers, andDefence Ministers, when they did gather together, to actually have a free give and take. But thatfree give and take docs go on continuaiiy in the Council when it's meeting in permanent session.

[MNZIESJ Yes that's true. There is also a language problem, in that the Prime Ministers ofNATO countries are elected, chosen for their politicai importance and role at home and flot in theinternational field. So it is quite normal to assume that the Prime Minister of Turkey will perhapshave at best some reading lcnowledge or limited speaking knowledge of English or French, the twoworking languages of NATO, and flot feel able to mix into a discussion. And that, of course, isone of the things that Mr. Trudeau liked about the Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting,because there they ail spoke English, or if he went to a meeting of La Francophonie, you again hadpeople at the Heads of Government level who were fluent in French. But in NATO, at any onetime, you'd certainiy find that three or four of the Heads of Government would have too inadequate
a conmmand of either English or French to really get into any serious discussion of issues.



[HILL] One could imagine, for example, that if Mr. Trudeau and Ambassador De Staerke, the
Belgian representative were on the same level, which of course they were flot, but if they had
been, one could imagine them having a very fascinating conversation between themselves, both
being francophone and having a command of language and enjoyment of ideas. 1 always thought
that if Mr. Trudeau had been able to be at the regular meetings of the Council, he might have had
a different impression of NATO in general.

[MENZIES] There's a small extension to that comment of yours, and that is we used to hold
reinforced meetings of the Council from time to time with senior officers, usually political Directors
General or Under Secretaries, from capitals, and I have to say that in a number of instances there
was a certain anIount of jealousy on the part of the Permanent Representatives when their bosses
from home came and pre-empted the chair that they were normally used to sitting in, and took over
speaking for their govemnment. And André De Staerke would certainly be a good exaniple of that.
He didn't want to yield to his political Director General from the Foreign Ministry.

[HILL] Well, that brings back to mînd one thing I always remember from my beginning at NATO:
as you know, the Secretariat had about six seats behind the Secretary General. These were ail very
carefully assigned, but it depended on which meeting you were at. There was neyer any label on
them, so you had to know that if you sat in a certain seat at the wrong time you would very rapidly
be turfed out. This brings me to one other thing. I think Canada's contribution to NATO is a very
human sort of activity. It depends in part on intellectual capability and also on using imagination
from time to time, when the opportunity arises. For example, what about Canadian involvement
in response to the Italian earthquake crisis that took place while you were at NATO headquarters.
1 wonder if you could recali any of that, what happened then?

[MNZIES] Well, I'm glad you brought that up. Actually, I take some personal pride in what
was an interesting development. I think it was on the 6th of May 1976, just before I left NATO
to be posted as Ambassador to the People's Republic of China. There was a big earthquake in the
Friuli region of north eastern Italy, up near the Austrian border, and a great deal of serious
destruction. At that time, the Permanent Representatives were meeting in the Deputy Secretary
General's room discussing preparations. for the meeting of foreign ministers, which was taking place
the following month in Norway. We got word of this earthquake and 1 had the idea that perhaps
some of the NATO forces could be of assistance on the medical and engineering and other sides in
dealing with the aftermath of this earthquake. It so happened that at that time General Jacques
Dextraze, the Chief of the Defence Staff, who had with him General Duncan McAlpine, the
Commander of the Canadian forces in Lahr, was in Brussels, and I got General Dextraze on the
phone and said "What would be the possibility of sending some medical people and perhaps a few
hospital units to this devastated region by air and perhaps sending some engineering people to assist
in clearing roads and so on". General Dextraze, who was a very operationally-minded Chief of the
Defence Staff, took this up right away and said: "If you can get permission from the Minister of
National Defence, we will perform". Before the day was out we had that permission from Mr.
Richardson and two hundred Canadian medical and medical assistance people and others were in
Italy on May 7, that is the day after the earthquake. Heavy equipment was moved through Austria
in the next few days by road and the troops stayed there, about three hundred in ail, for a period
of about six weeks, gradually mioving back as their jobs were completed. They did some very good
work on the medical side, in disinfecting water and things of that kind, and I think this was also
greatly appreciated, flot only by the people of the region and the Italian government, but by the
million Italian-Canadians in Canada, who also proceeded to raise something in the order of eight
million dollars for earthquake relief. It was one of the notable examples of quick reaction and
flexibility on the part of the Canadian forces in Europe that I think we have had. There have been
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other small activities in the Lalir-Baden-Sôlingen area, in terms of their relations with their German
neighbours, by the Canadian forces, but on a large scale I think this was the single example that
took place, and I was glad to have a little part in it.

[HIILL] Most of the aircraft must have been flown over fromn Canada, fromn Trenton. Presumnably
they were Hercules and so on.

[MNZIES] Well, there were always aircraft, Hercules, in Europe, because they went from Lahr
to support the forces in Cyprus and the Middle East there. Equipment and men came over by
Boeing 707 fromn Canada. Then there were several aircraft which flew to Cyprus and the Middle
East and also went to the varlous NATO headquarters where we had contingents in Europe in places
like Brunssumn and s0 on. So there was an airlift capability, and we had Chinook helicopters there
by that time. So we had a remarkable airlift capability. Part of the idea was that, because Canadian
forces in the Lahr area were so far behind the front, that if war broke out the roads would be so
clogged with refugees that you had to have helicopters to make this move of men and equipment
forward quickly.

[HILL] You mentioned Cyprus and also the Middle East. 1 would like to turn to themn in a minute
but just before going to that, I wonder if you could say a little bit more about the state of Alliance
consultations on East/West issues and strategic issues, and arms control, in 1974, 1975, 1976, in
the second haîf of your period at NATO. There wasn't very much forward movement on any of
these things, although there was the Vladivostock Accord, supposedly going to lead rapidly to SALT
II; but in fact it didn't move ahead very fast after that. How good were the consultations, in your
view, under the Ford presidency?,

[MNZIESJ Well, there were a number of areas. There was an arrangement by which the NATO
representatives dealing with disarmament in Geneva, under the United Nations umbrella, would
come and present a report, and frankly there was very little movement at this time in Geneva on
anything, and the NATO anibassadors were often immobilized by rather large lunches and when the
reports from Geneva were made after one of these lunches it was possible to see some of the better
trencherînen nodding off, paying not too much attention. On the other hand the MBFR talks
invotved a monthly report to NATO, but there was relatively little progress at the MBFR talks.
They got bogged down on data, verification and whether air forces were to be included and that type
of thing. And there was the CSCE follow-up under preparation.

[IHILL] Can I interrupt there, with reference to the Final Act of Helsinki being signed in 1975.
This must have been very well received in NATO, was it?

[MENZIES] Yes, it was pretty well received. I think on the whole it was feit it struck a balance
between the intention of the Soviet Union to get frontiers confirmed and to get their Communist
governînent hold on Eastern Europe confirmed, and on the other hand the desire of the Western
governînents for greater freedom of information, freedorn of movement, re-unification of famIlies,
visits, marriages and things of that kind. But after the Final Act was signeci in Helsinki, the sort
Of statements that began to appear out of Moscow seemed to suggest that on the bais of CSCE
détente it would be easier for the Soviet Union to push on with its ideological struggle of
undermining the capitalist countries, andi there began to be, 1 think by the end of 1975, a good deal
of scepticism about how far the Eastern European countries would go in fulfilling the spirit of the
agreement, and that there was really very little movement of individuals in and out. The jamming
of Radio Free Europe continueci and there was very little freedomn of information. Andi there was
therefore a definite view that there shoulci be a review conference, and that it was fortunate the
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provision had been put in the Final Act for perioclic reviews. Officiais were beginning to say:
"Weli, we're going to nail those chaps the next time, because we've got high sounding phrases in
the CSCE". There were beginning to be signs of movement within the Eastern European countries
for monitoring CSCE performance, monitoring groups in Czechoslovakia and places like that, and
I think that ail of this began to register with ministers who received letters from ethnic groups in
Canada. We got a good deal of that. In fact the words of the Helsinki agreement were high
sounding, but the performance by the Eastern European countries was flot really upped and there
began to be a certain amount of cynicism and a feeling tiiat one would have to continue to press,
to push, to send notes, to send lists, that there would be notiiing voluntary done from the Eastern
side, unless the Western governments monitored performance and continued to press in their
individual relations, meetings of foreign ministers and so on, for more forthcoming performance.

[HILL] What about the general state of East/West relations in '75 and '76? Was it a generai
view in NATO that, while maybe things would change eventually, probably the West would have
to wait until Brezhnev had gone, and until some sort of succession had corne? Or was it a period
of fairly intense competition, or what was the general feeling?

[MNZIES] No, I'd say it was a reiativeiy quiet period in ternis of EastlWest relations. But there
was a good deal of concern about the momentum of the defence industries in the Soviet Union in
building up their equipment capabiiity, and this was particularly true in terms of the ability of the
Soviet navy to send quite large fleet units not only into the North Sea but well down into the
Atlantic Ocean to conduct fairly large-scale manoeuvers. I suppose that one should have expected
this as a result of the Cuban Missile Crisis, but it was taking quite a few years for them to, build
up their capability. But there was no doubt that they had a growing capability to operate world-
wide; and with the continuing probiem about oil, there was some alarm that the Soviet fleets in the
Indian Ocean, in the Mediterranean, in the North Atlantic, that these capabilities were a threat to
Norway, to the oit lifelines and that they also put in question the US fleet in the Mediterranean and
its complete freedom to move whichever way it wanted.

(HILLI One has the impression that 1972, with the SALT 1 agreement and then the start of
MBFR and CSCE, that there was an expectation of fairly rapid movement towards SALT Il.
There seemed to be the possibility of some kind of breakthrough in East/West relations, which
might turfi the armaments build up downward, or stabilize it or control it. But that did not happen
for a variety of reasons. By 1975 and 1976 things seemed to be going the other way. There was
a relatively cautious administration in the US, and at the same time a continuing build up of
armaments in the Soviet Union which was a bit hard for people to understand. There were
assessments done of the Soviet build up, presumably, in NATO. What were the conclusions of that,
do you recali?

(MNZIES] Weli. it just seemed to be a momentum. It was in the system. They kept turning
out more tanks, more field guns, more ships, more aircraft; and the Military Committee was
constantly reminding us that if there was an atmosphere of détente in Eust/West relations it was
cloaking a military-build up that was a very real one. 1 don't think that any civilian government
of the NATO countries could say we didn't know that this was going on. We certaînly did know.
We were well informed, and 1 think the public, if they wanted to know about it, could get it from
public sources, like the Institute of Strategic Studies' annuai reports and other balanced statements
that were being published.



[HILL] Shifting, then, slightly, to another area, which we've already touched on once. In 1973,the end of 1973, the Middle East was obviously the big, the hot issue around. But by 1975, forexample, and 1976, how much attention was paid to the Middle East in NATO?

[MNZIES] Weil, certainly flot anything like during the timne of crisis in the Middle East in theOctober War period. It had died down. But I think it was about that time that the Egyptians oustedthe Soviets from their facilities in Egypt, and that of course was a very good development fromn thepoint of view of NATO. It was a very, very important thing because, if the Soviets had had a navalfacility in Alexandria it could have been awkward. I think there was a desire on the part of theEuropean members of NATO to reach out a hand to the moderate Arabs including Egypt and Jordanand Saudi Arabia and the Emirates of the Gulf, and so on. And there was a wonderful outiet formilitary equipment in Iran, because the Shah was building up ail sorts of stuff. There was a greatcompetition between the French and the British and the Italians and the Americans for sale ofequipment. I think if the Americans had flot been so single-minded in support of Israel the weightof NATO might have been more in the direction of supporting some kind of a balanced negotiationbetween the moderate Arabs and Israel. But, you know, Prime Minister Begin was flot easy: - hewas an irrascible chap who was extremely stubborn in terms of his ideas of Israeli objectives, forpreserving and enhancing their national security.

[HILL] But there must have been a sense, nonetheless, that there would be a continuai dangerfrom that area if NATO didn't watch the whole thing fairly carefùlly, if the Allies didn't coordinatecarefully, or do what they could to coordinate their viewpoints, or at least to consult adequately onthe Middle East issues.

IMNZIES] Yes, I think so, but I would again say that the United States was more strongly pro-Israel than the lEuropean members, for a variety of reasons. They didn't really see eye to eye onthis. But the United States was the dominant factor there in the Middle East and they intended tokeep, that position so far as they could.

[HILL] 0f course, this was also the period when Sadat went to Jerusalem, wasn't it, in 1975 Ithink? I wonder if we could go on to another question. We touched earlier on the question ofCyprus and I think it's been said that the Cyprus crisis was in some ways a great success for NATOconsultative practices. The crisis was a very severe one, in which Turkey eventualiy intervened inCyprus, but at least the two, Greece and Turkey, didn't go to war, flot open war. I wonder if youcould say something about how well you think the NATO consultative procedures functioned at thattime, and also about Canada's role in peacekeeping in Cyprus. Canada had peace-keeping forcesthere, of course.

[MENZIES] Yes. There's a long history of this, going back to 1964, s0 that by 1974 we had hadforces there for ten years, and the mandate was being renewed every six months by the UnitedNations. We had anywhere from 450 to 1050 men in Cyprus, which was the second largestcontingent there and the one that was patrolling the green line in Nicosia and got involved,therefore, whenever there was a fracas between the Turkish and Greek communities in Cyprus.Weil, I don't know, I would say it was my assessment that the Greek Cypriots under PresidentMakarios aimed at really running the country as a Greek Cypriot government, with a pretty minorrole to be played by the Turkish Cypriots, and there was quite a large officer group from mainlandGreece operating with the army. Wc ail of course recognized the government of Cyprus, which viasthe Greek Cypriot element there,
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Then there was a coup d'état and President Makarios was ousted and it looked for a time
as if there was going to be an even more nationalistic Greek regime. Then the Turks intervened
rather massively, in a military way, and there was some conflict with Canadian troops as the Turks
simply bulldozed their way into the country, and eliminated some of the Canadian observation posts
and so on, and pushed the Canadians back.

[HILL] There was actually some fighting between the Canadians and the Turks.

[MNZIES] Oh yes, oh yes.

[HILL] Between the Canadians and the Turks at Nicosia airport, I think.

[MNZIESJ That's right. Welt, there's no question but what this subject was immediately a very
live one ini the Permanent Council. It is a fact that the Turkish Permanent Representative, Eralp,
was a very, very experienced and capable diplomat, who had an excellent command of bath English
and French, and was a very persuasive operator, whereas the Greek representative, who was a much
younger man, did flot have the sanie rapport with his colleagues that the Turk had, and he had been
really a defender of the colonels' regime in Greece so that his stock was flot too high at NATO
headquarters. I guess one would say that at the NATO meetings, particularly the one in December
of 1974, efforts were made by Mr. MacEachen ta talk ta both the Greek and Turkish foreign
ministers. SACEUR also played a role in trying to influence the military of Turkey; and the
Americans had the capability to offer military aid - they were giving, I don't know, military aid of
several hundred million ta Turkey and perhaps haîf that amaunt ta Greece. There was military
equipment assistance and that gave some leverage, and certainly appeals were made to flot weaken
the southern flank of NATO, etc. But there were temporary withdrawals of the Greeks fromn the
integrated military commnand for a while. There was a very fragile situation. Certainly, if Greece
and Turkey had flot been members of NATO, both of the integrated military structure, and had flot
been receiving military equipment from the United States in particular and a certain amnount from
Canada, why 1 think they probably would have had a bash at each other; and Sa NATO did serve
ta keep the lid an, although the amount of steam that was under the lid made it jump from, time ta
time on the stove. It heated up from time to time. Certainly NATO did prevent, I think, the two
countries from going ta war. That wauld be my view. But it's been an uneasy relationship and
continues ta be that.

[HILL] I understand that there was a constant succession of Council meetings in that period, and
endless telephoning ta Athens and Ankara from Brussels ta try ta get people flot to go any further
than they were already going. How would you rate the utility of the peacekeeping contingent in
Cyprus now. It had a certain type of role before 1974, which was to some degree to, keep the two
sides apart and hopefùlly thus stave off a Turkish intervention, but of course eventually the Turks
did intervene. The peacekeeping force is still there, and 1 suppose its role naw is ta try and
maintain some degree of civility between the two sides at least at the local level. But do you think
it's worthwhile ta keep that contingent there at the present time?

[MNZIESJ Well, I haven't been fallowing the Cyprus situation. 1 visited Cyprus with The
Honourable Paul Martin in 1964. 1 had been there once before, and I went through Cyprus with
James Richardson also in cannection with an NPG meeting in Ankara, Turkey, but 1 haven't been
following it for the last twelve years or so. Sa I'd be very hesitant ta commnent, except ta say 1
think having had a UN peacekeeping force on the island established a presence which does give
back up ta the Secretary General's representative, wha has been trying and trying ta bring the
parties together ta work out some kind of a federative regime. But there is sa little trust between
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the communities, and the enmity between Greek Orthodox and Muslim Turkish communities is ofsuch historical significance; and both the Greek and Turkish governments with their claims to islandsand to offshore oil resources and so on seem to keep that situation hot. The policies of the twomainland governiments don't do anything 1 think to cool down the historic differences between the
communities.

[HILL] Another major development that was going on while you -were at NATO was that therewas a great deal of change and ferment in the Mediterranean end of NATO, and also flot just there,but in some other NATO countries as well; there was a lot of talk of Euro-communjsm at thattimre. There was even talk of revolution ini some areas. It was also a little bit coterminous with,and mixed in with, the Portuguese situation, which involved the giving up of the overseas empireand the effects this had on Portugal itself. 1 wonder if you could say something about how thesedevelopments, the so-called Euro-communism, the developments in the Mediterranean, and so on,were perceived in NATO headquarters?

(MNZIES] I think I'd want to divide that into différent parts. When the coup d'état took placein Portugal, there was a good deal of political uncertainty, and it looked at one time as if theCommunists in Portugal might get sufficient support in elections to dlaim a part in govemnment, andtherefore there was a great deal of satisfaction when the more moderate elements in the elections,that is socialists rather than Communists, came out. I remember Mitchell Sharp had been on a visitto Africa and came back through Lisbon and met with Mario Suarez, the Foreign Minister and headof the Socialist Party, and he, I think, formed a very reassuring impression of the trends in Portugalitself, and Canada offered to provide assistance to the Portuguese if they requested it. We havequite a large Portuguese community including quite a lot from the Azores islands, in Canada.Fortunately the threat in the case of Portugal did flot materialize in as serious a way as it mighthave. By that time governments were seriously considering whether there would need to be somnekind of a naval blockade of Portugal, if there was a Communist take-over in that country. Therewere questions about whether the Portuguese representative at NATO would be given classified
information.

That situation again presented itself, of course, when the popular Euro-communist movementshowed itself in Italy, and it looked as if by legitimate means the Communists could insist upon aseat in a coalition government, or at least get that much, or that they might even become aPredominant force. But it was quite clear that some of the major members of NATO would flot beprepared to share intelligence and planning information with a government like the Italiangoverniment, if in fact Communist cabinet ministers were included. And there were questions thenbeing discussed and examined as to whether you could have a special arrangement with a defenceminister and a defence establishment in such a European govertnent; and people looked at theexperience of governments in Eastern Europe immediately after the War and what sort ofPossibilities there were to avoid infiltration of Communists into government. 1 would say my strongimpression is it would be difficult for governiments to be prepared to share sensitive informationincluding real intelligence, hard intelligence and planning information with any government thatincluded Comnunists in anything other than two minor posts dealing with non security subjects.1 think that that's, - I wouldn't want to be drawn into too detailed discussion of this subject - butI think it would be very difficuit for this to happen. Many other goverrnments, members of NATO,have experience in sharing intelligence information, lets say at the confidential level, with theindependent governments of former colonies. The British had this experience, the French had thisexperience, in providing information up to say a confidential level to their independent formercolonies. The Americans have a certain amount of experience in passing classified information upto a certain level to some of their allied country associates with whom they have bilateral security
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agreements, such as Japan and the Republic of Korea, Taiwan at that time, and the Philippines and
to SEATO countries and so on. So that it would probably have been possible to keep, let us say
for the sake of argument, an Italian goverfiment with a representative in the Council of NATO, if
the Italian Communist party as a Euro-communist party said that they believed in NATO and
wanted to stay in NATO. It probably would have been possible to keep a representative in the
Council but flot to share certain information on the military side, because a great part of the
discussion that goes on in NATO foreign ministers' meetings and Council meetings is only at the
confidential level and in fact is mainly in the public domain. But there's always some fear about
infiltration of agents. NATO's had its experience with disloyal servants of one government or
another, leakages out, and 1 guess that sort of thing is something security people will always have
to worry about.

[HILL] 0f course there was a model for an allied country with some Communist ministers before
that time, which was the case of Iceland.

[MNZIES] Yes, that's right, but Iceland was flot a member of the Defence Planning Committee.
They had no reason for being given military intelligence and planning and policy papers. They had
always said they didn't want this stuff anyway.

[HILL] And again since your time at NATO the French, of course, have had Communist ministers
in the governinent, but there again they're in a specialized situation vis-a-vis the Alliance. My
impression, looking at it from the outside, was that on the whole the Alliance "played it cool",
didn't get too worked up about it.

[MNZIES] My recollection in this is that, I think Mr. Sharp was still in when this issue first
arose, and that he said it presents a real problem, it presents a problemn for us, we don't like
Communists in western governinents, but if the democratic systern throws these people up and
they're elected by the people of Italy or Portugal or France, then we've got to find some way to
live with that. I think he showed a good deal of, as you say, of cool about it, and fortunately the
issue has flot corne up in an acute form as far as 1 know in the Alliance.

[HILLI Better to have Italy, for example, within the Alliance, with some Communist ministers,
than outside. Its better of course when the Communist partner has in fact announced its dedication
to the Alliance, as 1 believe the Italian Communist party in point of fact did.

[MNZIES] What was the naine of the leader of the Euro-communist party?

[HIILL] Berlinguer, wasn't it?

[MNZIES] Berlinguer, yes. Weil he was a pretty able and astute person, and there's no doubt
in my mind that the emergence of Euro-communism was a good thing for Europe generally, because
it certainly undermined the Communist party of the Soviet Union's claim to, papal infallibility in
prescribing how Marxism, Leninism, should be applied flot only in the Soviet Union but all over
the world. I, of course, being a student of Chinese affairs, remarked that the Maoist parties in
Europe faded out. They weren't a success, and the Chinese governient finally abandoned those
in Europe, for ail intents and purposes, and decided that it would be more effective from their point
of view to concentrate on state-to-state relations, although they have maintained relations with the
Maoist parties in South East Asia, but not in Africa or Europe or the Aniericas.
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[HILL] Communism continues to evolve. I believe now that the full edition of Pravda is bannedin the GDR, due to the fact that Mr. Gorbachev is going a bit too fast for them. 1 just wanted toask one Iast question on this period which is based on your experiences in NATO. How would youassess the importance of NATO to Canada. Do you think that being in NATO is a valuable bhing
for Canada?

IMNZIESJ Yes. I'm quite certain of that. We have, after ail, been involved in two great warsand it has been more efficient for us to be part of a collective, regional collective securityorganization than to try to run our security on our own. So that it has, 1 think, given us a link withEurope which has helped to keep us more open minded than we would have been if we had simplybeen part of a North American defensive organization. 1 have also feit that there was an advantageto Canada being in a larger organization with a number of others radier than in a position whichwould have been as unequal as a Canada/United States type of organization. I think that thepolitical consultation that has gone on in NATO has been especially valuable over the years, and1 think it continues to serve a role; and now that negotiations are going on for the reduction ofnuclear weapons, I think that there is an opportunity for an input into, at least, the medium rangeand short range weapons discussions, and I'd say even into the discussions on strategic weapons.If we didn't have NATO, we would be living a more isolated or else a more dependent type ofexistence in world affairs. l'm not one of those that feels that NATO is the beginning and end ofour foreign relations. It lookcs after a portion only. We have a role to play in the United Nations.We have a role to play in the OECD and the international financial institutions, the developmentassistance institutions and s0 on, and aIl of these are a complex ini which NATO occupies a partrelated to, international political, strategic, security considerations; and the exchange of informationon foreign affairs.

[HILL] Before we end this section, is there any other particular issue or event of that period thatyou'd particularly like to mention at this time?

[MNZIESJ No I don't think so. Probably l'Il go home and think about it tonight but that'll betoo late.

Par V AmassdortoChna and to Vetnam 1976-80

[HILL] I'd like to ask just a few more questions this afternoon, and we'll divide them into twosegments. 'he next section we have to deal with is Part Five, when you were Ambassador toChina and to Vietnam from 1976 to 1980. Here is a very broad question: where do you thinkChina and the Pacific world is going? Is it going to be the brave new frontier that sometimes graspsthe imagination of people here and in the United States?

IMNZIES] Well. That's a very big question. I might say that going to China in 1976, directlyfrom NATO, gave me a great deal of "face" in China. I guess I was the firit NATO ambassadorto be posted to the Pcople's Republic of China, and I'm not sure that there's been anyone sincethen. The Chinese were at that time, even immediately after the death of Chairman Mao, stronglySsPicious of the Soviet Union and interested in the role of NATO as a counter-weight to the SovietUnion's threat to their eastern flanlc; just as the NATO countries were not unhappy that the Chinesewere drawing off a million Soviet troops on their frontier. During the time that I was there andbecause of Uic increased influence of Uic pragmatic group in China, there was a great transformationIn Chinese understanding of the outside world and the Western world in particular. Some of thisstemnied from their decision to establish diplomatie relations with the United States, and when theydid that people like Harold Brown, Uic US Secretary of Defence, began to draw thc Chinese into
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dialogue on international strategic questions. 1 think it is true that up until that time the Chinese
had thought in ramher revolutionary terms about international warfare and the balance of power, and
1 think that they were very much intrigued by the conversations which they began to have with the
Americans and the vocabulary and the information that was supplied. We had a visit fairly early
on, 1'm flot sure whether it was perhaps 1978, of the National Defence College of Canada to
Beijing. The senior military man Mr. Wu Xinchuan, who was, I guess, a Vice Minister of Defence
or something like that, talked at length to the Commandant, Deputy Commandant and myseif about
their conflict with the Soviets and what was their idea of the nature of the Soviet threat and the
logistics of a war if it should break out. But ail that was, 1 think, part of a growing realization that
China had to play a role on the world scene as well as just within the region. And as the People's
Liberation Army, the military, represented perhaps one third of the total administrative structure,
infrastructure of China, this was a pretty important group. The leadership was made up largely of
old men who had been involved in the Long Match and the revolutionary wars, who had a great
deal of practical experience of moving tens of thousands of foot soldiers around the countryside in
China but very little real knowledge of the high technology of modern warfare. And to see the
changes which have taken place in China over the last decade since the death of Chalrman Mao
and the emergence of the new leadership is a very important thing, and I've always been a very
strong advocate of educating the Chinese or giving them the opportunity to educate themselves as
to what the real world outside is ail about in military and strategic terms. Where is this
going? Well it's pretty hard to be too clear. Certainly the fact that the Chinese took a whack at the
Vietnamese indicates that there is always the potential for the use of military force when they reach
the stage where they have that capability. I think a number of the governmnents in South East Asia,
Indonesia, Malaysia to, some extent and others are a little worrîed about the eventual military
posture of China and that is a risk which one can't write off. On the other hand, my own view is
that the Chinese have an enormous job of economic re-construction and their big trade, which they
depend on, is with the advanced industrial countries, and so it will be seen by them to be in their
interests to trade effectively with the industrialized countries who are able to offer them bigger
markets. 1, therefore, think that there are certainly going to be inducements for the Chinese to play
a peaceflil role in the fuiture. There's no doubt that China serves as a real balance to the Soviet
Union in the Far East, and I would hope that eventually the Soviet Union would see advantages
to itself in adopting a less military posture in the Pacific, and becoming more commercially oriented
in terms of exporting some of their products of Siberia to Japan even if that competes with raw
material exports fromn Canada.

[HILL] What about Japan, too. That's the other big country in that area, still growing at a great
rate. One wonders where that is aIl going to end. Are they going to emerge as another major
superpower?

[MNZIESJ To go back to the Soviet Union, it is my view that the build up of Soviet forces in
the Pacific is of concemn to, NATO. It's a very important factor for both. the United States and for
Canada, and of course to our allies like Australia and New Zealand, even though they're very far
away from where the Soviets are. But think of aIl the shipping that moves acrosa the Pacific, the
North Pacific from Japan to Canadian ports, a hundred Chinese ships a year in Vancouver, and 1
don't know, fifty or sixty in Prince Rupert, many more Japanese ships coming in, many Soviet ships
coming to pick up wheat and so on. AIl of that. If you had a crisis in the Atlantic it would
immediately affect the stability in the Pacific, and therefore an alert of NATO forces in Europe
would be reflected immediately in increased tension in the Pacifie region.

The Japanese position I regard as very, very important from a technological point of view.
They're the cutting edge of the computer revolution in the world. In my view, Japan and the



United States are quite a few years ahead of the European countries, in terms of that technoiogy,and the European countries a good deal ahead of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Thetechnoiogical revolution that is going on right now, in terms of control of industriai production bycomputers, this wiii mean that Japan is going to play a really important role in the world. It is afterail one of the group of seven industrialized powers. 1 think that through its economic andtechnological strength it can play just as important a part in the world as if it had large armedforces. I would certainly support those who would like to see the Japanese able to defend more oftheir sea lanes, at ieast out to 1000 kilometers from their shores, which they are flot able to do yetbut wiIl graduaily build up a modest capabiiity. However, reflecting on Japanese militarism of thepast and the attitudes of the Chinese and the South East Asian countries, one doesn't want to seeJapan remilitarîze much faster than it is doing now, and I think the aversion of many Japanese towar is a healthy thing for the country. I doubt that the Japanese will want to ally themselves muchor invoive themselves mnuch more than they are now in the next decade in actual military planningarrangements rather than their security agreement witii the United States. We do a littie, we do anannual exercise, the RIMPAL exercise, out of Hawaii, with Australian and American and Japanesevesseis. We used to have the New Zealanders tili Mr. Lange blotted his copybook with theAmericans.

[HILL] The second main question 1 have is this: when you were in China, returning to China andcoming from NATO - and you mentioned that this gave you "face" in China - but going back toChina and immersing yourself in Chinese affairs for a whiie, how then did you view NATO's roleini world affairs? I mean, looked at from. Beijing, say about haif way through your terni there, didyou see NATO stili as having a key role to play in worid affairs?

IMNZIESJ Very defmniteiy. I think that view was heid by the NATO ambassadors who met inBeijing, though that was not a formai grouping because there were other countries like Australia andNew Zealand with whom we maîntain very close contact in the Western group of embassies, andwith the Japanese there in terms of evaiuating what was going on in China. It's the practice ofgoverrjnents in their diplomatic services to repeat telex messages to important embassies abroad,and we got copies of quite a lot of the reports out of the Canadian NATO delegation which helpedus to fit China into, a world picture, rather than to see it as just a regional power. And we wereexpected annually to produce there papers for the NATO delegation, and there were reviews of'twhere is China going?" in NATO and discussions. T'here was a reinforced Council meeting witha subject such as that and 1 had to sit down on a weekend and scratch my head to try to think upsome profound observations to make on "where is China going?" in geo-strategic termns, and aboutits relations with the Soviet Union and other countries; so mhat NATO continues to provide a pieceof the framework for ail of our missions mhat are deaiing wimh worid-wide geo-strategic questions.

Parn£I- masador for ýDiar amenýt 98 -82

[HILL] The last part of mhe interview is Part Six, when you were Ambassador for Disarmament,from 1980 to 1982. Here again, it's a very large subject, and we could do a complete tape ontmatI'm sure. It must have been in many ways a fascinating period. ît's a very unusuai kind of job insome ways for someone who's been involved in the international diplomatic scene, because asAmnbassador for Disarmament, you also have to deal very much wih mhe public. This was the timeof mhe rise of the peace mnovement, and of rising concern in Canada about cruise missiles testing,the nuclear freeze issue, no-first-use of nuclear weapons, and mhat kind of mhing, heading towardsthe UN's Second Special Session on Disarmament. As Ambassador, 1 believe, you would have beenvery much involved in work done in the UN in New York. You were representing the goverfimentbefore pariiamentary conimittees. You had a lot of speaking to do across the country in church
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basements and so on. Do you have any general reflections about that period, about the role of
Canada's own interests in peace and security, and the interests of the Canadian public in
international peace and security? And what part do you think NATO plays in this respect?

[MNZIES] Well, 1 haven't really thought out an answer to that question. 1 certainly got a liberal
education in the two and a haîf years that I served as the first Ambassador for Disarmament, in
terms of relations with the advocacy groups in Canada. Now these are not unique to disarmament.
There are advocacy groups on the environent, on native affairs, on women's issues, on ail sorts
of subjects; but on the whole it is a relatively new phenomenon for senior public servants to become
involved on a day to day basis with large groups of people who are emotionally involved in the
backing of the peace movement. I learned a lot in the process, and I guess I became a more humble
person in the process because it was the desire of the governiment to enable ail Canadians to have
an opportunity to express themselves on this subject. We also made quite an effort to get some
balance in the thinking of people who were peace advocates or disarmament advocates by having
academics to speak with the different groups, to get retired Canadian forces officers to meet with
them and to get some dialogue between the different groups who were part of the Canadian mosaic
as we caîl it, the political mosaic in this case. We also needed to develop a lot of information of
a Canadian kind rather than being dependent upon literature produced in the United States for the
United States groups. I found that my NATO background was of considerable assistance to me in
recognizing what were the real international issues involved in disarmament, and what was involved
in negotiating a chemical weapons agreement, or a biological weapons agreement or what was
mnvolved in an agreement following SALT I, SALT II and soi on. And in terms of the international
negotiations between the Americans and the Soviets or the Disarmament Committee meetings in
Geneva or the MBFR talks or other discussions of that kind, the NATO background gave me a solid
technical knowledge of the subject matter. But it wasn't of great assistance in dealing with the
advocacy groups here in Canada. It was of assistance in putting Up submissions to Cabinet about
what directions Canadian delegations should take at different international conferences on
disarmament, and 1 also found that it was helpful when I went to meet my opposite numbers in
NATO counitries. I made an annual visit to London and Paris and Bonn and The Hague and so on
to be able to look at the problems as they saw them in the development of disarmament positions
on a series of different things, and I succeeded to the position 0f Chairman of what was called the
Barton Group in the United Nations in New York. Ibis was a committee made up of NATO
representatives plus Australia, New Zealand, Japan and Ireland, because Ireland was a member of
the EEC, and we met regularly to discuss policies and issues and Canada was the permanent
chairman of this group and it was our job to farm out studies to be made and so on. The NATO
connection really meant that there was some pretty frank talk about which part of this was real
disarmament and which part was window dressing, which resolutions were put in by whom for
what, for the benefit of different public opinion groups and posturing and so on. And my
experience at NATO, 1 think, was very helpful in that regard.

[HILLI And would you sec NATO as being an important vehicle for the pursuit of international
peace and security, particularly in the area of arms control and disarmamnent?

[MNZIES] Oh yes, deflnitely. I think it gives the member governiments status vis-à-vis the
major players. For example, 1, as Ambassador for Disarmnament, invited Victor Karpov, the
principal Soviet negotiator on nuclear weapons with the United States, to come to Ottawa, and we
had a day and a haîf of very good discussions and 1 was the host at that. If I'd stayed in the job,
probably at another time I would have been invited to go to the Soviet Union. I think that Mr.
Karpov and the Soviet ambassador at the time and his staff and those who accompanied him wcre
aware that Canada was knowledgeable in this field, flot just as a United Nations member but as a
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member of the NATO Alliance, that we were involved in the MBFR talks, that we were involved
in the intermediate nuclear force talks in Europe and I think that our position was enhanced because
of our membership in NATO. I don't mean by that in any way to play down the potential role of
Sweden or Austria or Finland who also made their contributions to disarmament and peacekeeping
operations. But 1 think that we command respect as a member of NATO this enhances and our
credentials for taking a serious part in serious negotiations on disarmament,not those that are
perhaps concemned with ideal but rather with real situations.

[HILL] You would flot then agree with the viewpoint that suggests that if Canada was to adopt a
position of neutrality, then that would enhance Canada's moral standing in the world and put it in
a better position to urge disarmament on others.

[MNZIESJ No, I wouldn't. 1 think that in the real world of power, which I suspect is going to
be with us for a long time, we, in our peculiar position, is one that we have no real option but to
be a member of a regional security organization. I don't think we could operate an integrated
economy with the United States if we opted out militarily. It would take us twenty-five years to
detach ourselves and our standard of living would go down a great deal in the process if we were
to opt out of the Alliance arrangements which we have.

[HILL] Well, thank you very much. I believe that brings us to the end of this interview.
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JOHN HALSTEAD

[HILLJU2 Good morning. Our guest today is Ambassador John Halstead, former Ambassador to
the Federal Republic of Germany and to, NATO, and former Deputy Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs and Acting Under-Secretary. Ambassador Halstead, I am delighted that you could
be with us this morning, and we are very pleased that you were willing to, participate in this project.

[HALSTEADJ I'm very happy myseif to contribute to it.

[HILL] As you know, this project is an oral history of Canadian policy in NATO. We are
examining the development of Canadian foreign policy since 1945, with particular reference to
Canada's contributions to the work of NATO, to Canada's pursuit of its own direct national
interests within NATO and to the utility of NATO in helping Canada to pursue some of its broader
foreign policy goals, with respect notably to the enhancement of international peace and security.
We are looking at the formulation of Canadian foreign policy in Ottawa, at the work carried out in
NATO Headquarters in Brussels, at relations among the Western allies, and at the evolving role of
NATO in world affairs. So, in your own case, I would like to, focus on your years of service as
Acting Under-Secretary and Deputy Under-Secretary between 1974 and 1975, as Ambassador to the
Federal Republic of Germany from 1975 to 1980, and as Ambassador to NATO from 1980 to 1982.
However, I would also like to ask one or two questions about other phases of your career, for
example about the years prior to your appointment as Deputy Under-Secretary in 1974.

[HALSTEAD] WelI, l'Il be very happy to respond to any
questions you have on these various periods of my career.

Pmr 1 - Early Years. to 1946

[HIILL] Ambassador Halstead, you were born in Vancouver and educated there, partly at the
University of British Columbia, before joining the Royal Canadian Navy during the war. You
served in the Canadian Navy from 1943 to 1946, with the rank of Lieutenant. I wonder if you
coutd telt us something about those early years in British Columbia and then in the Navy, especially
about how they affected your views on international peace and security.

[HALSTEADJ Well, I remember my early years in British Columbia and in Vancouver with a
great deal of affection and nostalgia. It was, from my point of view, an almost perfect environmient
for a youngster to, grow up in. There were wonderful opportunities for recreation and, perhaps
more important than that, from my perhaps very limited perspective, it appeared to be an almost
classless and raceless society, and socially a very mobile one. I remember in public school and in
junior high school I had classmates of every conceivable racial origin, and yet neyer once during
att those years was any remark made about their race. In fact, it wasn't tilt years afterwards that
I realized from their names that they were from Japan or China or Lebanon or Italy or wherever
it might be. That neyer entered into, the relationships we had. People were judged very much on
what they were, rather than on who they were, which was an almost idyllic sort of situation. It was
a very British sort of atmnosphere in the sense of politica ideas and democratie values and the rule
of law. My own parents were both of English origin. I guess it was inevitable in that sort of
environment that we grew up with very little sense of Canadian identity. I mean, I remember being

'2 Interviewers: Hill, Pawelek. Interview dates: 3/6/87 and 5/6/87.
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aware that we were part of the British Empire and then the British Commonwealth and then the
Commonwealth. But Canada as a political entity, or even a political idea, was flot very prominent,
and we were taught very littie in the schools about Canada. I think we had in the whole of my
pre-university education maybe six months on Canadian history, and another six months on
American history, and for the rest it was about Europe and classical history and so on. Combined.
with that was the isolation in which we grew up, the isolation from the rest of Canada; the Rocky
Mountains were in those days quite a physical barrier - since the development of air travel of
course, that has disappeared as a physical barrier, - but it was also a psychological barrier and I'm
struck every time I go back there that the psychological isolation remnains to some extent. We really
did grow up in a world of our own which was flot an integral part of Canada. Canada was over
there somewhere, east of us, and we were British Columbia and the British was very pronounced
in that naine. I would also say, however, that although there was little sense of Canadian identity,
and l'mn talking very personally now, there was a very real sense of differentiation fromn the
Americans. Bellingham and Seattle were the closest towns in the United States and of course even
in those days there was a lot of traffic back and forth. Every time we went down there I was very
struck with the different atmosphere. That differentiation was very clear, but the other was very
vague, and 1 think perhaps the very strong sense of identity and even of nationalism I have now,
may be a result of a kind of delayed reaction to that lack of identity in those days. I went to
U.B.C., as you have noted. I took modemn languages there, which meant, in practice, French and
German, because that is alI they taught. 1 studied modern languages because languages have always
fascinated me and they're stili a hobby with me. I didn't have much of an idea of what kînd of
a career 1 might have. An example of the isolation 1 spoke of is the fact that I didn't even know
there was a foreign service in Canada. Nobody at any time ever mentioned the fact that there was
a Canadian diplomatic service. 0f course there were only, I think, about forty officers, but their
very existence was totally unknown to me and so that idea neyer entered my head. I thought
vaguely 1 might become a teacher. My own father was a high school teacher, though flot in
languages. So vaguely 1 thought I might become a teacher, but really I gave no serious
consideration to my career because it was already clear when I prepared to go to university in 1939,
that we were going to war. So I knew that I would be lucky if I could finish my university career
and that if the war was still on then I would go straight into the services. My goal was to get into
the navy, I don't quite know why, I suppose because I grew up ifl a port city and boats and ships
always fascinated me and 1 did a fair amount of travelling. I travelled to, England three times before
the war, in the 20's and 30's, with my parents. I went around the world once in 1933. 1 also went
to England in the summer of 1939 with an organization that brought Commonwealth students to
Britain. With the light of hindsight I can see that the idea was to encourage support for the
Commonwealth in the sense of Commonwealth solidarity. 1 was just finishing high school at that
time, and as part of this tour we went both to France and to England. In France we toured the
battlefields of the First World War and in England we visited various defence establishments and
went on a battleship from Portsmouth up to Scapa Flow. It happened to be the Royal Oak, which
was one of the first battleships sunk during the war. So those were fascinating days, because
everybody knew the war was coming and yet nobody seemned to be able to do anything about it, a
kind of Greek tragedy atmosphere about in that summer of 1939. 0f course, to look at those acres
on acres of crosses in Flanders and to think that this was going to happen again made a very deep
impression on me.

So in 1943, the day after my graduation from U.B.C., 1 enlisted in the navy, flot the Royal
Canadian Navy because that was a permanent force, but the Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer
Reserve, Uie so-called Wavy Navy. And because of my study of German 1 was taken înto Naval
Intelligence. I served thc first couple of years in Ottawa with Naval Intelligence here. I got once
to go on a four-stack destroyer out of Halifax with a group of U-Boat prisoners who had been taken



shortly before, and 1 interrogated them between Halifax and Boston, where they were put off fortheir trip to a prisoner of war camp in the United States. Then 1 went to England and spent mostof the iast year of the war interrogating U-Boat prisoners in England in an Ailied InterrogationCentre. This was a very challenging experience for me, because I'd always been rather shy andalways had difficulty articulating my thoughts and this forced me to do things that were veryunnatural. Because it was a reai battie of wits you see; I mean it was a one-on-one situation witheach prisoner of war and of course I had to do it in German and it took a tremendous amount ofwork to get my German up to speed here in Canada before I went over there. But then it was abattie of wits with each prisoner to persuade him really to tell you what he knew but wasn'tsupposed to tell you. On each U-Boat that we sunk we compiled a volume a quarter of an inchthick with the whole history of that U-Boat, fromn the time the keel was laid to the time it wassunk, a complete story, ail its armaments, ail its equipment, ail its crew, where it went, what it did.
[HILL] Was there any particular lesson you drew from ail this, I mean the U-Boat crews had thereputation of being very hard-headed?

[HALSTEAD] Yes, and so they were. I mean, they were the élite of ail the Nazi forces and theywere ail volunteers, right to the end of the war. Although towards the end it was almost a suicidemission, and of course they resorted to ail kinds of unconventional kinds of U-Boats - one-manU-Boats, and this kind of thing, which were totalîy suicide missions. And yet these peoplevolunteered right up to the end and they were hard-bitten Nazis. So, yes, one thing I learned waswhat made these people tick and what Nazi ideology was ail about. That was a very useful lesson,because ît taught me about the political motivation behind war. Whereas those chaps who werefighting the war in the fields or on ships might or might not ever have any human contact with theenemy, I had the closest possible contact, not only with the man but with what was going on in hishead, because that's what I had to deal with in order to "break" him, "break" him in the sense ofpersuading him, as I say, to either tell me things that would be useful to us or even, as we wereable to do in some cases, to persuade him to collaborate.

RU LLJ It would be interesting to put some of those thoughts down in terms of the psychologicalbases of war.

[HALSTEADI Well, I have thought that it could be. Certainiy it gave me a tremnendous insightinto the politicai motivation of war. After that period in England I was part of one of the firstteams - 1 think it was the first intelligence teami - to go from England to Germany. We flew in anold Dakota from Gatwick to Flensburg, on the border with Denark, and that was where, if you'lremember, at the end of the war, the whole of the Nazi High Command was bottled up, includingAdmirai Dônitz, who had become the new FLihrer after Hitler had committed suicide. The whoieof the High Command was bottled up there and what was left of the German forces were in thatneck of Schleswig on the border with Denmark. We landed there; we had no idea what kind ofreception we wouid get, you know, we didn't know whether the Germans were in a kamikaze moodor what. In fact, once the order had gone out from the FUhrer to iay down their arms, the Germansail obeyed; they were used to obeying and thank God they did. So I participated, first of ail, inFlensburg, in the operation that was designed to clear the mine fields - to find out where they were,we interrogated the German High Command - and to bring in the U-Boats which were ail over hell'shaif acre, make sure they came in and surrendered. And then after tJiat I went south to Kiel, I sawthat city 99% destroyed. We could only drive in along the streets that were cleared through therubble, and the people were waiking on those streets as if they were shell-shocked. Where theylived I don't know, they camne out of their ceilars somehow. I participated in the hunt for warcriminais. This was a new kind of operation for me, I had neyer done that before, it was a kind
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of detective game. 1 remember chasing one suspected war criminal on to a barge in the middle of
a little-known harbour on the West Coast of Schleswig. 1 should explain that 1 was attached to the
Royal Navy at this time; Canada was flot operating a programme like this on its own. 1 mean this
interrogation in England was for the Royal Navy and these operations in Germany were for the
Royal Navy. I was then engaged in an exercise to find German engineers who had been working
on secret weapons, including rockets. One of these enterprises (the Walther Works) was in fact in
Kiel and they had developed rockets fueled by hydrogen peroxide and we wanted to find the people
who had done this and they had scattered of course at the end of the war. This took me ail over
the three western occupied zones of Germany and even into Berlin. I remember tracing one of these
fellows down to a mountain hut on the border with Austria, down in an area called the Allgâu, in
southern Germany, and boy, was he surprised to see an Allied Naval officer knock on bis door!

l'Il just mention one amnusing incident because it does have somne political significance. In
Berlin, at the time I was there, there were no restrictions as between the various sectors. You could
go through ail the sectors, including the Soviet sector, and 1 went to see the Reichskanzlerei when
it was stili there, Hitler's officiai office, and I went in to the reception hall, the enormous,
impressive reception hall, where Hitler had received visiting Heads of State. It was a drizzly day,
and ramn was dripping through the ceiling which had been damaged of course during the batte for
Berlin. The original curtains were on the walls hanging in tatters, there was rubble on the marbie
floor and the remalns of the desk and so on, at the end of the room, were stili there. There was
only one other person in the room in that enormous reception hall. You know who he was? He
was a short, slant-eyed Soviet soldier from Central Asia, huddled over a charcoal brazier in the
corner. There you had it in one vignette: the conqueror and the conquered; and it is a scene that
will always be in my memory. I might say also in that connection, because it made a tremendous
impression on me, I had nine months in Germany from May shortly after dhe end of the war, the
capitulation, to Christmas. One thing that seared itself in my memory, well two things I guess, the
enormous physical destruction of the cities: Kiel just a pile of rubble because it had been destroyed
by high explosive bombs, Hamburg a cemetery of burnt-out buildings, because Hamnburg haît been
destroyed by incendiary bombs; and every other city of any size at ail between 50 and 90%
destroyed. But beyond that it was the human tragedy of war, in the form of the refugees. Every
road, every highway in Germany in those first few months after the end of the war, was filled with
people moving somewhere. The fortuate ones were on horseback, practically nobody had cars;
I mean ail the cars were taken over, so most of the people were on foot; again the fortunate ones
had baby carniages or a child's wagon or something to carry their personal belongings, the others
toted themn on their backs. This went on for months, this enormous movement of people across the
face of Germany. S0 I had a very deeply impressed idea of what war meant, not just to the
soldiers, but to the whole population. And when I came back to Canada, in the eanly months of
1946, 1 came back for about six months again to Naval Headquarters, and I was given the job by
the then Director of Naval Intelligence in Ottawa, 1 think a very imaginative idea, to go out and
visit the prisoner of war camps in Canada. I went out first on Christmas leave to Vancouver and
then on my way back, by train of course, I stopped off at about haîf a dozen prisoner of war camps
across the country, starting with one, I remember, in an idyllic situation in the Roclcy Mountains,
a place called Seebee, somewhere in the neighborhood of Banff or Lake Louise, which housed the
hardeat bitten senior Nazi officers of ail three services. And that's where I started, and that was
really a shaking experîence. These prisoners were convoked to this meeting. They sat there ramrod
ini front of me in seried rows, and 1 was introduced, and I then began my story of what 1 had seen
in Germany. And they could not believe kt, they did flot want to believe, they couldn't believe.
1 mean they had been away, they hadn't seen Gerniany, some of them, for most of the war. And
they were mumbling, and when I finished, the commandant asked if there were any questions. Not
a peep. Nobody would tend credence to mny story by asking any questions, and they stood up as



if they were on drill on die parade ground and marched off. But 1 heard later that that had made
a tremendous impression on them. 1 spoke in German, of course; of ail the camps - that was the
hardest. In ail the others they were more than willing to hear and ask; they ail wanted to know
what their own home town looked like and so on. 1 think it was a very sobering experience for
them because, of course, I wove into this factual account implications - you know, you see what
a certain policy has done, has created and so on, and where violence leads. And I guess the
overwhelming impression I took from this war experience into my subsequent career was that wars
are politically motivated, above ail, and that general war must flot be allowed to happen again. I
guess those are thoughts that I have kept with me throughout my career.

Part II - Rising career. 1946-74

HILL] Ambassador Halstead, after the war, 1 believe you attended the London School of
Economiàcs and obtained a B.Sc.(Econ.) there in 1950. 1 believe after that, at some point, you
joined the Department ýof Externai Affairs and then in your career rose through the ranks in a range
of positions. 1 wonder if you could tell us something about your career, in that period of almost
twenty-five years. Where did you serve, how much of your work was related to NATO in one way
or another, and what lessons would you draw from those years regarding Canada's contributions
to, and interest in, NATO?

[IIALSTEAD] Well, I should explain first, perhaps, that I did join the Department of External
Affairs mn 1946, on July 1, die day after 1 was demobilized. I joined the Department of External
Affairs as a resuit of really an accident or a coincidence. You'll remember that, in speaking of my
time in Vancouver, 1 mentioned that I didn't even know that there was a Department of External
Affairs. Weil, 1 didn't learn that there was one until I came to Ottawa during the war in the navy.
And during my time in Ottawa I met two officers of External Affairs, who really were instrumental
in persuadîng me to join the Department - not that they tried, but that was the effect on me. Those
two officers were George Ignatieff and John Holmes. I saw a fair amount of them because we had
mutual friends; they knew colleagues of mine in the navy and that's how I first met them. It was
as a resuit of listening to them tell about their work in the Department, and the things they did, and
the people they worked with, and so on, that the idea first formed in my mind that this might be
an interesting and indeed a rewarding sort of career. Weil, 1 didn't do anythîng about it at that
time, but at the end of the war, when I was in Germany, 1 got a circular that had been sent out
from the Canadian Forces Headquarters in London, to ail] Canadian officers, informing themn that
the Department of External Affairs was holding an examination, and that anybody who had a
uniVersity degree was eligible to, sit for this examination, and should do so, if he was interested in
joining External Affairs. So 1 jumiped at this opportunity and replied positively, and in due course
1 was informed t.hat there would be an examination, held in Brussels, for ail Canadian officers
serving on the Continent. So on the appointed day, 1 think it was sometime in July 1945, 1 went
to Brussels and 1 reporteui to the Canadian Embassy, only fairly recently re-established, well 1
suppose the year before, re-established in Brussels. 1 wrote the examination under the supervision
of the Third Secretary of the Canadian Embassy in Brussels. And what impressed me most, at that
moment, about the Third Secretary of the Canadian Embassy in Brussels, was that he wore striped
pants and a black jacket, and 1 thought this was really something for an examination. You know
who that officer was? Marcel Cadieux! So that was my first meeting with Marcel Cadieux. Well,in due course, 1 heard that 1 had passed the written examination successfülly and 1 was convoked
to London to an oral interview. One of the people on that oral interview board was Charles Ritchie,
Who Was then serving in London, and again in due course I heard that 1 had been accepted,
tentatively, and that they would like to have another interview with me in Ottawa when 1 got back,
50, in due course 1 was accepted, and as I say I joined the Department in July 1946. I served in



Ottawa in something called the First Political Division of the Department, which was responsible
for two things: one was the post-war settiements with the Axis powers; and the other was post-war
planning and particularly the United Nations. And there were two officers in that division under
Charles Ritchie: one was Jake Warren and the other was myseif; Jake did the post-war settiements
and 1 did the United Nations. My first job in the very first months of that summer of 1946 was to
prepare the commentary for the second half of the first session of the United Nations General
AssembIy - the commentary, mind you! Nowadays, you know, hundreds of officers contribute to
this; they threw this at me as my first job. Anyway, I had a very interesting first year doing United
Nations work, but in the course of this year 1 realized that 1 wouldn't get anywhere in External
Affairs if I didn't have some economics training. And so, at the end of the first year, 1 went to the
then personnel Administrative Officer, Don Matthews, and explained this to him and told him I had
an educationai credit from the Forces and that I would like to use it if he would give me a leave
of absence. He very kindly, and 1 think, intelligently, did so. So I was the first officer in Extemai
Affairs to take educational leave. My one idea was to go to L.S.E. (the London School of
Economics), because that had the reputation of providing the best economics training you could get.
So in the summer of 1947 I went to London, and I hadn't any idea what I was going to do except
that I wanted to study economics. After talking at length with the supervisors there, 1 camne to the
conclusion the best thing I could do was try for the B.Sc., although I had only one year's leave of
absence and of course a B.Sc. takes three years. I thought at least l'Il start. So in that first year
I did a year and a haif towards a B.Sc., and I then went back to the Department and said: "Look,
I've done a year and a haif in one year. Wouid you give me another year and let me finish it?"
And they came back and said, "No, we can't do that"; we can't spare you for another year, but
what we wîll do if you are serious about this is post you to Canada House in London and you can
finish your degree in the evenings." So I wasn't going to let them call my bluff, I feit I had to go
on with this. So I accepted their offer and from the summer of 1948 to the beginning of 1952, 1
was posted to Canada House in London, and from 1948 to 1950 in two years I finished the B.Sc.
in the evenings. I must say 1 think I worked harder during those two years, than I ever have before
or since, but 1 feit it was worth it.

What L.S.E. did for me, which 1 now think is what every university should do, but too few in
fact do, is it taught me how to think. That may sound like a funny thing to say, but I think too
many universities are intent on stuffing students with information. Information you can get
anywhere, you can absorb anywhere. But learning how to think, learning how to analyze, learning
how to synthesize, learning how to ask the right questions, and judge the answers, accurately, is an
invaluable tool, and that's something that L.S.E. did admirably well.

[HILL] 1 think: the thing that I got out of it was exposure to a much broader world than I'd
previously experienced. 0f course you'd been in Germany and ail that. You rub shoulders with
people from ail over the world, which gives you a wider range of perspective.

[HALSTEADJ 1 certainly gained enormously from that as well. I took economic history, which
I think is an ideal way of learning economics without having to get into the nitty gritty of advanced
economic theory, and it throws a totally new light on history, which is complementary to the usual
political history one studies. 1 would highly recommend it for anybody who wants to deal with what
is in fact usually the political economy of a country or indeed of the world. So in 1952 I came back
to Ottawa and stayed in the Department from 1952 to 1955. I was at the NATO desk there, so that
was my first introduction in fact to NATO. That is how my connection with NATO began, and I
have calcuiated that out of the thirty-six years I spent in External Affairs, I was dealing either
directly or indirectly with NATO Affairs for about fourteen of those, including those first three
years at the NATO desk. In that job I went to ail the NATO Ministeriai meetings, between 1952



and 1955, except for the one meeting in Lisbon, unfortunately that is the one 1 missed. But 1 went
to ail the others and got an enormous insight into the working of NATO at those meetings. I also
went to a meeting that was of crucial importance to NATO, that is very littie remembered these
days, and that is the Twelve Power Conference in London in 1954. That was, as you may recali,
the conference called by Anthony Eden after the failure of the European Defence Comniunity, (the
E.D.C.), when it was defeated in the French parliament. That was the conference that successfully
negotiated both the establishment of the Western European Union, which exists stili today, as you
know, and the entry of the Federal Republic of Germany into NATO, and of course at the same
âime German rearmament; those were the three things that were tied up together. And that Twelve
Power Conference was fascinating to someone like myseif because it was the first time that I had
ever seen heads of governent actualiy negotiate around a table. Usually, you know, heads of
government meetings are formai affairs where they ratify what has been negotiated by officiais.
WeIl, of course, officiais had been negotiating, but because of the time framne in which this was
held, dhe urgency of getting resuits and the delicacy of the questions under negotiation, it was in
fact only the heads of goverrnent that could finally put this to bed. There was Adenauer, the
Chancellor of West Germany, and there was Mendès-France, the Prime Minister of France, and
they were negotiating across this table in Lancaster House. That was a fascinating insight into
diplomacy at work and a very successful conference, due largely to Anthony Eden, who played a
masterfiul mediating role there between France and Germany. Dulles was also there, and of course
the Canadian representative was Mike Pearson, and that also gave me a very interesting insight into
the way Mike Pearson thought and operated.

[HILL] The whoie question of German rearmament was of course a major issue for ail of NATO
in this period. 1 take it there were no real reservations in Canada about this process?

[HALSTEAD] I think there were. I think there were reservations almost everywhere except in
the United States about this process, and in fact the pressure for German rearmament came from
the United States, because Washington had decided that the European allies were not going to be
able to produce the conventional forces that the American military thought were necessary to meet
the Soviet threat. Of course that Soviet threat had been re-evaluated upward in light of the
Cominunist take-over in Czechoslovakîa and the invasion of South Korea. So it was those two
events that led Washington to re-evaluate the Soviet military threat because, as you will recail,NATO was originally created not so much to meet a military threat from the Soviets, as to meet the
threat of ideological influence and internai subversion. This comes out very cleariy if you read the
articles of the time, particularly things like George Kennan's article which is forty years old now.
So it was the Americans who then decided, in 1951-1952, that NATO needed to, counter a potential
military threat of a much greater order than they had previously calculated and that they could do
this only if they could re-armn Germany. If you read again the literature of the period, very
prominent in American thinking at that time was their memories of the Second World War when
the German soldier became fabled for his ability to stand up to tanks, as it was put in one piece tliatI read, - he's the only soldier that you can rely on to fire at an advancing tank until it's orly onehundred meters away, or something lîke that. So this kind of thinkîng was dominant in the idea thatGermany would have to be re-armed and that is reaily what triggered ail this. But, I think there
were very serious reservations about the wisdom of going that route.

[HILL] I think I used the word wrongly, I think what I meant was that, as far as Canada wauconcerne<i, it was more or less somnething that had to bc done, given the fact that the Americans
were in favour.
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[HALSTEADJ In that respect, 1 think we were on ail fours with the rest of the allies. I mean
everybody realized that something had to be done to respond to this pressure for German
re-armament, and the preoccupation was to see that there were sufficient safeguards to avoid it
boomeranging. Okay, well then in 1955 the personnel people in External Affairs decided that I
ought to have a change of scene, and I went to Tokyo for a three year stint, which 1 must say I
enjoyed enormously, as did my wife. I was married in 1953, so that was the first post abroad that
I went to with my wife. 1 guess the most important aspect of that posting for me was to give me
an insight into a culture and a society, and a civilization, indeed, that was totally different fromn
anything I had been exposed to before. It was based on assumptions and premises that were almost
the opposite of the assumptions I had always taken for granted. And SO it was enormously
stimulating, because there is nothing like exposure to somnething totally different to make you look
again at your own assumptions. And here was a society, as I say, based on premises that were
almost the opposite of ours and yet seemed to work extraordinarily well and has proved since then
to be absolutely remarkable. The great irony is that we have in the West an ethic which is supposed
to put the emphasis on the worth of the individual. We have in Japan an ethic that puts the
emphasis on the worth of the community, whether it be the family, the clan or the larger
community, right. Yet in practice what the Japanese have done with their economic miracle is to
build on the worth of the individual. And where the West has fallen behind economically, it has
tried to treat individual workers like cogs in machines. I find that an enormous irony. Anyway,
it was a fascinating time in Tokyo because it was a transition period between the Arnerican
occupation and Japanese independence. You could see the first seeds of their independent thinking;
they were still rebuilding Japan, I mean there were still signs of the war-time destruction and even
more signs of psychological remnants from the occupation. It took the Japanese a long time to
emerge from this occupation dependency but the signs were there and it was fascinating.

[HILL] Did that tour give you cause to reflect in any way about the role of NATO in world
affairs and Canada's participation in NATO? You were able to look at it from another angle there,
did it seem as relevant as it must have seen when you were on the NATO desk?

[HALSTEADJ No, it didn't. 0f course 1 was exposed there, and 1 should have mentioned this
perhaps, to the aftermath of the Korean War. The Korean War was over by that time, just; but we
were accredited in Tokyo to Seoul as well, and then we didn't yet have an embassy, in South
Korea. And on one occasion when I went over to cover Korea, so, to say, with one of the periodic
visits, 1 went up to Panmunjomn and saw the armistice line and ail tliat bit. But I think I have to
say that the connection with NATO was very tenuous if at aIl - it seemed like another world. My
impression was really of another world with which the West would have one day to corne to terms,
rather than anything that seemed to have a connection with the European - North Atlantic world that
I had been dealing with before. Well, then, in 1958 1 went from Tokyo to New York to serve three
years at the United Nations and I re-joined Charles Ritchie there; on that occasion he was the
Ambassador to the United Nations and 1 went as his Deputy. That was of course a fascinating
exposure to still another world, which 1 had had some exposure to in my very first year in the
Department, but which had grown of course since then. The multi-lateral dîplomnacy that one was
engaged in at the United Nations was a most interesting experience. I must say I think three years
was probably enough there, because it tended to be repetitive. One General Assembly was very
much like another; some of the subjects changed, but an enormous number did flot, because they
went on from one assembly to the other; the items were put automatically on the agenda from one
assembly to another. But there were also some unique events. For example, within a couple of
months of my arrivaI in New York - and 1 should mention that the first two of my three years in
New York were when Canada was on the Security Council, so it was particularly active, and
particularly interesting, - and within a couple of months of my arrivai in New York there was the
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first Lebanese crisis, which people nowadays may no longer remember because we have had somany Lebanese crises since then. But that was the first overt conflict between the two communities,
the Christian community and the Muslim community, in Lebanon, caused by the machinations of
the Arab states which had destabilized the situation in Lebanon. It was really the first sign of that
enormous iceberg that we have seen so much of since, and if you remember, it provoked the landing
of the U.S. Marines, which was not the most helpful aspect of the U.S. role there, but broughthome to me, really, for the first time how - I mean it was the first practical example of U.S.intervention that I had seen, and 1 was fascinated to see how it had come about - and it revealed tome for the first time how different arms of the U.S. govertnent operate independently, and howdifficuit: it is to coordinate U.S. foreign policy between these various agencies. For example, Ileamned that tie assessment, on which the decision was based, to send U.S. Marines to Lebanon,was contributed flot by the U.S. Ambassador in Beirut but by the C.I.A., the local C.I.A. officer.
Ihis was the flrst time 1 had got a glimpse of this kind of operation and what a difficuit problemwas posed for the allies of the United States when action of this kind was taken unilaterally, ands0 on. And then before I left New York we had to deal with the Congo crisis, which was a verysevere crisis not only for the Congo but for the United Nations and more particularly for DagHammnerskjôld as Secretary General of the United Nations. He in fact died in a plane crash abouta month after I left New York. So that was an interesting experience at the United Nations. I saidearlier that 1 thought three years was about enough; my reason for saying that is that there is aninevitable tendency, when you work in that sort of, rather hot house atmosphere, to begin mistaking
words for deeds. There is an inevitable tendency to think that when you have passed a resolution
or when you have achieved a resolution which may take enormous effort to, put together andnegotiate, and after this enormous effort, you have such a feeling of success if you get yourresolution through, that you may think you have done something; in fact of course you've flot done
anything at ail -1 mean those are words on paper - if by doing something you mean actuallychanging the situation somnewhere. That's the great temptation, and that is very difficult: to keep inperspective. So I feit that three years was probably about right to be involved in that, but I mean1 have maintained my interest in the United Nations. And don't misunderstand me, I agree withpeople who say that if it wasn't there we'd have to create it; we'd have to invent it, it plays anabsolutely invaluable role, but it is necessary to keep it in perspective in order to make the
maximum use of its potential. The danger is that we downgrade it; 1 would submit that mistakingthe passing of resolutions for actually achieving something on the spot is downgrading the UnitedNations, because it is substituting words for deeds and what we constantly need to, do in the UnitedNations is remind everybody that we should be doing things flot just sayîng things.

Well, then, from New York I went to Paris in 1961, this time for five years. That was,needless to, say, a very enjoyable post, but aiso a very difficult one, a very challenging one. At the
Sanie time a very rewarding one.

[HILL] You were assigned then to the embassy in Paris.

[HALSTEAD] 1 was assigned to the Embassy. 1 went as Minister, in the Embassy, which wasthe number two position there. There were only three or four of the Jargest embassies, includingParis, that had Ministers as Deputy Heads of Mission. When 1 went there Pierre Dupuis wasAmbassador. He subsequentîy went as Commissioner General of Expo in Montreal and he wassucceeded by Jules Leger. It was a challenging post, first of aIl because, although 1 had studiedFrench at university, and spoken it over the years ini Ottawa, it was flot Up to speed to deal withthe Parisians in Paris. And what 1 very quickly learned - or 1 mean 1 lcnew really before 1 wentthere, but it was confirmed in the very first days there - was that unless I could deal with myFrench colleagues, in the Quai d'Orsay and elsewhere, in their laqguage, on their terms, then 1
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could neyer gain the credibility necessary to deal with them on an even footing. So from the very
first days in Paris 1 refused to speak English to any Frenchmen, and they grimaced and they
groaned and they tried to persuade me to speak English, which, of course, they spoke fluently. 1
mean I'm talking now about my colleagues in the Quai. I stubbornly refused and said 1 amn going
to learn French and you're just going to have to put up with me. As a resuit of that, after about
a year - and it took about that long to speak French fluently, fluently enough to deal with them on
a basis of equality in conversation and in negotiation; I knew I had arrived, incidentally, when 1
found myseif speaking French in my dreams. That is the ultimate test of your ability in a foreign
language. But as a resuit of that 1 was accepted then even to the extent of being invited into the
private homes of French officiaIs, which practically neyer happened. We were invited, and my wife
Jean integrated herseif equally into French society. That was where she studied sculpture and had
a really very active and fruitful time. To be invited into homes of French officiais was fixe last
accolade.

[HALSTEAD] The Paris posting was challenging in another way, too, because this was also thxe
De Gaulle period. When we arrived in Paris the plastique explosions were going off ail over the
city, and in fact the windows of our apartment were blown in one evening with a plastique that went
off just down fixe street at the door of a Communist publication. So these were the days of the
O.A.S., and as you will remember De Gaulle himself was almost assassinated at a place called Petit
Clamard, just south of Paris. So they were exciting days, exciting days for De Gaulle, exciting
days for France. But they became exciting days for Canada as well, because it was during that
period that De Gaulle became convinced that he had a personal role to play in encouraging Quebec
to become either autonomous or independent. He became convinced that Canada was not really a
state, it was two nations, that English speaking Canada was really part of the Anglo Saxon world,
as he used to say, and that only Quebec was representative of the French Canadians and could be
representative of the French Canadians. And some day 1 think I'm going to try to write about this
because this story has neyer been properly told. It's a story of the way an idea and indeed a
mission formed in De Gaulle's mmnd, under dhe influence of some very shadowy and interesting
characters who came to Canada and associated with the Independantistes in Quebec and came back
and told the General stories about what was going on here and what could be done. And this,
married to the General's inherent tendency to think in terms of France's mission in thxe world,
produced fixe very deliberate plan, during his visit to, Canada during Expo, - that famous visit - to
provide thxe spark to light the torch of Quebec independence.

[HILL] 'That was deliberate?

[HALSTEAD] 'That was deliberate. The whole thing was carefully planned down to the last detail
long before he set foot on Canadian soil. He landed, note, at the foot of the cliff where Wolfe had
landed two centuries before to conquer Quebec. He landed to reconquer Quebec. And the whole
thing was planned down to the last detail including the cry from the balcony of the City Hall in
Montreal. I think this story should be told. I was at the Canadian Embassy in Paris during al this
period. 1 was there of course when Jules Leger presented his letters of credence, in which he said
the famous line to which the General took such severe exception, so severe that he practically
ostracized the Canadian Ambassador for the rest of his tour in Paris.

[HILL] What was this famous line?

[HALSTEAD] I can't give you the quote but the sense was that French Canada, while it owcd an
enormous debt to France for its culture and its language, had its own independent - 1 don't mean
independent in the sense of an independent Quebec, - but had its own path to follow and didn't need
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France, or at least that was the way De Gaulle read it and he reacted fiercely to that. That affected
the whole of Jules Leger's mission in Paris.

[HILL] Were you involved in any way with any NATO related issues in this period? 0f course
NATO itself was in Paris.

[IIALSTEAD] Yes indeed, I should have mentioned that, it was ýduring my time there that DeGaulle decided to pull out of NATO. And this of course was a direct result of bis proposai for aNATO Directoire being rejected. So I was there when the Directoire proposal was put forward,when de Gaulle was trying to work out with Britain and the United States a reiationship that wouldput France into an inner decision-making circle. And when he failed in that, he decided that Francewould go its own way in defence and he pulled out of NATO, and stayed in the Alliance. He madethis distinction between NATO as a military organization and the Alliance as a creature of the NorthAtlantic Treaty. I was there also during the time when the M.L.F., (the Muiti-Lateral Force), wasunder discussion and negotiation. So there were a lot of NATO related issues which were veryactive during my time in Paris. 0f course 1 remember vividly the decision to pull out of NATO.It caused a tremendous uproar not only in the Canadian Embassy but in ail the NATO Embassiesin Paris. It was a decision that affected us flot only as members of NATO, it affected us aiso asa country with troops stationed in France, because we were told to get our troops out of France.We were told to vacate the two airfields in France and the Headquarters. The Headquarters of theair division was in Metz and there were two airfields, Grostenquin was one and Marville was thesecond; and it was interesting because as NATO desk officer, years before, 1 had negotiated theagreements with France for those two airfields. So here 1 was in Paris negotiating their removalfrom France. We were of course very upset by De Gaulle's decision, but it was clear that he hadmacle up his mind and nothing could be done about it. And it was while 1 was in Paris that theNATO Headquarters was then moved from Paris to Brusseis, although I was flot directly involvedin that because, of course, our NATO delegation, which was also in Paris at that time, was the one
directly affected.

[IILLJ Could you say anything about the operations of the Embassy in Paris?

IHALSTEAD] Yes, I might just mention one thing that throws some interesting iight on howrecent the whoie consciousness of bilingualismn is in Canada and in the Canadian Public Service.When I went to Paris, in 1961, 1 found that in the Canadian Embassy there, nothing officiai wasever written in French. English was used exclusively for ail officiai correspondence, despatches,telegrams between the Embassy in Paris and the Department of Externai Affairs in Ottawa. Frenchwas used oniy in communications with the French Government. Moreover, French was used onlyin personal communications among French Canadian officers in the Embassy; ail staff meetings wereheld in English, in spite of the fact that more than haif the officers there were French Canadian andthat we were operating, after ail, in France. 1 found it astonishing, so astonishing that 1 took thepersonai initiative of teiling my French Canadian coîleagues in the Embassy, my fellow officers,that as far as 1 was concernecl they could and should use their own language in memoranda to meand to the Ambassador, and moreover, that 1 would be prepareci to sign and to recommend that theAmbassador sign despatches and teiegrams to Externai Affairs in French. And so in a way 1started, singie-hanledliy, in Paris, a programme of bilinguaiism before it became the officiai policyof the Canadian Government. I didn't know what the reaction from Ottawa was going to be to this,but 1 was prepared to take the chance, and as it turned out I caicuiated correctly, that nobody wouldhave the nerve in Ottawa to object to this fait accompli, because it was £0 obviously a sensible thingto do. But that shows you, as recently as 1961, how completeiy unilingual the Canadian ForeignService was, and littie wonder, 1 have to say, that there was an underlying feeling of resentment and
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a feeling of second class citizenship on the part of the French Canadians. So we have made
enormous strides since then, in a relatively short time. Well, I thought that might be interesting.

So, from Paris 1 returned in 1966 to Ottawa to take over as Head of the European Division,
which in those days dealt with relations with ail of Europe, East and West. And what I'found was,
of course, that 1 had to catch my own forward passes then, from Paris. I was dealing from the
Ottawa end with ail the sanie issues that I had deait with in Paris, which was both easy and difficuit
- easy because I was famuliar with these issues, but difficult because they were just as intransigent
in Ottawa as they had been in Paris, and more particularly the whoie question of the emerging
triangle, Ottawa-Quebec-Paris, which De Gaulle's actions were making increasingly difficuit to
manage. And of course, ail this camne to a head with De Gaulle's visit to Canada in the summer
of 1967, a year after I had returned to Ottawa, bis visit to Canada on the occasion of Expo '67 in
Montreal. As head of the European Division 1 had the chief responsibility at tie working level for
the preparation of this vîsit, along, of course, with the preparation of ail the other visits of European
heads of state and governument. They were not State visits, but visits of heads of state on the
occasion of Expo. That distinction was important, because we were unable, obviously, to give bead
of state treatment to so many visitors in such a short period. But the one outstanding visit that
caused more headaches than ail the other ones put together was De Gaulle's. And it was under
negotiation for the whole of the time that I was Head of the European Division, 1 mean for a whole
year beforehand, because of course there was increasing evidence during that time that De Gaulle
was embracing a philosophy and a view of Canada which was quite inimical to the view and the
interests of the Federal Government, in Canada. He was encouraging the advocates of independence
in Quebec. He was talking and acting as though the government of Quebec was the only legitimate
representative of the French fact and the French speaking population of Canada, and as if the
Federal Government was representative only of English speaking Canada, and moreover was but
a North American extension of the Anglo Saxon world, which he, of course, blamed for so much
of bis own problems in getting the sort of recognition he feit was due to France. This goes back
to the war years, as you know. He focused on Canada only relativety late in bis life, but when be
did, he focused on it in a typically De Gaulle manner, full of nostalgia for past French glory, full
of the sense of France's mission in the world and fuli of a drearn that an autonomous or independent
Quebec would be a jewel in the crown of a world-wide French community. So he planned his visit
to Canada in that context, and there was mounting evidence, in the year before that visit, that lie
had intentions that might be embarrassing, to say the least, and disruptive, to, say the most, to
Canada. And various attempts were made to find out what he really had in mind; various autempts
were made to negotiate a programme that would be consistent with Canadian interests; various
attempts were made to restrain and control what appeared to be the intention of botb De Gaulle and
the Quebec Governent to blow this up into something far beyond what Ottawa envisaged. And
they were ail unsuccessful, these attempts. And so when it came to the day, de Gaulle carried out
his well-planned visit, from the time lie landed where Wolfe had landed two, centuries before to the
time lie cried from the balcony of the city hall of in Montreal, "Vive le Québec Libre"; it ail went,
I am convinced, according to his well-laid plans. And I had the honour of drafting the statement
by Prime Minister Pearson which branded bis behaviour as unacceptable. 1 produced a draft which
Prime Minister Pearson then added to, very much out of bis own feelings and bis own bistoric
experience. It was Prime Minister Pearson who added the remarks to the effect that it was ironic -

that's not the word lie used, and that's not quite the riglit thouglit, but anyway - that it was ironic
that de Gaulle should talk about an atmosphere of liberation as lie moved tbrough Quebec, wben
there were Canadians lying in the soul of France who liad given their lives for the liberation of
France as recently as the Second World War. That was very much Pearson, and came as you can
sec directly from bis personal feelings, but 1 drafted the main part of the statement, the famous word
- "unacceptable", plus the important invitation, the important passage, which assumed that de Gaulle



was still going to corne to Ottawa, and said that we hoped that that visit to Ottawa would provide
the opportunity for him to obtain a better understanding of this country. That was very important
in my view and that importance was accepted by the Prime Minister. It was very important thatwe flot be the one to kick De Gaulle out of Canada. We said his behaviour had beenNunacceptable", and that was justified by any criteria, but we also said that he should complete hisvisit and that we looked forward to the opportunity to correct some of bis misimpressions. So itwas de Gaulle who took the initiative to curtail the visit, and I am personally convinced that heneyer intended to corne to Ottawa, for the reasons that 1 suggested, that Ottawa was the capital ofa country that, in his vision, had nothing to do witb France. But it was de Gaulle who took theinitiative to curtail the visit, so the onus was on him. He flot only made an unacceptable publicstatement in Montreal, lie also cornritted a protocol sin, if you want, by slamming the door in theface of bis host. So that way the whole onus for the falout of tbat incident fell on De Gaulle'sshoulders. And he returned, as you may remember, to Paris, to a French public, and indeed to acabinet, absolutely aghast at what lie had done. And the reason for this is very simple - he did itentirely on bis own. 1 arn personally convinced that flot even Couve de Murville, bis ForeignMinister and companion on this trip, knew what be was going to do. However, that bas notbingdirectly to do witb NATO, but it does very rnuch have to do with Canada's relationship withFrance, wbich passed through an extraordinarily difficult period, with very important domesticrepercussions in this country and also witb repercussions on our broader relations witb Europe.Because it cornplicated, it clearly complicated, our relations with Europe more generally,complicated our relations with the European Community, wbere France played such an importantrole and stili does, complicated our relations, our role, in the Alliance, because it made it practically

impossible to maintain any sort of constructive relationship witb a key member of the Alliance,thougli no longer a member oftdie military organization. And it focused public attention, in Canada,in a most negative way, on the whole European-NATO dimension of our foreign policy.

[HILL] So, this is one of the roots of tbe subsequent decisions on the part of the FederalGovernmnent, under Mr. Trudeau, who came in in 1967, to cut the troop levels in Europe?

[HALSTEAD]j Yes, 1 think this wbole background bad a profound, if flot entirely acknowledged,impact on the thinking of both the Canadian public and Canadian Ministers. So wben the time carneunder Trudeau to review our place in NATO and our contribution in Europe, instead of there beinga predisposition to evaluate that relationship positively, the predisposition was to evaluate itnegatively. Tbe predisposition was to say, as a number of Cabinet Ministers did say, "What thehell good does this do us? Europeans aren't interested in us, 1 mean tie Europeans are flot actingin accordance witb Canadian interests, wby should we spend money on their defence, their defence,flot Our defence?". And 1 tbink it substantially coloured the approacb to the review of NATO
policy. Perbaps, as I say, flot consciously.

[HILL] Ambassador Halstead, as you mentioned from 1967 to 1971, you were Director General,1 think, of the European Division.

[IIALSTEAD] Yes, I thînjc 1 may bave given you the wrong date there, because in fact I took overas Head of Uic European Division in 1966, when I came back from Paris. 1967 was Centennialyear and Uic year of De Gaulle's visit to Canada. So my period as Head of European Division musthave been from 1966 to 1971. And in 19711I became Assistant Under-Secretary. But it was duringmy time as Head of Uic European Division that Uic Foreign Policy Review took place.

[HILL] Also of course the cuts in Canadian troop levels in Europe.
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[HALSTEAD] Indeed! Now, 1 was very directly and very actively involved in the Foreign Policy
Review and the Defence Policy Review. In fact, as part of the Foreign Policy Review, a special
task force was set Up onl Europe which becamne known as STAFEUR, that is the acronym for the
Special Task Force on Europe. And 1 was appointed Deputy Chairman of that task force. The two
Co-Chairmen were Paul Tremblay and Robert Ford, both of whom were Ambassadors abroad, Paul
Tremblay in Brussels and Robert Ford in Moscow. So they were out of the country most of the
time. They came only for the inauguration of the work of the Task Force, and I think once to
review it and that was about aIl. So in practice 1 chaired the Task Force, which was the first
comprehiensive examination of Canada's relations with Europe, East and West. And the Task Force
consisted of representatives from ail government departments with any interest in relations with
Europe. And we went systematically through the whole gammut, both geographically and
functionally: geographically, country by country, assessing the relative importance of our relations;
and functionally, department by departmnent, field by field, political, economic, trade and so on.
And again, we assessed the relative importance of our functional interests in each of these countries.
We prepared a considerable report which was confidential and which has remained confidential -
it has neyer been published - a report for the Minister, which as I recaîl the Minister passed on to
t.he Prime Minister and also, tabled, I think, in Cabinet. Ihis report in general terms - it was, as
I say, a ver>' detailed report, so I couldn't possibly go through it in detail - but the general thrust
was that although we had traditionally close and friendly relations, in particular with Britain, and
of a rather different nature with France, our relations with the rest of Europe were for the most part
relations that were conducted through multi-lateral channels, like NATO, like the United Nations,
rather than through bi-lateral channels; and that our specific interests in individual countries had
been rather neglected, had never been systematically pursued. And s0 our general thrust was that
we should make a concerted effort to develop, to deepen, to broaden our relations with Europe, both
bi-laterally with the various countries with particular priorit>' to those of most importance to us, and
multi-lateral>' with the European Community. And this was to be a parallel effort, the bi-lateral
effort and the effort with the European Community. This was to be done not onl>' to serve
Canada's functional interests in these countries, political, trade, economic, cultural, scientific and
£0 on, but also as a way of diversifying our relations, and, as somne people said, of acting as a
counterweight to our relations with the United States. As part of this review, of course, we looked
at our defence relations with Europe and in particular at our NATO commitmnents. And our
conclusion was that NATO had served and continued to serve Canadian security interests well, and
indeed more general interests, broader political interests, and that we should maintain our
membership in NATO and our participation in the defence of Europe. This recomnmendation of
course flew in the >face of what, by then, it was becoming clear, was a disposition on the part of
the Trudeau Government, to, at the least reduce drastically our NATO commitment in Europe; and
îndeed to reduce our defence effort generally. And 1 think it is probabl>' partly for this reason that
the report was neyer released. What happened was, that when it became clear that that report was
not going to recommend a radical change in our relationship with NATO, or in our commitmnent
in Europe, the Prime Minister's office took steps to produce another report, and that report was
presented to Cabinet and resulted, in fact, in the Govemmuent's decision to reduce our forces in
Europe by haif.

[HILL] This report that you were working on was in 1967-68.

[HALSTEADJ No, 1968-69. That task force was struck very shorl> after the election of 1968.
And was set up to anticipate the desire of the new Prime Minister to review foreign policy. And
Europe was chosen as one of the priority areas of attention, where our NATO commîtments were
involved.



[HILL] Despite your report, then, in effect the PMO came up With its own report, and they had
more politicai backing.

[HALSTEADJ 0f course, I mean this was neyer said to me directly, but, 1 assume that our report,the STAFEUR report, did flot satisfy the Prime Minister's own desire for radical change, withrespect particularly to our participation in NATO. And so he took steps to have something preparedwhich corresponded more closely to his views.

[HILL] So, in the end, in fact, this paved the way to the force cuts decisions early in 1969.

[HALSTEADJ I might point out that this decision on the reduction of our forces in Europe wastaken before the defence policy review, as such, had really been completed. I think it had justbarely been put in hand and had flot actually been completed; and of course the defence policy whitepaper didn't corne out until 1971, by which time the changes in our defence posture, including
particularly those in Europe, were already a fait accompli.

[HILL] Could it be argued, on the other hand, that the work that you did and similar work insideExternal and elsewhere, at least helped keep Canada inside NATO, whereas perhaps there was adisposition initialiy, on the part of the Prime Minister, to pull out entirely?

[HALSTEAD] Weil, 1 certainly had the impression at the time that ail options were underconsideration by the Government, literally ail options, including neutrality, withdrawal from NATOwhile staying in NORAD or even withdrawal from both NATO and NORAD. Withdrawal fromNATO, reduction of forces in NATO, withdrawal of ail Canadian Forces from Europe back toNorth America - ail these options were under consideration. The Prime Minister encouragedpeople, including his own Ministers, to debate ail these options, and there was a time in fact whenMinisters were speaking out with very divergent opinions until they realized that this was flotconducive to the image of Cabinet soiidarity. So 1 think you're perfectly right that the STAFEURreport may well have been instrumental in at ieast establishing the rationale for maintaining and evenreinforcing certain links with Europe. My own personal view is that, although the government'sdecision to cut our forces in Europe was an extremely important decision and had extremelyimportant, and negative, repercussions on both the credibility of the Canadian defence effort andCanada's relations with its allies, the more important decision for the long-terni was flot that, butthe decision to stay in NATO, and the decision to retain forces in Europe. Those decisions werefar more important for the longer tenu, than the decision to reduce our forces, and I think our reporthad a significant role to play in those decisions. Moreover, it becarne clear later, as it was clearto me at any rate at the tirne, that it was inconsistent to pursue dloser political and cultural and traderelations with the countries of Europe, on the one hand, and to tell them in effeet that we no longershared their security concerns. And when, later, Prime Minister Trudeau made his several toursof the countries of Europe, in pursuit of what we called at the time a contractual link with theEuropean Community, this becarne rather clear to him. This was 1974-75. So, it is my view, it'sMy strong view, that the way the decision to reduce our forces was taken was very harmful tolonger-tem Canadian interests. If we had said to our allies: "We have re-exarnined the relativecapacity to support the collective defence effort and we feel that the European allies are ini a positionto bear a relatively larger share in relation to Canada's share than was the case in the past", and thatV/C Would like to see some adjustment of our comnIitments in light of that, I think the reactionwould have been quite different. But to decide unilaterally that we were going to reduce, flot onlybecause we thought that we shouldn't bear a larger proportion of the collective defence burden, butalso because we considered the threat had substantially diminished, was very badly received. So1 arn absoluteîy sure, in my own mind, that that had a very bad effect on our influence in the



Alliance and on our efforts to develop close relations with Europe. Because, of course, we were
flot shifting defence resources, defence assets, from Western Europe to North America; we were
reducing our total defence effort, and that was a mistake that successive governments have been
paying for and that the Canadian people have been paying for.

[IILL] Do you feel that is really the case, that in fact there has been a continuing price to pay for
this?

[HALSTEADI Oh, indeed, indeed. What has happened is that the Canadian Armed Forces were
so neglected for so long because of the freeze on defence expenditure, and therefore the steady
reduction in real dollars devoted to the defence effort, that they were starved of equipment and
indeed of manpower. Ibis is responsible for the very serious gap between capability and
commitment that developed over the years. And it has become extraordinarily difflcult for
successive governents to do two things at once, one to maintain and modernize equipment, and
on top of that to catch up on the neglect that took place before. So that is why I say we have had
to pay for this mistake over the years.

[HILL] There's one other question I'd like to ask about this period, concerning the troop cuts.
My impression of Canada's attitude to NATO and the North Atlantic Treaty at the time the North
Atlantic Treaty was first set up, when the discussions on it were going on, then in the late 40's, was
that in a sense, what Canada found there was an almost perfect outlet for Canadian foreign policy,
in that NATO encompassed alI the traditional Canadian linkages poured into one multi-lateral
framework. I mean there's a linkage to the United States, there's a linkage to the U.K., there's a
linkage to France, there's a linkage to Western Europe - they were ail pooled in there together in
one framework, one pole of attraction, if you like. And 1 think the impression I have from talking
to people about those early years is that it was seen as a kind of natural outlet, almost a perfect
thing for Canada. Yet in 1969 you had Canada sort of turning its back on this natural arrangement.
0f course the world had changed during those years, no question about that. Germany had corne
up again, Western Europe was no longer destitue, and so on. Nonetheless, in a way there was a
turning away from the traditions of Canadian foreign policy, and one feels that by and large this was
coming from, the Prime Minister and some of the people closest to him. What do you think were
the impulses driving him at that time, when he looked at foreign policy? What was lie trying to do?
What were the antecedents of his thinking?

[IIALSTEADJ Well, if we're talking about the Prime Minister now, I think the origins of his wish
to introduce radical change into our role in NATO was, first of aIl, his desire to make his own
impact on Canadian foreign policy.

1 think Prime Minister Trudeau came to power with the idea that he would put his personal
stamp on Canadian foreign policy; he had some prior convictions that lie wanted to see made part
of Canadian foreign policy. One was the emphasis on North/South-aid to the Third World,
economic development, and so on; another was recognition of the People's Republic of China. 1
think another was probably improvement of East-West relations, including Canada's relations with
the Soviet Union. And 1 think lie felt that the continued stationing of substantial Canadian Forces
in Europe was an anomaly in liglit of the conditions that had changed since the founding of NATO.
More broadly, as far as NATO was concerned, there were people both in lis cabinet and in the
academic community, and more broadly in the public, who also thouglit that Canada was playing
some kind of Boy Scout role in Europe that was expensive and that didn't any longer correspond
to identifiable Canadian interests. I think one of the factors that played a role in this sort of view
was some disillusionment with NATO. Because, you will recaîl that, when we participated
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enthusiastically in the creation of NATO, we were thinking of an organization that would be morethan a military alliance, hence our famous Article Il of the Treaty - of an organization that wouldbe for the defence of both North America and Western Europe, of an organization that wouldpromote a closer-knit Atlantic community and Canada's relations within that conimunity. Now, thatvision was not fully shared by our allies, cither American or European, and becamne ciouded overtime. The political dimension of the Alliance, in some people's view, at any rate, becamnesubordinate to the military dimension. There was far more of that, certainly after the Korean War,and in the period of German rearmanient. Ail these things werc efforts to organize the militarydimension of tic Alliance and I think people began to feel - a lot of Canadians began to feel - thatthis was becoming predominantly a military alliance, and that the political objectives, politicalconsultations, coordination of foreign policies, were not getting the priority that they should. Asfar as the defence of North America was concerned, ini practice, of course - aithough in thcoryNorth America was a region of NATO - in practice it was from thc very beginning treatedseparatcly, and my personal view was at Uic time, and is even more strongly now, that Canadamade a serious mistake at the very beginning, in agreeing to purcly bi-lateral arrangements for Uicdefence of North America, and particularly thc air defence of North America. I don't Uiink Uiatwe shouid have acquiesced, at any rate acquiesced so readily, in the formation of NORAI) as apurely bilateral defence arrangement, in practice outside thc NATO organization. It's got to thcpoint now where people taik of Canada's two alliances. Canada has in fact only one alliance, andNORAD is not an alliance at ail; it is an arrangement for a unified command structure for Uic airdefence of one region of Uic North Atlantic Treaty arca. But Uic way it's been run, it looks as ifit is anoUier alliance; and Uiis has created, what 1 cali, Uic fragmentation of NATO strategy.Because Uic stratcgy for Uic defence of North America is neyer discussed in NATO.

MIILL] 1 should say Uiat it is a sentiment Uiat you share wiUi a number of other people.

[HALSTEAD] Good, I'm glad to hear that. 1 have made a point of publicizing my views on Uiisin Uic iast fcw years, since 1 left Uic service, since 1 retired, since I've been free to do so. And 1feel very strongly about Uiat, and I'm glad to hear that oUiers share my views. As for Uic Atlanticcommunity, instead of becoming more closely knit, it has in fact become what 1 calicompartmentalized, and poiarized. Compartmentalizcd as between those matters, defence matters,discusscd in NATO, and those matters, primarily cconomic and trade matters, discussed in UicEuropean Community or as between Uic European Community and Uic United States.

[HILL] What about O.E.C.D. as well?

(IIALSTEADJ Yes, but Uiey have oUier actors. And polarized as between Uic United States onUie one hand, and Uic major European powers on the other hand. So we don't have a more closeiyknit Atlantic community. And Canada increasingîy finds difficuity in answering Uic question:wherc do we fit in? Anid so 1 think it is Uiis kind of feeling Uiat was aiready vcry evident in Uiclate 60's, a sort of disiliusionment wiUi what was happening, a feeling that NATO perhaps didn'tany longer respond to Canadian needs and that Canada had nothing really to gain any longer frombeing in NATO, a feeling Uiat Uic Europeans weren't interested in us and Uiat we had better lookafter our own affairs at home. And of course you must remember Uiis came at a time whenCanadians were more and more preoccupied with their internai affairs, preoccupied wiUi nationaluflity, preoccupied wiUi regionai disparities, poverty, unemploymcnt and so on, ail these Uiings werecomning together to attract attention.

[HILL] I'm gîaci you mentioned Uiat. Some of Uic Prime Minister's staff were preoccupied wiUidomestic concerns. That was their forte.
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[HALSTEADJ And there was also a wide-spread feeling, against mhe background of what I have
just described, mhat Canada would get more mileage by being a big frog in mhe Third World pond
than by being a small frog in the NATO pond. And mhere were all sorts of voices to say mhat
Canada should be devoting its resources and efforts to building up its relations wimh Third World
countries ramher than continue to bomher with mhese old fogies in Europe. So mhat was mhe
background to mhe governmnent's approach to relations with Europe and to Canada's role in NATO.
Nevertheless, mhis report on Europe did have a considerable impact, over time, and 1 mhink led
directly to the initiative mhat Trudeau then took later, which is commonly referred to as the Third
Option. In fact mhere are two - mhis is anomher case of popular confusion - mhere were in fact two
policies or two initiatives. One was what I called mhe "Diversification Policy« and mhat was a
foreign policy initiative, and mhat flowed directly from the STAFEUR report. The omher was
essentially a domestic policy initiative, and that was the Third Option. And mhat was the policy that
was described in a special issue of International Persoecives, in an article signed by Mitchell Sharp,
mhen Secretary of State for External Affairs, which was developed in the aftermath of Nixon's
economic measures in 1971. That policy was properly speaking mhe Third Option. It was primarily
a domestic policy; it was a policy primarily directed at strengmhening Canada's domestic institutions
and policy instruments in order to increase our ability to operate with some freedom of action, and
to reduce our vulnerability to mhe United States. Unfortunately mhat Third Option, while it was
adopted nominally, was neyer incorporated in any cabinet decision, was neyer translated into
governiment directives to government departments, was neyer given any policy instruments and in
effect, remained a purely declaratory policy. And in my view mhe policy mhat mhe government
eventually adopted was not mhe Third Option at ail; it was the First Option, which was supposed to
be the option of maintaining mhe status quo, which mhe government professedly rejected because it
would be ineffective in preventing Canada from being increasingly drawn into mhe American orbit.
So that is what we have seen. People say the Third Option was a failure, because it did flot
correspond to reality. My response to mhat is mhat mhe Third Option was flot a failure because it was
neyer tried. The policy mhat mhe goverfiment actually adopted had mhe effect mhat could have been
foreseen for it.

[HILL] Was it partly a question of government memhod in mhe foreign policy review? Somebody
once made mhis comment about Mr. Trudeau's way of proceeding on foreign affairs: when asked
to describe what kind of a person he was, mhey said mhat he's "an existentialist". What he does is
mhat he gets involved in miîngs for a while, tries out some policy, and then afterwvards feels he's
done what he can, and mhen he goes on to something else. There might be abit of trum intmat, even
in his treatment of North/Soumh issues for example; mhere were various initiatives at various times
and mhen somehow Canada didn't follow mhrough on mhem. Maybe mhis was the samne wimh respect
to mhe Third Option. Maybe what happened was mhat it seemed like a good miîng to do for a while,
and then somnehow it wasn't followed mhrough on.

[HALSTEADI WelI, it is interesting mhat you should say mhat, because that corresponds entirely
to my own impression. In fact, 1 have toyed wih mhe idea of writing somemhing, maybe a smal
book, on Trudeau's foreign policy. Because it is my feeling as a result of working wimh Trudeau,
i some cases quite closely, on various aspects of his foreign policy over the years, mhat an

enormous opportunity was in effect wasted. The opportunity was, mhat here was a man who was
Prime Minister for longer, for a more continuous period of time, mhan any omher Prime Minister i
the Commonwealmh and indeed in mhe free world I mhink, or as long as most. And yet his
accomplishments in mhe foreign policy field, and I emphasize mhat, lin flot talking about domestic
policies, but in the foreign policy field, are very difficult to find; mhey certainly don't correspond
in any way to the lengmh of time he was mhere. I mhink mhe reason for mhis is essentially what you



just said. That lie dabbled in foreign policy; which is flot to say that hie was flot interested, he was,but hie would get involved in one or another aspect for awhiie, and getting involved for hlm wasessentially making speeches or attending important conferences, high profile activities - it was flotfollowing, day-by-day, the implementation of a well-defined and articulated policy. That he wasflot good at. In fact I think one of the problems was that he had no personal experience of, andreally did flot understand, the operational side of international relations, the operation of dipiomacy.He didn't know anything about it at ail, and neyer leamned. I mean, you may remember some ofthe things he said shortly after he came to power about diplomats, about Externai Affairs. H1ewondered out loud whether we couldn't get along without these rather élitist people in ExternalAffairs. Because, after ail, we could ail read the New York Times and the WaL&e Jornl orwhat ever it was; they had perfectly adequate coverage of events al over the world. Weil, you seethis reflects a basic ignorance of what diplomacy is ail about. It reflects a basic ignorance of liowinternational relations are managed. It reflects an ignorance of the facts - lie also suggested that wecould handie negotiations quite adequately by sending the experts from Canada to whatever countrieswe wanted to negotiate with, and they would be experts in their field and they would negotiate, andthat would be fine. Why bother with, wliy pay for, these expensive embassies and ambassadors?Weil, you see that ignores the fact that negotiation is at ieast as dependent on a knowledge of thepeople you are negotiating with as it is on a knowiedge of the subject matter of the negotiation. So1 think you are absoiutely right, it confirms my own impression, and I feel that Canada lias beenbadly served in the foreign policy field as a resuit of this.

[HILL] If I could just take this one step further, and I do this simply because I think it says quitea lot about how Canada approached NATO amongst other foreign policy instruments and issues inthis period, it seems to me that the core of Mr. Trudeau's whoie govemnment poiicy was really adomestic one, which is to say the area where he was continualiy interested and knowiedgeabie.The thing that really got his attention ail the time was really die whle issue of the place of Quebecin Canada. And it was this constitutional issue which really drove him as a Prime Minister. Theother things certainly interested him at times, but they were not of the same order as far as he wasconcerrned. Now, even on the domestic side, with respect to Quebec and Confederation, of coursehe's stili a controversial figure, there are different views on what he achieved and didn't achieve,but it stili seems to me that that is the real explanation of Pierre Trudeau. I don't know if you wiil
agree with me or flot.

(HALSTEADI Yes, 1 would, I would. 1 think you are absoiutely riglit there. I think the placeof Quebec in Canada was his central and overriding concern and it is there that lie made his miostimportant contribution as Prime Minister. And that was an historic contribution. 1 mean Canadapassed through the greatest crisis of its existence so far in that period, and I think Trudeau'scontribution to the continued unity of Canada was historic. But in the foreign policy field, 1 feel,as I say, it's a matter of opportunities lost. And I think, as far as Europe is concemned, his interestin Europe was again a reflection of domestic pressures. I think lie turned to Europe in the '70s asa resuit of a feeling, or an impression, that important constituencies, I don't mean that in ageographicai concept, but important political constituencies, feit that lie had negiected relations withEurope, and therefore lie embarked on this initiative. But again, aithougli le put in a tremendousamount of time and effort over a period of about a year, there was no real foilow through. Andthis was the problem ail the time.

[HILL] Could you say something about the treatment of Europe and NATO in the foreign policybookiet and in tliat exercise leading up to it, to Foreign Policy for Canadians?
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[HALSTEAD] Well, yes, there was a direct connection between the report of STAFEUR, which
I chaired, and the bookiet on Europe in the publication, Foreign Policy for Canadians. That bookiet
came as a direct descendant of the STAFEUR Report, boiled down, of course, enormously boiled
down, and without the NATO component.

[IHLL] Although there is a NATO section.

[HALSTAD] Yes, that is right, but, yes, I'm sorry, I shouldn't say without the NATO
component, but with a very much trimmed down NATO component. I mean NATO was a far more
important part of the STAFEUR Report than it was of the bookiet on Europe. And 1 think that -
1 mean this is no pride of authorship at ail because that was very much a joint effort - 1 think that

was one of the best books in Foreign Policv for Canadians.

[IHLL] What is interesting about the treatment of NATO ini that bookiet is that, prior to the
Trudeau period if you like, NATO was seen as sort of a pole of Canadian foreign policy which was
held up for its own sake. And one suspects, though I don't know, that in the report you prepared,
it was probably that way too. But in Foreign Policy for Canadians, the distinct impression that I
have is that NATO is portrayed there as a usefl.l instrument "for the time being", untili such time
as changes in wortd circumstances will have worked themselves out, whereupon alliances such as
that will no longer be necessary. Now of course that might take a long time, but nonetheless there
is that sense there that eventually these things will wither away, you know, NATO is something that
we may belong to for the time being, so to speak.

[HALSTAD] Yes, that's true. Well that reflects of course the political input from the Prime
Minister's Office, that was considered essential to a justification, after the fact, for the decision to
reduce the Canadian Forces in Europe. So it was a downgrading of NATO.

Part 111 - Acting Under-Secretary and Deouty Under-Secretarv. 1974-75

[IHLL] 1 wonder if we could go on to what we caîl Part III. It's actually part of a continuum in
a sense, because you had been Assistant Under-Secretary for that period of 1971-74, but then in
'74 and '75 you were both Acting Under-Secretary and Deputy Under-Secretary. This was the
period in which the Prime Minister made his famous tour of Europe and spokewith Chancellor
Schmidt and other people, and in which in the Defence Department, there was a defence structure
review carried through. It was a kind of a turning point in Canadian international security policy,
because now Canada turned around again a little bit and focused a little bit more on NATO than
it had in the immediately proceeding period, and started to begin the lengthy process of trying to
rebuild the Armed Forces which is still going on. And as you mentioned, there is such a back-log
that they're still running up hill. 1 just wondered if you could tell us a little bit about the main
thrust of your work in that period, particularly in regards to NATO.

[HALSTEADJ Well, 1 should perhaps mention that going back to the time when 1 took over as
Head of the European Division in 1966, through my time- as Assistant Under-Secretary and now as
Acting Under-Secretary and Deputy, NATO was very much a part of my interests, although 1 was
not, of course, as Head of the European Division, I was not responsible for NATO policy. But 1
attended, again, ail the Ministerial meetings that were held; and when 1 became Assistant Under-
Secretary, my two fields of responsibility were relations with Europe and defence relations. So as
Assistant Under-Secretary, and then later, 1 did have, again, responsibility for NATO. 1 think the
government's effort to repair some of the damage that had been done earlier by the drastic reduction
of the Canadian Forces, and the effort to re-build the Canadian Forces and to play a rather more
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positive role in NATO again, were ail due to the realization, by the Prime Minister, that there wasan inherent inconsistency between pursuing dloser economic, political and cultural relations withEurope, and disassociating ourselves from the security of Europe. Some people have suggested thatin fact the Europeans exercised blackmail over us; that when we came, when the Prime Ministercamne, and said we would like to have a contractual link with you, with the European Community,the Europeans said: "WeIl, you'd better do something about your defence if you want that. « I waspresent at two tête-à-tête meetings between Trudeau and Schmidt and at numerous other meetings.1 accompanied Trudeau on his visits to ail the European capitais during that campaign, 1974-75, itstarted in the fail of '74 with visits to Paris and to Brussels and it went on in '75 with visits to ailthe other capitals. And not once was that said or anything near it, but neyer the less, you know,it was a sort of unstated assumption in the background, because it was obvious to everyone that wecouldn't be credible in our professions of a desire to broaden and deepen our relations to Europein some areas and leave security out of it. And so, in fact, as part of these visits, at one pointTrudeau went himself to NATO, he paid a visit to, NATO Headquarters, and addressed the NorthAtlantic Council, in order, so to speak, to reas sure them that Canada was not contracting out of this.And I think that it was in an effort to redress, to counteract, that initially very negative impressionthat had been created by the unilateral decision to reduce our forces, that we owe the belated effortsto improve our defence posture and to play a more positive role in NATO. And this would thenexplain also why we took the initiative we did which resulted in the Atlantic Declaration. 1 meanthat was the philosophy behind it. We also saw this as a way of re-asserting the primacy of thepolitical role of NATO, re-asserting the political purpose of this Alliance iii the management ofEast/West relations, not only for NATO as a whole, but 1 mean reasserting it here in Canada, s0as to correct some of the public impressions that had grown up. So we took full advantage of thefact that it was our turn to host the NATO Ministerial meeting, to organize this declaration whichwas then adopted in Ottawa but signed later by Heads of Government in Brussels.

[HILL] 0f course in -foreign Policyfor Canadians, too, there is a section in there about politicalconsultation in NATO, which 1 understand does praise the operation 0f NATO in that respect, 1think referring to NATO as having a unique instrument for political consultation. Then, of course,in '73, 1 think it was, Dr. Kissinger had called for a new Atlantic Charter, and the Year of Europe;and in a way that ail led up to the Atlantic Declaration.

[IIALSTEAD] Yes, it's very interesting to, compare Kissinger's Year of Europe Initiative toCanada's Third Option Initiative, because they had very different motives and led to very differentresults. Kissinger's motives, the American motives - this is my appreciation, of course - theAmerican motive was to get a foot in the European Community door. I think the Americans weregetting increasingly concerned that Europe was getting increasingly united, was talking increasinglywith one voice, as they like to say, was getting increasingly effective at coordinating its foreignpolicy. And the Americans were ver>' nervous that this might indeed be a sort of nascent greatPower, which would start making foreign policy quite independent of the United States. And so theWhole point of the Year of Europe, and the Atlantic Charter, was to give the Americans a chanceto influence the formation of European foreign poiicy before it was set in concrete. And that'sPrecisely what the Europeans didn't want. The Europeans were not prepared to give the UnitedStates, as they put it, a place at their table,

[HILL] Whereas the Atlantic Declaration was reall>' a declaration about good consultative practices,essentiall>'.

(IIALSTEADJ That's right, and there the balance was quite reasonabl>' set. And, of course, theCanadian initiative - it wasn't our purpose to, have any privileged position in the policy malcing,
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policy formation process of the European Cominunity - it was to forge a Iink which would enable
us to discuss conflicts of interest before they became serious, and secondly to develop new forms
of co-operation, industrial co-operation, which would hopefully resuit in an expansion of our trade.
And 1 think that explains why the Aniericans failed, and Kissinger's initiatives failed, because it was
an attempt to get inside the European Comniunity. Our initiative succeeded because the Europeans
saw a political usefulness in encouraging us if we were serious. 'That was really the essence of the
question. If we were serious, they saw an advantage, a political advantage, from their point of
view, in developing dloser relations with us.

Part IV - Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Germany. 1975-80

[HILL] Ambassador Halstead, I think there are two main issues I'd like to ask you about in this
period. The first one is what was the state of Canadian-German relations in that period and in
particular how did the German cabinet and senior officiais and people regard Canada and regard
Canada's role in NATO?

[HALSTEADJ Well, I think that when I went to Bonn in 1975 I went at a very propitious and
favorable time; the timing was just right. My intention in going there, my own personal intention,
was to develop this bilateral relation to the maximum extent possible. I went with the conviction
that there was tremendous potential there, that Canada and West Germany had almost
complementary economies, that they had a very similar way of looking at international affairs,
strangely enough. One could take a lot of time to go into this, but I won't because I know time is
limited, but suffice it to say that for a variety of reasons that perhaps don't come immediately to
mind, Canadians and Germans find it remarkably easy to get on to the saine wave length. I think
both talk rather directly, radier frankly, they don't beat around the bush and they are of a size that
is comparable, I mean of course West Germany is far more populated than Canada is, and has a
bigger economy, but the disparity of the size and power is nothing like that between Canada and
the United States, or between Germany and the United States. And I think the Germans find it
easy to talk to Canadians. T'here's also something in the German psyche that makes Canada an
extremely attractive country, the wide open spaces here which they don't have in Germany, the idea
of a new frontier and so on - aIl these things appeal to the Germans. So I went to Bonn with the
conviction that there was tremendous potential here to develop, and that it would be in Canada's
interest to develop this relationship, indeed that it could become a key relationship in Europe for
Canada. I mean it was already obvious then that Germany was the strongest memiber of the
European Community, not only in military terms, - well, of course if one excludes nuclear weapons -
but more particularly in economic terms, and was adopting an increasingly Ieading role within the

European Community. So it seemed to me that if Canada could establish a close and mutually
beneficial relationship in as many fields as possible, not only trade but industrial co-operation and
£0 on, it would be a good underpinning to our general relationship with Europe and a good
complement to our more traditional relationships with Great Britain and with France. And I think
I went, as I say, at an extremely favorable time, because the Germans were just beginning to
become conscious themselves of this other country in North America. They had emerged, of
course, several years before, twenty years before, from the occupation period; they had become
recognizeci and accepted as respected members of the international commaunity; they had been
preoccupied for most of those twenty years with their relations with the United States on the one
hand, and with their European partners on the other. But they were just beginning in the seventies
to take cognizance of the rest of the world: on the one hand of the developing countries - they were
just beginning to construct a development aid programme and to cultivate actively their relations
with the countries of Africa and Asia and Latin America. And they were just beginning, as I said,
to see, to realize, that there was another country in North America. 50 what I found was the
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greatest need was to make Canada better known in Germany. And I tried to do this by targetingkey figures in the various fields where I wanted to develop relations, flot only in the Governientof course but in the business communities, the banking communities, the academic community, thecultural community; and we embarked on a very intensive prograin of selling Canada in ail thesefields. Now in this effort it was of immense importance that the Chancellor of the FederalRepublic, Helmut Schmidt, had a soft spot in his heart for Canada. He had in fact a brother-in-lawwho lived in Canada. So he knew something through his personal network about Canada. H1e sawsomething of the saine vision I think of our relationship that I've described. And he feit it wouldbe of benefit to the Federal Republic to develop a dloser relationship with Canada as well as tocomplement: the relations with the United States. And equally important was the fact that, after aninitially rock>' start, Trudeau and Schmidt were able to establish a very happy personal relationship,a personal relationship of mutual respect, first of ail. They respected each other's intellect. Theywere very different people, ver>' different. And it was a funny match, 1 mean I don't think of itfunny as in ha, ha; it was a curious match. But it worked and they were both highly intelligent,quick on the up-take, and as I say they respected each other's intellect. The>' were able to talk onan equal footing, and as you undoubtedly know, Schmidt tolerated fools badi>'. But equally headmired people to whom he could talk man to man and in Trudeau he found such a person.Trudeau was very impressed with Schmidt flot oni>' personally but also because Schmidt was aSocial Democrat, so that politically the>' considered themselves very close, if flot on the saine wavelength. And this was enormous - you could imagine - this set the tone for the relationship at thetop. Now there was still an enormous problem in translating this good will at the top into concreteaction down below. The more so, in view of the characteristic that we have already discussed ofTrudeau who was in and out of this and found it very difficuit: to follow through. Schmidt was farmore consistent, I mean because he understood the diplomatic process and the international systemfar better than Trudeau did. But nevertheless, the atmosphere was favorable to this kind ofoperation. So that, in broad terms, was the climate of relations during my five years in Bonn.
[HILL] Could you sa>' something about the German attitude towards the nuclear problem? Ihiswas a hot issue in that period, if I'm flot mistaken. The Soviets were building up the SS-20s. IfI 'm flot mistaken, that was the period when there was talk of the Window of Opportunit>' and theNuclear Equation in that the Soviets would have a period in which they would be able to, somepeople thought, they might have an edge over the Americans by being able to perhaps take outAmerican Land Based ICBMs. This was also the period in which there was the first of the episodesof the so-called Neutron bomb, which was rather an odd one from the consultative point of view,1 think.

IHALSTEAD] Yes, well I'd be glad to comment on those. Perhaps 1 should sa>' a word beforeI do that about the impact of this Trudeau/Schmidt relationship on our defence relations, becausethere's an important point there, that may flot be well lcnown, and which I witnessed personally. AsI told you earlier, I was present at two tête-à-tête meetings between Schmidt and Trudeau, and itwas Schmidt personal>' who was responsible for convincing Trudeau, as none of his CanadianofficiaIs were able to do, that Canada should re-equip its forces in Europe with tanks. At the timthere was an enormous debate in Canada as to what the equipment of the smaller Canadian Forceshouîd be, when the Centurion tanks broke down, as the>' were doing increasingi>', when the>' finaillycollapsed. And there was at one point great enthusiasm in Ottawa and in the Prime Minister'sOffice, for a more mobile force equipped with light tanks which were in fact little more thanArmored Personnel Carriers, but highly mobile, lightly armored and highly mobile, until they found,as a result of feasibilit>' studies, that this was going to cost more than re-equipping the brigade groupwith a new generation of tanks. And then the>' were reall>' flummoxed; I mean what were theygoing to do and should we reall>' continue. I mean the question was broached again, flot publicly
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but within the government, wbether we shouid continue to maintain this brigade group in Germany.
And it was Schmidt who reaily, single-handed, made the argument for the continuation of the
Canadian contribution. He convinced Trudeau. First of ail he expiained to Trudeau, in
intellectually satisfying terms, what the raison d'être was for the conventionai defence of Western
Europe. And then within that framework he convinced Trudeau that Canada had a symboiicaliy
important role to play and then he convinced Trudeau that that role, to remain credible, had to
involve a new generation of tanks.

[HIILL] So, as you said eariier, it was in no sense a threat.

[HALSTEAD] No, neyer a hint of that, but Trudeau found that this sort of argumentation from
a Social Democrat was more convincing than anything he had heard fromn his own officiais. 1
thought that was important, because there were flot too many witnesses to that. Now, to go to the
nuclear question. This also, I heard Schmidt and Trudeau discuss, because this was very much a
problemn for Trudeau and he used to question Schmidt about this. "What is your attitude toward the
nuclear deterrent? I mean don't you realize that nuclear war wouid be the end of ail of us?" And
Schmidt expiained the rationale from his point of view of the nuclear deterrent, and said it was
designed to prevent war, not to fight it. 0f course he knew that nuclear war would be the end of
ail of us, but so wouid any kind of war, any major war, would be the end of Germany. So it was
flot a case of just preventing a nuclear war; it was a case of preventing any war from occurring.
And for this it was necessary to have a credibie combination, a balanced, and credibie combination,
of strategic nuclear, theatre, nuclear and conventionai forces. And he becamne very concerned when
it appeared that tbe Soviets were deveioping their intermediate range nuclear forces in such a way
as to threaten the credibiiity of that leg of the NATO triad. He saw NATO's theatre nuclear forces
as very vuinerabie and he made the speech in London, as you know, to the IISS, back in whatever
it was - I think it was 1977 or '78 - in which he raised this question of the implications of the
Soviet SS-20s, and whether it wouid not be necessary for NATO to counter that threat. I remember
thinking at the time, wben 1 heard that report of the speech in L.ondon, tbat tiiis obviously had
serious implications for NATO and would iead to a review of NATO strategy. And it did lead to
die December '79 decision on INF. 0f course, there have since then been many arguments about
who was responsibie for the December '79 decision. And I think Schmidt himseif has come to
regret that decision.

[HLL] Realiy?

[HALSTEAD] I think so. It was - or let me put it this way- the aftermath of that decision, the
political failout of that decision in Germany, can be said to have led to his downfail. He became
increasingiy isolated in bis own party, in defence of the depioyment of Pershing II and cruise
midssiles. And I think you could make an argument that bis downfali could be traced to mhat decision,
and he bas spoken and written since then in such a way as to confirm that. 1 mean he hasn't said
that, but he bas backed away from accepting responsibility for the December '79 decision. And it
is, 1 think, still an open question whether that was an entirely wise decision. I myseif thought it
was at the time, and of course once it had been taken it was absoluteiy essentiai that, regardiess of
what the Soviets were able to do in mounting propaganda campaign against it and in helping to
arouse - they weren't responsible of course, for the massive public demonstrations, ini Western
Europe but they certainly did everything they couid do to stimulate and encourage themn - but once
mhat decision was taken, it was essentiai for the credibiiity of NATO to carry it through. But I think
mhat it is an open question whemher mhat was the best decision to make. Because in fact we are not
talking bere about the military significance of these weapons. It is realiy the political significance
and 1 think the political utiiity of Persing II and cruise missiles is very doubtful. And I mhinc that



is demonstrated by the reaction, the problems we now have, NATO now has, in facing up to thepossibility of an INF agreement. These difficulties are flot military difficulties at ail, althoughpeople are talking in military terms, that we can't afford to give up these, and if we give up thesewe have to compensate with those. It isn't military at ail, the whole thing is political, it's ail gotto do, really, with the political solidarity of the Alliance. The reasons the Europeans are nervousabout the possibility of going back to the status quo ante deployment of SS-20s, when they weren'tnervous, why should they be nervous now about going back to, that situation?; well, they arenervous now because of what has happened in the meantime, which has shaken their confidence inUS leadership and which has shaken US confidence in what they like to call European steadfastness.And that's what it's ai about, and so I think that the jury is still out on the December '79 decision;but that was the German part in that decision. The other thing you mentioned was the neutronbomb, which of course predated that.

[MILL] Could I just ask you first of ail, on the INF decision, the two-tracc decision, was it mainlya German initiative or did that mainly corne from the US, it's one of those things which 1 know ishard to pifipoint?

[HALSTEADJ Weli, for what it's worth, my impression is that it was indeed a German initiative,and specifically a Schmidt initiative. But that initiative was in the form of proposing that countermeasures be taken to offset the advantage that the Soviet's were gaining for themselves through thedeployment of SS-20s. Where the Americans came in was in the designation of the weapons thatshouid do this job. The Germans 1 don't believe had any part in that, or at least they left it to theAmericans, as did the Alliance as a whole. I mean the Germans said, these SS-20s worry us, weregard them as destabilizing, and they may possibly give the Soviets a blackmail potentiai, becauseof their abiiity to cancel the NATO theatre nuclear weapons. We think something needs to be doneabout this, and that's where they left it. The Americans said, and 1 don't know, 1 must say, withhow much reluctance the Americans said this - some Americans will tell you that they respondedfinally to this German and European initiative with great reluctance. I don't know - but anyway,when they did respond, they said, "Okay, we see your point, we agree something needs to be done,and what we are prepared to do to meet this is to depioy Pershing II and cruise missiles." And asfar as 1 know there was no real debate. Nobody on the European side said, "Oh well, we don'twant Pershing Ils, because there would be only a five-minute warning time for the Soviets and thatwould be provocative or destabilizing". I mean, I think this sort of went through the NATOmilitary planning structure without much debate, the Americans said, "This is what you can have",and the Europeans said, "Thank you very much." It depends on what you are talking about whenyou 're talking about responsibility. I think the initiative was certainly the responsibility of theEuropeans and, in the first instance, the Germans. The weapons systems that were actuallydeployed, and how many and where, was the responsibility of the Americans.

Par V Amasado toth Noth tlati Conci. 980-82

[HIILL] 1 wonder if we might go on to the next section, Part V, which 15 your period asAmbassador to the North Atlantic Council, from 1980 to 1982. I'd like to follow on from wýhatwe ve been talking about, flot 50 much the neutron bomb, but rather the two-track decision of INF.1 was spealcing to Ambassador Taylor recently who succeeded you at NATO 1 think. He said that,in his period of NATO, that year the question of the implementation of the two-track decision wassuch an enormous question that it took up a very large proportion of his time and of hiscounterparts, to the point where other things although they were deait with, were very secondaryissues. Was this such a big issue in your period then?
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[HALSTEADJ No, it wasn't. The big issue in my period, the biggest single issue in my period
there, was the Polish Crisis. And perhaps because of that, the INF deployment question did flot
rank so high in attention. It did, of course, figure frequently in our discussions, if for no other
reason than that public demonstrations were obviously causing difficulty for our European allies.
But throughout the sessions in the NATO Council, 1 don't remember any serious suggestion that thedeployment should be cancelled or changed substantially. 1 think the general feeling was that,
having taken this decision, NATO had to carry through with it, in terms of its own credibility. Themain question during my time there, in connection with the INF deployment issue, was the ability
of Belgium and the Netherlands, in particular, to go through with the deployments that wereexpected of them. And this of course was a very difficuit domestic issue for both of them. Themost difficuit problemn was in fact in the Netherlands, where flot only was it an issue that split thepolitical parties, but where it also involved the churches very actively; and the churches are more
actively involved in politics in the Netherlands than ini most of the European countries. And thechurches by and large were opposed to the deployment; and the Government, the governing
coalition, was badly split, and the dominant party in the governing coalition was also split. So therewas a long period of temporizing by the Netherlands government which caused the Americans a lotof annoyance, but which, as 1 say, neyer seriously put in doubt the determination to go through with
it. The country that was in fact most, apart from the United States, that was most directly affected
by this, was of course Germany. Because it has been the initial position of the West Gennan
government that they would accept their share only if three other countries, 1 think it was, accepted
a share, and that was the Netherlands, Belgium and Italy. Weil, amazingly enough, there was noproblem mn Italy at ail, the Communist party in Italy made practically no objection. But the mainproblem was in the Netherlands. Belgium was interesting, because the Belgians have their ownway of handling these things. Although it was a divisive question for the governing coalition, thePrime Minister at the time was very skillful in keeping this out of public debate; there was 1 thinkonly one base involved, and he decided to locate it in the area of the country, the Walloon area ofthe country, where unemployment was high, and where they could see economic benefits from this.And it was the Flemish population, because of the spill-over from the Netherlands, that was miost
vocally against it. So, he was able to play intemnal politics in favour of the acceptance of cruise
missiles, but it took him a little time to work this out. So, it was debated in NATO, but neyer ina way that would put in question the basic decision, really, and my impression is that it didn't have,or occupy, as much, time, as the Polish Crisis, because the Polish Crisis pushed it down the agenda.
And that's what we spent most of the time on, during those two years.

[HILL] I'd like to ask you a littie bit more about that, because when you went to NATO it wasa sort of a turning point in Fast/West relations. At the end of the 70's they'd had the SaIt Ilagreement which was signed but was never ratified, that was in fact withdrawn fromn Congress.
Then, also there was the Soviet invasion and occupation of Afghanistan, which in my dealings, my
own dealings with international affairs in that period, which was mainly in the Inter-Parliamnentary
Union, constituted a turning point, because very clearly this was a kind of a divide. The Iastremnants of detente went down the drain in that period. The world went back to a confrontationalatmosphere. 1 wonder if you'd say something about the atmosphere in NATO during that period.

[HALSTEÂDJ Yes, indeed. 1 arrived at NATO in October 1980; the organization had just beenthrough the Afghanistan crisis, had been very badly shalcen by it, not because the Soviet invasionof Afghanistan had ail that direct implications for security of the NATO area, but because it putvery seriously in doubt the capacity of the Alliance to take decisions quickly and smoothîy. Thedivisions in NATO were laid wide open by this first use of Soviet forces in the Third World, andthe allies had a terrible time putting together a unîted front on it. And it was as you say a moitaiblow to détente, and this was very difficult for the Europeans to accept, and more particulauly for
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Chancellor Schmidt, because the whole German position in support of NATO was based very muchon the two-track approach, military and political. Détente was an integral part of that, and ofcourse meant an enormous amount to West Germany in particular, because of its relevance to thedivision of Germany. Détente was the thing of primary significance for them. Détente meantcompletely different things to the United States, on the one hand, and to West Germany on theother. To tdie United States it was a way of managing superpower relations. To West Germanyit was a way of easing the division of Germany. That was the be-all-and-end-all of détente for WestGermany. So anything that put that ini danger was a terrible blow, 1 mean it threatened toundermine the underpinnings of the German role in NATO. And Schmidt found himself in anawful dilemma as a resuit of Afghanistan.

[HIILL] Where did the other European allies, and where did Canada, stand?
[HALSTEADI Weil, 1 think most of the European allies were greatly in favor of détente. 1 meanGermany more particularly because of the division of Germany but the other European alliesbecause of the division of Europe. Britain perhaps less than the others. I think Canada shared thisEuropean perception of detente and by and large wanted to salvage what could be salvaged of theEast/West dialogue in spite of Afghanistan. I mean we acknowledged that NATO could not remainIndifferent to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, but we didn't think that the price should be thedeath of detente and the end of ail dialogue, a new Cold War. So when 1 went to Brussels aIl thiswas stili simmering. The Alliance had just put together an agreed position and taken sanctionsagainst the Soviet Union over Afghanistan, but was still very much debating the implications of ailthis for the management of East/West relations, for the future of détente and so0 on. And then camethe Polish Crisis. It really began to hot up in the following summer, 1 think it was 1980, I'm sorry1 can't be precise about the dates. The first summer I was there was 1981. Apart from the dates,the important thing here was that, as a result of the Afghan experience the Alliance was deterrninednot to be caught with its pants down again, in terms of preparing to deal with a critical situation,in other words, in terms of crisis management. And for the first time, 1 think, in the history 0fNATO, the organization engaged in contingency planning in advance of an anticipated crisis. Andthis contingency planning took place in great secrecy, largeîy in what were called RestrictedSessions of the North Atlantic Council, where only Ambassadors and note-takers were allowed.And what we did was to work out, first a policy framework for our approach to a possible PolishCrisis; secondîy, measures, positive incentives for the Poles, to handie the situation without callingthe Soviets in; and finally, negative deterrents, in other words, sanctions to deter the Poles, on theone hand, and the Soviets on the other hand, from resorting to intervention. And 1 think this wasa remarkabîy successfui exercise. It went on for about six months and we drew up a kind of blueprint of a policy framework and of a shopping list of measures that foreign ministers could choosefrom, when and if they had to meet in an emergency session following some Soviet action. NowaIl this was based on what we called the "worst case scenario", which was overt Soviet militaryintervention i Polancj. We recognized that this might flot ie what actually happened, and indeedthere was a greater probabiîity of something short of that, some form of "grey scenario", as we putit. But we also thought that the infinite number of permutations and combinations of what mightcorne to be a grey scenario were s0 many, that we couldn't provide for ail of them, and that ail wecould do in practice was draw up the shopping list of measures designed for the worst case, andleave it to the foreign ministers in case of a "grey scenario" to pick and choose among them as theysaw fit. So when, then in December 1981, the Polish government introduced martial law, theNATO foreign ministers were convened, they met in .January, they had the results of thiscontingency planning in front of them, and 1 think it helped them enormouuîy to take decisionsquickly, and more or less in unison. The trouble was that, in spite of ail this contingency planning,in spite of ail these prior consultations, in spite of aIl NATO's principles of politicai consultations -



that members should consuit together on matters of common interest affecting their security before
decisions are taken, so that policy and action can be concerted, or at the very least so that members
will take decisions in light of these consultations - in spite of ail that, the pressure in individual
countries, and in particular of course in the United States, but flot only there, to be seen to be doing
something, was such that the United States and a number of other goverrnents took action before
the foreign ministers could meet. They took action and made statements before the foreign ministers
could gather in Brussels, and as a resuit we were faced witb a series of faits accomplis once more,
which obviously put constraints on what we could or could flot do. We could flot do less than any
member government already said we were going to do. We had the task of papering over cracks,
divergencies that appeared because of different approaches tlîat had already been proclamed. There
was the crucial question of whetber the Soviet Union was directly involved in the proclamation of
martial law by the Polish Governument. Was it a Polish measure or was it a Soviet measure? And
the Americans were particularly intent on NATO taking actions against the Soviet Union and flot
just Poland. And to me that was illogical, because clearly in our contingency planning our primary
preoccupation was to, avoid, to prevent, an overt Soviet intervention in Poland. And if we took
sanctions against the Soviet Union when they had flot intervened militarily in Poland,, what did we
have left to stop them intervening militarily? In other words, we would have been throwing away
our deterrent. And yet politically, it was unacceptable to the United States to have sanctions taken
only against Poland. So that's the kind of thing that happens in practice, in spite of ail the fine
professions of solidarity and the principles of consultation. The overwhelming sentiment of the
foreign ministers, as they gathered together, was to maintain solidarity, because it had been so badly
disrupted over Afghanistan.

[IILL] When you say maintain solidarity you mean solidarity, among the western countries.

[HALSTEADJ Oh yes, to maintain their own unity and cohesion. And this was the overwhelming
sentiment, and they managed to do that, but only in the short term, because tbey did flot deal with
the longer terra problem of a strategy for managing relations with the Soviet Union, and it was flot
very long after that that the very serious division of opinion appeared over the question of the
Soviet gas pipeline. This had already figured, incidentally, in the consultations in the preparation
of the contingency plans. The Americans had pressed, during those consultations, very hard, for
a commitment from the Europeans to terminate the gas pipeline deal in case of sanctions against the
Soviet Union. The Europeans had resisted this successfully, and they continued to resist, but the
Americans continued to press, and it took a special meeting of NATO Foreign Ministers held in
Canada in September 1982, to, finally resolve this divergence. In doing 80 the Americans had to
decide whether it was counter productive to continue insisting on their policy.

[HILL] 0f course in this period in 1980, at the end of the year, you had the election of President
Reagan in the United States, so when you started with NATO, it was in a US pre-election period.
The advent of the Reagan Administration, witb its quite different views, in many ways, on US
military power, and the use of US military power, compared with tbose of bis predecessor, must
have had quite an impact on the consultative process of NATO. For example, when you mentioned
actions taken in response to this Polish situation, I presumne you had a sense of there being a new
administration in the US with new views?

[HALSTEAD] WelI, in that respect, 1 have to say that the impact of the change of the
Administration was only graduai. It was flot an overnight thing at aIl. First of ail, I have to say
tbat the Carter Administration, in its dying days, in its last year, was already taking a far firmer line
towards the Soviet Union, was already beginning the arms build-up that was then accellerated by
tbe Reagan Administration. So it wasn't a cut-off like that. Carter was already taking a much



tougher fine and was emphasizing the importance of rearmament before the change of
administration. The impact of the new Reagan Administration was flot immediate, and indeed 1 can
remember discussions with my colleagues at NATO about the true significance of the change of
administration, what it was going to mean in practice, because there were aspects of it that seemed
to be favorable. The Europeans liked the idea of the possibility of firmer American leadership, and
some of the statements of the Reagan Administration in the early days seemed to emphasize the
importance of consultations with the Allies, the importance of Alliance unity and so, on. And of
course the flrst Secretary of the State was AI Haig, who was very well regarded in Europe, having
been a very successfùl Supreme Allied Commander. And the Europeans' view of the early years
of the Reagan administration was very coloured by their opinion of AI Haig. So it was flot
something that changed overnight at aIl. It was only gradually that what we might cail the true
intentions and the real method of operation of the Reagan Administration became clear.

[HILL] Was there a lot of discussion about arms control and disarmament in NATO? This was
prevalent in Canada, it was sort of a run up to the 1982 Special Session on Disarmament in the
United Nations. 0f course this was the period in which the peace movement really took off, I think;
we had a lot of public debate. There were these great peace marches: in New York; Vancouver
had the sanie sort of thing.

[HALSTEADJ I'm glad you mentioned that, because I think I was defective in my answer to your
earlier question about how NATO dealt with the INF deployment during this period. I talked about
the problems of completing the deployment, but 1 should have mentioned the other side of this coin,
namnely the arms control negotiation going on in Geneva. Because of course the more the public
in Europe demonstrated against these missiles, the more the European governments were anxious
to put the best possible gloss on their efforts to negotiate with the Soviets in Geneva. I mean that
was an obvious tactic. To people who were demonstrating against the acceptance of these American
missiles in Europe, the European goverfiments were saying, "But you see we are leaving no stone
untumned in Geneva to reach an agreement that will make it possible to get rid of aIl these weapons
on both sides. We are doing everything possible." So there was a lot of discussion on that in
NATO, a lot of discussion of the tactics in Geneva. Incidentally, one of the things that made this
whole operation more difficult was the scuttling of SALT II by the Reagan Administration. That
was something that had an immediate impact, because it was an integral part of NATO's policy
decision, and one that the Germans in particular attached enormous importance to i.e. that this
whole INF operation - the deployment and the arms control negotiation - should take place, as
NATO said, within the SALT framework. What Reagan did on coming into power was to destroy
that SALT framework, and that complicated the task of presenting a public posture that was
convincing and credible.

[HILL] But, of course, prior to 1982, prior to the UN Special Session, the START talks got
underway, if I'm not mistaken, in Geneva.

[HALSTEAD] Well, there was then tremendous pressure on the Reagan Administration by the
European allies to get something going. But it took the Reagan Administration a long time to work
out its position on what then became known as START.

[HILL] And the INF negotiations too?

[HALSTEAD] Yes, well, the INF negotiations started first, as you will recall, because the
Americans were able to sort out their position on that more easily. They had a lot of trouble setting
up, fixing a position on strategic weapons. I think there was about a six-month or nine-month delay
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between the convening of the INF negotiations and the beginning of the START negotiations. But
eventually the two got underway, and then it became a question of how you demonstrate to your
public through the actions, the positions, in Geneva, that you are doing everything that you possibly
can to avoid the necessity of going through with the deployment decision to counteract the SS-20s
already deployed by the Soviets. And there were some very delicate questions to be solved, and
NATO was in a very difficuit position tactically, because ail the Soviets had to do was to spin out
those negotiations in Geneva indefinitely and then say to us: "But you have no reason to deploy
these weapons, you said you were going to negotiate with us." So it was a very difficuit tactical
position. So NATO had to put a time limit on these negotiations, had to say, "But these have to
be serious negotiations. We are flot going to ailow you to just spin them out indefiniteiy whiie you
keep your SS-20s". On the other hand, we had to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the public that
we weren't just going through the motions at Geneva in order to deploy as soon as we could. It
was a very delicate thing, and at one point there was serious discussion in the NATO Council of
a proposai which, would in fact have turned the NATO tactic on its head by saying that "we will flot
deploy until", instead of saying "we wilI deploy unless. « But fortunately - 1 think that would have
been a tremendous mistake - we avoided that, and as you know, when the deadline then arrived for
deployment of the missiles and deployment began, the Soviets obliged us, by breaking off the
negotiations.

[HILL] What about the modalities of consultation on disarmament questions and reiated issues in
NATO in the period you were there? There were consultations on the CSCE foliow up conference
underway in Madrid. Despite the Afghanistan business they continued. There were the MBFR
discussions still underway in Vienna. And NATO takes interest also in what goes on in the
Committee on Disarmament in Geneva.

[HALSTEADJ Well, each of these negotiations was in a slightly différent category. Let me begin
with the START negotiations. Those negotiations were of course bilateral between the US and the
Soviet Union. On our side they were the sole responsibility of the United States, because the
weapons under negotiation were American weapons. The Americans, I must say, were entirely
engaged in consultations in NATO, and kept NATO fuily informed, but they clearly reserved to
theniselves alI decisions about the negotiating position, and negotiating tactics, because they had sole
responsibility for these negotiations. The INF was slightly différent because, although they were
again bilaterai US-Soviet negotiations and the weapons were American, they were going to be based
in Allied countries with various kinds of dual key arrangements, and so the Americans flot only
informed the Allies, but aiso consulted, in the sense of getting their views and taking their views
into account, in the decisions on negotiating positions, policy and tactics. 0f course, they reserved
the final decisions for themselves; but they were extremely good in taking the Allies' views into
account. We worked out, in fact, Allied positions for US negotiators. The MBFR was different
again. There they were Allied positions for Ailied negotiators, and it was in fact NATO negotiating
in Vienna. So those negotiating positions were worked out in a collegial sort of fashion in Brussels.
CSCE was different again, because there the European Community considered it their prerogative
to work out a European position before there was any consultation in NATO. CSCE was flot
regarded - and the French were very insistent upon this - was flot regarded as a bloc-to-bloc
negotiation, the way that MBFR was. And the European Political Co-operation group, (EPC),
which was flot exactly the saine as the European Community, insisted that it should have the first
kick at the bail in working out a policy before it came to the NATO Council for further working
over. And this created, and continues to create, serious problems, particuiarly for Canada, but also
for the United States, because there is a tendency, of course, when the Europeans have reached a
delicately balanced package, for them flot to want anybody else to undo it or tinker with it at ail.
But subject to those qualifications, 1 wouid say that NATO consultations worked remarkably well
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and that the Aniericans cooperated, were punctilious in the consultations. Where the position is far
less clear and far less satisfactory, in my view - but this was flot the case, at the time, this is since
I left NATO - is with regard to defensive strategic systems and space systems, SDI in other words.
The Aniericans, I understand, have neyer agreed to any really substantive discussions, in NATO,
on the place of defensive systems in the Geneva negotiations, or still less, on the question of
development and deployment of SDI weapons systems.

[HILL] Another question I'd like to touch on - it is a broad one - is that in 1980, Mr. Trudeau
was re-elected as Prime Minister. That was the year of the election in 1980, that was the last
Trudeau goverfiment starting in '80 and going up to '84. How do you characterize that
governent's participation in the work of NATO? What role did NATO play for the Canadian
governinent in the years when you were Ambassador? Were there any particular difficulties, for
example in respect to the European Community now being active in NATO and having a voice in
working out its views on many things as youjust mentioned. Had this created increasing difficulties
for Canada in finding a place within the system? I'm trying to get an overview of what NATO
means for Canada these days, and what it meant for us in the period you were there.

[IIALSTEAD] During the period I was there I feit there were two major difficulties for Canada
in the Alliance. One was the legacy of that decision back in 1968-69 to reduce our forces. I felt
that that hadt a continuing impact on our credibility in the Alliance. I felt that it was the unspoken
assumption of our allies that we were not pulling our weight in the Alliance. Our defence budget
as a proportion of GNP was one of the smallest in the Alliance and well below the Alliance average.
It wasn't a public issue or something that was debated in the Council, but it was, I think, an
unstated assumption of our Allies, and it occasionally surfaced in the form of rather gratuitous
remarks by the then Secretary General of NATO, Joseph Luns. I had, on a couple of occasions,
to speak very sharply to him, and warn him that I wouldn't tolerate remarks of that kind. They
were neyer made in the Council but they were made on social occasions and I considered them out
of place. But they reflected the reality.

So that was one real obstacle to people listening to what Canada had to say, to any real
influence that Canada may have had. The other is the problem that you have referred to, the
problem created by the presence of, and role of, the United States on the one hand, and the
European Community on the other. Between them they exercised such an overwhelming influence
over Alliance policy, Alliance strategy, that it's very hard for any other country to have much
influence, to have a say. And of course Canada is flot alone in that. There's Norway, there's
Turkey, but those countries have some advantage over Canada, in this respect, that, when they talk
about their defence, people listen because nobody else can talk with the same authority about their
defence. The disadvantage for Canada is, that Canada canl practically neyer talk about its defence
in the Alliance because we have already contracted out our defence, out of NATO. It goes back
to the point I made earlier, the fragmentation of NATO strategy. So we are in a very difficult
position, and you know we have to compensate for these disadvantages with what diplomatie skill
we caji muster and with what intellectual iniput we can make into these consultations, and we do our
best. I mean I did my best in those days and I was welI supported b>' the Departmnent. But it
wasn't easy.

[HILL] Are there an>' other particular aspects of your work at NATO in that period that you'd like
to mention?

[HALSTEAD] It's hard for me to think of anything right off the bat like that.
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[HILL] Good morning. This is a further session with Ambassador Halstead. In the last one we
were dealing partly with his period as Ambassador to NATO from 1980 to 1982, and this is the
period we'd like to continue with today. However, before we go into some of those questions
again, I wonder, Ambassador Halstead, if there is any small item that you think you'd like to
mention with respect to earlier periods, having reflected on our conversations about them.

[IIALSTEAD] Well, yes, thank you, that does remind me of a small but quite significant incident
during my tîme between 1952 and 1955 when I was NATO Desk Officer in the Department in
Ottawa. 1 had a conversation the other day which reminded me of an incident which came after the
Lisbon Ministerial Meeting of NATO, where the famous force goals were established, which later
proved quite unrealistic in terms of the capacity of the European allies to raise forces of that order.
I remember accompanying Mr. Pearson to a subsequent Ministerial meeting held ini Paris -
unfortunately I can't remember the date, but it was at a later date, when it had become clear that
the Lisbon force goals had become unrealistic and when the Americans were pressing for German
rearmament. At about the samne time the Americans decided to extend their nuclear umfbrella over
the European allies in order, of course, to reassure them and to make up for the shortfall in
conventional forces. And I can remember that on die eve of our seuting off for this ministerial
meeting in Paris, Mr. Pearson had been informed by the Americans that this extension of the
nuclear deterrent to cover western Europe was going to be announced at that ministerial meeting
and he asked me what 1 thought of this. My first reaction was to think that this was of course a
good thing, in that it would enhance the security of the European allies. But my second thought,
perhaps the more important, was how on earth are we going to control these things; and when I
put that question to Mr. Pearson, 1 remember hîm saying that the Americans had not said anything
about that, and that he assumed that their control would remain exclusively in the hands of the
President of the United States, which of course was the correct assumption. But it did leave totally
unanswered the broader question of how that decision would be reached and how that now crucial
element of nuclear weapons and the nuclear deterrence was to be factored into NATO strategy. So
that's the problem which of course remains with us today. NATO's been grappling with it ever
since - the nuclear dilemmna.

[HILL] Well, if we go on then to your period as Ambassador to NATO. I think one of the things
which we were beginning to touch on Iast time was the question of NATO's consultations and
policies towards those areas, or those issues, lying outside the central core of Alliance and NATO
concerns. For example, there was a lot of movement on the international scene in this period in
the Middle East, Central America, Asia, and Africa; and 1 wonder if you could say something about
how you feit about NATO consultations about issues in those areas. For exaniple, I'm thinking,
at that point Zimbabwe obtained its independence. Was there much discussion about Southern
Africa, what about Central America, and so on?

[HALSTEADI Yes, this is the famous out-of-area problem. And it certainly did occupy a lot of
the NATO Council's time during my period in Brussels. And this was stimulated by the invasion
of Afghanistan, of course, which highlighted out-of-area as a problem for NATO. It had drawn
attention to the lack of any concerted or agreed policy or even strategy to deal with out-of-area
questions. There was, of course, neyer any idea that it would be politically feasible or even
desirable to extend the NATO area as such; the NATO area had been defined at the time of the
signing of the Treaty, and that remained; but what was equally clear was that events in parts of the
world outside of the NATO area cou Id affect the security of the NATO allies and were therefore
a legitimate subject for discussion and consultations in NATO. And that principle had been laid



down some years before in the course of the development of the process of NATO consultations in
which Canada had quite an important role to play.
[HILL] Are you thinking in particular of the Atlantic Declaration signed in Ottawa in 1974?

[HALSTEADJ I amn. And earlier contributions like the report of the Three Wise Men, which Mike
Pearson participated in. So Canada had traditionally taken the attitude that it was desirable for
NATO to consuit on the problems even though it could flot as an Alliance act outside the NATO
area, but that it was desirable for the Alliance to, if possible, anticipate problems and crises so as
to be in a position to concert the attitude of the allies and so that they were working from the samne
basis of agreed assessments and if possible agreed objectives, and flot arguing in public about what
the importance of this or that area was, and arguing about what was at issue and arguing about how
best to deal with this problem.

[HILL] And more particularly flot pursuing policies which were at odds with each other.

[HALSTEAD] Right - flot pursuing policies which were at odds with each other. And now you
referred to Zimbabwe and my recollection is that that was already a fait accompli before 1 got to
Brussels, so I can't speak from personal experience about that. But problemns did arise like Central
Arnerica - Nicaragua and El Salvador - problems like the Persian Gulf following the invasion of
Afghanistan, (when, incidentally, it was the view of some observers, particularly of the Anierican
observers, that the Soviet objective, the longer term objective in invading Afghanistan, had been to
push on to, a warm water outlet on the Persian Gulf. I neyer personally shared that assessment.)
This meant that following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan there were repeated consultations about
the situation in the Persian Gulf, the threat to the Persian Gulf and how to deal with it. There were
consultations about various places in Africa, Southern Africa including Angola, of course, the Horn
of Africa, Soviet intentions in Etlîiopia, and the implications for other countries in that part of the
world and so on.

[HILL] What about Namibia?

[HALSTEADJ My recollection is that Namibia was flot much discussed in the NATO Council as
such, but during my time Namnibia was the subject of a five power group who were in fact aIl
members of NATO, and this five-power group met on the fringes of NATO meetings s0 that's the
way it was handled, that's my recollection. Now the five, were, let's see, the U.S., U.K., FRG,
Canada and France. So those were the five, and I can remember going to meetings of the five with
the Canadian Foreign Minister held on the fringes of ministerial meetings. But that was the way
that was handled. Now, I felt rather strongly that it was very bad for Alliance unity to make no
serious effort to arrive at some shared assessment of these problems: that it wasn't good enough just
to talk about themn. Incidently, in this connection I should mention, and I'm jumping around here,
but 1 should mention the existence of a series of regional experts' groups, which met and as far as
1 know stili meet twice a year, in principle, to discuss, among the middle ranking officers from
capitals who deal with these specific regions, discuss the state of play in these various regions with
particular reference to the dangers of Soviet infiltration or interna] subversion. And tlhere is, one
for Latin Anierica, one for Africa, one for the Middle East, one for Asia, one for dhe
Mediterranean, £0 the world is more or less covered by these regional experts groups. But their
reports are flot intended to be the basis for action by the Council; they are just brought to the
attention of the Council to note, and there is some pressure of course to reach a consensus, but nonecessity. S0, although these are very useful in bringing evolving situations to the attention of the
Council, they don't provide any kind of basis for action in the Council or for decisions by the
Council. But what 1 tried to do while 1 was there, was to bring the Council to agree on a procedure
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for dealing with out-of-area problems, and this procedure was in three stages, really. One was just
the circulation of information, and there should be some obligation on NATO members to circulate
ail the information that they could on problems that might affect NATO security. Then the next
stage is the sharing of assessments and the arriving, if possible, at agreed assessments. And then
the final stage, and of course the most difficult, is to arrive at, to establish what we cali common
objectives, that is to agree on what it is that it is desirable to do about that problem - the action of
course being left to member governiments because, as I said before, NATO as an alliance as such
could flot operate in these out-of-area places. And the Canadian delegation managed to get this kind
of procedure outlined in the Defence Planning Committee, but when that camne to the attention of
the Council (of course France was flot on the Defence Planning Committee), when it came to the
attention of the Council, the French spotted it immediately, and expressed grave concemr that this
might lead NATO into the taking of positions on out-of-area problems, and this they were basically
very opposed to. So our efforts to get a similar sort of procedure agreed in the Council itself, at
the NATO Ministerial meeting, were flot entirely successtÙl: the wording became very watered
down. In the Defence Planning Committee the decision read that it was desireable to do these
things and arrive at common objectives, particularly if there was any question of some members of
NATO taking action singly or in concert, in response to a request for assistance from a country
outside the NATO area, and that sort of language. But we couldn't get anything that precise in the
Council. Now you might think that this was going rather far for a country like Canada, which,
after aIl, has not any particular axe to grind or fish to fry in relation to Africa, or Latin America,
or some of these other places, but we proceeded on the basis of two considerations. One was that
the most important implication for NATO of any of these situations was flot only security but also
solidarity - that NATO itself could be very severely split or fractured because of arguments and still
worse, as you said a moment ago, mutually coniflicting actions and statements about a problemn like
Central America. And we, I think, Canada has traditionally been very conscious of the need to care
for Alliance coherence and unity. And the second consideration, which perhaps was a consideration
in my mind more than in Ottawa's mi, was that the world has been changing and the Alliance has
to change too if it's going to keep up with events. We can't look at NATO security as one thing
and security in the rest of the world as something totally different. One is going to impingeý on the
other, and it is also bad for NATO cohesion for the United States to be left, s0 to speak, totally,
I mean, solely responsible for global security, with the rest of the Allies focussing sort of inwardly
on NATO security. This doesn't imply that the rest of us like Canada are prepared to take on
concrete commitmnents in the rest of the world. But unless we are prepared at least to acknowledge
that there is a problem there, that we shouldn't leave it exclusively to the United States to deal with
out-of-area issues, in termis of policy, in termis of objectives and s0 on, then the United States is
going to go its own way quite irrespective of the views of the rest of the allies, and those actions
ini other parts of the world are going to have an impact also on NATO.

[HILL] Well, I think that that's very much borne out by, for exainple, the situation in the Middle
East, where there's neyer been a possibility of establishing this neat division of labour between the
global responsibîlity and the regional one (I mean that of the European region, the NATO region).
One recalîs particularly the Suez Crisis and the '73 Middle East Crisis which in my opinion camne
close to splitting NATO apart. It was those issues, rather than any differences ini assessments about
Soviet behaviour, which were the most dangerous.

[HALSTEAD] Quite so. And the Middle East was, and will probably continue to be, the most
difficult region for NATO to, deal with, because of this overlap between NATO interests and the
interests of individual allies.



[H 'ILLJ While you were there, this is sort of going on to a rather detailed point following your
general comments about consultative requirements, but while you were there, I think the Israel
invasion of Lebanon occurred, which certainly made an impact where 1 was. Was there much
consultation on that in NATO?

[HALSTEADJ Not as much as 1 think there should have been. 0f course the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon, like so many of the problems in the Middle East, is complicated by the relationship of the
United States to Israel, which in turn is very much complicated by domestic political circumstances
in the United States. So it is an extraordinarily difficuit subject to discuss with any degree of
frankness and openness in NATO. The European allies, particularly the members of the European
Comrnunity, which have probably the major interests in the Middle East, they have tried over the
years to develop a European approach to the Middle East which they would like to see more
balanced than the US approach. They regard the US approach as too unquestioningly pro-Israel,
and by the same token alienating unnecessarily moderate Arab governments. The Europeans havetried for some time to establish what they would regard as a more baianced approach, that cultivates
moderate Arab governments as well as Israel. And they were placed in a very difficuit: position bythe Israeli invasion of Lebanon because it put them, between a rock and a hard place. Even the
moderate Arab governments that they were trying to cultivate were of course strongly critical of theIsraeli move, but there was littie or no criticism in Washington of that move. So where do you go,
where is a balanced policy in a situation where the Israelis have undertaken a move that is censored
throughout the Arab world but supported by Washington? What does that do for consultations inNATO? So my recollection is that although obviously the situation was discussed, there was moreor less agreement to disagree and just to see the drama played out and try, then, to reconstruct
something after Lebanon. But there was always a problem with the Middle East during my time
in NATO, apart from the invasion of L.banon, and that was that, first of ail, it was difficuit to talk
of one US policy towards the Middle East, because there were factions in Washington; and
secondly 1 guess the US officiai policy was based on the so, called strategic consensus with Israel.
That is a consensus that assumes that the major threat to the security and stability of the Middle East
comes from the Soviet Union. Whereas, 1 think most, if not ail, of the allies of the United States
considered that the major threat to the security of the Middle East came fromn the Arab-Israeli
conflict. And so for too much of the time these consultations consisted really of talking past each
other.

[HILL] Where did the Iran-Iraq war fit into this?

[HALSTEAD] Weil, it was and is a terribly complex question. I have to say here right away that
I amn no Middle East expert, I neyer have been; I've neyer had to deai directly with Middle Eastaffaira. l'mn an interested observer, certainly, and had to be informed to the extent that Iparticipated in these NATO consultations, but I don't feel that inm a Middtle East expert.

[HIILL] But how did NATO perceive it? How was it perceived within NATO? This is
where you do have the expertise.

[HALSTEAD] Weil, Iran-Iraq complicated an already complex picture still more. Because I thinkif there was a NATO position on Iran-Iraq, it was that it would be bad for NATO interests if eitherIran or Iraq emerged from the war clearly victorious. If Iran was the clear victor it wouldstrengthen Iranian efforts to establish its dominance in that area, and would be of course a boost toIslamnic fIindamentalists. If Iraq emerged clearly victorious, and that didn't seem to be a very highprobability, then it would probably provide a vehicle for greater Soviet penetration of the area. Sc
the strange thing is that NATO's position, and this was pretty well shared I think in NATO, its



position was that the war itself did flot, was flot, a threat to NATO security interests, I mean the
war itself. But the problem was how to get any kind of handie on the outcome of the war. And
during my time there, 1 don't recaîl any particularly bright ideas about this. But the war as such
was flot a divisive issue in NATO. It didn't divide die allies the way the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon or the Arab/Israeli conflict did.

[HILL] Another issue which was discussed by NATO quite a lot while you were there, and which
in some degree links into the Middle East issue, is the question of terrorism. I think there was a
fair amount of discussion about that at that time in NATO?

[HALSTEADJ WeIl, when I was in Germany, there was an Economic Summit in Bonn at which
Prime Minister Trudeau took the initiative to raise the terrorism, issue. It came after some dramatic
hijacking, 1 forget which one it was now, but Trudeau was able to produce, under those
circumstances - 1 meani his timing was perfect - a fairly straightforward and practical approach
which everybody agreed to; and that was a basis, in fact, for the later approach to the terrorist
problem. 1 can't remember NATO contributing anything very substantial. to that basic approach.
But there were certainly discussions in NATO whenever there was ever a terrorist attack; and talk,
of course, about reinforcing anti-terrorist measures. But the problem was flot to find a new
approach; the approach that had already been established earlier at this Bonn economic summit was
a valid one. The question was whether all the allies were prepared to do what they said they were
going to do. Because there was always a conflict of interest. One airline, you know, didn't want
to go as far as another airline, another national airline, in cutting off routes to countries that engaged
in terrorist activities. And of course another element that was very present in our discussions in
NATO of terrorism was the US anathema to Colonel Qadhafi. That very much skewed the US
approach to terrorism: they were always blaming Qadhafi for things that he may well have been
involved in, but that was a running sore with them, Qadhafi. That episode in the Gulf of Sidra took
place then, when the US shot down a couple of Libyan planes; and of course the feud with Qadhafi
was complicated by the question of international law because Qadhafi claimed the whole of the Gulf
of Sidra, and the Americans, consistent with their approach throughout the world, regarded those
as international waters.

[HILL] On a quite different question, 1 think that this was the period, while you were there, that
the Falklands War broke out. Was that a divisive issue?

[HALSTEAD] Well, it was a delicate issue. 1 think in the end the divisive elements were
contained and, as a whole, I think NATO took a fairly unified stand. The British were careful flot
to bring the Falklands issue into the NATO Council. They did flot want it to be considered an out-
of-area issue for NATO. Their position was that it was their problem and they were going to look
after it, and the implications for NATO were implications that they would let NATO know about
but were flot asking for any assistance on. The implications for NATO, the main implications, were
the reassignment of naval and other British forces which had been assigned to NATO. The British
drew down, to, quite an extent, forces assigned to NATO, in order to pursue the Falklands War.
The European Community was much more actively seized of the Falklands crisis than NATO was.
It was to the European Community that the British went for the sanctions that they wanted against
Argentina. They didn't come to NATO for that; they informed NATO of what they were doing
in the European Community.

[HILL] It's an interesting case, because they were looking for support to some of the allies, or
perhaps ail of the allies, in one form or another, but flot to NATO.
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[HALSTEADJ And that was very deliberately clone that way. They of course went to theAmericans and asked and received enormous support from the Americans. They went to theirEuropean partners and after a certain amount of toing and froing got most of what they wanted byway of sanctions against Argentina. They came to Canada bilaterally, and asked us to support themin the United Nations and elsewhere, but they neyer came to NATO for any of this.

[HTILL] Again on a quite different issue, how much interest was there in NATO among the otherallies, in this whole issue of cruise missile testing in Canada? It is an issue which in 1982, if 1rememiber, 1981 also, caused a great deal of furor at home here. But one wonders sometimes how
much interest anyone else took in it.

[HALSTEAD] Next to none, I would have to say, and this I'm afraid is typical of NATO's attitudetowards North America, the North American region of NATO. The fact of the matter is, even tothis day, that NATO is regarded both by the Americans and by the European allies as anorganization for the defence of Western Europe, by, principally, the United States. In that respectit is something of a one-way street. The Europeans do not contribute to North American defenceand the Europeans don't really show, have neyer shown, much if any interest in North Americandefence, or in Canada's contribution to that defence. Which is why 1 have, particularly since myretirement, made a point on every occasion I can get, of drawing attention to the anomaly of this,and emphasizing the desirability of Canada advocatîng a more reciprocal relationship within theAlliance. But the cruise missile testing in Canada, to the extent that it was noticed at aIl by myEuropean colleagues, it was just taken for granted as a bilateral arrangement with the United States;and 1 guess they wondered what aIl the fuss was about.

[HILL] I link this a little bit in my own mmnd with some other disarmament issues, and similarthings, which were around at that time. We had a parliamentary study here in Ottawa at that timeon Canada's security and disarmament policies, and were discussing such things as the nuclearfreeze, no-first-use of nuclear weapons, and £0 on. Those were some of the big things that werearound at that time, partly linked into preparations for the UN Special Session on Disarmament inthe summer of 1982. How much discussion was there inside NATO on the no-first-use issue and
the nuclear freeze?

[HALSTEADJ Quite a lot. Because, of course, those two questions were very much brought tothe fore by the whole agitation that accompanied the NATO decision to deploy Pershing Il andcruise m-issiles in Western Europe. And there was a parallel movement in the United States infavour of no-first-use. They got quite respectable and important backing in Congress, as a matterof fact, and there was an article by McNamnara and company in Foeg jgfffir; and the peacemovement in the United States mounted a considerable campaign in favour also of a nuclearmoratorium. So there were repeated discussions of these questions in NATO, but I wouldn't saythere was any disposition on the part of the NATO council to modify NATO policy on either ofthese questions. And of course the US government, the US representative in the NATO Council,representing the officiai position in Washington, discounted these moves in the United States infavour of no-first-use. 1 think it was clear that no- first-use would effectively kili the NATOdoctrine of flexible response, and by the same token destroy the power of the nuclear deterrent.You couldn't have a deterrent and say that you weren't going to use it. The deterrent effect ofnuclear weapons could not be reconciied with an undertaking not to use them. And as 1 said, 1 canremember saying during one of these debates in the NATO Council, that the problem is not the firstuse of nuclear weapons, the problem is the first use of force by either side, and we should focuson that. It's a false debate to talk about who's going to use nuclear weapons first. What we shouldfocus on is the prevention of the use of force on either side. And it is the side which first uses
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force that will be responsible for anything that happens after that. And you cannot realistically
expect an armed conflict between nuclear powers to be limited to conventional forces.

[HILL]IlTere was a certain amount of talk about building up conventional, forces in this period.
What was the impulse behind that?

[HALSTEAD] Weil, as to the impulse, this came very much from an American concern that the
nuclear deterrent was losing its credibility (in a situation where there was nuclear parity between
the United States and Soviet Union, rough nuclear parity, but a continuing conventional imbalance
which favored the Soviet Union). In those circumstances the Americans were afraid, and flot only
the Amrericans, that the threat to use nuclear weapons in case of a Soviet attack would no longer
be credible because the ensuing exchange would hurt the West as much as the East. So, in other
words, what was supposed to be a deterrent to Soviet aggression could, under those circumstances,
become a self deterrent.

[HILL] But there has been a long long history, going back to the Lisbon force goals, of allied
commanders or the NATO Council calling for more effort on the conventional side. But it seemns
a very difficuit proposition, partly because it's a very expensive one.

[HALSTEAD] Yes, it's always been a difficult proposition. But this situation that I've tried to
describe caused dhe Americans to mount a new effort to raise the level of conventional forces, the
level of NATO conventional forces. And 1 can remember the first time that General Rogers, then
SACEUR, called on me after my appointment, my arrivai in Brussels. It was the practice for the
major NATO commanders to caîl on each new Ambassador, new Permanent Representative. And
1 remnember very clearly General Rogers' caîl. Because we got into this very question, and he said
that what he wanted, as Supreme Allied Commander Europe, was sufficient conventional force to
hait the initial, any initial, Soviet attack and to break up any follow-on forces, and thereby to put
the onus for the first use of nuclear weapons on the Soviets' back rather than upon the Western
back. He had very clearly in his mmnd what he wanted to do; he did flot want to see NATO put
in the position of having to use nuclear forces first. He thought the decision for the first use of
nuclear forces was in itself a deterrent. 'he man, the President, the Commander, the side that had
to make that decision on the first use of nuclear weapons, was going to be under enormous
deterrence. So he wanted the conventional situation to be such that we would force the Soviets to
bear that responsibility, we would put that monkey on the Soviets' back. I think this was very
sound. And out of that reasoning carne General Rogers' proposaI for what later became known as
FOFA. Ihis was variously described as Follow on Forces Attack, also known as Deep Strike, but
then dropped because Deep Strike was misrepresented by some European countries as a drive for
Leningrad or Moscow or wherever. But the strategy, General Rogers' strategy, was to be able to
hold the first line of attack, which he felt reasonably confident in doing, with somte strengthening,
and then have the new technological means necessary to stop that second echelon, when al those
reserves coming in from the western military districts of the Soviet Union would hit an already
depleted and exhausted front line. His idea was to stop those before they ever got to the NATO
front line with this FOFA. And that, 1 think, was the origin of this new drive for greater
conventional forces. And 1 think it has really been happening since 1 left. The impression 1 have
is that it's been largely successful in strengthening conventional defence, to a point where the net
deterrent, the'combined deterrent effect, is credible again.

[HILL] In the circumstances, how much attention was paid to MBFR at this time? 0f course,
that is one other way out of this dilemma.
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[HALSTEADJ A lot of attention in terms of quantity and the allocation of time. Perhaps 1 couldexplain briefly the relationship between NATO and the various arms control negotiations. Therelationship is different in each case. Only MBFR was a NATO negotiation as such. And in thecase of MBFR, NATO discussed and drew up the instructions for aIl the Western Ambassadors inMBFR. Their instructions came not from their individual governments, but from NATO.

[HIILL] But they did get some instructions direct?

[HALSTEAD] Oh, obviously, each governmnent would suggest, would add its own gloss, but thebasic instructions were established in NATO. 1 mean it's a rather unusual thing for an organizationlike this to, be issuing the instructions for a multilateral negotiation like MBFR. In the case of theINF negotiations, in Geneva, only the United States negotiated on behaîf of NATO; but dhe United
States consulted the NATO allies and took account of their comments in the instructions that went
from. Washington to die US negotiator in Geneva. In the case of the START negotiations (and alsothe space "non-negotiations", because they neyer really got anywhere), the United States isnegotiating about weapons under its exclusive control, unlike INF where it's negotiating about
weapons under dual control. START is exclusively about US weapons and therefore entails
exclusively bilateral negotiations with the Soviet Union. What the US does is to inform NATO, andof course listen to anything people in NATO have to say, but the instructions that go fromWashington to the US negotiator in STARI are not formally subject to any alteration by NATO.

[HILL] But certainly, as you say, there obviously was a lot of attention to MBFR, because NATOwas deeply involved in this whole issue. Was there any expectation, as you can recail, at the time,
of any breakthroughs on MBFR at aIl?

[HALSTEAD] No, 1 wouldn't say so, but perhaps my opinion is rather colored by my ownassessment. 1 neyer expected anything to corne out of MBFR. And 1 said so from the beginningand for one very simple reason: we had no leverage over the Soviets in MBFR. Why should theSoviets, trying to see it from their point of view, why should the Soviets agree to a disproportionate
reduction of their forces, and thereby abandon voluntarily their conventional superiority, when theyhad nothing to lose, absolutely nothing, by retaining that superiority. The only way, the onlyleverage, we could possibly have obtained or used would have been the threat, which we wouldhave had to back up, of course, to re-establish the conventional balance unilaterally. But of course
we were unable to do that, so 1 always thought that MBFR was a sham. And of course it originated
not in order to obtain concessions frorn the Soviets, it originated in order to counter the Mansfield
Amendment in the US Congress, so the NATO MBFR proposaI was not aimed at Moscow
originaîîy, it was aimed at Washington. And everybody knew that.

[HILL] Well, I'd like to argue this point, but 1 think we'd better not do that now. This doesbring us to perhaps the last major question I'd like to, ask you. While you were in Brussels, there
was a major review of East/West relations launched within NATO. Could you tell us somethingabout the origins of that? For example, it included the notion that NATO would be prepared toforeswear the notion of military superiority, and also to recognize the legitimate security interestsof the Soviet Union. 1 just wondered what this whole process was ail about.

[HALSTEAD] Why was it feit necessary to, do that? It was felt necessary to, do that because therewas increasing evidence of a gap between the US approach and the approach of most, if flot ail, ofthe NATO Allies, on how to deal with the Soviet Union. And of course this gap first becameevident, 1 suppose, with President Reagan's various pronouncements on the Soviet Union includingthe "Evil Empire" speech. As the Reagan era dawned, it became more and more clear that the



approach of the US administration under Reagan was appreciably different from what had been
taken for grarited, in the Alliance, as the Alliance strategy towards the Soviet Union. And this was
a matter of discussion in the Alliance, not out and out between the United States and the rest, but
with respect to specific policy questions on how to deal with them, how to reply to this Soviet
proposai or how to deal with that Soviet action. And it becamne clear to a number of us that this
was not only a debate between the US and its allies but it was also a debate internally in the United
States. This debate was illustrated in such questions as whether NATO should be aiming at military
supremacy or at miiitary equality with the Soviet Union; whether NATO should be basing its plans
on nuclear deterrence or on nuclear war fighting; whether it should be the purpose of the West to
make life as difficult as possible for the Soviet Union, (should we support policies that might
destabilize or weaken the Soviet Union?) or whether the Western purpose should be to seek a
reasonable modus vivendi with the Soviet Union. These were the sorts of questions that were being
discussed both internaliy in the United States, and in a less open way, but impiicitly, in NATO, ini
the NATO Council, in relation to policy questions that came up there. And these differences, as
I say, became more evident over time, as the Reagan Administration took a harder, and harder,
hawkish uine. Now a lot of people would say, "Yes, it talked, it took a very hawkish uine talking
but was very restrained in action. " Well, that is partly true, 1 would grant that that is true to some
extent, but not entirely. But it opened up some serious rifts between the United States and the
Allies in relation to sucli questions as the Soviet gas pipeline, because some American opinion, at
any rate, or some opinion in the US Administration, was against the pipeline, not for the ostensible
reason that it would create a dependency of the Western Europeans on Soviet gas. That was neyer,
reaily, an argument that held any water in my view. Their real reason was that it would give the
Soviets valuable foreign currency. For somebody whose approach was to do anything possible to
weaken the Soviet Union, that was something to stop; and there were a lot of other things, the
question of credits, trade credits to the Soviet Union were also very much to the fore. In fact, a
lot of time in the NATO Council was spent, during my period, on economic questions, but
economic questions that had either a strategic background or had some security spinoff. And I think
we made a fair amount of progress in reaching procedures that would enable these questions to be
more effectively deait with, because one of the problems was, and I'm digressing here a Hitle bit,
of course, that from the beginning, economic aspects of defence tended to be played down in
NATO. Economic questions were handled in other organizations, and there was really nowhere
where the strategic implications of economic policy, the security implications, could be discussed;
and I think, during the time I'm talking about, it became evident that something had to be done
about it, and so, some procedures were worked out involving COCOM as well, which 1 think
enabled us to f111 this gap. But aiso what became apparent was that what was really behind ail these
disagreements on credits and gas pipelines and a number of other policy questions that came up, was
this basic lack of a consensus on what Western strategy towards the Soviet Union should be. Based
on what premises, based on what objectives, based on what sort of an assesament of Soviet
intentions. There was no agreement on these questions, and so some of us began to urge that
NATO engage in a thorough-going review of these issues, another look at the whole thing, in an
effort at least to bring some of the things out in the open, to taik about themn as issues, and if
possible of course, narrow this gap. And 1 think it was a usefÙl exercise. In a sense it was
re-inventing the wheel, because NATO had done a similar exercise back while I was stili in Bonn,
shortly before I got to Brussels. And Robert Ford was a member of a task force that did another
review of NATO policy towards the Soviet Union. But this one was more thorough going, due one
I'm talking about, which started just shortly after 1 left NATO, as I recaîl. The preparations for
it, 1 mean the talk of its necessity and s0 on, was very much on during my time there, but the study
itself was launched just after 1 left and was brought to a conclusion due following spring at the
spring ministeriai meeting in 1983 (I think the ministerial meeting was held in Washington, if my
recoilection is right), and the NATO ministers at that meeting adopted a new sort of statement or
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declaration of NATO policy towards the Soviet Union which came down, on balance, on the sideof equality, modus vivendi, accommodation, and the strictly defensive side of the question, as 1
mentioned earlier.

[HILL] Just one last, specific question. Can you say something briefly about the state of relationsbetween France and the other Allies in the period while you were there? I'm not sure whenPresident Mitterand was elected to office, but of course he was a Socialist and flot a Gaullist, thefirst non-Gaullist for a long time. 1 wondered how much impact this had?

[HALSTEADJ Well, it's an interesting question, because while Mitterand is certainly a Socialist,there is an enormously powerful and influential body of bureaucracy in the Quai d'Orsay andperhaps in other governent departments, which maintains a degree of continuity, no matter whothe President is and no matter who the Prime Minister is. It gives, it adapts and it modifies, butit strives to maintain a degree of continuity, so that even under Mitterand, what I would cail Gaullistideals, about limitations on NATO political consultations, what is proper for NATO to discuss anddecide on and what is not, remain very restrictive. But the fact is that, regardless of theAmbassador at NATO and regardless of the President in Paris, France plays a role which allowsNATO, as an organization, a very short leash in the field of political consultation, and essentially
of course France is involved in NATO only in that field of political consultation. It is somethingof an anomaly that France takes no part in the military side of NATO, remains in the political side,but is constantly reining in the political side. 0f course, on the military side, it is true that, inpractice, France has been moving, in recent years, into a position of dloser and dloser practical co-operation with NATO. But I think the main difficulty that NATO faces with France is flot on themilitary side, it is in fact on the political side, where the French time and time again refuse to allowpolitical consultation to, go as far as establishing something called an Alliance position. They havean aversion to Alliance positions on things. This is a nationalist approach.

[HILL] One very last question, which is a very general one, how valuable do you think that
membership in NATO is for Canada?

[HALSTEAD] Well, I think it is extraordinarily valuable. I think it is the keystone to our defencepolicy, in the sense that we would not have, in my view, would not have a coherent defence policywithout NATO. We would have bilateral arrangements with the United States, we will always haveto have those. But they would place us in a situation of permanent inferiority in the sense thatbecause of the discrepancy, the disparity of power between us, we would simply be tagging alongin such an arrangement, and tagging along moreover without really any coherent defence policy ofour own, because if we were limited to contributing to the, defence of North America we would bedealîng with only one aspect of Canada's security problems. The other aspect is in Europe, andonly by contributing to that can we have any sort of say in the policy that affects East/Weststability, and it is East/West stability really that is the most important factor in Canadian security,in the security of Canada. So that's the defence side. 1 would say, moreover, politically, NATOprovides us with a multilateral, forum which we would flot otherwise have, where we can discussthe most important questions of war and peace, and global security, with our closest friends andallies. And in that multilateral forum, of course, again the disparity of power between Canada andthe United States alone is diluted. That's of enormous importance for Canada.

And, finally, I think that it adds an important dimension to Canada's relations with thecountries of Western Europe. Our membership in NATO is a way of saying to the countries ofWestern Europe that we share with them, flot only interests in trade and scientific co-operation andcultural exchanges and ail that, but also the most basic interest any country can have, that is its
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interest in its own security. And our participation in NATO, backed by tie stationing of our forces
in Europe, is a way of saying to the Europeans: "You and we have the saine view of international
security: we share with you an interest in defending our values and this is the bedrock of our co-
operation."

[HILL] Thank you very much indeed.



JAMES TAYLOR

[HILLIU Good morning. Our guest this morning is Mr. James Taylor, Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs. Mr. Taylor, I arn delighted that you could spare us the time to see us thismorning, and we are very pleased that you are willing to participate in this project.

[TAYLOR] Thanks very much, I'm glad to.

[IHLL] As you know, this project is an oral history of Canadian policy in NATO. We are
examining the development of Canadian foreign policy since 1945 with particular reference toCanada's contribution to the work of NATO, Canada's pursuit of its own direct national interestswithin NATO, and the, function of NATO ini helping Canada to pursue some of its broader foreignpolicy goals, notably the enhancement of international peace and security. We are Iooking at theformulation of Canadian foreign policy, at the work carried out inside NATO headquarters inBrussels, and at the evolving role of NATO in world affairs.

So in your own case, I would like to focus very strongly on your period as Ambassador to theNorth Atlantic Council between 1982 and 1985. However, we would like to obtain some idea ofyour work and the views you developed in other periods, so we will follow your career in a series
of phases.

Part I - Earlv Yeçars. to 1953

[HILL] If we could turn then to Part I, which is the early years up to 1953. 1 note that you werebomn in Hamilton, and afterwards received a B.A. from McMaster, another B.A. from OxfordUniversity and an M. A. from Oxford, prior to joining the Department in 1953. I just wonderedif you could give us a little bit of your background and any impressions from the early years which
you think have had a bearing on your work in the Department, particularly with respect to NATO
and international security?

[TAYLOR] I suppose the only thing mhat is possibly of interest there is mhat the Department ofExternal Affairs of mhose days had certainly corne to public attention. It had a number ofdistinguished senior members, many of whomn had begun mheir professional lives as academics. Thefirst of mhem I ever met personally was Hugh Keenleyside, who carne to McMaster when 1 was anundergraduate. My Professor, Chester New, introduced me to him. 1 guess mhat was a sign - atleast in Professor New's mîmd and maybe in my own, although 1 cannot honestly remember tooclearly -that the notion of entering mhe foreign service was a possibility mhen. But it was flot mhatserious a possibility. I had intended then to be an academic. I mhink mhat was really what myprofessors mhought 1 would be; and it was not until I had been at Oxford that I formed a différent
impression. Those who were supervising my studies in England also had the clear impression thatI was more cut out to be a civil servant mhan I was to be an historian. By then, I had written the
Foreign Service exam and been accepted.

The ties between academic life and the diplomatie career were perhaps dloser mhen than they arein mhe present generation. The Department of External Affairs I entered had a number of seniorofficers who seemed ramher dloser still to academic life than is true at ail of mhe present generation.

13Interviewers: Hill, Cox. Interview dates: 21/5/87 and 28/5/87.
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We had certainly some men serving as senior officers who had had distinguished academic careers,
as well as being distinguished diplomats. 1 guess that is something that has changed in my lifetime.

[HILL] That is a rather interesting comment because I think we have been reading a good deal
about people like Escott Reid and so on. In fact, we hope to meet him shortly. David knows
him. I think they seem to have had a great impact, in the early years, on Canada's policy towards
NATO, and one has the impression that they were ideas people, as well as practitioners.

[TAYLOR] Yes, very much so.

Part Il - Early career. 1953-61

[HILL] Mr. Taylor, after you joined the Department, presumably you spent some time in Ottawa,
and then went to Hanoi in 1955-1956 as advisor to the International Control and Security
Commission, if I have got the titie correctly. I wonder if you could tell us a littie bit about that
experience. That was your first assignment overseas, and it was in Asia, a long way from Oxford
or Ottawa. How did you find that experience?

[TAYLOR] First, I should say that, while it was by no means a matter of regret, it was flot at
ail a matter of choice. 1 had, in fact, been loaned from the Department of External Affairs after
only one year of preliminary training to the Cabinet Secretariat. 1 was working as a Junior
Secretary in the Privy Council Office. 'Mis was a tiny littie affair of six or eight people located at
the back of the East Block. I mention this because I had the good fortune to work very closely with
R. B. Bryce, who was then the Secretary to the Cabinet, so that within a year of coming to work
for the Public Service, I was as a beginner being trained by one of the great public servants of this
generation. That was an extraordinary piece of good fortune - as it happened, outside the
Department of External Affaîrs. But on the other hand, for a foreign service officer, it was a bit
of a disappointment when ail my colleagues were being posted abroad: I think I was the last one
of my promotion that stayed in Ottawa. My first posting had been from the front of the East Block
to the back, but ail of us who were healthy and unmarried knew from July, 1954 on, when Canada
accepted at the Geneva Conference tie invitation to participate in the International Commissions in
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, that it was only a mauter of time before we were sent to serve there
because it was a tremendous drain on manpower. And indeed, that happened: the Department called
in ail its loans within a few months. I was brought back into the Department. In the end, I was
sent to Indochina. I was only given three weeks' notice of the posting. In fact, I was told I was
going to be assigned to Laos, although when I got to Indochina, I actually was sent on to Hanoi.
In that sense, I got no notice whatsoever of my first posting. But in another sense, I had been
mentally prepared to go for a year, because we ail knew, as I say, that it was inevitable.

Hanoi was an extraordinary experience. I was not there as one of the first shift; I was really
in the second shift of people who served there. It was a combined - well, a tri-national operation -
under Indian chairmanship, and the Indian chairmen of the Commission (there were two while I was
there), were both extremely distinguished men, whom I remember, again, as models of great public
servants: M. J. Desai and G. P. Parthasaraty, who were both ICS men, and quite différent but
impressive men in their different ways. Desai and Parthasaraty I both saw again when I was
subsequently serving in Delhi. But we were working also with a Polish delegation, an Indian
delegation, and a Canadian delegation, each civii/military, as well as a littie international secretariat.
The headquarters of the Commission was in Hanoi. This was only a matter of months after what
was then called the «Viet Minh", the Communist govertnent, had taken over and created the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam in the North. Hanoi was a very small place. Ail the eminent



figures of the Communist governiment were men whom we had a chance to see from time to timeat quite closequarters: Ho Chi Minh himself, Generai Giap who was the great victor in Vietnamese
eyes of the Battie of Dien Bien Phu, Phamn Van Dong, Ha Van Lau who was at that time a mereColonel and the head of the PAVN, the People's Army of Vietnam, Liaison Office to theCommission, and so on - so a number of figures who came to prominence when the Communists
won their war against tie French and subsequently. Because that generation of Vietnamese leaderslasted. They were a very durable lot. They hardly changed, apart from Ho's death, for ageneration. People like Phamn Van Dong and Ha Van Lau were stili around - so that some of thesenaines came again to prominence in North American consciousness at the height of the Vietnam warwith the invoivement of the United States. In that sense, 1 suppose, retrospectively - particularlyto the extent that Canadians to some degree are marked by the trauma of the Vietnam War becausewe reverberate to things that happen in the United States - I was one of this group - which in theend included almost all single officers, and a number of others as well - a certain generation in theCanadian Foreign Service, and almost ail of whom served in Indo China. Some of mycontemporaries and some of the people who are still my best friends in the service are people I firstserved with in these rather extraordinary circumstances in Hanoi. I think that there wassubsequently, when the Americans' Vietnam war was on, a difference, quite marked within theDepartment of External Affairs, which people commented on at the time, between those who hadactually served on those Commissions and those who had not. Those who had served in Vietnamwere on the whole less dewy-eyed about the nature of the régime. The reason for that was not thatwe thought the communiats in the end were not likely to win. On the contrary, when we werethere, the régime that had been put together in the South seemed such a shaky undertaking that Ithink you wouid have bet against its surviving for very long. So that it was not a matter either ofbelieving that the Communists would not in the end take over ail of Vietnam, nor of faiding tounderstand what the roots of their ambitions were; but on the contrary, out of knowledge and outof watching them come and install themseives, and run their haif, what was then just the northemrhaîf of the country from. the l6th parallel north, people who were serving there at the time weregiven a pretty direct appreciation of the incredibie degree of discipline, and indeed at times theferocity with which these people were prepared to pursue their aims. Now some of the things thatwere going on at that time, I am speaking here of 1955, in the North were experiments that theVietnamese themselves admitted subsequently were mistakes. But the kind of thing they were doing

was pursuing a land reform on the original Chinese model, which was accompanied with somethingnot much removed from lynch law. Anybody who was there and had experienced that, and whohad deait with the efforts that that régime put in place, above ail - and this was a matter of directconcern to our Commissions - to inhibit the movement of people between the two halves of thecountry, was perfectly conscious that these were, to put it mildly, not a group of men to be dewyeyed about. They were extremely tough, extremely disciplined, extremely determined, prepared tomake enormous sacrifices and in many respects, in that sense, admirable if you will; but certaîniy
very far from being lovable.

That was a set of attitudes, I think, that was shared more or less by aimost everybody who wentto Vietnam. Whatever attitudes they may have had when they first went there, 1 think that that wasthe impact that dealing with that régime made on people, and that set of attitudes then, when 10years on, the Americans were at the crisis of their war in Vietnam, led sometimes to quite a sharpdifference in reactions between those who had had what they feit was in many ways an unpleasantdirect experience of dealing with the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and those who were seeing
this from a distance.

[HILL] Did it also leave you with a sense that, in dealing with Communist powers in general, thatone would need to be pretty hard-nosed by and large?
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[TAYLOR] Well, I would flot say s0 entirely. For instance, we had a Comrnunist governrnent
represented on the Commission, and the Poles obviously included people of a certain spectrum of
attitudes. Remember 1 arn talking about 1955, so it is a long time ago; you have to go back to the
atmosphere of Cold War and ail the rest. But even then it was perfectly evident that some of the
Poles at Ieast were a pretty free-wheeling brand of Comrnunist, and that you could flot put some of
them in the same category as you put a hardened Vietnarnese revolutionary who had arrived in
power after years of fighting a colonial war against the French in the jungle.

[MILL] 1 wonder if we could go on quickly to the next period, wben you carne back to, Ottawa,
and you were in the office of the Under-Secretary for three years. %hs, of course, was the period
of the Diefenbaker governrnent. Could you just tell us very briefly what your duties were at that
time and something about the atrnosphere surrounding the conduct of foreign affairs in that period,
particularly with regard to such issues as nuclear weapons for the Canadian armed forces, policy
towards NATO, and so on?

[TAYLOR] I was sent first to work for Norman Robertson as his Executive Assistant, and again
this was extraordinarily good fortune. In fact, I cannot think of anybody who was as fortuate in
such a short space of time to have worked for R. B. Bryce and then to have worked for Norman
Robertson. I amn afraid education of that kind does flot exist anymore in the Public Service.

[HILL] Perhaps your junior officers see it differently.

[TAYLOR] 1 doubt it, because everyone thought of Norman Robertson, and rightly so, as an
extraordinary man. It is often said of him, and Jack Granatstein had to cope with this in writing
his biography, that those who had a chance to work for him, and hear him in private conversation
and so on, had a sense of why in that generation he commanded such respect. But, of course, the
mystery, or the difficulty rather, is that he wrote very little; he was flot a good public speaker and
did flot speak in public very much, so that trying to reconstruct a personality like that and explain
why he was such an enormous influence and why we went in such awe of bim, is a littie bard to
do retrospectively. But nonetheless, I had the chance to work for him for a year, and I guess one
learned by a sort of osmosis. He Ioaned me books from time to time. He was an omnivorous
reader. Part of the extraordinary impact that he had on people (and tbis also, 1 tbink, bas been
commented on by people who contributed to the biography) was that be seemed to have read
absolutely everything of any importance tbat had been published. You wondered how he ever found
the time to do it. Weil, that was just one way in which he appeared to set standards that were
impossibly high for the rest of us. But at least you could admire them, even if you could flot reach
them.

He was placed - as ail the senior public servants were - in a position of sensitivity and
responsibility when the Diefenbaker government carne to power because, of course, tbat was a
revolution in our affairs after what - 22 years? - of Liberal government. Mr. Diefenbaker had
some ideas of bis own, and some initiatives of bis own over a narrow range in foreign policy, that
be wisbed to pursue. He bad certain ideas about the Commonwealth and about the relationship with
Britain, and Britain's early attempts to join the Common Market and so on. That was a set of
issues at the time which interested Mr. Diefenbaker, aroused certain attitudes In hlm, and Mr.
Diefenbaker was also interested in our relations witb the Soviet Union, in tbe sense that he bad
carried with bim from bis Western background a sense of admiration for the Ukranian comrnunity
in Canada. Certain of bis feelings about the Soviet Union were, 1 think, very mucb influenced by
the contacts be had in bis lifetime with Canadian Ukrainians.
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That was, in its way, as 1 say, a narrow range. The government had difficulties finding aForeign Minister. (As 1 recaîl, there was only one minister in the first Diefenbaker governimentwho had ever served as a minister before - there was one survivor from R. B. Bennett'sgoverfiment.) Initially the choice was Sidney Smith, the former President of the University ofToronto. Sidney Smith was a great public figure, and in his day, 1 think, one of the most renownedpublic speakers in Canada. Everybody knew him and he had a reputation of being a greatadministrator and a rather bluff, direct and joliy mari, in addition to being university president, sothat he had quite a considerable public image. But, of course, he was being asked to corne into adifficuit portfolio in late mid-life. I do not know how old he was at the time - I have forgotten -but in ariy event, it was asking a tremendous amount of him, anid of course, bis health as ithappened was not certain, and he died in office, after a very short time. 1 cari remnember the day,being in the East Block'in Normani Robertson's outer office, when we got the news that he had died,and Normani Robertson rushed out, I guess to go see the Prime Minister about it, and then came
back.

Subsequently Mr. Howard Green, happily stili alive, became our minister. Mr. Green'sgreat focus was on disarmament. I remember a good deal about that period because b y then I wastaken out of the Under-Secretary's office and sent to work on disarmament matters. Ihis marked,I think, the beginning of the period in which the Canadian goverriment and the Department ofExternal Affairs actuaily begari to organize itself to provide a small nucleus of people who workedon disarmament as such. Up until that time it had been considered simply a part of UN affairs ingeneral. People thought about it as a soi-t of intellectuai off-shoot of the worrying anidconceptualizing that had gone into creating the machinery of the Security Council, and so on. Itwas still a branch, a dimension of United Nations Affairs, and indeed organizationally it was treatedthat way. The first officiai who was more or less the dîrector of the smail group that workecl ondisarmament was Geoff Murray, who was the Head of the United Nations Division as it was then.He supervised înitially Harry Jay, who went on to be our UN Ambassador in several capacities,and myself as the junior on disarmament matters. And then the Goverrnent brought in GeneralBurnis. He was the Government's advisor; that is, he had direct access to the Prime Minister.Somne extremely interesting discussions at the time focused on Mr. Green's desire to contribute tothe campaign to end ail nuclear tests. That was one of the great issues of the time because ofwidespread public fears about fail-out from the explosions from the weapons tests tJhat were thenbeing conducted. Mr. GJreen wanted Canada to take a lead in bringing the tests to an end. So that
was a principal thrust of poiicy.

Then there was aiso the notion that the Canadian government ought to be making a sort ofindependent intellectual contribution to the sum total of disarmament proposais, which at that timewere negotiated bloc-to-bloc in a Committee of ten, 1 think it was, five East, five West. That isthe aricestor of the present body in Geneva. But at the time, it was just straight East-West. Thiswas aiso in the late days of the Eisenhower Administration, go it was flot a period of great promisein disarmanient matters. But at least it was a beginning. 1 think that created a kind of traditionwhich bas gone on since of independent Canadian activity on a modest scale. But nonetheless, Ithink there was a sort of consciousness - raising, if you will, within the Government at the timeabout the importance of the issue, and the importance of this country's making its independentcontribution to furthering disarmament. That bas continued since, anid in one way or ariother, wehave gone on with separate structures. We still have today, of course, a special Ambassador forDisarmament. That is part of the machinery that traces its origins to that time.
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Part 111 - Years in Paris. 1961-6

[HILL] Next you went to Paris, from 1961 to 1964, assigned partly to the delegation. to the OECD
and partly to NATO. The first two of those years were under the Diefenbaker governiment. What
role did NATO play in Canadian policy under the Diefenbaker govemnment?

[TAYLOR] In a sense, so far as Canada was concerned, we were dealing in Paris (where NATO
was then located) with the European implications of the debate which was going on in Canada about
nuclear weapons, about whether the Canadian Forces should have nuclear roles or not. That was
an issue on which, as everyone knows, governments, stood and fell in those days. Ultimately, that
debate was decided. It was launched then and it was decided by a national consensus: in effect,
that the Canadian Forces should be conventional forces, that the country should flot have nuclear
roles. And we got out of them. The decision really dates from that time. Because of the long
lifetime of weapon systems, of course, it took years for ail the nuclear roles to disappear. They
disappeared fairly early on in Europe, so that our Forces have been conventional forces in Europe
for - what? - two decades now. But it was only a very few years ago that the last of the nuclear
systems here was phased out.

[COXJ Right. The last year of the Trudeau governent.

[TAYLOR] Yes, but flot ail that debate was stirring then. I guess the difficulty for the
Government - well, for any Canadian governent - 1 mean it was a problem both for the
Diefenbaker goverfiment and for Mr. Pearson, at first, when he came to power also, was that the
Forces had already had some of these roles. The Air Force in particular was, in the great Canadian
tradition, very professional, highly trained, very good at its job, and therefore hard to replace. The
major NATO commanders of the day were, 1 thirik, anxious to keep a high quality Air Force doing
what it had originally been conceived of to do. With the replacement of the Sabres of the day, we
had gone for the 104s, and, of course, the original thought was that they would have a nuclear role;
and there was great technical debate at the time about whether it made sense to have invested in
these expensive aircraft, only to convert them to a conventional role. 1 would have to refresh my
memory about this, but speaking totally from memory and bearing in mind that I was not in Canada
while a lot of this debate was on, my impression is that people did flot fully realize that, in a sense,
to take on the original nuclear role conceived of for the CF-104, we had to tear the Air Force out
to the back wall. That is, it was an all-absorbing task right back to initial training, pilot selection
and aIl the rest of it; it was something so delicate and difficult that you really had to orient a very
large part of the Air Force totally from start to finish, from the base to the front line, towards
perfecting this role. Therefore it was not just a matter of rejigging a few airplanes; it was changing
the whole Air Force in a lot of ways. It was understandable, 1 think, that a lot of the professionals
gulped about ail the implications of changing from the nuclear to the conventional role, but there
it was. In Europe, the main impact of the debate of these years was particularly in the air. We
had somne ground systems too, Honest Johns as I recaîl, but that was less sigflificant. What was
really militarily sîgnificant was the change in tie role of the Air Force. That debate was paralleled
by the debate here in Canada about die Bomarc and aIl that. The decision then, as you recall, was,
in the end: "No, we must get out of aIl of these things. "

There were parallel decisions taken about that time. For instance, it was the Pearson
government, in 1965, that said that there would be no further export of Canadian nuclear material
to contribute to anybody's weapons programme anywhere in the world. That was a fundamental
shift in our nuclear policy, which has influenced the whole safeguards and non-dissemination issue
ever since. So there were some very important policy shifts that took place around the nuclear
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question in the early and mid-1960s. We stili live in the downstreamn of ail that. My impressionis that those were national decisions that Canadians on the whole are well satisfied with. It doesflot matter what government is in power or what debate you may have about defence policy, nobodywants to relive ail that. Nobody has ever really suggested since that we should rethink it and getback into nuclear weapons roles in any sense. The future for our Forces remains a future totallyin the conventional dimension. People simply accept that, I wouid say, almost without question,now. But it is of some interest to reflect on how it cornes about that we are that way.

[COXJ This gives a certain standing to Howard Green which he does not normaliy get. Officiaistend to speak fondly but disparagingiy of him, whereas you suggested in a way that he has a legacy.

[TAYLOR] Weil, 1 wiil tell you one story which, because 1 have retoid it over the years, maytherefore be one of these things that did not happen quite this way. You can neyer be sure of yourown memory. But I tell it because it illustrates how at the time officias may indeed have been insome sense bemused, maybe exasperated, at some of the instructions Mr. Green gave them, butwhere with the benefit of hindsight you arrive at a more admiring view. At least, that is the way1 think of it. The story is this: Mr. Green, desirous, as 1 say, of having Canada make anindependent intellectual contribution to the cause of disarmarnent, kept saying: "I want a Canadiandisarmanient plan. " When he put that to us, you can understand that the officiais were overwheimedat the complexity and the appalling difficulty, in Coid War eircumstances, as we still pretty wellwere then, of advancing this cause even at the margin of the margin. We were simply appaiied atthe notion of what it was we were supposed to be doing with the Canadian disarmament plan. Iretold this story to General Burns once when he and I were both much older. He did not rememberthis incident but I remember it this way: Mr. Green calied us ail into his office. I was therebecause Mr. Green took everybody from the top to bottom, and I was at the bottom of a sort ofvertical slice of the Department. There were there Norman Robertson, Ross Campbell, GeneralBurns, Geoff Murray, Harry Jay and myself. Mr. Green was giving us the word, saying: «I can'tunderstand why I can't have a Canadian disarmament plan." General Burns, by my memoryanyway, put on, more or less his court martial face and gritted out: "It wouldn't take much todisarm Canada, Mr. Green. "

As I say, 1 toid General Burns that story from memory about fifteen years later. He did notrecaîl it ever having happened, so maybe it did not. But that was the way I recaîl that people, evenpeople as dedicated as General Burns, tended to react. Yet, after that meeting, something didhappen that was not so crazy -that did square the circle, in a way. We went back to GeoffMurray's office. I remember Harry Jay and 1 were just shaking our heads and saying: "Weil, whatwii we do? The Minister has ordered us to produce a'Canadian disarmament plan. What, aCanadian plan to disarm the world?" 1 mean you could not get your mmnd around it.

Geoff Murray, who was really a marveilous boss, said, "Stop fussing. l'il wili show you whatwe will do." He took what was then published as a UN document, which consisted of the latestset of Western proposais presented by the five Western countries then represented in the Ten-Nation Disarmament Comniittee. He took the stapies out of the document, and divided it in dhme.He kept one third himself. He gave one third to Harry Jay, and he gave one third to me. As 1recaîl, this was on a Friday. He said: "Look, we worked this out among the Western countries.You know that Canada made proposais about some of the clauses in these texts that were flotadopted. So look at it this way: suppose we had had our way, what would this document havelooked like? What wouid these proposais have looked like? Take your third home and amend thetext, to correspond to the Canadian proposais, as they would have been had we flot lost the debatewithin the Western group. "
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A great light dawned. Ail of a sudden, you knew exactly how, in a very simple and logical
way, you could put together a Canadian disarmament plan. In a sense, it was quite simple to do.
We went home and did our work over the weekend, came back Monday morning, put the three
amended sections together, had it retyped, and sent it up to the Minister. And there was the
Canadian disarmament plan, produced almost by a miracle within the space of a weekend.

0f course in those days, discipline within the Alliance applied even more firmly than it does
now, and we will come to this later. My belief is that consultation has, in fact, made a great deal
of progress in the years since. But then, of course, the great difficulty about that kind of exercise
was that you were deliberately breaking ranks. I have honestly forgotten what the fate of that
document was, but I arn sure that our allies, in those days, would have been furious with us for
advancing it too far because, of course, it would have meant competition with the agreed proposaIs
that were standing in the name of the five Western countries ini the Ten Nation Cornmittee.

It was, as I say, not a period when much was stirring in the disarmament front anyway. But
it was not a totaily lost exercise. I think you can see from this that even though Mr. Green
expressed himself in the simplest and most direct terms and left officiais temporarily baffled about
how to respond to his directives, there were ways in which it could be done. People ended up aIl
very fond of Mr. Green because he left a memory of a very kind person, a very kind and decent
man.

[HILL] 0f course, in fact, in that period after the Cuban Missile Crisis, there was forward
movement on the disarmament front, mainiy partly resulting from general trends in East-West
relations. But 1 think probably Canada did have some impact in that period, for example on the
establishment of the nuclear test ban.

[TAYLOR] But if you want to make a bridge to the most intellectually sophisticated development
of the notion of a ban, inserted into a completely intellectually integrated concept of how you would
bring the nuclear arms race to an end and reverse it, the proposaIs that Trudeau made to the first
Special Session on Disarmanient have as one of the key elements in the "Strategy of Suffocation",
as it was called, the notion of a CTB. But it is linked with a ban on the production of fissile
material and so on. It's ail put together in a highly sophisticated way. Mr. Trudeau had his way
of presenting disarmament matters and Mr. Green had his.

[HILLI Could 1 just ask you one question about your being on the delegation to the OECD in this
period? At the time of the formulation of the North Atlantic Treaty, Canada pushed for Article II,
and in a way the OECD was fulfilling some of the roies that Canada had hoped for on the economic
side of Western alliance. Was that seen in those terms? Was there seen to be a linkage between
NATO and OECD in those days? And was Canada satisfied with what OECD was doing, in
relation to the kind of things that it had wanted to see done under Article Il?

[TAYLOR] Well, certainly 1 had to think about it because there were not many people who
worked in both the OECD and NATO delegations. Jules Leger was my ambassador thon, and he
was accredited to both die OECD and NATO, but in practice he spent Most of his time on his
NATO responsibilities. Peter Towe, now head of Petro Canada International, and subsequently
Ambassador to the United States, was at that time, I have forgotten what he was called - Deputy
Permanent Representative, I guess - but he was in practice our OECD ambassador even though he
was technically second to Jules Leger.



Below that, there was really no link except I think my own; 1 was the only one in the NATOand OECD delegations who actually worked in both. So maybe I was the only one who wasthinking about this, at least in terms of his own experience of being one day of the week in a NATOcommittee and the next day in an OECD committee. 1 thought the OECD really did fulill a gooddeal of what we had in mind with Article Il or at least it had the potential to do so.

1 know that there was a great deal of argument. This kind of debate is well set out in EscottReid's book about the founding of NATO. I recall from reading the files of the Department in the1950s, where you came across material about the period of the founding, that there was a great dealof concern that NATO might be no more, as it was seen, than a mere military alliance; and thatsomehow or other it had to be more than that. And therefore there were many attempts, some ofthem to a degree strained or artificial, to add a non-military dimension by developing Article Il.
1 did flot feel at the time that, at least so far as economic problems were concerned, there wasanything wrong with saying: "Look, what we are really saying to ourselves is that we don't wishto repeat the mistakes of the 1930s. We recognize very well that the international community failedto cope with the economic crisis through creating effective international mechanisms; that theeconomic crisis and the security crisis of the 1930s were linked together; and that one of the reasonswhy we ended up in a war was because we failed to cope with the Depression. " Because the twothings were linked. Therefore, in the post-war period, you had machinery that was set up to solvenot only the collective security dilemma but also the problem of excessive economic nationalism;you had to set up some kind of, at least consultative machinery -and it was hoped something morethan that - which would prevent us from going back to the kind of dog-eat-dog competitive measuresof the 1930s.

The OECD, when 1 was working in it, in fact, was not yet at the stage where it could do that.What was going on at that time, which was important and exciting and interesting for Canadians,was that, in effect, the post-war period had just come to an end, that is that what had existed upuntil that time was the OEEC, which was really the organization set up to supervise thedisbursements of the Marshall Plan. That had come to an end; and in 1960, with the arrivai inpower of the Kennedy administration, there was a notion that either you had to say: "This is aninternational organization that has fulfilled its function and should now shut its doors", or, "Youshould take this and adapt it to the new period of economic cooperation that is opening. « And thatwas what was decided, the OEECD was kept in being as the OECD. It was changed, notably bybringing Canada and the United States into membership. And of course, the membership of theOECD has increased since to cover an even wider circle, with the Japanese and the Australians, andso on.

And in addition, the "D" was added for Development. There was a whole aid arm, an aidconsultation dimension that was added, and that was important for us. But the part of the machinethat had more directly to do with economic co-operation (since after ail, aid was flot a problem inthe 1930s), was the dimension which was perpetuated. It was to this that you had to look to decidewhether you believed that this was the way by which we could, in effect, carry out the intentionsof Article Il of the North Atlantic Treaty.

1 can only describe the kind of activities that went on. There were several working groups setup under the Economic Policy Committee of the OECD, and there were eminent, senior Canadiancivil servants from the economic side of the govemment who participated very actively in the workof those committees at the time. 1 think they were satisfied that this was a constructive undertaking.



T'here was one working group which was in some ways the ancestor of the Group of Seven.
It involved the notion of close confidential consultation with a view to harmonizing monetary policy.
T'hat group was very low-key. It was called Working Party IL. It was given a banal kind of name.
It was supposed to have no profile at ail, and the secretariat was told "don't produce any documents;
don't produce any agendas. " It was just a bunch of the boys meeting in a back room, more or less.
There were some very high-powered Canadian civil servants, and others from other countries, who
contributed to those discussions; Wynne Plumptre was one of the senior Canadians who used to
represent us, like Louis Rasminsky, so that we were very much present at the table. 1 had to leamn
to take notes in those meetings, because the only record you had were the records that were taken
by some poor scribbler in the back row - no documents or anything else like that. For someone
who was an ignoramus in these matters, it was no small challenge.

The proceedings went on, as I recail, both in French and in English. 1 do not know ... there
may have been interpretation, but I have a feeling that everyone was expected to be able to discuss
international monetary matters in both languages, or at least to understand. There was no officiaI
record beyond these delegation records. 1 remember Wynne Plumptre used to savage my notes; 1
had to work pretty hard to produce what was to him a respectable account of the proceedings.

Well, that was one piece of consultation that was going on. 0f course, if that kind of thing
works, then it obviously does represent a kind of co-operation among Western governments, in a
most sensitive area of economic policy, that evidently did not exist - or did not exist in any effective
form - in the 1930s. So that, yes, in that sense, I would say that what 1 saw of Working Party II
was a kind of fulfilîment, if you wanted to look on it that way, of the purposes of Article II.

Then there was a Working Party 111, which you could flot say was addressed to the problems
of the 1930s quite. It was a sort of a growth group. The origin of this was that the Western
European economies then had begun to take off, and they were registering quite impressive growth
rates. 1 have forgotten - it was annual growth in the order of 4%, 5% and 6%, whereas the North
American economies had been in recession and the growth rates were almost flat. Again, I do not
recail the statistics but it was 1 1/2% or 2% or something like that; it was very modest. Then the
Kennedy Administration came to power. Kennedy had some extraordinary peoiple. You remember
the New Frontier and aIl the rest of it. Weil, some of the New Frontiersmen who came in with the
Kennedy Administration were really extraordinary men. They were extremely dynamic and they
were quite uninhibited, in the sense that they did not have any vested interest in the record of the
previous Administration, obviously. They were there as new brooms, and with very open minds,
and prepared to say, «Well, look, your economies grow. Our economy does not. What is the
matter? What is the secret? Is there a secret to economic growth?" There were discussions in this
working group, which in a way were designed to get at that question: is there a key to growth in
the modern economy?

Well, the Canadian representatives in that group were David McQueen, flow of York University
but then with the Bank of Canada, and Sid Rubinoff of the Department of Finance. What 1 retain
out of that experience, which 1 think was an idea that coloured public policy in Canada into the
1960s or through the 1960s, was the notion that when you did an analysis of the obstacles to growth
if your own society, one of the things that emerged for instance was that an analysis of the structure
of unemployment in Canada indicated that there was an obvious Iink between education and
unemployment: that the people who tended to remain unemployed, the hard core, were people who
were badly trained and who had no proper opportunities in their society to profit from openings to
train themselves, to educate themselves better and so on. 1 guess the notion was that our
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educational structures were in part iII-adapted and that there were social rigidities, for example thenotion that kids went to school when they were young, but that by the time somebody was an aduit,he was fiully-formned, and went into life and tried to make his living on the basis of what he hadacquired as a kid. Aduit education and retraining, recycling people and ail that sort of notion wereflot as fashionable then as they have become.

1 think that was an intellectual current of permanent value. 1 suppose now, looking back on it,people would say: "Well, Western societies in some ways may have overdone that link. " 1 knowthere is a good deal of debate about this and 1 amrnfot an expert on it. I know that there arecriticisms now of some of the kinds of investment that were made in our education in Canada in,let's say, the 1960s. Certainly the universities now, of course, ail complain about the reverse, ofbeing under funded. Maybe these links are much more subtie than we thought at the time, but thatwas an intellectually exciting experience too.

[HILL] To corne back to the question about Article II, does that kind of cooperation fuifili whatwe were getting at in Article II?

[TAYLOR] 1 think it does. 1 was a child in the 1930s, so I do flot know, except from reading,what senior officiaIs and ministers talked about by way of international consultation on matters ofthis kind in those days. But one cannot escape the impression that now there is a far more livelyand automatic sense of sharing problems, and of the possibilities of learning frorn the experiencesof others, and of even the need to do so.

[COX] You have described a situation in which the substance of Article Il in fact took placeoutside the specific framework of NATO, but did anybody ever envisage a situation in which NATOwould be a structure which contained the economic aspects which are described in Article Il?
[TAYLOR] Yes. On that side of it, I think there were notions of that kind but they neyer cameto very much. 1 did economic work in NATO too, but that was very strictly confined, even by thetime I was doing it, to defence-related economic analysis. In particular at the time it was relatedto attempts to provide the economic dimension of threat assessrnent, to consider on some systernaticbasis the performance of the Eastern economies and what that threw up by way of military potential,what the Alliance had to cope with. There were some other exercises that went a bit beyond thatin the economic field, for instance planning for economic counter measures on a contingency basisto deal with possible international crises, but that was about what it amounted to. 0f course, thatkind of thing is really nowhere near covering the range, or going to the heart of, what Article II,1 think, was pointed at. If you had tried to give a complete fulfiliment to, Article Il, within theNATO structure, it would have been vast.

[HILL] Yes.

[TAYLOR] I do flot think 1 have any real regrets that that did not corne about.

Par IV- Md-cree: O tawa.- Mscow and ari. 164%-76

[HILL] Perhaps we might move on to Part IV, which I have termed: "Mid-career, Ottawa,Moscow and Paris. " It is a long period. I think I would like to ask one question about Moscow,because that was the period of the Brezhnev era. I think that Khrushchev was already out at thattime. I wonder, how do you see the Brezhnev era in the long-term developmnent of Soviet policy?I think, while you were there, Ambassador Ford was stili in Moscow? And he must have been a
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remarkable mani to work with. Certainly he was a highly respected figure on the international scene

in terms of interpreting Soviet affairs. 1 wonder how you would see this whole Brezhnev period

and how you see the follow-on from Brezhnev which bas corne since?

[TAYLOR] Yes, once again 1 had great good fortune in working for one of the most distinguished

Canadian diplomats of his generation, Robert Ford, and a mani who was and is acknowledged as one

of the West's most eminent experts on Soviet affairs. I was always fascinated by the experience

of having lived and worked three years in the Soviet Union. I have done a fair arnounit of work

related to the Soviet Union since, on our bilateral relations with the Soviet Union, and East-West

matters generally; and the experience of having lived there is a permanent source of stimulation,

even though 1 have to say that now, looking back on it, I was there in the full mid-Brezhnev perîod,

and that is now seen as a period of creeping scierosis, approaching stagnation, in Soviet affairs.

Since 1 arn not a Kremlinologist and did not have a chance to serve several times in the Soviet

Union, I really do flot have the kind of basis for comparison or the sense of contrast, change or lack

of change that the real experts do; but certainly when 1 was there, I had colleagues who had served

in Moscow before. There were even one or two around who were old enough to have served before

the War in die Soviet Union; and they told us stories about life in Moscow even before the War,

which were startling in that, while the purges and ail those other appalling things were going on,

in some respects life at the private level for foreigners and even to somne degree apparently for

Soviets if you escaped the awful attentions of the Secret Police and The Terror and so on - life went

on in a way that was less restricted than the life we knew. The bureaucratic controls on the

movements of foreigners and so on were apparently not as strict in Stalin's day, either just before

the War or just after, according to some of the old hands, than the controls when we were there -

the business of giving 48 hours notice of intention to travel and this kind of thing. There had been

a time, apparently, when even the resident foreigners could pick up and travel around the Soviet

Union much more easily, even in the worst of the Stalin period.

Then there were people who had also served there in the early period of Khrushchev's rule;

and, of course, they had witnessed a period of considerable liberalization which was quîte

extraordinary. Some of the descriptions of that made you realize that you had missed something

very exciting indeed. Well, of course, that did not last long. Khrushchev himself changed his mind

about internai reform and then was ultimately dispiaced by the tearn including Brezhnev, of which

Brezhnev was becoming cleariy, more and more clearly while I was there, the primu.s inter pares.

When 1 was there, Podgorni and Kosygin were stili a triumvirate of a kind with Brezhnev, but

Brezhnev was increasingiy seen as the most powerful figure.

It was just before the shifts, notably over Germany, that really introduced the détente of the

early 1970s. Ibis included, so far as our bilateral relations were concernied, the sort of annus

mirabilis about 1971 when Mr. Kosygin carne here, Mr. Trudeau went to Moscow, we signed three

important agreements with the Soviet Union inside of a year, and so on; and there was a sense of

very rapid acceleration and exploitation of possibilities.

Well, unfortunately, I did not experience any of that period in Moscow. I was therejust before

ail this in a period that was rather iimited.

[HILL] You were there from 1967 to 1970, 1 believe.

[TAYLOR] I was there from 1967 to 1970. The first great public festival when I went was the

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Revolution, and in my last year, they ceiebrated the centenary of Lenin's

birth. So there was a good deai of ritual evocation of the Soviet past of a rather conventional kind



while I was there. I think even the régime itself feit that some of the manifestations of the Lenin
centenary, for instance, verged on the ridiculous -that it just got out of hand. Anyway, it was flot
an intellectual atmosphere that was stimulating, except in a negative sense. There were a few
interesting things going on, nonetheless. I mean it is a huge country. While 1 was there, haif the
territory was closed to foreigners. Even the half that was open you could flot travel in without
giving 48 hours' notice, and very frequently - I suppose about half the time - you would apply to
travel and your itinerary would be refused or modified in some way -or other. But for ail that, 1 did
travel. There are large and important parts of the country that I have neyer seen, and that is a
source of regret to me, but on the other hand, I have been in Armenia and Georgia. I have been
to Lake Baikal. I have been to Tadzhikistan. But I have neyer been in the Soviet Arctic. I have
been in the Baltic states. I have been a littie bit in the Ukraine. Anyway enough in three years to
gain a whole host of impressions, and that is invaluable. I have only been back to the Soviet Union
once since, and that was ten years later, but just having lived there, and sensed the reality even in
a period which was in may ways frozen, or virtually, it was nonetheless an education. And working
for Robert Ford was once again very much part of the education.

[HILL] Ini light of your recollections of that period, and what you came to know of the Soviet
Union, how important do you think is Canada's continuing membership in NATO, in ternis of being
part of a Western group which has some relationship with the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union?

[TAYLOR] I think it is extremely important. Broadly speaking, what it seems to me we are
dealing with is this: a certain set of international arrangements emerged from the War. They were
modified sharply and in unhappy directions by the onset of the Cold War in the late 1940s, and we
have lived since, and are stili living, with a modified version of those structures. I think that the
structures themselves have proved remarkably stable. Some people might contest this, people who
worry about the accumulation of arms, the level of armaments in Europe, the competition, as they
would see it, between two miiitary blocs, and s0 on. There are serious matters there to discuss.
But what strikes me is that the heart of the problem we were dealing with in political terms was the
problem of Germany. That was settled in a certain way by the outcome of the War, by the
Germans being beaten and by the division of Germany;, and the alliances are related intimately to
that.

Are we arriving, afrer more than a generation, at a stage in which we are going to see more
than marginal modifications of those structures? We have seen modifications, but up until now,
looking back on 30 years, you would say that they are marginal. Are we now arriving in a period
where they will be more than marginal? Who can say? Maybe, maybe not. But in any event, we
have ail the lessons of our own history to tell us that our national intereats and our security are
engaged in aIl this. And therefore it seems to me absolutely indispensable that we go on being part
of NATO; in part it is a defensive military alliance, but also - and here I think this is the other
dimension of NATO which has developed a great deal, where I thinc it is vital that we continue to
be present - because of the political dimension, which people are not sufficiently conscious of.

It is sometimes said - as if it were a kind of criticism - that the NATO we have is not the
NATO of our heart's desire, because Article Il and aIl the Canadian hopes that were put into it, that
would have made NATO something more than "a mere military alliance", have been frustrated over
time. So that ail we have is a mere military alliance. Well, there are two things to say to that:
I do not think a defensive military alliance, considering thie threat over time to our interests, which
continues, and which has to be coped with, you can dismiss as "m : it is much more than that.
The problem of military balance is there, and it has to be coped with. But in addition, there is a
whole dimension of political consultation within NATO. With whatever difficulties, with however
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much mutual exasperation, blown fuses and failure, nonetheless there is a valid process of political
consultation that goes on and that does produce harmonized Western positions. And that to me
seems absolutely indispensable - particularly so if now the political order and the terrns of the
European security equation are about to shift. If that is what we will be coping with in the next
generation, then I think it is more than ever indispensable that Canada be very much present in the
political councils of the Alliance, as well as present in a valid way on the military side. And while
- who knows - we may find that whatever changes we can succeed in bringing about will only corne
about so slowly that it will be hard to sustain public interest and public support, I do flot really have
any doubts about the fundaniental validity of those propositions. I do not think NATO is a sterile
or out-moded institution in any way; on the contrary.

[HILLI Just one last question, if I could, on the Soviet period. Ini that period the Soviet Union
invaded Czechoslovakia. Did you form any particular impressions? Were you involved in analyses
of why they did this?

[TAYLOR] Yes.

[HILL] And if so, what conclusions did you arrive at?

[TAYLOR] Absolutely fascinating; it was arguably the most important thing that happened in
foreign policy terms while I was there (the other important event, which had taken place just before
I went to Moscow, was the Six-Day War). But while I was there, the Prague Spring and the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia were by far the most important events that we had to observe and try
to understand. Well, if 1 look back on that, I put it together with other reflections about the system
that existed in Eastern Europe. And my reflections would be these: the Soviet Union under any
Soviet leadership faces an extraordinarily difficult problem, in that this is the area, presumably,
where the Soviet Union would consider that its vital national interests are fÙndarnentally engaged.
The principal historic threat to their security, as the Soviets would see it, I arn sure, has come from
Germany. As a resuit of their victory in the Second World War, they have disposed of that threat,
again as they would see it, perrnanently. That is a fundamental victory for Soviet policy and for
Soviet security, and they wish nothing to happen that would ever upset it. Well, it may seemn now
increasingly in the era of the two superpowers - where Germany, particularly a divided Gerrnany,
appears on any analysis to, be an important state, a state, alright, but still of the second rank - that
the Soviet Union does not need to brood over the German problem in the saine sense as it was
perfectly justified in doing as a result of its experiences in two world wars.

Nonetheless, there is every evidence that perhaps stili even today, the German question agitates
Soviet rninds more than it does ours. That is something we have to go on understanding; and one
of the rnost important pieces of evidence is that the Soviets are prepared, as they were in
Czechoslovakia in 1968, to ensure the stability of the strategic band of territory that lies between
a divided Gerrnany and the Soviet Union, if necessary by throwing out ail the credit and goodwill
they obtained frorn liberating a country like Czechoslovakia from the Germans, by invading it.
They paid an extraordinarily high price for that. The Czechs and Slovaks also paid an
extraordinarily high price. Westerners, I suppose, particularly as the memories of the War fade,
would be inclined to look on that as simply a mindless kind of brutality.

These are brutal solutions. They are solutions by the application of force. But they are not
rnindless. The analysis may be incorrect but there are profound reasons there and we have to
understand them. I suppose one of die things that is interesting now is to wonder whether tda kind
of mentality is changing at ail in the Soviet Union; whether one of the things that stirs in the back



of the minds of the new leadership is that it really is flot necessary to go on thinking as Stalin did:
that Eastern Europe had flot only to be a sphere of influence or a conventional military alliance, but
that you had to smash the structures and have states that were genuinely vassals with ail their social,
and political and economic structures, modelled on yours and tied to yours, in addition to the
military structures.

Well, of course, even in the heyday of the Stalinist régimes in Eastern Europe, there stili were
national differences, and those national differences are stili there. They have become more and
more marked over time as you see if you go, 1 just did with Mr. Clark, to Poland and Hungary.
You were made very conscious once again that these are nations with deep roots in a past, in a
history of their own of which they are quite conscious and quite proud, and that there are many
ways, even in this day and age and in their constrained circumstances, where what goes on in the
Soviet Union is simply flot relevant to their circumstances. They have national problems of their
own that cannot be solved by any kind of increased co-operation or decreased co-operation with the
Soviet Union. That is really flot the point. The point is that they have problems of their own that
they have to address in their own way.

That has led in the past to permanent structural instabilities. As we know, the Soviet Union
is able to maintain the stability of this whole system only by the presence of what are in effect
occupying forces, together with the capacity to threaten force at any time, and actually to use force -
as it did in Hungary in 1956, and in Czechoslovakia in 1968; or to extract from one of its allies -
as with Poland in 1980-81 - that the ally in effect suppresses itself. The whole basis of the system

still, it seems to me, is flawed, in the sense that it has continued in every decade since it has been
set up to throw up periodic crises. These instabilities have nothing to do with the West: we do flot
produce them and we cannot cure them. We get blamed for them because they can hardly admit
that the causes are ail internal to the system. Therefore, as in 1968, it was West German
revanchists and American imperialists who were blamed for the Prague Spring.

Well, everyone knows, no one better probably than the Czechs, Slovaks and Soviets themselves,
that this is nonsense. It was flot true. The crisis had to do with Czechoslovakia and the Soviet
Union; essentially it did not have a thing to do with West Germans and Americans. So that while
we in the West get blamed, and that exacerbates these crises when they occur, nonetheless everyone
knows that the causes are internaI to the structures that are in place in Central and Eastern Europe.

Those are problems that they have to sort out. AIl 1 can say about 1968, seen in that
context, is that - and 1 do flot know whether this is cause for regret or what: I hardly know how
to characterize it - when it comes to suppressing what are in effect national revoîts in Eastern
Europe, the Soviets are improving their technique with the passage of time. Hungary in 1956 was
a bloody exercise. It is inconceivable that that kind of thing could happen again today.
Czechoslovajcia was brutal enough, but at least there was flot bloodshed. And Poland in 1980 was
accomplished - however awful it may have been, and however much we criticized the nature of the
Polish régime as it was originally established under General Jaruzelski - nonetheless, 1 suppose that
in this kind of comparison (which is inevitably odious) it was some kind of improvement, that at
least it involved the Poles themselves. The Soviets in that case were kept out of it and there was
no bloodshed.

Well, these are problems that arose in 1968, That seems already a long way back for some
people. But it seems to me these events are ail linked. We are stili dealing with the same set of
probîems, and there is something to be said for thinking about 1956, 1968 and 1980. And now in
1987, think what it means to have a new leadership in the Soviet Union facing what on the whole
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are an older generation of leaders in the Eastern European countries: ail of them are still obliged
to corne to grips with these problems.

[COX] While you were there, could you ever have had anything like this kind of discussion with
you Soviet counterparts?

[TAYLOR] During the Prague Spring and the invasion of Czechoslovakia, there were, broadly
speaking, signs that a smail group of people in the Soviet Union were realiy appalled by the notion
of the Soviet Union invading the territory of its own allies - that this seemed a really shattering self-
condemnation. There were signs that there was a small body of opinion - inteliectuals and so on -
who felt that way; and you could get, I suppose, traces of that in conversations with people. But

that was not the general attitude. The general attitude of the public, I think, was that unfortunately
they tended on the whole to swallow the official line. There was a tendency to Say: "Well, what
are those Czechs doing? We fought a war. We spilled our blood to liberate them from the
Germans, and now they seem to be playing some kind of game with the West again, endangering
our security. What the hell is going on? Those people live better than we do, and here they are
playing fast and loose with our security. They are foolish. and dangerous people." I think there
were a lot of Soviets who believed that, and 1 had the impression that one of the difficulties in 1968
was that Dubcek, who after ail began as a Slovak worker of the most conventional and orthodox
Party upbringing - a dim figure, who could have been expected to be utterly square in his reactions
- startled the Soviets because he ended up being a national hero - a hero even to the Czechs - and
was peddling ail sorts of ideas that must have seemed insane to the Soviets; and also that he turned
out to be a man of somne emotion, totally contrary to his original image. There may have been
people who knew him intimately who thought: 'Behind that rather grave facade lurks quite an
extraordinary personality - you wait and see." But in Czechoslovakia he could respond to and evoke
a past not just outside Soviet experience but outside Russian experience. While 1 cannot prove this,
I realize that someone like Brezhnev simply could not understand someone who was coming to him
and saying: "We want to modify the system profoundly - but we can do it in conditions that will
not affect the security of our alliance. We are not like the Hungarians."« (They declared their
neutrality, you remember; they tried to leave the Warsaw Pact in 1956.) Well, the Czechs in 1968
thought: "We are not going to make that mistake". So they said very firmly and repeatedly:
«We're not questioning the alliance with the Soviet Union. We are not doing anything - we do flot
propose to do anything - by way of our reform that is going to threaten Soviet security. So be
reassured on that fundaniental question." But then they began to talk about the reforms, and the
Soviets had to listen to the kind of debate that bubbled up in Czechoslovakia. They heard about
people who were going to reform Communism to the point where it appeared you were going to
be able run a Communiat state more or less by consent of the people; and that the role of the secret
police was diminished then to nothing, because you would flot need their power of coercion; and
that there were going to be opposition parties, and a free press and no censorship - ail this stuff.
In Czechoslovakia there are enough Czechs around who remember "0f course, a country can be run
this way! We ran this country with free institutions in the past. " The Soviets know intellectually,
of course, that the "bourgeois republic" existed. But to have Communists tell you that you can
adapt Conimunismn that way! 1 think for the Brezhnevs of the world, it just boggled their mids -

it was totally beyond their intellectual and cultural experience, beyond Soviet history. There has
neyer been anything like this in Soviet experience; so that I think the Soviets have an awful lot of
difficulty particularly when their allies corne to them and say, "We want to modify our societies
profoundly."

It is true that now we have a leader in the Soviet Union who sometimes talks about
modifications that would make your hair stand on end. You wonder whether one of his problems
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is not that there are a whole lot of people - in fact, the rank and file of Comrnunists and even a
whole lot of Soviets - who have a hell of a time understanding what it is he is on about, because
they really do flot have any experience of a world that has ever been like the one that he appears
to want to drive towards.

[H ILL] Partly because of their isolation presumably, and because of the internai. restrictions and
so on within. the Soviet Union itself, as you mentioned earlier.

[TAYLOR] Well, while I amrnfot in ail respects, to put it miidiy, an admirer of Richard Pipes,
he is awfuily good on Soviet history. In his proper role as a professor of Soviet history, he is, 1
think, marvelous. "Russia under the Old Regime," is, from this point of view, an iliuminating
book. In it he analyzes the way in which Russia from its historic beginnings has faced problems
of producing a iivelihood from a land which, outside the Ukraine, is unforgiving, and where
historicaily there has always been a probiem of the flight of population from the land; and where
therefore variants of feudaiisni and serfdom were designed, at heart, to nail the peasants to the land,
so that the land wouid be worked, because otherwise they ail ran off to the towns. The notion of
controlling the population to keep it from running off to the cities (which of course any study of
feudalism says was a problem in ail feudal societies: Sta4luft machi fret, and ail that notion) -
existed in Western countries aiso. But in Russia, because it is a poor country, I guess, except in
the Ukraine, this was a particular problem. The deepest roots of their institutional and cultural
history have to do with this. Serfdom was the fundarnentai social institution up until just over a
century ago, and that had to do with nailing people to a place, most often a remote place, and
making them live there, and putting police over them to make sure they did not mun off, and ail that.

Serfdom was only aboiished in the last century, and the distinction between peasants and city
people, which had disappeared in Western society centuries ago in terms of civil statua, persisted
past the Czarist days into Soviet days. The internai passport that you have to carry in the Soviet
Union is really an evidence of that. It is a kind of 2Oth century survivai of serfdom, in a way. The
roots of it go very, very deep. And one of the aspects of this is that there is no tradition of free
emigration in the Soviet Union because there neyer was any under the Czar. There neyer has been,
and they do flot know what you are talking about.

They understand intellectually that in other countries things are managed differently. Their vîew
is, "Weli, that la airight -you have your way of doing things, we have ours. This is what ail our
history teaches us: that you have to control people, and you do not let them run ail around inside
the country and live where they please or leave the country when they feel like it. No, you cannot
mun the state successfülly unlesa you control them. We are controlling them internally. And of
course it foliows from that we are not going to let them pick up and go to other countries when they
feel like it either."

Then we corne to them as we do and say: "That's not civilized. What about human rights and
the CSCE and the Helsinki document and the UN Charter and ail that." But those are our
institutions, our cultural values, our history, our civilization, in many important ways, flot theirs.
One thing 1 think is profoundly true is that there are some European values, and a certain European
civilization, that extends as far as Poiand;- and that beyond that, there is a Russia that îa in some
senses European but in other ways shows some really quite important differences. These are
banalities of Soviet historiography, but it is an Orthodox country in its cultural origins, and the
whole business of' the Renaissance and the Reformation, and the end of feudalism as it came about
in Western Europe, ia ail quite différent in Russia. The end of feudaiism la much more recent and
the traces of it are stili there in this incapacity to imagine a free society.



[HILL] 0f course, 1 suppose another thing is that they have Russian nationalismn or now Soviet
nationalism, if one must use that term, as to some degree a substitute for some of these other ideas.

[TAYLOR] Yes, and people react differently; it is one of the reasons why it is hard to say things
like this. 1 would be very hesitant to say things like this to many Soviets. Sometimes you could
discuss it with people if you knew them, really weil. 0f course, there are any number of highiy
civilized, highly sophisticated, highly intelligent people in the Soviet Union. It is a huge country
and it has got enormous human riches and human potential - a great deal of it, tragically, rather
frustrated and incapable of realizing itself fuliy. But if you say things like this, even someone who
might know in his heart of hearts that it is true will be offended. People will say: "After ail, this
is some kind of racism. You talk about us as if we were inferior beings, and we won't have that! «
So it is a highly sensitive area. The whole debate that you read about between Westernizers and
Slavophiles which has gone on and stili goes on is a reflection of that; and the Slavophiles tendency
is the tendency to react to criticisms of this kind by saying: "No, our values are what they are, and
they're different and they're just as good and in our view superior. This is a better society. We
aren't interested in yours. « And then in the Soviet days, this has been larded with Marxist-Leninist
analysis and ail the stuff which points to our social and economic black spots, to unemployment,
racial discrimination and this kind of thing.

But you can see with Soviet citizens who corne to Canada or to any Western country that some
of themn are quite genuinely adrift in our society, do not like it and go back having had reaily quite
an unhappy experience here, because they feel that our society is atomized. 1 think their society
is rather more atomized. I mean that there is nothing but the individual facing the state, with no
mediating organizations. There is no community life or social life outside the faniily, and the
organizations are ail really in one or the other manifestations of the state. That is what 1 understand
by totalitarianism. It is totalitarian in that sense, and the mediating bodies that we have in our
society, just do not exist, things other than the state to which you can attach your loyalty apart from
your loyalty to yourseif and your faniiy. But there is a sense in which you are taken care of in
these societies, by the state. If you are prepared to throw yourself in the arms of the state - up until
now anyway - it will provide you with a job and a kind of life. This leads to a lot of cynicism and
jokes along the lines of: «Yes we have a bargain with the government and our leaders: we pretend
to work and they pretend to pay us."

At that level, you can have quite a stable existence. Yet you corne here and even if you acquire
English or French, and even if you have professional training that has equipped you and so on,
nonetheless a lot of Soviet emnigrés are made - more than other immigrants to our society - quite
uneasy at the degree to which they are personally responsible for their own fate. That is a value
to us, and it is something that is intensely appreciated by some Soviets that come here. But you
read every month or so in the papers, stories of people who have gone back because they cannot
bear it. That I think is one of the measures of a different society.

Part V - Senior positions. Ottawa. -1976-82

[HILL] Mr. Taylor, between 1976 and 1982, you held a series of senior positions in Ottawa,
including Director General of European Affairs, Assistant Under-Secretary and Deputy Under-
Secretary of State for Externai Affairs. 1 wonder if you could say something about Canada's
relations with the NATO allies during that period, particularly following the 1976 decision to
re-equip the Canadian Armed Forces. 0f course, that was also the period in which Canada
esuablished the Framiework Agreement with the European Community.
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[TAYLOR] The new element in that period was the Framework Agreement. The origins of that
are traced back to Nixonomics and the decisions taken by the United States Administration in 1971
that produced in the course of 1972 a fundamental review of Canada's relations with the United
States. One of the things that emerged from that was that the country always stood in need of
counterweights to the relationship with the United States; it had to flnd ways of reducing its
vulnerability to sudden changes in American policy which ignored our interests. We had somehow
or other to create a network of international relations that permitted us to rely on other strong
relationships, relationships you could build, which would cushion such shocks and make us less
totally dependent on the American relationship.

That was, in essence, the so called "Third Option" which was much debated at the time. The
one institutional expression it took in our relationship with European countries was the Framework
Agreement. The whole affair was rnuch misunderstood. I would not propose on this occasion to
debate the history of the Third Option. The Framework Agreement with the European Community
was designed to deal once again with a fundamental problem that has coloured Canadian attitudes
in many relationships, and which lies at the heart of the political relationship in NATO; that is to
say, that a smaller country is always at risk that larger countries will dispose of its interests in its
absence and without its view being heard. That is why Canada goes on insisting year in, year out,
on the importance of consultation in NATO. That is why we press the United States not simply to
assume everything about a largely unruffled relationship with us - or at least a relationship that is
relatively easy and friendly compared to most bilateral relationships in the world. And it is why
with the European Community we wished to avoid situations of a kind, that up to that point we had
often experienced: where the Cornmunity negotiated furiously over a particular problem within its
circle and arrived haif exhausted with a consensus with a view to negotiations, let's say, with other
important trading partners, with the United States or with Japan; and would then try to do a deal
with, let's say the United States, and at the end of it would corne around to us having exhausted
itself a second time, and say more or less: «Well, there is a signature blank at the bottomn of the
page that says 'Canada.' Would you please just append your signature here. We can assure you
this is good for you. «

There were instances with particular items - for instance, in agricultural trade, I remember -
where that is flot much of a caricature of what happened: that you were simply expected by the

Europeans not to rock the boat; that it had been s0 hard for themn to hammer out their own
consensus, and so, hard for thern to reach an agreernent with the United States, that they did not
want any country with, as tJiey would see it, a lesser interest to corne along at the end and upset
the whole deal by making waves and saying: "Well, nobody asked us about this! "

The purpose of the Framework Agreement really was to ensure in various ways that you
enforced consultation with the Community, so that you had a chance - again, it is the NATO story -
to influence the policy of your larger partners while the policy was being formed, and were not

presented with a fait accompli at the end of the process.

Whether we have succeeded is another story. I think that the history of our relations with the
Community since would suggest that this is an unending battle. It is always a problemn for them,but it is a worse problem now in a way, as the Community expands its membership, than it was
before. It is very difficuit for them, once they have reconciled ail the conflicting interests that exist
within the Community, to corne to the bargaining table with anything other than an absolutely
immutable position. Nonetheless, Canadians 1 suppose ought to understand that. It has its parallel
in our own difficulties in areas of provincial jurisdiction or shared jurisdiction, where Canada bas



to hammer out a Canadian position by agreement between the federal government and the provinces
before it undertakes an international negotiation. We ail know that is very complicated. Negotiating
with the Comrnunity is that, but worse.

[HILL] So, in effect Canada was interested in some sort of arrangement or linkage with the
European Community for its own sake. And one of the quid pro quos for this frorn the European
point of view was that Canada should take greater interest in NATO. Canada, too, for a number
of its own reasons, was coming around to taking a greater interest in NATO than it had in the
imrnediately preceding period.

At any rate, it was frorn 1976, if I amrnfot mistaken, that Canada started to build up again to
some degree its armed forces. What sort of impact did this have on Canada's relations with NATO?
Were relations more positive, from 1976 on, than they had been in the imrnediately preceding
period?

[TAYLOR] Yes, if we can come to the NATO side of it, I think the NATO countries generally,
in the later 1970s, were becoming more aware of two things. First was the need to take concerted
measures to improve their collective defences. That led to the decision, for instance, to commit to
a 3% real increase in defence spending. That was one aspect. And then in the last years of the
1970s and at the turn of the decade, of course, the hopes of the early 1970s about détente had really
disappeared pretty well entirely and the international atrnosphere had turned quite sour by
comparison. By the time we carne to the crisis over Poland, for instance, following on the crisis
in Afghanistan, it really carne to another very low point in East-West relations. So there was a
change in the international atmosphere going on in those years. That totally removed any temptation
there would have been to any NATO government to argue: "Weil, the world of the alliances is
dissolving before our very eyes; there isn't really any need to spend anything more on keeping our
defences up to date because we are ail going to be disarmed in a few years."«

That is an exaggeration. Nobody even in the heyday of détente believed that that was going
to happen soon. 1 do not think any serious person believed that. But nonetheless those hopes were
part of the atmosphere of the earlier days of détente. It would have been more difficult, and it
obviously was more difficult, in that earlier atmosphere, for a goverrnent to sustain a programrne
of increased defense spending than toward the end of the decade. And then, apart from, anything
else, the Canadian Forces ail through these years had suffered from growing difficulties over the
way in which, in an age of inflation, forces composed of fulI-time professionals - who, therefore
have to be paid at the market rate -had their wage rates driven up. These personnel costs had to
be satisfied out of a budget that was flot growing in proportion, so that tie cost of military
manpower becarne a relatively heavier and heavier charge in Canada. That alone was one of the
reasons why the proportion of spending on capital equipment, on replacements for aging weapons
of one kind or another, dwindled progressively. That was a structural problem of Canadian defence
spending in those years; and that too eventually had to be turned around, or we would have had
Arrned Forces which were of a very high standard as far as the personnel was concerned and very
well paid - potentially very impressive forces - except that they would not have had any modern
equipment.

Those things wcre coming about in any event, regardless of what happened in the world. So
1 think there was a kind of conjuncture, and the government of the late 1970s really ordered its
course to meet the mood of thc Urnes. It committed itself to the 3% real increase, and actually met
the targets by comparison with other NATO countries. But by then there had been such a long
period 0f under-funding of major new capital programmes that it took a long time to catch up. In
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a way, we are stili dealing with that problem. But the process was begun then. The decisions aboutreplacing the Centurion with the Leopard 1, the decision to buy the Aurora long-range patrolaircraft, and the preliminaries to some of the later decisions, of which the Frigate Programme wasthe last in a long series - those were ail either taken or gestating in that period; and, of course, ourallies looked on that with satisfaction.

[HILL] Do you think that that made it easier for Canada to pursue its own particular goals inside
NATO?

[TAYLOR] 1 think unfortunately it is easier to demonstrate the negative than the positive. Thereis a link. I amn convinced of that, Beyond a certain point, you cannot hope within NATO to belistened to with any kind of respect, no matter how clever your diplomnatic: performance may be orhow great your political wisdom, if you are quite plainly out of step with the majority of your allieson what the trend of defence spending should be. The two things go together. When you starttrying, as you would hope, to play a constructive role in the diplomacy of the Alliance, and toinfluence the general conduct of East-West relations, from a position where you are increasingly outof step with the military arrangements, then the one is linked with the other. There may be someillogic in that. It may be unjustified. But it is a fact. Your influence meits away, and you can feel
that.

What about the other side of it? The other side is very hard to judge, because there is no wayof measuring political influence. There is no intellectually satisfyîng way of demonstrating that Xmany million more dollars spent in any one year on defence is going to buy, as a function, y muchmore influence. Therefore ail this is subject to endless debate and challenge. 1 cannot prove thatan improved defence performance results in greater political credibility in the counsels of theAlliance. 1 believe it does, but 1 cannot prove it; I don't think anybody can.

One of the permanent difficulties is that people have not got the time or the patience to bebothered with the subtieties. Even people who are supposed to be quite knowledgeable about eachothers' affairs in the Alliance, actually use rather crude measures of each others' affairs and are onthe whoie rather ignorant about each other's affairs. We are subjected to that from timne to timewithin NATO, since everyone's defence effort is subject to reciprocal criticism; we have our go atother people, and they have their crack at us. There are a few people who become deeplyknowiedgeable in the NATO secretariat, NATO military staffs, and some other NATO govemnmentsabout Canada's political and military standing, and the true nature of its probiems, and about whatit is reasonable to expect Canada to do by way of defence contribution and so on, but the numberof people Who have that kind of knowledge you can count on the fingers on one hand. Certainlyit is a tiny number compared to the number of people who choose to have opinions on the subjectand know very little about it. You can get really quite ill-informed judgements almost any day ofthe week on subjects 0f this sort.

One of the difficulties that Canada faces permanently is that the Amnerican system allows a gooddeal of liberty to public officiais to speak out, to go on the public record when the spirit movesthemn. This creates a situation in which, over the years, you could virtually count on that therewould be almost constant criticism and pressure, from the American military establishment, to theeffect that Canada was not doing enough.

Weil, that is a permanent American view. 1 think that what one would have to say against thatis that ail except a handful of very well-informed Americans are probably using something as crudeas the GNP yardstick. Those yardsticks, which are very popular for nleasuring both defence effort
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and aid effort, are the beginning of analysis; they are flot the end of it. Unfortunately they are
frequently used as if the man who has the yardstick had discovered a kind of philosopher's stone,
and was licensed to stop thinking once he had applied the yardstick. This is a pity because,
intellectually, the GNP yardstick has holes in it you could drive a truck through. The difficulty is
you have to have some kind of measure, and it is the only agreed measure we have. It is just that
if it is to be used, it has to be used with a sense of its limitations. And that very frequently is flot
done.

What does that corne to? I think it is another way of saying, that even if you could imagine
Canada doubling, tripling or quadrupling its defence budget -if you could imagine us spending 4%
or 5 % of our GNP on defence - could you guarantee that the country would then become
correspondingly more powerful - by some measure that is yet to be found - in international political
or economic discussions? No, you could not. And even spending at that level would flot make us
a major military power.

Therefore, at whatever level we spend, we will be a relatively modest military power. We will
flot be totally insignificant in military terms, and, in particular, we will flot be insignificant if we
can find the most sensible niche in the collective arrangements of the Alliance. But there is no way
in which even those unimaginable increases - which is what by implication some people in the
United States appear to be urging us on to attain -would buy the country influence. We have neyer
in our postwar history, except perhaps at the peak of the re-armament programme during the Korean
War, spent at that rate. 1 have forgotten what the GNP figure was then, but I think probably we
did get close to 4% of GNP or something like that. But these yardsticks really do flot help. If they
encouraged people to think, I would flot mind, but too often they encourage people to stop thinking.

[HILL] I think that is very common. On another point, one of the major features of the
international landscape in this period, 1976-1982, was NATO's decision on intermediate range
nuclear forces, the INF decision, the two-track decision in December, 1979. Were you in anyway
involved in that? And how well did you think that accorded with Canadian desires and intentions?

[TAYLOR] I was flot as closely associated with the decision before it was taken as I was
afterwards when 1 was at NATO, but there is one observation I would like to make about it. 1 have
always thought that dhe whole INF debate, (and we are still in the INF debate) is probably the most
important single example one can find to demonstrate that the Alliance is flot, as its critics
sometimes make out, totally dominated by the United States, with everyone else simply tied to the
chariot wheels of American policy. My reason for saying that is that INF is really a European, and
above all a German, issue. While I cannet prove this, I do flot think that American strategists and
political thinkers under any Administration, if left to themselves, would ever have defined the
problem of the gray area, the Euro-strategic missile problem, in quite the way Helmut Schmidt
initîally defined it - that if Helmut Schmidt had flot decanted the problem, so, to speak, the Alliance
countries would ever have been invited, by the United States anyway, to corne to grips with it in
quite the ternis they did. At every turn of the INF negotiations - and we will corne to that shortly -

I think that you can see the evidence of the United States under successive Administrations, in
effect deferring to its European allies, allowing thern to define the problem, sharing with them in
trying to find a solution, listening to them very carefully, and modifying its negotiating position as
a function of consultation. You could say that even the events of the last month or so are a
demonstration that, at a minimum, the United States cannot conceivably ride rough-shod over the
views of its allies -that, at a minimum, they have to wait patiently for their allies to corne to their
own decision about what they think is right. We have just seen that once again in Germany. So
that if you are looking around for a case study on the important issue of consultation at work - of
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consultation as a means of doing what it is designed to do, that is, ensuring that the decisions of our
mightiest ally are taken after reflecting on how their decisions might affect our interests, and of
how consultation works to cope with that problem - the whole history of INF, for ten years now,
provides a number of interesting illustrations that, yes indeed, consultation works.

[HILL] And that applies presumably to Canadian interests, as well as to these of the Europeans.
I mean in the specific case of INF.

[TAYLOR] On INF, of course, the fact of the matter is that to go right to the heart of it, since
those missiles do flot have a range that would touch Canadian territory, they are not a direct threat
to Canada. The missiles that interest Canadians, in the end, of course, are the missiles with
intercontinental range, because those are ones that could hit us. In that sense, INF for Canada has
always been an issue wýhere we were obliged to wait for our European partners to make up their
minds, to try to understand their difficulties and their position, and reason our way through it, and
then support the Allied position that emerged. I think under both dhe Liberal and the Conservative
governments, this is really what we have done. But I do flot think it has ever been for Canada to
take a lead on that.

[HILL] No, I was flot really suggesting that. I was thinking in more limited terms. Whatever
views Canada had to express, whatever policies we had on this question, were they taken into
account?

[TAYLOR] Oh, yes.

Part VI - Ambassador to the North Atlantic Council. 1982-85

[HILL] Mr. Taylor, if we might continue with the INF question, which I must say 1 flnd a matter
of great interest, I think you mentioned just a minute ago it was a major issue in NATO while you
were there. I wonder if you could tell us something about the treatment of that question, the whole
question of implementation of the two track decision. How effective were the consultations on this
issue in NATO while you were there? How difficult an issue was it for the Allies? For example,
what kind of role did Canada play in the consultations on this issue?

[TAYLOR] During the three years I was in NATO, I would say that the INF issue was the most
important single political and military issue that the North Atlantic Council dealt with. It was the
subject of intense consultation throughout. The basîs for the policies of the Alliance throughout the
period remained the two track decision, and dhe problem was to implement the two track decision;
that is, to develop a negotiating position - or a succession of negotiating positions as it turned out -which the United States would negotiate on behaîf of the Alliance with the Soviet Union, with a
view to obtaining above aIl the removal of the SS-20s, to which the ground-launched cruise missiles
and Pershing IIs were to be deployed in response; and failing success in the negotiations, to proceed
with the other track, that is the deployment of the missiles.

Well, the negotiations in their initial stages were extremnely difficult to, Iaunch. It was necessary
to proceed with the deploymnent. This was highly controversial in most of the countries ofdeployment of the missiles at the time as we remember, and particularly so, because there was a timewhen, in Britain, Germnany and Italy, there were general elections aIl within the space of roughly
a year. The issue of the deploymnent of the missiles was an issue in each of those elections. InGermany in particular there was a belief that the whole fate of the government turned on thequestion; and that if there were no alteration or dilution somehow or other of the German
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government7s position, then it would pay for it at the polis. There were massive demonstrations
in that election campaign that suggested that that might be 80.

In any event, from the domestic political point of view, the whole issue of deploymnent was
obviously highly sensitive for most of our European allies throughout that period. And it was
sensitive to the point almost of obsession. That is, there were other difficuit issues, which in other
circumstances should have been tackled within NATO at the time, which really could not be tackled
because people only had time and political energy and imagination to cope with the deployment
business.

[HILL] That's quite fascinating. I've neyer heard that said before.

[TAYLOR] And for Canadians, I think, that while that was possible to understand intellectually,
il was difficuit to share emotionally, because the missiles were not being deployed on our territory,
nor were we threatened directly by the SS-20s to which they were a response. The degree to which
this issue agitated, say, Germany, is something that Canadians had to make a very considerable
effort of imagination to appreciate. For Canadians at the time, I suppose if there was a comparable
issue in terms of the public debate it aroused, it was the question of the testing of cruise missiles
in Canada. That was in some ways our version at the time of the kind of debate that went on in
some of the European countries.

In the end, thie governments concerned stuck by the two-track decision, that is the negotiations
failed, or appeared to fail, because the Soviets left the table, after we had evolved in the Alliance
a perfectly acceptable offer. People sometimes forge this, that it was the West that offered the flrst
zero of the zero-zero solution that is now being discussed: total elimination of this category of
missile. It was the Soviets who, as 1 think they subsequently realized, made the mistake of walking
away from the negotiations. Then successively the Germans, the British, the Italians, the Belgians
and finally even the Dutch, who had very great difficulty also in domestic polifics with the issue,
proceeded with the deployment. At that stage, there were leaders in the Soviet Union, we thought,
who were estimating that ail they had to do was to stali the negotiations, and 10 play enough on
domestic opinion in the West, and the Western governments determincd to proceed with the two
track decision would simply fali - public support would be withdrawn from them and the Soviets
would have gotten away with it; that is, they would have left their SS-20s in place, and paid no
price for having deployed them. Meanwhile in the West, governments would have corne to power
that would have refused the cou nter-dep loy ment of ground-launched cruise missiles and Pershinlg
Ils.

Well, that did noi corne about. It was a great demonstration of political solidarity and of the
willingness of our allies to run very considerable political risks and bear very considerable political
burdens.

[HILL] Was it also an example of effective consultative practices?

hilnk that kt was. I think i required intense consultation throughoui, and( i
ited States to understand the position of its allies, t0 forbear and be preparOd

positions UIat took a while t0 haminer out sornetires, and represented the
ies were contfortable wlth. Agiln, since the alternative was neyer tried, OneC
his, but I amn not sure that on £11y of these issues the United States, left t0 itscif,
3wered the. strategkc dilemma In the way that the Buropean allies and the Allies
kt talvtA ha
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[HILL] From what you say, I have the impression that the West Europeans really feit
over-shadowed by the SS-20s. Were they really worried about being targets for these things?

[TAYLOR] Yes, 1 think that that was a particularly strong feeling in Germany, and 1 think there
was a feeling also that Germany was naked to this threat; that is that Germany, because of the
fundamental limitations on its national policies in the London and Paris agreements is, of course,permanently prevented from acquiring nuclear weapons of its own. Therefore to the extent that the
East-West strategic balance is maintained in part by nuclear weapons, then Germnany is protected
by somebody else's nuclear weapons because it cannot be protected by its own.

I do flot think there is any question at ail in German minds or in anyone else's of aitring those
fundamental limitations. Therefore, s0 long as nuclear weapons exist, any federal German
government bas to look to its allies in this sense for protection. 1 think that in Germany the feeling
when the SS-20s were deployed, whether this actually was the Soviet intention or not at the time,was that because of the characteristics of the SS-20, it posed a particular threat to Western Europe
which was not posed to the United States because of the range of the weapon, principally. There
was even an argument that it was deliberately designed to put the American nuclear guarantee to
the test, and to have a decoupling effect, to break the linlc between the United States and (3ermany.

That, I think, is the heart of it as Germans would see it. Why didn't others feel it quite thesanie way? Weil, 1 think the smaller NATO countries had no ambitions at aIl to be nuclear powers
themnselves, so0 that the only nuclear weapons that they would have would be American weapons on
their territory under double-key arrangements.

The British and the French, of course, flot under the sanie kind of fundamental legal inhibition
that the Germans are, are able to equip themselves with independent national strategic nuclear
deterrents, and to that extent feel that they have dealt with a threat of this kind or at least they can
feel somnewhat more conifortable in these circumstances.

This is why this is above aIl a German problem. There is the additional obvious fact that
German territory lies in the heart of Central Europe and is geographically exposed. So the whole
issue appears, 1 think, in particularly dramatic ternis in German eyes; and to a lesser degree - but
nonetheless to a more lively degree than it was felt in Canada - the deployment of the SS-20s was
seen everywhere in Western Europe as a particular threat to European NATO countries. Again,
it was really German political and defence policy-makers who had to take a leading role in defining
the problem and analyzing it. It had to be demonstrated that the response to the SS-20 had in the
end to be land-based missiles on the territory of the Federal Republic. An American strategic figure
might very well have said: 'Yes, the SS-20s pose a threat -but it is very easy, we will just move
some more ships into the area or we will move aircraft carriers, with nuclear weapons aboard or
something like that. These are sea-based answers. « But it would really require a German thinker,1 believe, or a German spokesman to say: "No, I'm sorry that will flot do. We realy have to have
the. response based on our territory. It has to be land-based". And then beyond that, while that
would have dealt very directly with the heart of the threat, it would have been politically unbearable
to expect the Federal Republic to have borne ail of the burden of the total response by way of
deployment.

[HILL] In other words, to have it installed solely on German soil.
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[TAYLOR] So that there had to be a sharing of that political responsibility too, and it was shared
by a number of other Allied countries.

[HILL] Another elernent of this is that the Soviets ran quite a diplomatic campaign to try and
influence Western public opinion, 1 suppose particularly Western Europe opinion. They wanted to
persuade Western publics to reject these missiles, that is to say the Pershing Il and the cruise. LIow
well do you think NATO responded to that?

[TAYLOR] 1 think the response had to corne as it did from the individual Allied governments.
I tiiink that about ail you could do in NATO itself, within the consultative machinery of the
Alliance, was to, recognize collectively that dealing with public opinion was going to be extremely
important, and to compare notes, and to make sure that what was said in one country was not
contradicted by what was being said in another. Beyond that, I think the lesson of ail analysis of
the problern of coping wîth public information, and public opinion, is that the central rnachinery of
the Alliance bas a usefûl but quite modest role to play. In the end on these great questions in
democracies where you are responding to your own electorate, it is the local governrnent that bas
to bear the burden of carrying a case to the public.

[HILL] Weil, my impression is that the best thing to do is to tell it as it is. 1 do not think that
highly orchestrated public information campaigns are really the way to go. How would you feel
about that?

[TAYLOR] Weil, certainly I think it takes a clear political lead. I think it takes heads of
governmnent and ministers who understand the problern, are convinced that they have the right
answer and are prepared to go out and say this is the problern, and your government believes this
is the answer, and this is our stand, and we are prepared to take our electoral chances on it. I think
political leadership is really the key in ail that. Successfùl, modemn public relations techniques no
doubt have sornething to, do with it, but they cannot redeem bad policy.

[HIILL] Given that this was such an important feature in the period when you were at NATO,
this whole INF question, is there any other elernent that cornes to your mind in terms of the
operations of NATO or Canadian policy with regard to NATO?

[TAYLOR] You mean INF or other issues?

[HILL] INF in particular. Any lessons that you might draw frorn yout experience in that period?

[TAYLOR] Yes, I think that, as we know now, we may be on the verge of the first actual nuclear
arrns reduction agreement that bas ever been negotiated, and if that negotiation is successful, it will
limit these very missiles, perhaps eliminate thern totally. We would hope that. But if you stand
back a little bit, 1 suppose that you would have to allow that historic accident bas driven us to this.
We did not decide to deploy the SS-20s, and I do not think people are entirely certain yet why the
Soviets decided to make the weapon and then to deploy it. But the result of it is that, ten and
flfteen years on, the superpowers are perhaps fairly close to an agreemnent which will eliminate
this category of missile, and that will be, if it cornes about, the first nuclear arms agreemnent of its
kind that has ever been successfùlly negotiated. Weil, we know equally that these things are ail
linked, that what you do about Euro-strategic INF missiles is linked, in some way or another, to
what you do or would hope to do about intercontinental systerns, what you do about shorter range
systems, what you do about battlefield systems, what you do about conventional weapons, what you
do about chemical weapons; there are links; and the trick is not to allow the whole process to be
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held Up, if you cari get it moving, by blockage of one particular negotiation, nor to say that: "WewiIl negotiate agreements and then we'll keep them on ice until we negotiate the whole series. I

That would be impossibly long. These things are ail Iinked, and yet we wilI have to find waysof segmenting them. That is, we will have to seek negotiations that will attack some of theseproblems seriatîm and which will, you would hope, resuit in establishing successively lower levelsof armament, but without the stability of the system being disrupted at any point. That is veryschematic but nonetheless it is extremely important.

1 would also say, very much as a personal judgement, that the problem is flot, as some peoplemaintain, the accumulation of weapons. It is true, notwithstanding some unilateral decisions byNATO which have, forinstance, sharply reduced the number of nuclear warheads that are held inEurope - and people often do flot appreciate the extent to which this has happened - thatnotwithstanding this fact, the level both of conventional and nuclear forces in Europe is nonethelessunprecedented, certainly in absolute terms - for conventional forces, unprecedented in peace-time.But that accumulation has flot really produced an unstable system.

People sometimes argue that the very accumulation of weapons is of itself dangerous. Theyspeak as if this inevitably produces an increased risk of war. 1 think flot - that it depends on whatweapons are being introduced and in what circumstances, and whether they are destabilizing. Thatis really the question. The evidence is that the system that has been created, while it is the productof some of these purely random factors like the introduction of the SS-20s, is nonetheless quite astable system. My reason for arguing that is that, in any other circumstances, how could theEuropean security system, if you can caîl it a systemn - it is hard to cail something that is such arandom construct a system, but nonetheless, let's say that in effect East and West have conspiredsomehow or other through a maze of reciprocal actions over the last generation to create a system -how could that system have survived crises over Berlin in the 1950s, survived the crisis in Hungaryin 1956, the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, the Poiish crisis of 1980-81? Over and overagain, the system shows where it is unstable: that it is inherently unstable in Eastern Europe. Therelationship between the Soviet Union and Eastern European countries is flawed, and there is noway that system cari be stabilized, at least by consent. They have flot arrived at that yet anyway.When its stability is threatened, the stability is restored by actual applications of force, or at leastthe threat of force, and in any other circumstances - before the age of nuclear weapons let's say -political crises of that magnitude in Europe would have brought us much dloser to war than 1 think
we have ever been.

So you could argue that in fact, however much we want to get rid of dhe weapons, it is quitea stable system; that it is capable of withstanding very severe shocks. So it seems to me theproblemn then is flot the Iack of stability, the problem is to retain the stability. The stability is there.It is one of the virtues of the system. I know this may seem, almost a perverse logic, but 1 thinkit has some force: that the system has the virtue of stability and that we want to maintain tiIatstability; that the criticism is that it is stability established at a very considerable political price inEastern Europe, and it is stability established at a very high level of armament. 50 that the objectover time is to produce a more civilized political order - and that really is what we are seeking inCSCE - and to seek through arms control and disarmamnent negotiations progressively to reduce thelevel of armaments to something that is at a more sensible level, without at any stage in thedownward track destroying the stability of the systemn. That is really the European securityprogramme. If you look at it in that perspective, the fact that we happen to have hold at themoment of one particular negotiation affecting one particular category of nuclear weapons strikesme almost as another one of these random happenings; it is flot necessarily the point at which you
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would attack this massive complex of problemns if you could start tabula rasa. Let's say, for
instance - some people have argued this - that it wouid have been far more sensible to start with
negotiations covering battlefield weapons. Anyway, one way or another, we are where we are.
We start from where we start. Alright, the INF thing may on one logic be an odd place to attack
the problem. Nonetheless, history has brought us there, and if we can register success with that
particular category of weapons, that success itself I think is far more important than the fact that
by some arguments the two sides really ought to be talkîng about something else first.

[HILL] It's an interesting point. It brings us around also to another point. One of the things
which arose while you were at NATO was the question of the Strategic Defense Initiative. I think
this was announced by President Reagan while you were at NATO. My impression was that most
people could not quite figure out at first what this was ail about, but then when it dawned on people
what it was about, then they began to, worry about it. That is what happened in Canada, I think.
And I have a feeling that it was not dissimilar in Europe. And when they started to worry about
it, the Europeans began to wonder where would they stand in relation to the American defensive
shield that was going up. Could you tell us something about the discussions that took place on this
issue? Was there much discussion?

[TAYLOR] There was no conclusive discussion at ail while I was there, and I do flot think that
there was anything that you could cali more than the beginnings of a process of consultation about
SDI and its implications. The President's announcement came really as quite a surprise to
everybody. It surprised a lot of people in the United States. Unlike INF and the two track decision
and ail the rest of it, it was flot something that people had had a long timne to work up to. On the
contrary, it was more or less dropped on the Alliance, and people had to, start from there.

Well, the United States sent a number of extremely expert military and civilian defence advisers
to Brussels, and there were frequent briefings about what was invoived in the programme. Generai
Abrahamson came several times for instance, and there were other senior officiais from the Defense
Department; and of course the Secretary of Defense himself appeared regularly in NATO meetings,
and wouid speak to the progress of the programmne.

One of the great difficulties, at least so long as I was there - and I take it this is still a difficulty
- is that it ail depends on what SDI you are talking about. If the most ambitious form of strategic
defence could be realized, the kind that the President appeared to be talking about and appeared to
believe in - he seemed to believe in the most ambitious form - that is something that would be a
kind of double domne. That is, it would protect the United States, but it would also protect the
territory of the Allies. That was part of the answer to European worries about is SDI just Fortress
America?

In principle, the President appeared to be saying that the protective umbrella would cover al
the Allies. But then there was also, you will remember, the offer to share the technology with the
Soviet Union. So, the Soviet Union would be protected by another domne or umbrella as weil.
Weli, the implications of that are breathtakingiy vast; they would obviously be in a ýclass by
themselves. Now between that extreme vision of what might be possible, and whatever the United
States may eventually come to as a result of the research that is going on now, there is a whole
range of possibilities. Just in the last few months, of course, Secretary Weinberger has talked again
about the possibilities of an early deployment of something much less ambitious. Your judgement
about whether these things are possible or impossible, wise or unwise, destabilizing or not, depends
in the end on what SDI is. While people use SDI as one of these very convenient labels, in fact,
you know, SDI is a label lilce "middle class": it means ail sorts of things - so far as I can see,
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In any event, as you know, the Canadian government lias taken a rather modest and prudentline about it and said that research is justified because we know that the Soviet Union is carryingon research in the field of strategic defence but the Canadian goverfiment for its part is flot goingto set up a research programme of its own to respond to the American invitation, which wasextended to the Allies to join in the venture. It seems to me that the jury is stili out on SDI. Infact, there are ail sorts of juries, and they are aIl stili out. You read accounts of, lets say,congresses of computer experts who debate whether the United States can or cannot find tie smalarmy of software specialists to write the software for the system. And you are aware of ail therange of alternative weapons that are being considered, some of which, as research progresses, seemto be somewhat more promising, and others which it seems are being abandoned because the testingprogramme suggests that no, they will not pan out.

There are so many unknowables in it that I think it is very difficuit to make more than the mosttentative or preliminary kind of judgement. I think that ail would agree, from President Reagan ondown - it's so obvious, you wonder if it is worth saying - that it would be utterly foolish for anyUnited States President, even if a particular system becomes technically possible, to authorize thedeployment of a system which is quite plainly going to be destabilizing. You cannot imagine theAmerican President doing that.

There we are. We are presumably years away from decisions of that kind. Meanwhile it seemsto me that everybody is agreed on that. Whether you are justified ini going from there to a quickconclusion that strategic defence is not going to be any more important in the next generation thanit has been in the last decade or so, and that in the end there will neyer be a substitute for mutuallyassured destruction, and virtually total relance on mutual deterrence of offensive systems, that I doflot know. Personay, I would be reluctant to make a judgement of that kind. It may be that wecan find ways to go at least some distance toward the goal that President Reagan has talked about,which involve us in finding some substitute system for guaranteeing our security other than relyingon these threats of massive mutual annihilation.

[HILL] Anyway, while you were there there was no sort of programme of consultation, ofanalysis, on SDI, in NATO? There was no sort of SDI working group set up?

[TAYLOR] Not as such. There were pieces of consultative machinery that had been set alreadyfor other purposes which locked onto the SDI problem simply as one more element in the nucleardilemma, and certainly some of our allies pressed very hard for a discussion of the strategicimplications of SDI as such - a sort of special debate on the subject - but that had flot been arrangedby the time I left.

[HIILL] Was there a lot of discussion in NATO in this period on the nuclear dilemma? I meanmany people have argued that if the US contemplates using nuclear weapons in defence of Europe,that means that potentially the Soviets might retaliate against the United States. In earlier periodspeople talked about "Windows of Opportunity", because of Soviet deployments of new types ofmissile systems and the failure of the Americans to deploy equivalent types. Dr. Kissinger gotinto a great phase of questioning Western nuclear credibility at one time, and then the whole debateseemed to die down.
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0f course, while you were in NATO, a strong build up of American forces was going on under
President Reagan. 1 just wondered if the particular problem of the nuclear dilenina was a major
issue in that period?

[TAYLOR] The form that the nuclear dilemma took wbile I was there that was most debatable,
centered on the question of first use, and of course that is stili an unresolved problem. The
SACEUR throughout the period I was in NATO was Bernard Rogers and be many, many times said
in public that with the forces be had and the mission that bad been given to hlm, if there were a
war, ammunition stocks and reserves and so on would be run down to the point where in fairly
short order he would be obliged to turn to Allied govemnments and request authority to use nuclear
weapons.

He was accustomed to make a number of other observations that set tbat in context. For
instance, he often said also that he did not hiniseif believe that there was a very bigh risk of a war
breaking out, that he really did not tbink that the major tbreat arose from a direct tbreat of war, that
it was much more likely that, if imbalances between East and West were allowed to grow, the resuit
would more likely be that Soviet diplomacy, backed by Soviet military preponderance, to wbich
there would no longer be a satisfactory Western response, would leave the West open to blackmail
and pressure of various kinds; and that that was really a more serious risk than war itself. That was
also an argument for maintaining a military balance. It was also an argument for lessening the
relative dependence of tbe Alliance on nuclear weapons, and increasing the relative dependence of
tbe Alliance on conventional weapons. We are still there, really. That debate is still going on.
General Rogers is now departing from, bis position, but 1 would think that is a debate whicb bis
successor will take up, and I doubt if on that point be will see mucb differently; that is, that the
key words are, I tbink, stability and balance. You can maintain a balance at différent levels, and
we must try to maintain it at tbe lowest level we can arrange, but if it bas to be maintained at a
relatively bigh level, for reasons not of our seeking, then really you bave to find the resources to
do tbat. It does not mean that you bave to maintain forces on a one for one basis. No one in
NATO bas ever argued that and NATO neyer bas maintained forces on that basis. It simply means
that you bave to maintain some adequate combination of nuclear and conventional forces to
constitue a credible deterrent. Our problenis would arise if we allowed our forces to become
weakened to the point wbere they no longer constituted that credible deterrent. Tbat is wbat military
comnianders like General Rogers would urge on the political leadership of the Alliance, and tbat
is still our problern. This is wby we bave to contribute to tbe maintenance of our share of a
credible deterrent, in circumstances wbere you hope you wilI be able to negotiate a balance of forces
over time at lower levels and witb a mix of forces that is relatively less reliant on the nuclear
component of tbe deterrent, tberefore relatively more on conventional forces; but tbat you do not
put yourself into the poor bouse in tbat way, because conventional forces are expensive forces. This
is sad but true, tbat one of tbe advantages we bave bad fromn baving relied on nuclear weapons is
that it bas been a relatively cbeaper forni of defence. If we bad to maintain forces anything like
tbe size of Soviet forces on the basis of, say, füll-time volunteers, pay theni at the going wage rates
in Western economies and equip theni accordingly, we would ail be in the poor bouse. That kind
of force structure is probably beyond our means. But those arguments were beginning to weigh on
people. I tbink that tbere was a graduai realization in tbe public debate that went on wbile I was
ini NATO that, to use a North American expression: "There's no free lunch", that if you are going
to depend less on nuclear deterrence, then you bave got to depend more on conventional deterrence,
and if we want to get away, progressively, froni reliance on the nuclear weapons that produce the
first-use doctrine in the flrst place, then tbat is really the road down whicb you bave to go. Wc are
flot at the stage yet where anyone, 1 tbink, can feel safe - any military advisor anyway - in advising
Western governments to abandon the doctrine of first use.
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[HILL] Was this the period in which General Rogers was begînning to advocate a 4% increase in
defence spending, or did that corne later?

[TAYLOR] Yes, 1 think the 4% figure was launched while 1 was there.

[HILLI What kind of response did that meet with?

[TAYLOR] Weil, of course 4% is generally beyond the capacities of ail but a handful of Westerngovernments. 1 do flot think they have the financial resources and 1 do flot think they have thepolitical strength it would take to screw down other programmes for tie sake of raising increasedsums of that kind.

MIILL] You mentioned the no-first-use issue. 0f course, another question that was under veryactive discussion in the period you were there was the whole idea of a nuclear freeze. This wasthe period of the big peace demonstrations in North America and in Europe. Did that movementhave an impact on your own work?

[TAYLOR] Weil, yes, although flot so much the freeze. The freeze was really a sort of rallyingcry in the United States. And 1 suppose it had its impact in Canada also, where to some degree thedebate about cruise missiles and so on was linked with the notion of a nuclear freeze, I do flot thinkEuropeans were debating a nuclear freeze so much as those who disliked the notion of course werearguing against the depîoyment of the INF missiles. That was the focus of the couniterpart debatein Europe; and that debate, as 1 have already said, was of course very much the essential politicalbackground to a lot of the discussions that went on in the NATO Alliance.
[HILL] Was this the period also in which Mr. Trudeau launched his Peace Initiative? I was justwondering how much impact that had on NATO headquarters as Weil as on the allies?
[TAYLOR] Yes, Mr. Trudeau undertook his Peace Initiative - I amn trying to think - when I wasfirst in NATO. In any event, in a sense it did flot have anything to do with NATO. That was Mr.Trudeau's deliberate choice. He wanted to make it an individu] thing; it was flot something hewanted to push through the machine of NATO consultation. I guess his judgement was that whathe wanted to say, the message that he wanted to convey, was best conveyed by pursuing quite adifferent route, in which one man made a kind of pilgrimage of his own; and that he was a voicecrying ini the wilderness, as he conceived it, because it did seern, at the Urne he made the tripsconnecte<I with the Initiative, that there was no negotiation going on, and no possibiiiy of anegotiation.

Weil, of course we have corne an enormous distance, 1 suppose you calulot blame people forpooh-poohing Uic history of ail Uic abortive attempts to negotiate nuclear disarmanient, becausePeople can always say: "Weil, yes, you say that the superpowers have tried and s0 on, but what'sit ever corne to?" That's a good question. Because after ail, the best Uic superpowers have evergot, with ail the urging frorn ail thc rest of us, are SALT I and SALT 11, which wcre flot reductionagreemnents, which were encapsulations of thc existing plans of Uic two sides, in effect, which atbest cappcd Uic race but did flot actually reduce nuclear weapons. And SALT II, of course, endedup, as we know, being an agreement which Uic present United States Administration characterizedas fundamentaîîy flawed at Uic outset; and Uien -while it continued Iargely to observe Uic limnits inpractice - pointed out it was defective and had neyer been brought into force; and Uien finally wiUiUic passage of tume, even had it been ratified, would have expired. Yet that is one major piece of
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whatever structure the superpowers have managed to erect. And the only piece that has full effect
as a treaty binding the two superpowers now is the ABM Tre-aty.

WelI, seen in that light, it is a very modest accomplishment. Public opinion is entitled, 1
suppose, to be jaded to a degree when it hears people say, "Weli, we're maybe on the verge of
actually negotiating the reduction - perhaps the elimination - of a whole category of nuclear
weapons." But as against that, it is worth recalling that the first proposai for deep cuts in strategic
weapons was made by President Carter; and that the offer to negotiate on that basis was rejected
by the Soviet Union at the time, more or less without even opening the mail. It was rejected out
of hand.

Then in its last year, the Carter Administration, of course, was totally preoccupied by the
hostage situation in Iran. The Reagan Administration came to power with the view it had of the
SALT II Agreement and with great reluctance even to embark on negotiations. 1 remember very
well having been present at the first visit President Reagan paid, I think it was in March, after his
inaugural, to Ottawa. Mr. Trudeau was then our Prime Minister. One of the things that Mr.
Trudeau was pressing on him was that the allies of the United States expected the new United States
Administration to re-open negotiations on nuclear arms reduction with the Soviet Union. President
Reagan at the time smiled and was affable and pleasant and committed himself to absolutely nothing.
You wiil recail it took a long, long time, in fact, before negotiations were even launched.
Therefore, I think that Mr. Trudeau was entitled, at the low point, to feel that somebody had to say
something draniatic on the subject to try to shake people out of their torpor. He was trying I think
to encapsulate a certain mood, and to send a message in that sense. He chose to do it without
consultation and as an independent move. But I guess he felt the circumstances were so
extraordinary that they justified that. But look at the distance we have travelled since: the
Administration which spurned SALT II at the outset, and would not consider in the first year or so
even the thought of nuclear negotiations, is now deep in negotiations of various kinds with the
Soviet Union. And - who knows? - we may actually see by the end of this year the flrst fruits.
Weil, that is what we ail hope. Maybe it will not happen. Maybe there will be frustration and
disappointment again. But for ai that it's a damn sight better than what we were iooking at, let's
say, five and six years ago.

[HILL] There are a whole lot of other questions 1 would like to ask but I know your time is
limited, and I would just like to ask one further one about this period when you were Ambassador
to NATO. How useful a focus for Canadian foreign policy is NATO, in your view? For example,
1 mean, how good an instrument is it for Canada to work through in order to pursue its goals of
international peace and security, as well as its own particular national interests? In your response,
could you say why, based on your experience of that period?

[TAYLOR] Yes, 1 think it is indispensable. 0f course, there are a number of important Canadian
goals that cannot be pursued usefuily in NATO. There are some hopes that we had of the
organization in its earliest days that have flot been realized. To the extent that these hopes were
based in permanent Canadian interests, we have to pursue those interests in other international
bodies and in other ways. NATO turned itself, over time, into a defensive military alliance, which,
with its important political dimension, is really the key consultative agency for preparing the
Western position in debates on European security and Atlantic security.

That's far from saying it is the oniy forum in which we can pursue our interests. Obviously
we are also active participants in the CSCE and the MBFR negotiations. We have a whole set of
weli-established bilateral relations with ail the European countries. So far as defence matters are



concerned, we have special arrangements for North America and the United States. So NATO isby no means the only device available to us. Nonetheless, it is the most important in that circle.In that sense, it remains an indispensable forum. Unless the international system changes radicallyin a generation or so, 1 do not really see it ever losing its importance as a focus for dealing withthe management of the East-West relationship, and with preparing coordinated positions to deal withthe arms control and disarmament issues we hope will be successfully negotiated over the nextdecade or so.

[HILL] How about the pursuit of Canada's own particular interests? For example, what about thisproblemn of the Europeans acting more and more together, and then dealing directly with theAmericans, within NATO? Is this making things more difficuit?

[TAYLOR] It is always a risk. I suppose the beginning of wisdomn is to recognize the risk isthere. Once you have recognized it, then you immnediately start taking steps to ensure the risk isminimized. 1 guess we will just have to go on doing that. It is hard to imagine that a country withCanada's assets will ever be totally disregarded and negligible weight in the international system.The country has the weight it has. It is one of the strongest and freest countries in the world. Ithas tremendous assets, and these weights show up in international discussions. Canadians are flotperhaps totally conscious of that, because we live, almost as a national obsession, in the shadow ofthe United States. The easiest - in fact, sometimes the only - international comparison that comesto Canadian minds at ail is a comparison with the United States. But the United States is ten timesas populous as we are; it is ten times as rich; and it is a nuclear superpower. 0f course, peopleknow tlus. These things are ail clichés. But nonetheless it is material for reflection that ourinstinctive standard of international comparison is with a country that itself is unique in theinternational order. We are inclined perhaps to view ourselves through a distorting prismn as a resultof making that kind of comparison so often. We appear rather differently to many people outsidethe country. In any event, 1 have no doubt that we have the wit and the ability and the resourcesto, defend out interests.

Europe goes on coalescing. We knew from the time of the debate in Canada thirty years agoover the first British application to join tie Common Market, that an expanded European CommonMarket in a lot of ways was going to produce short-mun damage to specific Canadian interests. Thatwas true. That has happened. We would not have spent ail] that time worrying over and arguingagainst the Common Agricultural Policy if that were flot true. Our interests in some ways, and insome important ways, have been damaged. Nonetheless, 1 suppose the broad feeling of people -and here 1 think we probably share a certain commonality of view with the United States - is that,seen in a broader perspective, the movement in Europe lies in the logic of history, and that it is aniovement broadly speaking to be applauded, flot to be resisted. Our attitude - and 1 think this, onreflection, has been the attitude of Canadian govemnments for a generation now in the face of theEuropean movement - has been, on the whole, flot to be grudging about it, but to applaud and towish the Europeans well, to be perfectly prepared to let them see their interests and work their waythrough to new fornis of political and economic association, and to adjust our own relations withthem as a function of that; but to go on pointing out at every stage that, before they make up theirrninds and cast everything in concrete, we would like an opportunity to be heard, and to point outwhere particular steps that they are proposing to take, or particular policies that they adopt, aredamaging to our interests. 1 think we should go on doing that. Our objection to the EuropeanCommunity that exists now - and it is an objection a whole lot of Europeans have themselves to theCommunity that has been created -is, for instance, that it has a massively distorted commonagricultural policy, which is profoundly damaging to world markets and price structures, to theeconomies of countries with an important agricultural sector like Canada; and that aIl this really is



iniquitous. It should be attacked, and anything that could be done about it by way of direct
negotiation with the Community or in the GATT we shall go on pursuing.

Part VII - Under-Secretar of State for External Affairs. 1985 onwards

[HILL] Perhaps I might ask just one last question, which is a rather broad one. Since 1985 you
have been Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, and I wondered. whether, reflecting on your
experience in that position, you have any comnients to make about Canadian foreign policy, about
the role of NATO in world affairs, and about current changes in the general pattern of world
affairs?

[TAYLOR] Yes, I think I have said ail I need to about Canada and NATO. I do believe that it
will go on being an indispensable organization for us for another generation both in political and
defence terms. In that period, we may see some very important changes in the Soviet Union which
will require a Western response; and that Western response is going to have to be found by the
NATO countries - stili, I think, as an Alliance. How far will ail this go and what changes might
be produced? It is very hard to speculate about. What is happening in the Soviet Union is
absolutely fascinating. We spent the latter years of Mr. Brezhnev's life speculating endlessly on
the question: "After Brezhnev, what?' One of the things that was recognized was that there would
eventually be a generational change - time alone would take care of that. Even if ail else was
unpredictable, we knew that would happen sooner or later; and given the advancing age of the older
generation of Soviet leaders, it looked like sooner. We would be faced with people who would
represent a different expression of Soviet power. Whether that was going to be favourable or
harmful to our interests - well, that remained to be seen. We have at least got this far, that after
several interim stages, what is planly the successor generation has arrived. I do not think you
could say that the present leadership is firm and fixed yet, that is to say that five years from now
the composition of the Politburo is going to be the same as it is now. We are bound. to, see further
changes. There have been at lower levels very considerable changes, and presumably time too
will work further changes. It seems that, naturally enough, as with any leader, Mr. Gorbachev sees
his principal responsibilities as being domestic: the improvement of his own society, that he is
responsible for bringing about if he can.

We see some of the extensions of this in changes in Soviet foreign policy. Since I have been
in my present job there has certainly been a total change in the style of Soviet diplomacy. We have
had evidence of that - a kind of precursor - with the visit several years ago paid by Mr. Gorbachev
himself to Canada before he arrived at his present eminence. Since the new leadership has been
in power, we have had above ail Mr. Shevardnadze's, visit to Canada last autumn. This gave people
in Canada a direct experience of what a différent style, in the conduct of Soviet affairs, we are
seeing.

Weil, people can say: "Yes but that is only a change in style, and we must not be gulled by
people who are merely charming." Weil, alright. I would say that the change in style is already
an improvement. It is far easier to do business with people with whomn one cmn have a decent and
civilized dialogue than it was sometimes with people who were as obdurate as some of the
conservative spokesmen of the former generation. However that may be, what matters - and I
would certainly agree with the cautious people about this - is the substance, and in substance, what
have we seen?

Weil, in terms of Canada's own relations with the Soviet Union, some quite interesting changes.
The flrst notable improvement in years, for instance, in dealing with family re-unification cases



including some of the most longstanding like the case of Danila Shumuk. That is noted andappreciated. There again, people coulcl say: "Well, ail right, we ail applaud that development, butwhy should anybody give the Soviet Union credit for letting people leave the Soviet Union to bereunited with their familles at long last, who should neyer have been prevented in the first place?They don't deserve any credit for that. " There is some justice in that observation, and also thereare stili some unresolved cases.

Here ail 1 can say is, there is evidence of an important change. It is undeniable evidence.1 think we have to register it, and I want to weigh it in as balanced a way as I can.

There have been other aspects of our bilateral relations with the Soviet Union which have alsoaltered for the better in'the last little while. Exchange programmes with the Soviet Union, forinstance, were largely emptied of content in the aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, andnow the content is being restored - restored, we hope, in a way that makes more sense, and createsmore genuine benefit both to the Canadians who are involved in the exchanges and to the Soviets,because these things wiIl only work on a basis of reciprocity, of more mutual benefit than we wereable to get out of such programmes in previous years. Well, again, there have been some extremelyinteresting instances of successfül exchanges that have allowed Canadians really to see parts of theSoviet Union that have been very difficult to see before, to have contacts with people, to haveconversations with people in the Soviet Union, in a much more candid way than was true in thepast, about problems that are matters of common interest.

Those are further interesting signs. They are real. They are modest but real signs ofalterations in the relationship. If, however, you look over the period, say, since 1985, at Sovietforeign policy in general, it seems that you can see the signs of what? - soundings, experiments,tentative probes here and there in areas of traditional Soviet concern: relations with Japan, relationswith China, even the Afghanistan question. There have been signs that perhaps new minds werelooking at these problems, and that things might change.

But you have to say that the most important accomplishment -and it's not yet an accomplishment- in Soviet foreign policy, lies in the area we have already discussed, that is the fact that thesuperpowers have brought themselves and their allies to the point where we may yet see by the endof this year the first actual nuclear arms reduction agreement. Now that is not yet a bird in thehand, but if you are looking around for hopeful signs, that is what you can say. You can say nomore and no Iess than that right at the moment.

On the other hand, there are other areas where you really do not see any signs of change. Itseems, for instance, as between the Soviet Union and Japan, that the two sides have looked at therelationship. Perhaps the Soviets have taken a new look at the relationship; there were some signsof that. But in the end, on key questions for the Japanese like the status of the Northern Islands,there is no sign of any change in the Soviet position. And when you run through some of the otheritems on the tist: Cambodia, Afghanistan, and s0 on - you cannot really say that anything hashappened yet which justifies the conclusion that the new leadership has also produced a revolutionin Soviet foreign policy. On the contrary, the essence of most classic Soviet positions has beenpreserved up to this point. That also, 1 think, is material for reflection so far as the thrust of thedomestic reform is concerned. 0f course, that is more a matter of their interna] affairs. Wbile theWorld watches with interest, and while no doubt whatever happens - in addition to its fascination -has long-run implications for us, nonetheless it is a process that is relatively harder for people atour distance to penetrate and to understand. The Soviet economy and Soviet society are vast andcomplicated affairs. How much success the leadership can hope to have in reforming them is very



much an open matter of question. 1 imagine it is a question they ask themselves. Certainly
outsiders who know their system less well are bound to ask: "With problems as deep rooted and
intractable as the Soviet leaders themselves admit these problems to be, how can anyone reasonably
expect that they wiIl be, cured or attacked, or altered, to any important degree, in a short time?"
1 guess that must surely be a major problem for the Soviet leadership: that in the end, the people
who want change in tie Soviet Union, will become impatient to see it, and those who do not want
change will have a chance to rally their forces to resist.

[HILL] 1 guess that was the thought that came to mind when we were speaking about generational
and other changes. The process is bound to be a long one if it is to go anywhere.

[TAYLOR] Yes, I would not say it is without hope, and I would be perfectly prepared to, say it
is too early to judge. But nonetheless people from the West where societies evolve much more
rapidly, are in a way impatient for change. I think this is a particularly North American cast of
mind: that life consists of problems and problem-solving, and that to problems there are solutions.
You do not take the attitude that the problems have always been there and you live with them, or
that certain problems are insoluble. You are much more inclined to say, "Well, what's the answer?
And why haven't you got it yet?"

I do not think that that is so much the Soviets mentality, although it is perhaps silly to
generalize. Obviously, the Soviet people have had to learn to live with burdens that we can hardly
understand and would neyer accept. On the other hand, we have by comparison a free and flexible
society. We are accustomed to adapting it rather quickly; and even though. by our own standards
we may appear to deal with social and economic problems rather slowly and unsuccessfully,
nonetheless by comparison with other societies, our society changes very, very rapidly. Change and
flexibility are built into our attitudes. When we look at 'something like the Soviet Union, 1 think
we are ail too inclined to say: "WelI, what's Gorbachev done today? Why hasn't he produced
thorough going reform yet? How long do we have to wait?"

Well, 1 think that probably we will have to be patient a long time about some of the things we
would like to see happen.

[HILL] Thanks very much indeed. 1 am very grateful to you for taking the time to do this
interview.
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